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Theme

Heat transfer and cooling in gas turbine engines are still key factors to achieve high performance, increased life and improved
reliability. Any progress in this field will lead to a reduction of maintenance cost and fuel consumption.

The purpose of this Symposium was to bring together experts from industry, research establishments and universities to discuss
fundamental and applied heat transfer problems relevant to gas turbines, to exchange practical experience gained and to review
the state of the art.

The Symposium focused on turbine blade cooling (both external and internal heat transfer); heat transfer in combustors, to
disks, in labyrinth seals, and in shafts; measurement techniques and prediction methods; as well as interactions.

Theme

Le transfert thermique et le refroidissement continuent a jouer un r6le cli dans l'obtention de meilleures performances.
I'augmentation de la duree de vie et l'amdlioration de la fiabilite des turbines i gaz. Tout progres realise dans ce domaine
permettra de reduire les cofits de maintenance et de diminuer la consommation de carburant.

L'objet du Symposium ýtait de rassembler des sp~cialistes de l'industrie. des etablissements de recherche et des universitis pour
discuter des problimes fondamentaux et d'application en transfert thermique dans les turbines a gaz. La reunion a fourni
l'occasion pour un 6change d'exp~rience pratique et l'examen de l'itat de l'art dans ce domaine.

Le Symposium a traiti du refroidissement des aubes de turbine (le transfert thermique interne et externe), du transfert
thermique dans les chambres de combustion, les disques, les presse-garnitures A labyrinthe et les arbres. ainsi que des mithodes
de prevision et des techniques de mesure et les interactions qui en resultent.
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Technical Evaluation Report

by

Robert L Mayle
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, New York 12180
United States

It is always good to participate in such a symposium where all obtained in full-scale turbine test facilities using advanced
of those attending have a common interest and objective, data acquisition systems, and some were obtained in large
Somehow it gives me a feeling of compatriotism, creativity scale test facilities operated according to the fluid mechanic
and accomplishment. It is even better when the nearly one similarity principles. Each type of facility is needed, although
hundred and forty of us attending not only come from multi- I favor the large scale type because of their simplicity and the
farious nations, but also from industry, universities and chance of obtaining more detailed data. In addition, there
various government agencies. This sort of meeting provides have been significant advances in numerical methods of anal-
the best in diversity of approaches to our common problem ysis and experimental techniques which together will provide
and the best chance for the diffusion of our ideas. As we have the foundation of our future gas turbine design systems. So
experienced this week, the outcome was not only forty pres- the changes depend upon our standpoint and needs, even
entations which covered most aspects of gas turbine heat though the primary interest and objective of our community
transfer and cooling, but lively discussions and a comradery. have remained the same.
In addition, I had some impressions. Some arose from what I This Symposium covered most aspects of heat transfer and
have heard this week, some were reflections of what I have cooling in gas turbines. This may be seen from the titles of the
experienced during my twenty-some years as an active sessions themselves, namely,
researcher in the gas turbine heat transfer community, and 0 Turbine Blades - External Heat Transfer
some involved what I foresee concerning research and 9 Turbine Blades - Internal Heat Transfer
development in the field of gas turbine heat transfer. Now I * Measurement Techniques
wish to share them with you. 9 Rotating Disks, Labyrinth Seals and Shafts

During this Symposium, the 80th Symposium of the Propul- * Combustors
sion and Energetics Panel of AGARD, the common interest 0 Design, Interactions
has been -Heat Transfer and Cooling in Gas Turbines" and * Prediction Methods.
the common objective has been to improve gas turbine dura- After reviewing the papers presented in these sessions, not
bility and performance. Seven years ago, the Propulsion andEneretis Pnelhelda smilr smposum seeAGAD ~ including the Keynote Address, [ would say about eighteenEnergetics Panel held a similar symposium (see AGARD CP concerned increasing our data base, ten concerned numerical
390), and the interest and objective were the same. What has coneredancresing od b t concerned n uerchanedFro thestadpont o fudamntalundrstnd- methods of analysis, five concerned measurement techniques,
changed? From the standpoint of fundamental understand- five concerned full-scale engine simulation tests for the pur-
ing, not much. Progress in fundamental understanding is slow pose of design substantiation, and only one concerned a
as I will now illustrate with a story. About twenty years ago fundamental question regarding gas turbine heat transfer.
when I started my career in the field of gas turbine heat trans- Except for a few which addressed specific design issues, most
fer, my supervisor told me, contrary to my belief, that the contain some element of research, some element of *new-
laminar-turbulent transition problem had been solved and
thatIshouidworkonthemuchmorerelevantproblemoffilm ness". Coming back to the point I made earlier, and
cooling. So I begun my work in film cooling and today, in spite considering the numbers above, it should not surprise anyone

o f ee i c that a lot has changed from a designer's standpoint while not
ofmy efforts then and those of many others since, westill can- much has changed from the fundamental standpoint. Now I
not predict heat transfer downstream of an arbitrary lm wish to discuss some of the advances I think we have madein
cooling scheme because the fundamental problem of flinm the last seven years, and, in so doing, I will also try to indicate
cooling remains unsolved. The story does not end here and, in their future impact on gas turbine heat transfer and cooling
fact, closes at the beginning. About four years ago I began design.
working on the transition problem again, although I was inter-
ested in ita unsteady aspects, and was surprised to learn how In recent years, the most significant advances have been in the
little our fimdamental understanding of transition had areas of unsteady flow, transitional flow, and rotational flow,
changed in twenty years. Indeed, it really hasn't changed much and in applications of the experimental liquid crystal tech-
since 1951 when Emmons discovered the formation of turbu- nique and the computational fluid dynamic methods. Since I
lent spots ina laminar boundary layer. am personally involved in two of these areas, namely,

So what has changed? From the fundamental standpoint, not unsteady and transitional flow, I will start with them.

much. From the standpoint of a gas turbine design engineer, I strongly believe that the largest improvements of durability
however, a lot. Since the last symposium, there has been an and efficiency in future gas turbine engines depend upon our
increasing flow of data from a wide variety of experiments understanding of, and our ability to predict the highly
pertaining to gas turbine heat transfer, much of which is well unsteady and three-dimensional flows which occur within
documented, This has provided the designer with a continu- these engines. In addition, I truly believe that the last f1ust ,
ing update of his or her data base. Some of these data were in gas turbine technology is understanding and either actively
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or passively controlling these flows. The recent advances in labyrinth seal passages, and flow in airfoil cooling passages.
this area have been swift. About seven years ago we just Advances in all of these areas have mainly been associated
started to digest the first truly unsteady heat transfer and aer- with acquiring more information about these flows,.which, in
odynamic results, and now we already have simple, but useful turn, has helped to dispel some of the "mysticism" surround-
unsteady flow models for transition and complex, but practi- ing (no pun intended) them. The more common experiments
cal unsteady, three-dimensional computer programs. The involve rather sophisticated rotating test models and data
advances being made in this area have been fundamental as acquisition systems such as that described by Prof. Morris. A
well as practical. Today, Dr Hahl described his unsteady, conceptionally simpler rotating test facility using the liquid
three-dimensional computer program and told us that the crystal measurement technique was described by Prof. Metz-
time-averaged aerodynamic loss associated with these flows is ger. While interest in rotating flows and the heat transfer
not equal to the loss predicted by a steady flow calculation associated with them is relatively recent, research and adv-
using the time-averaged inlet flow conditions. Earlier this ances have generally followed the increase in turbine inlet
week, I described a simple model for unsteady, multimode temperatures and coincided with the designer's need. Calcu-
transition and showed even for two-dimensional flow that the lation methods, such as those described separately by
time-averaged heat load on a cooled turbine airfoil cannot be Professor Owen and Professor Launder, have also been deve-
calculated using a steady flow analysis with time-averaged loped to handle these complicated flows. Presently, however,
inlet flow conditions. In other words, correct predictions of most design systems use correlations to predict the effects of
either the aerodynamic losses or blade heat transfer require rotation on turbine heat transfer. Here, we should continue to
unsteady flow considerations. In addition, Dr Epstein develop practical computational methods for these flows,
described the three-dimensional effects of a non-uniform particularly methods which can handle rotational flows in
inlet temperature profile on turbine blade heat transfer. Pres- complex airfoil cooling passages.
ently, our design systems either neglect these unsteady, Following up on this statement, it is now clear that computa-
three-dimensional effects or incorrectly attempt to take them tional fluid dynamic and heat transfer programs have now
into account by using time- and circumferentially-averaged been developed to a point where they become more attractive
inlet conditions. We should be working hard toward replacing to use as a design tool. Euler solvers are now commonly used
these systems with their unsteady, three-dimensional by aerodynamicists and Navier-Stokes solvers are quickly
counterparts and using the new systems to design three- being introduced. Before these programs can become a main-
dimensionally-tailored cooled airfoils having lower stay of the heat transfer design system. however, they must
aerodynamic losses which can operate at higher inlet temper- become more accurate. The comparisons between calculatedatures. and experimental results shown separately by Dr Chana and

Coming back to the story I related earlier, laminar-turbulent Dr Rivir 3 just aren't good enough yet for heat transfer design
transition has been a problem for many years and is, since purposes. Nevertheless, it is now practical to consider a
most flows in a gas turbine are transitional, still an important design methodology which uses computational fluid dynamic
problem to solve. Fortunately, there have been significant and heat transfer programs, together with liquid-crystal-type
advances here too. As explained in my recent review paper' experiments to "quick check" the design and subsequently
on the subject, the advances have not been in "fixing up" old modify it accordingly. As shown by Dr Pirrelli, this method
two-dimensional, steady-flow models of the phenomenon, appears most suitable for designing turbine blade cooling
but in accepting and using the turbulent spot ideas of flow systems where the geometry of the passages and the
Emmons. Mr Clark showed us very clearly this week that flows within them are so complex that our correlation laden
these ideas provide an accurate description of transitional design programs are only approximate anyway. This is the
flow. The new ideas also allow us to solve the unsteady transi- direction of the future, both for internal and external flows,
tional flow problems such as those discussed in my and we should be pursuing it vigorously.
presentation. All of the advances here are very recent, and can In conclusion, there have been many changes. There have
be attributed solely to a revolution in our thinking more than been many advances, and if we are as successful in the next
anything else. Presently, however, most design systems still seven years as we have been in the last, the next symposium
use the old methods for calculating transitional flows. We will be well worth attending. It has been a pleasure to particip-
should be working towards incorporating the new thinking ate in this Symposium. The presentations and discussions
into these design systems and obtaining data to clarify some of have been very good and stimulating. Now I wish to close by
the missing details in the new models, thanking the Propulsion and Energetics Panel and all those

The work in rotational flow with heat transfer can usually be who participated in the Symposium. It has been a very worth-
divided into three areas; flow in disk cavities, flow through while experience.

'The authors named in this report are those who presented their papers. They may not be the paper's first author.
2 -he Role of Laminar-Turbulent Transition in Gas Turbine Engines," J. Turbomachinery, Vol. 113, 1991, pp. 509-537.
3 Dr Rivir presented the paper authored by Haldeman. Dunn, MacArthur and Murawski.
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Keynote Address

UNSTEADY, MULTIMODE TRANSITION IN GAS TURBINE ENGINES

Robert E. Mayle
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, New York 12180
USA

Abs~tre

A theory for unsteady, multimode transition on gas turbine air- which periodically propagate and grow along the airfoil surface,
foils is presented. The theory, which provides a correction to the as shown in the lower portion of Fig. 2, such that the affected flow
Mayle-Dullenkopf multimode model, considers a more physi- is part of the time laminar and part of the time turbulent. This
cally correct viewpoint by taking into account the periodic dis- transition is called "wake-induced transition" and was, until
turbance caused by both the wake-induced turbulent strips and recently, considered to be the main unsteady effect of the wake on
the "becalmed" flow following them. In addition, a comparison the flow. The fraction of time the flow is turbulent is defined as
of the theory with data is provided, which shows excellent agree- the intermittency, y. For laminar flow 'y = 0, while for turbulent
ment, and results illustrating the effects of transition onset dis- flow y = 1. For transitional flow, of course, Y lies between zero
tance and wake-passing Strouhal number on multimode transi- and unity. Several intermittency distributions for wake-in-
tion are presented. duced transition are shown in the upper portion of Fig. 2. In this

figure, the onset of wake-induced transition is presumed to occur
List of Symbols at the streamwise position xtw.

a production rate of turbulent strips Some of the same experiments (Pfeil and Herbst, 1979, Herbst,
c airfoil chord 1980, Pfeil et al., 1983, Wittig et al., 1988, Mayle and Dullenkopf,
n production rate of turbulent spots per unit distance in the 1989, 1990, Dullenkopf, et al., 1991, Schroder, 1985, 1989, 1990, and

spanwise direction Dong and Cumpsty, 1989a and b), however, also revealed that
Nu Nusselt number transition by any other mode can occur between the passing tur-
Re Reynolds number bulent strips. In each case, the transition taking place between
S Strouhal number the strips was a periodically disturbed version of that which
t time would have occurred there if the mainstrean. flow had been
U._ free-stream velocity steady. For this reason, and in the following, this transition
x surface coordinate in stream-wise direction will be referred to as the "wake-disturbed" transition. A typical
xtn onset of the wake-disturbed normal transition intermittency distribution for a transition which would occur if
xtw onset of the wake-induced transition the mainstream flow was steady is shown in Fig. 3. In this fig-

ure, the onset of transition is presumed to occur at the streamwise

Greek position xtn and is caused by a random production of turbulent
spots as first described by Emmons (1951). An interesting con-

Y intermittency sequence of a combined unsteady, wake-induced and wake-
disturbed transitional flow is that multiple regions of laminar

7 time-averaged intermittency and turbulent flow can occur simultaneously on the same sur-
v kinematic viscosity face. That is, an instantaneous snapshot of the flow over a gas-
* Emmons' spot propagation parameter turbine airfoil, say, may show a laminar boundary layer near
T wake-passing period the leading edge, a wake-induced turbulent strip farther down-
o) wake-passing frequency stream, followed by a second region of laminar flow, and an-

other transition to turbulent flow by any one of the usual modes,
Subscripts be it natural, bypass, or separated-flow transition. This multiple

transitional behavior is called "unsteady, multimode transi-
L laminar tion" or simply "multimode transition" (Mayle, 1991).
n normal transition mode
T turbulent To this author's knowledge the first evidence of multimode tran-
w wake induced transition mode sition was presented by Pfeil and Herbst (1979) and later de-

scribed in a series of articles by Herbst (1980), Pfeil et al. (1983),
n t and Schroder (1985). They measured the steady and unsteady

velocity components in a flow along a flat plate positioned
In the past, laminar-te-turbulent boundary layer transition on downstream of a rotating cylinder of circular spokes aligned
gas turbine airfoils was considered to be a "steady" event, or at parallel to the leading edge of the plate. Besides discovering that
least a statistically steady event, and was calculated as such. the wakes produce turbulent strips and correctly describing the
During the past decade or so, however, experimental evidence wake-induced transition process, they discovered that a periodi-
began to appear which showed otherwise and now, after numer- cally unsteady transition could occur between the strips. In this
ous experiments (Pfeil and Herbst, 1979, Herbst, 1980, Pfeil et regard, they were the first to establish the basic features of the
al.,1983, Hodson, 1984, Schroder, 1985, 1989, 1990, Ashworth et al., multimode transition process as we know them today. Later,
1985, Doorly at al., 1985a, b and c, 1988, Dring et al., 1986, Dunn et Wittig et al. (1988) measured the time-averaged heat transfer on
al., 1986, Wittig et al., 1988, LaGraff et al., 1989, Dong and a gas turbine airfoil in an unsteady wake-disturbed incident
Cumpsty, 1989a and b, Mayle and Dullenkopf, 1989, 1990, Liu and flow which clearly showed multimode transitional behavior.
Rodi, 1989, Dullenkopf, At al., 1991, Orth, 1991, and Dullenkopf, These measurements were obtained for wake-passing Strouhal
1992), it is generally accepted that transition on gas turbine air- numbers less than four and indicated that one could easily treat
foils is unsteady and that the unsteady passing of wakes from the the wake-disturbed transitional portion of the flow as steady.
previous airfoil row (see Fig.1) has the greatest effect. In partic- Later measurements obtained by Dullenkopf at al. (1991) and
ular, it is now recognized that the wakes themselves produce Dullenkopf (1992) for higher Strouhal numbers, however, showed
nearly two-dimensional, spanwise-oriented, turbulent strips that this is not always the case. About the same time, Dong and
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Cumpsty (1989a and b) presented their measurements on the un-
steady interaction between wake-induced turbulent strips and a
separated-flow transition bubble. In these papers, where velocity TURBULENT
measurements on a compressor blade in an unsteady wake- FLOW
disturbed incident flow are reported, it is clearly shown that STATORS
laminar separation was suppressed as the strips passed over the MOVING
separation location. In fact, for certain conditions, it was found1  WAKES
that the wake flow prevented both separation and transition from WAKES
occurring at all, such that the flow between the turbulent strips
remained laminar all the way to the airfoils trailing edge. U ".

In developing their theory for wake-induced transition, Mayle
and Dullenkopf (1989) also presented a model for unsteady,
multimode transition. Based on the results of Wittig, et al., 1988,
which indicated little interaction, and Emmons' (1951) turbulent
spot transition theory, they obtained an expression for the time-
averaged intermittency of a multimode transitional flow by as- LAMINAR
suming that the downstream transition was undisturbed by the FLOW
wake-induced turbulent strips except to the extent that the areas
covered by the strips were always turbulent. Specifically, this
was done by considering the production of turbulent strips and
spots to be independent of one another and the downstream tran- UNSTEADY
sition to be steady. As shown in their original paper, the agree- WAKE-INDUCED
snent between this model and measurements for small Strouhal TRANSITION ROTORS
numbers was excellent. As shown recently (see Dullenkopf and
Mayle, 1992, Fig. 2), however, their model fails to predict the cor- UNSTEADY
rect behavior for higher wake-passing frequencies. In addition, WAKE-DISTURBED
the theory is incapable of predicting either an extended laminar TRANSITION
or wake-disturbed transitional flow region such as observed by
Dong and Cumpsty. Figure 1. Unsteady flow in a turbine passage with multi-

The present paper is an effort to correct these shortcomings. In mode transition.

the following, the idea of a "becalmed" flow will first be intro-
duced and its effect on wake-disturbed transition described. sented by the dashed line in this figure corresponds to that shown
Then the Mayle-Dullenkopf multimode transition result will be in Fig. 4. The dark gray areas in Fig. 5 represent the turbulent
outlined and a new theory introduced which accounts for the ef- flow regions caused by the wakes, i.e., turbulent strips. Their
fect of the becalmed flow. This is followed by a comparison of the period corresponds to the wake-passing period T. Measurements
new theory with data. Finally, the results of several parametric show that these strips are nearly two-dimensional and travel at
studies for multimode transition are presentvd. an average velocity equal to about 0.7 U., which is slower than

the wake. The velocities of the leading and trailing edges of

The 'Becalmed" Flow these strips are presented in Table 1, together with data previ-
ously gathered on turbulent spots. Their growth rate is given by

As shown by Schubauer and Klebanoff (1955) the flow directly (Ule -Ute). Hence, turbulent strips and spots propagate and grow
following a turbulent spot is laminar and stable with regard to at about the same rate. Furthermore, as shown by Orth (1991), the
any disturbances impressed upon it. Although not "calm," the rate is independent of whether or not the flow is accelerating or
flow within this region has been called "becalmed." While the decelerating. This latter observation confirms the assumption
reason for this behavior is not yet known, the implication in made by Chen and Thyson (1971) in their transition model.
terms of transition is clear; turbulent spots can not be produced at Since turbulent strips and spots simply convect with the flow, it is
any position on the surface covered by this stable flow. Recent always possible to represent their boundaries by straight lines in
measurements by Orth (1991) show that a similar becalmed flow
also follows a turbulent strip. Therefore, in multimode transi-
tion where wake-induced turbulent strips pass through another FULLY TURBULENT
transition region, both the disturbance of the strips and the sta-
bility of the flow following them must be taken into account. 1 - -

Considering the effect of the becalmed flow on a boundary layer INCREASING
in multimode transition, an instantaneous view of the boundary WAKE-PASSING
layer and its intermittency distribution may appear something 0___FRE_ UENCY
like that shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the flow upstream of xtw
is supposed fully laminar, while that far downstream is expected x
to be fully turbulent. At the instant shown, the first turbulent ONSET OF WAKE-INDUCED
strip has yet to interact with the transition occurring down- I TRANSITION
stream, while the second strip, together with its attendant be-
calmed flow, lies within it. Since the becalmed flow prevents WAKE-INDUCED
any turbulent spots from forming where they would normally TRANSITION STRIPS
form, a completely laminar "strip" follows the turbulent strip as LAMINAR
it propagates through the wake-disturbed region of transition. BOUNDARY LAYER
Unlike the turbulent strips, however, and as will be seen later, I WAKES
these laminar strips decrease in length as they propagate down-
stream. .U (x)

y
The various laminar, turbulent, laminar becalmed, and transi- -.. 4." '':
tional flow regimes corresponding to the flow just described are 1 •Ul0.6 U_
shown in the distance-time diagram of Fig. 5. Cuts parallel to 0
the x axis describe the instantaneous state of flow on the surface, Xtw X
while vertical cuts describe the unsteady behavior of the flow at a STREAMWISE DISTANCE
fixed position on the surface. The instantaneous state repre-

Figure 2. Wake-InduCed transition on a surface and time-
SN. Cumpoty, 1992, private communication. averaged Intemilttency.
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Figure 3. Intermlttency distributions or a normal transl- I -e
tlon In steady flow. w _.

an x-t plot, even if the free-stream velocity varies. This may be cIc I.
done by using a transformed streamwise coordinate x = 0 • Boundary

U.jdx'/U(x'). Figure 5 has been drawn with this in mind. Layer I I I I

Reference Type Uie/U. Ute/U. DISTANCE, x
Orth Strips 0.88 0.5 Figure 4. An Instantaneous view of a multlmode tranai-

(dldl = 0, > 0, and <0) tlionsl flow.

Schubauer & KMebanoff Spots 0.88 0.5

(do'da=0) where w is the interval of time during which turbulent strips are
produced by the wake at xtw, and (Ute)b is the trailing edge ve-Wynanski et al. Spots 0.89 0.5 locity of the becalmed region. Using (Ute)b - 0.34U. and Ule =

(dp/dx=0) I 0.88U., this expression becomes

Tn = I -Tw - 1.80(xtn - xtw)/U- (2)

The white areas in the figure represent the laminar portions of The maximum distance downstream at which transition by any
the flow on the surface. They have been separated into two re- other mode can begin is, therefore, xtn max = xtw + 0.55(T -?cw)U..
gions, however, in order to distinguish the laminar becalmed Introducing the wake-passing Strouhal number, S = o)c/U.,
flow from the remaining laminar flow. The line separating where (o is the wake-passing frequency, this condition may be
these regions represents the trailing edge of the becalmed flow. rewritten as
Schubauer and Klebanoff measured a trailing edge velocity
equal to the Tollmien-Schlichting wave speed. In their case, the Uxtn max xtn max - x! 2 U.W
speed was 0.29U-. Orth's data indicates a similar situation ex- t 0.55 2_T. (3)
ists for turbulent strips. From his data, the trailing edge velocity c c
of the becalmed flow is estimated to lie between 0.30U. and
0.38U.. The latter value nearly corresponds to the Tollmien-
Schlichting wave speed for the critical Reynolds number of in-
stability, while the former nearly corresponds to that found by TURBULENT STRIPS
Schubauer and Klebanoff. These facts strongly suggest that the
size of the becalmed region is connected to the Tollmien- LAMINAR
Schlichting wave speed. If true, then the trailing edge velocity of
the becalmed flow will vary slightly with streamwise distance
as the boundary layer grows, however, there are not enough data
available to prove it. Neglecting this variation and using the FIG. --
average of the above values, the trailing edge velocity of the be- 4 'E
calmed flow will be about 0.34U.. From this and the values .-
given previously for the turbulent strip velocities, it is easy to
calculate that the ratio between the residence time of the be- Wu :•BECALMED •
calmed flow over a point on the surface and the residence time of E FLOW
the turbulent strip itself is about unity. FLOWI/

The light gray areas in Fig. 5 represent the transitional flow oc- I
curring between the turbulent strips and becalmed flow. It
should be shaded light to dark from left to right indicating the
laminar-to-turbulent transition as shown in Fig. 3. This may
be either a natural, bypass, or separated-flow transition. Since NORMAL
the turbulent spots which cause this transition are produced only TRANSITION
at xtn and only after the becalmed flow has passed, transition I -.a--
can only occur within the skewed triangular portion shown. The 0 x w
interval of time, Tn, during which spots can be produced is easily tw In
determined from geometry to be DISTANCE, x

Tn Tw (xts-x)) (1 1IT.- e -"--• I '[-I; (Xtn a Xtw) (1) Figure 8. Multlmodo transition In the x- plena.
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Figure 7. Wake-induced production function for tur-
STROUHAL NUMBER, S . bulent strips.

Figure 6. Topology diagram for single and multimode The multimode model proposed by Mayle and Dullenkopf uses
transition, T,, = 0. eq. (5) for the wake-induced intermittency and eq. (6) for the

wake-disturbed intermittency, together with a superposition

This relation is plotted in Fig. 6 for rw = 0. If the distance be- model which provides the fraction of time the flow is turbulent

tween the onset of transition for an undisturbed incident flow when both transition processes occur simultaneously, viz.,

and wake-induced transition is greater than this, then transi-
tion cannot occur between the strips, and only wake-induced (7(x) = 1 - (l-in)(l-w) (7)
transition will occur. For AXtn < Axtn max, however, a multi-
mode transition will occur. The problem now is to determine the The present theory attempts to correct their result by modifying
time-averaged intermittency for multimode transition. eq. (6) to account for the periodic passing of the turbulent strips

and their becalmed regions of flow.
A Multimode-Tranuition Intenmittency Model Since turbulent spots cannot be produced at xt when either a tur-

The time-averaged
2 

intermittency jw for wake-induced transi- bulent strip or its attendant becalmed flow is directly above, it is

tion was obtained by Mayle and Dullenkopf (1989) and is g assumed that the production of turbulent spots at xtn will be as

by shown in Fig. 9. This production function may be substituted di-
rectly into Emmons' general intermittency expression and

x 1w X-xtw time-averaged similar to that done by Mayle and Dullenkopf
Yw(x) = 1-ex -4atana(-)(----) (x Xtw) (4) (see Appendix, 1989) to obtain the time-averaged intermittencydistribution for wake-induced transition. Although the analysis

is not simple, it can be shown that for small values of naU.,t 2 
the

where "a" is the production rate of turbulent strips, a is one-half solution is
of their growth angle in the x-t plane (ca -7.4*), and Us is their av-
erage propagation velocity (Us - 0.7U.). A sketch of this expres- rx n (TXn ](
sion showing the effect of increasing wake-passing frequencies fn(X) = 1 - exP-(•-'U)(')(x-xtn) 2J; (x xtn) (8)
(decreasing i) was given in the upper portion of Fig. 2. To obtain
eq. (4), Mayle and Dullenkopf assumed that the wakes turned the
production of turbulent strips on and off as they passed over the The restriction on ncrU..r

2 
implies that the dimensionless pro-

location xtw. Their assumed production rate distribution is duction rate nav2/U3 for typical mid-sized gas turbines should
shown in Fig. 7. Later (1990), for typical gas turbine flows, they
found eq. (4) could be replaced by a much simpler expression, be less than (10)"9. This implies that the free-stream turbulence
viz., level should be less than eight percent (see Mayle, Fig. 9, 1991).

Since this restriction is quite reasonable for gas turbine flows, it
F x-xtwl would appear that eq. (8) will provide a good approximation for

w(x) = 1 -ex -1.
9

(-j--x-)w); (x a xtw) (5) the time-averaged intermittency distribution in the wake-dis-
f - turbed transition regime on a turbine airfoil.

A plot of this expression and its comparison to some experimen- With this, the present method for predicting the time-averaged
tal results are provided in Fig. 8. The agreement is seen to be
excellent even though, as it turns out, the value of aTw is much intermittency in multimode transitional flows is to use eqs. (7),
larger than that for which eq.(4) was derived. 1 00

An expression for the time-averaged intermittency for either
natural or by-pass transition, assuming all turbulent spots are
randomly produced at Xtn was given by Dhawan and Narasimha 'P-P

(1958), viz., > .
0z

7n(x) = -ex t( no (x~xtn)2 ; (x Ž xtn) (6) 0.5

W r 0 Peil & Herbst M79
In this expression, n is the turbulent spot production rate per unit Dr DIng et al. [186
distance in the spanwise direction and a is Emmons' dimen- e Wittig et al. [-SO]
sionless spot propagation parameter 3 which depends on the shape
and velocity of the spot. A sketch of this expression was given in 0
Fig. 3. Comparisons of eq. (6) to experimental results may be 0 1 2 3 4 5
found in the original paper by Dhawan and Narasimha, among
many others (see Mayle's 1991 review). The agreement is found
to be excellent. STREAMWISE DISTANCE, (x - x XU.1

2 Averaged over one wake-passing period Figure S. A comparison of wake-Induced transition
3 See Emmons (1951) theory with experiment.
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(5) and (8), withvNf obtained from eq. (2). The quantities no, xtw,
and dtn may be obtained from correlations presented by Mayle SURFACE DISTANCE, x/c
(1991). A simple, but good, method for obtaining the Nusselt
number distribution (or the distribution of any boundary layer Figure 11. Airfoil host transfer date and predictions.

quanity isto se Emon' sperositon ode, vz.,and compared to the theory calculated as explained above. The

The values of NUT and Nul were obtained from the data taken with-
Nu~x = ( -i)NuLx) +i Nw~x)out bars and with the turbulence grid in and out, respectively.

where NuL and NUT are the Nusselt numbers for fully-laminar The values of xtw were obtained by a best fit to the wake-induced

and fully-turbulent flow on the surface. When using this ex- portion of the data, while the xtn values were obtained by a best fit
pressin , howey- rand fw sown th y surfae. Wend Narasimha, to the wake-disturbed portion. The latter values correspond
pressfon, however, and as shown by Dhawan andeNadatista, closely to those which would be predicted using the free-stream
the fully-turbulent boundary layer must be considered to start turbulence of the incident flow between the wakes and the corre-
from the onset of transition. For other boundary layer quanti- lations presented by Mayle (Figs. 10 and 15, 1991). While simi-
ties, such as the energy thickness, one substitutes the correspond- Sar correlations do not exist for Xtw, all the values obtained by
ing quantities for Nu, NuL, and NuT into eq. (9). fitting the data were found to lie near the minimum pressure re-

A Comparison the TheorywithData gion on the airfoil. This corresponds to Mayle's rule of thumb
(see discussion on pp. 522 and 523, 1991). The value of na was

The only data available with which this theory can be compared obtained by fitting the transition data obtained on the airfoil for a
are the heat transfer measurements presented by Dullenkopf, et steady incident flow, undisturbed by wakes, and with no grid.
al. (1991). The measurements were obtained on an airfoil in a
full-scale, stationary cascade, with an unsteady wake generator The results for the suction side of the airfoil are shown in Fig.

of rotating bars placed upstream. The apparatus and experimen- 10. (See Dullenkopf and Mayle, 1992, for a discussion on the ef-
Srotechiqueha b erspaen completre ly. descpparibesad bypWitti et . fect of the wakes on the pressure side of the airfoil.) In this fig-

ta technique have been completely described by Wittig et l.inlet
(1988) where some preliminary results were given. All of the re- velocity. A typical Strouhal number for a mid-sized gas turbine
sults may be found in Dullenkopfs dissertation. Measurements isaoutf. A chydata str epresents an average o urtive
without bars were also obtained both with and without an up- is about four. Each data set represents an average of four to five
stream turbulence grid. For the data shown below, the inlet flow test runs with a scatter of less than five percent The theoretical
velocity was 80 m/s and the angular velocity of the rotating bars values of the time-averaged intermittency were calculated from
was 262 radians/s. The different wake-passing frequencies eqs. (5), (7), (8) and (2), with Tw = 0. The agreement between data
were obtained by rotating a different number of bars. The airfoil and theory is excellent, even for the highest Strouhal number
chord was 82 mm. where the effect of the turbulent strips and becalmed flow on the

downstream transition is the largest. For this case, the intermit-
For each test, the time-averaged intermittency data was evalu- tency calculated using the original Mayle-Dullenkopf multi-
ated using the measured Nusselt numbers and eq. (9), viz.. mode model is also shown and predicts a shorter transition to

fully turbulent flow. The difference between these two predic-
Nu(x) -NuL(x) tions is the result of taking into account the becalmed flow. The

= Nu(x)T -NuL(x) differences for the lower Strouhal numbers are much smaller( N -and are not shown for clarity.

The results shown in Fig. 10 for the two highest Strouhal num-
Mayle & 0 bers are presented as Nusselt number distributions in Fig. 11.

Dullenkopf, The data is that measured directly, while the theoretical values
1 .1 ['891 were calculated using eqs. (5), (7), (8), (2) and (9). The agree-

•Present ment is excellent.

o Theory Some Calculations
Z
WI 7.50.5 "�3.8 Da While the above comparisons provide a typical example of mul-
cr Dullenkopf, timode transition, the effects of onset location and wake Strouhal
uj 1.9 el al. ['911 number on the overall behavior are not so obvious. These effects

are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 where calculated time-averaged
intermittency distributions are plotted against the streamwise

S- 0 distance measured from the onset of wake-induced transition.

0 In each of these figures, j has been calculated using eqs. (2), (5),
(7) and (8) with rw = 0 and nac2 /U, - 1.0 0.5 1 1.5

The effect of distance between the onset of wake-induced transi-
STREAMW1SE DISTANCE, x/c tion and the onset of wake-disturbed transition is shown in Fig.

12 where Axtn/c = (xtn - xtw)/c. In general, the position whereFigure 10. Comparison of muitlme transition theory with each curve leaves the wake-induced transition curve divides the
data.
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(a)
Figure 12. Effect of transition onset distance on the time-
averaged Intermittency for multimods transition.

flow into two regimes. Upstream of this position, the flow is dorn- SEPARATION

inated by the wake-induced transition process, while down- >:
stream it is dominated by the wake-disturbed process. In Fig. 12, •?8
it is obvious that as the distance between the two transition onset u 0.5
locations increases, more of the flow over the surface is domi- -

nated by the wake-induced transition process. Not so obvious is
the effect of the becalmed flow. This effect may be seen by corn- u- =2 I
paring the length of the wake-disturbed transition region for dif- z Axtn.1.0
ferent values of Axtn/c. For larger Axtn/c, the effect of the be-
calmed flow is to decrease the time during which turbulent spots 0
can be produced, therefore delaying transition to fully turbulent C 0.5 1 1.5
flow.

The effect of Strouhal number on multimode transition is shown STREAMWISE DISTANCE, (x - X )IC

in Figs. 13a and b where calculations for Strouhal numbers S = (b)
2, 4 and 8 are presented. Here the effect of the becalmed flow is
more obvious. As the Strouhal number increases, the time dur- Figure 14. Effect of waie Stroustio number on multmode
ing which turbulent spots can be produced between the strips de- transition with sparsted-fiow transition; (5) AX1 s * 0S,

creases, again delaying transition to fully turbulent flow. As (b) Axis z 1O0.

pointed out earlier, and as shown in Fig. 6, it is possible for large
1• values of either S or Axtn/C that no transition will occur between

-I the turbulent strips. The condition for this to occur is given by
eq. (3).

>I ONSET OF

NDISTURBED Since the behavior for large values of S and Axtn/c is similar to
W TRANSITION that observed by Dong and Cumpsty, a calculation was per-

405 - formed using a simple model for separated-flow transition. The
model, although strictly hypothetical, is based on the separated-
flow transition model presented by Mayle (1991) which presumes

S =2 A. a similarity between ieparated-flow and attached-flow transi-
tion. The implication is that separated-flow transition may be
treated as a short attached-flow transition when calculating the

0 0.5 1 1.5 intermittency distribution. Arbitrarily assuming nac2/U, -
0.1, which provides a short transition length, time-averaged in-
termittency distributions were calculated using eqs. (2), (5), (7)

STREAMWISE DISTANCE, (x - xtw)/c and (8). The results of these calculations are shown in Figs. 14a

(a) and b for several "separated-flow" multimode transition situa-
tions where "separation" was assumed to occur at AXtn. The

1 trend, which clearly shows a delay in transition to the fully tur-
ONSET OF bulent state, may explain the observations of Dong and Cumpaty.

1- DISTURBED Again, the effect is caused by the periodic passing of the wake-
: TRANSITIONinduced turbulent strips and becalmed flow. In this case, how-

0 ever, it is physically attributed to the fact that neither separation
z• nor transition can occur when the strips and the becalmed 'low

0.5 8pass over the separation point.4

S Conclusions

tt.A model for multimode transition which correctly predicts ex-

0 0 perimental results for high as well as for low wake-passing fre-
quency was developed by accounting for the effects of the be-

0 0.5 1I calmed flow following the wake-induced turbulent strips. The
model also predicts that transition to the fully turbulent state will

STREAMWISE DISTANCE, (x -x w)1C be delayed by the unsteady effect of passing wakes. This effect,
(b) which has been observed experimentally, depends on both the

wake-passing Strouhal number and the distance between the on-
Figure 13. Effect of wake Strouhal number on multimode set of wake-induced transition and the onset of wake-disturbed
transition; (a) Axt. - 0-., (bt) AxI• a 1.0.
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ABSTRACT A highly three-dimensional nozzle guide vane has
been designed and tested at DRA Pyestock. The

In HP turbines, predictions of the heat transfer to prime objective was to produce a challenging
the blade and endwalls is particularly important for an three-dimensional design which would act as a
accurate assessment of turbine component life. On stimulus for aerodynamic and thermodynamic
the endwalls, there are often complex 3D (secondary) research. Fully three-dimensional flow calculation
flows present which make predictions of heat transfer methods were employed in the design of the
particularly difficult. variable-lean nozzle guide vane. Figure 1 shows the

details of the vane and the computational grid used.

A detailed investigation of this area has been carried

out on a fully annular cascade of highly 3D nozzle The purpose of this paper is to describe heat flux and
guide vanes. Measurements were made on the vane pressure measurements obtained from a set of NGV's
and endwalls to determine heat transfer and using the Isentropic Light Piston Facility (ILPF) a
aerodynamic characteristics. Testing was conducted short duration heat transfer tunnel. The NGV
in a short duration Isentropic Light Piston test annular ring was tested over a range of Reynolds
facility, at engine representative Reynolds number, number, Mach number and gas-to-wall temperature
Mach number and gas-to-wall temperature ratio. ratios, representative of engine conditions. The
Interpreted test data are compared with computations detailed measurements are compared with theoretical
obtained at test conditions. flow and heat transfer predictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to increase thrust-to-weight ratio and
achieve maximum cycle efficiencies with gas turbine
engines it is necessary to raise the cycle temperatures
to the maximum, within the constraints of structural
integrity. Thus the need to understand in detail and
predict accurately the heat transfer distributions for
high pressure turbines becomes an important factor.
The presence of complex highly three-dimensional
secondary flows within the turbine passage makes the
turbine designer's task very difficuiL

Several different investigations of nozzle guide vane Figure 1. HTDU 4X vane and computational grid

(NOV) aerofoil and endwall heat transfer behaviour
have been reported in the literature. The work of 2 DESIGN DETAILS
York et al (1983), Gladden et al, (1988) and Boyle et
al (1989), concentrated on two-dimensional cascade 2.1 Duty
measurements, and although general features of the
flow were modelled radial pressure gradients were The aerodynamic design of the high pressure turbine
not. Granziani et al (1979), and Gaugler and Russell was targeted for a future engine of advanced military
(1983), correlated detailed heat transfer duty. The turbine has been designated the High
measurements with secondary flow patterns. This Temperature Demonstrator Unit (HTDU) 4X. It has
work was not representative of engine operating the following overall design parameters.
conditions in terms of Reynolds number, Mach number
and gas-to-wall temperature ratio. More recent work Stator outlet temperature (SOT) 2066.1K
by Harasgama et al, (1990), and Harvey et al, (1990), Specific work capacity (CpAT/T) 179.6 J/Kg K
have shown detailed information on the pattern of heat Stage loading factor AH/U 2  2.002
transfer within a NOV passage. However, these NOV Stage pressure ratio 2,416
designs incorporated relatively few three-dimensional Flow function Va/U2 0.625
features. NOV flow function w4T/P 1.06 x 10-s Kr/K m2/SN
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Mean rotor hub/tip ratio 0.87 Variable-lean is applied to the NGV through compound
Number of NGVs 27 tangential and axial lean ci the trailing edge. The
Number of rotor blades 56 purpose of this three-dimensional geometry is to

control (i) secondary flows in the passage, (ii) the
2.2 Overall Design Objectives aerodynamic loading on aerofoil sections close to the

endwalls, (iii) the migration of boundary layers on
The HTDU 4X NOV was designed to take account of the aerofoil surfaces.
three-dimensional aerodynamic effects. Full
three-dimensional inviscid time marching flow Control of aerofoil pressure surface diffusion involves
calculation methods such as those developed by the concept of designing the aerofoil pressure
Denton (1982), provide the scope for a better surfaces for minimum forward pressure surface
understanding of the aerodynamics in complex three- diffusion adjacent to endwalls. This principle has
dimensional blade passages. Such tools have been been applied successfully to previous research
used to design the HTDU 4X blading in order to turbines. The method involves thickening up the
control the flow in a particular manner and hence forward pressure surface of the aerofoil close to the
achieve high efficiency. The design criteria set for -ndwalls so that velocities are increased in this
HTDU 4X were:- region.

i Maximise space/chord ratios without penalising There is no doubt that the HTDU 4X NOV is an
aerodynamic performance by controlling the adventurous design in that it embodies to an extreme
aerodynamic lift across the span of the blade. degree design concepts which are believed to be

sound in principle but have yet to be clearly
ii Control of secondary flows and deleterious demonstrated. The present tests have enabled some
pressure gradients within the blading to achieve of these concepts to be assessed.
lower losses.

Item (i) should result in significant advantage in 3 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

terms of reduced aerofoil numbers, lower weight and
reduced cooling flow and therefore be of direct The tests were performed in the DRA Pyestock ILPF.
benefit to military engines operating at high SOT. In Tohis is a short duration transient rig, designed tothe case of (ii) there is a significant amount of allow high quality heat transfer and aerodynamic
rhecasearch (Horton re it a s991)nhicht dmounsate omeasurements to be taken for a full-size annular
research (Horton et al, 1991), which demonstrates -ascade of turbine vanes. The use of this technique
that endwall profiling can be very effective in for turbomachinery measurements was pioneered by
reducing endwall secondary flows, and the strength Schultz et al, (1973), The Pyestock facility is
of the passage vortices which contribute significantly described by Brooks et al, (1985). A schematic view
to the overall turbine losses. An undesirable ofsrie by Bs e a .
migration of endwall boundary layer flows on to the
aerofoil can be controlled by correct optimisation of
the three-dimensional geometry. The inclusion of off
such features should facilitate achievement of high wok.g
target efficiencies. pol- s.0.0o

S0-P
Although designed with the Denton code this paper
presents comparisons of experimental data with
predictions from the three-dimensional Dawes
Navier-Stokes code (Dawes, 1986). pube

2.3 HTDU 4X NGV Design Details Figure 2. The Isentropic Light Piston Facility

The following design concepts were applied:- A light free piston is forced along a tube by high
pressure air. The action of the piston compresses

i Spanwise control of aerodynamic lift. and thereby heats the air ahead of it. When a
predetermined level of pressure is reached a fast

ii Variable-lean of the NOV trailing edge. acting valve opens allowing the heated air to flow
through the working section and into a dump tank.

iii Control of aerofoil pressure surface diffusion. This gives steady state operating conditions for the
duration of the run, which can be varied from about

The principle of spanwise graduation of aerodynamic 0.5 to 1.0 sec depending on the rise in air
lift to maximise space/chord ratio without penalising temperature required. The test conditions can be
aerodynamic performance is achieved by the variation matched to engine values of both Reynolds number
in loading from hub to tip. The tip is forward loaded and Mach number. Engine values of gas-to-wall
and the hub rearward. In the hub regions, where temperature ratio are also matched. A major
exit Mach numbers are highest aerodynamic lift is extension of the facility, to enable heat transfer data
deliberately restrained to moderate levels. In the to be taken from a rotating rotor mounted downstream
centre and outer span regions, where exit and peak of the nozzle row, has been designed and
surface Mach number levels are lower, higher levels manufactured and is currently being commissioned.
of loading can be tolerated. This provides the
potential for increasing aerodynamic lift but at the For heat transfer measurements the NGVs are
expense of some risk of boundary layer thickening or manufactured from machinable glass ceramic
separation on the back surface, with accompanying (Coming Macor)' which has a low thermal diffusivity,
increase in profile loss. The diffusion on the back on which are painted thin film gauges. The rapid
surface must be controlled to avoid this happening. change in surface temperature during an [LPF run is
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convened to heat transfer rate by an electrical TABLE1. TsOToPERlA71McoNMoINS
analogue circuit which solves the one-dimensional &M . R. A P&:

transient heat conduction equation (Oldfield et al, K.- MD u. MD MD MD
1984). The output signal is then digitised and WxrTMACH o0. m on to o1 . om 0.M
recorded on a mini computer. The present tests NUMBSR
included thin film gauges at 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% sEXrIT woE s 2J6 2.9m 2.%6& l.4- 2.9m C""

and 90% spanwise locations with 12 on the suction side, NM_ _

and 10 on the pressure side at each spanwise location. wA&TOW IS IS IS S 1. 1.
There were 82 gauges on the inner wall and 76 gauges Me. RATMO

on the outer wall. With this level of instrumentation TUBLCE

it was possible to obtain an accurate distribution of
vane surface and endwall heat transfer. Accuracy of little influenced by changes in exit Mach number.
the present heat transfer data is within +5%. Figure 3 The suction side results are similar for all three
shows vanes instrumented with thin films, conditions during the initial acceleration from the

leading edge to approximately 20% axial chord. The
below design and design Mach number condition show
diffusion once the initial acceleration peak has been
reached, whereas the above design condition
continues to accelerate further before diffusion takes
place at approximately 85% axial chord.

Measured and predicted Mach number distributions at
60% span at the design condition are shown in Figure
5. As can be seen the Dawes code (Dawes, 1986)
does not predict the suction side diffusion very well.
Possible reasons for this could be inadequate
modelling of the trailing edge geometry, differences
between the modelled and true downstream annulus

Figure 3. Vanes instrumented with thin films duct and the lack of grid resolution. The grid used
for this prediction is 74 axial, 25 radial and 25
tangential points on a sheared H grid. The

The distribution of static pressure on the NGVs was discrepancies near the leading edge on the pressure
measured using surface tappings, and the inlet total side are attributed to experimental error. The total
pressure was determined using 3 inlet probes, to static pressure differences are small in this region,
positioned at 1200 intervals circumnferentially. Tht thus the error in isentropic Mach number becomes
pressure signals were recorded using a fast acting more significant. The remainder of the pressure
Scanivalve 2 ZOC (Zero, Operate, Calibrate) system. surface is very well modelled.
The NGVs were fitted with tappings at 5%, 10%, 20%,
40%, 60%, 80%, 90% and 95% span with 14 on the
suction side and 11 on the pressure side, at each
spanwise location. The inner platform was
instrumented with 83 pressure tappings and the outer
platform contained 77 pressure tappings. The overall
accuracy for the aerodynamic results is such that the
isentropic Mach numbers calculated from the measured ... -

static pressures are accurate to within ± 0.1% for
transonic flow conditions. At low flow velocities the
error is significantly larger, representing about 10% , Ma = 0.75
at 0.1 Mach number due to the smaller difference Ma =0.88
between the total and static pressures. All tests were r M =
performed with a turbulence grid at 4.5 axial chords Ma 1.10
upstream of the NGVs, giving an inlet turbulence /
level of 6.5%. Table 1 shows details of the NGV /operating conditions.

4 AERODYNAMIC RESULTS . .
FRACTION OF AXIAL CHORD

4.1 Surface Aerodynamics Figure 4. 60% span Mach number variation

Mach number distributions at 60% span for three Mach
number conditions are shown in Figure 4. The Measured and predicted suction side isentropic Mach
measured Reynolds number has been kept constant for number distributions for three exit Mach number
these results. The pressure side aerodynamics am conditions are shown in Figure 6. Mach numbers at

the vane root are higher than the tip, as required by
radial equilibrium. The distributions indicate a
significant change in aerodynamics as the exit Mach

1 Coring Macer Trademark of Coming Macor number is increased from the below design condition
Glass, Coming, USA to design and above design. The predictions show

similar features to the experimental results. The
2 Scanivalve - Trademark of Scanivalve Corp, initial rapid acceleration is predicted well in all three

San Diego, USA cases, with some differences towards the tip.
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may have introduced small local differences in these
areas.

Discrepancies towards the trailing edge of the vane
vary depending on the Mach number condition. For
the below design case the prediction compares very

Measured well with a few small differences near the trailing
x 1 ,•edge between 40% and 60% span. As previously

Predicted discussed, the design and above design conditions
show much less agreement with the prediction once
the initial acceleration peak is reached. The
experimental results show mainly diffusion but the

Z ,prediction indicates a further acceleration.

- -• The measured pressure side isentropic Mach number
for the design condition is shown in Figure 7 together

- with a prediction. The prediction compares very well
___with the computed results. This was also true of the

L....... Ca .......... below and above design Mach number condition.
FRACTION OF AXIAL CHORD

Figure 5. Vane surface Mach number Hub and casing Mach number distributions for
distribution at 60% span. measured and predicted results are shown in Figure

However, this region has highly 3D geometry and is 8a and 8b. The hub Mach numbers exceed those on
of particular difficulty for instrumenting static the casing due to the radial equilibrium criteria.
tappings. It is possible that some tappings may not When operating at the high Mach number condition the
be normal to the local surface. The vanes aft hub platform shows a trailing edge shock impinging on
manufactured by the use of a computer numerically the suction surface. The comparison between
controlled machine and are then hand finished to measured and computed results shows very good
achieve a smooth surface particularly at the leading agreement, for both hub and casing platforms. These
edge, at the junction between endwalls and the vane results obviously validate the 3D Navier-Stokes code
and at the trailing edge. This final finishing process as a fast and relatively accurate method for the

Measured
L2I 1 /

Ma = 0.75 Ma = 0.88 Ma = 1.10I6

Predicted

Figure 6. Comparison of measured and predicted
suction surface Mach no

aerodynamic design of turbine NGVs. However, the
suction side prediction towards the trailing edge could Measured Predicted
be improved further and warrants moe .2

investigation.
-9

4.2 Exit Area Traversing 1. ;
I6

The total pressure trace obtained from the centre hole *35
of the three hole probe together with a 3D flow !
(Dawes, 1986) prediction are shown in Figure 9. A 2

small amount of digital smoothing has been applied to or
the measured data to remove high frequency noise. Figure 7. Comparison of measured and predicted
The application of 3 hole probes in the ILPF has been pressure surface Mach no
described by Harasgama and Chana (1990).
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Measured

Ma =0.75 Ma =0.88 ' Ma 1.10

Predicted I17116
1514

1 \a

Figure 8a. Measured and predicted hub Mach number distribution

Individual experimental sweeps, after processing, towards the trailing edge are consistently higher than
have been combined to form the complete area near the endwalls, for all operating conditions. This
traverse. The traverse was carried out at is due to endwall boundary layer migration onto the
approximately 5% axial chord downstream of the vane suction side resulting from secondary flow in the
trailing edge. The measured profile wakes can be vane passage. Flow visualisation performed on the
clearly seen, at mid-height the wake is considerably endwall and vane surface in the ILPC (Figure 12a and
wider than that near the endwalls. The wake is wider 12b) indicate that the secondary flow is stronger near
due to the trailing edge stacking; the probe tip is the casing than at the hub. This effect is well
thus further from the trailing edge at mid-height than predicted by the Dawes (1986) flow solver as can be
near the root and tip. The measured data also show seen in Figure 13. The hub seý indary flow appears
areas of significant total pressure loss, these on the suction surface later than the casing and does
correspond to the horse-shoe vortex as seen in Figure not migrate along the span to the same extent. The
12a. The Navier-Stokes prediction also shows wider prediction shows this effect but to somewhat lesser
wakes at mid-height than near the endwalls and extent than indicated by the flow visualisation.
compares very well, although the areas of much larger
loss created by the horse-shoe vortex are not
predicted at all. Increasing Reynolds number causes the Nusseh

number over the entire vane surface to increase,
5 HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS whilst on the suction surface the reverse occurs for

increasing Mach number. The pressure side Nusselt
Nusselt number distributions on the vane aerofoil number distributions did not vary significantly with
surface at 60% span for 5 running conditions are the Mach number changes and there is very little
shown in Figure 10. As can be seen the Nusselt spanwise variation, see Figure 14.
number increases as Reynolds number is increased,
on both suction and pressure side. The variation of Endwall heat transfer is affected by the inlet
heat transfer with Mach number is also shown on boundary layer, vane aerodynamic loading and the
Figure 10. In this case Nusselt number decreases geometry of the vane passage. The tests have shown
with increasing Mach number. This is due to the that there are some differences in the inner and outer
shear stress in the boundary layer decreasing as the wall Nusselt numbers both in magnitude and
flow velocity increases. These results are in distribution. Figure 15 shows hub Nusselt numbers
agreement with the work of previous authors (Jones for all conditions. As the Reynolds number is
et al, 1989). increased the region of highest heat transfer becomes

concentrated at the pressure side trailing edge.
Contours of Nusselt number overlaid onto a 3D view of
the NGV suction side are presented in Figure 11. It The inlet endwall boundary layer stagnates at the
can be seen that there is a significant effect of the vane leading edge and forms a horseshoe vortex. The
secondary flow on the heat transfer distributions, two legs of this vortex, on the pressure and suction
The effect is seen to be more pronounced at the tip sides, proceed into the two adjacent passages. The
than the hub. The mid-span Nusselt numbers pressure side leg is swept across the endwall by the



Measured

Ma = 0.75 Ma = 0.881.10

Predicted 14

I,

Figure 8b. Measured and predicted casing Mach number distribution

passage secondary vortex to the suction side and then separation line. which results in high heat transfer in
up the Nane suction surface. This causes the this region IChana, 1992). Low values of heat
boundary layer to be stripped off the endwall and transfer are evident close to the suction side of the
convected to the suction side of the passage and then passage after approximately 50% axial chord. This is
up the suction surface of the vane. A new thin generated by the low energy fluid migrating across
highly skewed boundary layer thus forms behind the from the pressure side tratling edge region. Outer

Measured

Predicted

O.Mt~
F r 9.77a

Figure 9. Measured and predicted total pressure contours 105% axial chord
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Re 1.49

Re J.9w
Ma.0.U

Re R4.44

Re IM6
MA 1.10 -.

Figure 13. Predicted flow vectors

PRFSURE ~ SU~ONendwall Nusselt numbers show a similar trend (Figure
PRESSRE LI SU71ON16), although the distributions show lower heat

Figure 10. Variation of Nusselt number for all transfer near the suction surface indicating a greater

conditions migration of the endwall boundary layer from the
pressure side towards the suction side.

Re 2.%6 Re 2.96 Re 2.%6 42IE4

Ma =1.10 
34E4

IEt4
26E4

"*2E4
* ISE4

4F ,:4E4
E14

Re =1.48

Ma 0.88 Ma=08 Ma08

Figure 11. Suction side Nusselt number distribution

(a) Figure 12. Suction side flow visualisation()
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for surface curvature was included. The grid lines in
this region follow the stream lines very closely. The

.42E4 inlet turbulence was set at 6.5%. The Prandtl mixing

.3E4 length model was used with Van Driest damping in the..34E4

.3E4 near wall region.
26E4*.22E4-228E4 The Texstan computation was started close to theE 1.4E4 leading edge from a specified boundary layer*.1E4 dimension. In the case of Stancool an initial distance

from the stagnation point was specified. It was found
that the subsequent turbulent boundary layerFigure 14. Pressure side Nusselt number development was only weakly dependent on the initial

distribution laminar region. Transition location was determined by
the correlation of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (1980) inAn attempt has been made to compute the Nusselt the case of Stancool computations and a transition

number distribution to the vane at 60% span. Figure Reynolds number of 200 was specified for Texstan. It
17 shows measured and predicted aerofoil Nusselt will be seen that transition is quite well predicted
numbers. The predictions were performed using using both approaches. The heat transfer levels are
versions of the Stancool and Texstan boundary layer in error by around 30% in the worst case, for thecodes (Crawford and Kays, 1976). The codes were pressure side, but the errors are more typically 10%.
run using the predicted pressure distribution from 3D The pressure surface results from Texstan show good
Dawes. Two-dimensional calculations were performed agreement. The discrepancies towards the trailing
along grid lines on the vane surfaces; no allowance edge are probably due to irregularities in the trailing

Re 2e .2.9 Re = 2.96
Ma 0.75 Ma 0.88 Ma= 1.10

42E4
.38E4S.34E4

-].3E4
1.26E4

M -._E4
I1.1E4
1.4E4

S• .E4

Re = 1.48 Re 2.% Re 4.44
Ma 0.88 Ma 0.88 Ma 0.88

Figure 15. Hub Nusselt number distributions
edge predicted pressure distribution from Dawes, as remain to be explored. These include smoothing ofdiscussed in Section 4. On the suction surface the imposed free stream velocity distribution,
Texstan performed less well with a large over-shoot curvature specification and introduction of turbulent
but then approached the experimental results, transport equations.
Stancool predicted the suction side Nusselt number
distribution reasonably well but substantially under CONCLUSIONS
predicted on the pressure side. Stancool results with
the transition location determined by a Reynolds A highly 3-dimensional nozzle guide vane has been
number of 200 predicted slightly later transition and successfully designed and tested at engine
gave slightly better results, representative conditions.

The Texstan code used was an earlier release and did Three sets of aerodynamic measurements have been
not include many of the features of the more mature taken at different Mach number conditions. The
Stancool code. Many refinements to the predictions results indicate the vane is generally operating as
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S34E4
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"| "E4
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Ma =0.88 Ma = 0.88

Figure 16. Casing Nusselt number distributions

designed with some unexpected behaviour towards the TEXSTAN
suction side trailing edge. This warrants further (AbuT;hannam&Shaw)
investigation. The flow visualisation of endwall cross
flow indicated the presence of secondary flows and STANCOOI. fRe 200)-
ties in with measured heat transfer patterns. Regions EXPERIMENT
of high heat transfer found in other designs
previously (Harasgama, 1990) in the endwall mid
passage region have been reduced in area and
confined to the trailing edge region. Variation of the
Nusselt number with changes in Reynolds number are
consistent with classical flat plate analogy. The
effect of Mach number variation on Nusselt number
confirms results reported by other authors. - ,

ALI the measurements and predictions indicate that the
secondary flows present are strongest near the
casing. The downstream area traversing technique
has produced good results, and these compare well . "_ ....
with those predicted using the 3D Dawes Navier ,,,FSSIJRF SURFAC[ t[Ne, 'AtC71ON SUOFACE LENG'H

Stokes solver. However the computations made so far Figure 17. Predicted and measured aerofoil
show no evidence of the endwall horse-shoe vortices. Nusselt number at 60% span

Boundary layer heat transfer calculations at 60% span
on the vane surfaces are promising. Transition was
well predicted using either a Reynolds number of 200
or the correlation of Abu-Ghannarn and Shaw. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Predicted heat transfer levels are in error by
typically 10% with a worse case error of 30%. Further The author would like to thank Dr R Jackson and
work is obviously required to resolve inconsistencies Mr G C Horton for their contributions to the work
and refine the results. described in this paper.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: T. Arts, von Karman Institute

Did you measure the inlet pressure and temperature profiles and did you take them into
account in your predictions?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The boundary layer thickness has been measured. It is very small and has been taken
into account in the Navier-Stokes calculations. The temperature profile is almost linear.
The calculation, however, does not take this into account.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: C. Hah, NASA Lewis Research Center

What type of transition model was used for the full three-dimensional flow and heat
transfer calculation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
For the full three-dimensional calculation the start and end of transition was specified.
For the two-dimensional boundary layer calculation a transition momentum thickness
Reynolds number of 200 and the correlation of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw were both used.
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Vortex Structure and Mass Transfer
Near the Base of a Cylinder and a Turbine Blade

M.Y. Jabbari and R.J. Goldstein

Mechanical Engineering Department
University of Minnesota

111 Church Street SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455

USA

SUMMARY Stm Mass transfer Stanton
number (hm/U)

Results of naphthalene sublimation St0 Mass transfer Stanton
measurements and flow visualization number in the absence of
studies near the base of round and a protrusion
square cylinders mounted on a flat U Upstream velocity
plate are compared with similar X,YZ Coordinate system
measurements in the endwall region 81 Boundary layer
of a turbine blade. Differences and displacement thickness
similarities of the flow and mass
transfer are discussed. Samples of v Kinematic viscosity of air
mass transfer distribution and
visualization results in the region
are provided. Supported by the INTRODUCTION
sublimation and the flow
visualization results models for the Knowledge of flow and temperature
vortex structure in the flow are fields near the junction of a body
suggested. attached to a surface is required in a

number of systems. Junctions of
blades to hub in turbomachinery, flat

NOMENCLATURE fins to pipe or pin fins to plate in
heat exchangers, and wings to body

C Blade chord length in air planes, are only few examples
D Diameter of round or side of where the knowledge is useful.

square cylinders
Df Diffusion coefficient of Investigation of the flow field near

napthalene such junctions are reported by many
hm Mass transfer coefficient authors. References (1-4) contain

results of flow measurement near
Re Reynolds number(UC/v or the junction of a round cylinder

UD/v) mounted on a flat plate, and
Sh Sherwood Number (hm C/Df references (5-8) provide information

or hm D/Df) on the flow near the base of a turbine
Ss Curvilinear distance along blade. These investigations indicate

the suction side (Fig. 5) that the flow boundary layer
separates ahead of the projected
body and a system of interacting



vortices are formed. The largest of points to a vortex up-wash region or
these vortices, commonly called a detachment of the flow. The
horseshoe vortex, is the one that is extrema are particularly useful when
most mentioned in the literature, a vortex (or a separated region) is
Smaller vortices (a corner vortex very small (and close to the wall) so
and sometimes pairs of counter that other means of detection fail to
rotating vortices) are also reported. indicate it.
The important parameters that
influence the vortex structure have Conventional heat transfer
been determined to be the flow measurements (wall temperature
Reynolds number (based on the and wall heat flux measurements),
protrusion's dimension), the due to finite conductivity of wall
thickness of the boundary layer, and materials, are generally not capable
the size and the shape (bluntness) of of showing the effects of very small
the protrusion. The flow is found to fluctuating vortices (or separated
be unsteady. regions). In contrast, the

naphthalene sublimation
In front of an upright cylinder measurements, if carried out locally
mounted on a flat plate, different over fine enough grids, can easily
numbers of vortices (Ref 4) with pick-up the sharp local variations in
varying strengths (Ref 9) are mass transfer though these are
reported. The observed numbers of integrated over time. In the
vortice, besides being influenced by following, mass transfer results
geometrical dimensions and flow measured at the base of protruding
conditions, appears to have been cylinders and a turbine blade are
affected by the observation technique reviewed and some important
and the size and the speed of inferences drawn from them are
response of the sensor employed. A discussed.
similar situation, enhanced in
complexity by the blade shape, the Measurement technique and
flow incidence angle, and the cross procedure
flow in the passage, prevails in
studies of flow near the base of a Most of the results to be discussed in
turbine blade, the next section are obtained using

naphthalene sublimation; a mass
Many studies, e.g. references (9-24), transfer process employed to
have reported heat or mass transfer measure the mass (analogous to
measurements near the junction of a heat) transfer coefficient. In this
protruding object. These, in addition technique, the surface upon which
to providing knowledge needed for heat transfer distribution is sought is
thermal design applications, often covered (usually by casting) with a
contribute to understanding of the thin layer of naphthalene. The
prevailing near-surface flow surface is then exposed to the flow of
structure. For example, a sharp local air where some of the naphthalene
maximum in heat transfer (if will sublime and enter the flow. The
detected) can indicate a down-wash rate of sublimation, and
region of a vortex or the consequently the mass (heat)
reattachment region of a separated transfer coefficient, can be
flow. Conversely, a local minimum determined by measuring the
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exposure time and the local depth of a local maximum in mass transfer
the sublimation. The sublimation might be expected). Extreme care
depth is obtained from accurate must be exercised in interpreting the
measurement of the naphthalene's visualization results, particularly,
surface profile, relative to a datum, when small fluctuating vortices are
before and after its model's exposure involved.
to the flow. The strength of this
measurement technique is in that it Discussion
is non-intrusive and has high
resolution (better than 0.025 mm in Mass transfer measurements on a
locating the sensor and 0.000025mm plate near its junction with a circular
in measuring the sublimation depth). cylinder and on a circular cylinder
Thus, it is capable of detecting sharp near its junction with a plate are
local gradients. Further details of reported in (Ref 12) and (Ref 13),
the procedure and the respectively. Local maximum and
instrumentation can be found in minimum in mass transfer are
references (9 and 12). Improvement observed which are attributed to the
of the system and an analysis of its action of vortices in the flow. Based
precision are covered in (Ref 24 and on this measurement and the
25). An important feature of the results obtained by others, a model
improved system is that it combines of vortices is presented in Fig. 2. The
a rotating table and a three model includes a large horseshoe
dimensionally moving depth gauge vortex (VI) a corner vortex (V2) and
(LVDT) holder, Fig. 1, which enables a smaller vortex (V3) above the
scanning of arbitrary cylindrical corner vortex. Later measurements
surfaces for surface profile (Ref 9, 15) support the model and
determination, show that the vortex above the

corner- vortex (V3) becomes weaker
In discussing the mass transfer and possibly disappears at lower
measurements reference will be Reynolds numbers. A photograph
made to results of flow visualization taken, by authors of ref. (Ref 15),
studies. The visualizations results from a naphthalene covered cylinder
are obtained by spreading a thin is presented in Fig. 2 as a visible
layer of a mixture of light oil and evidence for the vortex system. The
lampblack powder on a surface of cylinder has been over exposed to air
interest. The shear force from the flow (an exposure time of several
flow, moves the lampblack particles hours versus 30-45 minutes for a
in the oil leaving a trace behind normal mass transfer measurement)
which indicates the direction, and so that the depth of the sublimed
qualitatively the magnitude, of the naphthalene rendered by vortices
forces on the surface. In an up-wash could be more easily visualized. The
region of a vortex, where low photograph clearly shows action of
momentum fluid from opposing sides the vortices that have produced the
come together, the lampblack considerable change in the surface
accumulates (here mass transfer profile. A more complete vortex
might be a local minimum). In structure, however, is deduced from
contrast, in a down-wash region of a the mass transfer distribution for
vortex the lampblack is dispersed to which the change of surface profile is
the sides leaving a bare surface (here only in the hundredths (or at the
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most one tenth) of a millimeter. Consequently, the arrangement
The photograph reveals the frequently breaks down and forms
multiplicity of the vortices that form again- Similar unstable behavior,
in the region (a smaller vortex, V4, or perhaps caused by the inherent
its effect as will be presented shortly instability due to opposite rotation of
seems not to have survived the V5 and a stretch of Vi is observed in
change of the surface profile), a preliminary fog (smoke)

visualization study. Also noticeable
Mass transfer distributions near the is the resemblance in structure
base of a square cylinder mounted between proposed vortex groups V2,
perpendicularly on a plate (Ref V3, V4 and V1, V5, V6. The
16,17) shows repeated local maxima resemblance is well justified because
and minima in Sherwood number, the turned flow along the cylinder
both on the cylinder and the endwall. faces an obstacle (the endwall) the
These together with re-evaluation of same way that the original flow
the earlier results, suggest a along the endwall faces the cylinder.
modified model of vortex system as
shown in Fig. 3. This flow structure If the rate of mass transfer is a
resembles that offered in Fig. 2, measure of the intensity of a vortex,
exception being inclusion of vortices then the ratio of local peak rendered
V4, V5, and V6. Introduction of by vortex V2 on cylinder to that on
vortex V4 makes the up-wash/down- endwall should be close to unity.
wash regions correspond to the This ratio is about 0.90 (cf Fig. 3) for
minimum/maximum in the measured a square cylinder and 0.87 [15] for a
wall mass transfer and the rotation circular cylinder (in reality the peak
between vortices V2 and V3 on the cylinder is caused jointly by
compatible. This newer model V2 and V4 and on the endwall by V1
represents measurements on both and V2 which indicates that vortices
square and round cylinders. The V1 and V4 may have similar
function of the weaker vortex V4, in contribution in carring mass away
separating vortices V2 and V3, seems from the wall). The ratio of the peak
to have been substituted by the mass transfer caused by the (V5,V6)
ridge between the adjacent trenches vortex pair to that caused by (V1,V2)
on the photograph shown in Fig. 2. is approximately 0.7 for the square
The replacement, perhaps, has been cylinder (cf. Fig. 3) and 0.4 for the
a gradual take over caused by the round cylinder (Ref 15), indicating a
change in surface profile. The relatively stronger (V5,V6) pair in
counter-rotating pair of vortices front of the square cylinder. For the
V5,V6 is added upstream and under same cylinder sizes (25.4 mm), and
vortex V1 for similar reasons; to about the same boundary layer
match mass transfer variations and displacement thicknesses (2.474 mm
make rotations compatible. Presence vs 2.388 mm), this relative higher
of this pair has been observed by strength is despite lower Reynolds
Baker (Ref 1) and are also evident in number (18800 vs 30060), for the
mass transfer data (Ref 15, 16). square cylinder. The reason is
Note that incompatibility in direction attributed to the difference in
of rotation between V4 and a stretch bluntness of the cylinders; the
of V2 above it makes the abrupt obstruction of flow by square
arrangement unstable. cylinder versus a more gentle and
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gradual obstruction by the round in front of a blunt cylinder though at
cylinder, a lower Reynolds number; as the

equivalent of V3 and V4 (cf Fig. 3)
The effect of the flow angle (angle are not present while the pair V5,V6
between upstream velocity and which reflects the bluntness of the
normal to the surface facing the flow) blade are included.
on mass transfer from a square
cylinder and its base plate is Effects of neighboring blades on the
discussed in reference (Ref 17). leading edge vortices are evident in
Figure 4, as an example, shows Fig. 6. (Ref 27), showing lampblack
mass transfer distribution on the visualization of the surface flow
base plate (endwall) when the flow between adjacent blades. Several
angle is 20 deg. For comparison a regions of flow having different
lampblack visualization of the origins or characeter are distinct and
surface flow is also included. A labeled in the adjacent sketch. The
horseshoe vortex system forms in labeling is in accordance with the
front of a side which has flow angle vortex (see identification in Fig 5) or
less than or equal to 45 deg. For the the flow that washes the region. The
side with flow angle greater than 45 footprint of vortex V2 can not be
deg., no clear signs of vortex clearly seen in this visualization;
formation is observed. therfore, it is not marked.

Boundaries of the labeled regions are
A horseshoe vortex forms ahead of the approximate location of the up-
the leading edge of a turbine blade at wash/down-wash line of the vortex.
its junction with an endwall. The intersection of the leading-edge-
Although the blade's leading edge stagnation-plane and the endwall is
may be well-rounded, the flow will marked DL (dividing line). The
sense a blunt body with a shape near-surface-flow contained between
depending on the blade profile and adjacent dividing lines will
the flow incidence angle. The vortex eventually pass through the passage.
system, therefore, will be expected to In contrast to the case of a single
be influenced by the flow angle, the cylinder, extension of the legs of
shape of the blade, the presence of vortices around the blade's leading
neighboring blades, and the blades edge is influenced by the neighboring
arrangement (solidity ratio). From blade. The cross flow in the passage
mass transfer measurements on the diverts the near-endwall-flow of the
endwall (Ref 23), and on the blade entrance region (regions V1, V5, V6,
(Ref 24), in a specific turbine cascade ...) to cross over to the suction side of
the vortex structure that is shown in the blade A. It also seems to
Fig. 5 is inferred. Distribution of contribute to earlier detachment of
mass transfer near the blade's the pressure-side-leg of the
stagnation line (Ref 26) agrees well horseshoe vortex (VI) from the
with the measurements reported pressure side of the blade B. The
along the stagnation line of a circular suction-side-legs of vortices V1, V2
cylinder (Ref 9) at a comparable flow (not shown), V5, and V6 of the blade
Reynolds number (about 12000 based A are pushed to converge and remain
on the blade's leading edge attached to its suction side. They
diameter). Thus vortices shown in (the suction side legs) are eventually
Fig. 5 are similar to those expected forced to rise along the suction
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surface and move away from the Vicinity of an Upright Wall
endwall. The remnants of the Mounted Cylinder,", 1990,
suction-side-legs of vortices from IAA 90-1545.
blade A (specifically V5 and V6), the
diverted upstream flow, and the 4. Pierce, F.J., Tree, I.K., "The
pressure-side-legs of vortices from Mean Flow Structure on the
blade B, approach the suction surface Symmetry Plane of a
at a flow angle less than about 45 Turbulent Junction Vortex,"
deg.; a condition seemingly required Journal of Fluids Engineering,
for formation of a new horseshoe Vol. 112, 1990, PP 16-21.
vortex system (see earlier paragraph
on the effects of flow angle). This 5. Sieverding, C.H-, "Recent
condition and the interaction of the Progress in the
various flow stream in this area Understanding of Basic
create a new vortex system part of Aspects of Secondary Flows in
which lays over a strip along the Turbine Blade
junction of suction side and the Passages,"Journal of
endwall (Ref 27). The result is a Engineering for Gas Turbines
region, extending to near the trailing and Power, Vol. 107, 1985,
edge, covered with many interacting PP 248-257.
vortices (Fig. 6). Figure 7 shows a
representative mass transfer 6. Sonoda, T., "Experimental
distribution on the suction-side and Investigation on Spatial
the endwall in this region with its Development of Steamwise
multiple local maxima and minima. Vortices in a Turbine Inlet

Guide Vane Cascade,", 1985,
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Figure I- Surface profile measurement system
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Figure 2- The vortex system and photograph of its effect near the base

of a round cylinder (Refs. 9 and 15)
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Figure 4- Mass transfer distribution and visualization of flow on the
endwall of a square cylinder, flow angle 20 deg. (Ref. 17)
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adjacent turbine blades (Ref. 27)
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: A. Heselhaus, Institut fur Antriebstechnik

Were the endwalls also coated with naphthalene when the mass transfer measurements
on the blade surface were made, and were the blade surfaces naphthalene-coated for the
endwall measurements.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The case of both endwall and cylinder coated with naphthalene has been studies and
published (Ref. 15). The effect as I recall is slight reduction in local maximum mass
transfer on the cylinder.
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THERMAL EFFECTS OF A COOLANT FILM ALONG THE SUCTION SIDE
OF A HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE NOZZLE GUIDE VANE

by

T. Arts 1. Lapidus
von Kirman Institute for Fluid Dynamics SNECMA, Centre de Villaroche

72 Chauss~e de Waterloo France
1640 Rhode Saint Genese

Belgium

ABSTRACT blade loading, freestream Reynolds number, freestreain
The purpose of the paper is to try to describe some of the turbulence intensity, secondary flows, coolant to freestreaxn
influences on external convective heat transfer of a coolant mass weight ratio and temperature ratio, etc...
film whose position varies along the suction side of a high
pressure turbine nozzle guide vane. The measurements Many experimental investigations have been presented on
were performed in the short duration Isentropic Light the fundamental aspects of film cooling. Their objective
Piston Compression Tube facility CT-2 of the von Karman was to understand and to eventually model the thermal
Institute. The effects of external and internal flow are and aerodynamic characteristics of a coolant film. Typical
considered in terms of Mach number, Reynolds number, examples of this type of research were published by
freestream turbulence intensity, blowing rate and coolant Goldstein [1]. Teekaram et al. [2] and Sinha et al. [3].
to freestream temperature ratio. The way to evaluate Some of the available measurements on film cooled turbine
those results in terms of heat transfer coefficient is finally cascade models were presented by Lander et al. [4], Nicolas
discussed. & Le Meur 3[., Ito et al. [61, Daniels [7], Dring et al. [8],

Horton et al. [9], Camci & Arts [10], Nirmalan & Hylton
LIST OF SYMBOLS [11], Arts & Bourguignon [12]. A large number of these
d cooling hole diameter heat transfer data, presented either in terms of heat transfer
h heat transfer coefficient coefficient, or in terms of adiabatic effectiveness, are however
h. heat transfer coefficient without cooling difficult to use as such for modem cooled gas turbine design
m blowing rate because of the limited range of test conditions considered
M Mach number in some of these investigations.
Re Reynolds number
s non dimensional wetted length Over the last 10 years, SNECMA and the von Karman
Tu freestream turbulence intensity Institute have been conducting a systematic research
Subscripts programme on the aerodynamic and thermal performances
o total condition of uncooled and cooled two-dimensional vanes and blades.
1 inlet condition The main objective of these investigations is to develop
2 exit condition and to verify accurate and reliable calculation methods
00 upstream condition under the presence of film cooling; a second objective is
c coolant condition to possibly identify relatively simple correlations, taking
is isentropic condition into account the freestream and flow parameters, to be

eventually used during the design procedure of new blades.
1. INTRODUCTION The selection of the different airfoil geometries and cooling
The strong interest devoted to the convective heat transfer configurations did not especially depend upon the fact that
phenomena existing in the first stages of a modern high these profiles eventually were or were not used in an existing
pressure gas turbine is motivated by the important thermal engine. The tested models were rather considered as
loads observed in this severe environment. An efficient general demonstrator test cases, representative of modern
cooling of the blades and the endwalls is most often required aerodynamic design.
to prevent an early degradation. Film cooling is one
of the techniques applied for this purpose. Considering The more specific objective of the present paper is to
the complexity of the flow developing in modern aero- describe one of the investigated topics, namely to quantify
engines, an experimental approach in conditions and with the influence on convective heat transfer of a coolant film
models representative of reality is absolutely necessary. A whose emission position varies along the suction surface of a
large number of research programmes have therefore been high pressure turbine nozzle guide vane. The effects of both
undertaken over the 25 last years to investigate numerous external and internal flows are considered in terms of Mach
aspects of the film cooling technique. and Reynolds number, freestream turbulence intensity,

blowing ratio and coolant to freestrearn temperature ratio.
A lot of parameters have to be considered to correctly A discussion of the heat transfer characteristics along the
simulate the geometry and the flow conditions encountered pressure side of the same airfoil has been presented in an
in modern turbines : airfoil geometry, coolant emission earlier publication [12].
location and geometry, gas to wall temperature ratio,



2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS simulate different coolant to freestream temperature ratios.

2.1. Wind tunnel The cascade model was finally equipped with the necessary
This experimental investigation was performed in the von instrumentation (pressure and temperature probes) to
Karman Institute Isentropic Light Piston Compression record the upstream total pressure and temperature as
Tube Facility CT-2. The basic principles of this type well as the freestream turbulence intensity, the downstream
of short duration wind tunnel were established about 20 static pressure distribution across at least two passages and

years ago by Jones and Schultz [13]. Its operation is the coolant flow characteristics.
based on the isentropic compression in a large cylinder
of a test gas, usually air, by means of a light weight 2.3. Measurement techniques
piston. A volume of gas at well defined total pressure Local wall static pressure and upstream total pressure
and temperature is generated in this way. The flow is measurements provided the isentropic Mach number
then admitted in the test section by opening a fast acting distribution around the blade. A transient measurement
slide valve isolating the compression cylinder from the test technique, described by Schultz and Jones [16], was used
section. Constant freestream conditions are marintained for to determine local wall heat fluxes. The convective
about 0.5 s. The flow is dumped in a large reservoir, sealed heat transfer coefficient h used in this paper is defined
from atmosphere and eventually separated from the test as the ratio of the measured wall heat flux and the
section by a sonic throat in order to maintain constant difference between the upstream freestreanm and the local
aerodynamic conditions downstream of the test section. wall temperatures. It is important to remark that the

present heat transfer measurements provide a spanwise
The definite advantage of this type of wind tunnel is to averaged information as the different thin films were about
provide at relatively low cost an exact similitude in terms 20 mm long. The coolant mass flow was measured by
of Mach number as well as gas to wall and gas to coolant means of a choked orifice and miniature total pressure
temperature ratios with respect to the values currently and temperature probes continuously provided the coolant
observed in modern aero-engines. Further details about characteristics at the inlet and the exit of the plenum cavity.
the 'KI CT-2 facility were presented by Richards j141 and

Camci [15]. The uncertainty on the measured quantities has been
discussed in earlier publications f10. 12. 15). Repeatability

2.2. Test model was found to be very good. as well for repeated
The measurements described in the present paper were measurements on a given model as for siiiilar measurements
carried out along a film cooled nozzle guide vane mounted in zero coolant mass flow) repeated on different models.
a linear cascade configuration. This cascade consisted of 5
blades (4 passages). The central blade was instrumented 2.4. Test conditions
either for static pressure or for convective heat transfer The test programme was conducted according to the

measurements tFig. 1). following lioatrix :

Eight independent cooling locations were coisidhered on Re 2 ,, c12,, Tu.,
four different interchangeable models: 4 were located on 2.25 10'" 1.10 1-4-67(
the suction side and 4 on the pressure side (one pair on 9.95 10" 0.85 - 1.23 4 (
each model). Each of these emission sites consisted of 2.25 106 1.20 4
two staggered rows of 30 cylindrical holes (d=0.5 rnm). 1.50 106 1.10 4 %
As in many other previous investigations, the row and 3.0 10' 1.10 4 '11

hole spacing were both equal to 3 hole diameters and the
upstream row was angled at 50' with respect to the blade For each test condition. 5 to 7 values of the blowing rate
surface. The downstream row axis was parallel to the and 3 values of the coolant to freestreaui temperature ratio
upstream one. were considered.

As mentioned in the introduction. onlv the measurements 3. BLADE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
along the suction surface will be considered in the present The isentropic Mach number distributions were experimen-
investigation. Along this surface, the 4 emission sites were tally determined along the blade profile for different
respectively located at 3.9% (El), 11.1% (E2), 20.9% (E3) loadings. These measurements were peiformed at zero
and-30.1% (E4) of the suction side wetted length. These coolant mass flow. Typical results are presented in Figs.
locations were selhcted to oltain a nmaxiinum of information 3 ( =M.,s 1.10) and 4 (NI2 .,=0.S5): the isentropic Mach
on the coolant film. Thev do not necessarily (hduplicate the number distributions are plotted in function of the relative
exact cooling configurations observed in a real engine. suction and pressure side wetted lengths. They are also

compared to a numerical prediction. obtained from a two-
\elocity distributions were only measured f,,r the uncooled dimensional Euler solver developed at VKI [1]. The
configuration. The instrumented profile was equipped with agreement between measured and calculated values is quite
28 static pressure tappings. The four different cooled blades good.
for convective heat transfer measurements were made of
M.lacor glass ceramic. They were instrumented by means A velocity peak is clearly observed around 10% of the
of 45 platinum thin film gauges (Fig. 2). The coolant pressure side wetted length. As demonstrated in an earlier
was independently supplied to each cooling site through publication [12], it is responsible for the existence of a small
a cylindrical cavity extending along the blade height, by recirculation bubble in this region. A shock is identified
means of a regenerative type cryogenic heat exchanger to along the suction side (s=-0.50) at nominal conditions
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(M 2 .,,=1.10). The change in acceleration along the front eisenc of the cooling holes on boundary layer transition.
part of the blade (sn_0. 2 6) has to be kept in mind for the In order to avoid any undesirable film cooling effects due
interpretation of the heat transfer results. e.g. to recirculation between the two rows of holes, the

plenum cavities were filled as carefully as possible with
4. HEAT TRANSFER WITHOUT FILM rubber seals. The results are presented in Fig. 8. and

COOLING compared to the heat transfer distribution measured along
In order to establish a base line for our measurements, the smooth blade. A definite effect is observed. It appears
the influence of the most important freestream parameters that the transition is now always triggered by the presence
(Mach and Reynolds numbers, turbulence intensity) was of the rows of holes: its onset indeed corresponds to their
first investigated on an uncooled, smooth profile without position. The only exception is configuration El, where the
any film cooling holes present. These results are presented acceleration seems to be high enough to maintain a laminar
as heat transfer coefficient evolutions, plotted in function boundary layer.
of the relative suction side wetted length.

5. HEAT TRANSFER WITH FILM COOLING

The influence of blade loading will first be discussed as More than 500 heat transfer distributions were obtained for
it seems to be the main parameter affecting the onset of the different cooling configurations by varying both free-
transition (Fig. 5). At nominal Mach number (M2a. =l.10), stream and coolant conditions. Some typical examples of
transition starts at sz0.26; this is shown by the random the information obtained from this test programme will be
appearance of turbulent bursts when looking at the time presented in terms of h/h. distributions. The base line
history of the local heat flux signals. This position reference cases correspond to the heat transfer distributions
corresponds to the first change in velocity gradient observed measured along the four different profiles (El, E2, E3, E4)
in Fig. 3. As the flow reaccelerates further downstream, the equipped with cooling holes but with zero cooling mass flow
complete transition process is delayed, and even stabilized (Fig. 8).
until s-0.50, which is the position at which the shock
wave is observed. A fully turbulent boundary layer is then 5.1. Discharge coefficient
established. The transitional nature of the boundary layer The discharge coefficient evolutions corresponding to the
between s=0.26 and s2_0.50 is farther demonstrated by the four injection configurations are presented in Fig. 9 as
almost constant level of the heat transfer coefficient : a a function of coolant to freestream pressure ratio. These
laminar behaviour would show a definite decrease of the tests were made for three different coolant to freestream
latter. It finally seems that a small separation bubble temperature ratios. Depending upon configuration and
appears just upstream of the shock wave. This is shown by pressure ratio, the discharge coefficient values range
a decrease in heat flux measured by the last gauge before between 0.4 and O.S. These tests were carried out for
the impingement point of the shock on the suction surface. different freestrearn Reynolds numbers.
A better evidence of this phenomenon is observed at lower
Reynolds number (Fig. 6). 5.2. Effect of cooling flow on transition

(configuration El)
A similar discussion can be made for N2,,.=1.25. The The cooling flow has a direct influence on the transition
only difference is a slightly later establishment of the fully process of the suction side boundary layer when considering
turbulent boundary layer. This is consistent with a small configuration El. Figure 10 shows the measurement
shift to the right of the velocity peak when the nozzle works results obtained for two extreme values of the blowing
at higher loading. For M2 ,3 =0.s5. the mximum velocity rate at a relatively low coolant to freestream temperature
peak is shifted to the left (ss-0.43). (Fig. 4). This results in ratio (T.,/To0 =0.626). The mneasuremients were performed
a shorter transition length. A higher level of heat transfer at nominal values of 12 ,,(1.10). Re 2.,, (2.25 106) and
is also. as expected. measured along the turbulent part of Tu.o (4%). One remarks that for the lowest value of
the boundary layer. the blowing rate (m=0.454). a relatively good protection

of the blade surface is ensured just downstream of the
The influence of freestream Reynolds number is presented emission location whereas higher values of the heat transfer
in Fig. 6. A first overall effect is observed on the mean level coefficient are measured for the highest value of the blowing
of the heat transfer coefficient. For the nominal (2.25 106) rate (m=1.708). It seems that the higher momentum of
and highest (3.0 106) values of Re2,,3 , the onset of transition the coolant film induces higher local turbulence and leads
is again observed at s:-0.26, whereas the boundary layer to an increase of the heat transfer coefficient. One also
seems to remain laminar until the shock for the lowest value observes that the "plateau" region identified at zero blowing
(1.5 106) of Re 2 .,,. For the highest Reynolds number value, rate between s=0.25 and s=0.50 does not exist anymore.
the effects of transition result in a very quick increase of The heat transfer coefficient increases from the onset of
the heat transfer coefficient and a short transition length : transition. This behaviour is somewhat similar to the
the heat load on the blade is much more important. one observed at zero cooling flow and highest freestream

turbulence (Fig. 7). The negative effect of the coolant film,
The influence of turbulence intensity is shown in Fig. 7. destabilizing the boundary layer and providing very little
As expected, its main effect is observed in the stagnation efficiency in the transition region is clearly demonstrated
region and along the laminar portion of the boundary here. It also stresses the importance of accurate transition
layer. It does not have any influence on the onset of modeling when trying to predict this type of flow. Farther
transition. A definite effect is nevertheless observed along downstream, however, after the establishment of a fully
the transitional part of the boundary layer, especially at turbulent boundary layer, the positive effect of the coolant
the highest turbulence intensity (Tu,,,=6%). film is again demonstrated.

Tests were finally performed to verify the influence of the
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5.3. Effect of coolant temperature If one finally considers configuration E4 (Fig. 12c), it
The effect of coolant temperature is demonstrated on appears that only the region just downstream of the cooling
configuration E3 (Fig. 11). The measurements were holes is negatively affected by the highest blowing rates.
performed at nominal freestream conditions (M2,i1=1.10, Farther downstream, the non dimensionalized heat transfer
Re 2 .i=2.25 106, Tu,,=4%), for -an intermediate value coefficient continuously decreases with increasing values of
of the blowing rate (m=0.470) and for three different m. A h/ho va!ue equal to 0.55 is even measured in the
values of the coolant to freestrean temperature ratio trailing edge region for the highest blowing rate. The
(Tý/T 0 1 =0.617, 0.689 and 0.769). optimal value of m would here be of the order of 0.75 ...

0.85.
The results presented in figure 11 show, as expected,
the decrease of heat transfer coefficient with coolanit 5.5. Effect of Reynolds number
temperature. The most important differences are observed The effect of Reynolds number on configuration E2 is
just downstream of the emission location. At constant presented in figures 13 a,b,c. The measurements were
blowing rate, increasing the coolant temperature will performed at nominal Mach number (M 2 ,,.=1.10) and free-
decrease the coolant density and increase its velocity as stream turbulence intensity (Tuoo=4%) and for a low
well as its momentum. This explains the almost monotonic coolant to freestream temperature ratio (Toc/To0 =0.62).
increase of h/ho at low values of Toe/To1 compared to The non dimensionalized heat transfer coefficient is
the decreasing/increasing behaviour at higher values of this plotted in function of the blowing ratio at three different
temperature ratio. This effect was already reported earlier locations, respectively 2, 10 and 50 cooling hole diameters
[Ref. 10]. downstream of the emission location.

The impingement of the shock wave on the suction side is By comparing the results obtained for the three considered
still observed. Finally, it seems that, close to the trailing Reynolds numbers, a definite difference appears between
edge, the coolant effect is rather small when lowering the the lowest (1.5 10') and the two highest (2.25 10' and
coolant temperature below a certain limit. This would 3.0 10') vdues. Small differences are measured in the
lead to a sharper heat transfer coefficient increase along latter case whereas much higher heat transfer coefficients
the suction side length when dealing, at least at this value are identified for Re2.,,= 1.50 100. This is due to the nature
of the blowing rate, with lower coolant temperatures. of the boundary layer. At this low Reynolds number, it is in

a laminar state without cooling and in a highly transitional
5.4. Effect of blowing rate state with cooling. Especially at 50 diameters downstream
The effect of blowing rate is demonstrated on configurations of the emission location t Fig. 13 c) the detrimental effect on
El, E2 and E4 (Figs. 12 a,b,c). These measurements h/ho, of this early transition is somewhat compensated by
were again performed at nominal fieestream conditions the coolant layer as the blowing ratio increases. The same
(M 2.,,=1.10. Re 2 .,,=2.25 106, Tum,=4%) and for a effect was observed along the pressure side of this airfoil
relatively low coolant to freestreani temperature ratio [Ref. 121.
(To,/To1 =0.620). The non dimensionalized heat transfer
coefficient evolution has been plotted in function of the 6. SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS
blowing ratio at four distinct locations, respectively at 2, Experimental results have been obtained from a systematic
10, 50 cooling hole diameters downstrean of the emission research program on external convective heat transfer
location and just upstream of the trailing edge (last measurements with filn cooling along the suction side of a
measurement point), high pressure turbine nozzle guide vme. The major effects

of the different main and coolant flow parameters on the
Let us first consider configuration El (Fig. 12a). Just heat transfer coefficient have been identified.
downstream of tile cooling holes t2 diameters). tile heat
transfer coefficient regularly increases with the blowing A better thermal protection is obtained for all configura-
ratio. For values of m larger than 0.8, the heat transfer tions when the blowing ratio is increased, except
level with coolant emission is even more important than
without. This effect is due to the high perturbating effect - in the near hole region (tip to 10-15 cooling hole diameters
of the jets at the largest value of the blowing rate. Farther downstream of the emission site);
downstream (10 diameters) the optimum value of m seems
to be around 0.8; a regular increase of h/h, is observed for - in the transitional region, where the coolant film induces
larger values. A very strong increase of h/h, is detected 50 an earlier and more abrupt transition to the turbulent
diameters downstream of the cooling holes. It is due to a status of the boundary layer.
different transition mechanism, as explained in section 5.2.
Close to the trailing edge, an almost monotonic decrease of The present investigation not only demonstrates the heat

h/h. is measured. transfer coefficient variations due to geometrical and aero-
thermal modifications but also emphasizes the boundary

Similar conclusions can be drawn when looking at the layer perturbation due to the coolant layers. It also stresses

results obtained for configuration E2 (Fig. 12b). The the importance of an accurate transition and turbulence

major difference however is that the non dimensionalized modeling when trying to numerically predict this type of
heat transfer coefficient value always remains below 1. Very flow.
good performances of the coolant filn are observed along
the suction side, even if they deteriorate somewhat close Acknowledgments
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: P. Harasgama, ABB

Have you assessed the effect of blowing rate on the actual heat flux and compared this with
the uncooled heat flux in the laminar regime?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
No, we did not. Comparisons were done based on the heat transfer coefficient only.

QUESTION 2
DISCUSSOR: P. Harasgama, ABB

Did you perform experiments with more than one row of cooling holes (i.e., 2, 3 or 4)
operating simultaneously?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Those configurations were not considered in the present program. The program only
focused on individual configurations.
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ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DU TRANSFERT DE CHALEUR PRES D'UNE PAROI PLANE CHAUFFEE EN PRESENCE DINJECTIONS MULTIPLES
(ECOULEMENT SUBSONIQUE).

E. Foucault
P. DeniboirO

ItL Bouagarbibs
Laboratoire ditudes Adrodynamniques (URA 191)

40 Avenue du recteur Pineau
86022 Poitiers CEDEX France

J-i. Vullietuse
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86034 Poitiers France

1. RESUME: puis de deux rangdes de jets chauds injectds pcrpendiculairemeni dana un
6coulcment transversal froid. Ili ont obtenus des profils de temperature et de

Larticle prdsonte les rdsultais d'une etude epnisnentale ddnatillh es~ vitesse longitudinale moyennes et fluctuanctes dans le plsn median vertical de Is
champs adrodyosmnique et ihennique au sein de Is couche-limite dime paroi plane section d'essais pour de grandes valeurs du taus dinjection.
chauffde en presence d'injections localistos d'air chaud. Pour deux valeurs du
rapport des vitesses jetafEcoulenent principal (0.6 ct 1,6) lea trois composantes duLerduatdeIprsneEdeccmntec unragee
vecteur vitessie et as temperature locale de idcoulement soni mesur~es en de Le -utt eI rsneeue ocmn ecsduk aged
nombreuses positions. respectivensent par an~momd~tfie LASER Doppler I l'aide jets chauds dobouchant au scin de In couche-limite d'une paroi plane chauffdc
d'une sonde fil froid. Une cute de I& temperature de Ia paroi plane est obtenue au placde dans un 6coulement transversal froid. Les injections soni Assurdes par
mayen d'une camera infra-rouge. Les r~suliats montrent I'aspect fortement l'interm6diaire de cinq tubes longs et inclines. Lobjectif dc cc travail est dobtenir.
tridimensionnel do lMcoulement en aval des jets qui est dominE par Ia presence de sur Ia mmem installation. un ensemble de r~sultais concemnant h Ia fois les
structures tourbillonnairea. Ces dernitres gdntrent des zones de forts taux de distributions de vitesse et de tempdrature, dens plusicurs plans parallbles I Ia
turbulence et ont urn grainde. influence sur It champ do temperature dans It sillage direction de 1l6coulcsnent principal. Las exp~riences sont rdalisdes en liaison avec
des jets. Pour le plus grand des dtux rapports de vitesses considdris. lMcoulement ltquipe de F. Lebizuf I L:Ecole Centrale de Lyon, qui ddveloppe un modi-le de
transversal pdrnttre souvs lea jets en aval des orifices d'injection et s oppose aims au calcul de film de refroidissemnent. La misc au point de ce code et sa validation
tranafert do chalet,. euige de disposer d'une base de donndes expdrimentales adraihenniques rendant

compbc du caracttre fortement tridimensionnel de lMCOUIement. Lallure de sa
structure est. danm un premier temps. ddduite do visualisations p.r sotnographici
LASER. Des mesures do vitesses sont effactu~cs par ADL otIls temperature
locale. au solo do l'6coulement, est relevde par sine sonde I fil firoid. Urn camnthr

2. INTRODUCTION: infra-mouge permnet do connaitre Is temperature It I& surface do Is paroi plane.

L'augsnentation du rendement des moteurs d'avion est en partie renduc 3. DISPOSITIF D'ESSAIS:
possible grice It en accroissement de Ia temperature des guz li 1entric de Is
turbine. Cependant cene tempfirature Elevde a en effet nhfaste sur I& bonne tenue Les experiences oat dt6 effectudes; darts une soufflerie subsonique de
mhcanique et Ia longdviti des aubes de ]a turbine, sussi cit-il n~cessasre de type Eiffel. dont Is veine d'essais (section droite rectangulaire de 1000 mm de
refroidir leons parois placies dans l'dcoulement d'air surchauffE. Cc long sot 300 mm de large et 400 mmn de haut) est placee i l'aval d'un convergent
refroidissement est en panic assurE par une circulation d'air frais It linthnieur de de rapport de contraction 4/I. Le plancher de cette veine constitue, Ia paroi plane h
l'aube et dgalement pur i'dinission d'un film d'air fraus en surface. grice k des travers laquelle ont id 6tuadnag~s lea orifices d'injection.
injections locatisdcs It travers In paroi.

Lobjcti usgodan ilm e rfrodisomet ct loieniondu ciq ~ L'air est iniecid darn ia coucho-limite de cette paroi par une ierie de
prtet on ilermiqu asrde Ispoi eficade. reriisamns pour auotantiod afec er let t (Fig. 1). Las injections soot assurhes par cinq tubes do sections droites

perfttormntesarodyamiue s do In a trbi dunae. manipore atro ~siant ete. Pour circulairea (diamitre d = 5 mm. longucur 20 d), inclines d'un angle do 45* par
perfrmacesstrdynmiqes e ] tubined'ue mni~ trp pnalsane. our rapport k )s direction do l'&oulemetmt principal. Elles toni rcgulitrement espacdes

parvenir It un tel comprorrui il est n~cessaire dappr~hender de manibre complete suivant l'envergure (distance 3 d) et l'abscisse d'injection est situhc It une distance
et didtaillhe lea nombreux phinombnas adrothermiques, souvent tr~s complexes. de 100 d de l'entr~e do Ia veino d'essais.
qui apparaisieni dana urn couche-limite en presence d'injections discr~tes d'air
frais.

Las jets sont chauffds It une temp~rature de l'ordre do 601C. alors que
De nombreus travaux ont ddj1 dth consacrds k Ihdiude do l'Ecoulement Mmculement principal cit h Ia temperature ambiante. La plancher do Ia veine eit

g~ndrd par un on pluaieurs jets dibouchani au sein d'un Ecoultmeni transversal. mainteno I une temperature constants grice It une, circulation d'eau ihessostatde.
Les premiers dresire eux avaieni pour objectif Is prevision do Istajetoire do Pour lea experiences rapporthes par It suite, Ia tempdrature de psroi a did fixde
l'aze du jet en supposant que Ia distribution do vitosse moyerne virifie une loi 60*C.
affine - cf: Keffer ci Baines (1963) Chassaing & al. (1974) -. Cependant des
experiences ont irk rapidement rdvdl6 ]a presence do structures tourbillonnaires Le plaincher do Is voine cii constitud (fun "sandwich' foisnE par une
doni certaines dominent l'Eouilement en aval do linjection et ont une influence plaque do PVC en contact avec l'6coulement. et par urn plaque infdrieure en
directe star Ia forme do Is section dhroite du jet - cf: Kamotani et Grebber (1972); cuivre. Cello-ci cit maintenne It une temperature constante par une circulation
Feam et Weston (1974); Mounsa & al. (1977) -. Des mithodes mnudrnques. tentant dean chaude thermostathe. Pour Ici experiences rapporthes ici. Is temperaiure de
conspte do loxistatnce do cat tourbilltins oant slots hdU divelopphes par La Grivis cc radisteur a dtA fix~e I 60*C et eat contr6ldes su moyen do thermnocouples
(1978), Jones et Me Guirk (1979). Broadwell ct Brcidenthal (1984) et Kulisa & implantds It 0.8 mmn au dessous do I& face suphrieure do I& plaque en PVC. Can
al. (1990). demniets permenerist do mesurer Is distribution do tempdrature dans Ia paroi planec I

une profondeur connue (y - 0.8 mm).
Lamhdlioration des modiel numhiriques qui. grice I I& puissance

croissants des moyensa do ealcul devinennent de plus en plus sopltiatiquds. exage Las cartes do temperature do surface oant did relevdcs au mayen dune
des mesures experimentales; plus consplies ct pricises. aussi bien pour Ia camdra infra-rouge places au dessus do Ia verne d'essais. La pabci supdricure do
validation du code que powa oicuit appsrihender lts phinomlnesa. Une Etude cette veine est fornsde do plaques permutables. Sur l'ung d'elles un orifice
ddisillde du champ de vitesseac dit rdalisdE par Crabis A al. (1981) puis par circulaire a td menage arm de perettr le passage delobjecttf delI&carreshflors
Andrdopoulos et Rodi (1984). dana le cat d'un jet unique dibouchant des esaims.
perpendiculairemsem darta en Econlemeni transversal. La cas dune rangde de jets
inclinds a r~cemsinent did Esudihe par Pietrzyk & al. (1988). 110 so sont inthresbh I Lea tomographies do l'6coulement suivant 3 directions orthogonalesa
]'influence do taus d'injsectat at, Wea vitesses; moyatncesatc leurs fluctuations et soni rdalia6ea avec Is technique classaque do Is naippe Iwrnisseus. obwtuen k partir
donnent des cartes do cen gramndeuras darta Is plan vettical du jet. Danas une Etde d'un faisceau LASER ct d'un jeu de lentilles cylindriques ct sphdtiques.
remit, Chen ct Hwang (1991) on! conaiddr6 successivemnent Ic cat dune rangde L~coulement. eat oniermon au inoya dfun adrosol dhuile vdgdtals tn6lartgi k
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__________________________________ 4. RESULTATS:

Le domnaine explord ait ddfini par -l5x*51O; y*!6 ct -l.55z*!l.S. La
y syatbime de coordonndm cat centrE au point d'inlersecticn de is pmri plane et de

l'ax. du jet central (cf: Fig. 1). Las coordonnies. r~duites x*. y* et z sons
3d ~d~duitca des valcurs dimcnsionnellci cii prenant It diamritre du tubc d'injcctson

comme 6chelle de longueur.

e Les exp~riences ont diE rialisdec pour des valeurs du lasts d'injection
succaisivemanet dilates Is 0.6 ctIf1.; cc paraundira dtant d~fini commc Ic rapport

x r = pjvj / pcue avecc pj at vj ddsignant respcctivensant in masse volwmiquc de l'air
inject6 (h Is. tempdrature Tj) at sa vitesse osoyenne. tandia qua pc a sitU
reprisesslcnt as masse volunsaquc ct Ia vilcise de l'6coulement transversal it
l'extexiur de Is couchc-limite.

d ~4.1. Vilcassc ,noyernnci:

Its figures 3. 4. 5. at 6 donnant quclques examples de prords dc In
projection du vecteur vites.ic moyannc dims des plans parall~les Is Is direction dc

Z l'doulemant moyco (z* = ctc). Les deux premi~es figures correspondent Is In
distribution de vitasse cinregistrde dans It plan mddian (z* = 0) pour chacun des

................ deux rapports d'injaction dtudi~i. Pour It plus grand d'entre eux (r = 1,6) Ia
pr~sencc du jet se traduit par un ralentissamant des couches de fluide prochci de
In paroi (cf: profil enregistri Is x* = -1). Cc ph~nom~ne nest plus perceptiblc
lorsque. is In mime aibscisse. It taux d'injectson est, ramend it 0.6. On obtient alors
un profit identique is celui enregistrd an delsors de Ia zone duinfluence dci jets
(z* = '0) pour Ii meme abscissa. ott une travers~e de rdfdrencea adEs riulisde. La
profit mesurd dins It plan z* = 2.5 pour r = 1.6 (Fig. 4) cii fgalement sersblable is
cc profit de r~firence. alans quint z* = 0.4 (Fig. 3) l'effet de rslesitissement cit

Fig. I :schdma at systeme die coordonniesenoeotb.

Las masures realisdes & Ia verticale die l'orifice d'injection. montrent
I'air des jct~s. Les images des visualisations sons enregistrecs par viddo ou que a to bit de fluide provenant du jet cit plus imiportntr dlans Ia moitiE aval dclIs
photographie. Dens It premier cit Ia restitution fait appcl i un taijiemant section die sortie. In ddviation etaist plus grande loriquc r diminuc. Carte
numdrique des images. observation est en accord avec: cella effectu~e par Andrdopoulos; et Rodi (1984)

dans It cia d'un jet transversal alimentrE par un tube long (rapport longueurl
Lea mesures die Ia vitasse locale instantannde ant diE rdalis~es Is Isaide diam~te = 12, valeur vaisina tic cella chaisie dans in prdsente Etttde) ddbouchant

d'une chaine deux camposantes comportant deux compleurs de pdriodes et deux perpendiculairement au scmn d'un courant transversal. Dana It cas d'un tube
dicaleurs de fr~quences DANTEC. Les valeurs des composansas normale (v) at inclinE &i 350* mass plus court (rapport longueur/ diam~tre igall A 3.5). Pietrzyk ct
trninversale (w) de Ia vitatie ne pevn teobtenues tilei I volume de musure s]. (1988) observant usia deformation plus Cuiblc du jet par l*6coulement principal.

est paralidie Is In direction de lMcoulement principal. Certe disposition ess obtainue 1 faut par aillaurs noter que 1'ýpaisseur tie Ia couche-limite de 1l6coulement
en pla~ant un miroir plan oriensh i 45* darn in pantic aval de Ii veine dressais. principal nest qua 0O4 d darn Icur duspotitif. contra 1.5 d dans Ic cia de Is
Lea irois faiscesux LASER pdnatent toujours darns Is veins perpendiculairemant presanta etude.
masi. apris rdflexion aur It miroir. leur volume d'intarsaction se trouve placE darns
Ii direction tie l'6coulement principal (cf: Fig. 2). Un a~rosol d'huile vegetale En &vat tie luinjection (Fig. 3 at 4) as au voisunage de In paroi plans. I&
permes d'ensemencar las jets ainsi qua l'dcoulement principal en particulcs. zone de sillage ast itrs diffdienic suivans Ii valeur du tsux d'injection. Pour It plus

grand daentre eux (r = 1,6) an remarquc ins effet tie blocage de lMcoulement
transversal par ]e fluide du jat qui s'observe ncttaunent sun lea profits tracds Fig. 4
entre x* = I at 3. Dana celia r~gion Ia visesse des couchcs fluidas proches dec Ia
paroi (y* 5 •0.2) cii bians plus faibla qua cella mesurce lorsque Ie rapport des
vitesses cit momns important (eg :r = 0.6 ; Fig. 3). Ca ralantissament nest pas
seulamen t observe dana It plan tie symitrie du jet (z* = 0). maisiigalemant de

V ~part at dautre tie calui-ci sur une largeur tienviron I d. 11 faut par ailleur nolan

W quaucuin 6coulement retour nest mis an dvidence dana cc sillage. concrairement is
Sent d cc qui a Et6 observE par Pietrzyk at al. dint le cia d'un tube d'injaction court .

de L'id~e 6lnise par ces auteurs. salon laquelle Is g~omcrric du dispositif d'amende du
y fluide a ime nr4 forte influence sur l'6coulement dams Ii section de sortie du jet at

efl7et irsimdiatementean uava se trouve ainai renfoncce.

2 La figure 6 met an Evidence usia autra particularitd de l'6coulamnent
obtainu loniquc Ia taux d'injection cit de 1.6. Dana cc plan zo - 1.5, situ Is digate
distance tie daux jets, on remarquc In trite nette d~viation de lUcoulement
transversal vera Is paroi plane. Caste d~clinaison se manifcita d&e qua Ia fluide de
Ia coucha-limite approche lea orifices d'injection. L'dpaisseur de In coucha
affecl~c par cc phidnorr~ns emit avac l'absciassali ellct daenvinon 0.7 d Is lorigine

PM (ic : x* = 0) et de 2.6 d Is x* = 10. Dana Ia rdgion ainsi d~finie. Ia composanta
noninalle du vacteur vitesse prand des valcurs nigatives. Caste particularist de
l'6coulamnent trouve son origins dans; In prisence d'une psire de tounbillons contra-
rotatifs situds de part at d'autra du jet. Lacxistence de casts. structure

Fig. 2: schdma du dispositif tie mesure des composantes v ct w tourbillonnaine cit bien connue darts In can des jets perpandiculairea dapuis lea
travaux die Moussa at al. confinm~s par ceux do Kamotani at Greber (1972). pull
de Cnabb at al. (1981) at l'6tude ditaillde d'Andr~opoulos at Rodi (1984). La
prdsence de cci tourbillana jumeaux dana Ic cia des jets inclinds 6tudid ici. %a
retrouve sur Ies carte% des vecitaurs viteise obtenucs danas lea. plans transversaux

La temp~nature locale a did mnesurde. sisnultandment I Is vitease. I x* = dce dont un example cat prdscritE Fig. 7. Ces profils. d~duiti tics viteisca
l'aitie d'une sonde fil froid (0 -5 gain. I = 0.5 mm). placE. immiidiatement &t laval nonmale ct transvarualle mesurdas duam Ic plan iS = 2 . conruirnent Icaistanca tie
du volume de mesure de In chains ADL Las comptaur de catta chains. ainii qua dana tourbillona contra-rotatifs d'axca sensiblement perpandiculaires au plan de Ia
Ic Pont de mesure tie tanspdrature sont relids I una carte d'acquisition de tionn~ea figure. Catna configuration du champ des vitasses dana un plus transversal cit tout
implust~c dana un micro-ordinateun de type compatible-PC. Ce dispositif pennat is fail sernblable It celle observ~e dana It cms dune injection normale (Rif. (171 at
Is mesure sisnultartnda des valleurs institarnsneas des daux composantea de is (I]). Una des coni,6quences tie In pr~sance des tourbillonis cas lentrainantent de
vitaes.e (u~v ou vow) at de In temphrature. 11 eat ainsi possible de calculer lea fluide. situi unitialamant dina las parties hautes de Is coucha-limita. vera In paroi
tensions de Reynolds at lee flux de diffusion turbulens. de chalaun. Las diffdientes plane. Cc mouvamnent descendant cit localisE de part al d'autre du plan z * -1.5.
quanhitis moyennaa prdsenteci dama cet article ont WI calculdes I pairtir LA portion de fluida tic Ilicoulemnent transversal ainsis divide. so trouve inesped
d~chantillorn counpoaia de 1000 valeura instisantmtnea. danas lenroulament at as glisse sous I. jet. La prilsenca die ce mouv*incit entrant
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- 3 - e rcsdssracsiohre asI ln rnvra F2p~et FigI.
Tout les contours jusqu% l'isocherme, TO = 0.2 ont Is, forme, caract~ristique de
haricot miss, en Evidence stir lea vues en coupe lots des visualisations. De lirs
frais. provensint de l'dcoulentenst, transversal, eat entirai sows celui du jet, au, secm

y do Yenrouiernent er~d par lea totirbillons contra-rotatifi. puis resnonte sous Ie Jet
- -- -au niveati do plan de symitrie (iCj z*= 0). 11 s'agit Ii d'un plsdnombne nefaste,

pour lobteastion dun film de refroidissement qui. en puincipe. doit former tine
couche protectrice entre Is paroi et l6coulesnent transversal. Lea distributions de

~ 2 ~ ' - . stempdrasue de paroi. pr6sertdes Fig. I I & I Z.montreit qte danaleItsillage
- = proche du jet. it exists tine cotiche protectrice, lorsque It Latix dinjection est petit

(r = 06) mais qielle disparaft pour un taux plusislev (r = 1.6). Ces cartes ont 6tE
- . ,obteruswesoumoyan d'ne camdra infta-rouge talonne ieIlside des thenrmocouples;

4 ~implantis dans In paroi plane (ef : E. Dorignac: - J-J. Vullierse). On peuti
\I - . observer, pour r = 0.6 tine tempirature r~duite dans Ie sillage des jets bien

supdrietire i Cells rdgnant sur lea parties de plaque situ~es entrs des jets voisins.
Lorsque r = 1.6 aui contraire. Ia tempikrature de Is, plaque priksents tin minimum

- 1 denriire chaque jet. Laddition des informations obtenties par Is techniques du fil
/ ~ .. roiri et Is camnara, infra-rouge (RA-f. 171) montrent slots que lets profits des
/ \ \tempirature I Is verticals, de ces r~gions passent par tine valeur minimum qui

AA / \s'approehe de Cells de l'air extrifiur 'a Ia couche-limite. La distance de cc

- 7' ' La pr~sence, d'une poche d'air frais isati de In rigion externe de

Ideoulemenit transversal, petit 6galement itre observ~e stir It r~seat disothermes
prdsenti Fig. 14. 11 s'agit des tempiratures rdduites meaurdes dane Is plan de

symdtrie du jet central (z* = 0) pour tin taux dinjection de 1.6. On petit observer
2-10 1 z * 2 quelIaligne T*=0.2 situde immrdiatement derriirelItjet, se refermeasurlIaparoi

'a x* = 3.6 diflimitsnt sinai une zone occup~e par dti fluide dont Is temp~rature eat
Fig. 7 Profits de In vitesse mnoyenne r~duitc dans, le plan x* = 2 pour r =1,6 infirieure ka Celle dejas paroi. Ce riseau de courbes, monire par ailleurs que. pour

Ic rapport de vitesses consid~rd. Ie jet nest que faibilement dA-vi6 par 1l6coulement
transversal ptiisqu'une partie dti fluide chaud &merge a Is fronti~rs de Is couche-

vets Is plan z* = 0 est confimn~e par Is sue en coupe de I'6coulement. obtenue pAr lirnit. isotherme T* = 0.5 atisint I& cots y* = 1.5 et )a surface dilimities par
Lomogiraphie LASER, pour Is mrime valeur du tuux d'injection (r = 1.6). LU clich6 T* = 0.3 (qui petit Eire consid~r~e comtrie Is zone ou linfluence thermique du jet
pr~sente Fig.8 eat tine image num~risie extraite d'une sequence viddo egalement est perqtie de maniere encore sensible) s'6litve jusqu'A y* = 2 et sitend dana Is
enregistrie dana Is plan x* = 2. On petit observer Is trace du jet central et de ses direction de I*6cotilement transversal jusqu'i environ 8 diam'atres en aval de
voisins de gauche et de droite, et constater. sits chacun d'eus. Ia pr~sence de l'injection.
fluide non ensemencE. c'est a dire provenant de Ia couche-limite transversale et
non dti jet. La frontiiers amont du jet. est dtir~e tout linfluence combindE des
deux Lourbillons et de Is courhure provoquce par l'dcoulement principal. tandis 4.3. Fluctuations de vltesse:
que Ia partic aval se trouve aui contraire comprimnee. 11 eensuit tine deformation
rapids de Is section droite du jet qtii prend l'allure d'un "haricot". Cette forme De maniier g~n~rale les valcurs des fluctuations de vitesse sont
rappelle Celle des surfaces isobares obtenues dans le cat d'un jet unique maxintales danas les zones oui les profits des valeurs moyennea prisentent lea plus
debiouchant perpendiculairement (RUf 4 191) forts gradients. c'est ka dire danas lea r~gions frontiines entre ls fluids du jet et de Is

couche-limite transvertaie. Let contours d'iso-atiau de turbulence metures dana; Ie

4.2. Temperature moyenne: plan z* = 0 pour r = 1.6 (cf: Fig. IS) illustrent ceuCe propridtE. Let valetirs port~es

Livolution. en fonction de I'abscisse t'. des profits dc temperature stir CC graphique concemnent Ic taux de turbulence defini par

dana It plan de symdtfie du jet central (z* = 0) est prdsesuce stir )a figure 9. La--
tempedrature r~dditit utilisdc est define par T* (Tm.Tc)/(Tj.Te). ait Tm ddsigne t[- u

2
, U ti I

2 
. iet V d~signant Ics fluctuations de vitesses

Is tempedrature moyenne locals mesur~e aut 1)1 froid. tandis que Tc et Tj longitudinale et normale. La zone oui I~on trouve les plus grandes valeurs de t sent
reprisentent respectivement Is temp~rature de 1'6coulcment transversal hors situdes Is long de Is frontiare superieurs du jet. immn~diatement apr'as as sortie.
couche-limite et Ia tempirature de l'air inject&d Ms l'ava] de l'orifice d'injection c'est 'A dire 1'A oti lea profits de vitesse meturds dans; Is plan z* = 0 (Fig. 4)
(t* = 1). let profits prdsentent tin maximum qui s'ilargit aui fur cti amestire que t* prisentent lea variations lea plus fortes suivant y*. On note dgalement de fortes
augiments, slots que son intensitd vs en diminuanL. Lordonnee y* de cc maximum fluctuations de vitesse juste derri;6re l'orifice d'injection. lieu oit lea meaures de
est toujourt legerement supdrieure a Celle corresporidant aui maximum de vitesse tempdrature ont rA-vdli Is presence d'une poche d'air frais. Pietrzyk & al. (1988)
du profit tracei Fig. 4. Cette non coincidence locale des profits de temperature CL ons observE ls mime phdnomene et Vattribuent a lesxistence drune zone d~colIec
de vitcase a ddj'a 6L6 notde par Karnotani cL Greber (1972) et a dgalement 4tC avec Is presence d'un ecoulement retotir aui voisinage dc Is parot plane. Cc type
observie par Crabb & al. (1981) en comparant les champs de vitesse et de d'ecoulement na' peas 44 observEi ici mais dana Is rdgion concemn~e Is vecteur
concentration dans It cas d'un jet ensemenc6 d'h~lium. vitesse vanie forteinent, en direction et en intensitt comme IC montre par exemple

Is profit mesurt It x* = I (cf: Fig.4). La pr~sence de cette zone de cisaillement
De pan et dasutre du plan z* = 0. lea profits de tempdrature moyenne entre Is fltiide du jet et le fluide de Is couche-limite penitrant dessotit, gdn&re lea

mesuris dana It sillage proche du jet (I <S x* 4) pr~sentent deux maximumts fortes fluctuations observides. Leur niveati maximum de 35 % eat supdrieur 'a celtil
comme l'indiquent let cotirbes de Is figure 10 (plan z* = 0,4). Au del& de x* = 4. meturi par Pietrryk & al. (26 %) mais pour tin angle d'incidence de setilement
ati contraire. lea profits sont semblables 'A cetix obtenut dana Is plan z* = 0, mais 35o. Jubran et Brown trouvent tine valeur de 30 %s dana Is cas drune double rangie
Is position du maximum de temporature est plus proche de Is paroi lorsqu'on de jets inclinis de 30., slots que dans lea experiences conduites par Chen et
s'6carte du plan de symitrie du jet. Plus g~ndralemeni. Ia d~formation du champ Hwang (1991), Is tatix de fluctuation de Is actils composante longitudinale, atteint
de vitesse It travers tine section droite du jet. tignalke pric~dernmnent. se Tipercute 40 %s. Dana ce dernier cas lea jets sont nornaux 'a l6coulement transversal et Is
aui niveati de Is distribution de temnpdrature. Cc phinom~ne petit etre observE asu taux d'injection particulirement dlevd (r =4,6).

Fig. 8 :vie en coupe del'eoulement dons Iteplan x* 2 pour r 1.6
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Pour In plus grande valeor du taux d'injecuion itudid (r = 1.6). Ia tourbillons contra-rotatifs (cg : le plan z* = 0.4; Fig. 18). l'intensiti du troisibme
tension de cisaillanent u'v/Ue2 ear maximale It Is fronti~e supdrieure du jet et de extremumn de fluctuation de tempdrature augmente. Sa pr~sence peur maime Eire
Ia cooche-limite. canine le montrena lea profils de figure 16. A partir du contrade d6Lectdc dts Is sortie du jet (eg :profil mesord en x* = 0.5) ce qwi confirne, Ia
l'orifice dinjection. on observe l'apparition dist pic secondaire dont l'intensitd naissance des totirbillons; contra-routatis IL cet endroit.
augmente dfabord avec lsabsciasa jusqukl x* = I puis d~croit ti6s rapidement au
delk Pour x* = 1 les deux pica correspondent sensiblement i Ia matric La figure 17 (z* = 0) montre igalement que le maximum de
valeor - 0.009 qui eat proche de cello mesorde par Pietrzyk & aI. :0.007. fluctuation de tempdrature intermddiaire, dispatact des profibs ao del& de x* = 3.

Cette abscisse ear voisine de celle ob l'isothaeme TO = 0.2 (cf: Fig. 14) rejoint In
4A4 Fluctuations do teanp6rature paroi plane. ce qui montre Ia disparition &t partir de ce point de Ia trace de fluide

froid sous le jet.
Los profis du taux de fluctuation de temperature (quantiti calculde

par rapport i In tempirature moycitna locale) prisentent dana tous lea cas an 5. COMPAIEAISON AVEC LES SIMULATIONS NUMERIQUES:
maxinumn & In %runtara sopdrieure du jet. Lea courbas monardea Fig. 17 & 18
correspondent ajax meaures etffctudca respectivernent dons lea plans zo -0 et 1.4 Comane cela a dAdj& kdu izaliqud dana lintroduction. tat des objectifa de
pour le plus grand des taux d'injecuion Ettdifs (r = 1.6). Un premier pic tie cette Etude itait In constnituion dume base de donnees expirssnentalea dostindeit
fluctuation eat prisrnt dks l'amont do jet (x* = -0.5) et est encore nattereent tester one mithode do calcul de couche-limite turbuleite en prilsermee dinjections
perceptible dana le plan de meaure Ie plus Eloigni choisi pour notre Etude discrttes ddkvelopp~e t I'ECL Une premitre comparaison a 6Wh rialis~e par P.
40 = 10). i.ntensiti de cc maximum croit d'abord avec I'abscisse, passe par on Kulisa. F. LAbuxuf et G. Perrin (1991) dama le cas d'un taux d'injection dgal 1 0.6.
snonmet I x = 1.5 pois comnmence i diminuer lentement lorsqu'on s'iloigne vers Du point de vue adrodynamnique il existe on bon accord antrc lea veemzari vitae
l'aval. Son ordonnde. qui coincide avec cello du point d'inflexion do profil die calculds et ceux mesurds danas le plan de symitrie zO = 0. Une comparsason plus
temphrature, moyenna correapondant (cf: Fig. 9 & 10). croit avec l'abacisse. d~taillde dea profila de vitease longitudinale obtenot i plusieora abscissas, fait

apparnsit one, surestimation des valeurs calculdes. let auteurs artrsbuent l~acM ao
Un second maximum apparait sue les profils de fluctuations meaurhs fait que [a distribution de vitesse r~elle dans Ia section de, sortie do jet neast

dana le sillage de chaque, jet. o ;ste & laval de l'orilice dinjection (x* = 1). Si ]on certainement pas aussi uniforme que eels a EtE supposE dants lea calculi. En
conaidkre lea profils obtenus dana Ie plan z* = 0 (Fig. 17), on remarque uric revanche. l'dvolution de Is "trajectoire thermique" du jet (lieu de Ia position do
evolution, en fonction de Is distance so point d'injection. de lintrensire du miaximumn de temperature) tisduite de l'itude expErinentale est bien retrouvee par
maximum aecondaire samblable h cello du pic principal. Aprbs one premibre le calcul. Ce denier pd~dit 6galensent Is pr~sence dun minimum sue lta profils de
itape, de eroissanee elk passe par on maximum I a' = 1.5 puis ddcroit. temnpirature moyanne en aval de l'injection. rdsultat confirnd- par r'expdsience.
rapidement carte fois. La position du maximum secondaire. qui correspond
igalement so gradient maximum de Is temp~rature moyenne so mime point. Des comparaisons plus ditailli~es. portant sur lea rEaultata obtenus
a6cat igalement de Ia peroi loraque l'abscisse eroit. 11 s'en Eloigne cependant pouir lea deux rapporta de viteases choiais lots des essais. vinennat Witte rdalisdea
plus rapidement qua le pie principal. et I a' - 3. o6 son intensiti a fortesenet par J-M. Maurice. F. ILebtruf at P. Kulisa (1992).
diminuda. lea deux pica; tendent & se confondre. Ce rdsultat eat atteint plus loin
vera lasval et ron voit alans apparaitre on troisi~mne maximum de fluctuation de 6. CONCLUSION:
tempdrature, situh approximativesnent it I& cote y* = 0.5 qui correspond encore h
on chmsangemet de Isusra du profil de vitease moyenne, k cotne abscissa. Ensuite. ce Des exp~riences concernant Ia couche-limite d'une paroi plane
troisihsne pic s'eatompe en aslargissanit. basque Ion progresse vers l'aval. chauifffde en priaance done rangde de jets d'air chaud inclinds. ont ErE rdaishes.

Lea rdaolrtsts obtenus concemant h Is fois les champs adrodysiarique et
L'exiatence at rivolution do ces divers pics peovent itre relides it Ia tharintique. pour deux valeurs do waux d'injaction.

formic caracudniatique. dite an "haricot". do lIa section droirs do jet, tells que Ia
mettent at Evidlenos lna vtaea en coupe de l'dcoulemesti. Obsarvonks. par example. Le rdsultat principal conceme l'exiatence dune rigion. situde
Ia frontibne inf*rieure do cettre forme en "harucoCr (limitse attre las zones notire ot isnindiatment en aval de chaque injection oh le trtanfart do chalcur ewuie ia jet
grise) du jetcental reprilsanrhadur Iafigurea8,enregistrf IxO - 2. DamnIt plan etIs paro at arls faible.Caelapout constdwas ninconvdsianrisntporaard I Isumi
do symhurac do jet (za 0), Ia cote do Is fronti~re (y 0- 0.9) eat Is mime qua cello en esuvre do In technique de refroidissamant par injections localiades. Ce
du pie secondaire do profil da fluctuation de tempdrature relatif k In mime plidnombna apparait pnincipalamnaa Iorsque In rapport des vitseues eat supkiemx I
abscisaa (cf: Fig. 17). Cetto fronti~rade fonrmaconcave paralt done bien itrele un. 11 ast dfIaIprcsedneodun vlue.entre lejet etlIaparoi. ob an arA A~do
sitge dencs. fluctuations; de tesnpdrature imnporranras. LA vua en coupe de In figure l'air provemant do rdcoulentant trnoversal. Cc mouvensent easnat set 16.1, per
8 permet Egalesnant daevancar one explication h Is prdsenice don troisibnta lea deox toorbillonas contra-rotstifa qoi se forment dbt In sortie do jet dana In
extremwrn sue certains des profils des figures 17 & IS. 11 semble en effet couclse.Iisnte de l'dcouilennt transversal. Cerre pairsede sourbillonsssjsmeoxt. qui
conweapondre so contact do fluidsi chaud env"in vers le plan de symitrie par let domine 1'6coulesnent I lasval de I'injection, a one influence important. sta In
deox tourbsilons contraarotatifs. avec Is poche de fluide frod qoi sobsiste antne chomp dierinique. dams In silage proche des jets. Loptimisation des conaditions do
ces daux smactureis (cf: Is zone blanche sar Is figure 11). Si I'on a~loigne do plant trnsafart dans cats. rdgion passe par unat pprofondissentent des cosmaissances do
da symfsie do jet poor se rappeocher de l'ate do rotation do Ioun des deux ma structures at des paramiltres qoi Iea gouverrient.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

What is the turbulence intensity of the upstream flow?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The upstream boundary layer is turbulent and the free-stream turbulence level is about
one percent.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

Did you measure the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

We did not measure the adiabatic wall temperature, but we did calculate the adiabatic
film cooling effectiveness. The effectiveness was obtained from the measurement of the
wall heat flux density, with the hypothesis that the heat transfer coefficient with injection
is the same as that without injection. The expression for the effectiveness using this
assumption is
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Ts(x,z) - Te - gc(X•Z)/c

Tj - Te

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: N. Hay, University of Nottingham

Have you compared your results with others in the literature? And if not, do you intend to?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

We have not found experimental results in the literature with similar test conditions
(a = 450, 0.6 < r _ 1.6 and &/d = 2.5). Velocity and temperature measurements for
experiments we have found are all for lower values of the ratio 8/d.

Our experimental results have been compared with numerical calculations
performed in Ecole Centrale de Lyon (cf. the paper presented in this symposium by M.
Maurice and Leboeuf, and Reference 13 of our paper). Indeed, the purpose of the present
work was first to collect experimental data concerning velocity and temperature fields in
order to develop a new computing code at the Ecole Centrale de Lyon.

QUESTION 4:
DISCUSSOR: B. Launder, UMIST

Most of the results that you presented were for the case of r = 1.6 which, as has been known
from the data taken in the 1970's, gives poor levels of effectiveness. Why did you not give
more emphasis to lower injection-velocity ratios?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
As mentioned, the first aim of this work is to provide an extended data base in order to
validate a numerical model developed at the Ecole Centrale de Lyon by F. LeBoeuf et al.
(cf: paper presented at this symposium). This model applies to well defined flow and
thermal conditions, particularly at large 5/d ratios. Most of the results are presented for
the case of the injection rate (r) equal to 1.6, as for this value, the influence of the counter-
rotating vortices on the velocity and the temperature fields are more apparent than for
smaller values for which the jets are closer to the wall. As it appears on the map of the
surface temperature, presented in this paper, the effectiveness is greater in the second case
(r = 0.6), as it is well known. Moreover, the fact that the boundary layer thickness at the
injection location is greater than the diameter of the jets, seems to introduce weak values
for the effectiveness parameter. One of the features of this study is the chosen ratio

/d 2- 2.5, larger than the ones considered in the cases studied in the 1970's.
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THE INFLUENCE OF NON-UNIFORM SPANWISE
INLET TEMPERATURE ON TURBINE ROTOR HEAT TRANSFER

by

G.R. Guenette, G. Pappas* and A.H. Epstein
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Gas Turbine Laboratory
60 Vassar Street

Building 31, Room 266
Cambridge, MA 02139

United States

ABSTRACT form through several turbine blade rows and complicate
the design and analysis process. They introduce an

The influence of a spanwise varying, circumferentially added degree of dimensionality and demand more elabo-
uniform inlet total temperature distortion was measured rate analysis than would be required in a machine with
on a transonic turbine stage in a short duration turbine uniform inflow. For many years, secondary flow theory
test facility. Large levels of distortion were found to served as the primary tool (3]. Now, computational
increase rotor blade heat transfer, especially on the pres- codes greatly augment our ability to analyze and under-
sure surface. A three-dimensional, steady, multi-blade stand three-dimensional, unsteady turbine flows and
row, Euler code and a streamline curvature calculation work has expanded in this area over the last decade.
were used to interpret the data but did not account for all Much of the work on temperature non-uniformities in
of the heat transfer increase observed. literature has been analytical or numerical. Numerical

simulations have been done by Rai and Dring [4], Saxer
INTRODUCTION and Giles [5], Domey et al. [6], (7], and Harasgama (8].

There has been less experimental work published.
Our understanding of turbine heat transfer and aerody- Schwab et al. [9] reported aerodynamic measurements
namics has increased considerably over the past 50 taken at the exit of a single-stage, warm air rig turbine
years, driven by the need for increased performance and with a spanwise inlet temperature profile. Butler et al.
life and aided by the evolution of new computational [ 10) performed measurements on a low speed, large
and experimental techniques. We are currently at the scale turbine in which point injection of CO 2 was used
state in which we expect to do quite well in predicting as an analogue to a combustor hot streak. Several subse-
turbine airfoil behavior in idealized situations such as quent papers have used this data for comparison with
test cascades and even rigs [ 1 ], but less well in the more numerical computations and analysis.
complicated environment of full scale gas turbine
engines. It is clear from the work to date that temperature non-

uniformities can influcnce both turbine performance and
One phenomenon characteristic of the engine environ- heat transfer, and that numerical tools can be of great
ment but often absent from simpler test facilities is the use in studying this problem. There remains, however,
spatial and temporal gas temperature non-uniformities at little experimental high speed turbine data in the litera-
the turbine inflow generated by the combustor. These ture which delineates these effects. The work described
circumferential and radial variations in combustor exit herein is the first part of a systematic effort to quantify
gas temperature result from the many constraints the influence of thermal inhomogeneities on advanced
imposed upon the combustor design and are often turbine stages and to assess the manner in which tur-
unwanted from the turbine point of view. We have long bines can be improved by accounting for such phenome-
known that localized gas temperature variations ("hot na. It should be noted that total pressure
spots" or "hot streaks") induce thermal stress and oxida- non-uniformities also generate secondary flows, but that
tion in turbine hardware and are a prime cause of short- these are less of a problem in combustor outflows of
ened turbine life. More recently, Sharma and his interest and will not be treated here.
colleagues have pointed out that turbine aerodynamic
efficiency may suffer as well [2]. It is convenient for both analysis and experiment to

characterize these temperature inhomogeneities into one
Non-uniformities at the turbine inlet propagate in some of two categories: spanwise or radial variations in tem-

perature which are circumferentially uniform and are
thus two-dimensional at the turbine inlet, and hot spots

Current Address: Adroit Systems, Alexandria, VA, USA (hot streaks) localized both radially and circumferential-
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ly which are inherently three-dimensional in nature. The than 1% for 300 ms. (The corrected weight flow is held
radial variations stem in part from design intent of the constant so long as the nozzle guide vanes are choked.
combustor while the localized hot spots are often associ- The corrected speed is held constant by the eddy current
ated with fuel nozzle location and would be eliminated brake.) The blades and tunnel walls have sufficient ther-
from the engine, if possible, given the design constraints mal inertia to remain at approximately constant tempera-
(at least from the turbine designer's viewpoint). In this ture during the test time.
paper, we will consider only radial temperature varia-
tions. This approach of separating the distortion patterns The facility has been designed to closely simulate all the
into categories was adopted in an attempt to simplify the non-dimensional parameters important to turbine fluid
problem initially. Later efforts will expand to include mechanics and heat transfer-. Reynolds number, Mach
hot spots as well. number, Prandtl number, Rossby number, ratio of spe-

cific heats, corrected speed and weight flow, and gas-to-
In subsequent sections, we describe an experiment metal temperature ratios. The principal scaling is to
designed to measure the influence of spanwise turbine reduce the initial turbine metal temperature to room tern-
inflow temperature non-uniformities on rotor blade heat perature, while keeping the gas-to-metal temperature
transfer, present the experimental data, describe a ratio constant. This scaling is shown in Table 1.
numerical calculation which models some aspects of the
flow in the turbine, and then discuss the results of the TABLE 1
research. MIT BLOWDOWN TURBINE SCALING
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS I Full MIT

. $cal . Blowdown
The experiments were performed in the MIT Blowdown Fluid Air Ar-Fr 12
Turbine Tunnel [11]. This facility consists of a supply Ratio specific heats 1.28 1.28
tank separated by a large diameter, fast-acting valve Mean metal temperature 11180 K 2950 K
from the test section which, in turn, discharges to a (1550° F) (72- F)
dump tank (Fig. 1). The test section contains a 0.55 Metal/gas temp. ratio 0.63 0.63
meter (22 inch) diameter test turbine stage and rotating Inlet total temperature 17800 K 478r K
assembly, including an eddy brake power absorber and (27500 F) (400)0 F)
10 KW drive motor. The flow path upstream of the True NGV chord 8.0 cm 5.9 cm
stage includes a boundary layer bleed and a combustor- Reynolds number* 2.7 x 106 2.7 x 106
like contraction. Inlet pressure, atm 19.6 4.3

Outlet pressure, atm 4.5 1.0
The entire facility is initially evacuated and the supply Outlet total temperature 12800 K 3430 K
tank and valve heated by circulating oil. The valve is (18440 F) (1600 F)
then closed and the supply tank filled with an Prandtl number 0.752 0.755
argon/Freon-12 mixture (used to reproduce the ratio of Eckert numbert 1.0 1.0
specific heats of combustor exit air). The turbine rotor Design rotor speed, rpm 12,734 6,190
is now brought up to operating speed in vacuum. To Mass flow, kg/sec 49.0 16.6
start the test, the main valve is opened and the eddy Power, watts 24,880,000 1,078,000
brake energized simultaneously. After a 250 ms startup Test time Continuous 0.3 sec
transient, the corrected parameters are constant to better Based on NGV chord and isentropic exit conditions

t (,y.I)M2T/AT

A temperature distortion generator was designed and
Distortion Test fabricated for these tests. The design criteria for the
Generator Section Dump Tank generator included: 1) the generation of temperature

distortions only, the total pressure field should remain
uniform; 2) the capability of generating engine-like cir-
cumferentially uniform, radially (spanwise) varying tem-
perature patterns; and 3) the capability for later retrofit
to generate hot spot-like patterns about the circumfer-
ence. The radial distortion desired was specified in
terms of a radial temperature distortion factor, RTDF

1 Meter

RTDF n Tmax- Tmem x 100%Fig. 1: MIT Blowdown Turbine Facility. Tref
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Oil Jacket Heaters TABLE 2
TURBINE DESIGN PARAMETERS

T Turbineloading. AFl 2ow

70 Total pressure ratio 4.2
cm Velocity ratioC xi 0.63

* * , Rotor aspect ratio 1.5
j NGV exit Mach No. 1.18

Honey'.omb
Side C'onter During a blowdown test, the matrix acts as a high effec-

tiveness heat exchanger. The length of the matrix is
Fig. 2: Temperature distortion generator modified for such that the thermal cooling wave within the metal,

simultaneous radial and circumferential patterns, which starts at the upstream end, has not reached the dis-
charge end of the unit during the 0.5 second test time.
The result is that the gas exits the matrix at the local

where Tmu is the maximum total gas temperature; metal temperature, thus imposing the temperature distor-
Tm= the mean average temperature over the passage ton pattern set up in the metal prior to the test onto the
height; and Tef a reference temperature, nominally the gas. Because the heat is added at very low Mach num-
combustor temperature rise. The combustor spanwise ber, no appreciable total pressure distortion is introduced
profile is assumed to be parabolic, in the heating process.

Designs considered included cold gas injection from the Aerodynamic instrumentation consisted of total pressure
walls, liquid Freon injection, and a storage matrix heat and temperature rakes upstream and downstream of the
exchanger. The latter was selected based on low pres- turbine and wall static pressure taps on the outer casing.
sure distortion, technical risk, and cost [12]. The gener- Thin film, multi-layer, heat flux gauges were mounted
ator as constructed is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of about the rotor blade chord at two spanwise locations, at
a 0.5 meter long honeycomb matrix heat exchanger con- midspan and near the blade tip (81.5% leading edge
structed of 3 mm wide triangular channels brazed from span). These sensors directly measure heat flux to the
0.25 mm thick stainless steel sheet. The inner and outer blades from DC to 100 kHz (13]. For these tests, the
annulus walls are cooled by circulating oil. Stainless raw heat flux data was low pass fidtered at 30 kHz (vane-
steel sheathed electrical resistance heating wires are blade interaction frequency is 3.6 kHz) and ensemble-
threaded through the matrix at mid-passage height from averaged over 300 blade passings for the time-resolved
one end to another. Thus, the heat is injected at the cen- data, and time-averaged for DC data.
ter of the passage and removed at the peripheral walls,
generating a spanwise temperature variation, hottest at The test article was a 0.5 meter diameter, 4-to-I pressure
mid-passage. In operation, the matrix is heated in vacu- ratio, transonic, single-stage turbine whose design para-
um for several hours preceding a test. The amplitude meters are given in Table 2. Data from this geometry
and shape of the temperature distortion is controlled by has been previously reported for a stage with uniform
the current history into the heaters and monitored by inflow [14], as a cooled stage [151, and in a cascade 1161.
thermocouples spotted about the unit. Figure 3 depicts the turbine installation and flow path.

Inlet
Rake
PlansDistortion

Generator

® R- Heaters

Honeycomb Boundary
Layer Bleeds

Fig. 3: Blowdown turbine rig flow path.
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-0 transfer, by about 50% on the suction surface and 70%
on the pressure surface. Near the blade tip, changes in
heat transfer due to temperature distortion are of similar
magnitude.

450
Time-resolved data are presented in Fig. 8. On the pres-

L 'sure surface (Figs. 8a and 8b), the influence of the tem-
E perature distortion is seen as principally raising the

400. average level of heat transfer without substantially
15 Tchanging the shape of the waveform. This is true near€.9 o1,5%. RTDF

o 10% RTDF the trailing edge of the suction surface as well (Fig. 8d).
- Parabolic Fits On the crown of the suction surface, however (Fig. 8c),

35Hub M the waveform is substantially altered. At this location,

Radial Position the effect of temperature distortion is to increase the
height of the spike that a previous unsteady 2-D numeri-
cal simulation of the undistorted flow (1] has shown to

Fig. 4: Radial temperature profiles measured upstream be caused by a reflected shock wave moving through the
of the turbine inlet compared with parabolic fits. rotor passage.

EXPERIMENTAL EXPERIENCE AND RESULTS NUMERICAL MODELLING OF THE FLOW

The distortion generator was operated so as to provide Customarily, heat transfer is treated in non-dimensionalThe istrtin gneraor as perted o a toproide terms in the form of Nusselt number or Stanton number,
varying levels of temperature distortion at a constant

level of annulus averaged enthalpy flow. Distortion lev- in which the local heat transfer is normalized by an

els (RTDF's) from 2% (as close to uniform as could be appropriate gas-to-wall driving temperature difference.
aelve(Tds) from 1 % werestu . Glse tota temperm atourdbe With uniform turbine inflow, it is convenient to use theachieved) to 15% were studied. Gas total temperature rotor relative total temperature. The proper choice of
profies measured downstream of the distortion genera- reference gas temperature is much less certain when
tot compare well with parabolic fits in Fig. 4, confirm- large temperature distortions are introduced. Circumfer-
ing that the generator performed as designed. entially uniform, spanwise distorted temperature patterns
Unfortunately, the generator passages were conta.inat- will influence the flow through two primary mecha-
ed by fine (-25 pin) particles during fabrication. The nisms. The first is the alteration of the spanwise distri-
paricles did not flush from the unit during pretest clean- bution of rotor inflow angles (the velocity triangles) due
ing, but were expelled gradually during the tests. This t h hnei eeec rm on rmtesain

fine dust eroded the thin film heat flux gauges, especial- to the change in reference frame going from the station-

ly on the pressure side of the blades (the other aerody- ary NGV's to the rotating rotor. The second is the sec-

namic instrument was not affected). The erosion ondary flow generated in the rotor by the spanwise

resulted in calibration drift (greatly complicating the
data reduction procedure) and rapid gauge failure.
Fewer working gauges remained after each test with o• x No Distortion
eventually most of the gauges being destroyed. Thus, 0 2.2% RTDF
the data presented herein is rather sparse with not all
measurement points being available for every test.

The integrity of the data reduction procedure was estab- E X
lished by comparing the low distortion (2% RTDF) data z 8 0
at midspan with that taken earlier without the distortion = - a x
generator (141, and thus with uniform inflow. Figure 5 Ix X x
shows these to be substantially the same except at the z 9
pressure surface trailing edge.

The measured heat flux distributions about the rotor
blade at -11V incidence angle and the nominal bulk con-
ditions listed in Table I are presented in dimensional -1.0 Suction 0.0 Pressure 1.0
form at midspan and tip locations in Figs. 6 and 7 Fractional Wetted Surface
respectively. At midspan, low levels of distortion (2%)
slightly reduced the heat transfer compared to no distor- Fig. 5: Midspan rotor heat transfer taken without the dis-
tion measurement Increasing the distortion to high lev- tortion generator installed compared to that with
els (10% and 15%) significantly enhanced the heat the generator operated at low distortion level.
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Fig. 6: Time-averaged heat flux measured at rotor midspan. Fig. 7: Time-averaged heat flux measured at rotor tip.
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Fig. 8: Time-resolved rotor heat flux measuremets at varying levels of temperate distorion.
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NGV Rotor from the upstream rake measurement plane to about one
chord downstream of the rotor. There were 162 grid
points axially, 19 along the span, and 19 circumferential-
ly. The rotor leading edges were cusped to reduce
numerical errors. The 36 NGV, 61 rotor blade spacings

of the experiment were preserved. The grid is illustrated
in Fig. 9. The code results were checked insofar as pos-

Mixing sible by comparing with measured cascade blade static
Plane pressure distributions and by examining total pressure,

temperature, and entropy changes. Details can be found
in Pappas [20].

Fig. 9: Gnid geometry used for 3-D Euler calculation. The computational results show that the inlet tempera-
ture distortion has little influence on the nozzle guide
vane flow, as would be expected from Monk and Prim.

pressure gradients. (Note that the temperature distortion Translation into the rotating frame significantly alterspressue gaienots. (enote sechndatyflowsin the tep ateionry the flow into the rotor as can be seen in the swirl angle,alone will not generate secondary flows in the stationary and temperature and pressure distributions of Fig. 10.

frame NGV's; a pressure distortion is required (171, adtmeaueadpesr itiuin fFg 0
which iVs a mo revasionufr desitiong tis initialrex 7, These result in the generation of secondary flow within
which is a motivation for designing this initial exper- the rotor passage which concentrates the hoter fluid atment with uniform inlet total pressure.) To aid in inter- midspan toward the rotor pressure surface and moves it
preting these measurements and to shed insight into the out toward the blade tip (Figs. I rI and 12). One result isfluid mechanisms at work. we have modelled the invis- o towase the drivip gs tp u an g the res-
cid flow in the turbine in two ways. The simplest is a so surface relative to tha t along the sre.
streamline curvature calculation (181 which includes the sure surface relative to that along the suction surface.axisinmtri veocit trange efecs. Te nxt eve in These results axe quite similar to those of Saxer and
axisymmetric velocity triangle effects. The next level in Giles, who calculated the three-dimensional, steady flowsophistication is to calculate the three-dimensional, within the same geometry using a different code.
steady inviscid flow within the turbine.

USING COMPUTATIONS TO INTERPRET
A 3-D, multi-blade row, steady Euler calculation of the THE ME UREMENTS

flow in the turbine was made using Denton's MULTI-

STAGE code (19]. MULTISTAGE calculates the invis- The primary interest here is to improve the understand-
cid, 3-D flow in each blade row with an azimuthal ing of turbine rotor heat trasfer in the presence of span-
averaging technique employed at the boundary (mixing wise temperature distortion. There are many questions
plane) between the stationary and rotating blade rows. which may be addressed, but two of direct engineering
The H grid used followed the experimental geometry concern are whether distortion changes either (a) the

Total Temperature Total Pressure Swirl Angle
Tip

100. --NoDistortion
- 15% RTDF /I I

I I

!/

e50.

(U /

0. "

Hub3 36 3804002440 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.51 40 43 46 49 52 58
OK Ptrel Ptinlet Degrees

Fig. 10: Calculated influence of spanwise temperature distortion on rotor relative inflow conditions.
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integrated heat load blade (and thus alters the cooling or a streamline curvature procedure. If the primary
requirements), or (b) the local distribution of heat flux influence of distortion were to alter the inviscid flow
and thus blade temperature in a manner not adequately field and thus the driving temperatures, then this proce-
captured by current predictive techniques (leading to dure would collapse the distorted data onto that with no
blade thermal distress). distortion. For comparison, a Nusselt number using the

spanwise average temperature (the same as for the no
There is insufficient spatial coverage in the measure- distortion measurements) was computed. The results
ments to accurately assess the change in integrated heat are presented in Fig. 13 for midspan and Fig. 14 for the
load into the blade for either an equivalent inlet enthalpy tip. At midspan, the streamline curvature calculation
flux or work extraction. The data taken (Figs. 6 and 7) generally does a better job than the 3-D Euler, especial-
show a 30-50% increase in heat flux at midspan with ly on the pressure surface. Near the tip, the comparison
15% RTDF compared to the no distortion case and 20- is not clearcut, and the corrections do not improve the
40% increase at the tip. No measurements at the hub are data reduction. We infer from this that some essential
available. The inviscid calculation could be used to elements of the fluid mechanics are not captured in the
assess the change in driving temperature integrated over streamline curvature and 3-D, steady Euler calculations.
the blade surface, but a viscous calculation would be
required to evaluate any heat transfer coefficient One phenomenon which is not modelled here is the
changes. Harasgama used a 3-D viscous code and a 2-D unsteady interactions between blade rows, influencing
boundary layer solver to investigate the influence of a both the potential and viscous flow. Ashworth showed
20% RTDF on a 4-to-1 pressure ratio turbine. He found how simulated NGV blade wakes can enhance rotor
an increase of approximately 60% in heat flux near the heat transfer on this midspan profile. Rigby et al. (21]
tip of the pressure surface and 10% near the hub. constructed a simple model of the manner in which

shock wave impingement can increase heat transfer.
We can consider the influence of temperature distortion Abhari [1] showed how even the small geometry varia-

on the steady heat transfer to consist of two mechanisms tions which result from normal manufacturing toler-
- the alteration of the mostly inviscid core flow in the ances can cause large variations in heat transfer in a
blade passage so as to change the gas-to-wall tempera- transonic turbine. The latter is directly applicable here
ture difference driving the heat flux, or a change in the since the temperature distortion generates relatively
boundary layer with a concomitant change to the heat large flow angle variations which may significantly
transfer coefficient. To assess the relative importance of alter the unsteady shock wave system in the turbine.
the two mechanisms, we reduced the raw heat flux data We would thus not be surprised if the changes in the
into Nusselt number using as the reference gas tempera- unsteady flow field were an important influence in
ture the local temperature at the heat flux sensor location enhancing the rotor heat transfer.
as estimated by either the 3-D steady inviscid calculation

SMIDSPAN o 15% RTDF Bulk o o 15% RTDF Bulk TIP
A 15% RTDF Streamline Curvature a 15% RTDF Streamline Curvature
0 15% RTDF 3-0 Euler o 15% RTDF 3-D Euler 0
x No Distortion x 2.2% RTDF Bulk

E E 0
z x

~~ 0

0 0 0 0

-1.0 Suction 0.0 Pressure 1.0 -1.0 Suction 0.0 Pressure 1.0

Fractional Wetted Surface Fractional Wetted Surface

Fig. 13: Nusselt number near midspan with the refer- Fig. 14: Nusselt number near tip with the reference
ence temperature calculated as spanwise aver- temperature calculated as spanwise average
age (bulk), from streamline curvature, or from (bulk), from streamline curvature, or from
local wall temperature estimated with a 3-D, local wall temperature estimated with a 3-D,
steady Euler calculation, steady Euler calculation.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7. Domey, DJ., Davis. R.L., Sharma, O.P., 'Two-
Dimensional Inlet Temperature Profile Attenuation

An experiment has been constructed to measure the in a Turbine Stage," ASME Paper 91-GT-406, 1991.
influence of spanwise varying, circumferentially uni- 8. Harasgama, S.P., "Combustor Exit Temperature
form total temperature distortion on turbine rotor heat Distortion Effects on Heat Transfer and Aerodyna-
transfer. The first data from this experiment shows that mics Within a Rotating Turbine Blade Passage,"
temperature distortion increases both tip and midspan ASME Paper 90-GT- 174,1990.
rotr heat transfer, especially on the pressure surface. 9. Schwab, J.R., Stabe, R.G., Whitney, WJ., "Analy-
Both a 3-D, steady, Euler, multi-stage code and a tical and Experimental Study of Flow Through an
streamline curvature calculation were used to interpret Axial Turbine Stage With a Nonuniform Inlet
the data. These calculations did not account for all of Radial Temperature Profile," NASA TM-83431,
the increased heat transfer observed. AIAA Paper AIAA-83-1175, 1983.

This is very much work in progress. We are in the pro- 10. Butler, T.L., Sharma, O.P., Joslyn, H.D., Dring,
Thsis vferymuchworkin proges Weuaine rotor forimpR.P., "Redistribution of an Inlet Temperature
cess of re-insmnnenting the turbine rotor for improved Distortion in an Axial Flow Turbine Stage," AIAA
spatial coverage of the heat flux sensors, and adding suif- Paper AIAA-86-1468, 1986.
ficient aerodynamic instrumentation to assess aeroper-
formance changes. Both spanwise and circumferential 11. Epstein, A.H., Guenette, G.R., Norton, RJ.G., "The

distortions will be investigated experimentally. New MIT Blowdown Turbine Facility," ASME Paper 84-

computational tools will be brought to bear, including a GT-116,1984.

3-D, unsteady, multi-blade row code. Overall, turbine 12. Haldeman, C.W., "An Experimental Study of
temperature distortion is a problem for which the tools Radial Temperature Profile Effects on Turbine Tip
are in hand and we hope to make considerable progress Shroud Heat Transfer," MS Thesis, Department of

in the coming years. Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, August 1989.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: F. LeBoeuf, Ecole Centrale de Lyon

As vorticity may be enhanced by gradients of density and static pressure, the three-
dimensional consequences of the present inlet temperature distortion could be obtained by
comparing the static pressure fields, with and without distortion of To, in the plane
between the stator and rotor. Do you have any experimental or numerical results that
would illuminate this point?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
With the complete stage geometry (rotor plus stator), we measure the wall static pressure
only on the inner and outer annulus walls in the middle of the nozzle guide vane passage
at the nozzle guide vane trailing edge plane. This is due to the close spacing between the
rotor and stator (3mm). We can measure the pressure distribution at the nozzle guide
vane exit with the rotor removed. Also we believe that three-dimensional calculations
should do a good job of calculating the flow through the nozzle guide vane with temperature
distortion.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: G. Andrews, University of Leeds

In practice the real situation is more complex than the simple parabolic temperature
profile you have used. The radial profile is skewed toward the hub for blade stress
reasons. Also there is likely to be a strong velocity, hence, total pressure profile as well as
a temperature profile. Typical radial temperature distortion factor values are around 8%
and your 15% value seems unrealistic. However, the greatest temperature variations are
in the circumferential direction where distortion factors can be typically 25%. How are
these additional non-uniformities likely to influence the heat transfer?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Our intent in the design of this experiment was to build a realistic turbine inflow in steps
of relatively simple elements, of which the parabolic profile is the first. We are currently
looking at circumferential distortions as well as variable levels of inlet turbulence.
Total pressure distortions can be added later with relatively little effort should it be
desired. As far as the radial temperature distortion factor reported herein is concerned,
the inlet profile is somewhat skewed toward the hub as examination of Figure 4 will show.
The 15% radial temperature distortion factor was one of the largest of several studied in
the range of 2% to 20%. Also, while 8% is a typical design intent, values of 15% or greater
have been observed in practice.
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DIRTRNINATION OF SVUIFACE ieT TRhNSFZR AND FILM COOLING
EFFECTIVENES8 IN UNSTEADY WAKE FLOW CONDITIONS
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Trenton, New Jersey 08628

J.C. Han
Turbine Heat Transfer Laboratory

Department of Mechanical Engineering
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College Station, Texas 77843

SUMMRY: LIST OF SYMBOLS:

The effect of unsteady wake flows on C airfoil chord
blade heat transfer and film cooling
effectiveness was experimentally d rotatin rod diameter
determined by using a spoked-wheel type g
wake generator. The experiments were
performed with a five airfoil linear h heat transfer coefficient
cascade at the Texas A&M University low
speed wind tunnel facility. The H blade radial (spanwise) length
mainstream Reynolds number based on
airfoil chord length was about 3 x 105.
The wake Strouhal number was varied K thermal conductivity of air
between 0 and 0.4 by changing the
rotating wake passing frequency. A hot M blowing ratio, (pVJ(pV).
wire anemometer system was located at
the cascade inlet to detect the n rotating rod number
instantaneous velocity, phase-averaged
mean velocity, and turbulence intensity
induced by the passing wake. A Nu Nusselt number based on blade chord, hC/
pressure tap instrumented blade was
used to measure the surface static q net surface convection heat flux
pressure distributions and compared
well with predicted velocity q1-, foil generated surface heat flux
distributions in the cascade. An
instrumented blade without film holes
equipped with a thin foil thermocouple q, surface heat flux loss
was used to determine the surface heat
transfer coefficient distributions. Re Reynolds number based on blade chord, V1C/v
The results show that the periodically
passing wake promotes earlier boundary S Strouhal number, 2nwdn/(60V,)
layer transition, causing much higher heat
transfer on the suction surface. The Tu turbulence intensity
passing wake also significantly enhances
the heat transfer on the pressure surface.
The other thin foil thermocouple V local mainstream velocity in the cascade
instrumented blade contained several rows
of film cooling holes at the stagnation Vi mainsuram velocity at the inlet of the cascade
region and on both the suction and
pressure surfaces, and was employed to V, mainsueam velocity at the exit of the cascade
determine the film cooling effectiveness
distributions. The results show that the
strong passing wake interacts with the X blade surface coordinate in streamwise direction
film layer and causes a relatively lower
film effectiveness on both the suction and Y blade radial coordinate in spanwise direction
pressure surfaces for all three blowing
ratios studied (M - 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2). w rotating rod speed, rpm
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production (which can be related to(PV)c local injection coolant mass flux specific thrust) as a function of
turbine rotor inlet temperature. The

(pV). local mainstream mass flux engines tend to track fairly close to
the ideal performance line, which

Sfilm cooling effectveness represents cycle power output with 100%
efficient turbines with no leakage or
cooling flows. Clearly, increasing hot

T, injection coolant flow tmpe section temperatures is one of the key
ingredients to realizing quantum jumpsT. blade surface temperature in gas turbine engine performance.

T.. adiabatic blade surface temperature Modern gas turbines are designed to run
at high turbine inlet temperatures well
in excess of current metal temperature

T. mainstream air flow temperaue at the inlet limits. In addition to improved
temperature capability materials and

V kinematic viscosity of air coatings, highly sophisticated cooling
techniques such as augmented internal
cooling and external film cooling have

INTRODUCTION: to be employed in order to maintain
acceptable life and operational

Technology development efforts for requirements under such extreme heat

advanced military aircraft gas turbine load conditions. In order to design
sare directed towards the goal systems that will most efficiently coolengines a rrent topuls tem turbine flow path components, it isof doubling current propulsion system ncsayt etrcmrhn h

capbilty y roud te urnof he necessary to better comprehend the
capability by around the turn of the detailed flow physics within the turbine
century, while concurrently effecting itself. There is a great need to increase
significant improvements in life, the understanding of heat transfer within
reliability and maintainability. The this unsteady, highly complex flow field.
two dominant figures of merit for Current turbine designs are characterized
measuring propulsion system capability by an inability to accurately predict heat
are engine thrust to weight ratio transfer coefficients. This results in
(Fn/Wt) and specific fuel consumption non-optimized designs using inordinate
(SFC). Obviously, to achieve a 100 amounts of cooling air, which ultimately
percent increase in thrust to weight auses s fint a ltiet teycauses significant penalties to the cycle
ratio relative to current production in terms of thrust and SFC. One of the
engines will require revolutionary inets of thruCne of the
advances in turbine engine technology aspects of the turbine flow field that hasin the years ahead. received considerable attention recentlyis the effect of unsteady wakes caused by

the passing of the upstream airfoil row onOne of the major contributing gas the downstream blade row. This
turbine components in providing investigation focuses on the measurement
increased engine thrust is the turbine of the surface heat transfer coefficient
system. The performance of gas turbine and film cooling effectiveness on a model
engines is strongly influenced by turbine blade under incident unsteady waketurbine rotor inlet temperature. This codtns

is dramatically illustrated in Figure conditions.
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Figure 1
Increased Turbine Temperature Dramatically Improves Cycle Power Output
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There have been many studies on the coefficient and film coolingeffects of unsteady wake caused by the effectiveness distributions on a model

passing of the upstream airfoil row on the turbine blade. The unsteady wake
surface heat transfer coefficient of the caused by the upstream blade row may
downstream blade row. Many published interact with the cooling film ejected
results have investigated the interaction from the surface of the downstream blade
between the wake flow and the suction side row. It is of interest whether this wake
boundary layer on a turbine blade. It is jet interaction may penetrate into the
well known that the unsteady wake impact film layer and change the heat transfer
causes an increased heat transfer in the coefficient and film effectiveness
stagnation region and an early laminar- distributions on the blade surface. For
turbulent boundary layer transition. This this study, a five-blade cascade
wake-induced earlier transition covers a (including the instrumented middle blade)
longer streamwise length on the suction was installed in a low speed wind tunnel
surface of a turbine blade. These zones at the Turbine Heat Transfer Laboratory of
of transition form a higher heat transfer Texas A&M University. The upstream
and a growing region of turbulent flow. unsteady wake is produced by a spoked
Experiments have been conducted in wheel type wake generator similar to those
turbines (Dunn et al., 1986a, 1986b, 1988, used by O'Brien and Capp, Dullenkopf et
1992; Blair et al., 1989; Blair, 1992; al., and Wittig et al. The standard thin
Abhari et al., 1991, 1992) or in foil thermocouple technique is used to
laboratory simulations (Doorly et al., determine the mean (time-averaged) heat
1988; Priddy and Bayley, 1988; O'Brien and transfer coefficient and film
Capp et al., 1989; Wittig et al., 1986, effectiveness on the instrumented model
1988; Liu and Rodi, 1989, 1992; Dullenkopf blade. This thin foil thermocouple method
et al., 1990, 1992). A squirrel cage type has also been employed to determine the
wake generator was used in laboratory leading edge heat transfer coefficient and
simulations by Priddy and Bayley and Liu film effectiveness distributions under

high mainstream turbulence conditions
and Rodi; a spoked wheel type generator (Mehendale et al., 1991; Ou and Han,
was employed by Doorly et al., O'Brien 1991). The main objectives of this
and Capp, Wittig et al., and Dullenkopf investigation are: (a) to determine the
et al. Some investigators (Dunn et blade heat transfer coefficient
al., Doorly et al., and Abhari et al.) distributions on the suction and pressure
used fast response sensors to detect surfaces both with and without film holes
the real time variation on the blade at unsteady wake conditions, and (b) to
surface heat transfer induced by the determine the blade film cooling
unsteady wake, while other researchers effectiveness distributions on the suction
(Dullenkopf it al., Wittig et al., Liu and pressure surfaces in unsteady wake
and Rodi, and Blair et al.) employed conditions.
the standard method to obtain the mean
(time-average) heat transfer on an
airfoil in unsteady wake conditions. TEST APPARATUS:
Mayle and Dullenkopf (1990, 1991)
recently developed a theory to
incorporate unsteady effects into a Low Speed Wind Tunnel: The cascade setup
steady-flow analysis by introducing a and instrumentation layout are illustrated
time-averaged intermittency factor. in Figures 2 and 3. The wind tunnel
They showed that the time-average heat consists of an inlet nozzle, a wake
transfer distribution on the airfoil generator, a test section, an exhaust
surface can be obtained from the duct, and a suction blower. A five
predicted time-averaged intermittency airfoil cascade is installed inside the
factor and the laminar and turbulent test section downstream of the wake
heat transfer distributions as generator. The wind tunnel has been
calculated from steady-flow conditions. modified to accommodate the 107.490
They also found that the theory agrees turning in the cascade. The spoked wheel
with the measurement of the time- wake generator has sixteen rotating rods
averaged heat transfer coefficient on (0.63 cm in diameter). A casing has been
the suction surface of a turbine blade
in a spoked wheel generated wake flow installed around the rotating spoked
condition, wheel to prevent leakage flow and to

protect the system.

Most of the previous studies are

limited to the effect of the unsteady Cascade Design and Analysis: The
wake on the surface heat transfer of a cascade is designed to accommodate the
turbine blade with no film cooling low speed wind tunnel facility with an
conditions. However, film cooled inlet air speed of approximately 20
turbine blades are common in advanced m/s, or Mach No. 0.05. The airfoil
gas turbine engines. In film cooling, configuration will produce a velocity
relatively cool air is injected onto ratio distribution similar to that of a
the blade surface to form a protective typical advanced high pressure turbine
layer between the surface and hot blade. The computer software used in
mainstream gases. Most film cooling the airfoil design and analysis were
studies do not incorporate wake flow performed within General Electric
conditions (for example; Nirmalan and Aircraft Engines. The selected blade
Hylton, 1989 Camci and Arts, 1990). has 107.490 of turning, with relative

flow angles of 350 and -72.490 at the
This study focuses on the effect on blade inlet and exit, respectively.
unsteady wake on the heat transfer The 5X cascade is made of high quality
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Figure 3: Test section and Instrumentation Layout (cm)

wood and has a chord length of 22.68
cm, a radial span of 25.2 cm, and a
blade spacing of 17.01 cm. The center
blade is instrumented and can be 60V,
replaced for pressure, heat transfer,
or film cooling experiments. Two slots
are located near the blade leading edge where W is the rotating rod
and the middle of flow passages to revolutionary speed (rpm), d is the
measure flow velocities, wake profiles, rotating rod diameter (m), n is the
turbulence fluctuations, and to check number of rotating rods, and V, is the
the flow periodicity between two mainstream flow velocity at the inlet of
adjacent flow passages. The distance the cascade (m/s). A wider range of
between the rod and blade inlet is 8.82 Strouhal numbers can be tested in this
cm. program by varying the rod rotating speed,

rod number, rod diameter and inlet flowRotating Wake Simulation: The wake velocity. In this paper, however, the
simulation was accomplished by means of Strouhal number ranges from 0 to 0.4 by
the rotating spoked wheel shown in varying the rod rotating speed (w - 0 to
Figure 4. The wake Strouhal number (S) 765 rpm) for a fixed value rod diameter (d
is used to simulate the unsteady wake = 0.63 cm), rod number (n-16), and flow
flow characteristics of modern gas inlet velocity (V, - 20 m/s). The Reynolds
turbines (O'Brien and Capp, 1989) and number (Re) is defined as:
is defined as:
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Re- -
U IFA200 IBMPC

where V, is the mainstream flow velocity at
the inlet of the cascade, C is the airfoil ----- _-

chord, and u is air kinematic viscosity. ISPECTRUM I1 A/D
As previously mentioned, the inlet flow ANALYZER - FA00 CNVERTOR

velocity is 20 m/s and the airfoil chord ________

is 22.68 cm. Therefore, the Reynolds
number is approximately 3 x 10 . - p

-Hot-wire probe

INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS:
Figure 5: Hot Wire Instrumentation

Hot Wire Instrumentation: A calibrated
single hot wire anemometer TSI IFA 100 is passing frequency such that
used to measure the unsteady approximately 100 rod-passing periods
(instantaneous) velocity profile of the and 150 samples per period are included
passing wake. The hot wire anemometer is in each digital record.
connected to an IBM PC through a 100 KHZ
A/D converter in order to get sufficient Pressure Tap Blade Instrumentation:
sampling data for analysis. The Figure 6a shows the schematic of the
anemometer also is connected to a NICOLET instrumented blade for static pressure
446A Spectrum Analyzer that displays the measurement. The pressure tap blade is
instantaneous wake profile and frequency also made of high quality wood with a
distribution. The hot wire sensor is smooth surface. There are 26 pressure
located at 8.82 cm downstream from the taps located in the midspan of the
rotating rod. The connection of the hot blade: one on the stagnation point, 11
wire system is depicted in Figure 5. The on the pressure side, and 14 on the
mean velocity and turbulent intensity are suction side. The taps are connected
time dependent and periodic and, because to the pressure transducers and
of the periodic nature of the wake passing interfaced to the IBM PC for the blade
and shedding, the analysis of the unsteady surface velocity calculations.
random signal indicates that its behavior
cannot be characterized by the time mean Heat Transfer Blade Instrumentation:
average only. In order to get the time Figure 6b shows a sketch of the
dependent periodic mean velocity and instrumented blade for heat transfer

measurements. Again, the blade is made
_90.7cm- of wood with a smooth surface. 26 foil

strips are vertically cemented on the
__-Windtun ... outer surface of the test model. Each

strip of foil is 25.4 cm long, 2 cm
"wide, and 0.378 mm thick. A gap of 0.8
mm separates any two foils. These gaps
are filled with wood filler and made
flush with the foil surface for

__ • electrical insulation. All foils are
connected in series by copper bus bars.

, 83Ocm The heated foils produce a nearly
,63.0cm constant heat flux for the heat

transfer test. The 36 gage copper-
Make generhtor- N constantan thermocouples are soldered on

__ the underside of the foils with 12 rows on
the pressure side and 15 rows on the

111.8cm suction side. Each row contains 4
thermocouples around the midspan region ofFigure 4: Wake Flow Generator the blade. All thermocouples are

turbulent intensity of the wake flow, connected to a Fluke 2280A data logger
the phase-averaged (or ensemble- interfaced with an IBM PC. The voltage
averaged) method suggested by O'Brien and current input through the foils are
and Capp (1989) and Dullenkopf et al. measured by digital multimeters. The
(1990) is adapted. The phase-averaged local heat transfer coefficient (h) is
mean velocity is obtained by dividing calculated as:
each rod-passing period into a certain
number of bins and entering data from
the selected number of the period into hT"-r. f-
each bin. The phase-averaged mean T.-T. T.-Tw
velocity for each bin is then simply
the sum of all the entering data for where go is the net convective heat flux
that bin divided by the selected number from the foil surface, q*,. is the
of the period. The phase-averaged generated surface heat flux from voltage-
turbulent intensity of the wake flow is current measurements, q"f. is the heat
obtained in a similar way. In this loss, T, is the local steady foil
paper, digital sampling rates up to 100 temperature, and T, is the local adiabatic
KHZ are obtained depending on rod- wall temperature. Loss tests were
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Figure 6: Sketches of Test Blade. (a) Pressure Tap Blade, (b) Heat Transfer
Blade, (c) Film Cooling Blade

performed to determine the heat losses can also be used to determine the local
from the test model for a no flow (is; no heat transfer coefficient with film
convection) condition. The relationship injection by powering the thin foils
between the heat losses and foil and measuring surface temperatures.
temperature was established. T. was about The injectant temperatures are kept at
40-500 C and T. about 250C for the heat the same temperature as the mainstream
transfer test. The local heat transfer flow for the heat transfer with film
coefficient was then converted into the injection test. For the film cooling
local Nusselt number (Nu = hC/K) based on effectiveness test, the injectant
the blade chord (C) and air thermal (nitrogen gas) temperatures are about
conductivity (K). 156C lower than the mainstream flow

(the density ratio is about 1.05). The
Film Cooling Blade Instrumentation: power does not turn on through the thin
Figure 6c shows the schematic of the foils during this test. Therefore, the
instrumented blade for the film cooling local adiabatic film cooling
experiment. This blade is also fabricated effectiveness (n) is determined as:
of the same high quality wood. The first
cavity has three rows of film holes with T" -T.
one row each on the stagnation line,
suction side and pressure side. The T¢-.
second cavity has one row of film holes on
the suction side and one row on the
pressure side. The third cavity has one
row of film holes on the pressure side where T. is the local adiabatic wall
while the fourth cavity has one row on the temperature, Tc is the coolant
suction side. Each row has 8 to 10 film (nitrogen gas) temperature measured by
holes depending on the location. Most of thermocouples at the inlet of each
the film holes have a compound angle cavity, and T. is the mainstream
(both radial and tangential components) temperature. An uncertainty analysis
relative to the mainstream flow (blade based on the method of Kline and
curvature). The detailed McClintock (1953) was carried out for
configurations of the film holes both the heat transfer coefficient and
(diameter, length, spacing, angle) for film effectiveness. The uncertainty of
this 5X model blade are specified by the heat transfer coefficient is about 5%
General Electric Aircraft Engines. whereas the uncertainty of the film
Each cavity has individually controlled cooling effectiveness is about 10%. Note
injecting flow rates. The local that the above mentioned thin foil
blowing ratio was determined by knowing thermocouple technique is the same as that
the local mainstream velocity measured used by Mehendale et al. (1991) and Ou and
from the pressure tap blade. Han (1991).

The previously mentioned thin foil
thermocouple method for the heat RESULTS AND DISCUSBION:
transfer blade is also employed here
for the film cooling blade, except that
the thin foils do not cover the film Aerodynamios Test: The periodicity of the
holes. The previously established velocity profiles between adjacent flow
equation for heat transfer coefficient paths has been measured and confirmed.
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1.2 profile, a phase-averaged mean velocity
profile, and a phase averaged turbulent

1.08 intensity profile for S = 0.1 and Re = 3 x
105. The instantaneous velocity profile

0.8- shows the periodic unsteadyI!fluctuations caused by the upstreamE passing wake, while the phase-averaged

> .6 profile shows the time dependent mean
0.4- Left lowpath velocity defect caused by the upstream

Centralowpoth passing wake. The phase-averaged
turbulent intensity reaches 20% inside

0.2 the wake, whereas the time-averaged
turbulence intensity is about 7%. The

0.0 background turbulence intensity is only
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 about 0.75% for the case of no rotating

rods in the wind tunnel.
Y/H

Figure 7: Inlet Velocity Profiles with No
Wake Condition for Re = 300,000

30S-- S-0.1

The radial velocity profile is non- # 23
dimensionalized as V/V., where V, is the
pitchline velocity. Figure 7 shows the * 20

velocity profiles in the radial direction
for a Reynolds number of 3 x 105 at the 1 13
inlet of the central flow path and at the
inlet of an adjacent flow path. The
results indicate that the inlet velocity 0.00 0.03 0.10 0.13 0.26
profile is essentially uniform between
25% and 75% span. The periodicity of 30
velocity profiles between adjacent flow - s-0.1
paths is excellent. The pressure tap • 23
airfoil provided the distribution of
surface static pressures, which were used 20
to calculate the velocity distribution
around the airfoil. Figure 8 shows the . 13

distribution of velocity ratio (V/V2 ) j
between local and exit velocity. The 10
solid line in Figure 8 is the pre-test 0.000 0.003 0.010 .1MS 0.020
prediction. The velocity on the pressure
side surface is an excellent match. The 0.6

measured velocity on the suction side - S-0.1
surface is higher than the predicted
value, but nonetheless representative of
typical velocity distributions for
advanced high pressure turbine blades. 0.2

120 0.0
0,000 0.004 0.000 0.012 0.016 0.020

100 -- time, second

80 Figure 9:Typical Wake Flow Profile for S =

, / = ,0.1, Re = 300,000

"> Beat Transfer Test: Figure 10 shows
40 the spanwise averaged Nusselt number

7/ (Nu = hC/K) distributions on the blade
20 . .. .. surface with no film holes in several

wake conditions. Test results for the

0 steady mainstream flow condition (ie;

0 20 40 60 so 100 120 with no rotating rods, turbulence

intensity Tu = 0.5%, S = 0) are also
AXIAL DISTANCE,% included for comparison. The

Figure 8: Velocity Distribution on the conditions are: Re = 3 x 105, V, = 20

Pressure Tap Blade Model with No Wake m/s, n = 16, d = 0.63cm, S = 0.05, 0.1,

Condition for Re = 300,000 0.2 and 0.4 (corresponding to w = 96,
192, 384 and 765 rpm). The results for
the no wake flow case show that the

Wake Flow Measurement: The hot wire probe suction surface Nusselt number

was located near the blade leading edge decreases with increasing streamwise
and in the middle of flow passages to distance from the blade stagnation
measure the instantaneous velocities in line, and then increases sharply due to
unsteady wake flow conditions. Figure 9 transition into turbulent flow at 80%
shows a typical instantaneous velocity blade chord distance (x/C = 0.8). The
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Figure 10: Effect of Unsteady Wake on the Local Heat Transfer
Coefficient Distribution with No Film Holes

pressure surface Nusselt number thereby enhancing its heat transfer; (5)
decreases sharply with increasing the suction side Nusselt number increases
streamwise distance from the leading about 15% at the blade leading edge and
edge of the blade and, due to strong about 3 times at 80% blade chord length
acceleration, starts to gradually when the wake passing Strouhal number
increase at about 20% blade chord changes from zero (no wake) to 0.4 (strong
distance. The general trends of the wake); and (6) the pressure side Nusselt
results for the wake flow cases are: number increases somewherebetween 30-
(1) the Nusselt number on both the 100%, with the smallest increment near the
suction and pressure surfaces increases blade leading edge and the largest
with increasing Strouhal number due to increment near 20% blade chord length,
higher wake passing frequency; (2) the when wake Strouhal number varies from 0 to
passing wake has more impact on the 0.4. The general observations of the
suction surface heat transfer than on passing wake impact on the blade surface
the pressure surface heat transfer, ie; heat transfer, as shown in Figure 10,
there is greater augmentation of the agree with those presented and discussed
suction surface Nusselt numbers than in previous investigations (for example:
the pressure surface in wake flow Dullenkopf et al., 1990; Mayle 1991).
conditions; (3) the suction surface
boundary layer transition starts Figure 11 shows the spanwise averaged
earlier but requires a longer distance Nusselt number distributions on the film
to become fully turbulent under wake cooled blade surface under various
flow conditions; (4) the wake not only intensity wake flow conditions. The
effects the suction surface boundary results shown are for a constant blowing
layer transition but also disturbs the ratio of M = 1.2. The line indicated by
laminar type boundary layer from the squares represents the no film cooling
blade leading edge to transition, condition. It is included for comparison

2000
-0- No Film Hoei e M-1.2

---0- No Wake RO-3.00.'
1600 -A- :-0: , ,.r.Ol

1200 "

Z"

400"
Film Holes

0 ttt I I 1
-1.2 -0.0 -0.4 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2

Pressure Surface XiC Suction Surface

Figure 11: Effect of Unsteady Wake on Nusselt number with Air
Injection for M - 1.2 and Re - 300,000
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purposes, and is the same characteristic wake flow for the film cooled and non-film
shown by circles in Figure 10. The arrows cooled blades is most interesting. When

at the bottom of the figure represent the no film holes are present, the addition of

location of film rows along the blade wakes results in a 3X magnitude heat

surface. The results of the test indicate transfer increase; when film cooling of

the following: (1) The introduction of the blade is present, the addition of

film cooling alone results in a strong upstream wakes only increases

significant heat transfer augmentation, the heat transfer coefficient by 20%.
especially along the blade suction The implications are that the film
surface; and (2) the addition of upstream cooling holes are the dominant factor
wakes on the film cooled blade causes up in inducing boundary layer transition
to a 20% increase in heat transfer and heat transfer augmentation along
coefficient on the suction surface and as the turbine blade surface, and the
much as a 60% increase along the pressure independently measured impacts of film
surface between no wake (s = 0) and strong cooling injection and wake flow on

wake (S = 0.4) conditions. The results of blade surface heat transfer are not
this particular experiment is significant additive.
when compared to the no film holes blade
experiment shown in Figure 10. In Film Cooling Test: Figures 12-14 show

particular, comparison of the suction the effect of passing wake on the

surface heat transfer augmentation due to spanwise averaged film cooling

0.7 
1

---- No Wake M=0.4

0.6 -- =0.1 Re=-3.0x10'
-- 0.5 - A S=0.4

c

---0.4 ii----/=0 4 •

,r, 0.3 -K /

E R'
0.2- A / \A ---

A- A
0.1 0,--o-000 Film Holes A

0.0 4 
tit

-1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2

Pressure Surface XIC Suction Surface

Figure 12: Effect of Unsteady Wake on Film Cooling Effectiveness Distribution

for M = 0.4 and Re= 300,000
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Figure 13: Effect of unsteady Wake on Film Cooling Effectiveness Distribution

for M - 0.8 and Re - 300,000
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Figure 14: Effect of Unsteady wake on Film Cooling Effectiveness Distribution
for M = 1.2 and Re = 300,000

effectiveness distribution• on the results show strong effects from the
blade surface at Re = 3 x 10 for three unsteady wake on the suction surface
blowing ratios (M = 0.4, 0.8, 1.2). boundary layer transition and heat
The results in each blowing ratio are transfer. The strong wake also
presented for zero wake (S = 0), medium significantly increases the pressure
wake (S - 0.1), and strong wake (S - surface heat transfer as a function of the
0.4) conditions. Again, note that the wake passing frequency (Strouhal number).
arrows represent locations of the film This confirms the observations of previous
row holes on the blade surface and also investigators. However, these experiments
that there are no thermocouples near also provide the interesting result that
the blade leading edge although it has wake effects on surface heat transfer are
three row of film cooling holes. The not nearly as significant when film
general observations of the results cooling holes are present, and wake
are: (1) both suction and pressure effects and film cooling effects on heat
surface film effectiveness decreases transfer are not additive. It appears
with an increasing Strouhal number due that film cooling, and not unsteady wakes,
to higher wake passing frequency; (2) are the dominant factor in early boundary
the passing wake impact on the pressure layer transition and heat transfer
side effectiveness is comparable with augmentation. The results also
that on the suction side, (3) the film demonstrate that the strong unsteady wakes
effectiveness distributions are similar greatly reduce the film cooling
with and without wake flow conditions effectiveness on both pressure and suction
although the passing wake reduces film surfaces over a range of blowing ratios.
effectiveness; (4) film effectiveness
is ge-erally higher just downstream of This paper represents the first results of
the -ilm row holes and lowest near the an ongoing Unique Turbine Cooling Studies
blade trailing surface (q = 10%) due to project sponsored by the Naval Air Warfare
film dilution (mixing) with the Center, Aircraft Division, Trenton tbrough
mainstream flow; and (5) the ability of General Electric Aircraft Engines.
the passing wake to destroy the film Parametric investigations on the effect of
coverage does not seem to depend on varying wake Strouhal numbers and
blowing ratios between 0.4 and 1.2. mainstream Reynolds numbers on blade film

cooling and heat transfer are underway.

CONCLUDING REMARKS: Numerous opportunities exist for future
work utilizing this unique facility.
Future studies could consider phenomena

The influence of the upstream passing such as mainstream turbulence effects,
wake on the blade surface heat transfer different blowing ratios/Reynolds number,
coefficient and film cooling effectiveness or conduct parametric evaluations of
distributions has been performed in a various cooling configurations, film hole
linear turbine cascade by using spoked shapes, etc.
wheel type rotating rods as wake
generators. The periodic nature of ACN 2120MT
instantaneous velocity, phase-averaged
mean velocity and high turbulence
intensity caused by unsteady passing wake The authors are indebted to Dr. C. Pang
has been detected by a fixed hot wire Lee, project manager for General
anemometer at the cascade inlet. The Electric Aircraft Engines, for his
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performance of the cascade design and Kline, S.J. and McClintock, F.A., 1953,
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: P. Harasgama, ABB

Do you intend to extend this work to engine representative conditions, such as high Mach
number and Reynolds number?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
While certainly desirable, increasing our Mach and Reynolds number capabilities at
this point would require a facility modification. Bear in mind this is a relatively large
wind tunnel. Generally speaking our objective for future work is to incrementally
modify the cascade facility in order to approach a more realistic engine environment.
Modifications currently being considered include provisions for freestream turbulence,
incorporation of additional secondary flows, and coolant to freestream density effects, as
well as enhanced Mach/Reynolds number capability.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: N. Hay, University of Nottingham

You mention various shapes and geometries of holes. Can you tell us what shapes and
geometries?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Most of the holes feature a compound angle discharge, which is a combination of angles in
the radial and axial directions. The specific geometries of the film holes are company
proprietary in some cases. So, although we cannot provide detailed specifications, we
should be able to share the available data from the tests, if such information would be
useful to you.

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: R.E. Mayle, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

There are some recent results by Abhari and Epstein showing that the large pressure
fluctuations caused by the wakes from the upstream airfoils affect the flow leaving the
cooling holes. Did you measure any pressure fluctuations and did you see any effects on
the coolant flow which subsequently would change the film cooling?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
At this point we did not measure that. The only pressure measurements we were able to
take were on the blade that did not have film holes in it. That would certainly be an area
that would be good to explore.
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Measurement of Turbulent Spots and Intermittency
Modelling at Gas-Turbine Conditions

J.P. Clark, Oxf-'rd University
Dept. of Engineering Science, Osney Laboratory

Oxford, OXI 3PJ, Uaited Kingdom

J.E. LaGraff, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.
PJ. Magari and T.V. Jones, Oxford University, Oxford, U.K.

SU1MMARY Tu freestream turbulence intensity [u'/U-]

tmr amount of time an unsteady heat-transfer signal is
non-turbulent (s)

Measurements have been made of instantaneous heat- tr amount of time an unsteady heat-transfer signal is
transfer rates to a flat-plate surface under a transitional turbulent (s)
boundary layer. The thin-film surface instrumentation used U,* turbulent-spot leading-edge velocity (m/s)
in the study was capable of time-resolving the effects of U. turbulent-spot mean convection velocity (m/s)
changes in the heat-transfer rate within an accuracy of lO0ps. U,. turbulent-spot trailing-edge velocity (m/s)
The tests were conducted in the Oxford University 6 inch U. freestream velocity (mis)
Isentropic Light-Piston Tunnel (ILPT) under simulated gas- U• freestream velocity (m/s)
turbine Reynolds numbers, Mach numbers, gas-to-wall w thin-film gauge width in streamwise direction (mm)
temperature ratios, and pressure gradients. x distance from the leading edge of the flat plate (m)

x, distance from the leading edge of the flat plate to the
The ability to observe and track the end stage of the point of transition onset (m)
transition process (i.e. turbulent spots) in a laminar x0  turbulent-spot origin (m)
boundary layer undergoing transition allowed turbulent-spot z distance of gauge centerline from the centerline of the
convection speeds and spreading angles to be estimated. In flat plate (mm)
these tests, the important fluid-dynamic parameters of Mach a turbulent-spot spreading angle (degrees)
number, Reynolds number, and streamwise pressure gradient y intermittency (ty/(tr+tNr))
were varied independently over a wide range of values v kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
characteristic of those encountered in the turbine Y Emmons' non-dimensional turbulent-spot propagation
environment, parameter [a = tan a (f' -')]

Using quantitative values of the measured turbulent-spot
characteristics, a simple time-marching code was developed INTRODUCTION
based on Emmons' turbulent-spot theory to estimate the
intermittency. This work was sponsored by the United Much of the boundary layer on the suction surface of a gas-
States Air Force Office of Scientific Research under grant turbine blade can be transitional. Consequently, knowledge
numbers 89-0427 and F49620-92-J-0079 with Major Daniel of the location and extent of the transition zone is essential
Fant acting as technical monitor. for proper cooling design. Without such information, gross

errors can be made in estimating the total heating-load on
the blades.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
The transition process associated with gas turbines is

f, turbulent-spot leading-edge convection rate (as a influenced by a variety of mechanisms. These include
fraction of the freestream velocity) freestream turbulence, pressure gradient, surface curvature,

f, turbulent-spot traiing-edge convection rate (as a compressibility, and the periodic passage of wakes and
fraction of the freestream velocity) shocks from upstream nozzle-guide-vanes. A

g turbulent-spot source-rate-density function comprehensive review of the above effects on the transition
K acceleration parameter [K=(v/U.2)dU./dx] process in gas turbines is given by Mayle (Ref. 1).
I thin-film-gauge length in cross-stream direction (mm) Previously at Oxford, much research has been devoted to
M.. freestream Mach number the study of transition on the suction surfaces of gas-turbine
n turbulent-spot generation rate (s' im') blades in a two-dimensional cascade. In 1983, Doorly (Ref.
P freestream static pressure (N/m2 ) 2) studied the effect of simulated nozzle-guide-vane wakes
P. total pressure (N/in 2 ) and shocks on the transition region. Following his work,
q heat flux (kW/m2 ) LaGraff et al. (Ref. 3) and Ashworth et al. (Ref. 4) studied
Re, freestream unit Reynolds number at the working- the combined effects of freestream turbulence and wake

section inlet (m") passage on transition.
s distance along the suction surface of a t,--bine blade

(m) A major finding of the experiments described above is that
T. total temperature (K) the transition region on a gas-turbine blade is "multimoded"
T, wall temperature (K) (after Mayle [Ref. 1]). This means that at any given time,
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transition to turbulence on the suction surface of a blade can boundary-layer heat transfer to gas-turbine blades. "lhe only
arise at multiple locations for different reasons. This design variable unspecified would be the starting point of
process is illustrated in Figure 1, which is a typical result of transition.
the work of LaGraff et al. (Ref. 3). Clearly, the boundary
layer is undergoing transition caused by two distinct DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY AND EXPERIMENTAL
phenomena. First, the wake impinging on the blade has TECHNIOUE
brought about bypass transition to turbulence. This region
convects downstream in the form of a "turbulent strip" (after The experiments were conducted in a short-duration piston-
Mayle and Dullenkopf [Ref. 5]). Second. between the driven facility known as an Isentropic Light-Piston Tunnel
wake-induced turbulent strips, a region of "natural" (ILPT). The Oxford University 6" ILPT is shown
transition can be observed. The results depicted in the schematically in Figure 2 and is described completely in
figure are influenced by many factors. Therefore, a more Jones et al. (Ref. 9). The device consists of a high-pressure
fundamental experimental program has been undertaken to reservoir which can be vented via several fast-acting ball
study the effects of certain parameters in isolation. iii this valves into a relatively low-pressure tube fitted with a light-
study, transition experiments were performed on a flat plate weight piston. At the initiation of a run, the stroke of the
instrumented with thin-film heat-transfer gauges. Effects of piston begins at the reservoir end of the tube. The piston is
pressure gradient and compressibility have been determined propelled towards the test section by venting the high-
separately at turbine-representative Reynolds numbers and
gas-to-wall temperature ratios.

Light Piston Gat

Wake Effect Dum T\, Pump Tube Dump Tank

S -- Workw S-t.,

. { .ig H- gh-Pressure
Reservoir

// A ,' --'"

/ // \Figure 2 - Schematic of the Isentropic Light-Piston

Turbulent Tunnel.
4 Spots

pressure reservoir into the region behind it. As the piston
S travels down the bore of the tube, the gas ahead of it is

compressed (and hence its temperature is increased) since
the test section is sealed from the dump tank by a fast-
acting gate valve. The compression process is relatively
slow since the piston velocity is much less than the local
acoustic speed. Therefore, if heat transfer from the hot test-Figure 1 - Typical results from the work of LaGraff gas to the walls of the tube is neglected, the compression

et al. (Ref. 3) illustrating "multimoded" can be assumed to be isentropic. When the desired
transition. operating conditions are achieved, the gate valve is opened

and the hot test-gas washes through the test section.The parameter which best describes the state of the
boundary layer during the transition to turbulence is the One of the primary advantages of this type of facility is that
intermittency. The variation of intermittency through the the freestream Mach number. Reynolds number, and gas-to-
transition zone is dictated by the rate and distribution of wall temperature ratio can be controlled indep-ndently.
turbulent-spot generation, spot convection velocity, and Also, since the temperature of the test gas can be elevated
lateral spreading. As a result, detailed measurements of significantly above that of a model placed in the working-
turbulent-spot parameters could lead directly to a model for section region, heat transfer will occur naturally between the
the variation of intermittency through the transitional flow and the model surface. This makes it possible to use
boundary layer. In this study, a time-marching code was thin-film heat-transfer gauges to monitor the surface heat-
developed after that of Ashworth and LaGraff (Ref. 6), flux. A full description of this technique can be found in
which makes use of the Emmons transition model (Ref. 7) Schultz and Jones (Ref. 10).In the present study, a flat-plate
in conjunction with the concept of concentrated breakdown model, densely populated with platinum thin-film heat-
as put forward by Narasimha (Ref. 8). This allowed the transfer gauges, was fitted in the ILPT test-section as shown
authors to generate computer-simulated unsteady heat- schematically in Figure 3, which is the subsonic
transfer traces for comparison with time-resolved configuration. The dimensions of the thin-film gauges are
measurements. It also enabled the authors to utilize listed in Appendix A. For the supersonic tests, the nozzle
preliminary experimental results to determine the optimal throat was placed upstream of the instrumented section of
gauge layout for accurate extraction of the turbulent-spot the plate and just downstream of the leading edge to avoid
parameters from unsteady heat-transfer traces. In addition, the problems associated with a supersonic leading-edge.
it is hoped that this simple model, in conjunction with the The freestream pressure gradients tested were qualitatively
detailed measurements of turbulent-spot characteristics being consistent with those encountered on a typical turbine-blade
made in this study, will yield a generalized model for the suction surface (see Figure 4) and similar in severity to
variation of intermittency through the transition zone on those seen in the cascade tests of LaGraff et al. (Ref. 3).
gas-turbine blades. Such a model could be easily "patched" The freestream pressure gradients, which are depicted in
into time-marching schemes already used in the design Figure 5, were effected by varying the contour of the test-
process for the prediction of laminar- and turbulent- section wall opposite the flat plate.
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Each channel has a maximum data-rate of IMHz and a
Boundary-LAYer storage capacity of 64Kb.

Bleed To Dump Tank This study was conducted using a model made of Macor

- Insu-umented with thin films produced via a hand-painting-and-firing
h-Pl Wall technique (see Schultz and Jones [Ref. 101). The
lModel disadvantage of this production technique is that it is

// difficult to produce very small and/or complicated
//ilt •gauge/lead patterns. As such, a new gauge production-

technique is being developed whereby the gauge and lead
Flow From Piston Tunnel patterns are photo-resistance etched on a thin sheet of

t polymer which has a layer. of vapor-deposited metal on the

Throat surface. The technique is similar to that utilized in the
production of printed-circuit boards. The polymer sheet can
then be bonded to a perspex model, and wire leads can be
soldered lirectly to the model surface. Complicated
gauge/lead patterns are relatively simple to realize, and
gauges have been produced with streamwise extents of

Figure 3 - Schematic of the ILPT test section fitted with 25pm and spanwise extents of 100pm via the technique.

an instrumented flat plate. Future studies will incorporate results from this type of
gauge (see Ref. 13).

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

As previously mentioned, the variation of intermittency
0.8 Pressure Surface" through the transition zone is dictated by the rates of
0.71 . turbulent-spot generation, convection, and lateral spreading.

S0.6, This is apparent from the equation of Narasimha (Ref. 8)
0.6 \Suction Surface

0.54
0.4 -.(xxt)2 no()

Favorable Gradient U
0.3• .o ,o •, ' - (x) = 1-e , v
0.23 Adverse Gradienti

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9 1 which results from the application of Emmons' transition

x/s model with the assumption of concentrated breakdown to a
flat plate, constant-pressure flow. In Equation 1, x, is the

Figure 4 - The pressure distribution around a typical location of breakdown, n is the number of turbulent spots
turbine blade (from Ref. 11). formed there per unit time and spanwise distance, U. is the

freestream velocity, and x is a location on the surface

Mamtrinam Pressure Gradients further downstream than x. G is Emmons' non-dimensional
IT spot propagation parameter, which takes into account the0.9 " ." "" " .I

0.k t. .A - X . X convection velocity of the spots and their rate of lateral

.ý 4. Xjn spreading.
0 .7 ý t* oX

*00.7o0A more general relation for the variation of intermittency
0.6

0 06 00 through the transition zone, which was given by Ashworth
0.5 and LaGraff (Ref. 6), is seen in Equation 2. In the
0.4 , 0

0 o - Mild Favourable
0.2l -Stron Favourable 0[]

o - M eY.(x) = 1 - - (Xo) ft (an W))dx

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 0 [X0J(2)

X( M) [ 4- 1 )

Figure 5 - Freestream pressure gradients. )

The use of thin-film gauges for the measurement of steady
and unsteady heat-transfer rates is described fully by equation, x0 is the turbulent-spot origin along the surface of
Schultz and Jones in Ref. 10. The thin-film gauges used in the plate, UI, is the freestream velocity, g(x(,) is the source-
this study were operated at a constant current, and the rate-density function for turbulent-spot formation, oc is the
signals from the gauges were processed through electrical spot spreading angle, and f. and f, are the spot leading- and
analogs of the one-dimensional unsteady heat-conduction trailing-edge convection velocities as fractions of the
equation. The analogs used are based on the design of freestream celerity, respectively. In effect, it is this
Oldfield, et al. (Ref. 12) and have a nominal bandwidth of equation which is embodied in the time-marching code.
0.1-I 00kHz. High-speed data-acquisition channels are Thus it is possible to make allowances for non-constant
available to monitor 16 thin-film signals simultaneously. freestream velocity and spot growth parameters in the
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model. Also, provision has been made for the incorporation model surface. Figure 6 is an illustration of this process.

of a more general source-rate-density function than the It can be seen that the turbulent spot labeled A in the figure

Dirac delta strictly implied by Narasimha's concept of brings the instantaneous heat flux to a value somewhere

concentrated breakdown. The source-rate function here can between the laminar and fully-turbulent levels as indicated

be assumed to vary around the starting point of transition in on the upper trace of Figure 6. This is because only a

a Gaussian sense. In this study, turbulent-spot parameters fraction of the total gauge length is covered by the spot.

are determined experimentally and then input to the time- However, as the spot travels downstream it is continually

marching scheme. Turbulent-spot convection and growing in the cross-stream direction. As a result, the spot

generation rates are extracted from unsteady heat-transfer covets a greater percentage of the trace plotted in the

traces with the aid of a digital intermittency-detector. The bottom half of the figure. Knowing the gauge locations on

lateral-spreading rate is calculated from estimates of the the plate. it is possible to determine the position of the

rate-of-change of thin-film-gauge coverage with distance lateral edge of the turbulent spot over each gauge. The

along the flat-plate model surface. turbulent-spot spreading angle can then be determined from
simple geometry.

Intermittency detectors, either analog or digital, have been
utilized for a number of years in the analysis of hot-wire

signals. A comprehensive review of the technique was EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
given by Hedley and Keffer (Ref. 14). In essence, a raw
signal is transformed in such a way that a decision for or

against the presence of turbulence at the sensor can be Figure 7 is a set of unsteady heat-transfer traces taken at
rationally made. Typically, the signal is differentiated and Mach 0.55 in constant-pressure flow. The traces seen in the

squared to emphasize the high-frequency components. The figure are typical of those recorded during a single run.
purpose behind the signal transformation employed by an Clearly, turbulent spots can be seen to propagate along the

intermittency detector is to significantly reduce the model surface in the streamwise direction. In any given
probability of making an incorrect turbulent/non-turbulent run, as many as 16 heat-transfer traces like those seen in the
decision over that which would occur if the signal level figure are recorded. This data is then analyzed as described

alone were used as an indicator of turbulent activity. Full in the previous section.
details of the method used in this study can be found in
Clark et al. (Ref. 13). TFG#3 x - 12.04mm z =0.35nm

-60-

The results of the intermittency detection process can be
used to determine a number of turbulent-spot parameters. 4 ..

Firstly, the variation of interrmttency through the transition • 20

zone can be determined. Secondly, it is possible to use the

results as a simple turbulent-spot counter, thus yielding the 0 0.5 i 1.5 2 2.5 _ 3.5 4
Time (mus)

turbulent-spot generation rate. Finally, the intermittency can TFG#5 x = 18.19mi11 z = 1.08mm

be separated into two more signals. the first consisting of
the leading-edge passage times and the second made up of o

the radig-ede ties.40r
the trailing-edge times. The leading- and trailing-edge ,
signals from adjacent gauges can then be cross-correlated to 20-
determine the convection rates of the leading and trailing
edges of the turbulent spots in the streamwise direction. 06 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Time (mts)

Turbulent Spot S preadmg Angle Measurement
80---Tu-----m--Lev- - ------- -- - TFG#10 x=27.90mm z=047mm

602....................................

Time (ma) 0 .5 i i. 2 2. 3 35 4

00 0.. 540.15 2 2533 3

Ti0 0.) 0105 1 1 .5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Time ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Tm i s(ms05 . 2 25 3 .

Spo t- A - Spreading An gle-7.6 degrees imn (ms)

6T0 e sternea i sneJ Setw A --- ----- 6 Teady4 x -h36a06mis zt (034mm I
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L~amuir Leve

0 20ý

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 . 4`
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Time (ins)

Figure 6- Turbulent-spot spreading-angle measurement. _______________________

The streamnwise distance between the gauges Figure 7- Unsteady heat-transfer traces (M--=0.55, zero

is 11.95 mm. pressure gradient. Re.=7.5xlO*, T/I'..=l.4,
Tu=-O. 1 %).

The heat-transfer rate measured by a thin-filma gauge is an

average of the heat-tranisfer distribution over the sensing Figure 8 is a plot of turbulent-spot trajectories resulting

area of the gauge. Consequently, it is possible to make from the application of the procedure described above to the
estimates of turbulent-spot lateral growth from the rate-of- unsteady heat-transfer traces of Figure 7. The conditions of

change of thin-film-gauge coverage with distance along the the run are zero pressure gradient, a gas-to-wall temperature
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ratio of 1.4, and a freestream Mach number of 0.55. Three variation of freestream velocity with distance is also
trajectories are shown, and the values of percentage illustrated. It is evident that, over the region of constant
freestream velocity associated with each line are indicated. sureamwise pressure gradient indicated in the figure, the
The "mean" trajectory was determined from cross- leading-edge velocity is a roughly constant fraction of the
correlating the raw signals as described in Clark et al. (Ref. freestream velocity, while the trailing-edge and "mean"
15). Figure 9 is a plot of the spot trajectories for the same convection rates are not. Wygnanski (Ref. 17) found that
conditions as those above except that the freestream Mach neither the leading- nor the trailing-edge velocity scales
number is 1.86. Interestingly, the leading-edge, trailing- directly with that of the freestream in a favorable pressure
edge, and 'mean' convection rates are nearly the same gradient. In addition, he concluded that a turbulent spot
fraction of the freestream velocity for the Mach 0.55 and which is formed in a zero pressure gradient has "memory"
1.86 cases. Also, the results agree very well with those of of its conditions at formation and is unaffected by
Schubauer and Klebanoff (Ref. 16) for artificially-generated subsequent increases in freestream velocity. No evidence of
turbulent-spot leading- and trailing-edge convection the latter effect is manifest in the results of this experiment.
velocities at incompressible conditions. It should be noted This perhaps points to the dangers of relying on turbulent-
that this marks the first time that these parameters have spot information extracted from experiments performed with
been determined in "natural" transition at subsonic artificially-generated spots in otherwise laminar boundary
compressible and supersonic Mach numbers. layers for the design of gas turbines.

Run 4864 Run 4896

500 - leading edge•(UI.812UinI) 4 4
o - mean (Urn =0.667Uinf) 500 x - leading edge .+ +'

400 [ + - tu iling edge (U t e.-0 .4.8IUi~nfn o . .. .- mea-n g"Se 400}- + - trailing edge + "

0 X
.o 3t • * ox-

30 4 70S200ý +" o "S.+ D - .a " I • 2 0 0 F o .

_0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 16 • 20 30 40 50 60 70

X (rMM) 
x (Mm)

Figure 8 - Turbulent-spot leading-edge, trailing-edge, and Figure 10- Turbulent-spot leading-edge, trailing-edge, and
"mean" trajectones for M..=0.55, zero pressure "mean" trajectories for the Mild-Favorable

gradient, Re,=7.5xl06/m. Tjr.=I.4, and Pressure Gradient, Re,=8x10 6, Tu=O.1%
Tu--0.1%. (0.3•M.<•0.9 over the range indicated by the

Run 4955 plot).
80,
70 • Run 4896

x - leading edge (Ulte0.827Uinfl 350

60 o0 - mean (Urn 0.637Uinf) ÷ "

r50 a + - traing edge (Ute:=O.498Uinfl 0 300

+ x - leading edge , -+ 250• o- mean ,• ,40ý . -meatl'"8~ ~ ~ 30 . x •" 0 + - trading edge "

S30ý 0

F- 20i 10 1 150
It "-' ----- o--n "

35 4Z 5 50 55 60 65 70x (-a) ___________,__________
X (MM) 1 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

x ~mm)
Figure 9 - Turbulent-spot leading-edge, trailing-edge, and

"mean" trajectories for M_=1.86, zero pressure
gradient. Re.=23.6x106 /m. T,IT,,=l.4. and Figure 11- Turbulent-spot leading-edge, trailing-edge, and
Tu----0.1% "mean" velocities compared with freestream

velocity for the Mild-Favorable Pressure

There are some differences between the spot trajectories gradient, Re,=8.9x106, Tu--O.1% (0.3!0&,<0.9

measured in zero and non-zero pressure gradients. Figure over the range indicated by the plot).

10 is a set of turbulent-spot trajectories for the mild-
favorable pressure gradient case depicted in Figure 5, and This is further emphasized in Figure 12, which is a plot of
Figure II is a plot of the variation of leading-edge, trailing- the ratio of spot velocities to the freestream celerity versus
edge, and "mean" convection velocities with distance along distance along the flat-plate-model surface. The plot
the model surface for the same case. For comparison, the focuses on the region of constant pressure gradient (as seen
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in Figure 11). The variation of the acceleration parameter, a turbulent spot decreases monotonically as freestream
K, over the same distance is indicated in Figure 13. It is Mach number increases.
clear that the velocity of the trailing-edge is much closer to
that of the leading-edge at higher values of K. Also, as K Pressure Gradient Spreading Angle
decreases, the trailing-edge velocity of the spot begins to
approach the value it normally takes under zero pressure Zero, M..--0.55 7.60
gradient. Moreover, it would seem that at larger values of Mild favorable 2.80
K the turbulent-spot grows more slowly in the streamwise
direction tham it normally would under a zero pressure Strong Favorable 1.20
gradient. Mild Adverse 15.00

Run 4896
9Table I - Estimates of turbulent-spot spreading angles

0.9 under various conditions.

0.7 ÷ + + 0 . . . .0 Figure 14 is a plot of the variation of intermittency with
S0.6- distance along the flat-plate model surface for various

0.5 pressure gradients. All three curves represent data gathered

S0.4 x- leading edge at an inlet unit Reynolds number of 6x106 per meter and a

0.3 0-MA$ gas-to-wall temperature ratio of 1.4. It can be seen that an

0.2 + - trailing edge adverse pressure gradient leads to a decrease in the length
0.2 -of the transition zone as compared to the zero pressure

0.1 gradient case, while the opposite is true of a favorable

945 50 55 60 65 pressure gradient. Indeed, in the case of the favorable
x (torn) pressure gradient, the intermittency changes only slightly

over the measurement interval represented in the figure.
These results are also in agreement with those presented in

Figure 12- Turbulent-spot leading-edge, trailing-edge, and Table I.
"mean" velocities normalized by freestream
velocity for the Mild-Favorable Pressure 1 o
gradient, Re,=8.9x10', Tu=0.1%. 0.9- 1 o

0.8o - Zero Presm.m Gradient x
Run 4896 0.7 + - Mild Favorable o

2.4 0.6 x-aMildAdverse

I Q .
1-6t ~a040 0,20

1.6 Q#0. .. ..
1.0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

0 1.41
I (rMM)

1.2t

Figure 14- Intermittency distributions for three freestram-
145 50 55 60 65 pressure-gradient conditions.

X(MM)

MODELLING RESULTS
Figure 13- Variation of acceleration parameter with

distance along the flat-plate-model surface for At present, the time-marching code has been used primarily
the constant dP/dx region of the working for the validation of the analysis techniques developed in
section. the study. The following two figures are an example of this

procedure. Figure 15 is a plot of unsteady heat-transfer

Some preliminary results of turbulent-spot spreading angle traces which resulted from the application of the time-
under various conditions are presented in Table I. It can be marching intermittency model at Mach 0.55 in a zero
seen that, as expected, the lateral growth of turbulent spots pressure gradient. The leading- and trailing-edge
is greatly inhibited by a favorable pressure gradient and propagation rates of the turbulent spots input to the model
augmented by an adverse one. This is in general agreement were the same values determined experimentally under these
with estimates of the effect of pressure gradient from conditions (see Figure 8). Figure 16 is a plot of the leading-
artificial-spot studies, and it supports the conclusion of Gad- and trailing-edge trajectories calculated for the traces of
el-Hak et al. (Ref. 18) that spots spread laterally by the Figure 15. For comparison, the input values are indicated
local destabilization of the laminar boundary layer at their on the plot as well. It is clear that the results correspond
edges. Also, the value of 7.60 given for the spreading angle well with the known input values, especially in the case of
at zero pressure gradient and Mach 0.55 is significantly the trailing-edge trajectory. The leading-edge convection
lower than that generally accepted at incompressible Mach rate is only 7% different from the known input. This slight
numbers (10- 110). This supports the theoretical prediction discrepancy is not due to a lack of sensitivity in the analysis
of Doorly and Smith (Ref. 19) that the spreading angle of technique, however. Instead, it is a result of the gauge
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length input to the time-marching scheme and the effect this have smaller lengths in the cross-stream direction are used.
subsequently has on the character of the unsteady heat- This is one example of the usefulness of the time-marching
transfer signals. code for the optimization of thin-film sensor arrays. At this

point, it is worth noting that the results for turbulent-spot
60 x - 12.5mm leading-edge velocity plotted in Figures 8 and 9 are roughly

7% different from the accepted low-speed value of 0.88U.,
S40• i and that the average length of the thin films used in this40 iIII ii iU A iiiI Ii 4 study is roughly 3am.

20• 1 
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0, 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 Figure 17- Turbulent-spot trajectories calculated at the
Time (ms) same conditions as Figure 16, except that

601 x - 25.0mm 1= 1.0mm.

S40 - I i ' ,

20 CONCLUSIONS

00 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Time (ms)
Turbulent spots have been tracked in a boundary layer
undergoing natural transition at gas-turbine-representative

Figure 15- Unsteady heat-transfer traces which resulted conditions. The separate effects of pressure gradient and
from the application of the time-marching compressibility on the growth characteristics of turbulent
model at M_--0.55, zero pressure gradient. spots have been assessed. For the first time, turbulent-spot
To/Tw= 1.4, and Re,=6xl0 6/m (gauge length = leading- and trailing-edge convection velocities have been
2.5mm). extracted from natural transition data at compressible

conditions. It was observed that in a zero pressure gradient.
Gauge Le300 - 2.5mm the spot leading and trailing edges propagated at essentially

x the same fraction of the freestream velocity observed by; x - leading edge

250ý +-trailing edge I other researchers at incompressible conditions. Favorable
pressure gradients were found to have little effect on the

200k 1 convection rate of the spot leading edges, which was found

Ule .. 49UW to be roughly the same fraction of freestream velocity seen
150F"iox in zero pressure gradicnt. By contrast, it was observed thatthe velocity of turbulent-spot trailing-edge propagation does

S100i not scale directly with that of the freestream.

50ý LIt is also possible to make estimates of the growth rates of
turbulent spots from the results of these experiments.

IO 1 20 25 30 35 40 Preliminary results of turbulent-spot spreading angles

i qMM) presented in this paper indicate that the lateral growth of
turbulent spots is greatly affected by mainstream pressure

Figure 16- Turbulent-spot trajectories calculated for the gradients. In addition, it was also shown that the

traces of Figure 15 (l=2.5mm). streamwise growth of turbulent spots can be affected by a
favorable pressure gradient. At large values of the
acceleration parameter, K, the trailing-edges of turbulent

Figure 17 is a plot of similar results to those in Figure 16. spots appear to propagate as much as 40% faster than under
The only difference in the inputs to the time-marching zero-pressure-gradient conditions, implying a significant
scheme between the two cases is the length of the thin-film reduction of spot growth in the streamwise direction.
gauges. Also, all inputs to the data analysis algorithm are
identical to those used to generate the data plotted in Figure
16. Clearly, more accurate results of spot leading-edge
convection rates are obtained when thin-film gauges which
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TFG# x z 1 w
(mm) (nun) (mm) (mm)

14 36.06 0.340 3.38 0.46

15 38.02 2A45 3.23 0.38

16 39.93 0.475 3.59 0.41

17 42.34 -2.640 3.42 0.42

18 44.18 0.190 3.02 0.51

19 46.15 1.730 3.46 0.52

20 48.00 0.845 3.11 0.46

21 49.96 -1.740 2.90 0.45

22 52.18 0.150 2.94 0.46

23 54.04 2.790 2.10 0.43

24 56.04 0.480 3.28 0.45

25 58.00 -2.165 2.91 0.47

26 60.00 0.310 3.12 0.49

27 62.16 3.110 3.22 0.46

28 63.95 0.100 2.84 0.42

29 66.34 -2.495 2.57 0.48

30 68.25 0.200 2.72 0.48

31 70.00 2.975 2.51 0.35

32 72.46 0.020 3.80 0.47

33 74.37 -2.540 2.58 0.45

34 76.28 0.520 3.42 0.52

35 79.84 0.350 3.36 0.38

36 85.17 0.290 3.60 0.50

37 90.17 0.290 3.20 0.52

38 95.15 0.130 3.24 0.46

39 100-00 0.020 3.46 0.52
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: H.B. Weyer, ABB

How did you define leading and trailing edges of the spots and did you use a cross-
correlation of the data to analyze downstream movement of the spots?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
If a cross-correlation analysis is applied to unsteady heat-flux traces from two locations
on the flat-plate surface, a peak in the cross-correlation coefficient is obtained at some
time lag, At. In this study the At corresponding to the peak is said to be the "average" time
it takes a turbulent spot to convect from one thin-film gauge to the next. Performing such
an analysis from gauge to gauge along the model surface allows one to construct a
"mean" turbulent spot trajectory through the transition zone. Differentiating such a
trajectory with respect to time yields the "mean" convection rate of the turbulent spots.

It is desirable to determine the convection rates of the spot leading and trailing
edges as well as the "mean" celerity of the spots. In this study, turbulent spot leading- and
trailing-edge velocities are extracted from unsteady heat-flux traces with the aid of a
digital intermittency detector.

Intermittency detectors, whether analog or digital, have been used for a number of
years in the analysis of hot-wire signals. A comprehensive review of the technique was
given by Hedley and Keffer (Ref 1). An intermittency detector is in essence a signal
processor which is used to significantly reduce the probability of making an incorrect
turbulent/non-turbulent decision over that which would occur if, for example, the signal
level alone were used as an indicator of turbulent activity at the sensor.

The process by which turbulent/non-turbulent decisions are made in this study is
illustrated in Figure 1. The top-trace in Figure 1 is the raw heat-flux signal W(t). The
second trace from the top is, after Hedley and Keffer, the detector function which is
defined as

Di= mci) (1)

where m is the signal magnitude, given by

m = -min (2)
cqmax - qmin

The first derivative of the instantaneous heat flux is found by the central difference
equation

4,c i+ 1 + 4li-1(3
qi- 2h 3

where h is the sampling period. The third trace from the top is the criterion function. It is
an essentially-weighted centered-moving-average of the detector function, and can be
represented by

h2 j=i+(,r/2h)
Ci -_ Y wjDj (4)

j=i-('s/2h)

where wj is the weighting factor, defined by

wj = e- {[0.625/(rs/h)] I j-il (5)
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Intermittency Detector - Run 4864
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Figure I The intermittency detection process.
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and ts is the smoothing period. The smoothing period was in this case chosen to be 10 4is.
This ensured that the smallest detectable turbulent spots were included in the analysis.
The intermittency signal, which is obtained by setting an appropriate threshold for the
criterion function.

Once the intermittency signal has been calculated for more than one heat-flux
trace on the model surface it is then a straightforward procedure to find the convection
times of the spot leading- and trailing-edges. The intermittency signal shown in Figure
1 can readily be separated into two more signals. The first signal would be composed of
the locations in time of the spot leading edges over the thin-film gauge, while the second
would contain the same for the trailing edges. A cross-correlation of the leading edge
signals from two gauges along the model surface yields the convection time of the spot
leading edges from one gauge to the next. The results of such a cross-correlation analysis
performed on the leading- and trailing-edge signals from two gauges are shown in
Figure 2. Again, performing such an analysis from gauge to gauge along the model
surface yields the the trajectories of the spot leading and trailing edges through the
transition zone.

0.2

0.18 Leading Edge --

= 0.16
0. 14 Trailing Edge0 .14-

) 0.12
III

0.08 -
0
C 0.06"

0 III 4It°°4l I I,,I ,I,,,I
I, " I IH 9 , ;, ,

-00-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100

Time Lag (microseconds)

Figure 2 Results of a cross-correlation analysis applied to leading- and
trailing-edge signals from two locations along the fiat-plate surfa~ce.

Reference
1. Hedley, T.B. and Keflfer, J.F., "TurbulentlNon-turbulent Decisions in an

Intermittent Flow," Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 64, 1974, pp. 645-678.

List of Symbols
C :criterion function
D :detector function
h :sampling period
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i~j symbols used to indicate the value of a function at a certain time
m : signal magnitude

q : unsteady heat-flux

4max maximum heat-flux measured at a given sensor location

qmin minimum heat-flux measured at a given sensor location
t time
W : weighting factor
Ts :smoothing period

QUESTION 2:

DISCUSSOR: B. Launder, UMIST

Your data show a substantial dependence of the downstream growth of intermitrency
on the prevailing pressure gradient. Would you care to comment on the implications of your
results for Prof. Mayle's strategy? As I understood his model, it did not include pressure
gradient influences once the transition had been initiated.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Figure 14 of our paper does indeed show a strong dependence of transition length on
the mainstream pressure gradient. This is a manifestation of other results presented in the
paper that indicate the spanwise and streamwise growth rates of individual turbulent spots are-
dependent on the prevailing presre gradient- It has been shown here that the trailing edge
of a turbulent spot propagates at a rate much closer to that of the leading edge of the spot
at high positive values of the acceleration parameter, KL This makes sense intuitively when
one keeps in mind that a boundary layer relaminarizes at sufficiently high values of the
acceleration parameter and has particular relevance to Prof. Mayle's model for wake-
disturbed transition.

The physical assumption behind Prof. Mayle's model is that an impinging wake
causes the production of a series of turbulent spots which quickly coalesce into a "turbulent
strip." This "turbulent strip" then propagates downstream in a manner equivalent to that of
an individual turbulent spot. His theory, as embodied by equation 8 of his paper, assumes
that the non-dimensional spot-propagation parameter, er, is constant along a gas-turbine-blade
suction surface and equal to the value it takes under low speed, zero pressure gradient
conditions. Since a- is a function of the rates of spot propagation in the spanwiw and
streamwise directions, it follows from my results that a* should be neither constant nor equal
to its low speed, zero pressure gradient value on a gas-turbine blade. Moreover, equation
8 of Prof. Mayle's paper should be strictly valid only if U. is constant

There is some evidence that the trailing-edge convection velocity of a wake-induced
turbulent strip approaches that of its leading-edge on a gas-turbine blade from the
e'qxriments of LaGraff et al. (1989), Hodson (1984), and Orth (1992). Prof. Mayle's
model, which seems to be a good first approximation for describing wake-disturbed
transition, would need some modification to account for the effect of pressure gradient on
spot propagation to achieve maximum utility for the gas-turbine blade designer. If such
modifications are made to Prof. Mayle's model, it is doubtful that such a simple relation as
his equation 8 would be derivable. Possibly an integral relation, or indeed a simple time-
marching model like that under development at Oxford would be more apropriate.
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DISCUSSOR: R.E. Mayle, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
I would like to make a point of clarification regarding Professor Launder's question.
The model that I propose does take into account the effects of pressure gradient or
acceleration on both growth and propagation rates. The model is based on the Chen-
Thyson thinking which assumes that the spot propagation rates are directly proportional
to the local free-stream velocity. An implication of this model is also that the spots grow
inversely proportional to the local velocity. That is, as the flow accelerates the spots grow
less. Granted, the model is simple, and probably a first cut as to what is happening, but so
far it seems to work.

AUTHOR:
Yes, I agree that it is a very useful first cut and because it does correspond so well to the
experimental data perhaps the refinement I have presented really isn't necessary; it may
be purely academic.

R.E. Mayle:
I wouldn't say that it's not necessary. Your measurements, besides those made earlier by
Narasimha, are the only data available on spot propagation and growth in accelerating
flows. I think this kind of information is necessary if we are ever going to understand
the transition process.
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HEAT TRANSFER IN HIGH TURBULENCE FLOWS - A 2D PLANAR WALL JET
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SUMMARY
The accurate prediction of turbine heat transfer remains beyond w rms fluctuating component of w velocity, m/s
our current capabilities. To investigate this condition, non
conventional turbulence generation techniques have been w span location from jet centerline, cm
employed to explore the impact of high turbulence or
unsteadiness on heat transfer. The heat transfer from a 2D
planar wall jet will be compared with an axi-symmetric wall jet x distance from wall jet nozzle exit, cm
with twice the turbulence scale and more turbulent kinetic
energy - with an increased heat transfer shown by the planar Y ,, y distance from wall to U.,, cm
configuration. The resulting comparisons of wall jet
augmented heat transfer to engine turbine blade heat transfer is y y distance from wall, cm
quite favorable.

LIST OF SYMBOLS y non dimensional distance from wall, equation 1

A Constant 6 boundary layer thickness, cm

Cp specific heat at constant pressure, W-s/kg-°C A integral scale of turbulence, cm

h heat transfer coefficient, W/m 2-*C 8 momentum thickness, cm

I. INTRODUCTIONh" nozzle height, cm The near wall turbulence level for a fully turbulent flat plate
boundary layer is typically 10-12% in the flow direction afterS nozzle length, cm the boundary layer has developed some age. This maximum

occurs in buffer or transition region between the linear and thePr Prandtl number = /4C/k log law of the wall regions of the boundary layer. The

turbulence then falls off to the free stream value. Film cooling
R,,. Reynolds number = pUx/*, pUO/,u flows exhibit similar characteristics with a maximum of 15-

20% occurring farther away from the wall (Rivir et al. 1987)5, Stanton number = h/(UpC,,) in the profile, as the blowing ratio increases, and then decays

to the free stream value. Until very recently heat transfer andS, Stanton number for fully turbulent flat plate film cooling data for turbine designs were obtained with very

low values of free stream turbulence (0.5-2%). The enteringT. x component of turbulence intensity = u'/ U free stream turbulence level for a turbine rotor, although not

U local x mean velocity, m/s comprehensively documented under engine conditions, has been
measured by Binder et al. (1985) for cold flow due to the stator
wakes. The level of turbulence was shown to approach 20%

U , maximum mean x velocity, m/s on the pressure surface and 10% on the suction surface. The
issue to be addressed is what happens to the heat transfer when

u" rms fluctuating component of x velocity, rn/s there is a 10-20% unsteadiness level in the free stream which
then interacts with the naturally occurring wall or film cooling

u non dimensional velocity defined by equation I generated levels of 10-20%.

V local y mean velocity, m/s Under estimating the turbine blade surface temperature by 10%

can result in a significant loss in lifetime for that component.v' rms fluctuating component of y velocity, m/s This kind of accuracy in heat transfer can only be approached

for very simple, well behaved, 2D boundary layers. CurrentW local w mean velocity, m/s heat transfer data bases for turbine blades and vanes are
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obtained from experiments which include flat plates, linear Transition and transition length again are not predictable.
cascades, large scale rotating cascades, light piston tubes, blow There are numerous cases where the heat transfer exceeds the
down tunnels, shock tubes, and engines. The fully turbulent steady flow fully turbulent flat plate values such as Blair
flat plate boundary layer can be accurately (with in a few %) (1981), Bayley and Priddy (1981), Wittig et al. (1985), Rae, et
predicted by the empirical relationship of Kays and Crawford al. (1986), and Sharma et al. (1992).
(1980), or 2D boundary layer codes such as STAN5 or Texstan,
which have evolved from the Patankar Spaulding formulation. The examination of engine data, which now includes the
These codes typically invoke mixing length, ce, or other forms combustor upstream, shows observed increases ov'er the fully
of turbulence models. When the free stream turbulence levels turbulent flat plate from over 3 times on the pressure and
were increased to 4-6% by the use of up stream grids, stagnation surfaces to 2 times on the suction surfaces, as shown
systematic increases up to 10% above the predicted fully in figure 4. Non steady Navier-Stokes calculations are now
turbulent values of heat transfer were observed by Blair (1981). being made for these fl6ws including the effects of the stator
The addition of pressure gradient or acceleration combined with on the rotor for multi-stage geometries. Although these
the 4-6% turbulence resulted in a further underestimate in the calculations show improvements they fail to come close to
prediction of the heat transfer of 2D boundary layer codes, such engine results. It is these cases which exhibit heat transfer
as STAN5, by 30% (MacArthur 1985), as illustrated in Figure above the fully turbulent flat plate predictions which are of
1. Transition length from laminar to turbulent heat transfer is interest for the non conventional turbulence or unsteady flow
also slightly under predicted in length with Reynolds number evaluation.
by these 2D codes, again as illustrated in Figure 1.

There have been several efforts underway to explore non
In linear cascades, heat transfer measurements predicted with conventional turbulence generators, and to establish the
similar 2D codes show that transition and transition length are relationships between heat transfer, turbulence, turbulence
poorly predicted on both suction and pressure surfaces. In length scale and the higher levels of heat transfer that occur in
addition the absolute level of heat transfer on the pressure the actual engine. These turbulence generators have included
surface was under estimated by 50%. Figure 2 from Wittig et free jets, wall jets, jets in cross flow, rotating bars, moving
al. (1985) has been annotated to indicate the typical walls with grids, and blown grids. Grid generated turbulence
discrepancies with caiculated values of heat transfer for the has been able to produce only 6-8% levels in the final period
linear cascades. This is a combustion driven tunnel which of decay at scale sizes comparable to the boundary layer
uses grid generated turbulence to simulate wakes of the up thickness or the blade passage size. In addition to the axial
stream stator. These calculations use a low Reynolds number turbulence level, the appropriate nonisotropic turbulence decay
Ke turbulence model which is known to over predict heat rate (du/dx) and turbulence scales (A/b) are issues which have
transfer for some cases. Consigny and Richards (1982) tend not been satisfactorily resolved in attempts to simulate the
to show the resulting VKJ linear cascade effort heat transfer unsteady effects in the turbine hot section. A number of non
results, along with many others, to be bounded between the conventional turbulence generators have been investigated over
fully turbulent flat plate and the laminar flat plate case - based the years to achieve high turbulence levels at appropriate scales.
on the chord and the cascade exit Reynolds number. Locally In 1985, Maciejewski, Moffat, Han, and Rivir began looking
these heat transfer measurements can exceed the fully turbulent at the importance of higher free stream turbulence levels.
flat plate values as indicated by Arts et al. (1992) in the same These turbulence levels were comparable or greater than the
facility. The heat transfer in linear cascades is reasonably well near wall levels. Moffat and Maciejewski investigated
predicted by the simple laminar and fully turbulent flat plate for turbulence levels of 26-48% at Reynolds numbers of 2-5x10'
many but not all cases. The additional complexity of an with a flat plate in a free axi-symmetric jet. This represented
annular cascade does not appreciably affect the heat transfer an augmentation of the fully turbulent flat plate heat transfer of
prediction discrepancies. 350%. Han, Rivir and later others (MacMullin et al. 1986)

investigated turbulence levels of 2-20% with axi-symmetric and
The next level of complexity, addition of rotation and upstream planar wall jets at Reynolds numbers of IxlO5 to 8x&W6 . The
stators, becomes more difficult to predict and explain the resulting heat transfer was observed to be up to 200% of the
observed heat transfer due to the interaction of several unsteady fully turbulent flat plate. McCarthy (1989) used a box with
flows are added to low levels of up stream turbulence. These one wall a constant heat flux surface and the same 2D planar
experiments include transient experiments such as shock tubes free jet which had been used in the wall jet studies. This
(Calspan) and light piston tubes (MIT, Oxford, and RAE resulted in an augmentation of 20 - 60% in the heat transfer.
Pystock). Bayley and Priddy(1981) showed an increase of 2 Young et al. (1991) used blown grids to generate turbulence
to 4 times over steady state heat transfer values when a rotating levels of 5-20%. Ames (1990) used wall jets and jets in cross
bar investigated frequency effect (at a constant scale of flow to simulate a combustor at turbulence levels of 5-20%.
turbulence) on the steady heat transfer value in a linear cascade. This resulted in a 30% augmentation in heat transfer over the
Rae et al., 1986 (Calspan) presents predictions for both a 2D fully turbulent level. The results of these efforts are compared
and a 3D vane/rotor combination with an inlet turbulence of in Figure 5. The heat transfer results have been shown to be
5% of an unknown length scale. The 3D case is particularly similar to engine results even though the simulations provided
difficult to rationalize with a 100% discrepancy on the vane by these alternate sources are not direct. Figure 4 shows the
surfaces and near experimental values on the rotor. In a low axi-symmetric and planar wall jet heat transfer results in engine
speed, large scale, multi-stage experiment, Sharma, et al. (1992) coordinates.
has observed excellent predictions of heat transfer on the rotor
and then a large under prediction on the 2nd stator. This 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE 2D WALLJET EXPERIMENT
observation exceeds the fully turbulent flat plate value of heat This effort presents three component LV measurements and
transfer, as illustrated in Figure 3. Additional unpredicted begins to address the scale effect for a non conventional
behavior that is not captured by 2D or 3D Euler or Navier turbulence generator with a planar wall jet. An axi-symmetric
Stokes solvers are observed at the stagnation point as well as wall jet which was used previously for high turbulence heat
on the pressure and suction surfaces, transfer investigations is described in MacMullin et al. (1987).
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The same constant heat flux heat transfer surface was employed dimension of this wall jet (7.43) make it a marginal 2D source
as described in the 1987 work with new foil and by planar wall jet standards (Launder and Rodi,1981), there are
thermocouples. The axi-symmetric 20.32 cm ASME nozzle two significant observations applicable to all planar wall jet
was replaced with a short radius ASME planar nozzle; 6.67 by measurements which should be made. The Reynolds number
49.53 cm (1/h'=7.43) with a 0.64 cm lip thickness. In the of this wall jet was chosen to provide heat transfer
settling chamber a 20/1 length to diameter flow straightener, measurements in the x Reynolds number range for turbine
with 75 mesh screens on either side, was added to reduce the blades. This places these measurements an order of magnitude
exit core flow axial turbulence level from 5% in the 1987 work above wall jet studies in the literature. The velocity profiles
to 2%. A three component TSI off axis LV and traverse have for these measurements (and also those of the axi-symmetric
been employed to obtain velocity, turbulence, and Reynolds wall jet) are all locally similar in velocity profiles for all
stress profiles in the'present work. A half angle of 15 degrees reported heat transfer and velocity profiles. These centerline
was required between component beams for other experiments velocity profiles give an axial jet decay which approaches that
with limited optical access. This reduces the accuracy of all of Wygnasiki et al. (1991) at his highest Reynolds number flow
components slightly over the recommended 20 degree half of 19,000. These measurements then imply a high Reynolds
angle. The LV beam position accuracy was ±.00025 cm. number limit for wall jet spread which is independent of wall
The optics used produced a measurement ellipsoid of 25 jet pressure ratio for this intermediate range of x/h'. Secondly,
microns diameter by 3 mm in length in the span wise direction. these mean velocity profiles have been analyzed in law of the
The axial turbulence scales are the order of several cm and the wall coordinates by Narayanan et al. 1992) with the assumption
vertical scales the order of mm in the near wall regions. of a constant Karman constant in the law of the wall relation:
Nearly all the turbulent energy is below 3.000 Hertz for these
flows, so the spatial resolution of the measurement volume is u*= A + 2.44 In y ( I )
quite good except for the span wise direction. The LV
measurements were made with-in a nominal coincidence This relation was shown to be valid for all fully developed
window of 10 micro seconds. A small (10 degree) angle to planar wall jets with the constant A dependent only on the axial
the heat transfer surface was employed to allow wall turbulence in a simple linear relationship. This same
measurements to be obtained. The LV axial and vertical mean relationship was also observed to be valid for a turbulent flat
and turbulent measurements were checked against single plate boundary layer when the maximum near wall axial
element hot wire measurements in the axi-symmetric wall jet turbulence intensity is used for the turbulence intensity. The
and in the TSI 0.64 cm diameter calibration jet. The mean LV wall jet profiles presented in this paper were used to obtain
velocities agreed quite well. The u" measurement in the this result.
calibrator free jet fell with in ±0.5 to 1% of the hot wire up to
turbulence intensities of 10%, and were lower than the hot wire The center line velocity and velocity fluctuation profiles are
by 2% for turbulence intensities of 10 to 20%. presented in Figures 7 and 8 at each heat transfer measurement

station. The velocity profiles are locally similar as previously
Single element hot wire measurements were employed to obtain pointed out, but are otherwise as one would expect for a planar
the axial and vertical turbulence scales using a HP 3562 wall jet. The rms fluctuations are nearly constant across the
dynamic signal analyzer which provided the frequency spectrum wall layer in the axial direction. This contrasts to profiles at
and then inverted the spectrum with a FFT1 to provide the auto much larger x/h' locations normally quoted by planar wall jet
correlation function which was normalized and multiplied by efforts in which the shear layer has eroded the wall layer. A
the local mean velocity to provide the integral scale. This law of the wall plot at x/h' = 52.95 is shown in figure 9, where
technique was compared against a direct auto correlation which the log region extending over a 1,000. This extremely large
was used in our 1987 axi-symmetric wall jet work and the log region made an accurate assessment of the constants in the
32,000 sample spectrum, an FFT, and an auto correlation law of the wall region in contrast to regions of 50-100 in other
calculation of Ames (1990) with favorable results - all three planar wall jet studies. The span wise distribution of x hot
measurements gave the same value within 30% at the same wire measured velocities and rms velocities are shown in
time on the same flow. The vertical scale was obtained by Figure 10.
rotating the single element wire to the span wise direction, with
out moving the traverse, and repeating the measurement. The The normalized Reynolds stresses u'v', v'w', u 'w, u"2, V"

2 , and
vertical scale measurement is sensitive to both the vertical and w' 2, are shown in Figure 11. The u' and v" components are
the span wise components. The vertical scale implication then well behaved, however the span wise components of w' all
needs to be considered to be representative of both near the take on very large values as the wall is approached. The span
wall rather than the vertical component alone. The wise components were shown to be very significant contributors
measurements presented in this paper will be for the short to increases in shear stress in Johnson and Johnston (1989), and
radius ASME planar nozzle. increases are to be expected - particularly for a free boundary.

We are currently attempting to check the span wise wall shear
Heat transfer measurements were made at 7 stations with the directly. A few of the last two near wall w" component data
same techniqueues described in MacMullin et al. (1987) axi- points have been omitted until further checks can be performed.
symmetric wall jet work. The x/h" locations for the planar The u'v' component is initially negative and then goes through
wall jet measurements become 7.69, 15.24, 26.28, 30.10, 37.48, 0 at about 60% of y.. It then goes and remains positive as
44.95 , and 52.95. observed in other planar wall jets (Launder and Rodi,1981)

investigations.
3. PLANAR WALL JET RESULTS
The original purpose of this planar wall jet effort was to The integral turbulence scales on the wall jet centerline, for
provide a 2D flow with a smaller scale at the same x Reynolds axial scales and for the lateral or vertical scales at y. are
numbers as the axial wall jet. Although the width to height shown in Figure 13. A boundary layer traverse of the axial

scale is shown at x/h" = 26.28 in Figure 14.
The scale is sensitive to the mean velocity and the facility
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Discussion
QUESTION 1:

DISCUSSOR: B. LAUNDER, UMIST
What length scale in the wall jet did you take as relevant to the boundary layer? Was it
the distance to the maximum velocity surface?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Yes, the comparisons in Figures 12 through 14 reference the length scales to the distance,
Ymax, which is the distance to the maximum velocity. The same is done in Figure 16
which compares the wall jet heat transfer results to Simonich and Bradshaw's boundary
layer correlation. We know that other reference lengths are more appropriate than
Ymax. We found the enthalpy thickness to be a better choice for the wall jet and it would
probably also be a better choice for the boundary layer as well.
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HEAT TRANSFER WITH MODERATE FREE STREAM TURBULENCE

S.N.B. Murthy
1003 Chaffee Hall

School of Mechanical Engineering
Purdue University

West Lafayette, IN 47907-1003 USA

ABSTRACT

Turbulence in turbine flows of gas turbine engines is generally inhomogeneous and is
also characterized by wide ranges of intensity and scale. The interaction between FST
and boundary layer turbulence (BLT) is complicated in all but the case of low values of
both intensity and scale. In a recent investigation, an attempt has been made to
establish the effect of homogeneous FST on wall friction (when there is no heat transfer)
in the relatively simple case of flat plate, zero pressure gradient boundary layer. In the
current paper the method has been extended for the prediction of heat transfer in the
same flowfie.-ld. In any problem involving heat and momentum transport, it is common
to introduce some type of similarity between the two transport processes. The current
method is bazed on the application of a similarity rule governing the spectra of
turbulence intensity and temperature variance. The principal outcome is a method of
establishing heat transfer in a given flowfield fgr which experimental data are available
under cold flow conditions and have been verified with the model prediction scheme.

Introduction

Heat transfer to turbine blades is affected directly by the combustor exit conditions
in a gas turbine engine. The output of a gas turbine combustor is invariably
inhomogeneous. The scale and intensity of events in the flowfield raise several questions
in the description and modelling of the flow features. In the context of turbulent flows,
it is necessary to include at least the following characteristics: (a) inhomogeneity in
intensity and scale; (b) gaps in the spectrum of flow properties; and (c) time-dependence.
If a more general description is undertaken based on an unsteady, inhomogeneous, and
randomly distributed vortex flowfield, the removal from consideration of structure and
coherence in the flow field leads to unmanageable complexities. There is a growing
recognition, however, that the combustor flowfield requires a new basis of description
(References 1 - 2). Nevertheless, for purposes of determining heat transfer in the turbine
blades exposed to combustion products, some form of a turbulent flow model seems
indicated for purposes of practical predictions, if not for advances in phenomenological
understanding, for example References 3 - 8.

Heat transfer in turbine blades is traditionally examined in three regimes: (i) the
stagnation region, (ii) the blade surface, and (iii) the trailing edge region. The nature of
the boundary layer is significant in all cases. Over the blade surface, the boundary layer
or, better, region may be laminar, transitional, or turbulent, even when the main flow is
variously complex. The region affected by the no-slip condition at the wall in the case of
a uniform, laminar main flow, with no external pressure gradient, is only a function of
the Reynolds number, the difference, if any, between the temperature of the main flow
and that of the boundary wall, and the difference in diffusivity of momentum and heat
in the fluid. When the main flow has any type of complexity, there arise both a change
in the thickness of the affected region as well as in the processes therein, except when the
main flow complexity involves time and length scales that are small like those of the



laminar flow processes in a boundary layer. Thus when the main flow is turbulent, there
must be an interactive effect on the boundary region, with respect to the resulting skin
friction, and also heat transfer when conditions admit.

A flowfield that is reasonably unambiguous can be visualized in the problem of heat
transfer as follows: A reasonably high Reynolds number, turbulent main flow over a
wall with a turbulent boundary region, and a modest difference in temperature between
the main flow and the wall. The interaction between the main flow and the boundary
region should be a function of Re, Tu, LE/At, and Tw/T; here, Le is the dissipation
length scale in the main flow, 6t, the thickness of the turbulent boundary layer under
the same conditions but without main flow turbulence, and ( )w, the wall value; all
other symbols are standard.

It has been pointed out, for example in Reference 9, that, while the result of the
interaction between the main flow turbulence and the boundary region turbulence is
unambiguous in the case of skin friction coefficient, there can be considerable ambiguity
in regard to heat transfer. The skin friction coefficient, on one hand, invariably
increases when the main flow is turbulent. On the other hand there may be an increase
or decrease of Stanton number with no discernible relationship of the changes to the
main parameters of the flowfield. One of the chief difficulties in such cases is the lack of
adequate experimental data, since in all cases there is undoubtedly a set of complex
interactions, and those have yet to be established.

Attempts have been made by several investigators on correlating experimental data
on heat transfer in terms of a parameter including turbulence scale and intensity
(References 5, 7 and 10). However, they have not been successful in elucidating physical
effects, and therefore, the suggested parameter has not been universally applicable.

There has also been an attempt, although in the absence of free stream turbulence,
to develop a boundary layer model based on turbulent boundary layer structure
considerations, and then invoking an analogy between momentum and heat transport
(Reference 11). However, no data or models are available for the changes in bursts and
quiescent periods when the main flow is turbulent with given values of intensity and
scale.

One of the techniques developed for examining boundary layer structural changes as
a function of main flow turbulence parameters provides the extent and intermittency of
penetration of outer fluid into the boundary region, and also boundary layer
intermittency at the outer edge (References 12 - 13). These experiments have not been
repeated in the case of heat transfer studies. Thus it is not clear if the ambiguous
changes of Stanton numbers in different cases are due, in part, to physical penetration
characteristics of the outer fluid and thus, to turbulence scales therein.

Heat Transport Measurement and Theory

If a direct and simple analogy between momentum and heat transport in the form of
a value for turbulent Prandtl number is to be avoided, it is still necessary to introduce
some type of relation between the two transports since a total of four time scales (two
related to each of dissipation and production) are involved, even in the absence of FST,
and there is no direct connection between them. In the presence of FST, one must, in
fact, recognize six time scales.

One possible approach to calculating heat transfer is to relate stress and heat
transport to intensity of velocity and temperature fluctuations (rather than to gradients
of mean quantities), as in Reference 14. Such an assumption leads to a finite velocity of
transport (see also Reference 15), but, somewhat more significantly in the context of the
model to be developed later, to a possible consideration of the relation between local
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spectra of turbulence intensity and temperature variance (References 16 - 18).

In the problem of heat transfer in turbine blades, the flow is nonisotropic and
inhomogeneous, and also, subjected to shear and pressure gradients. Thus, the
temperature spectrum, FO, and the kinetic energy spectrum, Fq, may not be simply
related except in parts of a boundary layer and over selected frequency ranges. In other
words, the type of flowfield and the initial and boundary conditions affect the details of
the nature and extent of the analogy between FO and Fq. Another important factor
pointed out in References 16 - 17 is that, considering the overall spectral range of-2
frequencies, the analogy between the two spectra must be based on q , rather than on
-P -2ul or uj except over selected frequency ranges.

Measurements in turbulent boundary layers, reported in References 16 - 17, verify
the foregoing. However, there are no detailed data in the presence of main flow
turbulence. In addition to the magnitude of effort involved in generating such data,
there are also important questions related to the method utilized for generating a flow
with desired levels of Reynolds number, and intensity and scale of turbulent
fluctuations.

Skin Friction and Heat Transfer Correlations

Several attempts at correlating skin friction and heat transfer coefficients and also,
the Reynolds analogy factor, R, equal to St/(Cf/2), have been discussed in Reference 10.
In summary, wh le measuredý skin friction values can be correlated by a combination of

factors, namely t U/u1 and 2/St), heat transfer coefficients do not seem to lend

themselves to a similar procedure. Here ( )e denotes the main stream. Experimental
data do indicate a distinct influence of the intensity and the length scale of main stream
turbulence. However attempts at modifying the Cf - correlations for correlating St and
R have remained unsuccessful.

Possibilities for Numerical Experiments

In view of the foregoing, there is some scope for undertaking numerical experiments
for establishing the nature of interactions between the main flow turbulence and
boundary region turbulence. The numerical experiments must include two
considerations: (i) the extent of changes in boundary region turbulence, and (ii) the
relation between momentum and heat transports. A direct simulation of Navier-Stokes
equations and heat transfer equations (Reference 19) will obviously remove the necessity
for separating the two issues, but such work is dependent upon computer capability. In
the foreseeable future, the separation of the two issues provides an opening for advances.

In the preceding, the wall-affected region has been referred to as the boundary wall
region, rather than as the boundary layer region. The reason for this distinction is that
a boundary layer has a classical definition. For example, a log law-governed region is
expected in a boundary layer. However, in the presence of main flow turbulence, the
existence of a log law region has to be imposed as an additional constraint Defore a
boundary layer type solution is obtained uniquely among all of the possible solutions
(Reference 20).
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Problem Addressed

In the current investigation, a beginning has been made on establishing the influence
of free stream turbulence (FST) on a turbulent boundary layer (TBL) in the context of
heat transfer between the fluid and the boundary wall.

A simple case is chosen of a turbulent boundary layer beneath an incompressible,
turbulent flow past a flat plate with no imposed pressure gradient (Fig. 1). The main
flow is assumed to be moderately turbulent, as depicted in Fig. 2. The turbulence is
assumed to be homogeneous in the first instance, and the consequences of relaxing this
assumption are discussed in a later section. The boundary wall is assumed to be
isothermal at a temperature below that of the fluid.

The objective is to set up a model for the flowfield, that takes into account (a) the
interactions between the external and the boundary region flows, and (b) the heat
transfer, such that the free stream turbulence characteristics can be treated
parametrically. The turbulence characteristics are Tu, the velocity and temperature
spectra, and LE/3t; the Reynolds number is assumed to be high.

Basis of the Model

The modelling is carried out in two parts: (i) turbulence representation, and (ii)
similarity between heat and momentum transport.

Turbulence Representation

The problem of predicting the development of a TBL continues to be challenging, for
example as in Reference 21. When FST is present, the complexity involved is the
interaction of a random vortex fields with one that has a characteristic structure in a
random field. It is clear that a method akin to large eddy simulation (LES) is probably
required in order to account fully for the random vorticity field interactions.

Meanwhile, the rational representation of turbulence suggested by Lumley (Refs. 22 -
23) as a means of examining eddy-mean shear and eddy-eddy interactions, has been
chosen here for application. Some experience is available with its application to
boundary layer flows (Refs. 24 - 26). The rational representation has been utilized to
establish characteristic structures in a channel flow (Ref. 27), and also to obtain the
structure of wall layer in a boundary layer (Ref. 28). The Lumley representation has
been utilized here entirely at the statistical level to determine the classical structure of
TBL with FST.

The basis of statistical turbulence representation is the Loeve orthogonal
decomposition theorem by means of which the velocity fluctuation is expressed in the
form of generalized Fourier series:

Co

ui = a •n 4in)(,t) (1)
n=1

where n represents the modes, 1,2,3 .... , ci1 2, 03 -... are random coefficients with units

of velocity, uncorrelated with one another. 0(n) are structure functions, which are
furtherr o'e assumed to be orthonormal. The orthogonality condition implies that none
of the • ~) is identically zero. It follows that

= o (2.1)
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ama_ fCn)~ •(2.2)

f i(p) 0i (q) dx dt = 8pq (2.3)

an = f u(Lt) 4i(n) (Lt) d x dt (2.4)

It is assumed that al, a2, c3 .... are ordered such that

\(1) > X(2) > \(3) > ... > 0.

Based on the randomness of an and the orthogonality of 4i(n), one can write for the
two-point correlation.

Rij(x x!'; t, t') = > x(n) 0(n) oin) (3)
n=1

and

f Rij qOi(n) (2, t') dx! dt' =- (n) Oi(n) (i t) (4)

where Ofn) are eigenfunctions with X(n)- as the eigenvalues. For the turbulent kinetic
energy, one can then write

dxf dt=- x(n) (5)
n=1

It follows that X(n) represents the kinetic energy content of the entire flow associated
with Oi(n) or the nth mode.

The uniqueness of the decomposition is established through calculus of variations,
which yields that each mode must account for the maximum of the energy available.
One thus has a rational, unique representation of the velocity fluctuation in terms of a
series of characteristic eddies. In a given shear flow, the eddies must interact with one
another and with the mean shear during flow development. The immediate problem is
partitioning of the energy among the different modes. This can be done either by
recourse to experimental data or by truncating the nonlinear interactions. On the other
hand, the large eddy interaction hypothesis (LEIH) involves consideration of only the
first mode over the entire spectrum and its interactions with the mean shear and all of
the eddies. This is obviously a strong limitation of the predictive scheme presented here.

Based on Navier-Stokes equations, (Appendix I), one can set up a dynamical equation
for the first mode as follows.
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-•.- + uj M-I) + --•-7

+___ L E E 1/

0pxi (=1 (,=1 x(p) >(q))/

-jý +9() a~1 (6)-a xi + 9 X2• 8

where

V>- 7/T 4 1) (7.1)

P1 p (7.2)

and, for incompressible flow,
2_ (1)_2 a uj a4 1) + (2

aX2 axk axj a xk a(8

In Eqns. (6) and (8), { } represents the eddy-eddy interactions. It is essential to model
the term. Among various possibilities, the one chosen here is as follows.

00 00 &alOp Cq 4p4q)

p---1 q---1 (\(1) X,(p) X~q)) /

D>1(1)]3/2 6t -• .j + ax-- 9

Here the first term on the right hand side involves a coefficient in the nature of a
skewness factor and the second, one resembling eddy viscosity, a type of damping factor.
It may be stated at the outset that the second term with vt is found to be essential in
numerical predictions. The skewness factor is associated with the inhomogeneity of the
velocity field and the transfer of energy from regions of high intensity to regions of lower
intensity. Equation (6) may then be rewritten as follows.
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D (U)j4m ) (+1 +i

D-- 7 ij j

a u ýfp)4 Vtq
ax- - & j + &I

0•(1) a2 t11

+ &i (6.1)•i Ox•

where Su is the so-called skewness factor, and Vt, the eddy damping favor.

Referring the the equations for mean temperature and intensity of temperature
fluctuations given in Appendix I, one can introduce a rational decomposition for
temperature fluctuation in a manner similar to that for the velocity fluctuation, namely

0 o n V•n) (xt) (10)
n=1

and write the following dynamical equation.
(9$(1) + a 4)(1 + Xi $(11

& "•'j I---1 q=1 (-1/(1) I t(q))1/2

a x

where

and
8m '8n ffi (n) n

The main describing equations for the turbulence quantities ui, ir, and 0 are Eqns.
(6), (8), and (11). They must be solved in spectral space.
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Momentum and Heat Transport

Writing the usual definition of turbulent Prandtl number in the form

0, (12)

and assuming

ui----kuq2 , and u- 0 kO2

it follows that

ku] 2 8U/dxj 
(13)

or,

q B2 /8xA- 1' (14)

as suggested in Reference 16, with the dimensionless parameter B2 treated as a
parameter across the boundary layer.

In the inner wall regior, the use of wall functions is avoided by use of a modified
spectral analogy (References 16 - 17, and 29) as follows: Based on physical structural
considerations, and the available evidence for the time ratio between temperature and
velocity ui to be nearly unity in the inner layer, the analogy invoked is between Fui and
FO.

Flowfield Description

The flowfield model is illustrated in Fig. 3 with four interactive regions: viscous layer,
matching layer, outer layer, matching layer, outer layer, and free stream. It is assumed
that the wall region is of the nature of a TBL beneath the main flow with FST.
Accordingly the four regions are described in terms of asymptotic expansions utilizing
relevant small expansions parameters (References 30 - 31). There are several problems,
however, in adopting this procedure.

First, one has to account for the length scale of FST, LE: The describing equations
involve no physical influence of Lf. Therefore, we have proceeded as follows: a value of
60.995 is chosen, and the condition is imposed that, at the location 60.995, the
dissipation length scale in the boundary layer be equal to LE. In other words, that
solution is assumed to be the one required that ensures the equality of dissipation length
scales, within the boundary layer at a particular location and the free stream.

Second, there is the requirement that the matching layer must be of the nature of a
log layer. In References 4 and 7, there is considerable evidence for the existence and
persistence of the log law character of the region, and also, for the transverse growth of
the region with FST intensity. In Reference 21 for the case of an ordinary TBL, one
without FST, it was a main objective to recover a constant stress layer in a log law-
governed region. In Reference 11 the log law character of mean flow variation was
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prescribed in dealing with an ordinary TBL. When FST is present, it was found
(Reference 20) that a number of solutions was feasible, and a unique solution could be
recovered only when it was required that the matching layer be governed by a given law
such as the log law. It may be pointed out that prescribing a particular type of mean
flow does not specify the extent of the log law region or of any of the other regions.

Last, in the presence of thermal gradients and heat transfer, it is also necessary to
match the dissipation scale for temperature at a predetermined value of ST995, the
thermal boundary layer thickness.

Case Chosen for Numerical Experiments

The case chosen for predictions is the flowfield reported in Reference 13. That
experiment included a slight heating of the boundary layer up to 3 - 4 C above ambient.
However, no heat transfer measurements were intended or made. The experiments were
conducted solely for establishing the combined effects of free stream turbulence intensity
and scale on a turbulent boundary layer, and the data presented constitute an important
benchmark set in cold flow studies with FST. Although data sets with heat transfer are
available from other investigations, for example References 7 and 10, the basic cold
flowfield is not fully documented, and some ambiguities exist in those sets. We have
chosen the data set of Reference 13 primarily because the data set was utilized earlier in
verifying, with some success, the application of the LEIH model to the FST case in
Reference 20.

A test flowfield was then made up by specifying that there was a difference of 10 C
between the fluid and the boundary plate, while all other conditions remained the same,
and it was required to predict the heat transfer parameters under various turbulent flow
conditions.

The experiments reported in Reference 13 were conducted with a wind tunnel fitted
with appropriate grids for generating a variety of combinations of intensity and scale. A
flat plate was set up in the wind tunnel, and the boundary region flowfield of the plate
was studied, ensuring no streamwise pressure gradient in the flow. The main parameters
of the flowfield and the selected conditions for predictive calculations are given in Table
I and Fig. 4.

Table I

Details of the Flowfield

"* Free stream velocity - - 20 m/s

"* Reo - - equal to or greater than 2,000

"* Reb (with no FST) - - equal to or greater than 2E4.

"* Selected cases (1) - (5) - - Figure 4

"* Maximum turbulence intensity - - 6 per cent

It may be noted that the FST had a continuous spectrum with no gaps or peaks.
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Methodology for Predictions

Under incompressible flow conditions, as in the chosen cases, the flowfield can be
separated from the thermal field, and determined as in Reference 20. The mean flow
equations, along with the dynamical equation for Oi and the pressure fluctuation
equation for 7r, are solved together over a calculation domain as in Fig. 5. The value of
the parameters Su and vt are adjusted so as to recover the experimental data for chosen
turbulence parameters.

Next, in each case, the mean temperature equation and the heat transport equation
are solved utilizing the spectral analogy parameter B2 as an adjustable quantity. In
view of the lack of experimental data for the chosen flowfield in respect of heat transfer
parameters, the calculations have been confined to examining the effect of the value
assigned to B2 on the predicted thermal intensity and transport.

A brief outline of the computational procedure is presented in Appendix I.

Preliminary Calculations

In order to test the procedure, the standard equilibrium boundary layer case, the one
equivalent to the Falkner-Skan family of laminar boundary layers, was computed for
Re9 of 2,500 in the case of an adiabatic wall with air flow past it. The convergence of
the solution as well as the method of choosing the values of Su and Vt were found
satisfactory. It may be noted that, since there is no FST in this case, it is adequate to
demand convergence of the solution.

Considering next a temperature difference of 10 C between the air and the plate, the
heat transfer was calculated based on structural similarity. Initially two values of B 2

were tried across different parts of the boundary layer: one, B2 in the inner layer,
related to and the second, B8 in the outer layer, related to q2 However, values of

heat transfer cited in literature could be recovered for a value of B2 equal to 1.46. The
basic requirement of an equilibrium layer - where the influence of advective processes is
negligible on the balance of fluctuating quantities, and the viscous layer can be
decoupled from consideration - is thus satisfied.

Predictions

Approximately 300 - 500 iterations are required in time in most cases at each point in
the flowfield. The flowfield was calculated first, and then, the heat transfer, as the
flowfield was incompressible. Heat transfer calculations required less than about 100
iterations.

The values of Su and vT utilized in various cases are listed in Table IH.
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Table II

Values of Su and vt

Cases Sui Suj Vti Vtj

1 0.811 0.82 0.11 0.10
2 0.92 0.92 0.11 0.10
3 0.91 0.93 0.11 0.10
4 0.90 0.93 0.11 0.10
5 0.90 0.91 0.11 0.10

The values of B2 and Ba selected as parameters for calculations of heat transfer are
as in Table III.

Table III

Values of B? and B3 Selected

Case BB

1 1.5, 1.55 1.5, 1.49
2 1.5, 1.62 1.5, 1.49
3 1.5, 1.59 1.5, 1.49

It will be observed that a total of six parameters have to be chosen in order to
establish the velocity and thermal fields, although vti and vtj could be reasonable non-
zero values. It mas also be pointed out that the introduction of Ba and B2, rather than
a single value of B', was by choice; calculations have been performed with a single value
of B' across the entire boundary layer, as seen from Table DI.

All of the predictions have been based on assuming the existence of a log law region,
and matching the FST dissipation length scale with that at 60.9g5. This is essentially a
method of establishing the transverse extent of the boundary layer affected by the FST.

The calculation required in most cases CPU time about an order of magnitude less
than the reported time for DNS calculations, and, therefore, still large.

Predicted Results

The predicted results are presented as follows.

Figure 6: Mean flow velocity in cases 1 through 5.

Figure 7: Mean temperature in cases 1 through 5.

Figure 8: Shear stress distribution

Figure 9: vO distribution

Figure 10: Direct stress distribution

Figure 11: ;2 distribution, and
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Figure 12: Stanton number variation.

As stated earlier, there are no experimental data to compare with. However,
matching of the four regions in the transverse direction and matching the dissipation
scale in the FST with that at 0.99j5 limit the permissible values of B2 and Ba. In fact
no predictions are presented from the calculations conducted with values of B2 and B9
both equal to 1.5 since they yielded unacceptable mean temperature profiles
corresponding to the mean velocity profiles; the latter were generated such that the i
matched the experimental data. Thus, a mathematically unique method of choosing B
can be foreseen.

Discussion

A framework has been set up for establishing the effects of FST intensity and scale
on a boundary layer when there is heat transfer between the fluid and the boundary wall
under incompressible flow conditions. The framework has yielded well accepted
predictions in the case of Falkner-Skan type of flows. It has also been possible to
recover the experimental results in Ref. 13 utilizing the LEIH model, while recognizing
that heat transfer was not a parameter in those tests. Finally, the limited spectral
analogy (weighted by velocity and temperature gradients) has been utilized in the cases
with heat transfer, and the nature of the results seem meaningful.

The rational representation of turbulence and the solution procedure in spectral
space permit inhomogeneities and gaps in turbulence to be taken into account. The
redistribution of energy cannot, however, be predicted without additional
phenomenological hypotheses, such as those leading to the Eddy Damped Quasi Normal
Markovin (EDQNM) approximation (Reference 32).

The framework generated is useful for output interrogation with respect to specific
questions, and not for calculations for design or general heat transfer prediction.
However, under incompressible flow conditions, if flowfield measurements are available,
Su and vt can be selected based on such data, and the thermal field determination
requires only a choice of B2. If this procedure becomes established, it can yield some
savings in determining heat transfer. This can only be accomplished if the framework is
suitably calibrated and verified in a number of cases.

In this connection, it is well recognized that Su and it are not directly measurable;
in fact, they are only of the nature of a skewness factor and an eddy viscosity-like
damping factor. Thus, it is necessary to compute some other parameter such as the
probability density function (pdf) for velocity and temperature. This has been
attempted in Reference 33 for velocity fluctuations in turbulent boundary layers. It is
suggested that the pdf obeys a general distribution law with several parameters applying
to different parts of a boundary layer. Such investigations have not been attempted
with FST, or in relation to scalar properties such as temperature without or with FST.
The current framework does permit a determination of the pdf of both velocity and
temperature fluctuations, and thus lead to an experimental verification of the validity of
the choice of Su, vt, and B2 .

The limited similarity between intensity and temperature variance may be affected
by complexities in flows. Adequate experimental data are not available to delineate the
complexities that do not affect the similarity from those that do. Any complexity that
brings about a coupling between the velocity and the thermal fields can cause a basic
change in the postulated similarity.
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Two important questions in the prediction procedure pertain to the postulated
limited similarity between velocity and temperature spectra: (i) What is the influence of
scale? And, (ii) What causes the dissimilarity in spectra? Neither of these questions can
be resolved adequately at this time. It is suggested that there may be a combination of
the two scales of velocity fluctuations and the two scales of temperature fluctuations that
together determine the penetration, entrainment and subsequent dissipation of fluid
packets, and then cause the differences in the spectra. An experiment in which the two
sets of the two scales can be adjusted independently is indicated.

Acknowledgement: Parts of the initial work on this problem were supported under
AFSR Contract No. F49620-87-k-0008. Several discussions with Dr. R. Rivir and
Professor P. Bradshaw have been most helpful.
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Appendix I

The mean flow equations are written in a conservative form as follows:

(Ui Uj -- --- (A.1.1)a + - -•-- Re 2

+ uj (A.1.2)

The kinetic energy of velocity fluctuations and the variance of temperature
fluctuations can be balanced as follows:

U(.. J + -j + a u' u

_oui a2ui= - U ui j -N - + V. u' X (A.1.3)

and

=-u- +r ax2 f-2 )(ao1 2  (A.1.4)

The pressure fluctuation, p, expressed in terms of the parameter -r, See Eq. (7.2), can
be shown to obey the Poisson equation in incompressible flow.

Iii = 01 Oj , and Ouj = ) j (A.2)

The large-eddy functions Oi are governed by the dynamical equation in physical (x,y,z)
space as follows.

+Su O

+ (V + t) (A.3)

In the following, the solution procedure is illustrated only for the x-component of 01.
The same procedure can be extended to other components of OR.
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The flow is assumed to be homogeneous in the spanwise z-coordinate direction. One
can then introduce Fourier expansions for velocity and pressure as follows.

Oi (x, y, Z't) --- E0 ýi (x,y,k~t) di kz (A.4)

k=--oo

00

7r (x)ypz~t) E ý r (x,y,k,t) di kz (A.5)

k=--oo

where i =-'\/- 1. Applying these to Eq. (A.5), one obtains a complex equation for
?1 (x,y,k,t) as shown below.

oq$1 ~O a V$}
aa- += k U + S IOi(0 D

S+( +a - + y- - k2 (1 A.6)

where the F - term is equivalent to

0 ý1(k)ý (k - ki)] + . (~ik') (k - k')I

+ ik h (k') ?3 (k - k')4

Thus information bekween a large and a small wave number is exchanged through the
convolution term. The solution for ýj can then be obtained at time t = to + At
utilizing the values of mean velocities U and V which have been determined
corresponding to that instant but, as stated under Numerical Procedure, with the
Reynolds stresses for t = to.

The first step in solving Eq. (A.6) is to determine an intermediate function ý1 from
the following equation.
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At +u 1  + V --LL-• -+-

+ '{3.S-F(01 Oj) n _ ST (01 Ojn

2 Re_ ay 2

It is subject to the conditions

-- +1 + (At) ()n+1 g+ + (At)(at ) (A.8)

Equation (A.8) assumes that fn+1 - fr at the boundary and is a second-order

approximation in time, 0 (At 2 ) (Ref. X). Introduction of •i in the viscous term in Eq.

(A.8) stabilizes the numerical solution for t1. Once ý1 is solved from the elliptic

equation (A.8), then pressure spectra frn+l is obtained from

-52 Lr-k _ 01+ a2+1ik (A.9)
,2 Y2 at -- "

subject to boundary conditions, namely

oepn- = 1 (,* _±1)

axn'' 1( 1

l = -• W -+1

Finally, updated values for i+I are computed directly from
_n+1

At (t

~?+1 =o-(At)l
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The intensities and Reynolds stress components iTiiU are then calculated from ýj,
integrating over a chosen wave number range as follows.

00

aiii (x,y,t) = f ýi (x, y, k,t) (x,y,k,t) dk (A.12)

-_00

where * on ýj denotes the complex conjugate. It is found that a set of discrete wave
numbers encompassing the desired range is adequate in practice.

A similar analysis can be carried out for 0k1.
The basic equations are solved in two groups: (i) Equations (A.1.1), (A.3), and (A.9),

and (ii) Equations (A.1.3), (A.1.4), and (A.3).

The numerical method is a fractional method (Refs. 34 and 35). As indicated above,
the cross-flow direction z is transformed into wave number space k. The convection
terms are transformed with second order Crank-Nicolson method. A staggered grid is
employed for discretization: the u-component variables are placed on the east side of
the grid cell, the v-component ones are on the south-north sides, and the w-component
variables and pressure are located at the cell centers. The resulting Poisson equations
are solved implicitly with an elliptic procedure without resorting to an approximate
factorization technique.

The mean flow equations are decoupled from the large eddy equations during
integration in time by allowing the turbulent transport terms in the mean flow equations
to lag by the time step At when the mean flow velocities are being solved at t
= (to + At). Meanwhile the large eddy field interacting with the current mean flowfield
is implicitly updated for t - (to + At).

In general about 300 - 500 iterations are required in time at each point in the
flowfield for the chosen values of Su and iT~. Three sets of matching conditions are
required along the transverse direction, while requiring the matching layer to be of the
character of log law. Finally the calculated flowfield has to be iterated with respect to
the domain boundary conditions. The solution so obtained applied to the FST of given
intensity and a dissipation length scale obtained at '50.995.

When it is desired to consider FST with a given length scale, the outer edge of the
boundary layer region must be varied over a range of values, approximately over 1.5 to
3.0 times the given length scale.

In the second part of the solution procedure, the parameter to be chosen is B2. If
relevant experimental data are available, then B2 can be chosen such as to recover the
experimental data.
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Figure 3. Flowflield model.
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Figure 6. Mean velocity profiles.
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(v) Case 5.
Figure 7. Mean temperatwre profiles.
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Figure 8. Shear stress distribution.
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Figure 8. Shear stress distribution.
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ECHANGES THERMIQUES DANS LES CANAUX DE
REFROIDISSEMENT DES AUBES DE TURBINE
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AMroSpatiales (ONERA)

B.P. No 72 - 92322 CHATILLON Cedex
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RESUME

Afin d'optimiser les circuits de For that purpose ONERA has conducted
ventilation des aubes de turbine il est experimental and numerical studies in the
n6cessaire de mieux connaitre les 6changes case of a smooth rectangular channel with
thermiques qui r6sultent des 6coulements a centripetal arm and a centrifugal arm
complexes rencontr6s dans les canaux de connected by a bend. For a flow with a
cavit~s internes. Reynolds number from 10000 to 60000 and a

Rossby number from 0 to 0,45 an increase
La rotation, la g6om~trie des canaux, la of heat transfer is shown on the pressure
pr6sence de perturbateurs aux parois (oU side which can reach a rate of 3. However,
promoteurs de turbulence) sont des a decrease is shown on the suction side
paramitres importants dont il faut which can reach a rate of 0,4. The
chiffrer lea effets. numerical simulation with a 3D Navier-

Stokes code confirms these thermical
Dans un premier temps, 1'ONERA a men6 une results. It gives information on secondary
6tude exp~rimentale des effets de la flows which result of Coriolis forces.
rotation sur les 6changes convectifs dans
un canal lisse de section rectangulaire 1. INTRODUCTION
avec une branche centripete et une branche
centrifuge. Les gammes de nombre de Les cavit~s internes de ventilation des
Reynolds et de nombre de Rossby vont aubes de turbines a~ronautiques modernes
respectivement de 10000 A 60000 et de 0 A ont des formes gdometriques complexes.
0,45. Dans ces conditions il est montr6 un Cette complexit6 risulte de contraintes
accroissement des 6changes thermiques sur technologiques mais aussi du souci
la face dite de pression qui peut d'intensifier les 6changes convectifs
atteindre un facteur multiplicatif de 3. (pr~sence de perturbateurs aux parois,
Cependant que sur la face oppos~e une augmentation de la turbulence des
d~croissance est constat~e qui peut 6coulements internes) et donc l'efficacit6
atteindre un facteur de 0,4. Une du refroidissement. La rotation, par les
mod~lisation num~rique de tels Acoulements 6coulements secondaires qu'elle g~n~re, a
a 6t6 engag~e A l'aide d'un code Navier- 6galement un effet sur lea 6changes
Stokes 3D qui confirme les r~sultats convectifs internes du fait de la
exp~rimentaux. modification du champ de vitesse.

Dans un deuxibme temps, 1'ONERA a lanc6 Sur ces thAmes, 1'ONERA conduit des 6tudes
une Atude exp~rimentale et de mod6lisation exp~rimentales et num~riques. Les
des 6changes thermiques convectifs dans un premilres visent A 6valuer lea flux
canal statique de section carrie dont une thermiques 6changes sur parois lisses en
des parois internes est munie de pr~sence de la rotation (exp~rimentation
perturbateurs. La description du montage MERCI) [1], [2), et sur parois munies de
ainsi quo les premiers r~sultats perturbateurs en statique (experimentation
exp~rimentaux et num~riques sont expos~s. DELPHES) (3], [4]. Les secondes visent A

d~velopper un code Navier-Stokes 3D (code
ABSTRACT MATHILDA) apte A pr~voir de tels

6coulements (5]. La validation du code
In order to optimize the internal cooling numerique avec lea r~sultats exp~rimentaux
passages of turbine blades, it is constitue la liaison entre lea deux
necessary to acquire a better knowledge of activit~s.
heat transfers which result of such
complexe flows. Cot exposA, en reprenant lea th~mes ci-

dessus exposhs, montre l'Atat actuel de la
The geometry of the channels and the confrontation des r~sultats exp~rimentaux
rotation are major parameters of which we et numlriques.
study the effects.
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2. PRESENTATION DlU CODE MATHILDA Dans ces conditions l'Icoulement dans le
circuit de mesure peut avoir les

Le code MATHILDA (6] permet de traiter les caractiristiques suivantes:
6coulements compressibles fortement - tempirature g6n~ratrice Ti= 550 K
turbulents A l'intirieur de cavitds de - pression g~n6ratrice 1 bar<Pi<5 bars
formes complexes. - nombre de Reynolds 3,5.l0'<Re<7.105

- nonibre de Mach M4< 0,8
Les dquations de continuit6, de quantit6
de mouvement et d'6nergie sont exprimdes La section utile de mesure du flux
dans un rep&re galil6en 1i6 a la g~om6trie thermique ast constitu~e par une plaque
ou dventuellement dans un rep&re mobile plane amovible de 250 mm de long, de
tournant A la vitesse angulaire a3 autour faible 6paisseur 3 mm, munie de
d'un axe. Dans ce cas la rothalpia ou perturbateurs de 5 mm par 5 mm espac6s de
enthalpie de rotation ast introduite. 50 mm. Elle est 6quip~e de thermocouples
La turbulence est d6crite par le mod~la K- da masse install~s en rainures. La paroi
L. Les daux grandeurs K at L mont en vim A vim est constitu~e d'un hublot en
calculdes en chaque point du champ grAce saphir qui autorise la mesure da
A deux 6quations de bilan. Las geometries tempdrature da surface de la plaque par
complexes sont trait~es grace & une thermographie infrarouge.
transformation r~guli~re 6ventuellament
fonction du temps qui fait passer dui Un maillage de la section mediane de la
domaine physique (coordonn~es x, y. z) au plaque est utilisA comma domaine de calcul
domaine da calcul. Dans l'aspaca ainsi pour un coda num~rique de conduction qui
transform6 un maillage naut 6tra construit donna la champ thermique an fonction de
par simple discritisation (indices I, J, conditions aux frontidres. Un procassus
K des mailles). Autrement dit, on paut se it~ratif qui porte sur l'ajustement du
repr~santer le rdsaau dans i'espace coefficient d'6change convactif plaque-
transform& comma un assemblage de domaines 6coulement permat d'idantifier en tous las
paralldl~pip~diquas images de volumes points de la section mediana de la plaque
6l6mentaires A six faces at huit sommets. at an particulier aux points de mesure las
Certains da cam domaines 6volutions temporallas de tamp~rature
parall~l~pip~diques rap~r~s par in code calculdes at mesurdas (figure 2).
approprid appartiennant aux conditions aux
limites: paroim fixes ou mobiles, antrdes 3.2. Confrontation exodrience-calcul
at sorties de fluide. Las dchanges numdrigue
thermiquas fluide-paroi sont schdmatisds
par das lois de paroi. Las conditions aux Des comparaisons de r~sultats issus de
limites possibles sont varides: pression, Ilexp~rience at dui calcul num~rique
tempdrature, d~bit par unitd de surface, MATHILDA ont 6t6 faites pour las valeurs
direction d'injaction, vitasse angulaire, successivas du nombre de Reynolds 420000,
taux at dchalla de turbulence, flux de 560000, 700000 at i la pression
chaleur ... La temps de calcul est suivant q~n~ratrice de 3 bars (figures 3, 4, 5).
las cam de l'ordra da 12 A 20 pis par Las ecarts maximum antre l'expdrienca at
maille par it~ration at par dquation sur le calcul mont not~s sur las sommets des
CRAY XMP. perturbateurs at sont dOs A la r~solution

de la camdra I.R. Derridre las
3. ECHANGES THERMIOUES DANS LES CANAUX perturbateurs, Ilaccord entre l'axp~rience
STATIQUES at le calcul est satisfaisant, sauf a

1'aval dui premier perturbateur oQ las
3.1. Pr~sentation dui montage DELPHES prof ils mesur~s at calculbs mont inverses.

La montage DELPHES (fiqure 1) est une 4. ECHANGES THERNIOUES DANS LES CANAUX EN
soufflerie chauda destineAa a l'tude de ROTATION
Ilinfluance de perturbataurs an paroi sur
las dchanges convectifs dans un canal 4.1. Pr~sentation dii montage ?4ERCI
rectiligna de section carr~e 50x50 mm2. La
flux thermique est d~duit de l'Avolution La montage MERCI est in banc d'assai d6Aj
temporelle de la tempdrature de surface ancian qui nWest plus axploitdA a lheura
relev6e an transitoira par thermocouples actuelle. Ce banc at las r~sultats
at par thermographie infrarouga. exp~rimentaux obtenus ont 6t6 pr~sent~s
L'Acoulament d'air chaud est ganerd par lors de congrbs ASME at AGARO (1], (2], il
una chambre de combustion A fort taux de nWest donc pas n~cassaire d'y ravenir de
dilution qui porte l'Acoulement A une manidre d~taill~e seulement pour dire qua
temp~rature de 550 K. Un m~langeur assure las mesures sont de nature tharmique.
Ilhomogdn~isation en temp~rature de Aucune investigation de 1'Acoulement
l'&couleinent. Une vanna bypass permet (champ de pression ou champ de vitesse)
d'anvoyer l'&coulament chaud vars le n'y a jalnais 6t6 faita.
circuit 1 at ainsi de r~aliser des
transitoires thermiques. La circuit 1 se La maquatte instriimant~e en thermocouples
divise an deux circuits la at lb. La de masse est un canal de section
circuit ha comporte la section utile de rectangulaire en forme d'Aipingle A cheveu
mesura du flux thermique; he circuit lb de qui tourne autour d'un axe perpendiculaire
d~charge permet l'ajustament dui d~bit at A l'axe du canal (figure 6). L'air qui
de la prassion. circule A h'int~rieur reqoit in flux

thermique au contact des quatre parois
chauff6es ext6rieurement par in flux de
rayonnement calibre. Un bilan thermique
gui tient coinpte de la conduction dana lea
parois (an rhgime stabilis6 aussi bien
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qu'en transitoire), & partir de la 5. CONCLUSION
connaissance de la tempdrature de surface
du canal (thermocouples et pyromitrie L'association sur un mime thime d'itude
infrarouge), de la connaissance du flux de des approches expirimentale et numirique,
rayonnement incident, de l'ivolution de la permet d'acquirir une bonne comprihension
tempirature de l'icoulement, permet de des phinombnes physiques et d'avoir une
remonter au flux thermique local face par solide base de validation.
face. La figure 7 montre l'ivolution de ce
flux convectif dans une section Du point de vue expirimental il serait
transversale du canal centrifuge. binifique de pouvoir disposer d'un carnal

tournant muni de perturbateurs. En canal
Les caractiristiques du montage sont: statique il est privu d'obtenir des
- une maquette de section rectangulaire risultats sur un canal qui suit un coude,

rapport des cotis a/b= 2, diamitre tout en faisant des expirimentations a
hydraulique 13,3mm, caractare plus airodynamique.

- une vitesse de rotation pouvant
atteindre 5000 tr/mn, Du point de vue numirique il est important

- une tempirature de surface de 773*K, de pousuivre le travail d'amilioration de
- nombre de Reynolds 10000 A 60000, la prdvision des echanges thermiques aux
- nombre de Rossby 0 & 0,5 patois.
- nombre de Rayleigh 90.10' A 150.106.
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Discussion
QUESTION 1:

DISCUSSOR: B.E. Launder, UMIST
Will more details of your work be given in the final version of the paper than appear in the
conference version? There are no grid details or demonstrations of grid sensitivity.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
I presume you are referring to the results presented in Figures 10, 11, and 12. These
figures were obtained from color graphic representations of the results and are given in
their final form. The results, however, are presented elsewhere (see our references) and
we will, of course, supply you with details if you wish.
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SUMMARY p Rib pitch
Pr Prandtl number

This paper presents the results of an experimental programme c4 Heat flux

aimed at investigating the effect of Coriolis forces and Re Reynolds number

centripetal buoyancy on forced convection in an internally Ro Rossby number
finned circular tube which rotates about an axis orthogonal T Local fluid bulk temperature

to the tube's central axis. This geometric arrangement B

typifies the internal coolant channels of gas turbine rotor TW Local wall temperature

blades. w Mean axial velocity

z Axial location
It is demonstrated that, as with smooth-walled tubes, Z Non-dimensionalised axial location

Coriolis-driven secondary flows give rise to relatively
better heat transfer on the trailing edge of the tube Greek Symbols
compared with that on the leading edge. Leading edge heat

transfer is shown to be significantly impaired in relation 1 Volume expansion coefficient

to that which occurs under non-rotating conditions. E Eccentricity parameter

p Density
Centripetal buoyancy is shown to improve local heat transfer gt Absolute viscosity

on the leading and trailing edges for a given value of the to Angular velocity

through flow Reynolds number and the Rossby number. * Functional relationship

Although duct rotation tends to improve heat transfer on the INTRODUCTION
trailing edge in comparison with normal stationary duct

forced convection, serious overprediction of heat transfer State of the art cooling of aero gas turbine rotor blading

results from ignoring rotational effects on the leading in the high pressure stages involves the use of internal

edge. This is an important observation in the context of the airways which incorporate a variety of surface heat transfer

design of turbine rotor blade cooling systems. augmentation devices, including combinations of fins, ribs

NOMENCLATURE and other artificial surface roughening aids. These internal
airways permit compressor-bled cooling air to flow in a

English Symbols predominantly spanwise direction along the blade, in either

the radially outward or inward direction, as illustrated in
A Coefficient Figure 1. This rotating duct/flow geometry is often referred

Bu Buoyancy parameter to as orthogonal-mode rotation in the technical literature

c Constant pressure specific beat and this descriptor will be adopted in the present paper.

d Diameter of tube measured at a rib Since the coolant is constrained to flow in a channel which

D Plain tube diameter is rotating, it is influenced by Coriolis and centripetal

k Thermal conductivity inertial forces which can drastically change the relative

H Eccentricity at entry plane of heated tube flow field, and consequently the surface heat transfer, in

I Rib land comparison to the usual forced convection situation which

Nu Local Nusselt number occurs with a stationary coolant hole.

n Exponent Because of its relevance to rotor blade cooling considerable
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interest has been shown in determining the effect of the practically important problem of assessing the influence
orthogonal-mode rotation on convective heat transfer in of orthogonal-mode rotation on convection in tubes fitted
smooth-walled tubes and a variety of cross sectional shapes with heat transfer augmentation devices has been not
have been studied from both the theoretical and experimental received as much attention to date. Clearly numerous
viewpoint, see references (1) through (27) by way of geometric arrangements of ribs, fins, artificial roughening,
example. The following salient points illustrate the main etc may be devised for blade cooling applications. Before a
features of this class of rotary flow heat transfer particular configuration is introduced into service,
situation which have arisen from these investigations and however, its performance must be adequately assessed and
serve as necessary background to the work to be reported in this involves time consuming and expensive research and
the present paper. development programmes.

Coriolis forces generate a strong secondary flow in planes In an attempt to develop a fundamental understanding of the
perpendicular to the main spanwise flow direction. The combined effect of surface enhancement devices and
resulting spiralling flow along the duct causes core region orthogonal-mode rotation on ducted flow heat transfer, the
fluid to move towards the trailing or rearward edge of the present authors have selected a simple, but practical, test
duct with a return flow along the duct periphery towards the geometry for a detailed experimental study under laboratory
leading or forward edge, as illustrated in Figure 2 for a conditions. The actual test geometry, illustrated in Figure
circular-sectioned duct. 3, is comprised of a circular-sectioned tube fitted with

full circumferential transverse ribs at regular downstream

This secondary flow tends to improve local cooling in the intervals. The geometric specification may be described in
vicinity of the trailing edge in relation to that at the terms of the three non-dimensional groups defined in Figure
leading edge due to the washing effect of the relatively 3. For this initial set of experiments the relative size of
cool core fluid. the ribs was selected to give geometrical parameters typical

of those in current practical cooling system designs and the

The relative impediment to heat transfer in the leading edge actual values used are cited below.
regions can give rise to conditions which are worse than
those suggested by treating the problem by stationary duct Pitch/plain bore diameter ratio = 2
forced convection methods. This is important from the design Blockage ratio = 0.36
viewpoint since hot spots can develop as a consequence near Land/pitch ratio = 0.1
the leading edges of the coolant channel.

The present paper reports the effect of the ribs on normal
When large wall to fluid temperature differences are present stationary duct forced convection in comparison with a
the Coriolis-driven flow field is modified due to smooth-walled circular-sectioned tube and then demonstrates
centripetal buoyancy. Various workers have suggested that the effect of orthogonal-mode rotation on the stationary
this mechanism can improve or impair the relative heat ribbed configuration. Local axial distributions of heat
transfer around the periphery of the coolant channel cross transfer are presented for the leading and trailing edges of
sectional shape being considered. Although this additional the test section.
effect is not yet fully understood, probably due to complex
changes in the flow smtcture as a result of rotation (see APPARATUS
Johnson et al (5) and unpublished flow visualization studies
by (Morris and Claypole (28)), a recent proposal for a The test section constructional details are shown in Figure
possible empirical correlating factor including the 4. The heated test section (1) had a plain tube bore
simultaneous effect of Coriolis forces and centripetal diameter of 10 mm with an outer diameter of 13 mm. The rib
buoyancy has been proposed by Morris and Salemi (26). This pitch was 20 mm and each of the five ribs machined onto the
will be discussed in greater detail later in this paper when inner bore had a land of 2 mm. The bore diameter measured at
new experimental data is presented. each rib section was 6 mm, thus creating a blockage ratio of

0.36. A plain bore heated section nominally 25 mm long
An important point concerning the effect of orthogonal-mode preceded the first rib and an identical plain bore heated
rotation on convective heat transfer has been raised by section was incorporated downstream of the final rib as
Medwell et al (22) and Taylor et al (25), (27) and this shown in the figure. This test piece was machined from a
reflects the manner in which conduction in the duct wall can solid bar of ceramic glass having a thermal conductivity of
smooth out the rotationally driven peripheral asymmetry in 1.3 W/m K and was held between inlet and exit insulated
convection. These workers have demonstrated the need to support bushes, (2) and (3) respectively, to give an
treat the analysis of experimental data from a systems actively heated test length of 130 mm. The support bushes
viewpoint which includes circumferential conduction in the and test section were enclosed in an aluminium tube (4)
duct walls. The omission of this effect could well explain fitted with external "0" ring seals (5) at both ends.
discrepancies in the reported data of various researchers to
date. Twelve Chromel/Alumel thermocouples were attached to two

diametrically opposed edges of the test section at axial
Although numerous smooth-walled ducts have been studied, locations indicated in Figure 3 to permit the wall
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temperature to be measured along the leading and trailing fluid bulk temperature was calculated by means of an
edges of the section. These thermocouples were embedded in enthalpy balance. Thus from knowledge of heat flux, wall
the wall of the test section so that their sensing beads temperature and fluid bulk temperature, the heat transfer
were 1 mm deep measured from the outer diameter of the test coefficient distributions along the duct could be calculated
section. The axial distribution of the thermocouples and presented non-dimensionally in terms of a local Nusselt
corresponded approximately to the centre land and mid-pitch number on the leading and trailing edges of the duct. It
locations with minor discrepancies to blend with a screw should be pointed out that, when dealing with the smooth-
thread machined on the outer surface to locate the heating walled tube, the measured wall temperatures were corrected
wire used. Chromel/Alumel thermo-couples, with their sensing to give the implied surface temperature using a straight
beads located on the duct axis in the inlet and exit bushes, forward one dimensional conduction correction through the
permitted the air temperature rise to be assessed. tube wall. Owing to difficulties in making full surface

temperature measurements over the finned surfaces, the wall
The tube was electrically heated with Nichrome resistance temperatures used in the analysis at a ribbed location was
wire spirally wound into the screw thread machined on the taken to be the corrected equivalent smooth-walled value as
outer surface of the tube. Thermocouple and heater cables described above. In other words a wall temperature corrected

were brought from the test assembly through holes machined to the root of a rib was used. At mid-nib locations the
in the exit support bush (3). The space between the outer smooth walled technique was still applicable.
surface of the glass tube and the inner surface of the
encapsulating sheath (4) was filled with Fiberfrax thermal The method of non-dimensional data presentation follows
insulation to minimise external heat loss from the module, ideas presented previously by the authors, see reference

(26). However in the interest of completeness this method is
The instrumented test section was fitted into a spin rig briefly repeated as follows.
facility so that the eccentricity, measured at the cross
sectional plane where heating commenced, was 270 mm. This The usual forced convection mechanism present in the tube is
spin rig incorporated a drive system, an air plenum and modified due to the presence of Coriolis forces and
supply system, a thermocouple instrumentation slipring and a centripetal buoyancy. The Coriolis effects may be expressed
power slipring for the electrical heater. Further details on non-dimensionally in terms of a Rossby number, Ro, defined
the spin facility, including an air delivery system and data as
acquisition system, have been reported by the authors in
reference (26). Figure 5 shows the final internal flow Ro = w/QD (1)
circuit for air delivery to the test section.

and the centripetal buoyancy via a buoyancy parameter, Bu,
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND DATA defined as
PRESENTATION

Bu = 1l(Tw - TB) (2)
The programme of tests undertaken involved four nominal

Reynolds number values in the range 15000(5000)30000. These
nominal values were based on the inlet temperature of the together with an eccentcity parameter, , defined as
air entering the test section. Four rotational speeds were
used, namely 0, 1000, 2000 and 2700 rev/min and, for each t = H/D (3)
Reynolds number/speed option, five different levels of where all symbols are as defined in the Nomenclature
heater power were used. A maximum wall temperature was

section.
imposed at 180IC for test section integrity reasons. At each
individual test the mass flow rate was adjusted to ensure The net result of including these additional groups into
that each nominal Reynolds number value was held to within the well known non-dimensional heat transfer relationships
±1l%. for forced convection in ducts is an equation, which may be

applied to any circumferential location on the tube wall,
The power dissipated in the heater section is not entirely having the structure
transferred to the fluid due to external losses and
conduction along the duct wall. Duct wall conduction was Nu = 0(Re, Pr, Ro, Bu, c, Z) (4)
minimised by using low conductivity machinable glass for the where
manufacture of the test section itself. A series of heat
loss calibrations was undertaken to establish the external
loss characteristics of the test section at all rotational Nu = 4D/k(TW-TB) (Nusselt number) (5)

speeds tested. An energy balance at each axial location
where wall temperature measurements were effected permitted Re = pwD/g4 (Reynolds number) (6)
the associated wall value of heat flux to be calculated at
those locations. Pr = ;ic/k (Prandtl number) (7)

Having determined the axial variation of heat flux, the and
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Z = z/D (Downstream location) (8) nature, thus confirming the expected axisymmemc heat
transfer behaviour.

with all symbols again defined in the Nomenclature. Note

that equation (4) by implication, in the context of the Figure 7 compares the axial development of local heat

present paper, is applicable for a specified rib/tube transfer, expressed in the form of the local Nusselt number,

geometry. A fuWl description of the physical derivation of for the smooth and ribbed tube cases. For the reasons

non-dimnsional groups applicable to a rotating duct system mentioned above it is suggested that the final section of

is given in Morris (11) the test section, beyond the mid-rib location between the
fourth and fifth rib, is ignored from subsequent analysis.

The results of all tests undertaken were evaluated on a The smooth wall data follows the well known classical
local basis using the non-dimensional groups described development where a region of high heat transfer, in the
above. All property values needed were calculated at the immediate entry region, asymptotes towards a fully developed

locally prevailing bulk temperature of the fluid. A or terminal Nusselt number value as the thermal boundary

discussion of the results obtained now follow, layer becomes progressively established.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The undulations in the wall temperature created by the ribs
are reflected in the local Nusselt number distributions and

Results obtained from a series of experiments, using the this is also shown in Figure 7. Since the local heat flux is
same test section constructional details and data processing relatively uniform and the wall temperature decreases
procedure as described above, have already been published by cyclically then there has to be a consequential cyclically
the authors for the smooth-walled situation, see reference increasing Nusselt number in the direction of flow. This
(26). This data is used here in order to demonstrate the tendency is clearly shown in the figure.
improvement in heat transfer created by the incorporation of

the ribs for the case of zero rotation. The zero rotation If the variation of Prandti number is ignored over the fluid
ribbed tube data is subsequently used for assessing the temperature range covered in the present work, then the
influence of rotation on the ribbed tube performance. local Nusselt number at a specified axial location in the

duct will have the customary forced convection form
With ribs fined, an examination of the raw experimental Nu = A Ren (9)
data demonstrated an immediate fundamental change in

comparison to the plain tube situation. This is illustrated where A and n are constants. For the range of Reynolds
in Figure 6, where typically measured axial distributions of numbers tested data obtained at rib and mid-rib locations
wall and fluid bulk temperature are shown. The experimental were analysed in terms of equation (9) and the appropriate

control approximated well to a uniform heat flux boundary constants evaluated. The numerical results of this empirical
condition. Under these circumstances the fluid bulk analysis are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The following points
temperature increases linearly and, as the flow develops in are worthy of note.
a smooth-walled tube, the wall temperature tends to become

parallel to the bulk fluid temperature. This tendency is For the ribbed locations, the exponent, n, tended to
clearly evident in the smooth-walled distribution shown in decrease as the rib number increased. Extrapolation
Figure 6a. It should be noted that the final 20% of the test backwards towards the inlet section preceding the first rib

section suffers an end loss effect which tends to lower the suggests that this exponent approaches the well established
wall temperature in this region and it is customary to omit 0.8 value for smooth-walled forced convection in ducts. A
this final section from detailed analysis in forced similar exponent trend was found for the mid-rib locations,
convection experimental work. This procedure will also be although the decrease in exponent was less marked. The

adopted when derived data is analysed later for the ribbed variation of the exponent, n, is plotted against axial
tube situation and effectively omits the fifth rib region location in Figure 8 where the above mentioned trends are

from our detailed analysis. clearly shown. It is probable that, as the flow pattern

establishes itself in a multi ribbed tube, these exponents
With ribs fitted, see Figure 6b, the wall temperature tended will asymptote to a constant value. This has strong support
to vary cyclically in the downstream direction, with regions from the finite element analysis of this flow geometry

of relatively higher temperature occurring at the ribs reported by Taylor et al (27).
themselves. This suggests that the flow field is producing
higher heat transfer coefficients in the mid region between Rib location A n
ribs, probably due to flow re-attachment downstream of each

rib. Although the wall temperature was found in all cases of I 0.092 0.724
the ribbed tube to vary in a cyclic manner, it was also 2 0.176 0.668
observed that the wall temperature tended to decrease in the 3 0.352 0.609
downstream direction for rib and mid-rib locations over the 4 0.515 0.589
first four ribs. It is important to note that there was no
evidence of temperature variations between the leading and

trailing edges in the absence of rotation of any substantial Table 1: Empirical correlationm for rib locatiom
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other workers in this field, this implies a serious
Midrib location A npotential overheat situation on the leading edge if

rotational effects are ignored in the rotor blade

1-2 0.084 0.749 app

2-3 0.125 0.725 Figure 12 shows the corresponding trends found for local
3-4 0.221 0.681 heat transfer on the tailing edge. Again the effect of

increasing the buoyancy parameter, whilst maintaining a

fixed value of Reynolds and Rossby number, was to produce
Table 2: Empirical correlations for mid-rib locations progressive increases in the trailing edge heat transfer in

the main. However in this case, the local heat transferThe coefficients, A, from equation (9) are also given in tedtobenacdirltonothsainryuttends to be enhanced in relation to the stationary duct
Tables 1 and 2. The values tended to increase in the situation.
downstream direction with relatively lower values occurring
in the midrib locations as illustrated in Figure 8. Thus far the general effects of rotation found with the

ribbed duct have been similar in qualitative terms to those
The overall complexity of the flow field and associated heat

transfer which occurs when this ribbed duct was rotated is noted by other workers studying the smooth-walled situations
and, in particular, the complementary study undertaken by

evident from the typical wall temperature distributions the present authors (reference (26)). In this respect the
shown in Figure 9. These results, which are typical for al general trends found may be summarised as follows.

rotating tests, clearly illustrate the circum-ferential

variation in heat transfer produced due to the Coriolis- Coriolis forces are still significantly affecting the ribbed

driven cross stream secondary flow. The trailing edge of the duct flow field by the generation of a cross steam

duct was consistently found to operate at a lower secondary flow which enhances local heat transfer on the

temperature than its leading counterpart in a similar manner trailing edge of the duct in relation to the leading edge.
to that found with the smooth-walled tube (see reference Although there is a tendency for a net beneficial effect oftooato tha foun wwilin thee seriouslle tubeien (se reernc

(26)). It is interesting to note also that the cyclical rotation on the tailing edge, serious impediment to the
local heat tran, sfer has been noted on the leading edge in

ripples in wall temperature, noted with the stationary
ribbed duct, were still in evidence on the trailing edge but comparison to what might be expected in the absence of

this rippling was severely suppressed on the leading edge. rotation. As will be shown below, reductions in leading edge

It is not possible to fully explain this effect with the heat transfer up to approximately 25% compared to the

present data but it is very likely that changes to the basic stationary case have been detected during these exploratory
turbulent flow structure is occurring on the leading edge. experiments, particularly in the mid-fin locations.
This has been observed and noted in references (5) and (28) Improvements in heat transfer up to approximately 25% have
for the smooth-walled case. been measured on the tailing edge.

In their work with the smooth-walled duct, the present
Figure 10 shows the form of local Nusselt number variations authors proposed a method of correlating the combined effect
calculated from the data processing technique described of Coriolis forces and centripetal buoyancy by means of a
above and the marked relative improvement in heat transfer parameter involving the quotient of the buoyancy parameter
on the trailing edge is clearly shown. The suppression of with the Rossby number. Thus by plotting the ratio of the

the wall temperature ripple on the leading edge is also Nusselt number obtained with rotation against that obtained
clearly reflected in this local Nusselt number plot Similar without rotation but with the corresponding Reynolds number,
trends were detected for all rotational tests undertaken. it was possible to give a strong tendency to collapse all

rotational data onto unique curves for the leading and
Prior to conducting the rotational experiments, it was felt trailing edges. The proposal also worked well for the
that there would be a strong possibility that the influence experimental data of Wagner et al (19) obtained with a

of centripetal buoyancy would be small in relation to the smooth-walled square sectioned duct.
combined complexity of the presence of the ribs and the
Coriolis-driven secondary flow. It was surprising therefore This method of data presentation has also been attempted
to note the comparative results shown in Figure 1I. Here, with the present data for the ribbed duct. Thus, in Figure
for two Reynolds numbers and the highest rotational speed 13 for the fin locations, are shown the plots of the Nusselt
used, are shown the trends found by increasing the buoyancy number ratios obtained with and without rotation against the
parameter whilst effectively keeping the Reynolds and Rossby combined rotational parameter, 0 AT/Ro, proposed for the
numbers fixed. Note that this effectively means running at smoothed walled case. The data clearly shows in the main,
progressively higher heat fluxes. the significant enhancements and impediments to heat

transfer which can occur as a result of rotation, although

There was a systematic tendency for the heat transfer to the tendency to collapse data uniquely is not as good as
increase with increases in the buoyancy parameter although, that found with the smooth-walled ducts. This clearly
in the main, significant impediment to the local leading reflects the total complexity of the flow field created with
edge heat transfer was noted in comparison to the stationary a rotating ribbed duct. A similar plot for the mid-fin
tube situation. As with the smooth-walled results quoted by regions is shown in Figure 14, where similar overall
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observations may be made. 7. Metzger, D.E. and Stan, R.L. "Entry Region Heat
Transfer in Rotating Radial Tubes", AIAA 15th

In conclusion the following broad observations result from Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Los Angeles, Paper 77-189,
this investigation. 1977.

As with smooth-walled ducts, Coriolis forces are still 8. Skiadaresis, D. and Spalding, D.B."Heat Transfer in a
capable of significantly modifying the flow field and the Pipe Rotating about a Perpendicular Axis". ASME Paper
corresponding local heat transfer along the duct. The 77-WA/HT-39, 1977.
general effects are similar to smooth-walled observations in
that the trailing edge heat transfer is significantly 9. Zysina-Molozken, L.M. Dergach, A.A. and Kogan, G.A.
better, in relative terms, than that on the leading edge. "Experimental Investigation of Heat Transfer in a

Radially Rotating Pipe", HGEEE High Temp., 14, 988,
Significant reductions in heat transfer compared to that 1977.
suggested for stationary ducts with the same coolant flow
rates are likely on the leading edges of ribbed ducts. This 10. Morris, W.D. and Ayhan, T."Observations on the
is an important result in terms of the design of cooled Influence of Rotation on Heat Transfer in the Coolant
rotor blades in that "hot spots" may occur in practice if Channels of Gas Turbine Rotor Blades", Proc. Inst.
rotational effects are not adequately taken into account. Mech. Eng., 193, 21, 303, 1979.

Increasing the buoyancy parameter at fixed levels of the
Reynolds and Rossby numbers tends to improve the heat 11. Morris, W.D. "Heat Transfer in Rotating Coolant
transfer, in relative terms, on both leading and trailing Channels", Research Studies Press, John Wiley and
edges. Although certainly not definitive, the use of the Sons, 1981.
rotational parameter combining the effect of Coriolis forces
and centripetal buoyancy clearly illustrates the levels of 12. Morris, W.D. and Ayhan, T. "Experimental Study of
heat transfer change likely to occur as a consequence of Turbulent Heat Transfer in a Tube which Rotates about
rotation. an Orthogonal Axis", Proc. XIV ICHMT Symposium on

Heat and Mass Transfer in Rotating Machinery,
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Turbulent Flow and Heat Transfer in Idealized Blade Cooling Passages

T. Bo and B.E. Launder
UMIST

Manchester
U.K.

U~j mean velocity in direction x,
1. ABSTRACT W streamwise mean velocity
The paper brings together recent research at UMIST W bulk mean averaged velocity
directed at the prediction of flow through tight, square- x direction parallel to symmetry plane
sectioned U-bends rotating in orthogonal mode. The xj Cartesian space coordinate
cases of flow through rotating straight ducts and stationary y direction normal to symmetry plane
U-bends are considered first to allow comparison with Z direction along duct axis
experimental data; finally, having demonstrated the level
of accord achieved with experiment, predictions for the C dissipation rate of turbulence energy
rotating U-bend are provided. A fairly simple turbulence 6 turbulent temperature fluctuation
model has been adopted with the usual high Reynolds E mean temperature
number k-c model being interfaced with a 1-equation X thermal diffusivity
near-wall model. To achieve, in the case of the U-bend, P dynamic viscosity
grid independent behaviour with the available computer v kinematic viscosity
core, a bounded third-order discretization of convective vt turbulent kinematic viscosity
transport had to be applied to all dependent variables. p density

Ii angular rotation vector
The agreement with the available experimental data is
broadly satisfactory in the case of the rotating straight Subscript
duct (the substantial modifications to the Nusselt number 0 value under non-rotating conditions
on the pressure and suction faces of the duct due to overbar averaged value: time or space averaging
Coriolis and buoyant forces being well reproduced. according to context
Agreement is less complete in the case of the U-bend but
even so the predicted levels of Nusselt number and the 2. INTRODUCTION
distribution of velocity downstream of the bend are A recent contribution by Dutoya et al [1] has strikingly
broadly in line with experiment. demonstrated the power of CFD software to reproduce the

complex flow patterns that arise in a rotating, rectangular-
The results point to the desirability of incorporating sectioned U-bend analogous to those occurring in the
second-moment closure into the bend-flow calculations as cooling passages of turbine blades. Before quantitative
models of this type have a track record of capturing the reliance can be placed on CFD computations, however,
sensitivity of the turbulent stresses to complex strains both the adequacy of the numerical resolution and the
better than the eddy viscosity model adopted here. turbulence model need to be thoroughly validated. The

present article reports CFD research at UMIST directed at
NOMENCLATURE both these aspects of predicting internal blade cooling.

The principal cases considered are a rotating square-
D hydraulic diameter of duct (equal to dimensions sectioned straight duct and a stationary U-bend for both

of sides) of which experimental data are available. Finally
k turbulent kinetic energy applications are presented for the case of a rotating U-
I turbulent length scale bend.
Nu Nusselt number
P static pressure Section 3 summarizes the numerical and physical models
rc mean radius of bend adopted in this work while applications are presented in
iuii Reynolds stresses Section 4.
ui fluctuating velocity component in direction x,
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3. THE MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL model [6] is adopted over the core region. The details of
MODEL the model are given in Table 1. In fact two forms of 1-eq

scheme have been adopted - a genuine fixed-length-scale
3.1 The Mean-Flow Equations treatment and one where the slope adjusts to length scale
The Reynolds and continuity equations describing the levels in the outer region.
motion of turbulent flow in an arbitrarily rotating
coordinate system may be written 3.3 The Numerical Solvers

Elliptic and parabolic 3-dimensional finite-volume solvers
~rj~)have been employed in the present study for the U-bend

a = _o ÷_lI -apul and rotating straight duct computations respectively. Each
&J % ^'is an adaptation of UMIST's semi-elliptic duct flow code

(1) SEDUCT developed by lacovides [7] and reported in
-2peL2PU1  several previous publications, e.g. [2, 3]. They are based

on the pressure-correction strategy of Patankar and
Spalding [8] while the general program structure is that of

-P((JxJfi - L2JxJQJ) the TEACH family of computer codes.

The parabolic solver retains the practices of the parent
code [7] for discretizing convective transport: quadratic

(pU) 0 (2) upstream interpolation [91 is applied to cross-stream
IXi velocity components and temperature while a hybrid

treatment is applied to all other dependent variables with
U, being the mean velocity vector, fi the coordinate the changeover from central to upwind differencing
rotation vector and U7 the unknown Reynolds stress, occurring at a cell Reynolds number of 2.
The local density p is related to the mean temperature 0
through More extensive adaptations have been necessary in

constructing the elliptic code, details of which arc
p = p0OJ0 (3) reported by Bo and lacovides [10]. The fully-elliptic

treatment greatly increased storage requirements relative
and the temperature is obtained from the energy equation to the semi-elliptic code but it meant that more accurate

interpolation practices could be adopted. The
_O-(P ) = •. J9 --[" (4) "streamwise" velocity component was now treated in theaxJ 8x !J same way as those in the cross-stream plane. In place ofthe original quadratic upwind interpolation [9], a bounded

version, LODA, (Local Oscillation Damping Algorithm)
where uj0 is the kinematic turbulent heat flux. due to Zhu and Leschziner [11], was implemented due to

its improved stability for negligible loss of accuracy.
3.2 The Turbulence Model
The choice of turbulence model in the present study has It is generally supposed that a high-order discretization of
been a compromise between the goal of achieving convection in the k and c equations is not necessary
physical realism and the necessity of securing convergent because of the presence of large source and sink terms in
behaviour with good numerical accuracy. Our usual these equations. However, the fact that a fairly coarse
practice [2, 3] of applying high order discretization just on mesh had inevitably to be used in these 3D elliptic
the mean-field variables while retaining 1st-order upwind computations made us decide to explore the consequences
differencing on the turbulent quantities k and E proved to of adopting LODA on these turbulence variables also.
be unsatisfactory when handling the separated U-bend. This change introduced significant (additional)
However, due to the reduced stability that accompanies convergence difficulties which were eventually overcome,
the adoption of higher-order discretization, we have been however. The results, in fact, showed a strong
obliged to work within the framework of an eddy- dependence on discretization practice as is shown briefly
viscosity stress-strain relation, at least for this initial in Section 4 and more fully by Bo and lacovides [10).
study. For the rotating straight duct numerical problems
are less severe and we have in this case obtained results 4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
with a more advanced turbulence model that are to be
reported in detail in a forthcoming publication [4]; a brief 4.1 Grid-Dependence of Elliptic Computations
comparison with those results is included in §4. For the flow around the U-bend shown in Fig 1 extensive

grid-dependence tests were carried out with four different
The principal computational results have been obtained meshes and four different practices regarding the use of
with a hybrid eddy viscosity model in which, across the LODA (on all variables; on none; on mean-field
near-wall sublayer, a I-equation model [5] is applied quantities; and on all except e). Where LODA is not
while the usual, high Reynolds number form of the k-e employed the usual rst order HYBRID (upwind/central)
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scheme is adopted. Here, to indicate the degree of grid that turbulence-driven secondary flows and their
sensitivity, Figure 2 focuses on the mean axial velocity modification of the axial velocity were not accounted for.
profile on the plane of symmetry three diameters However, our experience of flows around unseparated U-
downstream of the bend exit. The behaviour at this bends [3] indicates that quite substantial changes in inlet
position is entirely typical. With the coarser 35 x 67 x conditions have an insignificant effect on the flow
133 mesh when HYBRID differencing is applied to all conditions at the bend exiL It seems probable that in this
variables the near-wall velocity on the left side (which separated U-bend minor inaccuracies in inlet conditions
corresponds with the inside of the bend) is nearly zero, will have an even smaller effect on the flow by the end of
indicating that the flow had reattached just a short the bend. Computations extended to 9D downstream of
distance upstream. Grid refinement to 35 x 77 x 177, the bend exit where zero-gradient values were applied to
where the extra thirty streamwise planes were all the secondary velocities, temperature and turbulence
concentrated within the bend itself, leads to a significant variables and the axial velocity was obtained from solving
increase in velocity near the inside wall, albeit well below the streamwise momentum equation with a uniform
that of the experiments. streaxnwise pressure gradient over the duct exit plane, the

magnitude of which adjusted to achieve compliance with
With LODA applied to all variables except c, the coarser continuity. At the wall mean velocity components and
grid produces a profile similar to that with HYBRID on turbulence energy were set to zero while the wall heat
the finer mesh. With the grid refinement, however, the flux was set to a uniform level. In fact the experiment
velocity near the left wall appreciably increases to pass adopted a transient technique to measure the heat transfer
close to the measured data. Somewhat coarser meshes coefficient and thus the actual boundary condition
have been adopted with LODA on all variables. With a corresponded neither to uniform wall temperature nor
35 x 67 x 103 grid (of which 50 planes lie in the 180' uniform wall heat flux. However, it is known that in
bend section), near-wall velocities are even higher than turbulent flow there is only a very weak dependence of
with the finer mesh in Fig 2b; moreover, a velocity heat transfer coefficients on the precise thermal boundary
minimum develops in the centre of the profile. When the condition.
grid is refined to 35 x 67 x 133 (with the extra
streamwise planes again being placed within the bend), Experimental velocity profiles have been reported [12] at
there is, in fact, very little change in the computed distances of ID and 3D downstream of the U-bend exit
behaviour. The results of this study left little doubt that and comparisons with these results are drawn in Fig 4-7.
the results obtained with LODA applied to all variables At ID downstream the flow is separated on the inside of
were the most accurate: not only was it the only scheme the U-bend. The experiments suggest that the separated
not to exhibit significant change to grid refinement but region is greatest along the plane of symmetry and
grid refinement applied to the other practices produced a diminishes along parallel traverse lines as one proceeds
shift in the computed behaviour towards that obtained towards the upper wall. The computations display a
with LODA on all variables - though they remained some velocity distribution broadly in accord with measurements
way off that limit. The fact that substantial grid-related though the separation does not significantly alter with
errors remain with these other two cases is further distance from the symmetry plane. The predicted
emphasized in Fig 3: the turbulent kinetic energies are turbulent kinetic energy profiles in Fig 5 indicate, in
appreciably higher than when LODA is applied to all accord with experiments, higher levels of k on the inside
variables, particularly so for the case where LODA is of the bend and lower on the outside. On the symmetry
applied to all variables except e. The reason for this is plane, however, measurements indicate levels in the centre
easily appreciated: LODA removes second-order false nearly twice as high as the predictions, possibly the result
diffusion but the first-order upwind differencing applied of higher secondary flow in the experiment. In contrast,
to e does not. So c, which is produced in regions of high the turbulence energy level near the outer wall is
turbulence energy production, leaks away by false overestimated by the computations. A possible cause for
diffusion giving appreciably too high turbulence energies this could be the acceleration of fluid on the outside of
partly because E is too small and partly because the the bend near the bend exit producing local thickening of
turbulent viscosity, cPk 2/e, becomes too high. As the viscous sublayer and a reduction of turbulence energy
indicated in §2, Bo and lacovides [101 provide a more generation. The level of the dimensionless streamwise
extensive account of these grid-dependency explorations, pressure gradient - v/pU3 dP/dz reaches a peak level of 3

x 10.2 in this region which certainly exceeds the value of
4.2 Developing Flow Around a Stationary U-Bend 10-2 above which sublayer thickening occurs, Bradshaw
The square section U-bend had an inlet tangent of [13].
approximately 30 hydraulic diameters and a mean bend
radius rc equal to 0.65D. A fully developed flow at a At 3D downstream, Fig 6, the flow has reattached on the
Reynolds number of W& is assumed at the entry plane inside wall. While computations agree with experiments
located 3D ahead of the curved section; these fully on this, the predictions have shown a too rapid
developed profiles were obtained from a separate acceleration of the flow on the inside wall as the positive
computation. The use of an eddy viscosity model meant (adverse) pressure gradient, present at the bend exit,
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becomes negative. This discrepancy points to a too low is usually the case in impinging flows [15], the use of a
computed viscosity level near the inside wall. Support for 1-equation near-wall model leads to an underestimate of
this is provided by the fact that when the diffusive upwind the peak heat transfer coefficient.
scheme is applied to the s equation, leading, as discussed
above, to excessive near-wall viscosities, agreement with 4.3 Rotating Straight Duct Rotating in Orthogonal
experiment is actually improved, Fig 2b. The computed Mode
turbulence energy at this downstream station, Figure 7, is The flow configuration is essentially that of the straight
markedly too low, particularly near the inner wall. inlet tangent of the U-bend shown in Fig 1. For these

three-dimensional parabolic computations a 35 x 67
A factor contributing to the disagreement is the mapped the half cross-section on one side of the
requirement that the near-wall turbulent length scale symmetry plane. The hydrodynamic entry conditions that
should equal that in equilibrium turbulence. Physically it most closely corresponded to those of the experiment
is reasonable to suppose that large external levels of appeared to be that of fully-developed flow in a stationary
length scale will tend to increase near-wall values of 1. duct with a uniform fluid temperature at entry. In making
A repeat set of computations have thus been made in heat transfer comparisons, in order to minimize the effects
which the sublayer length scale could adjust in magnitude of any inconsistencies between the numerical and the
according to the level of e prevailing in the fully turbulent experimental entry conditions, the values of the side-
region, see §2. The results from these computations are averaged Nusselt number were normalized by those of the
shown by a broken line in figures 4-7. While there are corresponding stationary duct at the same stage of thermal
only small differences in mean velocity at ID development. To distinguish, in the computations, the
downstream, there are perceptible improvements in the contribution made by Coriolis forces (as opposed to
predicted turbulence energies. At 3D downstream there Coriolis and buoyant forces in combination), computations
are noticeable changes to the mean velocity field as well were also made with the fluid density held strictly
as the turbulence energy, both indicating better accord constant - a practice that eliminates buoyant effects.
with data than obtained with the conventional 1 -eq near-
wall model, a result supporting the physical concept Computations have been made for rotation numbers of
behind its introduction. 0.12 and 0.24 for which conditions the Rayleigh numbers

(which increase as the square of the rotation speed are 2.5
The main practical goal is to be able to predict the x 107 and 108). These combinations of parameter values
resultant convective heat transfer pattern within and are broadly in line with those found in gas-turbine
downstream of the U-bend [14]. Fig 8 shows, in contour practice.
form, the distributions of local heat transfer coefficients
on the top wall of the U-bend. The values of heat- No experimental data of the velocity-field are available
transfer coefficient for both computation and experiment but the computed axial velocity contours and secondary
are those based on gas inlet temperature. The standard 1- flow vectors at the higher rotation rate (Ro - 0.24) are
equation/2-equation model captures the shape of the presented in Figures 10 and 11, the latter for the case with
contours fairly well. Indeed, if the heat-transfer density uniform. We note in Fig 10 the strong secondary
coefficients are averaged at any section we note in Fig 9a flow carrying near-wall fluid to the suction side, the
that the steep rise in mean heat-transfer coefficient establishment of a weak counter-rotating secondary vortex
through and downstream of the bend is very well near z/D1- 6.0 and its disappearance by z/D - 9.0. It is
captured. The measured heat-transfer coefficients for the also noted, Fig 11, that there is a considerable change
inner and outer walls of the U-bend adopted gas produced in both the axial and secondary velocity field if
temperatures measured 'in the vicinity of' the point on the density variations are suppressed. This testifies to the
surface. This brings a measure of uncertainty to their importance of buoyant influences at this pair of Ro/Ra
absolute values. The comparison of the side-averaged values. Interestingly, with buoyant forces suppressed, the
levels presented in Fig 9, however, serves to indicate the flow pattern near the pressure surface continues to change
overall behaviour. The computed maximum level on the appreciably up to 30D with a second vortex forming near
concave wall (Fig 9b) downstream of the bend is some the pressure surface at z/D - 20 and growing steadily in
40% above the measured value. It seems likely that the strength for the next ten hydraulic diameters. In contrast,
strong acceleration along the wall in this region partially when buoyancy effects are included, there is little change
"laminarizes" the near-wall layer depressing the heat- in the flow pattern beyond z4D - 9.0. The flow field at
transfer coefficients. For the inside wall, Fig 9c, no the lower rotation number (Ro - 0.12) shows qualitatively
measurements were obtained in the bend section itself. similar behaviour to that in Fig 10 with a secondary
Downstream of the bend the computed heat transfer vortex forming near the suction surface; there is no
coefficient rises more slowly than the measurements significant difference between the pattern with and
reaching a maximum value about two diameters further without buoyancy effects.
downstream than in the experiments. The reason for this
relative displacement of the peak h's is not clear since the This preliminary consideration of the velocity field is
reattachment length is apparently predicted accurately. As helpful in explaining features of the convective heat
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transfer results. Fig 12 shows, for Ro = 0.12, the is no tendency for this secondary eddy to be swamped by
development of the side-averaged Nusselt number relative the clockwise circulation induced by the bend, at least not
to that for a non-rotating duct. The computational over the frst half of the bend (Fig 15b). Separation
behaviour mimics quite accurately that of the experiments occurs on the inside wall near the comer close to the 1200
[16] with a steady augmentation of Nu on the pressure station (not shown). By 1500 (Fig 15c) there is backflow
surface and a corresponding depression on the suction across the complete width of the inner wall while the
surface. The reason is that warmed air close to the greatest extent of the separated region is reached between
pressure surface is continuously being drawn away, being 0.5 and 1.0 diameters downstream of the bend (Fig 15d).
replaced by cool, high velocity fluid, while the warmed
air accumulates on the suction side. There is little change It is interesting to compare this behaviour with that in the
in Nusselt number when density variations are suppressed non-rotating bend. At 600 (Fig 16a) the axial velocity
which is consistent with the velocity field being virtually contours are similar save that in the rotating case the end-
unaffected. wall boundary layers are much thinner while the

secondary flow forms just a single, clockwise vortex.
When the rotation rate is doubled, Fig 13, the effects of Separation from the inner wall occurs at about the same
rotation are stronger and, according to the experimental angular position but there are stronger three-dimensional
data, produce a rather irregular effect on the Nusselt variations in axial velocity, Fig 16(b and c) than in the
number on the suction side. Again this behaviour is quite rotating case.
well captured, particularly on the pressure surface. The
substantial dependence of the velocity field on whether or The variation of the side averaged Nusselt numbers is
not buoyant terms were included is reflected in the presented in normalized form in Fig 17. The normalizing
significantly different Nusselt number developments for parameter is the Nusselt number prevailing at the same
the two cases. Indeed, for the non-buoyant case the station for the non-rotating flow. Notice first that in the
increase in the Nusselt number on the pressure surface fully developed flow ahead of the bend, rotation raises the
beyond z/D = 20 is directly associated with the extra Nussclt on the top and pressure (outer) faces while
vortex formed near that surface. The least satisfactory reducing it on the inside. Passage around the bend brings
feature of the predictions is that, on the suction surface, the Nusselt number ratio close to unity on all surfaces by
the damping of heat transport (while mimicking the 1800 station - in other words, the mean heat transfer
qualitatively the somewhat irregular variation of the coefficient at bend exit is so dominated by the field
experiments) is insufficient: indeed, errors in Nu are as created by the bend that there is little effect of the
large as 50% in places. In a continuation of the present rotation.
work, the authors have found that replacing the eddy
viscosity model by a more elaborate second-moment The downstream development sees a gradual reversion to
closure leads to improved agreement, particularly on the the levels prevailing upstream of the bend. Only on the
suction surface, Fig 14. The details of those computations outer surface does this reversion appear to be monotonic,
are to be reported in a forthcoming publication [4]. however. Along the inner wall the normalized Nusselt

number falls to about 40% of that in the non-rotating bend
4.4 Flow Through a Rotating U-Bend before beginning its recovery. The top wall also records
The rotating flow case considered is that where the a decline in normalized Nusselt number before starting to
pressure face of the duct, at entry to the curved section, increase again, a process that is by no means complete by
corresponds with the outside of the bend, Fig 1. The the end of the calculation domain.
secondary flow due to the Coriolis force thus proceeds in
the same sense as that arising from curvature. Precisely 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
the same grid distribution was adopted as for the non- The paper has reported accurate numerical computations
rotating bend. The prescribed inlet conditions, three of turbulent flow and convective heat transfer in three-
diameters upstream of the bend, were those of fully dimensional flows generically similar to the cooling
developed flow in a rotating pipe. The rotation number passages of turbine blades. Overall, the simple two-layer
was 0.12 and, as for the stationary U-bend, the bulk turbulent viscosity model adopted in these studies captures
Reynolds number was 105. Although results have been the measured flow behaviour sufficiently well for it now
obtained using both HYBRID and LODA treatments of to be used, with caution, in passage design and hot-spot
convection, only the latter are reported here. diagnosis. In particular, the modification of Nusselt

number by Coriolis and buoyant forces in straight ducts,
The hydrodynamic results are summarized by way of producing an augmentation in Nu on the pressure face, is
secondary flow vectors and axial velocity contours. As accurately captured. The corresponding damping on the
noted in §4.3, in fully developed flow at Ro - 0.12 a suction surface is also reproduced though not as
secondary eddy near the suction surface is present in accurately.
rotating flow leading to the marked displacement of the
axial velocity contours seen in Fig 15a. Somewhat Likewise, the computed velocity field downstream of a
surprisingly, as the flow develops around the bend, there non-rotating U-bend reproduces with reasonable fidelity
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Table 1 The Turbulence Model Adopted

- _2 84k) = v, ýau' au,)

- vt ae
- UPO -___

aes

In fully turbulent region [61

- c V pkk /E

Dk I vý V, V)' UIUJ -

Dt j k -)i aXj

De a ý,+Vae - u C eiC eDt xj ) xj) Cel uiuj -•x - ce2 --

Dt &jI~ o-x -e Oxk 2 k

c, = 0.09 ; cI = 1.44; c, 2 = 1.92; ok = 1.0; oa = 1.3; u= 0.9

In viscosity-affected sublayer [51

vt = c k1 /2Q ; Uo = 0.9

o k from transport equation above

0 cly(1-exp-y*/A ) ; y Ymin

"0 Ec k3/2/9,; Q = cl (1 - exp - y*/A)

"o cu = 0.0 9 ; c, = 2 .4 ; AP = 62.5; AE = 3.80

Modified 1-equation model (originates with this study)

v, = c k /20P

o k from transport equation above

o 0 = C1 y [I1- exp (,JA 1 )] Rt = k2/vg E = F- 2v (o1k/cIy) 2

o e=k 3 /2/r ; Qt=ey[ 1 - exp (R/A,)]

o c= max[2.4, (k3/2ICy)intefd,,] ; AP = 182; AE = 11.7
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Fig 1 The flow configuration under study
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: E. Benz, University of Karlsruhe

How many grid points are used to resolve the near-wall region with the one-equation
turbulence model? Have you done grid independence tests for different numbers of grid
points clustered in the boundary layer?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
There are about twelve nodes in the one-equation region. We have not done grid
independence tests on these flows but have done so in earlier studies of fully developed

flow in rotating ducts (see lacoirdes & Launder Numerical Heat Transfer 1988).

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: P. Harasgama, ABB

How do you treat the turbulent Prandtl number in your modified one-equation model? It is
not stated in the paper.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
As with the other models, the turbulent Prandtl number is taken as 0.9.

QUESTION 3
DISCUSSOR: W.D. Morris, University of Swansea

Have you found the need to include the effect of thermal conductivity in the tube wall when
comparing heat transfer predictions with experimental data?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Not with the cases here reported. It's true however that if a constant wall heat flux is
applied, a strong circumferential variation of temperature may lead to undetected heat
leakages that, if unrecognized, will lead to spurious values of the heat transfer

coefficient.

QUESTION 4:
DISCUSSOR: N. Hay, University of Nottingham

What is the penalty in computing time for using the second-moment closure instead of the
k-e equation (Ref. Fig. 14)?
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AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Something like 3:1 for the parabolic computations. At least half of this is associated with
the addition of the further dozen or so nodes in the buffer layer which are necessary to
resolve the r equation accurately.

QUESTION 5:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

Why did you neglect the physical dissipation in the mathematical formulation of the
energy equation? Did you use any wall functions? If so, what kind?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Viscous dissipation of mean kinetic energy was not included as a source term in the
energy equation because, for the low speed flows with high wall heat flux considered in the
study, its effect is negligible, i.e., the Eckert number is very small.

Wall functions were not used. In our early work on flows in bends we found that
they led to a serious under-estimate of the secondary flow and we have accordingly
abandoned them in our subsequent work.

QUESTION 6:
DISCUSSOR: F. Baron, EDF

You conclude that you expect improvement with a second-moment closure. Could you
comment what part of this improvement can be expected from the fact that the Coriolis
force directly influences the individual Reynolds stresses and not the turbulent kinetic
energy.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
We have separately done second-moment calculations in the rotating straight duct for the
case where Coriolis forces in the turbulence equations were dropped. Their omission was
not very significant. The main improvement seems to arise from the better accounting of
the strain field effects on the turbulent stresses.
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COOLING GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION USING LIQUID CRYSTAL TECHNIQUE

G. Lodigiani
A. Trovati

L. Paci
Fiat Avio S.p.A.,C.so Ferrucci 112, 10138 Torino, Italy

P. Pirrelli
Elasis S.C.p.A. - Centro Ricerche Avio, V.le Arno 11, 72100 Brindisi, Italy

SUMMARY x - Distance
a - Diffusivity [k(p Cp)J

Experimental results on the cooling performance of jet 8 . Wall thickness
engine blading internal passages are presented. Use was g Air viscosity
made of the Liquid Crystal Transient Technique in order p - Air density
to obtain detailed information about heat transfer
coefficients on the internal blade surfaces in presence of
turbulence promoters. A peculiar behaviour of the 1. INTRODUCTION
cooling channels with turbulators was detected, which
reduces the expected heat transfer effectiveness. Heattrasfe exerienal esuts.repodcin acualengne The high turbine entry temperatures of modern aero
transfer experimental results, reproducing actual engine engines require efficient air cooling of turbine vanes
operating conditions, were employed to predict the blade and blades. The design of such blades requires an

metal temperature: cooling flow parameters and internal accurate predecion of suto of temure

channel characteristics were therefore tuned in order to and sres itin the di n or tevaluate

attain a suitable metal temperature distribution, and to expected lifein the eng in e ro en th puroe
optiizethecooing ffetivnes. Th oucom of expected life in the engine environment. At this purpose

oxptrimiental th clngueffetivenesas. then ocomearof the heat exchange characteristics of complex internal
experimental and calculation work was then compared cooling devices must be estimated. In recent years,
to engine test blade surface temperature distribution, extensive research has been completed in order to supply
obtained by means of thermal paints. The comparison designers wit.h theoretical prediction methods.

showed fairly good agreement, demonstrating once more Nevertheless the available correlations are not yet

the usefulness of Liquid Crystal Transient Tecnique in sfcently reliable when s to prednct t
allwig dsiner t imroe pesnt lae colng sufficiently reliable when used to predict the

allowing designers to improve present blade cooling performance of advanced cooling devices. Therefore the
devices. developement of blade cooling systems demands close

interaction between theoretical and experimental work.
The experimental technique based on the use of liquid

LIST OF SYMBOLS crystal paints was adopted by Fiat Avio and integrated in
the industrial design process. This technique provides

A - Area relevant information on heat exchange characteristics of
C, - Specific heat blade cooling channels, and. what is of the utmost
f Friction factor importance, allows the designers to check different
h -Heat transfer coefficient solutions and configurations in an early phase of
k -Conductivity development, reducing the impact on the industrial
L - Channel lenght manufacturing of the component.
Pr - Prandtl number [ttCA/k] In spite of these advantages, engine tests are still
Re -Reynolds number necessary. This is due both to the fact that each test at
St -Stanton Number [h A/ (W CP )1 rig level reproduces only one particular aspect of the
T -Model temperature global task, and to the fact that rig experience, while

T - Model wall temperature at melting more accurate than calculation, is still not able to
Ta- Ambient temperature simulate completely the phenomena occurring in the
Tg - Gas temperature engine.

Tmr- Metal temperature Within the paper some test results on heat exchange in
Tref- Reference temperature blade cooling passages are first presented. Then. the use

t - Instant of melting of them within the design process, leading to some
t - Time modification of the initial configuration. is reported. The
W - Mass flow
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paper is concluded with a comparison among predicted is solved iteratively by a dedicated finite differences
and measured values at engine test level, code once

2. THE LIQUID CRYSTAL TECHNIQUE T[ 0,] -]

A hot air steady flow is set up into the internal cooling
passages and the surface and gas temperature transients is known from the liquid crystals phase-change.
are monitored. The model internal walls are thinly
painted with liquid crystals which have the property of 3. TEST RIG AND MODEL
becoming transparent when they reach a certain melt
temperature. The transient hot gas temperature is A schematic layout of the rig is shown in fig. 3.1. The
measured by means of thermocouples. In such a way it air is heated electrically and flowed through a by-pass
is possible to solve the Fourier heat conduction equation line until it reaches a steady-state condition. Then it is
in the model wall and calculate the heat transf.r suddenly directed to the line containing the model by
coefficients on the surface. means of electro-valves. Two lines exit from the model:

one at tip and the other at the trailing edge. The
The following hypotheses are made (ref. 1). compliance with the required test conditions, namely
a. - the heat transfer coefficients remain constant during Reynolds and Mach numbers and inlet/outlet pressure
the coolant temperature transient; ratios, is achieved by pre-determined valve setting. A
b. - the heat transfer coefficients do not depend on the low-pressure compressor pump drives the system,
upstream wall temperature distribution; together with a vacuum-pump, the latter being used to
c. - the heat conduction is one-dimensional, namely generate the correct pressure ratios at the discharge
normal to the surface, and lateral conduction is plenum chambers. All the rig lines are instrumented with
negligible; flow-meters, static pressure tappings and thermocouples.
jL - the model walls are semi-infinite, namely the heat
flux from the outer wall is negligible. During the test a video camera is operated to record the
Accordingly, the material employed is perspex, which liquid crystals colour/phase changes on the inner
has low conductivity and permits visualization of the surface.Once the test is over, the video recording is
inner surface. The model walls are thick in order to analysed and the phase-change instants determined.
approximate hypothesis c. and to better resist
differential pressure loads. The melt time is short The inner cooling passages of the blade are reproduced
enough, minimising lateral conduction effects. Solving by an enlarged scale model. That is of the thick-wall
the Fourier equation with appropriate boundary perspex type. The flow enters the model through a
conditions, thin-wall models might as well be used. plenum chamber and leaves it both at tip and through
That would entail monitoring the temperature history of trailing-edge film cooling holes passing by plenum
the outer surface, and structural integrity problems may chambers. Thermocouples and pressure tappings are
be encountered. located inside the model and the plenum chambers.

In the present practice, the Fourier one dimensional The rotor blade tested model being stationary does not
differential equation allow to reproduce centrifugal and Coriolis force fields

generated by rotation. Moreover the heat flux in the
S2T 1 uF test and the real situation are reversed. As a

. . .- - consequence secondary flows and buoyancy effects
ax 2  a at cannot be correctly reproduced. The only rotational

effect accounted for in this test campaign was the
where x is the wall penetration coordinate, with the augmented mass flow due to centrifugal forces. It was
related boundary conditions obtained by setting a highe pressure ratio in the

T[0,0]- Ta passages.

Tested conflguradots
T[ 0,t] In fig. 3.2 the schematic arrangement of the cooling

-k- h (T,[t= - T[ 0,i] channels of the blades are depicted. Three adjacent
a) x cooling channels run spanwise through the blade and

discharge at the tip. Also, air is discharged from film
aT[6,t] = 0 cooling holes in the trailing-edge passage. Each channel

x 0 contains rib turbulators with constant pitch, height and
angle to the flow. The cross-section of the leading-edge
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and trailing-edge channels is almost triangular and that In the first three rows the distribution among the three
of the central one is square/rectangular, channels is described. The last two row reports the
Tests were executed on two configurations differing in traiing edge channel mass flow distribution between the
the location and number of the turbulators. In the first tip and the trailing edge holes exits. The differences
configuration, called 'standard' henceforth, the ribs are between predicted and measured values are due both to
placed in each channel from about 30 to 85% of the errors in the prediction methods, and to the difficulty of
span. In the 'modified' one, ribs were removed in the reproducing actual engine conditions. Namely, in the
hub zone in all passages and added at the tip only in the experiments, it is not possible to reproduce at the tailing
leading-edge and trailing-edge channels, edge exit holes a pressure field continuously varying

along the span. In addition the measured total coolant
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND mass flow was about 12% less then the predicted one.
CALCULATION OF BLADE COOLING SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE Reynolds number evolution

The evolution of the Reynolds number along the
Due to experimental requirements, the cooling system channel, shown in fig. 4.1 and 4.2, is a useful indication
test is subdivided in two sections : a "cold flow" one, of the behaviour of heat exchange. In channels 1
where the model is operated without liquid crystal paint. (leading edge) and 2 (center blade), the Reynolds
and a "hot flow" one, where the model is operated with number changes because of the channel cross section
liquid crystal. Cooling flow fluidodynamic similarity variation and coolant viscosity increase, due to
for an operating conditionl, is achieved by maintaining temperature rise : it happens to increase. In channel 3
the same Reynolds and Mach flow numbers for both (trailing edge), the decrease of Reynolds number is due
"cold" and "hot" test. Within the assumption that the to the decrease of mass flow exiting from trailing edge
Prandtl number difference is negligible, the Stanton flow film cooling holes. The distribution of mass flow
number is constant (ref. 2). In the "cold flow" test through the trailing edge holes was estimated by
information on mass flow distribution, pressure loss - calculation.
friction factors, Reynolds number evolution is gathered.
In the "hot flow" test local heat transfer coefficients are Friction factor
measured and Stanton numbers derived. Through the total pressure monitoring along each

channel, it was possible to evaluate the evolution of the
Analytical calculations of the cooling system friction factor between consecutive stations:
performance were worked out by means of a computer
code (MLTCHU), resorting to various serm-empirical f I Df _. APO .
correlations found in literature sources. These 4 - -2
correlations are rarely able to reproduce correctly actual 2 p v
tooling geometry performance, due to variation of flow
parameters along the channel length. Moreover they are AP
not able at all to estimate local values, where APO = total pressure difference between

consecutive sections
The results presented in the following are relevant to P = average density
tests reproducing engine working conditions

V = average velocity
Mass flow distribution I = distance between stations

The mass flow distribution among the channels
experienced during test was somewhat different from the In fig. 4.3 and 4.4, the friction factor evolution as a
predicted, and desired, one. function of the non-dimensional blade height is plotted.

In the figures the values calculated by means of the
MASS FLOW DISTRIBUTION correlations are reported, both for smooth pipe (Blasius)

and for ribbed pipe (ref. 3).The friction factor shows a

Channel Prediction Measurement steep increase where the flow encounters the turbulators.
In channel 1 (leading edge) it stays around the value

I (lead. edge) 31.5 % 34.9 % given by the correlation for ribbed pipe, and begins to

2 (center) 34.8 % 35.2 % decrease where turbulators are still present. In channel 2

3 (trail. edge) 33.7 % 29.8 % (center blade) it exceedes the value of the correlation for
ribbed pipe, and decreases at the end of the ribbed zone.
As for channel-averaged friction factors, they were

3 tip 7.2% 6.3% found to be 5 to 20% higher than those given by the Han

3 t.e. 26.5 % 23.5 % et Al. correlations (ref. 3).
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Heat exchange and then starts to decrease despite the presence of ribs.
The behaviour of the coolant-blade inner passages heat The observed heat transfer evolution along the channels
exchange is depicted in fig. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, where the fairly agrees with the early decrease of the friction factor
average Stanton number is plotted along each channel along the ribbed zone (see fig. 4.3 and 4.4).
ribbed zone. The presented values of Stanton were This behaviour was compared with the studies of Han et
evaluated on the basis of the measured local heat Al. (ref. 3) where a similar behaviour was experienced
transfer coefficients. Firstly they were averaged in order in the case of a pipe with ribbed surfaces and a sudden
to smooth out the fluctuations between consecutive ribs. contraction entrance. Probably it is due to peculiar
It is well known how the heat transfer coefficient is boundary layer behaviour , while it separates and
doubled in the boundary layer reattachement zone, after reattaches along the ribbed surface. These phenomena
the turbulence promoter has induced separation (ref. 4, are not predictable on the bases of the currently
5). Secondly an average between the heat transfer available correlations. In addition, if the designer were
coefficient measured on the ribbed surfaces and the to assume the values available from correlations,
coefficients relevant to smooth walls of the pipe was without taking into account these "ribbed zone extremity
evaluated. These coefficients were estimated on the effects", an overestimate of the heat transfer coefficient
basis of correlations (ref. 3). would result. As a matter of fact the "extremity effects"
Two sets of curves are reported : the solid lines are sensibly lower the overall heat transfer along the
relevant to standard configuration, the dashed ones refer channel length.
to the modified configuration and will be discussed in
the next paragraphs. Each set consists of three curves:

Blade metal temperature
- smooth pipe correlation value (McAdams): The results of the experimental investigation on internal

heat transfer coefficient were introduced in the blade

St = 0.023. Re-°2 . Pr-0.6  design process for obtaining the metal temperature.
These calculations are based on the solution of the metal

measured values conduction equation making use of boundary conditions
coming from experimental results (internal surfaces heat

ribbed pipe correlation values (ref. 3): transfer coefficients, and external hot gas temperature
profile), and from CFD simulation (blade external

p e surface heat transfer coefficients, and boundary layer
St = St(Re,e" ' -f r) evolution). The results are presented in fig.4.8, 4.9 and

e D 4.10, where experimental thermal paint results, to be

where : discussed in next paragraphs, are reported as well. The

r = channel width/channel height metal temperature in the figures is plotted against the

e = rib height blade non-dimesional chord for tip, mid-span and hub
p = rib pitch sections. These results showed a tip blade metal
D = equivalent diameter temperature too high , and, therefore, the necessity to

ri -toequ alentgdter improve the performance of the cooling system at the
= rib -to-flow angleip.

The channel ribbed zones are indicated in the figures on Thermal paInt results
the lower x-axis for the standard configuration and on The best prediction numerical codes the designer might
the upper x-axis for the modified configuration. employ, the closest rig test rig experimental people

might set up, nevertheless the ultimate evidence on the
As for the ribbed pipt correlation, because of channel performance of the cooling system must still be obtained
inherent problems, it was used in a approximate way. from engine test. Common practice is to make use of

Since the cross section shapes of the channels were not thermal paints, despite its limitations.
exactly rectangular and continuously changing along temlpitdsieislmttos
thexcantly retngulsthefar tor anwasassued cont sangn a In figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 the results of these tests are
the channel lengths, the factor r was assumed constant presented at three blade sections, namely tip, mid-span

and equal to unity. For channel 3, the value of the rib-to- pnd at tee blade setions, rfame timpan

flwageis certainly variable (and not predictable) and hub, in terms of blade metal surface temperature.
flow angle spanranly the (an dt because The temperature derived from the thermal paint colour
along the span and along the channel width, because of change was firstly corrected to take into account the

coolant flowing through the trailing edge holes. In the coang effect ced by the int itself. the

correlation formula it was assumed constant. Within the coating effect induced by the paint itself. iMe

limits of the use that was made of the correlation, the temperature relevant to the standard and the modified

Stanton number measured values appear to depart for the standard configuration. The calculated and

gradually from the smooth pipe value where the ribbed the pantale sowfgood ageeaent.

zone starts. It almost reaches the values predicted by the

ribbed pipe correlation in the middle of the ribbed zone
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Optimization of cooling system 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, where they are compared both to the
The need to improve the heat transfer at blade tip was previously calculated and measured values.
faced with the constraint of minimizing the impact on As expected, a lower metal temperature is evaluated at
the industrial production process and tooling. The the tip of the modified configuration, due to the
simplest solution of moving some of the turbulence increased internal heat transfer coefficient induced by
promoters from blade hub to blade tip in the leading and the turbulence promoters. The decrease in metal
trailing edge channels was first checked on the perspex temperature averages 20 K. On the contrary, the hub
model. In addition the pressure inlet-outlet ratio was section temperatum is slightly higher as a result of the
modified with respect to the trailing edge channel, absenc! of the turbulators. The mid-span section remains
according to the coolant driving pressure available on basically unchanged.
engine. The coolant working point, in terms of mass
flow distribution among channels, was modified as 5. CONCLUSIONS
follows:

The transient technique using liquid crystal as a surface
temperature indicator proved to be very useful in the

NEW MASS FLOW DISTRIBUTION process of obtaining reliable prediction of the metal
temperature distribution in actual engine components. It

Channel Standard Modified allows real reduction in the time and cost of new
component development.

1 34.9% 30.6% It is thought to be of the utmost importance to pursue
2 35.2 % 31.9 % further the development of this technique in order to

3 total 29.8 % 37.5 % overcome the problems of simulating the effects of the
centrifugal force field present in rotating baldes.
On the other hand the present potentiality of the
technique are certainly beyond the reported application.

As it can be seen the mass flow was increased in channel In Fiat Avio Fluidodynamic Laboratories more complex
3 (trailing edge), with consequent reduction of the mass blade cooling devices, including impingement cooling,
flow in channels 1 & 2. are currently being investigated.
The effect of the new location of the ribs on the heat
exchange has been plotted in the already presented REFERENCES
figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 for sake of comparison. It is
possible to notice that the effect of the ribs in terms of 1.) Clifford, R.J., Jones, T.V. and Dunne, S.T.,
location of the maximum Stanton number is somewhat Techiniques for obtaining detailed heat transfer
shifted towards the blade tip. After a short smooth coefficient measurement within gas turbine blade and
surface zone, the presence of a new ribbed zone vane cooling passages, ASME 1983
promotes an effective heat transfer enhancement at the
tip of the blade.In order to enhance the heat exchange at 2) Colladay, R.S., Stepka, F.S., Similarity
the tip, without increasing too much the pressure losses, constraints in testing of cooled engine parts, NASA TN
the solution of interrupting the ribbed surface for some D-7707, June 1974
channel length and to place ribs at the blade tip, was
introduced. 3) Han, J.C., Park, J.S. and Lei, C.K., Heat
It is nevertheless our opinion that if we had simply transfer and pressure drop in blade cooling channels
extended the ribbed zone length towards the blade tip, with turbulence promoters, NASA Report 3837,
we would have obtained a less positive effect on the beat November 1984
transfer enhancement at the blade tip, because the
effectiveness of continuous ribs would probably have 4) Ireland, P.T. and Jones T.V., The measurement
been reduced by the "extremity effect". of local heat transfer coefficients in blade cooling
Of course, also the friction factor rises in the new ribbed geometries, AGARD 390, May 1985
zone of channel 1, while it stays constant in channel 2,
as it can be seen in fig.4.3 and 4.4. Again this data is 5) Han, J.C., Heat transfer and friction
reported togheter with the standard configuration for characteristics in rctangular channels with ribs
sake of comparison. turbulators, ASME Vol. 110, May 1988

Relying on the good agreement shown by the blade 6) Han, J.C., Zhang, Y.M., Lee, C.P., Augmented
metal surface temperature calculated by making use of heat transfer in square channels with parallel, crossed
measured internal heat transfer coefficients, the and V-shaped angled ribs, ASME Vol. 113, Aug. )91
calculation was performed again, introducing the new
heat transfer distribution. The results are plotted in fig.
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I. inlet valve
2 electric heater 7
3 by-pass valve
4 model inlet valve
5 model
6 tip outlet valve
7 trailing-edge outlet valve
8 vacuum-punp

Fig. 3.1 - Test rig (schematic)

modified

Fig. 3.2 - Tested blade configurations
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Fig. 4.2 - Modified configuration - Reynolds number distribution
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: M. Owen, University of Bath

The finite-difference solution requires knowledge of the variation of surface temperature
with time in order to calculate the heat transfer coefficient. As only one temperature-time
point (that is, the time at which the crystals change state) is known, how is the heat
transfer coefficient calculated?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The solution of the of equation set presented is actually based on a given variation of
surface temperature with time. This temperature evolution is based on a guessed value
for the heat transfer coefficient, h. The resulting local surface temperature at a given
time will be the observed one (liquid crystal melting time and temperature) at that
location, only if the assumed value of h is the actual one. The numerical code iterates the
solution with an updated h until the calculated value of the surface temperature at a given
position and time coincides with the experimental one.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: M. Owen, University of Bath

The one-dimensional solution is only valid if a2T ,'- << a2. Is this always valid inay2  az x2

your experiments?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Whether the lateral conduction can be neglected or not is related to the conductivity of the
model material and to the duration of the experiment. In our case, the conductivity and
duration were small enough such that the diffusion depth of the temperature pulse is
small, and the surface temperature can actually be considered constant within small
lateral distances.
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ABSTRACT

Measurements have been made of the local heat
transfer at the surface of a flat plate underneath a ORIFICE
confined impinging jet. Thermochromic liquid M TER

crystals were used to measure the surface
temperature of a uniformly heated plate cooled by an

impinging jet. The temperature of the wall through
which the jet passes has been controlled and
experiments have been performed to measure the
two heat transfer coefficients which arise from this TARGET PLATE AIR INTAKE

three temperature problem. The effect of Reynolds WATER
number and plate to jet spacing on heat transfer has PUMP

been investigated. The heat transfer results are
discussed in terms of the interpreted flow field.

1. INTRODUCTION
HEATER

External heat transfer coefficients in the vicinity oftheleaingedg ofturineblaes re ocaly ery Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.the leading edge of turbine blades are locally very

high and heat conduction within the low
conductivity material is not sufficient to smooth out the effect quantified by two heat transfer coefficients. Both heat transfer
of concentrated heating on metal temperatures. The internal coefficients have been measured for the single confined jet for
heat transfer coefficient at this location must be set to achieve a range of Reynolds numbers and z/d ratios. The jet Reynolds
adequate cooling, Suo (1985), and impingement cooling is numbers investigated were 7500, 15000 and 30000 and the
often used as a means of producing high, localised heat plate z/d used were 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0. The impingement hole
transfer coefficients. A single row of impinging jets has been length was the same as its diameter for all tests.
used in many designs to cool the blade leading edge. A
thorough investigation of this geometry was reported by
Bunker and Metzger (1988) who used a transient technique to 2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND APPARATUS
produce full distributions of heat transfer coefficient. Obot et
al. (1979) showed that the shape of the hole had a significant A schematic diagram of the apparatus is given in figure (1).
effect on the heat transfer beneath a single jet. In the present Air is drawn from atmosphere through the fan and passes
work, the hole was modelled at 40 times engine size as a sharp through the nrifioe flow r.eter and heater into the plenum. A
edged circular passage through the impingement (top in figure plastic foam sh~et (permeance 0.23m/secPa) is located in the
(3)) plate. This is representative of laser cut holes used in plenum to distribute air flow uniformly above the hole. The
current impingement tube geometries, Van Treuren
(1992). The effect of nozzle geometry on the heat
transfer beneath a single impinging jet was
investigated hy Obot et al. (1Q7Q). In the present BLACK PAINT , ENCAPSULATED
work, great care has been taken in the specification GOLD COATED LIQUID CRYSTALS
of the thermal boundary conditions, aid the PET ---- ADHESIVE
temperature of the plate from which the jet issues PERSPEX
has been controlled and accurately measured.
Application of the principle of superposition (section
3) shows that the heat transfer to the surface is FIgure 2 Ileated surface used in the first method (not to scale).
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Table I Nomenclature. oil of wintergreen method of Langston and Boyle (1982) was
used to determine the direction of surface shear on the target
plate beneath the jet. In this way it was confirmed that the air

A target wall temperature in case (a), flows radially out from the stagnation point without swirl. For
fig.(5) the present work, the jet Mach number is always less than 0.1

B target wall temperature in case (b), so the flow can be treated as incompressible. The temperature
fig.(5) of the air in the thermally insulated plenum is measured by a

C, pressure coefficient, (p-p,)/(po-p,) thermocouple and power to the air heater is regulated by a
d hole diameter P.I.D controller.
EFF non-dimensional adiabatic

temperature, eq.(8) Two means of providing the uniform heat flux were used in
h overall heat transfer coefficient, these tests. In the first application of the steady state method,

eq.(5) the heat is supplied to the perspex sheet by an electrical heater
h. jet heat transfer coefficient, eq.(4) pad similar to that used by Baughn et al. (1988). The gold
ht plate heat transfer coefficient, eq.(4) side of the heater is glued to the perspex, and a coating which
k fluid thermal conductivity comprises two types of encapsulated thermochromic liquid
Nu Nusselt number, hd/k crystal is sprayed over the top, figure (2). The use of
Nu, hid/k thermochromic liquid crystals in heat transfer measurements
Nup hPd/k has been described recently by Jones (1992). A thermally thin
P pressure layer of black ink is then sprayed on top and the composite
q heat flux coating is viewed from the perspex side. In this way the
r distance from hole centreline along crystal is observed through the heater pad, glue and perspex.

target plate Oblique illumination is provided by two fluorescent tubes
R resistance per square of heater located as shown in figure (3) and the video camera is
Re, jet Reynolds number positioned approximately one metre beneath the target plate on
T temperature the centreline indicated. Heat loss through the perspex is
u,v,w velocity components made negligible by allowing the sheet to achieve steady state
x,y,z coordinates whilst a 45mam thick sheet of expanded polystyrene is attached
X measurand to the viewing side. This sheet is then removed just before the
z plate separation position of the liquid crystal colour play contours is recorded
Greek by a video camera. The liquid crystal colour display is
a molecular diffusivity calibrated in situ using a thin (0.125mm) foil thermocouple
0 dimensionless plate temperature, fixed to the top (non conducting) side of the heater sheet. The

eq.(5) liquid crystal and black paint are applied over this sensor.E turbulent diffusivity or uncertainty

Subscripts The second method was adopted part way through the series
ad adiabatic of tests to increase the data rate. A thin (0.8mm) sheet of
c liquid crystal perspex is used as the target plate with an Aluminium heater
e exit from the confinement foil attached to the surface exposed to the impinging jet, figure
j jet (4). Heat lost from the opposite side is made negligible by
o total conditions placing a 70mm thick sheet of polystyrene beneath the perspex
p plate sheet. Since light can not be transmitted through this heater
w wall and the target surface can not be viewed from the impingement

plate side, encapsulated liquid crystals are applied
to the side away from the jet.

1• AIR FLOW

In the analysis of the experimental data, heat

- ---. ~conducted into the perspex is assumed to be
negligible. This is valid provided that heat lost

-- I __"*5MAL from the surface away from the foil is very small
<•I % "SULATIONI Uand that heat conducted laterally can be neglected.

Sufficient expanded polystyrene was used in both
I.• W RESISTANCE methods to ensure that the former criterion was

GAS TEMPERATURE . always satisfied. The effect of lateral conduction
"HERmOCOUPLE IIon the measured heat transfer coefficient was

I assessed for both methods by solving Laplace's

' . ERequation in two dimensions within the perspex.
N lF - I ' OUTLET Previous workers have used the gold film method

ALUMINIUM and the conduction analysis confirmed that no
K HEATER FIL-M correction was necessary to account for lateral

-HEATER FILM conduction. There are few reports of experiments

ELEC .t '"ELECTRICAL which position the thermometer on the outside
POWER EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE POWER surface of thin walled model. Dunne (1983)

FLuORESCENT TUBE
0.0 LIGHT SOURCE showed that, for a thin walled transient method

.Figure 3 Detail of the test geometry. which used phase change paints on the external
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The required jet temperature and the plate
temperature are entered into the controllers. Once

ALUMINIUM steady conditions have been achieved, the position of
HEATER - ADHESIVE the liquid crystal colour display is logged by a video

PERSPEX - BLACK PAINT system at different foil heater power settings. The

ENCAPSULATED A convective heat flux is calculated from the current
LIQUID CRYSTALS supplied to the heater pad and the resistance per

square.
Figure 4 Heated surface used in the second method (not to scale).

The radiative heat flux from the heater foil into the
cavity was estimated by calculating the heat

surface, errors due to lateral conduction only became important transferred between two flat parallel grey surfaces. Over the
when the second derivative of the substrate temperature were full target plate, the net heat lost to radiation is small on
large. To the first order, the largest second derivatives in account of the low emissivity of the aluminium impingement
temperature occur at the location of the largest second plate. For the worst case, ink coated gold heater at 41.1*C and
derivatives in h. This will also be true for steady state impingement plate at 20"T, the radiative heat transfer
techniques. For both methods used in the present work, the coefficient was less than 1.OW/m 2 K.
effect of conducted heat was assessed for the worst case
(highest second derivative) distributions of overall h. The 3. LINEAR MODEL
error in calculated h was less than 1.0% and hence no
correction was applied. The thermal boundary conditions for these tests are an

isothermal impingement plate and a uniform heat flux
The temperature of the impingement plate is held constant by boundary condition at the target surface ' . Since the energy
passing water through the passage indicated in the figure. The equation
water temperature is controlled by a second P.I.D. controller
which governs the power supply to the water tank heater. The aT aT aT

plate temperature was measured and for all of the tests was 0 c' oZ (1)
found to be within 0.1C of the water temperature. For low
plate temperature tests, heat acquired in the plate passage and ae) +-.-((ze)-- *

power supplied by the pump exceed the heat losses, tinder a OJ oy " oJ dZ', &/
these conditions, an automotive heat exchanger (radiator) is
used to cool the water flow. is linear in temperature, the principle of superposition can be

used to relate the actual temperature field to the sum of other
Heat transfer measurements are made by setting the jet temperature field solutions to this equation. Referring to
massflow rate to achieve the correct jet Reynolds number. figure (5), the component fields could be chosen to be the

isothermal field (1) and field (2). Importantly,
temperature gradients do not exist in (1) so that the

heat flux at any surface must be determined by (2).
Since the energy equation is homogenous, any

TI I solution for the temperature field can be multiplied
S- by a constant factor and remain a solution providedw that the summed component fields match the

t q 0 required boundary conditions. Hence, field (2) can
be broken down into the sum of:-

2) -The product of qik with (a), the field with zero

temperature at the impingement plate and in the jet
S tplenum and unit temperature gradient at the target

plate.

- The product of T,-T, with (b), the field with zero

0 temperature gradient at the target plate, uniform unit

(al temperature at the impingement plate and zero jet
(2) •L [- J plenum temperature.

dT _ T
d+ y The temperature along the target plate in solution (2)

t 0 (this is T,- T,) can thus be written as:

(bI X(TPT I T. - T = 1A+(, ý (2)

CY JI

where A and B are constants. In fact A corresponds
Figure 5 Component temperature fieldg. to the target wall temperature for case (a) and B is

'The hybrid boundary conditions correspond to those of the third kind specified by Lundberg et al (1972) for flow through
concentric annuli.
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the target wall temperature for case (b). This equation can be
rearranged so that the heat flux can be expressed as 1300

1200 -

q. = -- - -k (T-, + r!k T,-T.) 1100
A A • 1000 *

S900
In other words, the heat flux is determined by two heat E 800
transfer coefficients, . 700 0

6000
q - * A(.-T) , r,-T) (- 500

400 %....
300 •m

The heat transfer coefficient results are presented in full in the 200
following section and discussed in section 6. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

r/d

4. HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS Figure 6. Heat flux as a function of radial position. z/d=2,
Re1=7500, T,=23*C, T1=23*C and T,=40.1*C. The two types

Measurements were made of both heat transfer coefficients at of marker indicate different sides of the jet.

three jet spacings for a range of Reynolds numbers. In each
case, the heater foil power required to affect liquid crystal
colour play was measured for different crystal colour play h 1(T..-rTd-q 2 (Tr,,,-,) (7)
positions. As each test proceeded, the power was increased in h" (T,, -TJXT, -TJ2-T,,-T,2XTwI-TJ1)
increments to move the colour display contour(s) in steps over
the full surface of the target plate. In this way, as the power
was increased, the crystal colour display moved from the The measured dimensionless heat transfer coefficients are

region of lowest convective heat flux to the most cooled shown in figures (8) to (16). Since it would have been very

location, time consuming to adjust the power to position the crystal

The surface heat flux required to produce colour display at one colour display at specific locations, the heat transfer

stated set of conditions is shown in figure (6). By dividing the coefficients are calculated by interpolating for the heat fluxes

heat flux by the difference between the local wall and the gas (q, and q 2) at the locations of the presented data.

temperature, an overall heat transfer coefficient can be defined.
The overall heat transfer coefficient is

100
T -T -T h p + hlo (5) 40.1 40.1
hIh~j~~,h (°) 31.1

I 40.1 40.1

60 31.
where 0 is the dimensionless plate temperature. This heat 0 31 .1,40.1 t 4C31
transfer coefficient (non dimensionalised by multiplying by Z 40
dik) at three radial positions is presented as a function of 0 in
figure (7). Two different liquid crystals (40.1"C and 31.1°C as 20
indicated by the data labels) were used to obtain these data by
applying a double crystal coating. From equation (5), the 0
intercept with the Nu axis is the dimensionless jet heat transfer 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1 .8
coefficient and the slope is the dimensionless plate heat 0.9 1 .1 1.3 1.5 1.7
transfer coefficient. It can seen that both the ov.-all heat Theta
transfer coefficient and the jet heat transfer coefficient r r/d=1 . r/d=2 & r/d=3
decrease with distance from the stagnation point. Interestingly, Figure 7 Overall Nusselt number as a function of
the plate heat transfer coefficient increases with radial dimensionless plate temperature at three different radial
distance. The variation of the heat transfer coefficients with positions. The figures next to the data points are the liquid
position is discussed in section (7). crystal display temperatures. Re,=7500, z/d=2.

Having demonstrated that the superposition model could be
used to analyse the data and that the apparatus was operating
properly, it was possible to find the two unknown heat transfer
coefficients, h, and h., by using only two tests. Thus equation
(4) could be written twice with different plate or jet
temperatures, then these two equations rearranged to give h,
and h, explicitly (equations (6) and (7)).

__ _q,(_._-__ _ -q_(_.,--Tr_,) (6)•"(T., -rj,Xr.,-d r,-r.- r)(r., -r,)
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Uncertainty analysis.
The experimental uncertainty, %•, in both hs was calculated as
being less than 4% of the total heat transfer coefficient for
typical test conditions. Values of the terms used in the
analysis are given in the table below, where the subscripts I
and 2 refer to the separate experiments performed to obtain h,
and he.

X,(TI-T). (TITp) (T:Tj)- (Ti-Td2 q I qz

£ 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 1.32 0.62
°C °C °C °C W/m

2  
W/m

2

ah/8XY 3.9 2.9 24.8 18.6 0.22 0.1
W/m2

K
2 W/m2K2 W/m2 K2 W/mZK 2 K-K
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200 200 200

150 150 150

100 100 100

50 50 50

0l 1 01
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5

rid r-/d rid
-..NuJ -..Nup .. NuJ .- Nup -.-NuJ ... Nup

Figure 8. Separate Nusselt numbers Figure 9. Separate Nusselt numbers Figure 10. Separate Nusselt numbers
with z/d=1, Re=7500. with z/d=l, RelSOOO0. with z/d= 1, Re=30000.

200 200 200

150 150 150

100 100 100

50 50 50

04 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5

r/d rid r/d
-Nuj -.-Nup -Nuj -Nup .Nuj .-Nup

Figure 11. Separate Nusselt numbers Figure 12. Separate Nusselt numbers Figure 13. Separate Nusselt numbers
with z/d=2, Re=7500. with z/d=2, Rezt5(X0O. with z/d=2, Re=30000.

200 200 200

150 150 ISO

100 100 100

50 50 50

0 .- 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5

r/d r/d r/d
I .Nuj .,-Nup I Nuj .Nup .Nuj .NuP

Figure 14. Separate Nusselt numbers Figure 15. Separate Nusselt numbers Figure 16. Separate Nusselt numbers
with z/d=3, Re=7500. with z/d=3, Re= 15(000. with z/d=3, Re=30000.
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5. PRESSURE AND FLOW MEASUREMENTS 1.2

1.2 1__,101

1 _ _. 0.8 _ $

0.60.4

0.6 &A

040.2 o0A 0 •,

"0.2 -0.2
0 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

-0.2 r d
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

r/d .7500, 2 .30000, 2

.7500, 1 .30000, 1 AKaschel, 2
Figure 19. C, along the target plate surface as a function of

£ Kosche ., 2 rid, z/d=2.

Figure 17. CP along the target plate surface as a function of
r/d, z/d= I.

plate. The same flow field was observed by Saripalli for
single confined jets. He correlated the confinement diameter

The pressure coefficient along the target plate is presented in at which flow started to be drawn back from the surroundings
figures(17) to (20) where the legends refer to the jet Reynolds against the plate spacing (presented in Bower et al. (1981)).
number and z/d respectively. In the impingement region the
data are very close to the free jet data after Koschel who tested The discharge coefficient was measured for all three plate
at Rei=27,500. The pressure is highest at the stagnation point, spacings and was found to be a weak function of both
where it recovers the plenum total pressure, and then decreases Reynolds number, over the range 7500 to 30000, and of z. A
with distance as the flow accelerates in the impingement value of 0.83-±0.03 was measured for the confined jet.
region. At r/d greater than 1.0 the gentle increase in pressure
is evidence of the flow slowing down as it diffuses radially.
Similar pressure distributions were measured for a z/d of 5 6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
(not presented) although the plenum pressure was not
recovered at the stagnation point. In all cases the jet heat transfer coefficient is highest at the
A simple investigation of the flow field was performed using stagnation point and its profile bears a marked similarity to
a small (5mm) tuft suspended on a nylon line at a jet Reynolds that measured beneath rows of jets impinging onto curved
number of 30000, figure (21). The tuft was able to rotate surfaces (Bunker and Metzger (1988) and Pagenkopf and
freely and was used to determine the flow direction. The jet liennecke (19Q2)).
Reynolds number was decreased to 15000 for the z/d=l
configuration and no significant change in the interpreted flow Stagnation point heat transfer.
field was detected. It is interesting to note the large extent of The overall dimensionless heat transfer coefficient (Nu, + Nu,)
the air which flows back towards the jet along the top plate. at the stagnation point is presented in figure (22). This
For the largest spacing tested (z/d=3), this doughnut shaped corresponds to the Nusselt number when the plate temperature
recirculation vortex extended almost to the edge of the square is the same as the jet temperature and is the most appropriate

1.2 1.2
1 1

08 0.8

0.6 0.6
0. 0.4'
0 0

-0.2 -0.2
0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15

r/d r/d
. 7500, 1 .30000, 1 .7500, 2 .30000, 2

Figure 18. CP along the target plate surface as a function of Figure 20. CP along the target plate surface as a function of
r/d, z/daI. r/d, z/d=2.
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coefficient. In this region, the driving gas temperature must be
S strongly influenced by contact between the recirculating flow

and the impingement plate. It is thought that this effect is
more pronounced for the z/d=2 and z/d=3 geometries since, in

""- both cases, the extent of the recirculation is much greater than
*= •for the z/d=1 case.

P 
Adiabatic wall temperature.
'I-Te dimensionless adiabatic wall temperature can be calculatedF from the two heat transfer coefficients by rearranging equation
(4) togive

01 ow -T Al S(a)
o I• 2T, hJ4h,
0 25. s0 73 10. 125. '50 175 200.

DISTANCE FOMJT CENTAELV* In cases where the plate heat transfer coefficient is large, the
I adiabatic temperature can be seen to be significantly different

Figure 21. Flow field interpreted from the tuft deflection at to the plenum temperature. A change in the temperature
Re=30,O00, d=2Omm. potential beneath free jets was measured by Striegi and Diller

(1984) for a single slot jet when the temperature of the
surroundings was increased to the target plate temperature.

case to compare with free jet data when the entrained air from More recently Baughn et al. (1991) presented values of the

the surroundings is at the same temperature as the jet. In the effectiveness for a circular free jet. The effectiveness

present work, the jet entrains air from the enclosure which decreased continuously with r/d although the large reduction

passes along the surface of the impingement plate. For the in effectiveness for r/d<2 measured for the confined jet with

three spacings tested, the heat transfer increases with Reynolds z/d=2 was not observed by these authors.

number. The heat transfer levels for z/d spacings of I and 2
are practically the same. The same insensitivity to plate
spacing was observed for free jet data by Yan et al. (1Q92) at 7. CONCLUSIONS

values of z/d of 2 and 4. 'his is explained by the presence of
the potential core of the jet which extends to the plate (C'=1. 0) (1) A theoretical description of the effect of impingement

for smaller spacings. The higher heat transfer levels measured plate temperature has been proposed based on superposition of

by these authors could either be due to the absence of the solutions to the temperature field. The analysis introduced

enclosure, or the fact that the jet flow was fully developed new heat transfer coefficients which have been measured. The

pipe flow with greater turbulence on the centreline than the theoretical model was verified in a series of tests.

short orifice used in the present work. The latter explanation (2) A steady state double test method has been developed for

is more reasonable since the current pressure data is very measuring these heat transfer coefficients for a uniform heat

similar to the free jet data (section 5). The Nusselt number flux boundary condition.

levels increase markedly for the spacing of 3D. The same (3) The temperature of the plate has been shown to have a

effect can be seen for the free jet, but at the greater spacing of significant effect on the overall heat transfer at the target plate

6D (not shown here). This increase is associated with the end for the z/d=2 and z/d=3 configurations. It is thought likely

of the potential core ( C, is less than 1.0 for the confined jet that a similar effect is present for curved target surfaces.

at z/d=5) and is due to the arrival of turbulence from the shear
layers at the stagnation point. S. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Of great interest is the significance of hp. This heat transfer
coefficient increases with Reynolds number at all spacings and The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the Science
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where, at r/d>-2, its value exceeds the jet heat transfer (Procurement Executive) and Rolls-Royce Plc for the work

1I 1•,,o 1

S t I • •
0.8 , 0.8 • 0.8 '

0.6 0.6 : - 0.5 ° .

0.4 0.4 4 0.4

0.2 0.2 ,** 0.2

0 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 45 67 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

r/d r/d rid
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Figure 22 Figure 23 Figure 24
EFF as a function of r/d, z/d=l. EFF as a function of r/d, z/d=2. EFF as a function of r/d, z/d=3.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: G. Andrews, University of Leeds

The flow recirculation within the impingement gap to which you refer, is an important
feature of impingement heat transfer which has received little study. My research group
at Leeds made the first publication on the effect at the last AGARD heat transfer meeting
in 1985 and in four papers since then (Ref 1 - 5). The recirculation is responsible for the
impingement jet surface heat transfer which you have measured. However, this effect is
minimized for the single jet geometry that you used and is much stronger for arrays of
jets as used in blade cooling and in the work at Leeds. Multi-recirculation zones are set
up having about one half the size of the impingement jet-pitch, so that there is a double
counter rotating vortex between each impingement jet row. The conductive recirculating
jet velocity can be a major function of the initial impingement jet velocity and the surface
averaged jet-plate heat transfer coefficient can be about fifty percent of that on the
impingement wall, and this is higher for Z/D < 1 . For low coolant mass flow rates this
results in significant heating of the impingement jet wall which in turn heats the
impingement jet.

This effect is also present when film cooling fluid extraction or
impingement/effusion cooling occurs as discussed in Paper 30 of this symposium. This
geometry, although it appears more complicated, is actually easier to analyze since each
impingement/film hole has a source and sink for the fluid. For impingement jet arrays,
the complex jet recirculation aerodynamics are influenced by the impingement gap
crossflow and there has been, to my knowledge, no attempt at predicting these complex
aerodynamics.

Do you intent to extend your work to arrays of impingement jets and to film
cooling jet extractions?
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1. Andrews, G.E., Asere, A.A., Hussain, C.I. and Mkpadi, M.C., 1985 "Full coverage

impingement heat transfer; the variation in pitch to diameter ratio at a constant gap"
AGARD CP 390, Heat transfer and cooling in gas turbines, pp. 26.1 - 26.13.

2. Andrews, G.E., Asere, A.A., Hussain, C.I. and Mkpadi, M.C., Transpiration and
impingement/effusion cooling of gas turbine combustion chambers, Proc. Seventh
ISABE, Beijing, AIAA, pp. 794 - 803, 1985.

3. Andrews, G.E., Asere, A.A., Hussain, C.I., Mkpadi, M.C. and Nazari, A.,
Impingement/effusion cooling: overall wall heat transfer, ASME Paper 88-GT-290,
1988.

4. Al, Dabagh, A.M,. Andrews, G.E., Abdul Hussain, R.A.A., Husain C.I., Nazarai, A.
and Wu, J., Impingement/Effusion Cooling: the influence of the number of
impingement holes and pressure loss on the heat transfer coefficient, ASME Paper 89-
GT-188, 1989, also published in ASME Transactions, 1990.
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extensive work of his research group in the field of impingement cooling. The
interaction of the impingement plate with the target plate is clearly of great interest to the
designers of combustion chambers as well as to turbine blade designers. However, the
influence of the impingement plate temperature on the target wall heat transfer
coefficient does not appear to have been previously quantified. The current investigation
is to be extended to measure this effect in impingement arrays with and without film
cooling.
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PREDICTION OF JET IMPINGEMENT COOLING SCHEME CHARACTERISTICS
(AIRFOIL LEADING EDGE APPLICATION)

A. Riahi
H. J. Saabas

W. Abdel Messeh
Pratt & Whitney Canada Inc.

1000 Marie Victorin
Longueuil, Quebec, Canada.

ABSTRACT A thermal conductivity
4, transported scalar

A control volume finite difference method based p density
on the work of Rhie in conjunction with (1) a high A€ turbulent viscosity
Reynolds k-e model and (2) a two layer turbulence A, laminar viscosity
model has been used to predict the heat transfer co-
efficients underneath an impinging circular jet in the Subscripts
absence of crosaflow. The numerical results are corn- 4 pertaining to transported
pared to experimental measurements for two different scalar 4
impingement height to jet diameter ratios:H/D=2, i, j indices in Cartesian
and 10. The comparisons indicate that although both tensor notation
the k-e and the two layer turbulence models are ad- w wall
equate in the prediction of the flow field, the two
layer model resulted in heat transfer predictions that Superscripts
were closer to experimental observations. It was also ' fluctuating component
observed that the predicted heat transfer coefficients e effective
for the case of H/D=2 were sensitive to the assumed I molecular
jet exit turbulence levels, whereas they were not for t turbulent
H/D=10. This information is useful to the designer
of cooled turbine components.

1 INTRODUCTION

NOMENCLATURE The high turbine inlet temperatures encountered in
many modern gas turbine engines necessitate the cool-

D jet diameter ing of the turbine components. One cooling scheme

H distance between jet outlet that offers high heat transfer coefficients, as well as

and impingement plate control over the distribution of the coolant heat trans-

h heat transfer coefficient fer is impingement. This type of cooling can be

k turbulent kinetic energy found within stator and rotor aerofoils, as well as

L mixing length on vane platforms, and shroud housings. The level

n coordinate normal to wall of heat transfer is dependent on many variables: (1)

Nu Nusselt number =hD/A the geometry of the impingement array, including the

p pressure impingement plate to impingement surface spacing

P production of turbulent [2, 12, 13, 17, 19, 29]; (2) the presence and temper-

kinetic energy ature of a cross flow [8, 9, 11, 16, 22]; (3) the level

Re Reynolds number =pVID/jug of turbulence in the jet [18]; (4) the jet outlet condi-

S volumetric source term tions (velocity, turbulence profiles) [11, 5, 6] and (5)
T temperature the manner in which the jet flow leaves the domain ofT tmeranvectu cinterest after impingement (15, 22]. A recent review
u mean velocity component

Vi average jet outlet velocity of the impingement literature has been compiled by

z, y, z Cartesian coordinates Downs [7].

The level of impingement heat transfer obtained in
Greek Symbols any given cooling scheme design is a function of many
e dissipation of turbulent flow and geometrical parameters. Often, experimen-

kinetic energy 'tal data for the array geometry and domain outflow
r diffusion constant boundaries used in the design do not exist. It would

be costly to test each design configuration experimen-
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tally. Furthermore, it is not feasible to perform these r, is an effective diffusion constant and is given by
tests within the time frame allowed for the design.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is one method r = rl, + r± (3)
that will ultimately allow for a tool whereby the effects
of a change of any of the above mentioned parameters where the superscripts I and t refer to molecular and
on the heat transfer can be quantified. turbulent quantities. The coefficients r;, the source

terms S• are defined for different transport variables
The computer simulation of any flow of interest re-

quires (1) a mathematical model of the physical prob- 0 in Table 1.

lem which includes the partial differential equations, Two different turbulence models were used in this
turbulence models and boundary conditions that gov- study. In both models, the turbulent viscosity pA is
ern the distribution of the unknown dependent vari- calculated using the k - e model in the fully turbulent
ables in the region of interest; (2) a numerical method regions away from the wall [21]:

for the solution of the mathematical model; and (3) V

a computer implementation of the numerical method. (4)
The mathematical model in conjunction with a given e
numerical solution procedure is referred to as a nu- However, the models differ in the treatment of the near
merical model. wall region, where viscosity has an important effect.

For a numerical model to be useful, all three of the The first model uses standard wall functions to bridge
aforementioned requirements have to be met success- the near wall region [21], where as the second model
fully. The appropriateness of a proposed mathemat- uses a two layer approach [28] where the van Driest
ical model can be ascertained by comparing the re- mixing length formulation [14] is used to obtain an
sults of a numerical solution to experimental data, in expression for the turbulent viscosity:
which detailed boundary information has also been
measured. In view of this, the purpose of this paper is At _ pL2  (5)
to predict the heat transfer coefficients under a single (9)
circular jet impinging on a flat plate with no imposed
cross flow for two different jet plate to impingement where, L is given by:
surface spacings: H/D =2, and 10. These values are
typical of the range encountered in gas turbine en- L = cn I - exp (6)
gines. The numerical predictions from this study will

be compared to experimental data available in the lit- A is equal to 26, r. is 0.40, and y+ is given by:
erature. This will allow for an evaluation of the ap-
propriateness of the chosen mathematical model, as nr,/2 pil2
well as provide some insight into the flow and heat y (7)
transfer characteristics of an impinging jet. /L

where -r is the wall shear stress. This approach is
more economical in terms of the number of grid points

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL required to resolve the near wall regions when com-

The thermofluid behaviour of a steady incompressible pared to low Reynolds number turbulence models, and
impinging jet can be described by a set of time aver- offers more accuracy in the analysis of separated flows

aged partial differential equations that can be written when compared to high Reynolds number k-e models
in the following general form: [28]. Furthermore transition effects can be modelled

through empirical constants used in the mixing length
Opu,' 0 _. - +So (1) expressions.

8:, 8:, 8: -r(1) It is acknowledged that this turbulence model can not
capture all the physics associated with a jet impinging

where 4' can represent the three components of ye- on a flat plate. For example, the effects of the stream-
locity, temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, dissipa- line curvature on the turbulence are not accounted for.
tion of turbulent kinetic energy, or any other trans- However, this turbulence model does include enough
ported scalar. When 0 represents the velocity compo- complexities to capture some of the physics of the flow
nents, the S# terms includes the appropriate pressure and has been used successfully for two-dimensional in-
gradients. The turbulent stresses (-pu•'.0) are mod- vestigations of a plane jet impinging on a flat surface
elled using an Boussinesq eddy viscosity concept [14] [3, 4, 241, and impingement/effusion cooling [1] stud-
whereby they are set equal to mean flow gradients ies. Chuang and Wei [4] present comparisons between
multiplied by a scalar turbulent diffusion constant. predicted and measured ground pressure distributions
Under this assumption, equation 1 can be written as: and centerline velocity decay profiles for a impinge-

ment height to jet diameter ratio of two. The nu-
Bpujo 8 a '" 0 '' merical predictions are in good agreement with the
8z- = \ •€ ) + S' J2 observations, but the centerline velocity decay profile
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The k-t model has been used extensively in the predic-
Sr S tion of the flow field associated with an impinging jet.

However, there is little information concerning the ap-
1 0 0 propriateness of this model in the prediction of heat

transfer underneath an impinging jet. This informs-
St + At -Op/O9z + S' tion is required in the design of cooling schemes for gas

turbine hardware. Furthermore, the designer should
k I&/ort P - pC be aware of the effects of different jet exit assumptions

on the resulting heat transfer distribution. This paper

f pr, (C7eP - C2pe2) Ak provides comparisons between numerical predictions
and experimental observations of heat transfer coeffi-

C 1 = 1.44, C2 = 1.72, C$, = 0.09, ak = 1.0a, = 1.3 cients, discusses the effects of varying the jet exit tur-
bulence intensity, and offers suggestions for improving

P - _t E." + -_._i_ the heat transfer predictions.

pt given by equations 4 or 5
3 NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Table 1 Governing Equation Variables The numerical solution procedure adopted in the
present study is based on the work of Rhie and Chow
[25]. The numerical solutions presented in this pa-

was sensitive to the assumed velocity profile at the per were obtained using the computer code NASTAR
jet exit. Their predictions also indicate high levels of written by C. Rhie. This method is a Control Volume
k on either side of the jet and on the eround plane. Finite Difference Method that solves for the Carte-

The levels of k are high on the edges of the jet as a sian velocity components and pressure using a non-

result of the high production of turbulent kinetic en- staggered grid. In this approach the domain is di-

ergy brought about by the shear stresses between the vided into a number of control volumes over which

jet and the ambient fluid. They state that the large k the governing equations are integrated. The ability

zone on the ground plane is due to flow deflection and of this numerical solution procedure to provide accu-

acceleration [4]. The numerical predictions also indi- rate solutions to the mathematical model described

cate the presence of a potential core extending from above for a range of problems has been demonstrated

the jet inlet to just above the ground plane. No heat [25, 26, 27].

transfer predictions are presented.

Nixon [23] reports on a complementary numeri- 4 NUMERICAL DETAILS
cal/experimental study of circular jets with an im- A schematic of the physical problem is presented in
pingement height of thirty jet diameters. In this work Figure 1. A single circular jet of diameter (D) 1.52
Algebraic Stress Models k..SM) were also considered. cm impinges on a flat plate that is a distance H from
They observed that the ASM did not give a significant the jet outlet plane. There is no imposed crossflow.
improvement over the standard k - model in the pre- The total temperature of the jet at its outlet is set
diction of flow field associated with an impinging jet. equal to the ambient temperature (21.1 0 C). The ye-
Furthermore, they reported that the ASM was twice locity profile in the jet was assumed to be either (1)
as expensive as the k-c model, and not as stable. uniform at a value of V9, or (2) given by a 1/7th power

Recently, Knowles and Bray [20] performed computa- profile. The turbulent kinetic energy (k) and its dis-
tions for a normal impinging jet in a cross-flow using sipation rate (e) at the jet outlet were calculated as
the standard k - e turbulence model. They investi- follows:
gated both a circular free jet, and an impinging circu- k = 1.5 x (T.I. x Vj)2 (8)
lar jet with no crossflow. The computations were done
using an 2-D axisymmetric grid. They present predic- where T.I. is the assumed turbulence intensity.
tions for the free jet axial velocity decay for various
jet exit turbulence intensities and Mach numbers, as- = C,•k 1 5/0"03D (9)
suming a uniform nozzle velocity profile. Their results
indicate (1) that the use of the k-e model results in The inherent symmetry of the problem was exploited,
an overprediction of the jet spreading rate when com- and hence the computational domain incorporates one
pared to the results of Donaldson and Snedeker [5] quarter of the jet with the center of the jet located at
and (2) that increasing the jet exit turbulence inten- (x,y,z) = (0,0,H). The problem was solved in three-
sity shortens its potential core. For the impinging jet dimensions as the next step in the analysis is to in-
they consider H/D ratios of 7.5 and 24, and compare clude a cross-flow. The computations were performed
the spreading and decay rate of the wall jet (produced in a parallepiped (box-shaped) domain that extended
by the impingement jet) to experimental data. How- from the plane of symmetry x/D = 0 to a plane down-
ever, no heat transfer predictions were made. stream at z/D = 20 in the axial direction, from the
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jet inlet plane z = H to the impingement plate z = 0 effects are absent and the jet exhibites a potential flow
in the radial direction, and from the symmetry plane characteristics (similar to the potential core of a free
V = 0 to a slip boundary at the plane y/D=15. HID jet). However, for HID = 10, the effect of shear stress
values of 2 and 10 were considered in this study. on the velocity profile is apparent. The jet expands

and entrains fluid from surroundings; this slows downThe boundary conditions on the various faces of the anetrisfudrosronig;thslwson
Thelbundaryon ditionwes fonltheious: fthe jet core velocity as can be seen in figure 3. Closecalculation domain were as follows:

examination of the vector plot, reveals that the region
"in which the shear effects are minimal (i.e. potential

SSymmetry Planes: On the planes i f 0, and core region) persists up to approximately z/D = 5.
S= 0, the combined convective/diffusive flux was The above observations are in agreement with previ-

set to sero. ous studies (e.g. [5],[6],[10] etc.).

" Outflow: The plane z = 20D was treated as an Figure 4 shows the comparison between the predicted
outflow boundary. dimensionless jet centerline pressure and the corre-

sponding experimental profile [51 at the plane of sym-
" Walls The upper (excluding jet outlet) and lower metry (y=O) for the case of H/D=2. Good agreement

plates (z = H, 0) were treated as follows: No can be observed. The mean jet centerline velocity
slip conditions were imposed, and numerical pre- (along the jet) for the case of H/D=10 is also com-
dictions were obtained for the cases of adiabatic pared to the available experimental data [5] in Figure
walls, and for the cases of an imposed uniform 5. The comparison is only shown in the region outside
temperature (T.). These different runs were re- the potential core (viz z/D > 6) where the experi-
quired in order to allow for a comparison with the mental data were reported. The prediction is in good
heat transfer data in the literature [13] where the agreement with the experimental measurements.
adiabatic wall temperature was used in defining At this point it was concluded that the mean flow
the heat transfer coefficient. characteristics pertinent to impinging circular jet can

" Jet Exit: the velocity components, k, c and tern- be adequately predicted, using the standard k - e tur-
perature were specified at the jet outlet. bulence model in conjunction with wall function for-

mulation .

The number of grid points used in the x and y direc- Attention was then focused on to the heat transfer pre-
tions were 35 and 31 respectively. In the z direction diction capability of the present formulation. The pre-
the number of grid points used depended on the HID dicted Nu along the impingement plate on the sym-
of the domain and the wall boundary conditions used. metry plane (y=0) for H/D=2 is presented in Fig-
For an HID of 2, the number of grid points used for ure 6. Two cases were considered namely, jet turbu-
the high Reynolds number turbulence model and the lence intensities of 1% and 10% at the hole exit plane.
two layer model were 20 and 40, respectively. The It is evident that though the predicted Nu exhibites
corresponding numbers for H/D=10 were 31 and 49. strong jet turbulence intensity dependency, neither of

the cases compared well against the reported experi-
mental data [13]. An interesting feature observed from

5 RESULTS the predicted profile is that in the case of high jet tur-
The discussion of results is divided into two parts, bulence intensity, the peak Nu occurres at the edge
based on the near wall treatment of the flow, viz : of the jet (i.e. z/D = 0.5). Review of the turbulence
(1) wall functions application and (2) the two- layer intensity distribution (u' = V/ 3) along the same
model. In each section the highlights of these two plane (i.e. at the nodal point adjacent to the impinge-
near-wall treatments will be given for HID of 2 and ment wall) shows that the maximum u' occurres at the
10. same location (Fig 7). This suggests that firstly the

jet does not expand as it approaches the impingement
plate and secondly the maximum turbulence kinetic

5.1 Standard Wall Functions energy is nearly the same as that convected by the jet

from the exit plane of the hole to the impingement
The results presented in this section pertain to the plate. On the other hand for the case of low jet tur-
flow and heat transfer predictions, using the standard bulence intensity, the peak Nu occurres beyond the
wall functions to bridge the near wall region 1211. edge of the jet (i.e. z/D = 1.6), corresponding to

The velocity vector plots, in the vicinity of the hole, the location at which the peak turbulence intensity
on the planes of symmetry are presented in Figures 2 occurres (Fig. 7). It is evident that the rate of pro-
and 3 for HID = 2 and 10, respectively. The flow pat- duction of turbulence energy in the vicinity of the wall
tern indicates that for HID = 2, the jet impinges on in this case, out-weights the convected turbulence en-
the bottom plate with approximately the same profile ergy from the hole exit plane. The experimental data
as that prescribed at the hole exit plane. This implies also suggests that the peak Nu occurres beyond the
that there is a minimal interaction between the bulk edge of the jet (i.e.at z/D = 2). Goldstein et al.
of the jet flow and the surrounding fluid. The shear attributed this local peak to the presence of vortex
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ring surrounding the jet; the vortex ring is believed to that the rate of heat transfer to the boundary is in-
promote mixing (i.e. turbulence kinetic energy) and dependent of the jet turbulence intensity imposed at
hence heat transfer. the hole exit plane for the case of HID = 10. It was

In-overall the agreement between the predicted and thus decided to first carry out the calculation for the

measured heat transfer coefficient is very poor. One case of HID = 10 with the jet turbulence intensity at
tehole exit plaestt %

source of discrepancy could be due to the application the lane set to u' = 1%.

of wall functions for heat transfer prediction. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the calcu-

The predicted Nu along the impingement plate on lated Nu and the corresponding Goldstein et al. data.

the symmetry plane (y=O) for the case of HID=10 Clearly a much improved agreement can be observed,

is presented in Figure 8. Two cases were again con- particularly near the stagnation region (z/D = 0).

sidered, namely, jet turbulence intensities of 1% and The maximum discrepancy of 25% occurres in the re-

10% at the hole exit plane. It is evident that neither gion of 3 < x/D < 4. Grid refinement to improve the

of the cases compared well against the reported ex- agreement was not carried out due to time limitation.

perimental data [13]. The peak Nu occurres at the The same calculation was carried out for the case of
stagnation point (zlD = 0) for both calculation and HID = 2 with the jet turbulence intensity at the
measurement, corresponding to the location of maxi- hole exit plane set to u' = 1%. Figure 11 shows the
mum turbulence intensity as shown in Figure 9. comparison between the calculated Nu and the corre-

An interesting feature observed from the predicted sponding data. Poor agreement is observed, suggest-

profile is that the Nu is independent of the turbu- ing that the two layer model does not perform well

lence intensity imposed at the hole exit plane. This for this case. However, by reviewing the dimension-
suggests that the turbulence energy distribution at the less distance between the nodal point adjacent to the

wall is governed by the shearing effects and is generally wall and the wall (Y+ = n-r.1 p1 l 2 /M), it is observed
independent of the turbulence convected by the jet to- in Figure 12 that the nodal point might not have lied
wards the impingement plate. The source of discrep- in the laminar sub-layer region, with the present grid
ancy between the measured and predicted Nu profile arrangement. C. Rhie [25] recommends that for suc-
could again be due to the application of wall functions cessful two layer model applications, the first nodal
for heat transfer prediction. point adjacent to the boundary should be located at

At this point it was decided to use the two layer model +

for heat transfer prediction. The grid arrangement was refined to insure the rec-
ommended criterion is met before any firm conclusion
about the merits of the two layer model is made. Fig-

5.2 Two Layer Turbulence Model ure 13 shows the comparison between the measured
and calculated Nu using the refined grid arrangement.

Two inherent significant assumptions on the heat The agreement has not improved, even-though the
transfer characteristics, when applying the wall func- y+ < 2 condition has been met. It can be seen that
tion formulation, are: neither the location nor the magnitude of the peak

Nu has been predicted correctly.
1. Reynolds analogy is invoked, which assumes thatis popotioal t moen- It is suspected that the implementation of the two

the heat diffusion rate islayer model in the present code might be the cause
tum diffusion rate, i.e. 'V2 - Al which is not nec- of this discrepancy. In depth review of the implemen-
essarily valid; a good example is the case of sep- this rephat the y+ value at every x location in
arating, re-attaching flows, where at the point of taion reveals t e base othe x shea rre- attachment the wall shear stress is zero while equation 6 is calculated based on the maximum shear

stress in that plane, as opposed to the local nodalthe wall heat flux is maximum, value. This might result in a smaller predicted sub-

2. The wall function formulation assumes a logarith- layer region, giving rise to a higher heat transfer coef-
mic temperature profile near the wall, in analogy ficient (i.e.larger temperature gradient). The effects of
with the near wall velocity profile. this form of implementation on the heat transfer dis-

tribution will be investigated by present authors in the
In order to avoid the above assumptions, the conser- near future. Also the two layer model in general might
vation equations are solved to the wall using the two not be adequate for this type of heat transfer predic-
layer model [28]. In this model, the molecular thermal tion. Other turbulence models (e.g. low Reynolds
conductivity is used to calculate the wall heat flux, the number turbulence model) might be investigated in
pre-requisit of which is that the nodal point adjacent future.
to the wall should be located inside the laminar sub-
layer region.

The calculations were repeated for both cases of
HID = 2 and HID = 10, using the two layer turbu-
lence model. The wall function calculations revealed
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6 Conclusion [6] Donaldson, C. Dup., Snedeker, R.S., Margolis,
D.P., A Study of Free Jet Impingement. Part 2.

Based on the present numerical study of an impinging Free Jet Turbulent Structure and Impingement
circular jet on a flat plate, in the absence of cross-flow Heat Transfer, Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 45,

effects, the following conclusions have been made: 3, pp. 477-512, 1971.

[7] Downs, S.J., Jet Impingement Heat Transfer - A
1. The mean flow characteristics of impinging cir- Literature Survey, Rolls Royce Ltd., Report No.

cular jets can be adequately predicted with the PNR-90360, 1987.
standard k - turbulence model in conjunction
with the wall functions. 181 Florshuetz, L.W., Isoda, Y., Flow Distributions

and Discharge Coefficient Effects for Jet Array
2. The potential core of the jet persist up to 5 Impingement with Initial Crossflow, ASME Pa-

hole diameter away from the hole exit plane. per No. 82-GT-156.
Hence, the impingement plate located at dis-
tances smaller than 5 hole diameter away from [9] Florshuetz, L.W., Metzger, D.E., Su, C.C., Heat
the hole, is subjected to a small rate of heat trans- Transfer Characteristics for Jet Array Impinge-
fer, owing to the low rate of turbulence and mix- ment with Initial Crossflow, ASME Paper No.
ing process in the potential core region. 83-GT-28

3. The application of wall functions does not yield [10] Gauntner, J.W., Livingood, J.N.B., Hrycak, P.,
satisfactory heat transfer prediction. Survey of Literature on Flow Characteristics of a

Single Turbulent Jet Impinging on a Flat Plate,
4. The rate of heat transfer is a strong function of NASA Technical Note TN D-5652, 1970.

the jet's turbulence intensity imposed at the exit
of the hole for H/D = 2. [11] Goldstein, R.J., Behbahani, A.I., Impingement

of a Circular Jet With and Without Cross Flow,
5. Application of the two layer turbulence model im- International Journal Heat and Mass Transfer,

proves the heat transfer prediction capability for 25, 9, pp.1377-1382, 1982.
HID = 10, provided that the y+ < 2 condition is
satisfied. The present implementation of the two [12] Goldstein, R.J., Timmers, J.F., Visualization of

layer model does not adequately predict the heat Heat Transfer from Arrays of Impinging Jets, In-
transfer characteristics for HID = 2. ternational Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer,

25, 12, pp. 1857-1868, 1982.
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SYMMETRY

I -

Figure 1: Schematic of the Geometry Under Present Investigation
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Figure 2: Vector Plot of the Flow in the Vicinity of the Hole, at the Plane of Symmetry, for HID =2
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Figure 3: Vector Plot of the Flow in the Vicinity of the Hole, at the Plane of Symmetry, for HID =10
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Figue 4:Comparison Between the Calculated Dimensionless Pressure Along the Jet Center-Line and the
Corresponding Data of Donaldson,C [1971] for HID = 2 P* = (P - P,,)/(Po - P.
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An L2F-Measurement Device with Image Rotator Prism for Flow Velocity Analysis
in Rotating Coolant Channels

M. Beversdorff, 0. Hein , R. Schodl
DLR, Institute for Propulsion Technology

P.O. Box 90 60 58, W-5000 Cologne 90, Germany

ABSTRACT Si to S4 mirrors
L1, L2, L3 lenses

For further improvement of the tur- MV measurement volume
bine blade cooling process the know- SF sending fiber (monomode)
ledge about the heat transfer in ra- RF receiving fiber (multimode)
dial coolant channels has to be dee- BS beam splitter prism
pened. Due to rotation the velocity LU launching unit
distribution as well as the turbulence OH optical head
structure and therefore the heat DU detector unit
transfer will be influenced. To carry ESP electronical signal pro-
out experimental data of the flow cessing
field within a rotating duct a non-in-
trusive continuous measuring system INTRODUCTION
(Laser-Two-Focus) with an image rota-

,A tor prism is presented. The design of The improvement of power, efficien-
the system is explained in detail. cy and operational lifetime of jet en-
Problems of application are discussed gines demands higher performance from
and results of the first successful the cooling of turbine blades to cope
measurements compared with numerical with the increase of temperature and
results are presented. pressure load.

Accurate correlations for the de-
NOMENCLATURE sign of the cooling configuration bas-

ed on detailed knowledge of the gas
d duct inner diameter and coolant flow and the heat transfer
L duct length are necessary.
dp particle diameter
Tu turbulence parameter

laserlight wavelength se~ordary ftcw xral velocity

s start-stop-focus separa- ss
t ion

R maximum radius of measure- n
max ment location

n maximum rotational speed Fconn
g earth acceleration

p static presssure
u axial flow velocity Fig.l: Turbine blade with radial cool-
a divergence angle of prism ant channel and typical flow

BS field development
7 inclination angle
F focal point In the rotating components strong
L probe volume length centrifugal and Coriolis forces cause
Re Reynolds number a complex flow structure inside the
SS suction side coolant channels. The change in fric-
PS pressure side tion due to the secondary flow has an
SPP Schmidt-Pechan image rota- influence on heat transfer and pres-

tor prism sure drop behaviour. A typical view
of a cooled turbine blade and a view

*Now Siemens-KWU of the flow pattern inside a channel
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with circular cross-section rotating 10 microns and are separated about 300
orthogonal to the turbine axis is microns.
shown in Fig.l.

A numerical method has been deve-
loped to calculate the heat transfer Lose- t-j Time of Flight
in coolant channels Ref.[l]. To veri- Laser-
fy the predicted data, experiments on beam N

pressure drop behaviour and flow field N N /- Flow
measurements were done at DLR Cologne. / /

A large-scale coolant duct, S

(Fig.2), with a diameter d = 16mm and ,

a length to diameter ratio L/d = 20 , /
within a cantilevered rotor of Im t/ op
outer diameter was designed for the
investigation. The maximum rotational - //
speed of the rotor was 3000rpm. The Particle Start
measurement positions were located at
the relative length x/d of 3, 10 and
20. The flow in the duct was provided Fig.3: Principle of the Laser-Two-Fo-
by cleaned, pressurized air and con- cus velocimeter
trolled by mass flow meters at the
specially sealed inlet and outlet of When the natural particle concen-
the hollow rotor shaft. The flow di- tration is not sufficient artificial
rection can be changed from radial in- seeding is provided to reduce the mea-
ward to radial outward. suring time. To get results of mean

flow velocity, mean flow angle and
••- - :- Z•.C. o,•,t,', turbulence intensities with sufficient

L.S.. bea-, confidence numerous start-stop events
..1h d -- have to be detected and statistically-- - -., evaluated. In a first approach one

S¶i--f •might believe that the L2F-system
_-___ could be operated the same way on the

- I duct flow as on usual turbomachine ap-
' ... plications. This, however, ist not a
'-2 very pratical solution. In the turbo-

machine case the probe volume is
4figured through locally fixed casing

",-'/-"",',"""/ ~ windows to a certain rotor blade pas-
Fig.2: Schematic of the test rig sage position, which changes circumfe-

rentially during rotation. Since the
For the non-intrusive flow measure- L2F-system is active in every blade

ments a Laser-Two-Focus velocimeter passage the flow is always present in
was applied, the probe volume and measurements are

continuously possible.
LASER-TWO-FOCUS VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS Considering the duct flow measure-

ments can only be carried out during
The Laser-Two-Focus technique is a the very short time period when the
well known method in turbomachinery rotating duct passes the fixed measur-
flow analysis, Ref.[2]. The main ap- ing volume. This time period is typi-
plications are: high speed, narrow cally only about 1/1000 of the rotor
flow channels and low turbulent flows revolution time and therefore the re-
in axial and radial compressors or sultant measuring time is about 1000
turbines and cascade wind tunnels, times longer than in an usual turbo-

The principle is a time-of-flight machine application. This cannot be
measurement of very small particles in tolerated. The only way to overcome
the flow, dp < 0.5 microns, which have this drawback is to have the measuring
a good flow following behaviour system continuously operating in the
(Fig.3). The optical setup is des- rotating frame.
cribed in detail in Ref.[3]. Typical- One solution of the problem would
ly the two beams are focussed down to be to install the complete optical
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head of the measuring system on the more identical as they should be and
rotor. This, however, is not possible so the beams in the measuring volume
with a normal L2F-system with the big are no longer parallel, but slightly
Ar -Ion laser. A laser diode system inclined. The inclination angle 7 de-
which is much smaller and just under pends on the distance between lens and
development in the institute could be beam splitter and causes different
a possible choice, but adjustment beam separations as a function of the
problems of the complex optical setup probe volume lenght L. Thi different
cannot be avoided in an enviroment of beam separations in the measuring
vibrations and high centrifugal for- volume will cause different time-of-
ces. We decided therefore to place flight measurements so that for exam-
only a single part of the optical sys- ple in laminar flows an artificial
tem on the rotor and to have the most turbulence is indicated. However,
parts of the optics separated from the theoretical calculations and experi-
rotor in a stationary location. The mental results in a jet flow showed,
collimated light from the L2F-system that the maximum distance between lens
is launched into the rotor concentric and beam splitter of 800mm will result
to the rotor axis and guided by mir- in a relative error of only 0.3% at a
rors to the lens, which is mounted on turbulence level Tu = 4%. The statis-
the rotor, but movable to focus the tically evaluated mean velocity is not
laser beams to different probe volume influenced.
locations.

THE OPTICAL SET-UP
OPT -EA0D - -.2 65- - L

,77, -7 The schematic set-up of the L2F
S... measuring device is shown in Fig.6.

Fig.4: Optical beam path of the fiber
optic Laser-Two-Focus velocime- B
ter S2 S3

A new developed L2F probe (Ref.(3])
with fiber technique, Fig.4, seemed to OH
be ideal for this application. The F
beams between the beam splitter and I L -
the focussing lens are parallel. The L_ S
small, lightweight optical head is
fixed on the rotor pedestal avoiding
relative motions between optical head
and rotor.

The separation of the lens from the Fig.6: Set-up of the Laser-Two-Focus
optical head caused a negative effect device at the rotating duct
on the measuring volume. As shown in
Fig.5, the dividing point of the beam The multicolored light from a 4W-
splitter and the focal plane are no Argon Laser is guided through a mono-

mode fiber SF to the optical head.
There the laser beam is divided by a
color dispersion prism. The diver-

_ gence angle between the beams with a
wave length A of 514nm (start) and

FF ~of 488nm (stop) is a = 0.170. This
results in a beam separation s of 292

B1 1 microns with a focussing lens Li of
100mm focal length. The parallel
beams are directed through an image

Fig.5: Distortion of the measuring rotator prism SPP and by four mirros
volume due to the separation of Si to S4 perpendicular into the duct.
BS and Li The image rotator (Schmidt-Pechan-
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prism, Fig.7) is necessary to keep the The lens Li is traversable by a
orientation of the start and stop DC-motor up to 10mm, so that the mea-
beams - the measurement plane - always suring volume can be traversed over
parallel to the duct axis. Without half the duct diameter. The position
this additional optical component the is controlled by a potentiometer. The
measurement plane would turn counter- electrical connections to the DC-motor
clockwise when the rotor is turned and the potentiometer are enabled with
clockwise. The image rotator com- slip-rings on the rotor shaft.
pensates this motion if it is rotated The described positioning possibi-
clockwise with half the rotor fre- lities enabled the system to measure
quency. more than one half of the circular

cross section of the duct. If a sym-

dietectrical metrical flow is assumed, the flow
coating pattern in the other half can be

treated as a reflected image.
The scattered light from particles

out of the probe volume is directed
backwards through the optical set-up.
The different colors from start and
stop are recombined to one multicolor

material: beam by the dispersion prism in the
dielectricat BK7 optical head. This light is guided

coatingQ with a multimode fiber to a detector

unit and the signal processing elec-

Fig.7: Schmidt-Pechan image rotator tronics.
prism Measurements at different ratios

x/d of duct length were possible by
The angular stability of the me- mounting the duct section with the in-

asurement-plane is excellent by the tegrated window for optical access and
use of a belt gear. Many efforts had the traverse mechanism for the lens at
to be done to solve the adjustment the desired position. Ratios x/d of
problem of the prism in the optical 3, 10 and 20 were choosen.
beam path. A model rotor was designed Particular attention was taken on
to study the problem and a procedure the design and the estimation of the
was found to do this very accurately. loads on to the mechanical and optical
The local variation of the measuring parts, especially on the achromatic
volume, which is a measure of the ad- lens. Due to the high centrifugal ac-
justment quality, we achieved was less celeration of 4000g at a radius R =max
than 30 microns. 400mm, and n = 300Orpm, there were

The four mirror arrangement with some doubts Wat the lens would keep
two mirrors fixed at the duct enabled it optical quality.
the system to measure at different
lines of sight with respect to the ro- L1 P 20mmquartz
tational axis within an angle range of L P mqplate1000

f .rom

/0 H

SRotciton
Rion Fig.9: Pressure chamber for lens stress

simulation

-100O
Therefore, a small pressure chamber

Fig.8: Cross-section of the duct with (Fig.9) was manufactured to check the
the observeable (hatched) area lens with an equivalent load. Which
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is corresponding to a pressure p of By a change in the design (Fig.10)
10bar. A parallel light beam was both problems were solved.
directed through the plane window to The window was separated by 10mm
the focussing lens and the focal plane from the duct wall and was inclined by
was magnified. Then the pressure in 7 degrees. The remaining hole in the
the chamber was increased up to lObar. wall is about 4mm in diameter.
There were no significant changes in The inclined glass surface directed
the focal plane observeable. the reflections out of the receiving

Artificial seeding was done at the optics. The backplaced window pre-
inlet of the rotor shaft by a particle vented soiling for hours and the hole
generator atomizing a Glycerin-Alcohol in the wall showed no observeable dis-
mixture, turbance in the flow field behind the

duct axis.
DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS DURING THE MEA- Another problem occured at close to
SUREMENTS the wall measurements, because the

minimum distance achieved was about

Some difficulties occured during 1.5mm. Normally, a L2F-system is
the first tests and handicapped the capable to measure down to 0.2mm per-
measurements. In the original design pendicular to a wall, but the uncon-
the window (2mm BK7 plate) was in a ventional beam path had a negative ef-
position close to the wall and paral- fect on this capability. To obtain
lel to the duct axis to get minimum measurements from the boundary layer
disturbance of the flow. This caused close to the wall a small hole was
the following problems: drilled into the rearwall, 0 1.2mm, to

- Reflections from the window into reduce background flare. The hole was
the receiving optics resulted in closed with a beveled glass cylinder
a drastical reduction of signal- to avoid reflections into the optics.
to-noise ratio. Multiple reflec- Since the flow is stationary, the
tions in the image rotator may influence of the hole of such a small
cause this problems, size is negligible.

- The window got dirty after very A secondary effect of this modifi-
short measuring time and made cation was a more easy way to adjust
further measurements impossible, the measuring volume normal to the
The soiling was caused by oil duct axis, because now the laser beam
from the air supply shaft seals had to be positioned only to the cen-
which crept along the duct wall ter of the two windows, which can be
and not so much from seeding par- easy observed.
ticles.

The cleaning of the window took a COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERI-
lot of time, because the rotor was CAL RESULTS
fully capsuled and had to be dismount-
ed for this purpose. First measurements were carried out

at a relative length x/d of 20 and a
beveled glass flow from the outer radius to the cen-

window Cy inder ep~ n - €lufo

I * .fl.n 4 

.ci~~

! ;'.2,

'1.0

from • .
.8lens -0 s

.o

-1.0 -. 5 .0 5 1.0
SS reolive rodius r/R Ps

Fig.10: View of the duct section with Fig.ll: Axial velocity profile from SS
the integrated window to PS for n- 1500rpm, Re-60000
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ter at a rotational speed of 1500rpm. pressure side is shown. There are al-

The following figures show the so deviations from the calculated
axial velocity distribution in the values, specially from the center to

plane from the suction side to the the suction side. The reasons there-

pressure side and in the perpendicular fore seemed to be also the inlet con-

plane. The symbols are representing ditions. A more detailed presentation

the experimental results and the solid and discussions of the results will be

lines were generated from numerical given in Ref.[4].

results.
In Fig.ll the velocity profile from CONCLUSION

suction side to pressure side is
shown, which confirmed the expected The results obtained from the ex-

asymmetrical distribution. While the periments showed, that the proposed
velocity profile in the perpendicular L2F device with an image rotator is a

plane in Fig.12, is symmetrical. The very suitable method to determine the
observable differences between the re- flow field in a small rotating flow

sults are more related to the circum- channel.

stance that in the experiments the The measurements will be carried on

flow field was not yet fully develop- at increased rotational speeds and
ed. This is caused by differences in also the buoyancy effects due to a

the inlet conditions of the experiment heated tube wall on the flow field
in comparison to the assumptions made will be studied.
by numerical calculations.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: N. Hay, University of Nottingham

Regarding the problem of oil on the window, we had a similar problem in a combustion
situation and we solved it by using film cooling techniques: we blew clean air across the
window from a slot upstream. Would it be possible to use the same approach in this case?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
I think it would be possible. Normally we use a similar cleaning device where solvent is
blown out of some holes upstream from time to time to clean the window. In the present
case, since it is complicated to adapt the method to the rotating duct, we decided to separate
the window from the duct.
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LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENT
WITH LIQUID CRYSTALS ON ROTATING SURFACES

INCLUDING NON-AXISYMMETRIC CASES

D.E. Metzger and Y.K. Kim
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department

Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85287-6106

U.S.A.

Ats local surface temperature
z rotor-to-stator spacing

An overview and summary of test methods and results are a thermal diffusivity

given for the problem of measuring local heat transfer on v fluid kinematic viscosity
rotating surfaces that model gas turbine engine disks. Disk- A fluid dynamic viscosity
cavity situations generically similar to those encountered in the (0 angular velocity
high pressure stage disk cooling are considered, with cooling p fluid density
air supplied both at or near the wheel centerline as well as 0 time
through single or multiple jets impinging outboard on the T time step
wheel near the blade attachment region. In some situations
provision has been made for ingestion into the disk-cavity
from the gas path region radially outboard of the disk. Local INTRODUCTION
heat transfer rates in all cases are determined from the color
display from a thin coating of encapsulated liquid crystals Current aircraft propulsion engines and rocket engine turbo-
sprayed onto the disk, in conjunction with use of a video pumps employ very high axial turbine stage inlet temperatures
camera and computer vision system. For cases with axisym- for the hot working gases that flow along the hot gas path at
metric disk surfaces, the coated surfaces are illuminated and the outer boundary of the rapidly rotating turbine disks. A
viewed continuously, and detailed radial distributions of local perennial major concern in turbine design is the ingestion of
Nusselt number are obtained. For non-axisymmetric disk fluid from the hot gas path into into the disk-stator cavity
surfaces, such as encountered in the vicinity of boltheads, the where it can increase both temperature level and temperature
disk is illuminated with stroboscopic light and a method hs gradients within the highly stressed disk. The pumping ability
been developed and used to synchronize the computer frame- of the rotating disk produces an inherent tendency of the disk
grabber with the illumination, for cavity evacuation, and induces the hot gases into the cavity

unless the disk pumping appetite is provided for by separately
supplied cooling flows. The amount of coolant necessary to

NOMENCLATURE prevent hot gas ingestion into the cavity is important in engine
design, because of the cycle penalty associated with it and the

A heat transfer area resulting need to minimize its use.
cp specific heat
E entrainment supply flow ratio, = Qe/Qp Detailed convection heat transfer information over the entire
h convection heat transfer coefficient face of turbine disks is also needed in general in order to
k thermal conductivity specify a cooling design that will insure acceptably low metal
m total coolant mass flow rate temperatures and temperature gradients, consistent with
Nu Nusselt number, = hro/k desired durability. Despite this need for detailed heat transfer
q local surface heat transfer rate information on rotating surfaces, such information has been
Q total measured coolant volumetric flow rate acquired only slowly starting with, among others, the analysis
Qe measured entrainment volumetric flow rate of von Karman [1] and the experiments of Cobb and Saunders
Qp calculated free disk pumping flow [2] and Kreith, et al [3]. A concise review of literature
r radial coordinate addressing both the fluid mechanics and heat transfer aspects
ro disk radius of the subject through 1982 is provided by Owen [41.
ri impingement radius
R jet supply flow ratio, = Q/Qp In general, cooling air can be provided to the disk or disk-
Rem flow Reynolds number = QJ2p zn cavity in different ways, with one of the most commo
Rer disk rotational Reynolds number = wro2/n methods using supply at or near the disk axis, followed by
t temperature radially outward flow along the disk. The emphasis in such
ti initial temperature schemes is usually placed upon purging the cavity of hot
tr reference temperature gases. A second method involves the direct impingement of
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coolant jets onto the disk surface, usually near the disk rotating surfaces has been developed over the past few years
periphery in an attempt to provide more cooling to the blade at Arizona State University 110] and at the University of
attachment region. This latter method has long been Karlsruhe in Germany [ 11], in both cases applied to a
considered to be a potentially very effective method for tur- situation where the disk is cooled by jets. Adaptation of the
bine cooling, but a method where heat transfer mechanisms technique to the present configuration and preliminary results
are not well understood. Some early measurements on actual have been previously presented by Metzger and Kim [ 12].
cooled turbine hardware [51 revealed anomalous results where
heat transfer unexpectedly decreased with increasing disk A significant advantage of the present test method concerns
speed. Subsequent laboratory studies with jets impinging on the proper modeling of the thermal boundary conditions on all
plane rotating surfaces, eg Popiel, et al [61, Metzger and the wetted surfaces. In many instances of practical interest.
Grochowsky, [7], Metzger et al [8], Bogdan, 19], and Popiel the flow in the wheel-space between rotor and stator often
and Boguslawski (6] have shown that a single isolated jet can contains recirculating regions where the flow exchanges heat
easily be too weak to effectively penetrate the boundary layer with both the stator and the rotor. In most previous testing,
flow induced by the disk rotation. Since jet impingment the disk is usually the only active heat transfer surface and
schemes always involve a finite number of jets spaced around heat transfer to or from the stationary surfaces is not properly
the disk at intervals, there is always concern that hot gas flow modeled or accounted for in the experiments. In the present
can penetrate into the cavity at the spaces between the jets, and tests, all surfaces are heat transfer active.
even that the jet flow may actually induce and exaggerate the
radially inward hot gas flow. Measurement Theory and Procedures The test procedures

and data reduction theory used in this investigation are
The interaction of an impinging jet onto a surface with essentially identical to those described in Metzger and Larson
boundary fluid pumped by the surface motion is quite [131 and Metzger and Bunker [131, and only a brief overview
different than the usual interaction of a jet with a cross-flow, is presented here. In the technique used. detailed local convec-
In the case of the moving surface, the jet encounters an ever tion coefficients over the test region of interest are deduced
stronger cross-flow as it nears the surface, whereas in the from measurements of local transient wali iemperature
more usual stationary surface case, the cross-flow must responses to the driving convective heating load based on well
reduce to zero at the surface. Some recently published data established one-dimensional conduction theory.
[ 10], with sets of three impinging jets set close together,
suggest that the heat transfer effect of multiple jets may be The wall temperature response for one-dimensional heat
predictable by superposition of single jet performance, but this conduction in a semi-infinite solid object to a step change in
conclusion is questionably applied to disk cooling situations ambient fluid temperature is described by the following
with jets closely spaced over the full 360 degrees. Both classical solution.
centrally supplied coolant supply and radially outboard jet
supply, both with single and multiple jets, have been (ts-ti)/(tr-ti) = I - exp(h2 a0/k2 ) • erfc (h 0-,O/k) (1)
investigated with the methods described herein. The paper
focuses on the experiemntal modeling and methods employed
and gives an overview of results obtained in terms of the If material properties are known, the heat transfer coefficient h

effects of various parameters such as coolant flow Reynolds can be inversely obtained from Eq. 1 with measurements of

number, jet supply versus central supply, radial position of transient wall temperature response and fluid temperature tin.

jets, and the contour of the disk. For a simplified flow situation, the driving fluid temperature
tm may be considered as the local mixed mean temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND APPARATUS However, in less restricted cases, tm can be substituted by a
more readily measurable reference temperature tr and h can be

The acquisition of heat transfer information for turbine disks redefined accordingly.

has been slow and knowledge is still very incomplete because
of the expense and complexity usually involved with making In actual experiments, a true step change in fluid temperature

local heat transfer measurements on rotating surfaces, is nearly impossible to achieve and generally the reference

Conventionally, such measurements involve mounting temperature will be a function of time. In this case the

expensive heat flux gages, or spot heaters and thermocouples, solution given by Eq. 1 is still valid as a fundamental solution

on the disk surface, and transmitting electrical power and but is used for a series of step changes in tr(O) using

measurement signals from and to the rotating apparatus Duhamel's superposition theorem, ie:

through slip rings. In the present study, very localized N
convection heat transfer rates via obtained by utilizing t -ti = I U(0 - ti) Atr (2)
remotely viewed liquid crystal surface coatings together with a i=1
thermal transient test procedure.

where:
In the present method, encapsulated liquid crystal coatings are
sprayed directly onto the disk test surface and their response is rh2(-.lt h rfe-hi
observed and processed during the transient with automated U(O - ri)=i - expit k2 erf ce-ft (3)

computer vision and data acquisition systems. Local convec- L -

tion coefficients are calculated from the transient thermal
response of the test surface, as determined by color For the acrylic plastic test surface material used, the depth of
indications from the thin coating. This technique applied to heating into the disk over the time duration needed to complete
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the test is less than the disk thickness. In addition, departure data suffices to obtain the local heat transfer coefficients with a
from one-dimensionality because of finite lateral conduction in relatively high resolution using Eq. 2.
the disk is not expected to have a significant effect on the local
surface temperature response for the surface heat transfer The pre-set threshold for the desired color is determined by
gradients anticipated, as shown by Vedula, et al [ 141 and calibrating the image processing system against a TLC-,..,1 cd
Metzger and Larson [13]. copper bar. The temperature response of the copper bar to a

heat input load is monitored by a thermocouple embedded in
In the technique used, the transient surface temperature the bar. By varying the input threshold values, an optimum
information is provided by the application of a temperature threshold and corresponding wall temperature can be acquired
indicating coating material and aý PC-based image processing for given lighting conditions.
system employing the frame grabber. The coating material
used for this study is an commercially available encapsulated Appartus Figure 1 shows a schematic of the test apparatus
chiral nematic thermochromic liquid crystal (1LC), applied to used. Fig. 2 shows cross sections of the disk and stator
the test surface using an airbrush. The TLC displays colors in assemblies used, except where noted, for the experimental
response to temperature changes as a result of lattice reorien- results to be discussed. Rotational speeds up to 10,000 rpm
tation of the crystal. When sprayed as a thin layer, the TLC is have been achieved by a 3/4 HP induction motor driving an
essentially clear and displays color with increasing tem- enclosed and sealed twin bearing quill through a flat belt
perature in sequence of red, green, blue, and back to clear. Continuously variable speed adjustment is provided by an

autotransformer, and the disk speed is continuously monitored
The nominal temperatures for red, green, and blue displays of with a photoelectric pickup and a digital frequency counter.
the present chiral nematic TLC are 38.4 C, 39.8 C, and 43.5
C, respectively. The process is reversible such that the
calibration of temperature remains unchanged for a large .. - .-- •
number of cycles under laboratory conditions. While all TLC -

type coatings assume a finite time response for the lattice
rotations, Ireland and Jones 1 151 have shown that micro-
encapsulated chiral nematic coatings on the order of l0-3 cm
thick require only a few milliseconds for this action. This time i- j
lag is negligible in comparison with the thermal transients oftL.J
the present study. i o2
A typical experimental run begins with heating laboratory
compressed air up to a desired temperature while the test
section is maintined at room temperature. A three-way ball
diverter valve is used to route the heated air away from the test
section until the air temperature reaches a preselected steady Fig. 1 Apparatus Schematic
state value indicated by a monitoring thermocouple in the
diversion line. When steady state is nearly reached in the
diversion line, the disk is brought to the desired test speed as --2 + 2'2

rapidly as possible to minimize any possible temperature rise -'_ -)

within the test region due to frictional heating. Typically the
disk speed can be stabilized within two minutes with less than

ature. The heated air is then suddenly re-routed to the test

section as the frame grabber and data log system for air I!•,
temperature measurements are initiated simultaneously. For - I I
tests with entrainment flow, the secondary air flow at room ...".... . ... .
temperature is also initially passed away from the test section
by a second diverter valve and re-routed simultaneously with Fig. 2 Disk and Stator Assembly Cross Section
the main flow, For the test cases with 19-jet supply, it was
necessary to preheat the plenum chamber in order to improve The disks have been constructed of clear acrylic plastic with a
the reference air temperature response particularly at lower radius of 4.75 in. (12.065 cm) in two versions: a smooth
flowrates. (plane) configuration and a contoured configuration. The

smooth version has plane parallel disk and stator surfaces over
As the test surface is heated by introduction of flow at elevated the full radius with variable disk-to-stator spacing. The
temperature, the local color information from TLC captured by contoured version has been machined with shaping on both
a color video camera is digitized pixel-by-pixel with the frame disk and stator that more closely approximate the disk cavity
grabber in reference to a pre-set threshold corresponding to boundaries common in turbine stages. Air can be supplied to
the calibrated color intensity. The outcome of this image the cavity either through a single large inlet hole at the stator
digitization process is a pixel time-temperature matrix covering center line or through single or multiple jets as shown in
the entire test region monitored by the video camera. This Fig. 2. Simulated boltheads have been fabricated from
information together with the transient reference temperature lightweight balsa and are attached to the contoured disk. The
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disk thickness varies between 0.354 in (0.899 cm) and 0.58 shroud component and serving as a settling chamber. It is then
in (1.473 cm) along the radius. Both test disks have seventy introduced radially into the test section through a
eight equally spaced 0.053 in (0.135 cm ) diameter holes at circumferential gap. The degree to which it is entrained into
4.6 in (11.684 cm) radius which simulate rotating cavity the disk cavity, as opposed to rapid turning and axially exit,
coolant discharge flow passages, such as through the blade can be at least partially indicated by its detected effect on the
roots at firtme attachment joints. disk local heat transfer.

The shroud assemblies consist of three components made of With the present disk and shroud arrangement, all discharge
acrylic plastic and aluminum. The front shroud piece is flow is forced out through the seventy-eight discharge holes
interchangeable to produce different disk and stator arrange- near the disk rim and the disk-to-rim clearance gap which was
ments. The disk is maintained parallel to the stator with a measured to be 0.018 in (0.046 cm). The flowrates for all
shroud support assembly attached to the bearing housing and flows were measured using ASME standard orifices. The
the spacing is adjusted by moving the entire shroud assembly uniformity of the distribution of flow through the multiple jets
in the axial direction. The front shroud has an acrylic viewing was independently checked using a precision rotometer, and
window (machined to match the shroud contour) which were found to be uniform within :L5%.
permits visual observations over the entire disk radius.

Thermocouples to measure the driving jet temperature are
In the tests reported here with coolant impinging onto the disk located within the jet supply nozzles near their exit. Five
from jets, 19 jets, equally spaced around the full 360 degrees additional thermocouples were installed on the front shroud to
were used. The jet supply nozzles were made of brass each monitor midpoint temperature variations at various locations
having a nozzle tip with a 0.052 in (0.132 cm) exit diameter, within the wheel space. All thermocouples used were type K
soldered to a 0.125 in (0.318 cm) ID tube. The nozzle tips (Chromel-Alumel) with nominal wire diameter of 0.00314 in
were configured such that the jets they produce issue at an (0.0798 mm). The transient responses of the seven
angle of 45 degrees to the axial direction. In the current 19-jet thermocouples monitoring jet and wheel space region
version, the supply nozzles were installed through 19 equally temperatures were recorded through a data log unit (Fluke
spaced positioning holes at 4.305 in (10.935 cm) radius from 2400 B Intelligent Computer Front End) with a 0.4 sec
the shroud center Each nozzle is individually fixed with a set sampling interval for each thermocouple.
screw allowing two degrees of freedom for adjustment: axial
translation and full 360 degree azimuthal rotation. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The impingement gap between disk and nozzle tip was Experimental Uncertainties To minimize experimental
maintained as 0.25 in (0.635 cm) for the present testing and uncertainties, the temperature of the supplied flow is chosen
the disk-to-stator spacing was maintained as 0.5 in (1.27 cm) so that the color threshold is not reached until sufficient time
for all smooth disk tests. The corresponding settings for the has elapsed after the start of flow (usually 10 seconds or
contoured disk tests were 0.19 in (0.483 cm) and 0.44 in more) to insure that the elapsed time can be determined
(. 118 cm) at the impingement radius The azimuthal angle for accurately. Also, the flow temperature is chosen so that the
each nozzle was fixed at 13 degrees radially outward for all elapsed time and corresponding penetration of the temperature
tests. All jet supply nozzles are connected to a plenum pulse into the surface are small enough (usually less than 60
chamber located near the front shroud through heat resistant seconds) to insure that the test surface can be treated as semi-
plastic tubes. The plenum chamber serves as a flow infinite as assumed in the data reduction. All of the results
distributor and is essentially a hollow disk with manifold presented were obtained with threshold times satisfying these
holes configured such that heated air enters the chamber constraints, and the uncertainty in the measured convection
axially through one inlet port and exits radially in equal parts coefficients is estimated to be ±10 percent by the methods of
distributed equally spaced holes on the rim. It was fabricated Kline and McKlintock [16].
from a reinforced plastic (Lexan) and equipped with guard
heaters to minimi;e heat losses. The guard heaters were Figure 3 shows the nature of results obtained to fully
found necessary in order to insure that the jet exit temperature characterize the radial variation in convection coefficient, h,
remained high enough to produce a useable display of the disk presented non-dimensionally as a radially local Nusselt
liquid crystal surface coating. For tests with a single center number. Nu is based on outer disk radius, ro, so that the
supplied jet, the multiple jet plenum chamber is by-passed. In values reflect changes in h. These results am typical of all full-
this case the heated air is directly injected axially through a radius testing in that the convection coefficients vary over a
0.227 in (0.577 cm) diameter hole located at the center of the large range and several tests with different supply temper-
front shroud. atures are necessary to cover the entire range without violating

the test requirements listed in the previous paragraph. In the
In the present testing, the possiblity of entrainment/ingestion ranges where results from two tests overlap, there is generally
from the hot gas path radially outboard of the disk was good agreement well within the estimated experimental
similated by providing a controlled, separately metered uncertainty. Further confidence is given by comparison with
amount of secondary flow, supplied to a separate plenum previous results [101 obtained for similar conditions but with a
chamber with design similar to the jet supply plenum. Room different test disk and different liquid crystal coating. The
compressed air is divided into eight equal parts passing dashed lines on Fig. 3 show these previous results for the
through the plenum chamber and delivered to the rear of the case of Rer = 2.71 x 105 with Rem = 1360 (lower line) and
shroud rim by plastic tubes. Each jet first impinges onto a 1900 (upper line). The convection coefficient is based on the
circumferential groove machined into the opposite facing
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disk surface - jet inlet temperature difference in this and in all 600 , I

of the results presentations that follow.
Rer -2.71 x 05

Effect of Impingement Radius for Sinele Jet Imninrment 500 Re• .85•,03

Figure 4 shows typical measured single-jet Nu variations that
illustrate the effect of jet nozzle location, with ri/ro varied from Nu 400
zero to 0.8 in 0.2 increments, while disk speed and jet
flowrate is held constant. These results were obtained with an
earlier plane disk/plane stator arrangement [ 101 with radial 300
exit of the supplied flow at the edge of the disk. For a given
impingement flow and disk speed, the local radial convection
coefficients attained with impingement onto the disk center 200
appear to establish the general level of the maximum heat -

transfer possible at the various radii, regardless of the
impingement radius. Impingement at radial outboard locations 0oo

does, however, increase the local heat transfer in the vicinity
of impingement over what would be the case with center- o
supplied flow, with the increase ranging from a very small 0
amount at r'#o = 0.2 to about 80 percent at ri/ro = 0.8. 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0

Distributions such as this show generally that the radial r / ro
average heat transfer decreases with increasing impingement Fig. 4 Nu for Single Jet Supply,
radius, so that most effecient use of this type of disk cooling Ffec of I ingemet Rus, eo is oln Effect of Impingement Radius
is obtained with center impingement. However, in a given
application, it may be desirable to tailor the radial heat transfer
distribution, and the results of Fig. 4 indicate that off-center Single Center Sunplv. Effects of Contour and Flowrate
impingement can be an effective means of doing so. Figures 5-7 show measured local heat transfer rates obtained

with the contoured disk and stator arrangement, with air
800 supplied to the cavity only through the center inlet. In these

tests, the data as a function of radius, especially in the mid-
Present Results radius region, is sparse as a consequence of difficulties
Re =314 x10 5"= ; x47 associated with observing the liquid crystal responses through

Re= .... 5

the contoured plexiglas viewing window. It was found
600 --- Me0zger, eral (1989) impossible to illuminate the test surface uniformly over tue

entire radius, therefore a separate calibration applicable to each

Nu region of interest was conducted and the data was reduced
accordingly.

400 Figure 5 shows typical local Nusselt number results for values
of Rer and Rem of 3.14 x 105 and 2505, respectively. For

0,. comparison; the corresponding results obtained with the plane
disk and stator as presented in Metzger and Kim (121 are
indicated by the dashed line, and show good agreement with

200 the contoured results. The finding that heat transfer is largely
insensitive to the disk contour is in agreement with a previous
study by Metzger, et al [8i that included the effect of disk
shape on heat transfer. Apparently, the very large tangential
component of the disk pumped flow minimizes the effects of

0 disk contour.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figures 6 and 7 show additional results for the contoured disk
r / ro and stator combination, for Rem = 3.14 x 105 and 5.38 x

105, respectively. For each value of rotational Reynolds
Fig. 3 Typical Radial Nu Distribution Obtained number, three values of flow Reynolds number were tested.

With Three Supply Tem-ieratures The results all display similar radial distributions, with

Nusselt number levels increasing with increasing Rem as for
the plane disk cases. Also indicated on these and subsequent
figures is R, the ratio of supplied flow rate, Q, to the
calculated turbulent pumping flow evaluated from the von
Karman expression: Qp = 0.0697 x r Rer0.8 .For the results
in Figs. 5-7, the full disk (r = to) pumping flow is used.
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It is evident from Figs. 5-7 that with single center jet supply, 800 T

quite high heat transfer rates (for a given surface temperature - 0Rr '14x10
coolant inlet temperature difference) are present near the disk o Re R
center as a result of both impingement and undiminished R
temperature difference. However, the high central region heat 0 2500 0.33
transfer rates decrease rapidly with radius as the coolant 2 3375 0.45

looses its impingement character and as the coolant-to-surface 600 7 7 4465 0.60

temperature difference diminishes. An important question 0

when considering the use of central coolant supply schemes is Nu M

how the magnitude of heat transfer rate remaining at the 0
important outer radius position compares with cases where the 0 2

coolant is introduced through one or more jets located at some 400
distance radially outboard of the disk center. This question is
considered in the following section for the case of the multiple 0
jet supply arrangement investigated.

200
800

Re =314 x 10 5

0 Rem= 2505

R = 0.33

0
600 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

°0r / ro
Nu Fig. 6 Nu for Center Supply, Contoured Disk

40 0Effect of Rem on Nu at Rer=3.14 x 105
400 0 \

0
08000, goo

"Re :5.-8 x 105

CM R200
2 2505 0.21

"ý7465 0.30"2,-.,Oa: .-455 0.38
Plane Disk 600

and Stator aj!•

Nu z
0 3

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0
r/ ro 400 o

Fig. 5 Effect of Disk Contour on Nu 0 7-

200-

0 I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

r / ro

Fig. 7 Nu for Center Supply, Contoured Disk
Effect of Rem on Nu at Rer=5.38 x 105
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Effects of Multiple Jet Outboard Impingement Figures 8 Also, although the flowrate associated with each individual jet
and 9 present results obtained using the contoured disk and in the 19 jet array is smaller than that associated with
stator with coolant supplied through 19 equally spaced jets. impingement dominated conditions in previous studies, it
In these figures, local Nusselt numbers are again based on the appears that the 19 jets acting together, at relatively close
measured heat transfer rates and the disk surface - jet inlet circumferential spacings, do thermally penetrate the pumped
temperature difference. Figure 8 shows parametrically the boundary layer to effectively cool the surface. The recent
effect of variations in Rem from 2520 through 4430 (and flowfield mapping indicates that the direction of the pumped
corresponding variations in R from 0.22 through 0.38, with R disk flow is almost entirely tangential in the inner layers where
evaluated with the impingement radius) while Rer is the interaction between disk and jet is dictated. With 19 jets
maintained constant at 5.85 x 105. All three sets of results closely spaced as in the present configuration, the upstream
exhibit peak values of local Nusselt number right at the jets appear to shield each individual jet from the full effect of
impingement radius, with rapid radial decreases on both sides the pumped flow and allow the jets to penetrate better than
of the impingement location. The fact that measurable results would a single jet with the same flow.
are not obtained radially inward of the values shown indicates
that the heat transfer effects of the jet array do not, to any 500
significant extent, propagate radially inward.

Rem R

The dependence of the local heat transfer rates on the value of 400

Rem is seen in Fig. 8 to be relatively weak. A decrease in --0- 2520 0.22

coolant flowrate of nearly 50 percent results in only about an - 3470 0.30
11 percent decrease in the impingement heat transfer rates 300 -- 13-- 4430 0.38
averaged over their effective radial positions. This is in
contrast to the greater dependence on Rem measured with N ur
central coolant supply, as indicated for the corresponding
value of Rer in Fig. 7. The difference is thought to be strongly 200
associated with the reduction in the coolant-to-surface
temperature difference that occurs in the radial outflow
direction with central supply. 1 00

Rer = 5.38 x105'

The values of Nu in the outboard disk regions with central
supply of coolant can be obtained from Fig. 7, and then 0 I , I
compared with the jet supply values shown in Fig. 8, for 0.8 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96
almost identical values of Rem (indicating the same amount of
total coolant flow.) The relative lack of dependence of the jet r /ro
supply on Rem combined with more significant dependence
for the central supply act to create a variation with Rem of the Fig. 8 Nu for Outboard Jet Supply, Contoured Disk

relative heat transfer performance of these two supply Effect of Rem on Nu at Rer=5.38 x 105
schemes. For the lower values of Rem, the values of Nu at the
impingement radius location are significantly higher than those 500 , .
achieved with central supply of the same total coolant flow. In R R
fact, for a nominal Rem value of 2500, the peak jet supply Nu
values are approximately 100 percent greater than the 400 0 4 48 x 1
corresponding central supply values. Stated another way, this ------ 5.3 x 1c5 .,a
also means that the same peak cooling rates can be achieved 6 6.72 x I0O 0.32
with jet supply flow with only about 60 percent of the flow 300
required if centrally supplied. N ur

Figure 9 shows parametrically the effect of variations in Rer
from 3.14 x 105 to 5.38 x 105 (and corresponding variations 200

in R from 0.32 through 0.45, again evaluated with the
impingment radius) while Rem is maintained approximately
constant in the range 4430 - 4470. All three sets of results 100 Rem =4450

again exhibit peak values of local Nusselt number right at the
impingement radius, with a rapid radial decreases on both
sides of the impingement location. The peak values are almost 0
completely independent of the variation in Rer, indicating that 0 .8 I , 0 , .96,
they are dictated exclusively by the jet flow, which remains
constant in this presentation. Such behavior is consistent with r /r
behavior expected for what we have termed in prior studies as
the jet-dominated flow regime, and is consistent with recent Fig. 9 Nu for Outboard Jet Supply, Contoured Disk
detailed flowfield maps made in the interaction region between Effect of Rer on Nu at Rem-4450
a single impinging jet and the pumped boundary layer on a
rotating disk Brodersen and Metzger [17].
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Effect of Entrainment Flow 500

Figures 10-13 show, for the 19 jet supply, the measured
effects of simulating an entrainment flow from the blade QEntr./Qp
passages by supplying a measured secondary flow to the disk- 400 -o- 0.0
cavity region through a gap in the outer rim shroud. This
flow is supplied at room air conditions so it is initially at the 0 0.065
same temperature as the test disk. As the disk temperature 300 - - 0.096
increases during a test under the influence of the heated U-0 0.9

cooling jets, the difference between the disk surface and
simulated entrainment flow increases, and tends to drive the 200
surface heat transfer in a direction opposing that of the coolant
jets. Thus, if the entrainment flow is significantly intruding
into the diAk cavity, its presence will be evident through aRe=.4
measured decrease in local disk heat transfer rates. 100 Rer = 3.14 x 105

Rem -- 4460

For each of the combinations of Rem and Rer shown in R = 0.60

Figs. 10-13, two values of simulated entrainment flowrates 0 I ,
were investigated, nominally values of 6% and 10% of the 0.8 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96
calculated turbulent pumping flow based on the outer disk
radius. For direct comparison, the previous results (0% r /ro
entrainment) are re-plotted on these figures. It is immediately Fig. 11 Effect of Entrainment on Nu. Contoured Disk
apparent that the presence of the simulated entrainment flow is Rer=3.14 x 105, R=0.60
felt on the disk surface, and that the effects are observed more
strongly as entrainment flow increases. Nevertheless, the
effects are relatively small, and indicate that the jets are still
quite effective in cooling the local region of the disk near their 500 0

impingement radius.

It should be emphasized that these results in Figs. 10-13 only 400 QEntr!Qp

serve to qualitatively indicate the presence of a heat transfer 0.0
effect from the entrainment flow, and that they are insufficient
to fully characterize the heat transfer effect quantitatively. In 0 0.066
general the jet and entrainment flow temperatures will be quite 300 -D- 0.097
different, and together with the disk surface temperature, N ur
constitute a three-temperature convection situation where
information on both convection coefficient and another 200 0
parameter (usually termed effectiveness) are necessary to
describe the heat transfer phenomenon, similar to the situation
encountered with film-cooling injection onto a surface. 1 00 Re, = 5.38 x 105

500 Rem = 2520

R = 0.22

qEntQp 0 I I I

400 0.8 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96---o-- 0.0

-a--- 0.062 r / ro

300 ---- 0.098 Fig. 12 Effect of Entrainment on Nu, Contoured Disk

N ur Rer=5.38 x 105, R=0.22

200 f

100 Re r=3.14 x 105

Rem = 2520
R =0.34

0 I l
0.8 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1

r /ro

Fig. 10 Effect of Entrainment on Nu, Contoured Disk
Rer=3.14 x 105, R-0.34
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500 • • 500

QEntr-/Qp ----- Without Boltheads

400 - -- 0.0 400 -- With Bottheads

-0-- 0.067

300 -a-G'- 0.099 300 Re, = 3.14 x 105

Nut Nur R =0254

200 200

100 Rer = 5.38 x 105  
100

Rem = 4430 QEntr.Qp.
R = 0.38

0 . I . I . I . I 0 0
0.8 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1 0.8 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96

r/ro r/ro

Fig. 13 Effect of Entrainment on Nu, Contoured Disk Fig. 15 Effect of Boltheads on Nu With
Rer=5.38 x 105, R=0.38 Entrainment, Contoured Disk

Effect of Boltheads Figs. 14 and 15 show the measured Non-Axisvmmetric Local Heat Transfer Variations Finally,

effects, on local heat transfer near the impingement radius, of Figs 16 and 17 describe tests conducted to obtain local

the presence of simulated boltheads located radially inward oi Nusselt numbers around the simulated boltheads. The tests

the disk surface, for a single combination of Rem and Rer, for were conducted for a typical set of conditions using strobe

two values of entrainment flow percentage, respectively. In illumination and a sychronized frame-grabbing procedure.

both instances the measured local Nusselt number valuesobtained with the boltheads in place are generally slightly Such three-dimensional surface elements, or protrusions into
o er ra sthe disk flow, will necessarily cause both the flow and heat

lower than those measured without boltheads. This transfer distributions to depart from axisymmeic over some
plausibly explained by the presence of a larger pumped flow region extending both radially inward and radially outward
withtheboltsiplacewhichinteractsmorewiththe from their location on the disk. In general the radial extent of
impingement flow to reduce the penetration of the jets to the the effect as well as the agnitude of circumferential
disk surface, although the data base is obviously not large variations set up in the disturbed region can be important in
enough to support any but the most tentative speculations. that they potentially add additional thermal stresses to an
Nevertheless, even though the effects are small in these two already highly stressed disk.
instances, the effect is in the direction of decreased cooling
capacity of the jet flow, and deserves to be investigated over a Figure 16 shows a sketch of a portion of the disk and
much wider range of conditions. boltheads with the character of the local radial and

50o0 . I . I I I circumferential heat transfer variations obtained. As might be

---0- Without Boltheads expected, the heam transfer distributions are different on the
upwind and downwind sides of the boltheads. This

400 0 With Boltheads difference is shown quantitatively in Fig. 17 in terms of
variations along typical uwind and downwind radial lines
indicated A and B in Fig. 16.

300 Rer = 3.14x 105

Nur Rem = 2500
R = 0.34

200 
A

100

QEntr./Qp = 0.0

0 I

0.8 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1

r / ro Fig. 16 Nu Contours Around Boltheads

Fig. 14 Effect of Boltheads on Nu Without
Entrainment, Contoured Disk



400 For coolant supplied to the disk face from a jet ring near
400...................... the disk outer radius, the location of significant

35 Acoefficient magnitudes is restricted to the outer radius
3 region, but the results indicate that the same magnitude of

300, B local cooling effect can be obtained with the jet supply at

----- Pl ai n lower values of total coolant flowrate than required with
25 central supply.

Nur ad,

200 *.oFor the present multiple jet tests, the measured heat
200 •transfer effect of the multiple jets is more significant than

150 found in previous studies, despite the fact that the
flowrate from each individual jet is no more than two

00 R- percent of the calculated disk pumping flow. The
Rer =2.71 x 105 combination of closely spaced jets around the complete
Rem =1340 circumference and the presence of a closely spaced stator

is thought to act to improve jet penetration through the

0 [ pumped boundary layer to the moving surface.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Although the presence of both simulated entrainment and

r / ro boltheads on the disk act to reduce the cooling rates for a

Fig. 17 Effect of Boltheads on Radial Nu Distribution given jet flow and disk speed, neither appears to cause a

major degradation in the multiple jet cooling performance,

at least over the parameter ranges covered in this study.

SUMMARY .The feasibility of obtaining non-axisymmetric local heat

The work presented can be summarized as follows: transfer variations in both the radial and circumferential
directions around three-dimensional disk surface

"The acquisition of detailed local convection heat transfer protrusions such as boltheads has been demonstrated

coefficient distributions on models of both plane and using the same transient test procedures with the

contoured turbine disks using acrylic disk, thin spray- substitution of strobe illumination and synchronization of

applied coats of encapsulated liquid crystals as surface the frame-grabber. The limited information acquired
shows a disk surface heat transfer effect within only a

temperature indicators, transient testing, and a computer- small dial regin ar therusonebt the

vision system has been successfully demonstrated. The small radial region around the protrusion, but the

method offers an affordable means of local disk heat interaction of the pumped flow with outboard cooling jets

transfer information, and could be useful in an interactive indicates that boltheads do increase the pumped flow.

way to rapidly assess the effects of design alternatives or ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

changes.
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axisymmetric convection heat transfer information from through NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.

both plane and contoured rotating disks with two

different coolant supply schemes.

"Except for minor variations, the convection coefficients
for the contoured disk and stator configuration are very
similar to those for the plane disk and stator, both in

magnitude and distribution. This observation concurs

with the very limited prior information on the independent
effect of disk shape and is plausible, so it appears

appropriate to conclude that the effect of disk contour on

heat transfer is minor.

" For coolant supplied from the center of the disk cavity,

the local heat transfe rates decrease monotonically from

center to disk rim along the disk face.
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SUMMARY h heat transfer coefficient at surface location
The Swollen Polymer Technique is a mass transfer (x.y). W m 2K"'
analogy method of obtaining heat transfer data. It H greatest value of h for air-operated
is similar in principle to the naphthalene method but prototype that can be estimated with
has the advantage that it can be combined with specified precision from mass-transferring
interferometric measuring methods giving a air-operated mass-transferring model of
panoramic view of the distribution of the transfer scale factor S. W m2K"'
coefficient over the working surface. Also the mass H' greatest value of h for water-operated
transfer process is reversible and the working prototype that can be estimated with
surface can be used repeatedly. specified precision from water-operated

mass-transferring model of scale factor S.
Changes in thickness of a polymer coating on the W m-2K-'
working surface, initially swollen with an ester, are H' greatest value of h for prototype, operating
measured, using holographic interferometry to yield with any fluid, that can be estimated with
a fringe pattern depicting loci of equal transfer specified precision from mass-transferring
coefficient over the surface. model operating with air or water. Watts

m -2 K-'
The paper describes the basis of the method, the k mass transfer coefficient at (model) surface
equipment required to implement it, the precautions location (xy). m s'
necessary for its successful use. its advantages. K greatest value of k for transfer to air
limitations and future potential. determinable with specified precision in an

experiment of duration r, m s'
The technique yields data useful in the design K' greatest value of k for transfer to water
process. Examples of its application to film cooled determinable with specified precision in an
surfaces are given, including the effects of experiment of duration T. m S'

geometry, density ratio and acceleration of the Ka acceleration parameter E-v (du/dx)/u23
mainstream flow on the heat transfer coefficient. I characteristic dimension of prototype or

model, m
Extension of the technique for the simultaneous M blowing rate - p, ujp, u,
measurement of effectiveness and heat transfer MI" mass transfer per unit area. kg m'
coefficient is described and its further extension for n fringe order
use with curved surfaces is outlined. p vapour pressure of swelling agent, mm Hg

q" heat flux at surface location (x, y), W m2

A recent development to the technique itself by the s change of coating thickness (surface
use of a thermoplastic plate for recording the recession) occurring in time interval t at
holograms opens up the possibility of further location (xy), m
advancement using electronic image processing. S scale factor of model = 1M/Ip

S/ Pitch of film cooling holes (Fig. 11), m
SYMBOLS t duration of exposure of model to
c concentration of swelling agent in fluid, kg convective transfer, s

m"3 T temperature, 'K
C fluid specific heat capacity, kJ kg" K` u fluid velocity, m s'
d hole diameter. m x. y' coordinates of point in transferring surface,
D diffusivity of transferred material (swelling m

agent) in fluid. m2s' z perpendicular distance from surface at
D, diffusivity of swelling agent in coating, point (xy). m

m[s-1
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Greek over thermal techniques using infra-red scanning [1]
oL angle of injection, degrees to the surface or liquid crystals 12.31 for surface temperature
A, difference between fluid concentrations at measurement stem from the absence of any

solid surface and in bulk of stream. kg m" requirement to view the surface during its exposure

X thermal conductivity of fluid. W m-K' to the flow. This makes for easier rig design, and
X wavelength of (laser) light used in eliminates errors arising from non-homogenous

interferometry, nm (m x 109) fluid optical properties. These can result in errors
R fluid viscosity. kg m's' in locating the point at which the measurement is
v fluid kinematic viscosity =_ p/p. mns' made.
p fluid density, kg m"-
P1 density of swelling agent. kg mn Despite these advantages, and others, such as rapid
" " fixed duration specified for mass transfer test surface restoration, the Swollen Polymer

model experiments. s Technique has yet to be widcly adopted. Perhaps
film cooling effectiveness this is due to worries related to the possible

complexity of the holographic interferometry or of
Suffixes other elements of the technique, or to uncertainties
aw adiabatic wall regarding the accuracy or applicability of the
B, b condition in bulk of fluid stream. far from results.

surface.
c film cooling flow It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that
g mainstream flow the Swollen Polymer Technique is a well-developed
M for (mass transferring) model system and thoroughly tested system for the accurate and
P for prototype system reliable estimation of heat transfer data.
w wall
S. s condition in fluid stream adjacent to. and 2. ANALOGY BETWEEN CONVECTIVE

in equilibrium with. surface HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
o without film cooling injection In all processes of forced convection the

fundamental transport mechanism is diffusion.
Dimensionless Diffusion is effected by continual and widespread
Pr Prandtt number, = tC,/x random agitation. either of molecules or of
Re Reynolds number. pul/g macroscopic eddies. Where the diffusate. or
Sc Schmidt number, = ppD diffusing entity. does not itself significantly

influence these random motions, the diffusion is

1. INTRODUCTION governed by an equation whose form is the same
The Swollen Polymer Technique is a mass transfer for different diffusates. viz.
measurement technique which, through the
heat/mass transfer analogy, gives high resolution Diffusate Flux Vector =

mapping of the heat transfer coefficient over -Diffusivity x V. (diffusate concentration)
extended areas.

For heat diffusion (conduction), the diffusate is

It was originally developed by one of the authors thermal energy and the general relation becomes
(N Macleod) and has since been applied to a wide Fourier's Law; for mass diffusion, it becomes
range of heat transfer problems. The most Fick's law.
extensive use has been in the study of film cooling.
Here. the provision of a 'map' as a direct output, The magnitude of the diffusivity is generally
Fig. 1. is invaluable not only in revealing potential different for different diffusates in the same fluid.
hot spots, but also in giving an insight into the particularly for the molecular diffusion of heat.
changes occurring in the complex flow pattern ,as mass and momentum in liquids. For laminar flow.
injection parameters are varied, the diffusional processes for mass and heat in

convective transfer are both purely molecular, and
This gives the technique an immediate obvious the ratio of the mass and heat transfer coefficients
advantage both over thermal methods relying on for strictly similar model and prototype systems is
point measurement of heat flux or temperature, and everywhere proportional to the ratio of the
over the familiar naphthalene mass transfer appropriate molecular mass and thermal
technique which requires computer processing of diffusivities. For transfer to turbulent flow,
profilometric measurements to generate a map. however, only a proportion of the overall

diffusional process is molecular: Ithe remainder.
The advantages of the Swollen Polymer Technique outside the viscous sub-layer next to the wall, is by
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eddy transport, for which the diffusion coefficients 3. SWOLLEN POLYMER HOLOGRAPHIC
for mass and heat at the same point are generally TECHNIQUE
more nearly equal [9]. Thus the mass and heat The essence of this technique is that changes in the
transfer coefficients are not proportional to the thickness of a permanent elastomeric surface
corresponding molecular diffusivities. but show a coating, initially swollen to equilibrium with the
weaker dependence on these. There is evidence, volatile or soluble mass-transferring agent, are
both theoretical and experimental, that this measured by holographic comparisons of the initial
dependence is approximately as (diffusivity)°', at surface configuration with that after exposure to the
least over a small range of diffusivity. Expressed convecting fluid stream for a known time 15].
in dimensionless terms, the currently accepted Superimposition of holograms of initial and
relationship between heat and mass transfer subsequent surface states yields a system of
coefficient and the corresponding molecular thermal interference fringes overlying the image of the
and mass diffusivities for dynamically similar surface. Fig. 1. The fringes are isosystolic lines, or
prototype and model systems is accordingly: loci of constant recession -in effect, contours of

coating thickness change. the contour interval being
( )of the order of the wavelength of the coherent

=(S.c'" 4  (1) (laser) light employed. The superimposed
(f \ k c•) holograms constitute an interferogram. a contour

M u"map of the surface showing the amount of mass
transferred in the time interval between initial and
subsequent observations as a function of position on

Where Sc/Pr differs greatly from unity there arc the surface (conveniently registered by a ruled grid
theoretical reasons for doubting that the RHS of (i) of reference lines) over the whole field of view.
accurately represents the form of the Sc-Pr function.
This need not undermine confidence in the validity More particularly. if the recession or coating
of mass/heat transfer modelling, however, if thickness change occurring over time t has the
equation (1) is applied in an indirect way. If h, and value s for all points on a given contour, it is
h, are heat transfer coefficients at points I and 2 on readily shown that the mass transfer flux at all such
the prototype and k, and k2 are measured mass points for the transferred material of density p, is
transfer coefficients at corresponding points on the p~s/t. If Ac, = (c, - c,) is the driving force for the
model operated under corresponding conditions (in transfer, the transfer coefficient k is thus given for
particular, at the same Re), then whatever the all points on the contour as: k = p~s/t.Ac,.
correct form of the dependence of the transfer
coefficients on Sc and Pr. eqn. (1) gives 4. OPTICAL PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE

The basic optical arrangement required for making
(2) initial and subsequent-state holograms of a mass-

h' transferring model surface is shown schematically
in Figure 2. The essential optical principle is the

Thus if point 2. say. is so chosen that h, is known convergence at the photographic plate or other
there for the experimental flow. hI, can be found recording surface of two beams from the same
from the measured ratio k,/k., for the model. An coherent light source (here a He-Ne laser) of
additional advantage of this procedure is that wavelength X, one beam having been modulated by
equation (2) does not contain the Schmidt number reflection from the test plate while the other
of the mass-transfer system. so that k,/k 2 can be provides a smooth reference field of illumination.
found directly from experimental determinations of The interference pattern formed at the recording
any linear measure of k, without knowledge of any surface by superposition of these optical fields
physical property of the transferred substance, such registers the phase and intensity distribution in that
as would be needed to evaluate k, or k, separately, plane of the wave-front originating from the test

plate, and may be reconstructed from its encoded
There is now a very substantial literature testifying record, once that is made permanent as a hologram,
to the validity and practical utility of equation (2), by illuminating the recording with the reference
whatever doubts may remain about the status of beam alone. The eye (or a television camera)
equation (1) and about physical property values for placed behind the hologram then sees a virtual
model materials in relation to absolute image of the test surface in front of the hologram,
determinations of h. in the position occupied by the test plate when the

hologram was recorded.
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If meanwhile the test plate still occupies, or is or by using the still undeveloped plate, which is
restored exactly to, its original position. its virtual developed subsequently (frozen-fringe), or double
reconstructed image is superimposed upon the exposure, method). The latter gives directly a
surface itself. If any part of this test surface is robust permanent record; but the live-fringe
displaced from its original location through such a technique has the advantage of allowing local
distance that the light reaching the observer from it maxima and minima of mass transfer rate to be
is out of phase with that appearing to originate from identified unambiguously on the contour pattern.
the corresponding part of its virtual image. This is achieved by minutely displacing the
destructive interference will make the displaced developed hologram towards the object, eg. by
region appear darker. When viewed through the gently deflecting it by light finger presure; during
initial-state hologram, the loci of all points this movement the fringes appear to move outwards
displaced equally from their initial (or virtual from points of maximum recession and converge
image) positions will be light or dark bands or upon those of minimum transfer 161. In any case.
fringes, according to whether the optical path the interference fringe pattern thus generated.
change is an even or odd number of X/2 increments, registering the difference between final and initial

surface configurations, can either be photographed
In the arrangement of Fig. 2, the mass-transferring or video-recorded.
coaling is a transparent layer overlying a fixed
diffusely reflecting surface. Recession of the To interpret this fringe or contour map in terms of
coating surface, and change in coating thickness, absolute, or even relative, surface recessions or
changes the optical path length of the object beam rates of transfer, we require to know fringe order
(though not its geometrical path length) because the numbers. These are readily found by independent
refractive index of the coating elastomer is greater measurements of surface recession at one or two
than that of air. The consequent relation between selected points in the fringe field. In our work, we
recession distance and number of fringes generated have used free-jet air gauging for such point
depends not only on this refractive index difference measurements. Fig. 6 shows the air gauge and
but also on the angles of viewing and observation, kinematic mount used at Nottingham 171. A
and is given in [5]. potential source of error, that of mass transfer to the

flow of air from the gauge, can be virtually

Fig. 3 details the sequence of operations in our eliminated by saturating the air supply to the gauge
most usual application of these principles, and Fig. with the mass transferring agent.
4 shows the holographic apparatus used in the film
cooling investigation at Nottingham. This is Local coating-thickness changes corresponding to
contained within a chamber where temperature is many fringes can in this way be measured to a
maintained constant and equal to that of the wind fraction of a fringe, and thus with great precision.
tunnel in which the demountable test-piece is The spatial resolution of these measurements over
exposed to the flow. This is vital, as temperature the surface is limited only by the grain size of the
changes result in changes in the thickness of the photographic or other recording medium.
coating substrate which are experimentally
indistinguishable from those arising in the coating In our experiments the laser light wavelength is 633
due to mass transfer. nm. so even in a model of small dimensions

operated at high flow Reynolds numbers. accurately
After the initial hologram is made. the mass- measurable surface recession can be far smaller
transferring test-piece is removed from the anti- than the fluid viscous sub-layer thickness. Thus,
vibration optical table and special environment although the method registers mass transfer through
required for successful holography and placed in the configurational changes in the flow boundaries,
wind-tunnel. Fig. 5. or other flow system. these changes can be kept so small as to have no

significant effect on the flow.

During the subsequent timed exposure to the
experimental flow, the transferring surface need 5. PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PRINCIPLES OF
neither be visible from, nor connected to. any data SWOLLEN POLYMER TECHNIQUE AND
gathering station outside the test equipment: the THE CHOICE OF SWELLING AGENT
coating develops its own self-contained record of A polymer surface-coating initially swollen to
the pattern of transfer as the experiment proceeds. equilibrium with a volatile or soluble swelling agent
This record is made visible, after the test-piece is diminishes in thickness as the transferable material
replaced in its kinematic mount on the holographic is removed from its surface. For some time. ie.
table, either by viewing it through the developed until the swelling agent concentration falls
hologram of its original state (live-fringe technique), significantly. the coating shrinks at the same rate as
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would a (solidified) surface layer of the pure the concentration driving force for mass transfer,
swelling agent under the same conditions of c, - c, is the same at both locations - eg. if the
convective transfer. swelling agent concentration in the experimental

fluid stream is everywhere very small, so that c, - cb
The volume of the swollen material is simply the -c, throughout.
sum of the component volumes. For a thin polymer
coating bonded to a rigid substrate, and thus of There are nevertheless quite stringent practical
fixed superficial area, volume changes are limitations on choice of swelling agent in all cases.
proportional to changes of thickness. The local
coating recession at any point is thus the volume of This is because such swelling agents must give
swelling agent transferred per unit area of coating sufficiently low rates of mass transfer in situations
at that point, of practical interest to generate reasonably small (ie.

countable) numbers of interference fringes in an
On this basis, the properties of the polymer are experimental period long enough for the flow start-
irrelevant to the interpretation of the holographic up and stopping periods to be negligible. This
record of recession rate in terms of mass transfer means that the swelling agent must be of
coefficients. It follows that any swellable stable exceptionally low vapour pressure or solubility,
polymer that can conveniently be deposited as a such as is neither easily determined nor reliably
strongly adherent transparent surface coating on a estimated from standard correlations. Consequently
suitable (diffusely reflecting) model substrate may the choice of swelling agents is strictly limited.
be chosen for this application. The room- particularly if absolute values of heat transfer
temperature vulcanising (RTV) silicone elastomer. coefficient are required.
GE 615. available as a liquid from Dow Coming. is
found very convenient for the purpose. After Details of three swelling agents found suitable by
mixing with the proprietary catalyst it may be us. together with recently determined and verified
painted or solvent-sprayed to form a coating a few physical property data. are given in Table 1.
tenths of a millimetre thick on the surface of a light
alloy model previously treated with the These recommended swelling agents satisfy a
recommended primer to promote bonding; a few further limitation on the choice of swelling agent,
minutes or hours later, depending on the age of the viz that it must have a sufficiently powerful
liquid sample and the ambient temperature. the swelling action on the coating elastomer used. Here
coating forms a firm elastic film, see Fig. 7. the fundamental requirement is that a coating of
Curing is completed in 24-48 hours, after which the acceptable thickness, swollen initially to
film can be swollen to equilibrium by immersion equilibrium, should contain enough swelling agent
for a few hours in a bath of the swelling agent to allow subsequent transfer of an accurately
chosen. After removal from the bath and freeing measurable amount without a significant fall in
from superficial liquid droplets by blotting with surface concentration from the initial (saturation)
absorbent paper. the coated model is ready for use value.
in a mass transfer experiment.

A mathematical treatment of this latter requirement
The coating can be re-swollen for subsequent is given in 181. The results of this analysis show
experiments simply by re-immersion in the liquid that for experiments of fixed duration, c, depletion
bath. With the swelling agents recommended effects set an upper limiting value for the transfer
below, it appears to suffer no deterioration, even coefficient that can be measured with any specified
after dozens of repetitions of the swelling-shrinking accuracy using a given swelling agent/polymer
cycle, coating system. This limiting value of the

coefficient is independent of coating thickness when
Regarding the choice of swelling agent. the above that exceeds a critical magnitude of order 4Dt.
arguments imply that this, also, can be fixed simply
by considerations of values of coefficients at Table 1 gives results for such limiting values
different points on the same surface. It is not even according to the analysis of Ref 8. These have
necessary in principle to know the physical been calculated for the three swelling agents most
properties of the swelling agent (assuming that its commonly used by us and for GE RTV 615 silicone
concentration in the experimental stream nowhere rubber coatings of more than the critical thickness
approaches saturation); eqn. (2) above shows that (approximately 1.5 x 10' m for c = 300 s). Here
the ratio of transfer coefficients at any two points K and K' are the greatest values of coefficients of
appearing on the same mass-transfer interferogramn mass transfer to air and water respectively,
is the ratio of the fringe orders at those points, if determinable interferometrically with an error due
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to coating depletion not exceeding 2-3% of K or K'
in experiments lasting 5 minutes. h • - (5)

S VU , r S
The implications of these limitations on k for the
simulation of heat transfer equipment by 'cold' - where HJS has the value of H/S in the table if
polymer-coated scale models are shown directly in the model is air-operated and H'/S if the model
the last two columns of the table. Here H and H' fluid is water.
are the largest values of heat transfer coefficients
(to air and water respectively) that can be estimated As an example of the modelling choices to which
with 2-3% accuracy for a prototype system from this leads, we may consider a particular cold model
five-minute measurements on a geometrically study of gas-turbine blade film-cooling. Here.
similar mass-transferring model S times as large, previous results had indicated that hp, the greatest
coated with the materials detailed in the table, value of the heat transfer coefficient at the blade
operated at the same Reynolds number with the surface under the most extreme flow conditions to
same fluid, be investigated. would be of the order 200 Watts m

2K-'. Assuming for the present purpose that the
These values are obtained as prototype fluid has approximately the properties of

air, and assuming also that we wish to use air.
=pPC, LC (3) rather than water, as the model fluid, we then have

!T < A W m-2 K-' (6)
from equation (1) (and H' similarly), on the basis S S
that u11/uM = S. when the model and prototype
Reynolds numbers are equal and the fluids are the Reference to the H/S values given in the table
same. When the fluids are not the same, the shows that the first two swelling agents listed there
following more general expression can be arrived at would be suitable only for S > 4 or 5. ie. for a
from equation (1) for HV/S model much larger than the prototype. Thus, if it

were desired to use a model of the same size as the
K 111 Pm C, rSCMOA7 - _!L (Prr-° u prototype. n-Tetradecane would be the swelling

S U , •'P) , M ( Pr, ) agent of choice in the air-operated model.

(4) With this swelling agent. a scaling factor S = t and
h for the prototype nowhere greater than 200 W m

- if the model is operated with air. If the model 2K'*, k for the air-operated model would not exceed
fluid is water, H' replaces H in this expression. 200/600 x 17 x 10.2 ms', ie. 'Is K. It follows that

in a five-minute experiment the coating recession
6. OPTIMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS would nowhere exceed one-third of that
FOR COATED COLD MODELS corresponding to significant depletion. Thus, if the
When planning to simulate the performance of duration of these experiments were limited to r, the
convective heat transfer ('prototype') equipment numbers of fringes observed would everywhere be
with a coated mass transferring 'cold' model, the unduly and unnecessarily small and the percentage
experimenter can use equation (4) and the given error on each recession measurement and k value
table of H values to choose the swelling agent, would be correspondingly large. The coating-
experimental fluid and scale factor S so as to ensure depletion error would, of course, at the same time
that no significant modelling errors arise from GE be reduced below the 2-3 % assumed in the table:
615 coating depletion (de-saturation) in a five but this reduction would fall far short of
minute experiment. It is first necessary to estimate compensating for the increased percentage error in
approximately a value for hp, the maximum (local) recession measurement. Clearly, the resultant
heat transfer coefficient value which it is desired to percentage error in k would be minimised by
determine for the prototype. Then, from equation continuing the transfer to the point where coating
(4), a coated model S times as large as the depletion began to become significant in relation to
prototype will allow estimation of prototype heat the error in measuring the coating recession - in this
transfer coefficients with an error due to coating case, by extending the duration of the experiment to
depletion not exceeding 2-3% in a 5-minute period about 3 x c, or 15 minutes.
of transfer if

In general, therefore, the optimum duration of a
model experiment designed to maximise the
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accuracy of h estimation for the prototype is given distribution, and the associated flow field, to density
approximately by ratio rate can be gauged from Fig. 10 in which the

blowing rate is maintained constant at unity for
t,..) _density ratios of I and 1.52.

t- =300 Ll moad& (7)
(._) (hp) The modelling of elevated density ratios in

isothermal flows requires foreign gas injection. In
the present case, carbon dioxide was used.

- assuming, for the coating materials given here. a Although diffusion rates for the swelling agent
coating thickness of at least 1.5 x 10.4 m, ensuring vapour differ between air and carbon dioxide, this
that the saturated coating has adequate swelling- was found to have no discernible effect (13) and it
agent capacity. was thus concluded that the swollen polymer

technique gives precise and detailed measurements
7. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO of heat transfer coefficients under conditions
THE ESTIMATION OF HEAT TRANSFER modelling the most essential of those for the real
COEFFICIENTS ON FILM COOLED engine.
SURFACES
The easy surface restoration of the polymer coating 8. EXTENSION OF THE METHOD FOR
simply by soaking in a bath of swelling agent is a EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT
very attractive feature of the method for film Two mechanisms control the heat transfer to film
cooling studies, in which various injection cooled surfaces. As already seen, the stirring effect
geometries are tested over a wide range of flow of injecting a flow in a cross-stream increases the
parameters. The basic operational steps for heat transfer coefficient above that for the boundary
obtaining a hologram with fringes corresponding to layer. ie. h/h, > i. Reduced heat transfer will only
contours of constant mass or heat transfer result if the temperature of the injected film is
coefficient have already been covered. Some of the sufficiently low. This thermal dilution is usually
necessary precautions have also been mentioned: in given in terms of an adiabatic wall effectiveness. 'A

particular, the need to keep the test plate
temperature constant to avoid the appearance of T,= - T. (8)
fringes resulting from thermal strains. In our T, - T,
experiments at Nottingham. both the holographic
apparatus and the wind tunnel working section are where Tg, T,, T_ are the mainstream. the coolant
contained in temperature- controlled chambers, and gas and the adiabatic wall temperature respectively.
the flow temperature is also controlled to ensure a
fixed, uniform temperature throughout. It is easily shown that

The resulting repeatability is evident from the (q")= (9)
fringes shown in Fig. 8, and the associated
interpretation beneath it. Note the very high spatial
resolution which permits fringes to be resolved
within small distances from the 2.3 mm diameter where subscripts w and g denote film heat fluxes
injection holes. Note also that, in accordance with measured with coolant temperatures equal to the
Section 2, the results are presented as a ratio, h/h,. wall and gas temperature respectively. It is evident
to remove the sensitivity to Sc. Only a part of the that a thermal experiment can easily be conducted
hologram is shown here. There is a region of flow to determine l,,, simply by passing gases at the
visible on the photograph from which the Figure is wall and mainstream temperatures to separate
taken which is unaffected by the injected flow. thus sections of the injection ,arrangement.
permitting the fringe number corresponding to h,. to
be determined. In the analogous mass transfer experiment, the

concentration at the wall is equivalent to the wall
A considerable body of data has been collected temperature. and, in the swollen polymer technique.
using the method. Fig. 9 shows correlated data this concentration is set by the vapour pressure of
demonstrating the effects of mainstream the swelling agent. To model the condition of
acceleration upon the heat transfer coefficient under coolant temperature equal to wall temperature. all
cooling films. It will be noted that the data that is necessary is to saturate the coolant airstream
includes cases with a density ratio of 1.52, with swelling agent. while maintaining isothermal
modelling the real engine conditions more closely, conditions. The modelling of coolant temperature
The sensitivity of the heat transfer coefficient equal to free stream temperature requires only the
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absence of swelling agent in both coolant and main The second problem, that of fringe order
stream, as in the earlier transfer coefficient interpretation, can be solved with the aid of
measurements, so that it should, in principle, be geometric analysis and a computer. Clearly, this
possible to determine both the heat transfer problem would be eased if the fringe data could be
coefficient and the film cooling effectiveness from read electronically directly from the hologram.
a single experiment.

We have found that the thermoplastic holographic
An injection system comprising two adjacent recording system offered commercially by the
identical slots was constructed to test these ideas. Newport Corporation (15]. used in conjunction with
Air saturated with swelling agent vapours was fed a video camera and recorder, offers a more user-
to one, while the other was fed with normal air. A friendly, largely automatic, replacement for ordinary
double-exposure interferogram was obtained photography in holographic mass transfer
covering the flow field downstream of both slots, techniques, thus extending their range and ease of

application in every way. It is noteworthy that the
At any streamwise location then, the mass Newport thermoplastic recording system yields
transferred corresponded to the fringe order at that holographic interferograms showing spatial
point. Thus, the ratio of the fringe orders at any resolution at least equal to that of conventional
location downstream of the two slots gave the photographic holograms.
corresponding ratio of the mass transfer from which
q., could be determined using 10. THE NEWPORT THERMOPLASTIC

HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING SYSTEM
n. (10) The distinguishing feature of this system is the

(m"), n. thermoplastic photo-conductive recording plate used
in place of a conventional photographic medium to
record holograms. Where light falls on this

where subscripts 'a' and 'sa' denote 'air' and composite transparent plate of several functionally
"saturated air' respectively, distinct layers, the altered conductivity of the photo-

sensitive layer changes the distribution of electric
It proved relatively easy to satisfy the underlying charge which has previously been applied by corona
assumptions of identical slot geometries and discharge at the outer surface. Application of a
isothermal conditions. Achieving the necessary second charge to the surface then enhances the
100% saturation level was more problematic extent of this redistribution of the electric field.
because of the exceedingly low vapour pressure of When the thermoplastic layer of the laminated plate
the swelling agent. It proved necessary to spray is heated. by passage of an electric current through
swelling agent into a heated chamber. and then to the conductive backing, the transparent softened
pass the mixture through a cooler and droplet plastic is electrostatically compressed and deformed
separator to achieve fully saturated conditions at the locally according to the local magnitude of the
wind tunnel flow temperature. charge gradient across it. On cooling, the solidified

plastic layer thus registers the pattern of light and

Comparison with thermal measurements of darkness to which it was originally exposed as
effectiveness from [14] are shown in Fig. 11. The variations of surface level. and the resulting pattern
results are close bearing in mind that all are subject of ridges and hollows can diffract the incident light
to experimental error. Both sets of data show the in the same way as the lines of developed grains in
optimum effectiveness to be given by the middle the emulsion of a conventional hologram recorded
value of blowing rate. 0.64. photographically. Because the thermoplastic is

homogenous and of such high electrical resistance
9. EXTENSION OF THE METHOD TO as to sustain large lateral charge gradients, the
CURVED SURFACES attainable spatial frequency of the lateral variations
Curved surfaces present two problems: the coating of thickness change, and hence the spatial resolution
of the surface with polymer, and the interpretation of the record, rivals that even of the finest-grain
of the fringe pattern, as the optical path length photographic emulsions. It is thus well adapted to
becomes a complex function of position, record visible-light holograms.

A method of casting a smooth coating of even On irradiating the plate with uniform intense light,
thickness was devised, see Fig. 12. While an even all residual charge leaks away to the earthed
thickness is not a prerequisite of the method, conductive backing; electric heating of the
smoothness and dimensional accuracy of the thermoplastic layer then allows its surface to flow
finished surface are. clearly desirable. into the original planar configuration under the
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action of surface tension, obliterating the record. can be deduced from the ratios of the
The plate is then ready for a fresh exposure. fringe orders independent of the Schmidt

number and of other thermo-physical
This high-resolution system of optical recording has properties of the polymer/swelling agent
the significant advantage, compared with system.
photography, that it entails no chemical processing.
The Newport system, comprises the recording Guidelines have been given for the
device or camera, with its inbuilt corona plate- rational, optimum selection of the swelling
charging mechanism and substrate-heating circuity, agent at the planning stage of an
together with a Controller cabinet and electrically experiment.
operated shutters for interrupting object and
reference beams. With this equipment all Examples of the application of the
operations required to produce a stable record of the technique to film cooling heat transfer
pattern of illumination at the plate can be carried studies have demonstrated both the
out in situ and in an automated sequence. repeatability and reliability of the results.
Moreover, the complete record/erase cycle - the and the capability of modelling the most
erasing of one hologram and recording of another important parameters.
on the same re-usable plate - can be completed in
one minute, simply by pressing a switch on the An extension of the method permitting the
Controller. The thermoplastic system approaches in simultaneous measurement of both the heat
this respect the convenience of ESPI (which the transfer coefficient and the film cooling
present authors have also used for mass transfer effectiveness has been demonstrated.
measurement [16]), while far surpassing that in
fringe resolution and image quality, being based on New developments in data collection
true holography, which should ease the problem of fringe

pattern interpretation on curved surfaces
Live - or frozen-fringe interferograms can be have also been described.
obtained from thermoplastically recorded holograms
in the usual way; and these can be video recorded REFERENCES
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Grid Spacing 5d

Zero
Acceleration

(K., 0. 0)

Strong
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Figure I Interference fringes showing the effect ot mainstream flow acceleration on the
heat transfer coefficient distribution for air injection throug~h a row of 350 holes at blowing
rate = 1. [Ref 18]
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e TRANSPARENT POLYMER COATING OF UNIFORM THICKNESS (- 0.Smm)

POURED OR CAST IN RECESS IN ALUMINIUM SURFACE

e SURFACE IS ETCHED TO GIVE DIFFUSE REFLECTION

SEQUENCE OF EXPERIMENT

1. THE SURFACE IS SOAKED IN SWELLING AGENT ABSORBED SWELLING

ORGANIC SWELLING AGENT 4 ~ J 4 L -~

(ETHYL SALICYLATE) T

2. AIR GAUGE READING IS TAKEN
AT A SINGLE POINT P

7 I I 7 II If/7 II7 /

3. HOLOGRAM FORMED OF SWOLLEN .SURFACE (PARTIAL EXPOSURE
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE )

4 SWELLING AGENT

4 SWOLLEN SURFACE IS EXPOSED - TRANSFERRED T

TO AIRSTREAMS. SWELLING AGENTTRNFRE

IS LOST AND SURFACE RECEDES
BY AN AMOUNT PROPORTIONAL

TO THE LOSS AXIMUM

;=RECESS ION

5. HOLOGRAM IS FORMED OF FINAL SURFACE (COMPLETES

EXPOSURE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE)

6. AIR GAUGE READING IS TAKEN
AT THE SAME POINT AS IN

2 ABOVE

7. THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE IS DEVELOPED AND ILLUMINATED WITH
THE REFERENCE BEAM. INTERFERENCE FRINGES ARE SEEN

FOR WHICH

RECESSION Oc FRINGE ORDER oc K

FRINGE ORDER IDENTIFICATION IS THROUGH AIR GAUGE

MEASUREMENTS 2 AND 6 ABOVE

Figure 3 Description of the technique
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Grid Spacing =5d

Test Number 171

ug9

Test Number 173

U',

----- Test Number 11

____Test Number 173 a Q 90 P./PE M= 2.0

(O i9'j18'V1 7 16 Ki1  0u 3 OD 02.11

F12ure 8 RL'p-'utubi I v chceck on lriii C patterns and associated hi h, for n-a1inijection
with blo\wrL2 rate = 2. [Ref 7]
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-c 90'ý
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Figure 10 Ff~ect ot'densitv ratio i riat ion on the heat transfer coefficient, distribution for
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: H.B. WEYER, Institut fur Antriebstechnik

What is the effect of Mach Number? With an increasing Mach number the differences in
surface temperature - due to stagnation - become more evident. This must have some
influence on the evaporation of the swelling agent.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The method is suitable for low Mach number flows only. We use a velocity of 20 to 35 m/s.
At high Mach numbers there will be, as you say, a temperature rise in the boundary layer.
This affects the saturation vapour pressure of the swelling agent which is very sensitive to
temperature. Thus the concentration gradient driving the mass transfer is no longer
known and it is no longer possible to derive a mass transfer coefficient from the
measurement of surface recession.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: H.B. WEYER, Institut fur Antriebstechnik

Blade aerodynamics is very sensitive to the blade shape. How precise is the coating with
respect to blade shape variations?

AUTHORS REPLY:
Using a casting method it is possible to produce very smooth surfaces and very accurate
coating thickness. The thickness of the coating does not have to be even all over because
we measure changes in the thickness after swelling.

Coating a blade is, therefore, possible, but in regions where there might be a
curvature in two planes the interpretation of the holographic image becomes too difficult.
When there is curvature in one plane only, such as occurs on the flank of a blade, a
correction depending on position has to be applied to the fringe order read from the
hologram, but apart from that there are no problems.

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: L. de Chanterac, DRET/ Service des recherches

Do you think that reversible utilization of the swollen polymer technique is possible and
that a dynamic heat transfer coefficient could be obtained with this method?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The swollen polymer technique is a reversible process since the working surface can be
reactivated simply by dipping it again in swelling agent.

Regarding measurement of the dynamic heat transfer coefficient this is possible
with the "live fringe" technique (Fig. 2). One would then count the number of fringes
passing per unit time and that reflects the instantaneous values of the mass (or heat)
transfer coefficient. A video recording would be useful in this case for the analysis to be
done later at leisure. The "live fringe" passing rate could be different for different
positions on the surface observed and thus the measurements could give space as well as
time resolved values.
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The USAF Advanced Turbine Aerothernal Research Rig (ATARR)

by

C.W. Haldeman Jr. and M.G. Dunn
Calspan Corp., Advanced Technology Center

BuffaloNew York

and

C.D. MacArthur and C.G. Murawski
Aero Propulsion and Power Directorate
Air Force Wright Laboratory, WPAFB

Dayton, Ohio

ABSTRACT Subscipt
The Advanced Turbine Aerothermal Research Rig (ATARR) d = downstream of stage
has been under development and construction at Wright- d,is - ideal, isentropic conditions
Patterson Air Force Base for the past three years. downstream of stage
Construction of the facility is now complete and u - upstream of stage
demonstration experiments are underway. These
demonstration experiments involve use of an instu'mented 1. INTRODUCTION
turbine stage (both surface pressure and surface heat flux For the past fifteen years. several groups have pioneered the
instrumentation) to obtain measurements for comparison with development of short-duration facilities and the associated
predictions, flow path measurement of total pressure, total instrumentation for the investigation of phenomena relating
temperature, and static pressure to determine flow path to high-pressure turbines. For the facilities just mentioned.
uniformity, as well as instrumentation to ascertain proper the term short-duration has been used in the past to mean test
operation of all facility components. times on the order of tens of milliseconds to a few hundred

milliseconds. The short duration test capability is becoming
At the time of this writing, the experiments designed to an increasing attractive alternative to conventional "long run-
obtain the data just mentioned are underway but results are time" testing. By "long run-time" has been meant test times
not available. Therefore, the written paper will be confined on the order of hours. The promise of major cost savings
to a description of: (1) the facility and its design capabilities, coupled with the ability to measure new quantities not
(2) a description of the operation of the major components possible in conventional facilities has motivated this interest
with limited supporting data, e.g., main valve opening and in short-duration facility development. One of the most
closing times, and (3) a brief description of an uncertainty significant aspects of the ATARR facility discussed in this
analysis that has been completed for the instrumentation and paper is that even though it is considered to be of the short
aero-performance measurements. duration class, the test time is on the order of seconds instead

of milliseconds.
Nomenclature

To review the short-duration facility development history for
Generl a moment, the application of the isentropic light piston
h = total enthalpy compression tube for turbine research was pioneered at
L = losses Oxford University by Schultz and co-workers (e.g., see Ref.
NPhy = rotor physical speed I) and a sector of high-pressure turbine vanes was
Po = total pressure of incoming instrumented with thin-film heat-flux gages and used as the

gas test article. The test time for the Oxford facility is on the
Pref = reference pressure, 14.7 psia order of a few hundred milliseconds. Dunn and co-workers
Qw = heat transfer to walls at Calspan used the shock tunnel to initially obtain

O = total temperature of incoming measurements for a sector of a high-pressure turbine vane
row (e.g., see Ref. 2) followed by replacement of the vanegas sector with a full stage rotating turbine (Ref. 3). The test

Tref = reference temperature, 51 6'R time for this facility is on the order of tens of milliseconds.
W = measured work done by Louis at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

turbine investigated the use of both the shock tube and the blowdown
W = weight flow of test gas facility (Ref. 4) for the investigation of factors affecting heat

= nondimensional pressure, transfer in turbines. The test times for his facilities were also
Po/Pref on the order of milliseconds. Richards and co-workers at the

Von Karman Institute also developed a light piston facility= specific heat ratio (e.g., see Ref. 5) to perform measurements on a high-pressure
11ad = adiabatic efficiency turbine vane sector (e.g., see Ref. 6). Epstein and co-workers
Tlfu = fundamental efficiency at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology designed and
" "meas = measured efficiency built a low pressure blowdown facility (e.g., see Ref. 7) to

perform measurements on a high-pressure turbine vane row.
0 = nondimensional temperature. This facility is different than the one described in Ref. 4. The

To/Tref test time associated with the MIT blowdown turbine facility
is on the order of a few hundred milliseconds.

The primary foice driving the development of ATARR at
WPAFB was the potential for being able to measure heat
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transfer and aero-performance simultaneously for advanced hardware to test conditions consistent with actual engine
technology military engines. To this end, it was decided to operation. By taking advantage of scaling relationships, the
build a large blowdown facility with a test ;me on the order important nondimensional groups which determine the
of one to five seconds. The test time duration for this behavior of the turbine stage can be reproduced and at the
particular facility is determined by the weight flow rate that same time operate at test conditions that do not subject the
must be supplied to the turbine and by the amount of power instrumentation to conditions as harsh as those associated
that the eddy current brake must absorb because of work with actual engine conditions. The blowdown facility is one
extracted by the turbine rotor from the test gas. One for which the supply tank temperature and pressure change
objective of ATARR is to measure either the cooled or during the course of a given experiment and it is. therefore.
uncooled turbine efficiency to within ± 0.25% of the "true" necessary to carefully measure the flowpath parameters so
value within a 95% confidence limit. Achieving this goal that the appropriate nondimensional groups can be
will make ATARR competitive with the best conventional duplicated. The specific parameters that can be duplicated
facilities for aero-performance evaluation. Another objective with this facility are: flow function(Wr/8 r
of the facility is to determine the thermal (cooling) corrected
performance of new turbine designs. speed (Nphy/n-). specific heat ratio of the turbine inlet gas

In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 presents a discussion ( 9 ), pressure ratio across the stage, ratio of gas temperature

of the facility and its components, Section 3 presents a brief to wall temperature, ratio of gas temperature to coolant

description of the operation of one of the major components temperature, Reynolds number, Mach number, and Prandtl

(the main valve) and Section 4 presents a brief description of number. These parameters will be duplicated during a
an uncertainty analysis used to define the instrumentation and portion of the test time duration, but not during the entire test
facility parameter requirements, time. Each experiment is designed to maximize this portion

of the test time within the constraints imposed by the eddy
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY current brake. This power absorbing device is programmed
It was noted earlier that ATARR was designed and to maintain the proper corrected speed for the maximum
constructed to meet the specific needs of the turbine period of time. This maximum operating time of the eddy
components group at WPAFB. This group is charged with current brake is determined by the temperature increase of the
the responsibility of developing new engine technology and. brake drum during the blowdown time as a result of
in particular, with the development of more advanced, higher dissipating the power extracted from the test gas by the rotor.
work output, and higher operating temperature turbines for
future military applications. More specifically, the goal is to Figure I is a sketch of the ATARR. The test gas supply tank
achieve significant increases in turbine inlet temperature shown on the far left has a volume of approximately 3,200
while at the same time reducing the flow rate of cooling air ft. 3 and designed to be pressurized to 180 psia while being
accompanied by work and speed increases. The increases in heated to 550'F. Any combination of pressure and
material stress associated with this goal are substantial. temperature between these maximums can be utilized. The
There are a number of new design concepts that have promise test gas would normally be nitrogen or a mixture of nitrogen
for increases in turbine performance such as super effective and carbon dioxide in order to duplicate the appropriate
cooling designs, 3-D aerodynamic design, vaneless HP/LP nondimensional groups. The supply tank is insulated with
systems and metal/non-metal composites. These concepts four inches of fiberglass with a 0.020 inch aluminum jacket
can be more reliably incorporated into military engine design to minimize heat loss to the room. Not shown on the sketch,
if extensive testing has been performed to validate their but located internal to the supply tank is a variable speed fan
usefulness. and an electrical heater. The supply tank insulation and

fan/heater combination were designed to produce axial
The ATARR has been a cooperative effort with Calspan. temperature uniformity on the order of 0.80 F (over the 20 ft.
MIT, Belcan, Allison, and the USAF all contributing. The length of the tank). It is estimated that for a typical run, the
facility is designed to accommodate full scale (either vane majority of the test gas would be taken from about one-third
row alone or full stage) engine hardware and to subject this of the supply tank. The supply tank is instrumented with

VRALE (INTERNAL)

Fge SE DUMP TANK A

SECTION VACUUM
SYSTEM

Figure I Sketch of Advanced Turbine Aerothermal Research Rig (ATARR) Configuration
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resistance temperature detectors (RTD's) in order to measure the supply tank valve were to remain open and if there were
the axial and the radial temperature uniformity. Temperature no other way to terminate the flow. However, to mitigate this
measurements are currently underway, but not available for potentially dangerous situation, there is an emergency valve
presentation at this time. (located downstream of the test section and referred to as an

isolation valve on Figure 1) that can be driven closed using a
Located internal at one end of the supply tank is a fast acting deluge valve. This deluge valve would be fired in the event
valve (which has moving components weighing about 600 of a potential turbine run away.
lbs.) that is designed to open in approximately 100
milliseconds, remain open for a pre-determined time period. Downsteam of the supply tank main valve is the test section
and then close in approximately 100 milliseconds. Careful which houses the turbine that is being investigated. Internal
control of both the opening and closing of the valve are to this test section are several other essential components and
critical to avoid structural damage. Of particular concern is instrumentation associated with the facility. Figure 2 is a
the requirement that valve closing must be done in a way that sketch of some of these components and the facility
closes off a large portion of the flow area very quickly, but instrumentation locations. Table 1 is a tabulation of the
then covers the remaining portion of axial travel at a lower specific (non-stage) instrumentation location, type, and
velocity in order to avoid hard impact between the valve and expected accuracy.
the bumper. The bumper is spring loaded and designed to
accommodate a reasonable impact velocity, but not a velocity Table 1 describes the instrumentation located in the supply
that it so large that the springs become fully compressed. It tank. The primary instrumentation at location I are the
is important that this valve close within the prescribed time RTD's and the Baratron unit. Ahead of the turbine stage
interval because the eddy brake is not designed to absorb the there is a boundary layer bleed designed to remove the
power extracted by the turbine indefinitely. There is boundary layer associated with the incoming flow. Also
sufficient gas in the supply tank to cause turbine runaway if located ahead of the turbine stage in the flow path are rakes

Axial Location 3(a)
12 3 1 1 14 is

Upstream I DownstreamSupply Tank Rakes I Rakes

Location 6 4- -4olin

Rotor Co-olin
Vane Cooling Boundary Layer Bleeds

Cooling System

Figure 2 Sketch of ATARR Instrumentation Locations

Table 1 Facility Instrumentation

Location Tpe of Sensor (number) Exp ed Accuracy
Axial location 1: Supply Tank RTD's (20) .1PK or.02% FS

Baratron Units (1) .1 psi (.1% FS)
Endevco 8540-100 Need to Calibrate

Axial Location 2: Inlet Baratron Units (1) s.
Axial location 3: Upstream 1 Total Temp. Thermocouple Rake Need to Calibrate
Rake Position (4 sensor Type E 1 Mil)

I Total Press. Rake
(4 sensor Endevco 8534A-100) Need to Calibrate
2 static pressure Endevco 8530C-.100

Need to Calibrate

Axial Location 3(a) Torquemeter Strain gauges Calibrated to within 0.25%
Located on Drive Shaft FS
Axial Location 4: Downstream 1 Total Temp. Thermo-couple Rake Need to Calibrate
Rake Position (4 sensor Type E I mil)

Total Pres. Rake (Endevco 8534A-
100) Need to Calibrate
2 static Press (Endevco 8530C-100)

Need to Calibrate

Axial Location 5: Dump Tank Static Pressure (Endevco 8530C-100) Need to Calibrate
Axial Location 6: Cooling Lines Total Temp. Thermocouples (4) Need to Calibrate

Pressure (not specified)
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of total pressure and total temperature. Similar rakes of total The vane portion of the particular turbine stage being used
pressure and total temperature are located in the flow path for the demonstration experiments is shown in Figure 4(a).
downstream of the rotor. For the demonstration experiments. 4(b), and 4(c). Figure 4(a) illustrates the miniature flush
these rakes are fixed in position. but in the future traversing diaphragm Kulite pressure transducers placed at midspan on
units will be added to this configuration. A photograph of both the pressure and suction surfaces and a contoured
one of the total pressure rakes is given in Figure 3(a). A leading-edge insert (at midspan) containing platinum thin-
close-up photograph of a pressure probe is given in Figure film heat-flux gages. Figure 4(b) is a photograph of two
3(b). One of the total temperature rakes is shown in Figure contoured strip inserts (at midspan) containing platinum thin-
3(c). The thermocouple housed in these probes is butt film heat-flux gages. Figure 4(c) is a photograph of
welded Type E wire and is 0.001-in. diameter. The design numerous button-type heat-flux gages located at 20%, 50%.
and construction of the thermocouple probes is very similar and 80% of span on the airfoil surface and on the hub and tip
to that reported in Ref. 8. Wall static pressure is measured at endwall. With the exception of the button-type gages, the
the rake locations. Pyrex substrate was designed to be sufficiently thick to avoid

PRESSURE PROSE

Figure 3(a) Photograph of Upstream Total Pressure Rake

PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

Figure 3(b) Close-Up Photograph of Total Pressure Probe

TEMPERATURE PROBE

Figure 3(c) Photograph of Downstream Temperature Probe
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PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

Figure 4 (a) Instruimentation on Vane Airfoits

Figure 4(b) Instrumentation on Vane Airfoils (Cont.)
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Figure 4(cl Instrumentation on Vane Aidoits (Cont.)

backside heating (and, therefore, preserving the one- A pyrooreter looking at the brake dunio surface can be used to
dimensional approximation for data reduction) for test monitor this temperature. For a laree hich pressure turbine
durat•on on the order of one second. The rotor portion of it t siNmi ar to the one ,ho%.n ir i-i,ir,_re ,I) t the 2s nieca a. alt
,tavce is riot shown. but it i s instrumented in a similar moanlner. class (engine condii oni,. the timoe for the brake temperature

to reach the I.OOO`F limit is about two seconds. In general,
The downstream isolation valve, shown in Figure 1. serves either the vane exit or the rotor exit (or both) of the turbine
the function of providing a downstream flow control device stage would he choked during the experiment. Regardless ot
which is used to achieve the desired stage pressure ratio by whether or not the stage is choked, the previously mentioned
adjusting the flow area. Further. this valve can be used to isolation valve iwhich also serves as an emergenrcv shut off
isolate the test section from the dump tank permittine valve) will remain choked for a %s ife ranve ot conditions
pressunzatton of the test section pnor to and after an which serves to maintain the proper pressure ratio across the
experiment in order to obtain a calibration of the pressure turbine stage.
transducers. For the purposes of this calibration the Baratron
pressure measuring device. which has a detector in the test The shaft on which the rotor component is mounted contains
section as well as the supply tank, is considered to be the a torque meter which derives its signal from strain gauges
standard against which the calibration is performed. mounted on a necked-down portion of the drive shaft. The

torque meter was calibrated prior to final assemnbly of the
Fwo dump tanks of volume equal to approximately 3.2( ) ft. 3  rotating package to an accuracy of (.251- of full scale. Data
each are connected to the test section as shown. Prior to a obtained with this device will be used as part of the turbine
run. the dump tanks and the test section are evacuated using stage efficiency determination which %;ill be described in
the Stokes vacuum pump and Roots blower shown on the Section 4. The rotating component is initially brought to the
schematic of Figure I. The dump tanks and the test section proper speed in the evacuated test section usiOng a variable
are routinely evacuated to a pressure of approximately v0.7 speed electnc motor. This motor is attached to the end of the
torr prior to initiation of an experiment. The eddy current shaft nearest the return iron of the eddy current brake. At the
brake noted on Figure I is a scaled up version of the one used other end of the shaft is mounted a 21(W channel slip ring unit
at MIT s,,ce Ref. l) anti was designed by Dr's. 6. Guenette that is used to transfer the data from the rotating component
and A Epstein of MIT. As previously noted, the turbine inlet to the laboratorn data recorders.
,otal temperature decreases ais the suppl, tank blors down.
The current supplied to the coils of the magnets surrounding Figure 5 is a photograph of the ATARR as it currently exists
the rotating drum is on the order of 6M amperes of pulsed The insulated supply tank can be seen on the far left, the
DC current supplied by a programmable SCR power supply, external flange of the fast acting valve is to the right of the
Ihe brake can absorb power at a maximum of 4 megawatts at supply tank. a transition piece from the valve to the test

7.50(W rpm. The current to the iracnets is programmed in section which contains the boundary laver bleed cannot be
order to maintain proper corrected rotor speed (luring the seen. the test section is relatively short to axial dimension and
hlowdown process. The rotating component of this brake is is bounded by the two flanges that can be seen. and the stair
constructed of Inconel 719 and can he heated to up to a platform providing access to one side of the test
approximately 1,000(1' F vs thout siL'it-icant loss of strength. section is in the center of the photograph. The isolation valve
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Table 3 The ATARR Data Acquisition Computer A comprehensive software suite has been written to reduce
System the raw data to the important engineering results and display

them graphically. Figure 7 is a block diagram of the software
* Sun 4/330 Computer System structure functional decomposition. The data acquisition
* 32 Megabytes of Memory system consists of three major functions: software interfaces,
* 2 x 1.2 Gigabyte Disk Drives (Removable) user interfaces, and system management. Within each of
* 160016250 BPI 9-Track 1/2 Inch Tape Drive these major functions are several service blocks as noted on
* Sun GX 19 Inch Color Graphics Display the figure.
* IEEE-488 (GPIB) Instrumentation Bus
• Ethernet TCP/IP Communications
• Appletalk Based QMS Printer/Plotter
* Sun OS UNIX Operating System

1600/6250 BPI TAPE

MAIN PROCESSOR [SRINTER

32Me MEMORY - - [.j
ETHERNET UNIX

REPEATER CONTROL ROOM

r REPEATER TEST AREA

DIRECT

rI A IGA 
CONNECTSIGNALBTRANSDUCERS TEST

AND DSP COND-TIONING EXCITATION SECTION488
DATA ACO AMPLIFIERS BRIDGES POWER TRANSDUCERS
SYSTEMS FILTERS SUPPLIES ANALOG

DIGITIZER ANALOG SECTION ETHERNET
SECTION

Figure 6 Block Diagram of The ATARR Data Acquisition SystemMOIOING,.- ,DATA
AND CONTROL AACUISITIYN

SYSTEM 7 T SYsTEM

INTERFACES INTERFACE MANAGEMENT

iNTHERNAET CALIBRATION DISK

INTERFACE MGTP RCHTA

TRANSFORMATION

MODEL PRIMARY:

ENGINEERING
UNITS,
HEAT FLUX

SSECONDARY:
PERF. ESTIMATION,
EFFICIENCY. ETC.

Figure 7 The ATARR Software Structure Functional Decomposition
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3. OPERATION OF SUPPLY TANK MAIN valve to move approximately 9 inches was about 100 ms
VALVE which is well within the design goal of the system. Closing

As previously mentioned, the valve separating the supply of the valve is shown on the right side of Figure 8(a). The
tank from the test section is one of the major components of valve accelerates rapidly from the 10 inch position to about 2
the ATARR. This valve must open quickly, remain open for inches in approximately 100 ms and then slows down over
a prescribed period of time, and close quickly. There are the remainder of the axial travel in order to avoid hard impact
several reasons why proper operation of the supply tank main with the bumper. The time required to close off about 90%
valve is essential, e.g., safety, flow quality, and avoidance of of the available flow area is well within the design
damage to other facility components. A simple gas dynamic requirements.
model describing the operation of the actuating cylinder and
the main valve which it drives was developed in order to Figure 8(b) presents a comparison between the measured arnd
predict the valve operation. Results obtained from the predicted pressure histories associated with the opening and
prediction model are compared with experimental results in closing actuator legs of the system. Included on this figure
the following paragraphs. are the pressure in the opening line and the pressure in the

closing line. To the left hand side of the figure is the valve
Figure 8(a) presents a comparison between an experimentally opening sequence and at about 2.4 seconds the valve closing
determined axial position vs. time history and a sequence is initiated. The predicted peak in the opening
corresponding prediction. The prediction is obtained from an pressure at about 0.2 seconds is above the data which is
unsteady model initially developed at MIT and modified at characteristic of the model and the closing pressure is
Calspan to predict the operational characteristics of the valve underpredicted while the valve is open and overpredicted
and associated activation system. After the supply tank valve while the valve is closed. The opening pressure is well
has moved approximately 8.5 inches in the axial direction, it predicted throughout the entire sequence of events. Figure
is essentially fully open. The weight flow requirements of 8(c) presents a comparison between the opening and closing
the turbine stage located in the test section are fully met by reservoir pressures for the duration of valve operation. In
the corresponding flow area and any additional area at the general. for Figures 8(a) - 8(c) the agreement between the
valve will not result in additional weight flow. As can be prediction and the experimental data is shown to be
seen from Figure 8(a), the travel for the particular case shown reasonably good.
was approximately 10 inches. The time required for the

-2

0 0.5 I1.5 2.53
Time (normalized)

Figure 8(a) Comparison Between Experiment and Prediction For Supply Tank Valve Motion

120 -

- Actuator Open (Experiment) /

100 ---- 0-- Actuator close (Experiment)

- --- Actuator Open (Prediction)

-- 4-- Actuaor close (Predicion ........................ ...

2 . .......... -...

.2

0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3. 3
Time (Normalized, Sec)

Figure 8(b) Comparison Between Experiment and Prediction For Valve Pressure HMotornes
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500 I
'-"'*' Open Reservoir (Experiment)

-- '--.-- Close Reservoir (Experiment)

3 4

Figure .) Co .prison .w E.t .. - Open Reservoir (Prediction)

ag t Close Reservoir (Prediction))

200 ........................

I4,
I- ... ..... ..... . .. ~ .... . ..

0

0 1 2 3 4 5
Time (Normalized, Sec)

Figure 8(c) Comparison Between Experiment and Prediction For Reservoir Pressure Histories

4. SUMMARY OF UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS FOR which for constant mass flow and no energy addition Or
AEROPERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS IN removal (adiabatic flow), translates into:
THE ATARR rý =1 h

There are many problems associated with making esh,-
aeroperformance measurements of turbine stage efficiency in e (Lh i d.s (I)
any facility, long run time or short duration. The goal set for Where the subscript.q u and d represent the conditions
the ATARR was to be able to measure turbine efficiency to upstream and downstream of the stage, respectively and hd.is
within t 0.25% of the "true" value within a 95% confidence represents the resulting enthalpy of the fluid if it were to be
limit. Because a great many of the assumptions used in the expanded isentropically to the measured downstream
calculation of efficiency cannot, in general. be verified pressure. Equation I-I represents the measured efficiency in
independently, the "true" efficiency becomes a function of any testing facility. But this measure can be influenced by
the assumptions made about the testing process, the working energy losses which are not directly related to the stage
fluid, etc. which comprise the basis of the efficiency performance. They would include energy loss by heat
calculation. Within any given basis, preliminary estimates transfer to surfaces and mass flow leakage through seals. An
described in detail in Ref. 7 suggest that single-sample data accounting process must be done since any energy lost in this
of approximately ± 0.8% accuracy can be obtained and manner is not available to do work on the turbine. If the sum
through the use of common statistical techniques. The of all the losses are labeled as L then the fundamenal
material presented here is a brief summary of the material efficiency is:
presented in Ref. 7 which is a condensation of a more h -h. - L
detailed report (Ref. 8). The topics addressed in Ref. 7 1F= u h-
include: the accuracy required in each measurement h U -hdis (2)
quantity. the choice of alternative (but equivalent) efficiency The work described in Ref. 9 has only been concerned
definitions, the determination of the proper working fluid and with the heat-transfer losses which occur during the testing of
the working fluid properties. a turbine stage. Accounting for only these losses (Qw, the

heat transfer to the walls) creates an adiabatic efficiency:
The desired 0.25% efficiency accuracy for the ATARR h -hd - Qw
facility could easily be overshadowed when comparisons are uad= d
made with data taken in other facilities because of differences hu -hd.is (3)
in the testing methods. It is argued in Ref. 9 that the proper There is the possibility that losses exist in both the testing
way of comparing efficiencies taken from different facilities facility and the stage which are not heat-transfer losses, and
is to "correct" the indicated efficiency to account for losses thus an adiabatic efficiency could still be dependent on the
and obtain an efficiency measure which is independent of the testing process. Only a measurement of efficiency which
test process. Uncooled turbines operate in long-duration accounts for all losses (such as equation 2) can be used when
facilities at conditions which are close to adiabatic, while the comparing data taken in different facilities.
same turbines in short-duration facilities would have higher
heat-transfer losses. However, the assumption of adiabatic In general, long-duration facilities are assumed to have no
conditions is not appropriate for either long or short-duration heat losses and negligible mass flow losses (although these
facilities when cooled turbines are tested. Cooled hardware assumptions need to be verified for each facility) implying
in short-duration tests would be expected to experience that L=O. Under these assumptions the long-duration facility
additional heat-loss effects above those that would occur if measures the adiabatic efficiency and the fundamental
the same turbine were tested in a long-duration facility. To efficiency. In a short-duration facility there will be heat
compare measurements taken in these two facilities one has transfer because of the isothermal nature of the facility and
to correct for the fundamental differences in the testing the enthalpy change would need to be corrected for these
process. losses to determine the adiabatic efficiency. Further to

convert to a fundamental efficiency, other losses besides heat
The thermodynamic efficiency measured in any facility is transfer need to be quantified. Thus to convert an efficiency
given by: measurement in any testing facility to an adiabatic efficiency

requires the knowledge of one of two variables: the adiabatic

=Measured Change in Energy State of the Working Fluid Across a Turbine
l = Ideal Change an Energy of the Fluid for the Sane Pressure Change
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enthalpy ( hdad) or the heat-transfer losses in the system statistical techniques which could be used to combine
(Qw). But to convert to a fundamental efficiency which is different measurements and increase the accuracy beyond the
the only efficiency measurement which is independent of the point of the individual measurements are described in Ref. 7.
testing process requires a knowledge of all the losses in the
system (L). To avoid the problem of trying to determine L Several different problems which confront the engineer when
accurately in a short-duration facility, a second method, using measuring efficiency are examined in Ref. 7, but the details
the work extracted by the turbine, can be used to determine of that examination cannot be repeated here. Because the
the change in enthalpy across the stage. If all the energy ATARR will be used to test a variety of turbines, specific
dissipated by the gas across the stage is transformed into estimates of the obtainable accuracies are not given in detail;
work then: rather, the equations are developed which will allow adequate
W = hu -hd - L (4) prediction of the uncertainty in the measured efficiency for
and W can replace the numerator in equation 1-2. These two any stage configuration.
methods are commonly referred to as the thermodynamic It is shown in Ref. 7 that the definition of efficiency and the
method and the mechanical method for measuring efficiency. physical basis for its determination are more significant in

comparing data from different facilities than the repeatability
One of the unique differences between the thermodynamic of the measurements themselves. Within the constraints of
technique and the mechanical technique is that the consistent definition and basis, efficiency measurements with
mechanical method provides the fundamental efficiency accuracies better then 0.25% are achievable. In programs
directly. Using the thermodynamic technique introduces a where test data are to be compared with data from other
dependency on the testing process which directly influences facilities, the specific method of determining efficiency must
the loss term L and complicates the process of comparing be carefully considered. Factors such as the specific gas
data taken in different facilities. The mechanical method also bre ered . Fators such as the gas
has its drawbacks. It assumes that all the energy change that properties. the defining equation of state of the gas, and theoccus arosstheturine tag ges trnsltedintouseulisentropic relationships used, can result in differences in the
occurs across the turbine stage gets translated into useful, obtained efficiency. Whether the thermodynamic or the
measurable work and not other forms of potential energy mechanical method is better for measuring efficiency is
(such as turbulence) which are not directly measured. strongly dependent on the objectives of the testing program

as well as the turbine configuration and how the loss term isIn addition to the testing process, assumptions about the gas treated. If a satisfactory estimate of the loss term is not
properties and other topics which might seem extraneous to available. then realistically only the mechanical method can
the main uncertainty analysis play key roles in determining be used.
the context in which the efficiency measurements are made.
It is clear that as long as this "context" or "basis" remains 5. SUMMARY COMMENTS
consistent, efficiency measurements can be directly A brief description of the Advanced Aerothermal Research
compared. For these reasons the analysis described here is Rig (ATARR) currently under development at Aero
not an error budgeting process, rather it is geared to Propulsion and Power Directorate of Wright Patterson Air
evaluating different measurement uncertainties and grouping Force Base has been presented. ATARR is the first large
them according to different data processing procedures. In scale, short duration turbine facility built in the United States
this way estimates can be made as to how much the final for integrated aerodynamic and heat transfer testing. It has
uncertainties can be reduced. Thus, for the majority of this been built both to extend our capability to validate turbine
work we will be using single-sample data. Discussion of designs and provide affordable turbine performance testing.
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Discussion

QUESTIONS 1 & 2:
DISCUSSOR: P. Harasgama, ABB

How are you going to achieve the stated accuracy of 0.25% on aerodynamic performance
and have you demonstrated an instrumentation technology that can achieve such levels of
measurement accuracy?

DISCUSSOR: T. Arts, von Karman Institute
With the presented design of pressure probe rakes, taking into account blockage effects
and how shock interactions in transonic flows, is the 0.25% goal really feasible or
achievable?

AUTHORS' REPLY (to related questions above):
The topic, while conceptually easy, is extremely complicated to document and the results
are susceptible to multiple interpretations. This paper was an overview of the ATARR
facility, discussing only small parts of our uncertainty analysis. A more detailed
discussion of our early uncertainty analysis was presented at the Sacramento Joint
Propulsion Conference1 based on underlying research done at Calspan. Since the
completion of Reference 1, additional work has been done on the uncertainty analysis
and the will soon be documented 2 . In essence, Reference 1 focused on the best ways of
combining temperature and pressure data to obtain the efficiency with the highest degree
of accuracy, not how to reduce the instrument uncertainty which contributes to the
measurement uncertainty. Reference 1 can be summarized by four statements:

1) Measurements of 0.25% efficiency are possible given existing instrument
technology by properly performing calibrations and reducing other sources of error (such
as A/D conversion, amplifier drift, etc.) to a minimum.

2) Real gas effects can be of the same magnitude as the total instrument
uncertainty, making relative accuracies of 0.25% (i.e. the difference between two tests in
the same facility) easier to achieve than an absolute measurement.

3) None of the problems in making high-accuracy measurements are endemic to
short of medium duration facilities3 . Thus if a particular group is claiming 0.25%
efficiency measurements on a facility, the same instrumentation calibration used at
ATARR should achieve the same accuracy.

4) Variations between facilities will probably dominate the overall absolute error
in efficiency measurements, making comparisons of measurements on the same turbine
hardware in different facilities difficult at best.

However, we believe that 0.25% efficiency measurements are a good target, worthy
of continued pursuit. It forced those of us associated with ATARR to do an in-depth
uncertainty analysis before the final instrumentation was installed, and it forced us to
run critical tests on the entire system. Tests which are often done after facilities are built,
were done prior to facility completion, helping to locate and correct potential problems.
This is, as Moffat 4 has suggested one of the key roles of a proper uncertainty analyses.
The results of our analysis revealed several potential problems in the selected A/D system
and instrumentation.

1) Static calibration of both pressure and temperature standards to the required
accuracy were accomplished. We are presently using these standards to calibrate
temperature and pressure rakes. Preliminary data demonstrate information shows that
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static calibration of the pressure rakes and RTD's (resistance temperature devices) can
be done to the required accuracy levels. We are still in the process of calibrating
thermocouple rakes. However, using these diagnostics in a dynamic system requires
and entirely different calibration facility, allowing independent variation of Mach
number, radiation, and facility time constants to assure proper calibration of the recovery
factors. A detailed design of the required facility, in particular, using the ATARR itself
to calibrate the rakes.

2) The A/D system purchased was a software programmable amplifier, A/D
system with internal calibration capabilities. The goal was to decrease the overall test
set-up time and to reduce the number of personnel required to run the facility. Several
problems were noted:

a) When calibrating the A/D system, the internal ground was different
from the external ground, causing an unexpected offset in the amplifiers which was on the
order of 2-3 counts.

b) The attenuators caused excessive noise in the output signal. The
manufacturer was able to retrofit the system prior to facility commissioning in order to
resolve these problems.

c) One of the analog switches used to switch gains on the amplifier has a
strong temperature dependency. This creates a variation in the gain of about 1.5%, at a
gain of 1000, from a 100 C temperature rise. Redesigned amplifiers are now available,
alleviating the problem. For the old amplifiers which still exist in the system, a fan unit
was installed which stabilized the temperatures and reduced the problem considerably.
Further, calibrating the amplifiers immediately before and after a test documents any
amplifier drift and allows for correction.

The overall accuracy of the instrumentation system is a function of how well one
can statically (i.e. at one point in time) calibrate the system, and how well one can
document the total system drift. The following is an outline of the calibration procedure
as a function of time that we are currently using:

Step 1 (One-twos month before instrument installation in facility):
Several laboratory calibrations are done on the instruments to verify their
performance as a function of their primary and secondary variables (i.e.
pressure transducer evaluated based on pressure and temperature). These are
done over time to verify drift. Each instrument calibration is flanked by an
amplifier calibration to evaluate any drift in the amplifiers.

Step 2 (Installation):
The instruments are installed in the facility. Data at room conditions is obtained
to verify that no ground loops have been created and/or that there is no increase in
noise levels.

Step 3 (Testing):
3a (Morning of the experiment): Calibrate all amplifiers
3b (Immediately before experiment): Fill supply tank and test section, do pre-test

pressure calibrations, verify temperature uniformity in the test section
3c (Test): Run the experiment
3d (Post-test data): Take data during cool-down time
3e (Immediately after experiment) Fill supply tank and test section, do post-test

pressure calibrations, verify temperature uniformity in test section
3f (After experiment): Calibrate all amplifiers

All of these steps may not need to be done in all cases, but we will start with
this system to verify our overall instrument drift. It should be evident from this
discussion that significant time is required to obtain the desired accuracy. This level
of accuracy lengthens overall testing time.

In summary, this type of measurement accuracy is right on the edge of what is
achievable using existing technology, but with new calibration techniques. We believe it
to be a good goal for instrumentation since it is both defined and achievable. Since we are
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still in the process of calibrating our instruments, we do not have a definitive
experimental answer yet. In addition, we will not know what our dynamic accuracy is
until we build the separate calibration facility noted earlier. However, we have gone to
great length to document our work, in the hope that whatever our results, our experience
will point us towards better instrument designs and data reduction techniques.
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TRANSIENT THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF A COMPRESSOR
ROTOR WITH AXIAL COOLING AIR FLOW AND CO-
ROTATING OR CONTRA-ROTATING SHAFT

C. Burkhardt, A. Mayer, E. Reile
MTU Motoren-und Turbinen-Union MOnchen GmbH
8000 MOnchen 50, Germany

Abstract Subscriots

Heat transfer measurements were made in a fi- c pertaining to convection
ve-cavity compressor drum rig, in which cooling hub hub of disc
air passed axially through the centre of the L pertaining to characteristic length
discs. The rig also contained a central drive max maximum value
shaft which could be either co- or con- rim rim of the disc
trarotated. R pertaining to rotor
Tests were conducted for different mass s value at disc surface
flow rates, rotational speeds and air tempe- SH pertaining to shaft
ratures. Typical engine conditions for steady
state and transient operating conditions were
simulated. Local Nusselt numbers were obtained 1. Introduction
for the discs of one cavity and compared with
other published results. Furthermore an in- In a gas turbine engine, it is often the case
vestigation into the effect of co and contra- that cooling air, to be used in the turbine, is
rotating shaft on the surface temperatures of passed through the centre of the compressor
the discs and on the Nusselt number distribution discs. Some of this air can enter the cavities
was also carried out. It was found that the di- between adjacent corotating compressor
rection of rotation and speed of the shaft in- discs as a result of rotationally induced
fluenced the disc temperatures as well as the buoyancy effects: the flow inside the cavities
Nusselt numbers. is significantly affected by the temperature

difference between the discs and coolant as well
NOMENCLATURE as the radial temperature profile.

Since the designer must be able to control the
a inner radius of cavity thermal behaviour of the rotor, an understanding
b outer radius of cavity of the heat transfer phenomena is of paramount
g acceleration due to gravity importance. On the basis of this knowledge the
G gap ratio, = s/b stress levels, fatigue life and radial growth
GrL local Grashof number, =p2 02 rL3 BAT/p 2  can be predicted. There are only a few pu-
k thermal conductivity blications which help designers understand the
L characteristic length, = b-r fluid dynamics and the heat transfer in rotating
m coolant mass flow rate cavities with an axial throughflow. Moreover,
N rotational speed the limited work that does appear (Ref. 1) has,
NuL local Nusselt number in contrast to the present paper, concentrated

= qc,s.L/(Ts-Tref).k on single plane disc cavities without a heated
p pressure shroud and with disc temperature profiles that
q heat flux did not always reflect those in an engine com-
r radial coordinate pressor.
Rez axial Reynolds number, = 2pWa/I This paper concentrates on the understanding of
Reg rotational Reynolds number, - pQb 2/l the heat transfer process, under simulated engi-
s axial distance between discs ne conditions, in a five cavity compressor drum
t time rig (see fig. 1) with an axial throughflow of
T temperature coolant. The rig also contained a central drive
Tref reference air temperature, T5 in this shaft which could be either co -or contrarota-

paper ted. For the analysis of the test results, mea-
W bulk-average axial velocity at inlet sured disc surface temperatures were used as

to cavity boundary conditions to solve the heat conduction
x nondimensional radial coordinate = r/b equation for the discs. From the computed surfa-
Xio inner-to-outer radius ratio ce heat fluxes the local Nusselt numbers were
xsi shaft-to-inner disc radius ratio obtained.
z axial coordinate
B coefficient of volumetric expansion 2. Rig Tests
AT temperature difference, -]/Trrf 2.1Geometry
f axial Rossby number, = W/Oa
0 nondimensional surface temperature, Fig. I shows the configuration used for the

"= (Ts-Tref)/(Tsimax - Tref) rig tests described In this paper. The drum as-
Sdynamic viscosity sembly, which was driven by an electric motor,
Y kinematic viscosity,p/p comprised the last four discs of a high pressure
P density compressor and reached a maximum speed of
0 angular speed of cavity 15500RPM. The rotor cavity geometry and the ma-

terials used corresponded to those of an engine
design.
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The shaft was driven by the use of an air impel- 2.4 Test Conditions
ler (not shown in fig. 1) and it could be either
co- or contrarotated relative to the drum assem- Tests were carried out for simulated full
bly. In the former case the maximum shaft speed load and idle conditions as well as acceleration
was + 12000RPM (the same as the drum); in the and deceleration. For the steady state tests,
latter case the maximum shaft speed was -11400 whilst keeping all other parameters constant,
RPM. the effect of the following on the disc tempe-
In this paper only the temperature measurements rature and heat transfer was investigated:
from the middle cavity, formed between discs 2 rotor/shaft speeds
and 3, are discussed. This cavity had an in- - coolant mass flow rates
ner-to-outer radius ratio, xio, of 0.286, a gap - coolant/impingement temperatures
ratio, G, of 0.256 and a shaft-to-inner disc
radius ratio, Xsi, of 0.793. Transient tests were carried out between the

idle and full load steady state conditions for
different mass flow rates and for both a co- and

2.2 Air System contrarotating shaft. The steady state condi-
tions for simulated full load and idle are li-

To simulate the engine compressor stage tempe- sted in Table 1.
rature, as shown in Fig. I hot air, supplied Fig. 2 shows the main conditions for the tran-
through a pipe arrangement, was impinged onto sient tests. For an acceleration test, the coo-
the outer surface of the drum. ling flow rate, pressure and rotor speed reached
Cooling air was supplied through inlet ports their specified values after approximately 10 -
arranged in the hub area upstream of the first 15 s. For the impingement air it was more than
disc. This air passed axially through the an- 100 s. Due to the thermal inertia of the casing,
nulus between the central shaft and the hub of the coolant air temperature required a longer
each successive disc before leaving the rear of time period to reach its specified value.
the drum assembly through outlet ports.

3. Data Analysis
The test facility included two main air lines
supplying hot and cold air respectively. The If the temperature histories at the surface of a
temperatures of the impingement and cooling air solid are known, then the internal temperature
were controlled by valves. For the transient distribution can be computed by solving the time
tests, all valves were simultaneously switched dependent heat conduction equation; this is ter-
from cold to hot or vice versa. med a direct heat conduction problem. Once the

temperature field has been calcuiated, the sur-
face heat fluxes and the subsequent Nusselt num-

2.3 Instrumentation and data acquisition bers can be determined.
The computation was carried out using the ther-

The drum assembly was instrumented with 44 mal analysis program P/THERMAL (PDA). This is a
Ni-Cr-Ni thermocouples. The transmission capaci- hybrid analysis technique based on the combined
ty from the rotor system was limited to 20 si- use of finite elements and the heat balance fi-
multaneous signals. Therefore, three instru- nite difference method. The computational analy-
mentation arrangements were provided. By repea- sis included the effects of radiation. The cal-
ting a test and altering the arrangement it was culations were carried out with the aid of a
possible to obtain measurements from all the 2-dimensional axisymmetric finite element model.
thermocouples for any particular test condition. The grid, which is illustrated in Fig. 3, com-
The thermocouple locations for the middle cavity prised 396 material elements and 82 convective
can be seen in Fig. I. A pyrometer was also in- elements. The latter were used to obtain surface
stalled in order to obtain more information on heat fluxes. The shape of the cavity, modelled
the shroud temperature at the outer surface of by the finite elements, is a reasonable ap-
the middle cavity. proximation to the geometry shown in Fig. I.
Two different data recording systems were used.
The first recorded all measurements and was pre- The mid plane of each of the two discs was assu-
dominately used for steady state tests. Moreover med to be adiabatic (aT/az = 0). This assump-
this system allowed spot checks to be made. The tion, which has been used in Ref. 2 is conside-
second system which was used for all transient red to be suitable for relatively thin discs
runs, allowed up to 40 signals per second. A with large radial temperature gradients.
smoothing technic was employed to obtain values As can be seen from Fig. 1, the number of ther-
every 1.5 seconds. Both systems were calibrated mocouples used for the calculation was limited
and checked regularly to minimize experimental to only four per disc.
inaccuracies; the maximum difference noted be- Due to the fact that, for each timestep, tempe-
tween any two thermocouples was less than 1.0 K rature values had to be allocated to the in-
at ambient temperatures. The measurement errors dividual surface nodes of the grid, interpolated
at test conditions could not be precisely deter- measured temperatures were required. Ref. 3 dis-
mined but were estimated to be about + 1 %. cussed an investigation into interpolation pro-
The coolant mass flow was measured at the assem- cedures whereby the number of measurement loca-
bly exit by an orific plate, and using gas ana- tions was considered. From these results, it can
lysis to determine any leakage through the be deduced that for the present case a "Bessel
seals. This technique produced an uncertainty interpolation" polynomial is the most suitable.
of ±3% and ±2% at low and maximum flow rates Thermocouples M5, M9, M13, M16 were used for the
respectively. The additional leakage through the upstream disc and M6, MIO, M14, M16 for the
min flanges was estimated to be 1% of the cen- downstream disc. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the
tral axial flow at the full load condition for results of interpolated surface temperatures
the middle cavity. Errors in pressure and rotor versus radius for several timesteps for the up-
speed were negligibly small, stream and downstream discs.

The coolant air passed through the narrow an-
nulus between the shaft and the bore of the
discs, rsh < r <a. As a boundary condition
the bore surface temperatures were assumed to be
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isothermal; the measured temperatures M5 and M6 cess. As can be seen, it reasonably predicts the
were used for discs 2 and 3 respectively. Ther- heat transfer for the central and outer radii of
mocouples M18 and M19 were used to determined the discs.
the temperature at the outer surface of the
shroud of the middle cavity. During later tests
the signal from a pyrometer (as shown in Fig. 1) From the results it is possible to state the
was also recorded to improve this boundary con- following:
dition.

- The Nusselt numbers determined for the up-
stream disc 2 are greater, than those for the

In the numerical procedure, a maximum timestep downstream disc 3.
of 2 sec was chosen. The initial conditions were - For the time range shown, in the main, the
obtained by solving the steady state conduction upstream disc has Nusselt numbers which are
equation with (aT/at) - 0 and using the boundary greater in the hub area than those at the larger
conditions described above, radii; this occurs for both acceleration and
The local Nusselt number is defined by : deceleration.

- For the downstream disc, the Nusselt numbers
NUL- qc,s.L / (Ts-Tref) • k (1) are generally smaller in the hub area than at

the outer radii for acceleration. For decelera-
where L is a characteristic length, Ts is the tion, however, the opposite occurs at the be-
local disc surface temperature, Tref is a sui- ginning of the transient period but as time in-
table reference temperature, and the thermal creases the Nusselt numbers decrease and become
conductivity of the fluid which is evaluated at invariant with radius.
Tref. Following the suggestion of Ref. 4, for - The difference in Nusselt numbers between the
these tests the characteristic length used was upstream and downstream discs is more si-
(b-r), and T5 was used for the reference tempe- gnificant at the lower radii.
rature, T ref. - For all transient tests, there is a greater

variation of Nusselt number with time at the
4. Riq Test Results lower radii.

- An increase in coolant flow rate from 30% to
4.1 Temperature Profiles 100% of the maximum decreases the Nusselt num-

bers on the upstream disc and increases them on
Since the flow inside the cavity is affected the downstream disc.
by buoyancy forces the disc temperature dis-
tribution has a significant effect on the disc It should be born in mind that the choice of
heat transfer. Fig. 5 shows the variation of reference temperature, Tref, is important in
nondimensional surface temperature, e , against correctly computing the Nusselt numbers. In the
nondimensional radial coordinate, x, where 8 = present work a common reference temperature, T5,
(Ts-Tref)/tTs,max-Tref) and x = r/b and the was used for both the upstream and downstream
subscript 'max is used to denote the maximum discs of the middle cavity. Indeed, if the heat
disc surface temperature for the test. The cur- fluxes, rather than the Nusselt numbers, are
yes shown are for the full load condition. compared, the differences between the discs are

greatly reduced.

4.2 Transient tests 4.3 Steady State Tests

The transient loadcases included both accelera- In order to assess in more detail the effects of
tions and decelerations, similar to actual engi. cooling flow rate on the heat transfer, steady
ne conditions, for three different coolant air state tests were carried out in which all para-
flow rates as well as with either a co- or con- meters but the flow rate was kept constant.
trarotating central shaft. Table I shows For both the idle and full load conditions,
the steady state conditions at the beginning and three flow rates were used: 30%, 60% and 100% of
end of the transients mentioned above, the values shown in Table 1. For the upstream

disc Fig. 7 shows the effect of the flow rate on
Fig. 6 illustrates results in terms of Nusselt the radial temperature profile for both load
number variation with time for a contrarotatlo- conditions. Similar graphs were obtained for the
nal shaft. Test results for two different coo- downstream disc.
ling flow rates for an acceleration and a dece- Fig. 8 shows the Nusselt numbers, for the three
leration are presented for the upstream and flow rates for the upstream and downstream discs
downstream discs. Most of the calculated Nusselt under the full load condition. As was noted abo-
numbers are positive which implies that heat is ve for the transient results an increase in flow
convected from the disc surface to the fluid. rate decreases the heat transfer on the upstream
The results are valid for the following ranges disc but decreases the heat transfer on the
of characteristic parameters: downstream disc.

The results presented so far were all obtained
2.7.104 < Re < 9 5.104, 1.9.106 < Re0 < with a contrarotating shaft. Fig. 9 illustrates
5.6.106,-0.0i < *AT < 0.14 the effect of shaft rotational speed ranging

from maximum contrarotation (-11400 RPM) to co-
Also shown in Fig. 6 is the correlation rotation (+12000 RPM) on the steady state coo-
of Ref. 4 given as: ling air and disc temperatures. For each shaft

rotational speed, tests were carried out with
NuL = 0.0054 RezO. 3 GrLO. 2 5  (2) three different coolant flow rates whilst kee-

ping all other variables constant. Although T1
This was obtained from experimental results was constant for all shaft speeds, T5 varied
where both discs had the same temperature dis- slightly. This is probably due to the heat
tribution which increased with radius. transfer effect of the two upstream cavities.

The disc temperatures decrease as the shaft
The correlation shown corresponds to the steady speed approaches the drum speed. This effect is
state condition at the end of the transient pro- more pronounced for the higher flowrates and the

downstream disc. Fig. 10 shows that, as the
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shaft speed varies from its maximum contra to References
its maximum corotational values, there is a con-
tinuous increase in the Nusselt numbers for both Ref. I Owen, J.M.
dises. Flow and heat transfer in rotating disc

systems; ICHMT International symposium
5. Conclusions in heat transfer in turbomachinery,

Athens, August 1992

Heat transfer experiments have been conducted
using a five cavity compressor drum rig with an Ref. 2 Long, C.A.
axial throughflow uf coolant air. Transient analysis of temperature mea-
The results from one of the cavities have been surements on discs of the RB199 H.P.
presented. The geometry comprised an inner-to- vented-rotor compressor, University of
outer radius ratio, xio, of 0.286, and a gap Sussex; 86/TFMRC/87, June 1986
ratio, G, of 0.256. The rig also contained a
central drive shaft, with a shaft-to-inner disc Ref. 3 P.G. Tucker, C.A. Long
radius ratio of, xsi, 0.793, which could be eit- A finite element analysis of compressor
her co- or contrarotated. Simulated compressor disc heat transfer using the transient
radial disc temperature profiles (increasing conduction method with sparse boundary
with radius) were used for the rig tests. collocation points, Second international

conference on advanced computational
The local Nusselt numbers were obtained from the methods in heat transfer, 1992, Milan,
conduction solution using boundary conditions Italy
which included measured disc surface tempe-
ratures. The results were obtained for the fol- Ref. 4 P.R. Farthing, C.A. Long, J.M. Owen and
lowing ranges of characteristic parameters: J.R. Pincombe

Rotating cavity with axial throughflow
2.7-104 < Rez ! 9.5.104, 1.9.106 < Reo : of cooling air; ASME, 90-GT-16
5.6.106, 0.08 < #AT < 0.14

Ref. 5 Long C.A., Tucker P.G.
The main conclusions are: Shroud heat transfer measurements from a
- Under identical test conditions, the heat rotating cavity with an axial
transfer for the upstream disc tends to be throughflow of air; ASME, 92-GT-69
greater than that for the downstream disc.
- The upstream disc has Nusselt numbers which
are greater in the hub area than those at the
larger radii for both acceleration and decelera-
tion. For the downstream disc, the Nusselt num-
bers are smaller in the hub area than at the
outer radii for acceleration. For deceleration,
however, the opposite occurs at the beginning
of the transient period but as time increases
the Nusselt numbers decreases and become in-
variant with radius.
- An increase in flow rate decreases the heat
transfer on the upstream disc but increases the
heat transfer on the downstream disc.
- For the variation of the shaft rotational
speed ranging from - 11400 to + 12000 RPM,
whilst all other parameters were kept constant,
the steady state disc temperatures tend to de-
crease as the shaft speed approaches the drum
speed. This effect , which is greater for the
downstream disc, is more pronounced for larger
coolant flow rates. In addition, for both discs
the Nusselt number increase as the shaft speed
approaches that of the drum.

The present work has only concentrated on the
disc heat tansfer. However, a simple heat ba-
lance for the middle cavity, using the differen-
ce between the cavity inlet and outlet tempera-
tures shows that the heat flux from the shroud
is indeed greater than that from both discs.
This is a topic which needs further attention
as discussed in Ref. 5.

In response to this and other questions, the
analysis is continuing at present, and it is
hoped to obtain correlations that could be of
use to the designer.

This work has presented results from simulated
engine geometries and conditions. To fully un-
derstand the complex flow and heat transfer phe-
nomena in rotating cavities with an axial
throughflow, a combined theoretical and experi-
mental study is required including rigs such as
that described here and simplified geometries as
discussed in Ref. 4.
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IDLE FULL
LOAD

NR ROTOR SPEED RPM 8000 12000

NSH SHAFT SPEED RPM -4000 -8000

m COOLING FLOW RATE kg/s 0.08 0.35

p PRESSURE bar 1.16 2.76

T5 REFERENCE AIR TEMP. K 340 392

M18 SHROUD TEMP. AT K 440 577
DISC 2

M19 SHROUD TEMP. AT K 448 610
DISC 3 1 _ _

Tabte 1 Initial and final steady state conditions for the transient runs

htisp
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C C ........
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Fig.4 Interpolated surface temperatures

versus radius during a deceleration;

(a) for the upstream disc

(b) for the downstream disc
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Fig.3 Finite element grid for the discs Fig.5 Nondimensional surface temperature

and shroud of the middle cavity versus nondimensional radius for

the upstream and downstream disc
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Fig.6 Radial variation of Nussett number during an acceleration -A- IME: 400 5
and decleration with a contrarotating shaft ~I IME: 700 S

- - - correlation (2)-HII:?0

The results are valid for the following ranges
of characteristic parameters:

2.7-104 < Reg :S 9.5-104, 1.9.106 < Re6 <
5.6-106,-0.0k :S AT < 0.14
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Fig.10 Effect of shaft rotational speed on the disc Nusse1t number at full load
for (a) upstream disc and (b) downstream disc

Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: J. Dixon, Rolls Royce

I note that radiation has been taken into account in the analysis of the rotating cavity with
axial throughflow and heated shroud. Was radiation found to be significant?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
From the literature it is well known that radiation can have a significant effect on the
heat transfer in cavities with discs having different surface temperatures. In the present
work, calculations with and without radiation revealed that the difference in heat flux
was approximately 10 - 15%.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: M. Owen, University of Bath

The authors are to be congratulated for obtaining Nusselt numbers from the compressor
disks of an actual engine. The evaluation of Nusselt numbers from measured surface
temperatures is a badly conditioned problem, and small errors in the measured
temperature can cause large errors in the computed Nusselt numbers. Also the effect of
uncertainties in the boundary conditions on the bore of the discs can cause uncertainties
in the compiled Nusselt numbers at the small radii of the disc. Are the variations of the
Nusselt number near the center of the disc caused by physical effects or errors? Having
said that, it is pleasantly surprising to see that experimental conditions (obtained from
rig at different conditions from the engine) agree under many conditions with the values
of the Nusselt number measured by the authors, particularly at the larger radii.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
A numerical study into the variation of temperature profiles in the bore region is being
carried out at present in order to find out whether the variation of Nusselt number is
caused by physical effects or by errors in interpolation or measurement respectively.
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CALCUIS AEROTHERMIQUES D'ECOULEMENTS DANS DES CAVITES INTERDISQUES DE TURBINES

D. Dutoym
ONERA, direction de l'Energdtique

29. avenue de la Division Leclerc, BP 72
92322 CHATILLON sous; BAGNEUX. FRANCE

Ph. Poncelin de Raucourt
Snecma. d~partement Turbines et Mrotlsermique. YKLR I

Centre de Villaroche.
77550 MOISSY-CRAMAYEL, FRANCE

RESUMkE I'ONERA/OE [11, et participe ý sa validation. Le code
MATHILDA est pr~sent6 dans une premie~re partie.

Les temperatures de fonictionnement des turbomacbines
obligent les constructeurs e refroidir les parties du moteur La premre~re phase d'industrialisation du code pour son
situ6es en aval de la chambre de combustion et notamment les application aux i6coulements dans les cavit6s intertlisques est
turbines. la validation dans des configurations expdrimentales.

La connaissance de l'6coulement d'air dans les circuits de Plusieurs installations foumnissent les donnees qui serviront de
ventilation est indispensable pour opLmiser le refroidissetnent base de comparaison pour les calculs. Ces bancs sont le banc
des rnoteurs. Afin de d~terminer pr~cis~ment les pb~nomenes CRETE [2], situ6 A I'ONERA. et qui simule l'6coulement
d'6cbanges de cbaleur et les efforts aerodynamiques sur les; dans une cavit6 Rotor/Stator, le banic BEATRICE [3J situi
parois de cavit~s de formes; complexes. Snecma utilise le code cbez Snecma. qui represente l'6coulement dans tine cavitd
MATHILDA d~veloppd k I'ONERA. Rotor/Rotor de type cavit6 entrainde. Pour compl~ter la

validation, des donn~es expdrimentales issues de la
Le code MATHILDA risout les E~quations de Navier-Stokes bibliographie [4] sont utilisdes.
tridimensionnelles, pour des 6coul.-ments de fluide
compressible. Les Equations sont txaitdes a l'aide d'une L~es comparaisons calcul/expe6rience portent generalement sur
mdtbode volumes finis sur un maillage structurE6. Le scbema les coefficients d'6changes, les pressions. les coefficients de
de r~solution est ddcentrd d'ordre 2, Une mdtliode implicite moment. l'apprdciation qualitative de l'E6coulement. Elles font
de type ADI permet de stabiliser et accel~rer le calcul. l'objet de la deuxieme partie de cet article.

Cet article prdsente les travaux de validation du code Enfin tin calcul sur une gdomdtrie reelle de cavitd eat present6
MATHILDA pour des applications aux 6coulements dans des dans tine troisieme partie. Cette application permet de se
cavitds interdisques. Les cas prdsentds ont dtt6 etudies par ]a rendre compte de la complexit6 des g~ometries rencontirdes,
mxise en oeuvre de la version bidimensionnelle axisymetrique. de la variedW des phdnomenes physiques qui se didveloppent et

de l'intdrat d'un calcul Navier-Stokes pour la pr~vision de ce
Deux types de cavit~s expdrimentales ont servi aux genre d'6coulement.
validations. des cavit~s Rotor/Stator et des cavitds
Rotor/Rotor. Les solutions obtenues. comparees aux mesures I PRESENTATION DU CODE MATHILDA
expdrimentales, sont satisfaisantes, d'un point de vue
atrodynamique et d'un point de vue thermique. 1.1 Giniraitis

Le dernier calcul, sur tine configuration r~eele de cavit6 Le code MATHILDA a &t6 utilisd pour calculer divers types
interne de moteur. permet d'apprdbender les difficultds d'Ecoulements turbulents dans des cavites. subsoniques ou
rencontrdes dans la mise en oeuvre de ce type de supersoniques, stationnaires ou non [51. Aujourd'bui. la
moddlisation. et de mesurer I'apport d'un code rdsolvant les majorit6 des applications concerne l'etude des transferts de
Equations de Navier-Stokes pour la description des masse et d'Energie dans les circuits de ventilation et de
6coulements de refroidissement. refroidissement des turbomachines. La premi~re 46tape du

processus de validation a consistd ý analyser la stabilitd de
INTRODUCTIOQN l'algorithme, Zi mesurer la pr~cision des rdsultats en foniction

de la finesse du maillage, et a dvaluer les perfortikinces des
Les performances atteintes par les turbordacteurs actuels sont mod~les physiques. Cette Etude s'est faite stir des
obtenues en partie guice & tine tempdrature de fonctionnement configurations simples [6-7-8]: canaux fixes ou en rotation,
de la turbine trds ilev~e. Ce trcls haut niveau de temporature cavitds annulaires entre disques parall~les.
des gaz qui circulent dans le moteur oblige les motoristes ý
refroidir les pic~ces en contact avec l'air chaud. 1.2 ModEies physiques et schimas numeriques

Pour assurer Ie refroidissement des El6ments de turbines, de Le code MATI-ILDA permet d' inti~grer les Equations
P'air froid est prdlevd dans le compresseur et achemind au instationnaires de bilan de l'a~othermique (masses.
travers de circuits de ventilation vers les disques et aubes de impulsion, dnergie. etc... ) stir un maillage curviligne
turbines. Les g~omi~tries de ces circuits sont gdndralement quelconque ý deux ou ý trois dimensions. Le vecteur vitesse,
complexes, et induisent des dcoulements ofi les effets les gradients et les tenseurs sont mesurds dans un repbre
physiques sont ddlicats ý moddliser (fortes recirculations, cartdsien qui petit Eventuellement Ltre mobile.
gradients de tempdratures importants, phdnomdnes de parois,
6changes de chaleur et efforts adrodynamiques ..4 Le fluide considdri eat un m~lange non rdactif de gaz parfaits,

dont les propridtds thermodynamniques peuvent varier
Pour concevoir les canaux et les cavitds par lesquels passe lindairement avec la temporature. La moddlisation des
l'air de refroidissement. et pour compl~ter les outils transferts turbulents repose sur l'hypoth~se de Boussinesq. La
classiques de dimensionnement que sont lea corrdlations, viscositd tourbillonnaire est relide i deux quantitds
Snecma utilise Ie code MATHILDA ddvelopp6 A caract~ristiques de la turbulence: son dnergie cindtique K, et

tine 6chelle de longucur L. qut reprdsente Ia taille des gros
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tourbillons. Ces deux quantitds peuvent etre calcul~es en Des mesures de pressions et de vitesses; sont r~alis6es en deux
chaque point soit grice A une hypotb~se d'6quilibre de type positions radiales qui correspondent aux rayons r~duits 0.41
alg6brique (modtle de longueur de m~lange de Prandtl), soit et 0.78, sur toute la hauteur de l'entrefer.
par intigration d'une ou de deux Equations de bilan (modtles
K et K-L). [I).

En tridimensionnel, le r~seau de calcul est un empilement
d'bexatdres adjacents deux A deux, dont la forme et
V' agencement peuvent Wte quelconques: di se .ompose en
g~ndral d'un ensemble de sous-domaines limit~s par six
portions de surface sur lesquelles les maillages coincident. Ce
mode de structuration permet de prendre en compte des
g~omidtries assez complexes. Chaque El6ment de volume (on
cellule) eat limitE par six facettes (ou interfaces). L~es
paramO-tres gdomitriques n~cessaires ý I' algorithme
d'int~gration - volumes et vecteurs surface - sont calculds ii
partir des coordonn~es des noeuds du maillage [1), die jI
manitre A garantir la conservativit6 du syst~me. -

Toute interface peut etre a priori choisie comme tin El6ment
de paroi fixe on tournante, sur laquelle on impose, en plus de ~ 'Z 7/
la vitesse angulaire un niveau de temp-6rature ou un flux de

chalur.Sur es ord du omane e cacul le autes ype

de limites possibles sont: les entries de fluide I conditions
pression statique fix~e en subsonique, les plans de symitrie, -74

les surfaces de p~riodicitE. etc.

Les Equations de bilan sont discritis~es sur chaque cellule,
suivant la technique des volumes finis. Lea flux A travers les
interfaces sont exprim~s en fonction de l'6tat de Figure 1: Montage CRETE, cavite Rotor/Stator
l'Ecoulement au centre des cellules environnantes: de part et
d'autre de chaque interface, deux 6tats plus ou momns Re'sullars numirigues
d~centrds sont obtenus ý l'aide d'interpolations paraboliques Etant donn~es la geomdtrie du dispositif experimental. lea
de type "MUSCL", qui sont corrg~es par une proc~dure de conditions d'alimentation en air et la vitesse de rotation.
"limitation des pentes"; la partie r~versible des flux (Euler) l'Ecoulement est consid~r6 comme axisym~trique. Le
eat alors calculde A l'aide d'un sch~ma basE sur la maillage dans un plan axial (figure 2) comporte 40 points
d~composition de la matrice jacobienne suivant ses trois dans la direction radiale et 37 points dans la direction axiale.
sous-espaces propres [91; lea frottements et lea flux de Des resserrements prits des parois assurent I-a prisence des
diffusion sont calcules au centre des hexa~dres grice A la premieres mailles dana la coucbe limite turbulente.
formulation int~grale de Green (1], puis son( interpolds et
projetds sur lea interfaces. Loraque le maijiage au voisinage
des parois eat trop grossier pour capter lea sous-couches:
visqueuses, un mod~le algdbrique d'Ecbanges pari~taux. basE
sur I'approxinlation de Couette, permet de faire le pont entre
condition de non-glissement et calcul au point courant.

Le systame d'iEquations diffdrentielles ordinaires ainsi obtenu
eat int~gr6 A l'aide d'un sch~ma iinplicite d'ordre un ou deux,
qui permet dans une certaine mesure d'dcbapper A la
limitation CFL du pas de temps. Le syat~me d'Equations
obtenu apr~s lindarisation eat factorisE6 suivant lea trots
directions du maillage, et le travail conaiste A r~soudre
auccessivement trois s~res de syst~mes tridiagonaux par
blocs. Les syst~mes lindaires correspondant A une direction
donn~e sont ind~pendants lea uns des autres: ils soot classes
suivant leur taille, puts trait~s par lots. ce qui permet une
vectorisation efficace de 1' ensemble de P'aigorithme I[10].

2 VALIDATIONS EXPERIMENTALES

2.1 Ecoulement dans une cavitf Rotor/Stater

Le montage du bane CRETE eat prdsentE sur la figure 1. HI se
compose de deux disques parallbles dont P'un eat mis en
mouvement de rotation autour de leur axe commun. Figure 2: Montage CRETE, maillage 37x40

La cavit6 eat aliment~e par le moyeu, l'air Etant Ejectd & la La visualisation des vecteurs vitesse (figure 3) montre une
p~riphirie. Le rayon maximum eat de 300 mmn, l'entrefer de recirculation importante dans la cavitd qui s'iftend juaqu'au
30mm. rayon rdduit r--0,5 et une autre situ~e prts de IPdjection qui est
La vitesse de rotation eat Egale 1 6000 tr/mn, ce qui momns 6tenidue. L'effet de la centrifugation le long du rotor
correspond & un nombre de Reynolds de l'ordre de 106. Le eat marlud par des vecteurs: vitesse plus importants que pour
dibit d'alimentation eat 0-gal 1 150 gls, I'6coulement 6tant le stator.
centrifuge.
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L'examen de I'46volution du coefficient d'entrainement en ---- - -

fonction de I'entrefer montre un bon accord avec les mesures
pour le rayon r--0,78 (figure 4) et un rdsultat ldgilrement S
momns bon pour r--0,41 (figure 5). Cette diff~rence s'explique I1
par la localisation du rayon 0.41 dans une zone de II
recirculation, les calculs ayant Wt rdalisfs avec un mod~le I 1
alg~brique de longucur de m~lange. L'influencc de la I
recirculation se fait surtout sentir pr~s du stator, alors que
pr~s du rotor I'effet d'acc~ldration centrifuge guide_____
l'6coulement et attdnue l'effet de cette recirculation.

I~ e_ s_ m ur Ps

e n
Figure 5: Montage CRETE, coefficient d'entrainemnent,

r=0,41

A. A _4 24ii~ Sur cc cas ont 6t6 r~alis~s des tests d'initialisation du calcul.
~i En effet la trýýs grande diversit6 de g~om~tries qui peuvent

en-c trait~es par MATHILDA a obligE d'implanter une phase
de d~marrage du calcul qui part du repos ý l'instant initial.
Une technique purement num~rique consiste a initialiser le
calcul turbulent par un calcul laminaire. La figure 6 montrc
I'int~rift de cette misc en oeuvre sur l'iEvolution du r~sidu
pour I'6quation de conservation de la masse. Les r~sidus
d~croissent d'un facteur 100 aprý!s 3000 it~rations, dans lc cas
d'une initialisation turbulente avec un pas de temps E6gal ý 30

Figure 3: Montage CRETE, vecteurs vitesse CFL. Pour le rn~mc nombre d'it~rations et le mame pas de
temps, l'initialisation laminaire permet une d~croissance d'un
facteur 10000.

C1M mncj re tu rb 7
STATOR I~ J1

NJ - - - - - - - - - -

meSU eS - - =initialisation lamina-r

e ntinitialimation turbuiente

Figure 4: Montage CRETE, coefficient dentrainemnent, Figure 6: Montage CRETE
r 0, Influence de I'initialisation sur la convergence du calcul
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2.2 Ecoulensent dans un. caviti entrainfe

Montaefe Wivrimental
Le montage BEATRICE (figure 7) permet d'etudier lea
pbdnomrnes de convection dans les cavites Rotor/Rotor. HI
represente une cavite form6e de deux disques chauffes en
rotation, alimentee en air par le moyeu.

Le disque aval est instrument6 en thermocouples pour
permettre les mesures de coefficients d'6changes.

Pour le cas e6tudid les conditions d'ecoulements sont les
suivantes:

- vitesse de rotation :5317 tr/mn
- debit : 2,60 kg/s
- pression totale d'alimentation :5,42 bars
- temperature totale d'alimentation 71.66 0C

Figure 8: Montage BEATRICE
Evolution des residus en fonction des itdrations

Figure 7: Montage BEATRICE
Maillage 65 x 65 points

Wesultats ntvndrigues , i
Le maillage utilisd pour lea calculs comprend 65 points dans .I

la direction radiale et 65 points dans la direction axiale. Le
maillage (figure 7) eat resserre pres des parois afin de
respecter le domaine de validit6 des lois de paroi.

Les calculs ont ete realises avec un modele de turbulence de I/
type longueur de melange. En plus des conditions de "- '-/,

temperature et de pression totales, de taux de turbulence et de
longueur de melange, la prtemtation du fluide est imposee en
entr6e de cavite.

Le pas en temps adopti pour faire avancer la solution vera
1*6tat atationnaire eat 46gal k 40 CFL. A l'instant initial. le
fluide a un mouvement de rotation uniforme dans toute la
cavite, lea couches limites dynamniques et thermiques ne sont
pas initialis6es.

Les flux de chaleur et frottements n'6tant pas fixes apries
10000 iti~rations, le calcul a &te poursuivi jusqu'A l'iteration
20000. Cela correspond A un tempa CPU d'une heure sur le
calculateur CRAY YMP de l'ONERA, soit 8 ;Ls par point, par
itration et par equation.

L'6volution des r~sidua (figure 8) montre la bonne
convergence du code aur lea cinq variables conservatives du Figure 9: Montage BEATRICE
calcul. Champ de vitesses
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Entre les deux disques 1'6coulement est essentiellement Le disque aval est instrumentA6 en thermocouples et l'on
axisym~trique (effet d'entrainement). La figure 9 montre la dispose de donn~es experimentales pour les coefficients
faible penotration du d6bit dans la cavit6. On peut aussi noter d'6change sur la paroi.
la prisence des effets centrifuges sur les couches limites qui
se developpent sur les parois vertimales. Enfin une Plusieurs r~gimes de rotation et plusieurs d~bits d'injection
recirculation apparait par effet d'entrainement par le fluide ont &6~ 6tudi~s par les auteurs. Nous presentons les r-6sultats
debitant du fluide rdsidant dans la cavit6. pour deux valeurs dle d~bit D=0O, I kg/s et D--0,05 kg/s, et pour

une valeur de la vitesse de rotation egale ý = 207 rd/s.
Le coefficient d'46change qui est mesure6 (figure 10)
correspond au rapport du flux de chaleur sur la diff~rence de Rtsultats nurnsirigues
temperature entre la paroi et le fluide d~bitant ( a = Qp / (Tp Le maillage utilisE pour les calculs est composE6 de 81 points
- Ttre) oti Tire est la temporature totale relative ý l'entr~e de dans la direction axiale et de 81 points dans la direction
la cavitE). Les courbes I et 2 de la figure 10 montrent le radiale (Figure 11). Les resserrements du maillage prts des
coefficient dt6change calculiE par MATHILDA apr~s parois verticaics permettent de placer les premiers points de
respectivement 10000 et 20000 it~rations. La difference entre maillage dans la zone logarithinique de la coucbe limite
les deux calculs n'excýde pas 10% de la valcur experimentale turbulente.
et la diff~rence entre les mesures et les calculs est toujours
infdrieure ý 20% sauf pour le fond de la cavit6.

Un test sur 1 influence de Ia pr~rotation du fluide sur le calcul
des coefficients d'6change sur le disque aval a &6~ realisE. La
vitesse de rotation a &t6 annu1~e. La courbe 3 de la figure 10
montre le re~sultat obtenu pour Ic calcul des coefficients
d'6changes. Pour les rayons 6lev~s (entre 0.2 m et 0.24 mn) il y
a une diffe'rence de l'ordre de 20% avec le calcul precedent.
Plus pr~s du moyeu la diff~rence est moins importante, dans
cette zone de 1'6coulement Ia vitesse axiale est preponderante
et I effet de Ia prerotation se fait moins sentir.

~' r IATHI4LOA BEATRICE

3 MODELE LMl

Figure 11: Cavit6 Rotor/Rotor
Maillage 81 x 81 points

Pour cette configuration les calculs ont &t6 r~alis~s avec le
modele K-L.

Les figures 12 et 13 montrent les vecteurs vitesses pour Ics
conditions de debit D=0O, 1 kg/s et D--0,05 kg/s.

________________________________On peut observer. notamment pour le d~bit le plus iElevE Ia
~. '. ~. -. '~ " -. structure classiquc de ldcoulement dlans une cavitd

ALP9A Rotor/Rotor. En effet l'6coulement peut se d~composer en
plusieurs zones. Ia r~gion source ou zone de recirculation.
situde dans Ia partie inf~rieure de la cavitL6 (moitid de la cavitE

Figure 10: Montage BEATRICE pour D=0O,l kg/s et tiers de Ia cavit6 pour D--0.05 kg/s), Ie
Evolution du coefficient d'Echange ak Ia paroi en fonction noyau ou zone d'Ecoulement purement tangentiel dans des

du rayon conditions isothermes, situE6 dans Ia partie sup~rleure de la
cavitd. et enfin Ics couches d'Ekxnan qui se d~veloppent Ie

2.3 Ecoulement dans une caviti Rotor/Rotor long des parois.

Montage expc'imemai La comparaison entre les tailles de recirculations calcul~es et
Les donnees exp~rimentalcs utilisdes pour cc troisi~me celles mesurdes montre un bon accord, Ia diff~rence dans les
exemple de validation sont foumnies par les Etudes d'Owen et deux cas Etant de I'ordre de 5%.
Rogers [4] sur les syst~mes en rotation.

Les mesures expdrimentales permettent de valider Ie code sur
La g~om~tric se compose de deux disqucs parall~les en les coefficients d'6change calcul~s sur le disque aval de la
rotation avec une alimnentation axiale au moyeu et une sortie cavit6. Les r~sultats montrent que Ia qualitE des rdsultats
radiale en pdriphdrie. La mod~lisation choisie est d~pend fortement de Ia nature de l'dcoulement. En effet les
bidimensionnelle ct axisym~trique; les trous d'6jection du rdsultats num~riques et les mesures se recoupent bien pour Ia
fluide sont donc remplac~s par une fente Equivalente, c'est A partie de paroi qui se trouve en face du noyau. En revanche
dire respectant le d~bit total sortant de la cavitE. ils sont moins pr~cis pour Ia zone de paroi corresp.ondant I Ia

zone source, cc qui se voit sur Ia figure 14 pour D-0, I kg/s et
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sur la figure 15 pour D=,0.0 kg/s. Ce comportemeni 1800 usl
s'explique par l'utilisation de lois de parois qui ont did
calibrdes pour des 6couiements de couches limites et doni la
validit6 pour les; 6coulements ddcollds W'est pas assurde. 1600

1400

1200

1000

800

600

* 400

200

0~
10 0.1 02 0.3 0.4

Rayon (n

Figure 14: Cavitd Rotor/Rotor, 0=0,1 kg/s, 0~=207 rd/s
Coefficient d'echange sur [a parol aval

Nusseit
1000

8001Figure 12: Cavite Rotor/Rotor, 0=0,1 kg/s, L2=207 rd/s
Vecteurs vitesses

4C)

4 400!

0
0 '02 )3 0.4

...... Rayon (in)

.. ~- Figure 15: Cavit6 Rotor/Rotor, 0=0,05 k"/. (2--207 rits
Coefficients d'dchange sur la paroi aval

3 VALIDATION SUR UN CAS MOTEUjR
Les trois exemples de validations presentdes prdcddemment
mettaienl en oeuvre des gdomdtries samples. De plus lea
conditions de fonctionniement de ces bancs expdrimentaux nC
soni pas loujours reprdsenlatifs des dcoulemenis darn les
moleurs. Ce dernier exemple de calcul dans une configuration
Rotor/Stator que nous prdsentons, est typique des applications

V Vdu code MATH-ILDA pour le dimensionnemeni des moleurs
d'avions.

La gdomdtrie moddlisde reprdsente une cavitd de prdltvemenlFigure 13: Cavftd Rotor/Rotor, D=0,05 kg's, Q--207 rd/s d'air froid sous compresseur. 11 s'agit donc d'une caviti
Vecteurs vitesses comprise entre un stator S (figure 16) et detix rotors R I et R2.

De l'air esi prdlev6 dans la veine en amoni et en aval du stator
et ivacud par un orifice de priltvement P. La hauteur de
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veine complee nest pas prise en compte. on ne mod~lise que I'augmentation de densitd des lignes iso indique
50% de celle-ci, l'effet du prilUwement sur 1'6coulement dans 1V6cbauffement du fluide.
la veine 6tant Iimit6. Dans la cavit6 en amont du stator le fluide au centre de la

recirculation est i la maine temperature que dans la veine. Le
Les conditions de fonctionnement represent~es sont: ph~nom~ne de r~chauffement le long du rotor est propag6 par

- vitesse de rotation 10000 tr/mn le mouvement de recirculation.
- pression statique dans la verne 20 bars 11 faut noter l'importance du r~cbauffement de I'air au
- pression statique au pr~liwement 16 bars passage du labyrinthe et I'effet des recirculations
- d~bit d'air dans la veine 150 kg/s contrarotatives.
- temp~rature de paroi 750 - 800K
- temperature d'air 750K

Le maillage ir~alis (figure 16) pour le calcul compte 155 a "
points dans la direction radiale et 200 points dans la direction ,<'Q
axiale.

1 R2

Figure 16 Cavitd Rotor/STATOR, cas moteurb
Maillage 155 x 200 paints

Les buts de cette vajidation sont de comparer les valeurs de --

debits calcules en diff~rents points de la cavite avec Ics
valeurs donnees par les methodes dc dimensionnement. etI /
aussi d'etudier la structure de I'ecoulemcnt afin de prevoir les
transterts de chaleur. -

Les principales caractdristiques de cet dcoulement sont
1'6quilibre des debits qui passent en amont et en aval du
stator. la presence de recirculations et les echanges de chaleur-
relativement peu 6levds.

Le champ des vitesses en amont du stator (figure 17a) montre
la forte recirculation qui s'etablit dans toute [a cavitE et qui
conduit le fluide vers I'onflce de preI~vement. 11 faut noter
que cette recirculation en induit une autre plus faible. ,
contrarotative. A la sortie du labyrinthe ef qu'elle entraine une
partie de I'air provenant de ce Iabyrinthe vers le prelývement.
Dans cette zone I'entrainement du fluide par le rotor reste
faible, la vitesse dans le plan mniedien etant preponddrante
par rapport a la vitesse tangentielle.

Dans la cavitd en aval du stator (figure 17b) deux7
recirculations contrarotatives se developpent. I'6coulement le
long du rotor 6tant centrip~te pour celle se situant dans la ---

partie supeneure de la cavitk et centrifuge pour celle occupant
la partie inf6rieure. Cela signifie que I' introduction de l'air de
la veine dans la cavite se fait le long du rotor.

Dans le labyrinthe (figure 170 on retrouve une certaineq
periodicit de l'6coulement dans les deux cavites. U~ encore
on note la presence de deux recirculations. le fluide 6tant
entrain6 pr~s du stator par le debit qui passe de la cavitA6 aval ---

vers la cavit6 amont.

Toutes ces recirculations ont une influence sur la repartition Figure 17 Cavit6 Rotor/Stator, cas moteur
de temperature dans lensemble de la cavitd. Sur la figure 18 Champ des vitesses
qui repr~sente les lignes iso-temp~rature totale,
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Plusieurs evolutions sont actuellement testdes (modele K-L
amilior6) ou d6veloppi~es (version multi-domaines du code) i
I'ONERA.
D'autre part les travaux. de validation se poursuivent chez
Snecma sur des configurations exp~rimentales et sur des
applications reelles aux cavitds de rcfroidissement des
moteurs.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: J.W. Chew, Rolls Royce

I was very interested in your results, particularly those for the rotor-rotor example with
axial throughflow. Are the experimental data that you compare with generally available?

AUTHORS REPLY:
Yes, this data will be published. We will compile all the results in a publication shortly.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: M. Owen, University of Bath

The flow in a rotating cavity with an axial throughflow is often nonaxisymmetric. Have
you computed the three-dimensional flow for the case? If so, have you found cases where
the flow is nonaxisymmetric?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
We have purposely tried to choose our configurations for their nearly axisymmetric
behavior because we are interested in the entrainment effect. We have, however, started
three-dimensional calculations with the aim of showing that the axisymmetric
calculations can be used for industrial applications even if they are not perfect. We don't
think that the flow is purely axisymmetrical, but we do think that the assumption is
sufficient for our purpose at this time. We know that when you're injecting a flow in a
cavity behind a blading you have a heterogeneity in the pressures in the tangent direction
and that this will have a three-dimensional effect on the flow in the cavity. The three-
dimensional calculations will determine the error in our present method of treating the
problem.
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STUDY OF FLOW STRUCTURE IN ROTATING CAVITIES: NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS
OF LAMINAR AND TURBULENT, STEADY AND UNSTEADY FLOWS.

P. Maubert, R. Schiestel, L. Elena, A. Randriamampianina, A.M. Chaouche,
E. Crespo del Arco & P. Bontoux

Institut de Mdcanique des Fluides, IM2, Unitd Mixte 34 CNRS
1, rue Honnorat. F-13003 Marseille, France.

SUMMARY
The flow regimes in rotating cavities (modelling co- ui Fluctuating velocity

rotating disks or rotor-stator systems), with or without UIN Axial mean velocity at inlet (at z=O)
throughflow, are studied by numerical approach using V Normalized radial velocity (=Ur/glr)
different techniques: spectral and finite volume methods. Vg Geostrophic velocity
Comparisons between these techniques have been carried V eo p c
out for a typical test case. The solutions have been also N Radial mean velocity at inlet (at r-a)
compared satisfactorily to asymptotical approximations W Normalized circumferential velocity (=Uo/ilr)
and to experimental results. The computations with z Axial coordinate
spectral methods have been carried out until the onset of Z Normalized axial coordinate (=z/s)
unsteady instabilities and transition to turbulence. The f3 Thermal expansion coefficient
turbulent regimes have been treated with finite volume
method based on modelling derived from k-c or algebraic X Thermal diffusivity

model of second order. 8 Ekman layer thickness

LIST OF SYMBOLS 
ij Unit tensor

LIS OFSYMOLSAE Source thickness
a Inner radius of the cavity

b Outer radius of the cavity AK Sink thickness
c Axial clearance of the exit AR Radial width of the cavity (=b-a)
C, Mass flow rate (=Q/vb) AT Temperature difference (=Tb-Ta)
D1 Particle derivative E Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy

Fr Froude number (=-22AR/g) • Isotropic part of dissipation rate
g Gravity acceleration
G Gap ratio (=s/b) ipq Alternate tensor

h Half of axial width of the cavity Fr Geostrophic Rossby number (=Vg/Qr)

L Aspect ratio (=AR/2h) Xam Laminar flow parameter
p Mean pressure (=2.828 CwRe-1 / 2(Rm+l)-l/2)
p, Fluctuating pressure l)m
Pr Prandtl number (=v/X) v Kinematic viscosity
Q Volumetric flow rate p Density
r Radius 0 Circumferential coordinate
R Normalized radius (=r/s)
Ra Rayleigh number (=gP3ATAR 3 Pr/v 2 ) wp Rotation vector (=(f2,0,0))

Rij Reynolds stress tensor -= Q2 Angular speed

R R l ses tens Streamfunction
Rm Curvature parameter (=(a+b)/AR) • Vorticity

Re Reynolds number (=2UIAR 2/v)
Rer Geostrophic Reynolds number 1. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of the flow structure and heat transfer
(=8Vg/v) inside rotating disk systems is of crucial importance for

Re12  Rotational Reynolds number (=12b 2/v) high speed gas turbine design. Improving the
Ro Turbulent Rossby number (=c/kf) performances of the gas turbines at very high

temperatures is a difficult task that has led the designers
Roth Thermal Rossby number (=13AT) to focus their interest on the fluid cooling system. In
s Axial width of the cavity (=2h) order to perform high levels for developed power and to
T Mean temperature improve the thermal efficiency in turbomachinery, the
Ta Temperature at r--a main flow is heated up to 18000 K at the exit of the
Tb Temperature at r=-b combustion chamber. This fact leads to heat transfers
To Reference temperature (=(Tb+Ta)/ 2) from the hot fluid that produce temperature increases in

the vital components of the motor, such as turbine blades
t Fluctuating temperature and disks. In spite of important progress in the field of
Ui Mean velocity materials resistance, the blades and the disks of the

turbines cannot bear such thermal gradients. These will
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result in a dilatation of the various components that investigation on enclosed rotating disks has been
should be overcome by loosing distances between solid undertaken by Itoh et al. [16]. The authors have made
structures, and then a decrease of efficiency. measurements of the mean velocity distributions and all

the six components of the Reynolds stress tensor.
In order to remedy to this problem, the components of Velocity distributions in the boundary layers are shown
the motor must be irrigated by using the flow of "cool" to be similar at constant local Reynolds numbers.
air drawn from the stages of the high pressure
compressor. The objective is thus to get a precise Numerical approach has been developed by Chew [17) for
description of the type of flow structures and of the laminar flow [18]. Koosinlin, Launder and Sharma [19]
distribution of temperatures in the circulation of cooling considered the turbulent case using a mixing length
fluid between disks. Optimizing the machine efficiency model taking into account the rotation effects through a
results from favorable geometry and flow circulation but rotation Richardson number in the spirit of Bradshaw
also from preserving the main flow from perturbations approach [20]. Sharma [21,22] applied the low Reynolds
due to an introduction of cooling air. number k-E model to the flow on a free disk. The k-E

model was also used by Chew [23] to predict turbulent
In the case of cavities subjected to block rotation, the flow in a rotating cavity with radial flux using wall
essential objective is to know how the cooling air can be functions approximation near the solid boundaries.
renewed by the cooling flow rate. For the rotor-stator However, for several reasons (wall treatment,
systems, in addition to the renewing process, it appears convergence of iterative process) the model failed to
the problem of the injection of cooling air in the main predict the essential characteristics of the flow and the
flow and the possible reverse flow of hot air inside the author points out the need of a more refined insight.
cavity. Chew used afterwise [24] the mixing length approach and

found good agreement with experimental data. The

Many experimental, numerical and theoretical studies rotating cavity with radial flux has been studied by Morse

have been devoted to the flow between rotating coaxial [25] with a modified low Reynolds number k-e model

disks. The basic model corresponding to the flow over a which allows a far more realistic description of the

free disk has been studied for the first time by Von Ekman layer region using a refined mesh near the wall.

Karman [1] using an integral method. Numerous More recently, lacovides and Theofanopoulos [26,27]
experimental studies have been carried out by Owen and used second order modelling developed in Launder's group

co-workers (ref. [3] to [12]). A general survey of the to predict various rotating disk configurations including:

typical flow structures is given in ref. [2]. corotating disks with radial inlet or outlet, enclosed disks
with and without throughflow, corotating disks in an

We shall consider two main cases: the rotating cavity enclosure. In the fully turbulent core the authors use the
with a radial throughflow and the flow between a rotating k-E model or an algebraic stress model while in the near
disk and a stationary casing. In the first case, the wall region a mixing length with Van Driest type
structure of the flow is typical of a source sink flow in correction is used.
which four regions can be distinguished: the source
region at the inlet, the sink region at the outlet, the Considering the complexity of the flows under
Ekman layers along the lateral walls and a central core of consideration including effect of rapid rotation on
geostrophic flow. The thickness of the Ekman layers is turbulence, confinement and wall effects on turbulence
controlled by the rotation speed and the extent of the with Ekman layers development, interaction with heat
source region is mainly governed by the coolant flow rate transfer, a general predictive method is still not
Cw. Owen and Pincombe have made theoretical studies available. Advanced turbulence models have to be tested
relying on Hide's solutions 1131. They have made also in simple geometries which are representative of the
visualizations and laser doppler measurements [11] in the physical interactions i,,volved and for which
rotating cavity with axial inlet and radial outlet through a experimental data are available for comparisons.
cylindrical perforated shroud and found spatially periodic
instabilities associated with laminar-turbulent transition 2. GEOMETRIES
at large flow rates. The associated heat transfer problem The flow between corotating compressor or turbine disks
has been studied by Owen and Bilimoria 19], Owen and and that between a turbine disk and an adjacent stationary
Onur [10] and also Northrop and Owen [6,7]. Theses casing can be respectively modelled by a rotating cavity
authors have identified several forced convection regimes and by a rotor-stator system. The basic geometries,
and they have given correlations for the Nusselt numbers studied in this paper, are illustrated in Figure 1. This
on the upstream wall. comprises a rectangular section of an annular domain of

height s(=2h) in the axial, z-direction and from r•-a to r-b
One of the first experimental studies of the fluid in the radial, r-direction.
mechanics associated with the rotation of a smooth disk
enclosed in a cylindrical chamber was that of Daily and The different configurations correspond to:
Nece (14]. The authors have distinguished four regimes:
merged laminar boundardy layers, separate laminar - differentially heated cavities (RCT);
boundary layers, merged turbulent boundary layers, - rotating cavities submitted to a source-sink throughflow
separate turbulent boundary layers. In each case moment with radial outflow and radial (RCR) or axial (RCA)
coefficients were measured. Daily et al. [15] also studied inflow;
enclosed disk systems using a similar test rig and gave - differentially rotating (rotor-stator) cavities (RS1 and
more detailed measurements including mean velocity RS2).
profiles. More recently, a very detailed experimental
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To examine the influence of thermal gradients on systems P =Poll- NT-To)} (1)
with uniform rotation (Problem RCT), the two vertical
cylinders are held at constant temperatures, Ta and Tb,

and the gravity vector is oriented antiparallel to the where P0 and T 0 (= (Tb +Ta) /2), are the reference
vertical axis of rotation. For Problems RCR and RCA, density and temperature, and 0 is the thermal expansion

involving a superposed throughflow, the sections coefficient.
corresponding to the source and sink of fluid rotate at the
same angular velocity as the endwalls. For differential The Navier-Stokes and energy equations are considered in
rotation (Problems RS1 and RS2), one endwall (the the time dependent form and axisymmetry is assumed.
stator) is stationary while the other endwall (the rotor) Different scalings for the velocity are used depending on
and the outer cylinder (shroud attached to the rotor) rotate the mechanism studied [311. The geometry is defined by
at the same rate. The inner cylinder of the configuration the aspect ratio L=AR/2h and the curvature parameter

is either held at the same rotation rate Q2 (RSl) or Rm=(a+b)/AR. The physical parameters are characterized
stationary (RS2).Rmab/RThphsclprmtsaecaatrid by the following dimensionless groups:

- the Prandtl number, Pr=-vt ,

- the Reynolds number, Re=2DAR 2 /v,C: - the Froude number, Fr-- 2 AR/g,

9 T a Tb- the Rayleigh number, Ra-=-PTgAR 3 pN tv2,
g1 j Tb- the mass flow rate, Cw=Q/vb.

- Rotating wall For the RCR configuration, the forced flow at the source

aFixed wail is parallel and modelled by a given radial velocity
(a) profile; the flow is also assumed to rotate with the sameangular velocity as the cavity walls. At the sink,a

Dirichlet type condition is used for the velocity
4components.

4. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS
Analytical solutions cannot be obtained for the entire
flow field of all the problems considered, so the
theoretical models are based on asymptotic boundary

layer solutions (Stewartson [321, Robinson [331, Hunter
c t 4 - [341, Hide [13], Homsy and Hudson[281).

__ _ T 4.1. Problem RCT - Rotation and Buoyancy
(b) (d) Driven Convection

For the range of parameter values considered, the flow is
governed by the competition between buoyancy,4 Coriolis and centrifugal forces which successively
dominate as the rotation rate is increased. For small
Froude numbers (Fr<<«) the centrifugal force is
negligible and associated boundary layer regimes have
been investigated theoretically by Robinson (33] and by

C Hunter [34] for Rm>>l. These flows can be decomposed
w ~into three distinct zones: the core, the Ekmnan and the

Stewartson layers. Asymptotic solutions for the radial
and azimuthal velocities have been determined for the

(c) (e) Ekman layers. These layers develop along the radial walls
when Re>>l and Roth/Fr<<1, (with Roth=PAT). The

solutions are expressed as follows (see
Randriamampianina et at [30]):

Figure 1. Geometries: Differentially heated cavity

(RCT) (a); Rotating cavity with radial (RCR)(b) or axial UA =VA&.f[efi sin ýj + e-r2 sin ý 2  (2)
(RCA) (c) inflow; Differentially rotating cavities (RS1, I I

RS2) (d, e). VA =VAef r-4'[l -e;1 cos , +e-;2 cosS 2 ] (3)

3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The general governing equations are written for a where:
newtonian fluid with the Boussinesq approximation. The Ra
density is taken to be constant except in the effective VAf 1 Re A(z-1), A2 +1), and
body force terms (buoyancy, Coriolis and centrifugal) as L
suggested by Hormsy and Hudson [28], De Vahl Davis et Re 1/ 2

al. [29] and Randriamampianina et al. [301. That is: A = - (4)
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The maximum values of velocity We RC. In a fixed referece frame, the asymptotic Oaminar)

eXl4 Ra solutions are given below.

UAmta 442L5 12 Re (5) - Regime I (aminar merged boundary layers) ([35D:

andwhen Re -- **,VAmax R4Z (6) Re (z--l) 3

4.2. Problem RCR - Rotation with superposed (I--9Z)

radial flow ](z- 1) (13)
These flows can be decomposed into four zones: core, (
Ekman layers, source and sink regions. Entering fluid is
entrained into boundary layers in the source region. The vC1 = -VCf(r)-1) (14)
flow is then distributed into the two non-eniraining 2
EnMan layers, separated by an inviscid core. Fluid leaves
at the outer radius via a sink region. For high rotation
rates, Re>>1, the Coriols force dominates at some Where VC~f(r)=rRm +r) (15)
distance from the inlet section, where the non linear 8L
terms are negligible. The asymptotic solution for this
case applies to the Ekman boundary layer with the - Regime (laminar separate boundary layers):
velocity expressed as follows: u(2 =Vcg(r)[ s +(1-[3)e"6sin( 6 ] (16)

U BvC2 = VC[f (r)r[e- e0 COS g5) +

VB = V<%1(r)[-1ICQ COSgl +e. COS;2I (8) 1- )6-Q COS( 6 ] (17)

Cw RelI 2 (Rm +1) where gs =-APl12 (z-1) and g6 = A(z+1). Here A is
w4-[• , (9) solution of _-A -/ =O, which arises fron the mass

conservation condition (see Owen and Rogers[36D.

with ;1 ,(2 and A defined as in the former section by S MODELLING O TURBULENT REGIMESrelation (4). &M DLIGO UB EIE
relatin (4). The geometries of flow under consideration arerelations (7)-(8) are valid when the respective axisymmtc i a rectangular section. The fret one
thicknesses of the somurce and the sink regions, AE and (Figure 1c) is a simplified representation of two
AK. are very large compared to the Ekman layer oentating gas turbine disks where Cooling air is fed
thickness. AE and AK are approximated. by Hl413] as: through a central hole. Rotation produces a source-sink

flow which has been studied experimentaly by PAnoombe
_ AEf W 1 [37,38]. The second (Fgure Id) corresponds to the closed=apcEK[(l+ 4Xa + Xa (10) roto-stator system like onem studied by Daily and Nece

[141, while the geometry (Igu le) considered by Iob et

. '-AK _ ..- 1 xl/2 112 l( aL (16) is not limited axially.

AR 4 [ The governing equations for the conservation of mas
3 and momentum are deduced from the Navier-Stokes

whereEK --)14 equations by statistical averaging. They are written in a
07Y(2 Re rotating frame of reference with Bousainesq

and approximation applied to the centrifugal and Coriolis

LI/2Cw _ .,+
1 ) (2) forces Tj :

S-1)(12) DAUi = -Pi -Ro.j + vUij +(I / 2Q2r 2 )j

These two last dimensionless parameters were introducjpq(OpUq + kyFiij
by HIde 13] to scale the influence of the non linear tenms Uij =0
over the viscous ones, respectively at the sink (Xb) and
the source (XO) regions. Then, for the linear case, Xb and We used two Mmes of turbulence models: on the e hand
X, << I, AEfi&K. For the non linear regime, Xb and Xa >> a low-Reynolds number k-e model and on the other had a

zonal approach with second order turbulence modelling in
I, the two thicknesses can be quite differen: AE > AK. the core region.

4.3. Problem RS - Differential Rotation The zonal approach had been used by C.R. Yap [39] to
Driven Flow solve accurately the wall region by connecting a high
Daily and Nece [14] empirically delimited the existence Reynolds number ASM model applied far the wall to a
of four regimes. There are two laminar (I and 11) and two mixing length model or a one-equation model applied in
turbulent (I and IV) regimes. Their appearance depends the wall adjacent region. In present calculation we use a
on the values of the gap ratio G and the Reynolds number
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low Reynolds number k-E model in the regior adjacent to of Boussinesq hypothesis, supposed to act on the
the wall and an ASM high Reynolds number model in the Coriolis forces terms.
central core. 6. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION

The equations for energy and dissipation of tarbulence in
the framework of Boussinesq approximation read [32]: 6.1 Navler.Stokes solution

The Navier-Stokes and energy equations are expressed in

Dtk P + G - c + D(k) + vki (19) a vorticity-streamfunction formulation and solved by
spectral methods based on Chebyshev expansion. The
tau-method was previously used to study the competition

P Turbulence production by mean flow between buoyancy and rotation forces in a confined
G Extra production term due to density variations cavity (Randriamampianina et al [301). Associated to the
E Viscous dissipation collocation method, a combined Adams-Bashforth/
D(k) Turbulent diffusion. second order backward Euler scheme proposed by Vanel et

al. [401 and Ehrenstein and Peyret [4 11 was chosen for its

T.+ - X- + 15 + . T + D(i) + - (20) good stability properties. At each time step the problem
is reduced to the resolution of two Helmholtz equations,
and a Stokes problem comprising equations for the

Z+,Z- Source and sink terms vorticity and streamfunction. The solution is achieved by
s Additive srusing the matrix diagonalization technique proposed bySAdditive source for low Reynolds numbers ReT Haidvogel and Zang [421, extended to the collocation

ET Additive source due to density variations method for an axisymmetric configuration (Chaouche et
D(c) Turbulent diffusion. al. [43 1).

When k-E closure is used, the Reynolds stresses are given 6.2 Turbulence equation solution

by: The system of partial differential equations is solved by

2 finite volume method, using an outgrowth of the TEAM
Rij = 3kij - vt (Uij + Uj,i )(21) code (UMIST, Manchester). Steady convection-diffusion3 , equations are written in the generic form:

ASM modelling is constructed from the transport (PUp - Vt D Di -So =0 (25)
equations for the turbulent Reynolds stresses in a rotating Pro Ji
frame of reference:

They are then integrated over a control-volume
D tRi = Pij + Gij + 'ij + 0ij + Dij (Rij -eij (22) surrounding each interior node of the mesh. These give

raise to an algebraic system involving five points
Pij strict production term relations:
Gij production term due to density variations Ap 0p = X_ A(Di + Bp (26)

12 ij extra production term corresponding to the j=N,S,W"E -

explicit effect of rotationexpricitessue-stofrotation cThe code uses the standard shifted MAC type grids for dhe
i p s s ntreatment of velocity-pressure linkage. The pressure field

Dij(Rij) turbulent diffusion is calculated using the SIMPLER algorithm that proved to
Eij viscous dissipation. be more robust in the case of strong rotation rates.

Convection-diffusion terms are discretized using a power
Main closure hypotheses rely on the standard LRR model law scheme [441. The discretized equations are treated
[37]. Algebraic modelling is usually achieved using successively, the coupling between equations being
Rodi's hypothesis. We propose here a modified Rodi's solved iteratively. The linear systems are solved by a
hypothesis based on objective tens,'rs [53]: line by line and raw by raw application of Thomas

I .. R. algorithm. At each iteration step, the components of the
Dt Rij - - - Dij(Rij) = .. 2(Dt (k)- D(k)) (23) full Reynolds stress tensor are obtained by solving a 6x6

2k linear system by direct method.

The algebraic model is directly derived from (23). Moreover, strong rotation rates often lead to severe
Temperature gradients interact with the turbulent flow stability problems. They have been overcome by several
when density changes or-cur. Only a first approach will be stabilization techniques including a partial implicitation
considered here, limited to relatively small temperature of Coriolis terms [53], stabilization practices introduced
differences, using Boussinesq approximation. In the by Huang and Leschziner [451 for the numerical
temperature equation : implementation of second order closures, solution of the

D.T FTj•j +-LT (24) 6x6 system for Reynolds stress components by direct
Pr method instead of the successive solution of normal and

shear components proposed in ref [451 for non-rotating
the turbulent flux FTJ is approximated by a gradient situations.
hypothesis. In the algebraic stress modelling framework,
a tensorial diffusivity is used. The present approach The grid is composed of at least 66x80 discretization
utilizes a crude approximation based on a direct extension points. The density of the mesh is increased near the wall

region. The connection between ASM and k-E models
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requires particular attention to insure consistency at the resulting thermal convection is generated by the imposed
interfaces of control volumes. At intermediate control thermal gradient and colinear centrifugal acceleration.

volumes the flux is calculated by k-E model on the outer
side and by ASM on the inner side. The changing of
model is made at a distance of the wall approximately Z
equal to 1/15 of the caviy width.

Of course, mesh tests have been made with various
number of points and various distributions showing that 0 0

the grids used give practically grid-independant results. Relation (3) oo
Typically about 2000 iteration steps are necessary to
reach steady state, corresponding to a CPU total time
ranging from I to 2 hours approximately on CRAY2 0 (COR)
computer. Rc=2t33 (a)

-II

The boundary conditions are of four types: inlet, -0.4 0.0 v(0,z) 0.4

symmetry line, wall and outlet. At the walls, the use of

low Reynolds number k-e model make the calculation free
of any type of wall function treatment. All quantities are I
put to zero (k, E, Rij). At the axis of symmetry, gradientszj o Re=32000

of scalars and normal stresses vanish while shear stresses 0° (CER)
go to zero. At inlet, profiles of all quantities are 00

imposed. We introduced an initial turbulence level of Relation (3

k/U 2 = 10-3. We found however that this precise value is 0
of very weak influence on the main flow inside the [
cavity. At outflow, a free boundary is supposed: o

if V rexit >0 dF/dr0) 0 (b)
if V .<0 F=F °.

ifre t exit 10I 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

where F stands for any quantity except V which is v(0,z)
r

calculated from continuity and pressure assumed to be Figure 2. Problem RCT: Comparisons of the computed
constant. collocation solution with the asymptotical solution

(equation (3), Hunter [34]). Azimuthal velocity profiles
7. RESULTS versus z at r=0 for Re=2133 (a); Re=32000 (b). COR

(a) and CER (b) regimes for Roth=0.0004.
7.1. Problem RCT: Rotation and buoyancy
driven convection (see Figure 1.a) A comparison between the computed solutions obtained

The temperature difference (AT) and the temperature level with the collocation method (at the mid-cavity along

(T 0 ) inside the cavity are taken to be constant, and the vertical axes) with the asymptotic solution given by
relation (3) for two values of Re with Roth=4.xl0"4 is

angular velocity 2 is varied up to t2=250 rad/sec (for shown in Figures 2.a, b. In Figure 2.a, the computed
AR=4cm). The geometry is defined by the aspect ratio azimuthal velocity profile is in good agreement with the
L= I and the curvature parameter Rm= 2 , with the Prandtl asymptotic solutions for Re=21 .? . This corresponds to
and Rayleigh numbers set to Pr=0.71 and Ra=3500 the COR. Since in the asymptotic solutions Rm is
respectively. Two values of the thermal Rossby number, infinite, at the centre of the cavity the azimuthal velocity
Roth, are mainly considered, Roth=2.xl0o2 and 4 .x10"4, vanishes; this does not occur in the computed values of
for Re/Fr 1 /2 fixed respectively at 500 and 3370, within a azimuthal velocity. At larger value of Re, Re=32000

wide range of rotation rates: 4.xl0"4 <Fr<4.xl04 and (Figure 2.b), the computed azimuthal velocity profile

IOD<Re<10 5 . progressively deviates from the asymptotic solution, and
involves an azimuthal flow in the core with greater

Three major types of steady regimes have been observe rotation than the side walls. This later configuration
the buoyancy driven regime (BDR), the Coriolis force corresponds to the CER so it is not surprising that there
dominated regime (COR) and the centrifugal force are differences with the theoretical solution (3) which
dominated regime (CER). The BDR corresponds to the applies for the COR.
classical convective flow driven through buoyancy forces
generated from density variations by an orthogonally- Discussion of the regimes
imposed temperature gradient and gravitational The variation of maximum radial and azimuthal velocities
acceleration. The COR signifies the increasing influence with Re are shown in Figures 3a and b, respectively. The
of rotation, and for Roth<0.2 this results in the reduction differences noted above become apparent when
of the basic thermal convection (originating from BDR). comparing the Re-dependence of the computed velocities
The effect of rotation at large 91 and/or large Roth with those from the asymptotic solutions (5)-(6). The
(RothZ0.2) is seen in the CER. This regime occurs when three regimes are characterized by the following features:
the centrifugal force dominates over the other, the in the BDR, the dimensionless (with respect to Z/h)
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velocity remains independent of Re; in the COR the
velocities are reduced following a I/Re dependence; in the
CER the flow structure is changed by the dominant
centrifugal force and velocities increase as Re. The rate of ' Re=100"
increase actually depends on the value of Roth; for large 6 0 Re=2312
values of Roth, the transition to CER occurs earlier. The 9 Re= 11560
phenomena arise due to the application of the Boussinesq A Re=46240
approximation to the centrifugal force. This is evident
upon inspection of the coefficient associated with the
centrifugal force. Re=300AC_ R =2oo

Ac-' Re=200
Re=100

2
102

Relation (7)

Z= 0
101 Relation (5) -0.1 0.0 0,1 0.2 0,3 0.4 (a) 0.5

(BDR) A i* Re=l000
D Re=2312

IU) ,,t)() ('IR)6 • Re= 11560
/ 0 Re=46240

t')R AAI

" ko-t).(OI~)4 IRe300

\. .
Re=10O

101 102 103 l04 Re 10 2
102

Relati~on (8)
S •'- • Ro:O.02

101 (BDR) Relation (6) 0
t" (CER) -1.2 1,0 -0.8 -0,6 -0.4 .0.2 (b) 0.0

Figure 4. Problem RCR: Comparisons of the variations
100 A Ro=0.0004 of the computed profiles versus z/D with the

(COR) asymptotic solutions of Hide [13], at r=0 for
Cw=0 .0 4 63 and for various Re, 100 s Res_46240: radial

10 velocity with relation (7) (a); azimuthal velocity withrelation (8) (b).

(b) Problem RCR was studied over a range of parameters

S.... ...... R corresponding to different regimes.1"0;102 0 104 e 0
The steady regimes range from an "annular Poiseuille" (P)
type flow ( which occurs at low rotation rates), to linearFigure 3. Problem RCT: Re-dependence of the extrema (LEK) and nonlinear (NLEK) Ekman regimes which occur

of radial (a) and azimuthal (b) velocities computed with at large rotation rates with developed Ekman layers (see
both collocation and tau methods. Comparisons with Hide [131). The linear regime corresponds to a relatively

asymptotical solutions (5) and (6) of Hunter [34]. BDR, small radial flow and is characterized by the equality of
COR and CER for Roth=0.0004 and 0.02; CER for the thicknesses of source and sink regions. The nonlinear

0.02qRoths0.2. regime corresponds to relatively large radial flow rates
and is characterized by the thickening of source region

7.2. Problem RCR: Rotation with superposed and a diminishing sink region.
radial flow (see Figure L.b)
The problem was previously investigated by several The accuracy of the collocation solutions is studied for
authors using theoretical, numerical and experimental the boundary layer configuration in the linear case and
approaches (Bennetts and Jackson [46], Hyun [47], Owen with various resolutions ranging from 16x16 to 64x64.
and Pincombe (11], Chew et al. [48]). In the work
discussed here the computations were performed with
L=2.267 and Rm=13 .94.
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The investigations of the LEK, NLEK regimes at large the non linear terms are negligible inside the Ekman
values of Re and Cw are made up to the onset of layers, they can be important, even dominant, in the
oscillatory behaviour using a 40x40 resolution. source and sink regions. This results in a thicknening of

the source region. The azimuthal velocity pattern for
The P, LEK and LEK regimes Cw>350 reflects a strong radial stratification and the
The axial variations of the radial and the azimuthal minimal velocity occurs just close to the outlet section
velocities at the mid-radial section are shown in Figure where the remaining Ekman layers are found. If we
4.a, b, for several values of Re and for Cw=0.0463. consider as previously the radial and azimuthal velocity
Comparisons are made with the asymptotic solutions (7)- profiles along the axial direction at the central location
(8), where D=(v/fl) 112 corresponds to one third of the of the cavity (Figures 5.a,b), we observe in a first stage

theoretical Ekman layer thickness. The asymptotic (for Cw<320 ) an increase, then a stabilization of the

solutions give better than order of magnitude estimates of velocity in the Ekman layers. The increase of the mass
the maximum velocities, even during the transition from flux results in an increase of the radial flow in the core:
P to LEK regimes (Re-<300). between Cw= 312 and 564 the velocity in the core varies

from nearly zero (Ekman regime) to about 350 while the

velocity in the shear layer remains at about 580. For the
0.0 C-43 azimuthal velocity, there is a variation from nearly zeroz/ - Cw~=4 633 tO about 1600 over the range of Cw studied.

-Cw=92.66

Cw=185.32

--o--- Cw=395.8

-Cw=500.
93

334 3

-- Cw=563.55 to r aotI 163 over he rn 563.55

2A

%, .7 i0, F,

. .

o Cw=921.82

o (0"53.5OI[1]0: LEK an NLE regimes

• Cw=4 633

.0.5 o C =92.66

= c~ ~w=563.55 3'[1= 33:LKadNLKrgms

•• Significant differences also occur when using expression

suggested by Failer [50] for the geostrophic velocity in
the NLEK regime. However, we note that for the range of

- parameters considered in this study that the (non linear).......... . Relation given by Failer [501 does not result in

*"'; * * improvement in Hide's (linear) estimate. The actual
.1°°°° •°t' variations of the sizes of the inlet and outlet regions as a00(b) v(O~z) function of Xa (defined in (12)) are shown in Figure 6

together with Hide's theoretical estimates. Typical
Figure 5. Problem RCR: Radial (a) and azimuthal (b) streamlines are presented for the two regimes. The LEK is

velocities profiles versus z for different values of Cw well predicted by the two solutions for Xa<O. 1, as well as(4.6 3 3<Cw. 56 3 .55) and Ro=2312 at rf0: LEK and the transition to NLEK. Differences are observed for the

NLEK regimes. NLEK, especially in the thickness of the sink region.

We have invw •tigated the NLEK regime by increasing Cw Time-dependent regimes
to C=564 at vale ofReWhen increasing the rotation rate at large mass fluxes,up tCw5,ataconstant vau fRRe=2132. Ths transition to time-dependent regimes was observed. The

correspond Co wlm- 2.31,

corresp s teRe-2  computations were carried out in th e ofso a annular
C 6 lam3 .w cavity of aspect ratio L=3.37 and curvature parameter

Sinfcn difrncsasoorehnusnrxpeso

(R +l)-l/2 is the laminar flow parameter defined by Rm=t.22 . Owen et at. [11,12i have found experimentally

Owen et al. [361. As mentioned by Hide [131, although laminar and turbulent flows in the same configuration.
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Two types of instabilities, A and B, have been observed increase of the mass flow rate Cw to 136 yields to a
experimentally by Failer [50] and Tatro and Moll6- chaotic regime (NP).
Christensen (51]. The onset of these instabilities
depends on the local Reynolds number (Rer=6Vg/V) and Investigations are in progress in the case of varying

Rossby number (er=Vg/A2 r) where Vg, 8, are the rotation rate Re at constant mass flux rate Cw (see Figure

geostrophic velocity at the radial distance r and the 7). The preliminary results show complex transitions.

Ekman layer thickness, respectively.

The numerical simulations were obtained while varying Re

the dimensionless flow rate Cw for fixed rotation rate, -52500
Re=40580. The initial condition for each run, was (S)
generally the solution obtained for a lower Cw. In somie
cases, the uniqueness of the solution was confirmed by -40
taking different initial conditions for the computations 0
and we did not find any evidence of coexistence of lie
different solutions. When increasing the mass flow rate,

80_Cw<150, the flow becomes chaotic following a -120 132 135 140 C
sequence S -+ P1 -+ QP -+ P5 -4 NP (see Figure 7). IP1) (QP) (P5) (NP)

16232
For Cw:51OO the flow is steady (S) with NLEK structure. In (P)I(a)
this range, the flow obtained from computations presents
the four aforementioned regions described by Hide [131
and observed experimentally by Owen et al. [12]. The (QP)
lowest value of the flux at which the oscillation is
observed is taken as the critical point. The quantities Vg

and 8 are measured, then giving Er. and Rer. Two empirical (b)
laws, 7000

(QP)
Rer(A)=56.3+58.4E(A) and

Rer(B)= 124.5+3.7er(B),

6000
relate the critical values for the onset of the two (NP)
instabilities, A and B, found experimentally. For Point X
Cw=100, using the computed values of 8 and Vg at the Cw=100 (S)
center of the cavity, the numerical values of the local 4000.0 Re=40580

parameters are: E,=0.6 and Rer=9 5. The empirical critical (S)
paramneters for the two instabilities, corresponding to
•T=0.6, are Rer(A)=92 and Rer(B)=12 7 . Thus, according

to the empirical relations, the type A instability should
be found. (The experimental accuracies in the critical Rer
for the instabilities are estimated as 5% for the type A and
2% for the type B.) Increasing the dimensionless flow
rate up to Cw=120, the flow becomes time-dependent. Figure 7. Problem RCR: Scenarii of transition toThe regime is oscillatory, denoted lyP1, and the chaotic motion. Phase diagrams: effect of mass flow

Theregimeis oscillat , d e by arate Cw at constant rotation rate Re=40580 (a); effect
frequency is f=80.8 (T=llfff0.0124). At Cw=120, the of the rotation rate Re at constant mass flow rate
local parameters are r=-0.8 and Rer=1 24 . According to Cw=100 (b). (S) steady regime; (P1) periodic regime;

the empirical laws, the critical parameters for this value (OP) quasiperiodic regime; (P5) periodic regime; (NP)
of the Rossby number are Rer(A)=102 and Rer(B)=127. A aperiodic regime.
transition to a quasiperiodic regime is observed when Cw
is increased up to 132. This regime, denoted QP, has two 7.3. Turbulent modelling for problem RCA:
incommensurate frequencies f=81.3 and r•fil.9, Rotation with superposed axial flow (see
(T=0.0123 and T'=0.084 respectively). For the numerical Figure 1.c)
solution at Cw=132 the computed values of the Rossby The main characteristic of the flow in the cavity subjected

and the Reynolds numbers are £r=0.9 and Rer=136. For to solid body rotation is the development of two Ekman
layers that are described in Figure 8 for the upstream side

er=0. 9 the empirical laws give the critical values of the cavity.
Rer(A)=10 7 and Rer(B)=128. When Cw is further

increased to 135, the frequencies of the motion are f=85.2 The rotational Reynolds number is equal to ReQ=2.xl0
and f =16.7, giving f/t=f5. Thus, both frequencies have and the coolant flow rate Cw=1092. This case has been
locked in a new periodic-5 regime, denoted P5. A further experimentally studied by Pincombe 137, 381. The
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geometry is defined by: s/b=0.1333, a/b=0.l, c/s=0.58 Ekman layer zone is concerned. However, a closer look
(corresponding to L=6.75 and Rm=1.22). reveals that the size and the position of the recirculation

bulb within the source region is model dependant (Figures
The general agreement between calculations and 9 and 10). In fact, the second order model which contains
measurements is satisfactory, but the calculation seems essential effects of rotation on turbulence (production
to underestimate somehow the Ekman layer thickness. terms and modelled redistribution terms) is more adequate

to simulate turbulence field under rotation, particularly in

the source region and in the sink flow region.

r/be0.833

o.6.

X

X

0.4-

X

X X

0,0. -4 - - -

-0.2

0.0 0A1 Z 0.2

V

0.8

rfb=0,633

0,46

0.2- (C) (b) (a)

X X

0.02

-0,2-
0.0 0.1 Z 0.2 Figure 9. Problem RCA: Streamlines (a), isovalues of

circumferential velocity (b) and turbulent kinetic
X experiment; -- k model; - ASM/kE model energy (c): k-E model.

In particular, equation (23), particularized for the shearFigure 8. Problem RCA: Radial profile of velocity in the stresses, shows an apparent viscosity reduction at high
upstream boundary layer, rotation rates (depending on the turbulent Rossby

number) and provides thus a possible explanation for theThe numerical results support the idea that the fine influence of turbulence closure on the shape of
description of the near wall region is crucial to obtain recirculating bulb within the source region 1531.
realistic predictions 122, 521 and that the fully turbulent
region is less critical although the streamlines can be In turbulent flow the height of the source region can be
modified by the choice of the model in the core region estimated by supposing that the origin of the Ekman
(Figures 9 and 10). It is known that the Ekman layer layer is located at a radial position where the imposed
velocity profiles can be improved by using a modified mean velocity of injected fluid is equal to the entrainment
version of the low-Reynolds number k-e model. For velocity on a free disk. For turbulent flow, this gives:
instance the Morse's formulation [221 has been devised
for such purposes but contains additional empirical ri/b= atCw5/1 3 /Rea 4/13
terms. The aim of present calculations is rather to explore
ASM model coupling. Indeed, the k-E and ASM This equation supports the idea that the limit of the whole
predictions are not drastically different, reaching thus an source region is governed by the establishment of the
analogous conclusion as reference [24] as far as the Ekman layer itself. Ref [21 suggests that coefficient
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Ox=l.80 gives the best agreement with measured values. Here, we limited the calculations to constant wall
In fact, the values given by the calculation r./b=0.62 for temperature heating. Nusselt numbers are known to be

very sensitive to the sublayer modelling. Calculations
the k-E model and 0.65 for the ASM model (radius at using the low Reynolds number k-E model proved to be
which the streaxufunction reaches at the midline a value distinctly superior to the ones obtained by wall function
equal to the half of its maximum) are fairly well approach ([39]). Figure 12 compares local Nusselt
represerted by this correlation which gives ri/b=0.64. numbers predictions using k-e with experimental results.

If some discrepancies still remain, the order of magnitude
is correct as well as the shape of the curve. However, we
must remark that the Boussinesq approximation used in
present calculations can only give a rough prediction.
Indeed, temperature differences reaching AT=100*C can

o produce important density variations that influence mass
conservation equation and make the Boussinesq
hypothesis questionable in present case.

W
0.0-

-0.2-

-0,4-

Il-0,6

H /

) -1.0

(1.0 2.0 3.0 4,0 5.0 6.0 7.0 R

W (b) (a) X expenment; -- ktmodel; - ASM/kemodel

Figure 11. Problem RCA: Midline circumferential
profile.

Figure 10. Problem RCA: Streamlines (a), isovalues of
circumferential velocity (b) and turbulent kinetic

energy (c): ASM model. A .

Predictions of mean circumferential velocity are given on -

Figure 11 for the midline axial position showing good A
agreement with the experimental results of Pincombe.
Figures 9c and 10c give the turbulent energy distributions
in the cavity. The levels of kinetic energy predicted by A
the two models (normalized by the wall shear stress) look
very similar. It appeared also that the individual normal
stresses predicted by the modified ASM model are always
far from isotropy, a situation in favour of second order
closure. t
The associated heat transfer problem has been considered 0 0.20 0J 1A

in a similar geometry corresponding to the experiment of r/b
A. Northrop and J.M. Owen (7] in which:

s/b=0.138, a/b=0.104, c/s=0.152 and Ren=6.5xl05,
Cw=7000. Figure 12. Problem RCA: Nusselt numbers on the

upstream wall (low Reynolds number).
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7.4. Problem RSI: Differential Rotation The basic flow pattern consists of a radially outward flow
Driven Flow (see Figure l.d) adjacent to the rotor, a radially inward flow adjacent to
The problem is specific with respect to the two former the stator with an axial flow from the rotor side to the
ones (RCT and RCR) as it concerns a large extension in stator side along the shroud surface. The flow is of
the radial direction, L=10 (G=l/l1), which brings Couette type, and is dominated by diffusive motion and
additional difficulties concerning the adequacy of the recirculation cell is localized towards the shroud
resolution. Another difficulty comes from the occurence (regime I). When the rotation rate is increased, the
of discontinuities at the comers between to the rotating strength of the flow driven by the rotating wall increases
and stationary walls. In the collocation method, the and there is a "hydraulic" jump at the corner between the

ReQ = 50000; r/b = 0,5

0.25 
-- o

0.15

0,05 -
------- - ltq e _

•a)
-0,05

-0,15

-0.25 L
0,0 0,2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.o

zis

ReQ =50 000; r/b =0,85
T

0,25

0,15- 
/7

0,05 -- .,'aytque

-0.05._____(b)

-0,15

0,0 0,2 0,4 0.6 0,8 1.0

Z/S

Figure 13. Problem RS1: Comparisons of computed solutions obtained with spectral (Collocation, Tau) and finite

volume methods, and asymptotical solution (16), at r/b=0.5 (a) and r/b=O.85 (b), for Reil=5.x0O 4 .

discontinuity is simply assigned between the corner
point and the first inner collocation point. The annulus is rotor and the outer shroud due to the confinement. In this

closer to the rotation axis than for the two is small region, the motion is locally reversed as the flow
also cprevious moves toward the axis at the border of the Ekman layer. It
problems, with a curvature parameter, Rm=l. 2 . then flows axially toward the stationary wall where it is

Flow regimes decel(-ra'ed. The rotor and the stator layers are clearly
separated by an inviscid core (regime H1). There is a slight
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asymmetry, with thickening at the stator due to the Figure 15 shows the radial velocity profiles for various
increased shear induced by the non-rotating wall. radial positions. If the thickness of the wall layer is

clearly underpredicted, the qualitative decrease of the peak
Discussion of the solutions velocity near the rotor when the radius increases is
The computed solutions obtained with the three tau, correct. Near the rotor the secondary extremum of the
collocation and finite volume approximations were profiles obtained from calculation is also suggested by
compared for Rea=5.x l04 at two radial locations in measurements. The profiles for the circumferential

Figure 13. Separate boundary layers are clearly visible velocity show the same trends (Figure 16). the central

with the formation of the core region (regime I1). There is core with constant rotation speed is well predicted except

also an asymmetry in the thichnesses of the rotor and in the very top of the cavity.

stator boundary layers and a weak reverse flow occurs in
the stator side. The three solutions agree pretty well, with V
limited differences at r/b-0.85, closer to the shroud. They 0.2
move aside the asymptotical solution (16), taken with
0=0.382. We recall that this was provided for infinite
systems. Differences are more pronounced at the mid- , = 00

cavity, r/b--0.5. r 0

0.0 0 B

The transition between regimes I and II is seen in Figure 0

14, which shows the variation of umax/(r+Rm) with Re.

This group was chosen to remove the dependency on r of
the theoretical solution (see relation (15)). The radius is 0
taken as that where the radial velocity is a maximum. 00 ;rb 0.8

From both the theoretical and the computed solutions, 0.0 . - 000
transition between regimes I and II seems to occur at- 00

ReaŽ5.x 103. 0 1

Time-dependent regimes were observed for higher values ib = 0.6
of rotation rates, and the study of the transition to 0.0 _-e---e- 4 ' -, 09
turbulent regimes is reported thoroughly elsewhere.

Urnmax

r 
[r./b = 0.4

1~ 0,0 4 
WOO

1020

0- ..... 6 bo -0,2 t

10 "0.0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 z 1.0
.6 Regime II

1° ........... 6;, [0--- Relation(13) Figure 15. Problem RS2: Radial component of mean

10- ......... .o"Relation(16) velocity , Rea = 10 6 ; o experim ent; -- k E m odel.

00
102 o collocation Figures 17 and 18 show the velocity profiles in the0 0 Regime I boundary layers at r/b=0.80 for different values of the

rotational Reynolds number. Like in wall jets, the
o-1i0 10I thicknesses br and bs are defined by the distance from the

S110wall where the value of velocity becomes half of its

maximum values vmr and Vms respectively on the rotor
Figure 14. Problem RS1: Variation versus Re of the and on the stator. ',"he circumferential velocity profiles

maximum radial velocity (umax/r+Rm). Comparisons of are normalized with Wrc which is the circumferential
computed solutions with analytical solutions (13) and velocity at the midline Z=0.5. Figures 19 and 20 compare

(16) for regimes land II. the velocity profiles at various radii for different

rotational Reynolds number varied in such a way that the
7.5. Turbulent modelling for problem RS2: local Reynolds number r 2 a2/v is constant. The self-
Differential rotation driven flow (see Figure similarity found by Itoh et al. [161 is not exactly
1I.e)
The f treproduced. In spite of the differences found between the
Tie now due to an enclosed rotating disk is a simplified profiles, the maximum of radial velocity in the Ekman
model of the flow between rotor and stator in layers and the thicknesses br and bs are indeed in
turbomachinery. The calculations shown here correspond acceptable agreement as we can see in Table 1. 'Me length
to the experimental apparatus of Itoh et al. [16] in which
a disk was rotated in a cylindrical cavity (Figure le). The and the velocity scales calculated are for r 2 Wm/v=3.6 105:

rotational Reynolds number reaches a value of 106.
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W

1.0 -

0.8

0.6 I

0. o o 0 000,4

r/b 06.

S~rio 0.6

0.0 -0o i "

0,0

0b0,

0.0

0.0 0.2 0,4 0.6 0.8 Z 1.0

Figure 16. Problem RS2: Circumferential component of mean velocity, Re,=1 060 o experiment; -- k E model.

Ref2 5.6 105 106

br 0.036 0.028
bs 0.045 0.042

Vmr 0.150 0.162

Vms - 0.131 - 0.138

Table 1. Problem RS2: Characteristic values in Ekman layer

Figure 21 gives an illustration of the velocity field for the truly turbulent solutions that clearly show a different
streamlines and circumferential component of velocity, pattern for the streamlines.
The turbulent kinetic energy (Figure 22) is generally
concentrated in the top of the cavity where the rotational
Reynolds number is larger.

Several cases have been calculated with geometry (1.e)
which is close to the experiments of Daily and Nece [141.
For rotational Reynolds numbers comprised between
2.x105 and 6.x105 the numerical calculations can give a
laminar solution (decaying turbulent energy going to
zero) or a true turbulent solution, depending on the initial
conditions chosen to start the calculation. Figures 23 and
24 give velocity plots in the case where turbulence is
vanishing to give a laminar flow. Figures 25 and 26 are
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Rea. = 250 000: (exp.). - (ktmodel)

Rej2 = 562 500: a (exp-) ........... . (kc model)

Rea = 1000 000: & (exp.) ...... (k E model)

Figure 17. Problem RS2: Radial velocity component in boundary layers for the rotor (a) and the stator (b).
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W/WrC W/Wrc

Rea = 250 000: 0 (exp.). - (k 1c model)
Rea =562500: a (exp.) ... (k model)

Rea= 1000000: & (exp.) ...... (kemodel)

Figure 18. Problem RS2: Circumferential velocity component in boundary layers for the rotor (a) and the stator (b).
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Figure 19. Problem RS2: Radial velocity component in boundary layers for the rotor (a) and the stator (b).
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Figure 20. Problem RS2: Circumferential velocity component in boundary layers for the rotor (a) and the stator (b).
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s/
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (t)

Figure 21. Problem RS2: Streamlines and Isovaiues of drcumferendal velocity. Rea=2.Sx10 5 (ab);
Res-a..65x1O5 (cO); Rea106 (e.t).

Figure 22. Problem RS2: View of the turbulent kinetic energy distribution for Re2=1O6 .
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s/() (b) ()(d)

Figure 2&3.der RS2: Lamninar flow (fte=amne and Isovakius of drumferenta velodty) R812-10 5 (~
Reg1=2.x105 (c~d).

S/ ~R

S ()(b) (C) (d)

Figure 24. Problem RS2: Laminar flow (streamlines and isovalues of circumferentia velocity) Reai=5.x1O5 (a~b);
Refl=6.x1O 5 (c,d).
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S (b)) (d) We (M
Figure 25. Problm RS2 Velocit wnd tUsulont ied(strea rmle, Isovalues of chm~mferential velo* and

turbulent hlnefti energy) ReCj-2.xI 05 (0,q~); Rea-5ac1C0 (d~ej).

L._L

S R

S(a) (b) (C) (d) (e) (M

Figure 26. Problem RS2: Velocity and turbulent field (streamlines. isovalues of circumferential velocity and
turbulent kinetic energy) Re2l=6.xl105 (ab,c); Re•,,:106 (d,e,f.
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However, the source region in the case of geometry L.c
8. CONCLUSIONS with recirculation vortex is more complicated in its
Different numerical methods were used to investigate structure and second order modelling which is potentially
three test cases of rotating flow system. These involve more general seems necessary in this case. The same
the action of buoyancy forces, superposed radial flow, remark apply for the sink flow in the exit portion of the
and shear induced by differential rotation. The effects of cavity. The benefit of second order modelling may in
Rayleigh number, mass flow rate, Reynolds and Froude consequence appear in both moderate rotation rates (with
numbers together with geometric parameters and the an extended source region) and at very high rotation rates
transition between regimes are investigated. The results (with strong effect of rotation on the turbulence field
are validated by comparisons with those obtained with itself). In the case of geometries Id and le the two-
asymptotic solutions and with available experimental equation model can give good qualitative behaviour but
measurements. important discrepancies remain when the calculation is

compared to the measurements of Itoh et at. [16] showing
In the first problem (RCT), we have delineated the that a more refined modelling of the rotation on the
successive transition from the buoyancy driven regime turbulence field is necessary. To conciliate the previous
(BDR) to the Coriolis force dominated regime (COR) and remarks, low Reynolds number second order modelling is
to the centrifugal force dominated regime (CER). The probably the appropriate way to extend research work.
occurence of the COR regime is affected by the value of
the thermal Rossby number. Acknowledgments: The computations were carried out

on both Cray 2 and Cray YMP computers with support
In the second problem (RCR), for steady flows, the from CCVR and CNRS, and from IMT and Conseil
computation.s reveal successive cylindrical Poiseuille (P) Regional PACA, respectively. Also, research support
and Ekman layer (LEK and NLEK) regimes. The from DGA (contract n* 90/1539), DRET (Group 6,
pseudospectral solutions give an accurate prediction of contract n' 9034212), SNECMA (Group YKL), GDR MFN
the steady Ekman layer which involve very steep (CNRS), Conseil REgional PACA (contract n* 91/04332,
gradients iiear the rotating walls. This method allows the and Ind. Exchange Progs. n* 90/07519, 90/06645 and
direct treatment of boundary conditions in the physical 91/04304), Ministare des Affaires Etranghres (Action
sF ace. Integrde n* 92/147). The authors want to acknowledge

Drs R. Peyret, I. Alexander, C. A. Long for fruitful
For time-dependent regimes, a succession of complex discussions. They wish to thank Prof. B.E. Launder for
bifurcations (PI --> QP --> P5 --> NP) was found when his collaborative action in numerical modelling, and also
varying the mass flow rate Cw at constant Re-,nolds Dr. M.P. Chauve for useful discussions on experimental
number Re and when varying Re at constant Cw (Maubert data.

et al. 149]). A rather good agreement is already obtained
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: M. Owen, University of Bath

The authors have presented some very interesting results for a wide range of rotating-
disc problems. There appears to be a problem with the turbulent computations, where, as
shown in Figure 15, the computations have "locked on" to the laminar solutions while the
data of Itoh et al. show that turbulent flow occurs. Computations presented by Wilson et al.
(1992) show that low-Reynolds-number k-E models can give accurate computations for
this case. Could the authors comment on this discrepancy?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The flow in rotating cavities is often complicated by the occurrence of laminar-turbulent
transition within the flow. Indeed in Figure 15 of the present paper, the calculated flow
near the stator has locked on to a quasi-laminarized solution. The result is very sensitive
to the particular choice of the low-Reynolds number version of the k-e model. We have
used here the Launder and Sharma approach. In particular, fj1 = exp[-
3.4/(1 + ReT/50) 2 ] which is different from the approach used by Wilson et al. (1992). No
doubt this change is sufficient to modify the transitional behaviour of the model. Many
low-Reynolds number k-e models have been proposed in the scientific literature. A
comparative assessment of these different approximations would be interesting in such
complex flow situations.
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MODELLING THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF TURBOMACHINERY DISCS
AND CASINGS

by
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ABSTRACT

The thermal behaviour of discs and casings No attempt will be made to give a
in gas turbine engines has important historical account of the development of
effects on engine performance and this subject, but it may be noted that use
integrity and theoretical or computer has been made of finite element and finite
modelling of these effects is an essential difference heat conduction models for
part of the design process. In this paper about two decades. During this time
the current status of thermal modelling is considerable experience and 'engineering
reviewed, problem areas are identified, know-how' has been accumulated in deriving
examples of where application of the boundary conditions for the conduction
latest numerical and modelling techniques solutions. Extensive matching of model
have led to improvements are given, and predictions to engine temperature
prospects for further developments are measurements has ensured that models are
discussed. It is concluded that, although validated to a high level. However, in
recent research and computing advances are some cases, the modelling assumptions used
improving the predictive capability, may not accurately represent some of the
considerable scope for further improvement physical processes involved. Hence
remains, extrapolation (for example, to a new

engine operating condition) without
matching to test data would be potentially

1. INTRODUCTION hazardous. At the present time the
mathematical models and empirical

Thermal modelling of discs and casings is correlations underlying the thermal model
required for prediction of component life are progressively being improved. This is
and movements. Accurate predictions of expected to lead to fewer engine tests
the transient temperature distributions being required, improved designs and fewer
are needed so that the designer may surprises.
minimise component weights while achieving
the required life, controlling running In the next section of this report various
clearances and maintaining the annulus aspects of the thermal models are
line. Rotor tip clearance control has a discussed in some detail. Examples of
direct effect on turbine and compressor model validation and results are then
efficiencies and on compressor surge given in section 3. In section 4, some of
margin. As engine operating temperatures the problem areas where further research
and efficiencies have increased over the is required are highlighted and the main
years so more attention has been given to conclusions are summarised in section 5.
their thermal behaviour; this trend is
expected to continue.

Typically, a thermal model will consist of
a heat conduction solution for the
components coupled through boundary
conditions to models of convective heat 2. THE TRERMAL MODEL
transfer and radiation. Features such as
frictional heating of the air, ingestion 2.1 Heat conduction solution
of mainstream gas into the inter-disc
cavities, thermal barrier coats, The temperature field within the
impingement cooling, contact resistance components is obtained through solution of
and flow leakage may have to be accounted the transient, variable property, heat
for. Predictions are required for engine conduction equation. Numerous software
cycles through which the engine packages are available for tackling this
temperatures vary widely. Additional problem, but few, if any, are specifically
coupling of the convective flow and adapted to the present application.
component temperatures occurs through Obvious requirements of the software are
dependency of the flow on seal clearances that it should be accurate and have
and buoyancy effects. In addition to the sufficient flexibility in the
formidable problem of producing accurate specification of boundary conditions. For
models of the physics, there is the use as a design tool the program should
additional challenge of achieving fast also be efficient in terms of both the
turn-around times and minimising costs so computing and engineer's time and should
that full impact on the design can be be easy to use, with appropriate boundary
achieved, condition options being readily available.
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In recent years Rolls-Royce have replaced While the use of axisymmetric models is
earlier finite difference and finite standard design practice for both discs
element heat conduction solvers with more and casings, three dimensional analysis is
efficient finite element methods (see now being increasingly employed as further
Armstrong and Edmunds (1)). Particular performance benefits are sought. The
features of the present method include automatic finite element methods of
automatic time step setting, mesh Armstrong and Edmunds are also applied in
generation and mesh adaption to achieve a 3D, enabling complete 3D problems to be
user specified accuracy. Combining these tackled efficiently. Examples of 3D
features with fast and stable numerical finite element meshes are shown in
methods, powerful input and output Figure 3. For the casing (see Figure 3a)
processing capability, and a library of the model was used to estimate thermal
boundary condition options means a very distortion which can adversely affect the
effective thermal modelling facility has running clearances. For the turbine disc
been produced. With numerical aspects of shown in Figure 3b there was particular
the problem largely automated the engineer interest in the temperature distribution
is free to concentrate on boundary around blade cooling air feed holes that
condition specification and application of pass through the disc rim and blade root.
the model.

COOLING AIR DUCT

YLJ[J.LJ) p~ HP ROTOR

P SH " .0-HODE BRICK

SEONETY FORSOLUTION ACCUNACY.5K

FIGURE.I. 2D AXIISYNETRIC GEOMETRY FOR TURBINE DISC ANALYSIS

An example of the geometry considered in a FIGURE.3A. 3D MESH OF COMPRESSOR CASING USED IN ASYMMETRIC
thermal model is shown in Figure 1. In TIP CLEARANCE PREDICTIONS
this case the main interest is in the H P
rotor behaviour. However, to complete the
model it was appropriate to include the IP
and LP shafts, a cooling air duct and some
other stationary components in the COOLING AIR
calculation. With these components FEED HOLES
included the specification of inlet air
temperatures is simplified. Figure 2
shows part of the automatically generated
finite element mesh for this example.
Note, that some approximation is necessary
when three dimensional features such as
blades and struts are included in an
axisymmetric model such as that shown in
the figure.

FIGURE.31. TURBINE DISC SEGMENT 3D HEAT TRA'ISFER MODEL.

E-NODE TRIAULAR 2.2 convective boundary conditions
EL.ENENTS_________________________

Specification of convective boundary
conditions is a major source of difficulty

ADAPTION ACCURACY-2K and uncertainty in the thermal models.

However, as will be shown in section 3, a
methodology has been developed which
reproduces engine measurements reasonably
well. Traditionally, convective boundary
conditions are modelled through the
specification of air temperature and heat

transfer coefficients. This basic
approach is retained in present models
although increasingly sophisticated methods

FIGURE.N. AUTOMATIC ADAPTIVE MESH OF TURBINE DISC REGION are used to estimate heat transfer
coefficients and gas temperatures.
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Main gas path temperatures are usually geometry and flow conditions. This is
estimated from throughflow calculations reflected by the wide and varied empirical
for the mainstream (which may be adjusted correlations available on the subject (eg.
to agree with measurements). These Downs & James (6)). The traditional
temperature estimates are themselves approach to determining impingement heat
subject to some uncertainty, due to such transfer coefficients for engine
effects as radial temperature variations applications has been to derive them from
in the annulus which are difficult to appropriate test measurements. However, a
model reliably, and this uncertainty knowledge-based database for impingement
transfers to the thermal model. Gas heat transfer has recently been developed
temperatures in other parts of the engine (see Moss (7)) which contains a very
are usually estimated from energy balances extensive set of impingement correlations
for the secondary air flows, taking from existing literature. By selection of
account of heat transfer and 'windage' a set of keywords together with
work. While this is straight forward in specification of parameter values defining
some situations, such as flow along a the flow conditions, coefficients are
duct, it can be difficult where the flow evaluated for all correlations that
distribution is uncertain. A good example satisfy the selected criteria. With links
of the latter case is axial throughflow to the impingement database from the
between two co-rotating compressor discs finite element system it is planned to
where the degree to which the throughflow automate the selection and evaluation of
penetrates into the inter-disc cavity may impingement heat transfer correlations
have to be estimated. In such cases the with much greater reliability and less
engineer may have to make questionable dependence on test measurements.
assumptions regarding the flow and will
rely on comparison with measurements to Convective heat transfer in rotating disc
show up any discrepancies in the cavities has been the subject of a
predictions. With experience, accepted sustained research effort over recent
modelling techniques have been established years (see, for example, Owen (8) and Chew
and these techniques embody a database of (9)) and some definite advances in this
engine measurements. area can be identified. Computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) methods and
Heat transfer coefficients based on local momentum-integral techniques have been
gas temperatures are generally used, as developed for this application and are now
this avoids some of the gross errors that being used to assist in thermal modelling.
can occur if a remote gas temperature is Examples of the capabilities of these two
employed. considerable use is made of methods and comparison with heat transfer
well known empirical Nusselt number measurements are given by Chew and Rogers
correlations for such cases as duct flow, (10) and Iacovides and Chew (11). Of the
'free' rotating disc flow, flow over flat two methods the integral technique is the
plates and natural convection from flat more computationally efficient, and some
plates and cylinders. While correction success has been had in coupling this
factors are often needed to account for method to the heat conduction solution.
the non-ideal engine conditions, use of CFD methods are potentially the more
these correlations goes some way to powerful predictive tool, but their
ensuring the correct scaling of the heat computational requirements have, to date,
transfer coefficients through a flight limited their application to 'stand-alone'
cycle. Buoyancy effects due to rotation calculations. It is reassuring to note
are sometimes modelled by replacing that when heat transfer predictions from
gravitational acceleration with the two models have been compared with the
centripital acceleration in correlations assumptions used in earlier thermal
for natural convection. (Some support for models, reasonable agreement has usually
this method is given by the data of Long been found.
and Tucker (2) but, in general, its
validity is unproven.) Further, more An example of a CFD calculation for the
specialist, empirical correlations may cavity in front of a turbine disc, from
also be used. These include labyrinth Virr (12) is shown in Figure 4. This
seal heat transfer (eg. Waschka et al illustrates both the capability of CFD
(3)), rotating drum heat transfer methods and the complexity of the flow.
(eg. Childs et al (4)), rotating disc In this axisymmetric calculation drag due
windage (eg. Daily and Nece (5)) and to oil system pipes crossing the lower
impingement heat transfer which is part of the cavity has been included in
discussed further below. As for the flow the model. Such features have a
distribution, experience with this significant effect on the tangential
approach to specification of heat transfer velocity of the fluid in the cavity and
coefficients, has led to the establishment hence the surface heat transfer. Note
of accepted modelling techniques. also that the flow inlets to the cavity

are modelled as axisymmetric slots rather
than discrete holes or nozzles as occur in

Impingement heat transfer is commonly used practice. In this example, flow
on turbine casings to provide control of is highly swirled at the outer inlet and
casing temperatures and displacements in this affects the flow structure in the
support of tip clearance optimisation. It outer part of the cavity.
is also encountered on rotating discs due
to air jets resulting from passage through A further important aspect of the
cooling air system restrictors or seals. convection problem is gas ingestion in the
Heat transfer associated with impingement turbine, where contamination of the
is extremely difficult to model accurately cooling air by the hot mainstream gas may
because of its strong dependence on lead to overheating of the discs.
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2.3 Other Boundary Conditions

In addition to convective heat transfer
the thermal model will usually require the
specification of further complex boundary
conditions, which have a significant
effect on the disc or casing thermal
behaviour.

Contact resistance is of particular
importance in the thermal analysis of
turbine casings, where high conductive
heat fluxes from nozzle guide vane segments

OIL Fly=to turbine casings are restricted by the
o!L pimperfect contact between these

components. Build tolerances, pressure
variations and axial movements, combine to
give great variability in the resulting
casing temperature. The conventional
approach is to measure contact resistance
via thermocouples either side of the
contact region and derive boundary
conditions to reproduce the measured

FIGURE.4. PREDICTED STREAMLINS FOR TURRIRE DISC CAVITY temperature difference. However, work is
now in progress to incorporate a
predictive capability, where the thermal

Empirical correlations and models are resistance is calculated from empirical
available in the open literature for correlations and a knowledge of the
estimating ingress due to disc pumping contact conditions.
(eg. Bayley and Owen (13), Daniels et al
(14) and Chew et al (15)). Proprietary Thermal barrier coatings are increasingly
methods have been available for some years being used in a variety of applications to
in Rolls-Royce for estimating ingestion reduce the heat transfer rate to
driven by the mainstream pressure components, either as a means of improving
distribution (eg. Campbell (16)) and this clearance control or to enhance the
problem is now receiving more attention component integrity/life by reducing
from the research community (eg. Green and temperatures. The low conductivity of
Turner (17)). CFD is also beginning to barrier coats and their bonding agents,
contribute in this area. Figure 5 shows together with their thin nature can lead
some recent three-dimensional, steady CFD to severe numerical instability if handled
results for flow ingestion into a model in the finite element conduction solution.
disc cavity simulating Green and Turner's Techniques have therefore been developed
experimental set-up. Initial comparisons to represent the effects of thermal
with measurements are very encouraging. barrier coatings by specifying an overall
Note, however, that for a full description effective heat transfer coefficient
of the problem, unsteady calculations may assuming a composite wall. This simple
be required. approach allows the effect of thermal

coatings to be evaluated, in fast turn
around times.

While the majority of thermal problems
-m- -P associated with turbomachinery discs and

casings are usually dominated by
" k-- NO P-, convective heat fluxes, there are some

instances where radiation can become
significant, and must be accounted for in
the heat transfer solution. Turbine
casings with low external convective
cooling are a typical example of where
radiation effects must be included in the
thermal model. The finite element methods

-- ---- of Armstrong & Edmunds (1) include full
specification of radiative boundary
conditions complete with automatic view
factor calculation.

The ability of cooling air or annulus gas
to penetrate even highly loaded flanged
assemblies means that the effects of

- flange leakage must also be accounted for
in the thermal model. The main problem in
modelling such leakage is in determining

FIGUR[.S. PREDICTED VELOCITY VECTORS S14O0ING RAINSTREAM GAS the conditions under which such leakage
INGESTION THROU0 AN AXIAL CLEARANCE SEAL will be present and representing the

transient nature of the flow. However,
with a comprehensive database of
identified leakage from engine testing,
together with flexible boundary condition
input generation facilities, the thermal
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effects of flange leakage can be accounted This approach not only reduces the time
for. taken for the validation process, but also

has the potential to identify new or
2.4 Thermo-Mechanical Coupling improved Nusselt No. heat transfer

correlations.
Thermal and structural finite element
analysis in support of clearance control A number of techniques can be used to
and optimisation have conventionally been achieve model validation and ensure that
completed separately using codes developed the modelling accurately represents the
for each type of analysis, with links to true thermal behaviour. The principal
feed in previously calculated temperature methods used and application of the models
distributions in specific deflection or are briefly described in the following
stress predictions. sub-sections.

The automatic finite element analysis 3.1 Temperature Validation
system now in use, has the capability to
complete either separate or combined, The temperature validation process
linear or non-linear, thermal and consists of the detailed measurement of
mechanical analyses. This is having a rotor disc and casing metal temperature
significant effect not only on the time distributions using thermocouples at
taken to complete clearance predictions selected key locations. Typically a six
but also in the technical methods used. stage axial flow compressor validation
Improvements in turn-around times of over test will include in excess of 250
50% have been evident since the thermocouples to identify axial, radial
introduction of thermo-mechanical coupling, and circumferential temperature
By using a common model for the variations. In addition to the metal
temperature and displacement calculations temperature data, where possible, the
unnecessary duplication of work is measurement of surrounding fluid
eliminated and geometry and boundary properties (pressure, temperature) is
conditions are defined only once. Static completed to ensure accurate
pressures and component rotational speeds representation of convective boundary
specified for use in empirical heat conditions in the thermal model. Figures
transfer correlations, can also be used to 6a & 6b show typical instrumentation
apply pressure and centrifugal loads in locations for a turbine disc validation
the structural analysis. test.

The coupling of temperature and
displacement predictions also provides the A
opportunity for improvements in the
technical methods used in some thermal
problems. A good example of this is
labyrinth seal clearance predictions. In
this type of problem, temperature and
displacement analyses of the rotating and
static seal members are required to
determine seal clearance characteristics
and minimise parasitic air leakage.
However, large transient changes in seal
clearance are often experienced following M RETAL T/C
severe engine throttle movements, causing . AIR T•C
large variations in seal flow, heat
transfer and windage. The seal clearance
characteristic, which is needed for the
temperature calculation, thus depends on
the displacement calculation. Combined FIGURE.6A. INSTRUMENTATION FOR TURINE DISC UVALIDATION TEST
thermo-mechanical analysis "opens up" the
possibility of a linked interactive
solution by the finite element system.

3. MODEL VALIDATIONI & RESULTS LI -

Improvements in boundary condition
predictive methods, coupled with a growing
database of validation results, has led to
greater accuracy in temperature
predictions, but confirmation and
correction of assumptions remain an
essential part of thermal modelling. To
aid the engineer in adjusting boundaryW
assumptions, the finite element code -c-= - P • I
includes inverse analysis capabilities,
enabling the automatic optimisation of
properties such as surface heat transfer
coefficient to achieve agreement of the
thermal model with component measurements FIGUI.62. INSTRUMENTATION FOR 3D MODL VALIDATION
to an accuracy required by the engineer.
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One of the primary objectives of x-rays - steady state and
temperature validation is confirmation of transient video recording provides
heat transfer coefficient assumptions. relative movements for
Measurements are taken over specific use in the optimisation
transient cycles that lead to severe of annulus line
convective heat fluxes. By comparison of definition, labyrinth
the temperatures predicted by the model seal clearances and rotor
with those measured on the discs and blade tip clearances.
casings, it is possible to ensure that the This technique is
thermal behaviour of the model accurately particularly useful for
reproduces the measured characteristics at otherwise inaccessible
all transient and steady state operating locations, and is
conditions. Figure 7a shows a comparison inobtrusive (does not
between thermal model predictions and disc disturb the feature being
temperature measurements at a steady state measured).
engine condition. Temperature comparisons
for a single location of a typical tip clearance -direct measurement of
transient cycle are shown in Figure 7b. probes rotor path clearance

ensures correct disc and
casing modelling,
including 3 dimensional
effects.

ovality probes -usually utilised in
combination with tip

F-7-l MESUREENTclearance probes,
P-771MODELlocalised casing

distortions can be
identified.

strip data - dimensional measurement
of rotor and casing or
labyrinth seal members
following engine running
may be used in comparison
with clearance/closure

.G5;1characteristics predicted
by the thermal/structural
model for the same engine
running.

FIGURE.7A. STEADY STATE DISC TEMPERATUJRE VALIDATIONAswttepruevaitonth

difficulty in accurately predicting
component deflections means revision of
modelling assumptions may be required.

------ Figure 8. gives a compirison of predicted
closure for a turbine labyrinth seal and
x-ray derived measurements for a square

---------------- 4 ----- e ---- -- cycle accel/decel test. These results
M EASUREMNT _d highlight the close coupling required
ROD EL between thermal and structural modelling,

with the transient changes in seal
I clearance causing large variations in seal

---- ----- -- --------- flow, heat transfer, windage and
/ . -temperature rise.

FIGURE.71. TRANSIENT DISC TEMPERATURE VALIDATION

DISP.
(IS) CLOSURE.OtSPLACENEN? Ra DISPLACEMNTI Sit

3.2 Displacement Validation .OP ...N ..........

While component temperature measurements .....................- -0A .

play an important role in the validation CLOSURE - -~-- _____

of thermal movements, it is also necessary
to validate displacement predictions to____________
confirm structural modelling assumptions.
Displacement validation can include a FICURE.I. COMPARISON Of PREDICTED AND X-RAY CLOSURE
variety of different measurement CHARACTERISTICS FOR LABYRINTH4 SEAL
techniques, which include:
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3.3 Results Not surprisingly, many of these areas
correspond to situations where the physics

Once the validity of a thermal model has is not well understood or there is a lack
been established, temperature and of relevant data available. others are
displacement predictions can be reliably related to the need for fast job
calculated for any required transient turn-around times and minimum cost of the
altitude or test bed cycle. The thermal thermal modelling.
model results are ultimately used in
further detailed stressing or performance Some problems are relevant to compressor
calculations and analysis of model results rotor, turbine rotor and casings, others
can facilitate productive design are more component specific. considering
optimisation. first the more general problem areas, the

need for efficient mechanisms for
Figure 9 shows predicted casing incorporating CFD predictions in the
temperature distributions for a turbine thermal modelling process is worth
casing assembly subject to external emphasising. Ideally, from the modeller's
impingement cooling, internal contact viewpoint, the heat conduction and CFD
resistance and local gas leakage. calculations should be fully linked, but
Accurate prediction of these temperatures this would require considerable computing
is critical in determination of rotor tip resource and may increase job turn-around
clearances and casing integrity, times unacceptably. While recognising

that CFD will give improvements in
INPINGEnENT predictive capability in the future, such

limitations as turbulence modelling, high
Ocomputing cost and poor code robustness

CNTACT RESISTANCE CASING must also be acknowledged. At present
application of CFD codes must be

IMPINGEMENT supervised by specialists, only certain••_•%•••classes of flow can be reliably predicted,
and considerable judgement is required in

applying results to the thermal model.
INSULATION The extent to which three-dimensional

"SHROUD SEGMENTS effects can be properly accounted for in
the axisymmetric models is clearly
limited. Such effects as heat conduction
from blades to disc, around cooling air

GAS LEAKAGE holes and bolt-heads, and many casing
geometries are intrinsically

FIGURE.S. PREDICTED TERPERATURES FOR A TURBINE CASING ASSEMBLY three-dimensional. A move towards more
three-dimensional analysis can therefore
be expected in the future. For a rigorous

3D temperatures used to calculate local treatment, the three-dimensional nature of
stresses around the blade cooling air feed the convective boundary conditions will
holes in a turbine disc rim are given in also have to be modelled; this will
Figure 10. 3D thermal modelling of this certainly present further problems to the-
area helped to provide understanding of design engineer.
why the holes were not the life-limiting
feature predicted by a 2D analysis. In compressors, both the inter-disc

cavities and the 'stator well' cavities
just inside the mainstream annulus (see

COOLING AIR Figure 11) can present modelling problems.

FIGURE.IA. PREDICTED 3D TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND #LADE
COOLING AIR FEED HOLES Of TURBINE DISC MODEL

I"TERDISC CAVITIES

4. PROBLI ARRAS

Through experience of producing and
validating thermal models certain areas
where problems are most frequently
encountered and where further work would
be useful can be identified. Some of
these are highlighted in this section. FIGURE.hI. COMPRESSOR STATOR WELL AND INTERDISC CAVITIES
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For a cavity between co-rotating discs towards this with application of recent
with a central axial throughflow, but no research results and CFD methods.
net radial flow, it has been found that Prospects for continued improvement are
the nature of the convection following an good as increasing computing power will
engine acceleration may be quite different undoubtably allow more flexibility in
from that during a deceleration. This is the modelling. In particular, increased
consistent with buoyancy effects being use of CFD and three-dimensional heat
important as the rotor temperature conduction solutions is expected. It
distributions are quite different for should be noted, however, that some
these two conditions. Research studies formidable problems must be resolved
for this problem indicate that the flow before fully comprehensive and reliable
may be both three-dimensional and unsteady predictions are possible.
(Farthing et al (18)).
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: N. Selquk, Middle East Technical University

Which type of radiative boundary condition have you used in your model?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The finite element program includes an option for radiative heat transfer between
surface zones using the view factor method with gray body assumptions.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: D.K. Hennecke, Darmstadt

For the calculation of disk temperatures you need the temperature, mass flow and
transient temperature variation of the surrounding air. Do you calculate the values
starting at the source of the flow and follow it along its way to the turbine disk or do you use
measurements? In particular, did you employ calculated or measured values in Figure
7?

AUTHORS' REPLY:
CHEW: We generally do include energy balances along the flow path from the source to
the disc to give the air temperature. Validation tests included air temperature
measurements and if necessary the initial model was corrected to ensure correct
reproduction of the local air temperature. My colleague Jeff Dixon may be better able to
answer your question concerning Fig. 7.
DIXON: In Figure 7 the air temperatures adjacent to the side surface are calculated
within the model and compared with the measured cooling air temperatures. The air
temperature at position k from figure 6a is the relevant boundary condition for metal
temperature position T on the disc, shown as a time-history plot in figure 7b. The model
determines 'its own' transient boundary air temperatures, mass flows and heat transfer
coefficients, starting from the off-take position (i.e., main annulus position).

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: M. Owen, University of Bath

It is encouraging that considerable progress has been made in applying computational
techniques to engine design and that the pace of this program is likely to quicken over the
coming years. It is even more encouraging for research workers that there are still
many unsolved rotating disc problems for the future.

Could you explain how the heat transfer coefficient was calculated for the
computation shown in Figure 7a,b?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
CHEW: A factored free-disc heat transfer coefficient was used for the turbine disc. The
factor was kept constant throughout the test cycle.
DIXON: The standard free-disc correlation is used for the disc position shown as a time-
history plot in the figure 7b. The good thermal matching is obtained with factors close to
1.0 at this and similar locations based on local air temperature. Other locations also
shown in Figure 7a of the paper require different correlations as appropriate, e.g. a
modified duct flow correlation in the disc core, and a modified natural convection
correlation in the rotating cavities inboard of the drive arms.

Again factors and correlations are kept constant throughout the power range and
during accelerating and decelerating portions of the cycle. It is very important to use the
local air temperature to get the right heat flux for thermal matching in this class of
problems.
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FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN GAS-TURBINE DISCS

X. Gan, M. Kilic and J.M. Owen
School of Mechanical Engineering

University of Bath
Claverton Down, Bath, BA2 7AY, UK

SUMMARY 0 coefficient of volumetric expansion
Ap pressure difference

The paper provides both a brief review of some recent research AT temperature difference
into the flow and heat transfer associated with the turbine and XT turbulent flow parameter (=CwRe,-0.s)
compressor discs of gas-turbine engines and some new results 4. absolute viscosity
for flow between contra-rotating turbine discs. Elliptic solvers, ) kinematic viscosity (Pa/p)
parabolic solvers and integral methods have all been applied p density
successfully to some important axisymmetric boundary-layer- o sealing effectiveness (=C.I(C + C..in))
dominated flows, and multigrid elliptic solvers used in n angular speed of disc
conjunction with parallel computers offer great promise for the
future computation of nonaxisymmetric flows. LDA velocity Subscripts
measurements and computations have given fresh insight into
the flow between contra-rotating turbine discs. Batchelor-type ad adiabatic value
flow, in which there are boundary layers on the discs and a eff effective value
shear layer in the midplane, has been computed for laminar flow fd free-disc value
but has not been observed in practice, even at local rotational in relating to ingress
Reynolds numbers as low as 2.2 x 104. The actual flow max maximum value
structure comprised radial outflow in boundary layers on the min minimum value (to prevent ingress)
discs and a central core of radial inflow in which rotational ref reference value (inlet conditions for cavity)
effects were weak. Although the flow in the core was always oo value at infinity
turbulent, the flow in the boundary layers was laminar for
rotational Reynolds numbers up to at least 1.2 x 105. Agreement I. INTRODUCTION
between the computed turbulent velocities and the measured
values was good for Reynolds numbers above 4.5 x 1C5. Fig. I shows a schematic diagram of the rotating-disc systems

LIST OF SYMBOLS used to model the flow and heat transfer associated with turbine
and compressor discs in gas-turbine engines. Fig. I a, the free

a. b inner, outer radius of disc disc, is the datum case for all rotating-disc systems although in

c constant or inlet swirl-fraction (= V/Qr at r = b) the engine a dis usually rotates close either to a stationary

Cd discharge coefficient casing, as in Fig. lb, or to another rotating disc, as in Figs. Ic -
If. Fig. lc represents air-cooled corotating turbine discs, and

Cm moment coefficient (= M/Y•PiY2b5) Fig. Id represents the case where air, for cooling the turbine, is
CP specific heat at constant pressure extracted radially inward between two high-pressure compressor

Cp pressure coefficient (= Ap/kXpfl 2 b2 ) discs. In some aero-engines, the cooling air passes axially
Cý nondimensional flow rate (=Q/vb) through the centre of a stack of compressor discs, and this case

(positive for radial outflow, negative for inflow) is modelled by Fig. le. Contra-rotating turbine discs, as shown

G gap ratio (=s/b) in Fig. If, may be used in future generations of ultra-high-

G, shroud-clearance ratio (=sd/b) bypass-ratio engines to drive contra-rotating fans. contra-rotating

Grx Grashof number (=f22r 4P3AT/v2) turbine blades obviate the need for one row of stator blades,
thereby saving weight and space. All these systems share certain

k thermal conductivity of fluid characteristics.
in mass flowrate
M frictional moment on one side of disc It is convenient to define some of the nondimensional variables
n exponent for power-law temperature profile that specify the system. The nondimensional radii, x and x,. are
Nu local Nusselt number (=qsr/k(T, - Tref)) defined as
Nu* modified local Nusselt number (= qsr/k(T, - T,,))
p static pressure r a
Pr Prandtl number (=ptCp/k) x = b- x (1.1)
q heat flux from disc to cooling air b
r radial location the gap ratio. G. as
Re,. external flow Reynolds number (= Wb/u)
Re, axial Reynolds number (=2WVa/U) s
Re, rotational Reynolds number (=Qb2/1) G = (1.2)

s axial clearance between discs or between rotor

and stator the shroud-clearance ration, Gc, as
sc shroud clearance
T temperature
U representative velocity G = , - (1.3)
Vr, V0, V, radial, tangential, axial components of velocity b

in a stationary frame the rotational Reynolds number, Reo, as
W appropriate axial component of velocity
x nondimensional radius (=irb)
x3 radius ratio (=a/b) Re, = p20b 2  (1.4)
z axial distance from disc
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For flows in which buoyancy effects are important (as in the
SINGRS case of a heated rotating cavity with an axial throughflow of
SHGROUD cooling air), the local Grashof number, Gr3, is often defined asSf_ SHROUD

CDISC Gr = p2 2r 4 13AT = 3AT(x2 Re,) (1.8)
DISCSTATOR

b CORE where AT is the local temperature difference between the surface
of the disc and the air at inlet to the system.

In addition to the above defining parameters, there are several
,'• \. ----. nondimensional variables of importance to the engineer. The

"---- moment coefficient, Cm, is defined as

(a) free disc (b) rotor-stator system C.= M (1.9)
pou 2b 5

SHROUD SINK LAYER where M is the frictional moment on one side of the disc. The
COJil l A YPE SOURCE REGION pressure coefficient, C,. is defined as

A~~ ER"STAGNATION
• "C O R E - P O INT- C ,IA) N T 0 )

DISC ,.-.DISC EKMAN-TYPE C Y-pU2 (.0

DtSC DISCLAYER

SSOURCE REGION _-LAYCORE where Ap and U are representative pressure differences andDIS ,,•[ DICOR velocities, respectively. (For example, for a rotating cavity, Ap
DISC DISC is the radial pressure drop and U = Qb; for a rotor-stator system

SINK LAYER with an external axial flow, Ap is the circumferential pressure
I iI variation and U = W, the axial velocity of the external flow.)

The local Nusselt number. Nu, and the modified Nusselt

(c) rotating cavity (d) rotating cavity number Nu*. are defined as
w ith radial outflow w ith radial inflow rq N u* = rq(I.11k= (T, - T,,) k (r, - T.,) 1

SHROUD SHROUD SHROUD

where T,,f is a suitable reference temperature (for example, the
DISC DISC DISC DISC temperature of the air at inlet to the system) and T..d is the

adiabatic-disc temperature (see ref. 1 for the details).

For the rotor-stator system in particular, the designer needs to
estimate Cw.mi, the minimum value of C•. necessary to prevent
the ingress of hot mainstream gas into the wheel-space. In most
-as turbines, C. < Cwrm~n and ingress occurs. Under these
conditions, it is useful to define the sealing effectiveness, 0. as

) C- (1.12)
(e) rotating cavity with (f) contra-rotating discs C. + C.-

axial throughflow where Cwm is the nondimensional flowrate of the ingested fluid.

Fig. I Schematic diagram of rotating-disc systems Another useful quantity, which is used as a datum flowrate by

many research workers, is the nondimensional free-disc
entrainment rate, Cw.fd, or the free-disc turbulent flow

and the nondimensional flowrate (for a superposed inflow or parameter, -, fd, where (see ref. 1),
outflow), C-, as

-( C,,,t = 0.22 Re"', ATf = 0.22 (1.13)
C. = l (1.5)

/ub For turbine-disc cooling, C, is usually less than C,,d.

Two axial Reynolds numbers are used: Re, for the rotating Before discussing rotating-disc systems in more detail, it may be
cavity with axial throughflow, and Rew for the rotor-stator helpful to highlight some of the important characteristics of
system with an external axial flow, where isothermal rotating cavities with a superposed radial inflow or

outflow. In both these "source-sink flows", there is a source
R -2p1a pb region that distributes the incoming flow into the boundary

Re, Re, - P" (1.6) layers on the discs : in the source region, the boundary layer
,u .entrains fluid, outside the source region. nonentraining Ekman-

Although it is not an independent nondimensional parameter, the type layers are formed. The flow leaves the cavity via the sink
layer, and the interior core between the sink layer, the Ekman-

turbulent flow parameter, XT, is defined as type layers and the source region rotates with a tangential

velocity, Vt : for radial outflow in the boundary layers, Vb < fr;
= C , t (1.7) for inflow, V6 > Qr.
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The flow in the source region approximates to a free vortex This technique was first applied to laminar rotating-disc systems

here by Lonsdale ( 11), and his work was later extended by Vaughan
et al (12) to include variable-property fluids, turbulent flow and

C, 
heat transfer. Using a mixing-length model, with the van Driest

= c (1.14) modification, the authors computed the flow in a rotor-stator

or-- system at Reo = 4.4 x 106 using a 65 x 65 grid and achieved a

saving of computing time of 87% compared with a single-grid
here the constant cfff is referred to as the effective swirl solver. Recently, Wilson et al (13) have modified this multigrid

fraction". If, for radial inflow, the air enters the cavity with a solver for use on a parallel computer. For laminar flow in a rotor-
tangential velocity equal to that of the peripheral shroud, such stator system, the combined use of multigrid and four
that cuff is unity, then equation (1.14) suggests that, for x << 1 processors gave a speed -up of over 20 compared with single-

Vo >> Qr, and the resulting pressure drop can be very large. If, g'rid computations on one processor; for turbulent flow, using a

however, c~ct < 1. then equation (1.14) implies that Vo = fOr variant of Morse's low-Reynolds-number k-E model, the

wAhen x = ýceff; for x > ýcefr, the flow in the boundary layer is equivalent speed-up was seven.
radially outward, and for x < ':celf it is radially inward. Thisradillyoutardandforx < ~c~, i is adillyinwad. his Many of the rotating-disc flows associated with gas-turbine

creates the recirculation inside the source region shown in Fig. eny of thr ee-di sio ws associateddythngas-tirid

I d. and the mixing that Occurs between the recirculating fluid egines are three-dimensional and unsteady, and multigrid

and the incoming a that theu magitudeeo the 'effecti ve methods and parallel computing are likely to play an important

swirl fraction" differs from the "initial swirl fraction" that is part in these difficult computations. However, for boundary-

imparted to the incoming air by the holes or nozzles in the layer-dominated flows, the methods outlined below may be

shroud. As discussed below, this effect can be used to more appropriate.

advantage to control V0 and to reduce the pressure drop
associated with extracting cooling air between corotating 1.0.
compressor discs. v 0/flr Re. 2.7 x t0'

The need to improve the effectiveness of the internal-air systems 0.9 l.t5 to'

of gas-turbine engines has led to a large increase in the research

carried out over the last few years. The first volume of the 0.6.

research monograph by Owen and Rogers (1) concentrated on
rotor-stator systems, and the second volume, which should 0.4

appear next year. will deal mainly with rotating cavities;
comprehensive reviews of rotating-disc systems are also given 0.2
in refs. 2 and 3. In Sections 2 and 3 of the paper, an outline is
given of recent computational developments and experimental
measurements for rotating-disc systems in general, and Sections 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.18 1 .0
4 and 5 concentrate on some new experimental and x
computational results for contra-rotating discs in particular. Fig. 2 Radial variation of vo/lfr in the midplane of a rotating
2. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN cavity with a radial outflow of air for C = 2500.

2. REENT -computation of Morse (4)

COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES Data of Pincombe (8)

2.1 Elliptic solvers

2.2 Parabolic solvers
Elliptic solvers using TEACH-type finite-volume methods have

proved effective for computing the flow and heat transfer in Ong and Owen (14-16) have applied an efficient parabolic
many rotating-disc systems. The version of the low-Reynolds- solver, based on the Keller Box method, to the flow and heat

number k-c turbulence model developed by Morse (4-7) has transfer associated with free discs and rotating cavities. For
been used to obtain good agreement with experimental data for turbulent flows, a mixing-length model, with the van Driest
rotating cavities and rotor-stator systems. Fig. 2 shows a modification, was found to give good agreement with measured
comparison between the tangential velocities computed by Morse velocity profiles, moment coefficients and Nusselt numbers.
(4) and the values measured by Pincombe (8) for a rotating Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the Nusselt numbers
cavity with a radial outflow of air. computed by the parabolic solver and those measured by

Lapwonh and Chew (9) were able to obtain good agreement Nortop and Owen (17) for a free disc.

with experimental data for a number of systems using the mixing- Reverse flow can occur in the boundary layers on discs rotating
length model, which is usually adequate for those flows that are in a fluid that is itself rotating (see ref. 1). For a rotating cavity
dominated by the boundary layers on the discs. lacovides and with a radial outflow of fluid, there is a region of radial inflow at
Theofanopoulos (10) used a "zonal turbulence modelling the edge of the boundary layer. As parabolic solvers integrate the
approach" in which one of two mixing-length models was used equations by "marching" in the radial direction, this reverse flow
in the boundary layers and either the k-E model or the algebraic- presents a problem. Although this can be overcome by iterating
stress model was used in the turbulent core region outside the alternately in the positive and negative radial directions, in
boundary layers. They compared their computed results with practice the reverse flow region has little effect on the accuracy
experimental data for both rotor-stator systems and rotating of the computed moment coefficients and Nusselt numbers.
cavities, and concluded that the modelling of the turbulent core
was of marginal importance in these boundary-layer-dominated Parabolic solvers are very fast, taking around five minutes of

flows. Neither of the two mixing-length models tested was computing time on a VAX 8530 computer to solve the boundary-
universally successful; one worked better for rotor-stators, and layer equations using a grid with around 100 axial grid nodes.
the other for rotating cavities. (For elliptic solvers, most computation is carried out with less

than 100 axial grid nodes across the entire cavity, and computing
Multigrid methods are proving to be an effective way of times are measured in hours rather than minutes.)
reducing the long computing times necessary to achieve so-
called grid-independent solutions. By using a series of 2.3 Integral methods
progressively coarser grids, it is possible to accelerate the
reduction of "low-frequency" errors, which are difficult to For boundary-layer-dominated flows, integral methods are
reduce on a fine grid. As a consequence. linear convergence simple to use, are computationally efficient and can produce
(where the computing time is proportional to the number of fine solutions for moment coefficients, pressure coefficients and

grid nodes) can be achieved rather than the quadratic Nusselt numbers that are accurate enough for most engineering
convergence associated with conventional iterative schemes. applications.
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2500 1 inside the rotating cavity, and the integral equationm were able to
*2 predict the resulting pressure drops with reasonable accuracy.

Nu* o 3 Without the fins, free-vortex flow can result in pressure drops
2000 '4 an order-of-magnitude greater than those associated with solid-

S 5 body rotation; with the fins, the pressure drop can be reduced to
1500 little more than the solid-body value. Using de-swirl nozzles, it

is possible to make ceff zero (see equation (1.14)) thereby
reducing the pressure drop downstream of the nozzles to

1000 virtually zero. However, the resistance of the nozzles themselves
is such that the overall pressure drop in the system is always

500 greater than that associated with solid-body rotation. Again, theintegral equations produced acceptable predictions of the
__pressure drop and were able to explain some of the previously

inexplicable phenomena associated with the use of de-swirl0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 nozzles.x

Fig. 3 Radial variation of local Nusselt numbers Positive profile Negative profile
for the free disc: Pr = 0.71

Nu Nu

Experiment (ref. 17) 0 x 6 + 0 600 . 600,

Computed curve (ref.16) 1 2 3 4 5 400- o 400 --.

Re,/ 106 3.20 2.66 2.40 2.14 1.88 300 " 300 .
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0'.8 tO 0 "0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 t.O

The solution of the momentum-integral equations by Owen, X x
Pincombe and Rogers (18) for flow in rotating cavities was (a) Re - 6.5 x t0 5  (b) Reo =6.6 x 105

extended by Chew and Rogers (19) to include variable-property Nu Nu
fluids and the energy equation. For turbulent flow, the latter 1 o0) 1 10-0
authors used power-law velocity profiles and a modified form of 800. .-- 800.
the Reynolds analogy. The second-order partial differential 600 600°
equations of the boundary layer are then integrated to produce 4W " 4W0 ,o
three first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations that can 20X - 2(X -
be solved by standard techniques, such as the Gear method. 0 | 24 . -

0 0.2 .4 0.6 0.8'J.0
Variations of this technique have been used successfully for -2(0 . -2X)0.2 x '.
rotating cavities and rotor-stator systems, and Fig. 4 shows the -4001 (c) Re Ox 2 0 -400- (d) R = 2.0 x I "
comparison between Nusselt numbers computed by the integral
method and those measured by Northrop and Owen (20) for a
heated rotating cavity with a radial outflow of cooling air. Nu Nu
"Positive profile" refers to a radial distribution of It M)l t000.
disc-temperature that increases radially; "negative profile" refers 800. 800 , 1-,
to one that decreases radially. As can be seen, Nu depends on 60o - " 'A
the temperature distribution, and for negative profiles negative 4(X) - 40 '4 .

values of Nu have been measured and computed. 2IM ' 200X)

3. SOME RECENT EXPERIMENTAL -200 0.2 01.4 0.0 (.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 '1.0
MEASUREMENTS -400 R=3x -40() co=.X16 ,

4 (e () Re -= 3.2 x 10" - (f)R 3.x
3. 1 Rotating cavities

Northrop and Owen t20) measured the local Nusselt numbers in Fig. 4 Effect of disc-temperature profiles and
a rotating cavity with a radial outflow of cooling air, and Reoon radial variation of Nu for C. = 7000
determined the effect of Reo, C. and disc-temperature 0. fluxmeter measurement (ref.20)
distribution on the heat transfer. The Nusselt numbers have been ---- , integral solutions ( ref.19)
computed successfully using the integral methods, parabolic
solvers and elliptic solvers described in Section 2 at values of As discovered by Farthing ct al (26,27) vortex breakdown and
Re1 up to 3.2 x 106. Farthing and Owen (21) conducted flow buoyancy-induced flow conspire to create a nonaxisymmetric
visualization and made heat transfer measurements for the case flow structure inside a heated rotating cavity with an axial
where "cobs", or bulbous hubs representative of those found on throughflow of cooling air. The Coriolis forces, associated with
turbine discs, were attached to the centre of the discs. The flow the simultaneous radial outflow of cold air and inflow of hot air,
structure was found to be similar to source-sink flow between are created by cyclonic and anti-cyclonic circulations inside the
plane discs (see Section 1) and, as long as the source region did cavity : the low and high pressure caused by these circulations
not fill the cavity, the integral equations provided a reasonable creates a circumferential pressure distribution. The Nusselt
estimate of the Nusselt numbers. For the radial inflow case, numbers depend on Re, and Gr, (defined in equations 1.6 and
Farthing et al (22) compared measured Nusselt numbers on an 1.8) as well as on the radial distribution of the surface
experimental rig with those obtained from an instrumented temperature of the discs. Some simple correlations were
compressor disc and with values computed using the integral obtained that suggested that the free convection inside the cavity
equations. Although there were large experimental uncertainties, was laminar (Nu ac Grtl 4 ) rather than the turbulent (Nu a
the overall agreement between the results was regarded as Grx1/3) for Grashof numbers of order lOt1. The free convection
encouraging. is relatively weak, and radiation from the hot to the cold disc can
Two ways of reducing the large pressure drops associated with be of a similar magnitude to that of the convection.
extracting cooling air radially inwards between corotating
compressor discs were investigated in refs. 23 - 25. The first Long and Tucker (28) made measurements from the heated
way was the attachment of radial fins to one of the discs: the shroud of a rotating cavity with an axial throughflow of coolingseconds tied perihmentofrald-wirl fnozzs to ontrol the dcswl oe air. They also measured the air temperature inside the cavity, andsecond used pe ripheral de-sw irl nozzles to control the sw irl of th s ho e cy l al v r ti n w th a p i d c n i t nt i h
the incoming air. For the finned disc, flow visualization revealed thts showed cyclical variations with a period consistent withmeasurements of the tangential velocity in the core made bythat the conventional source-sink flow structure still occurred Farthine et al (26). The averaee Nusselt numbers for the shroud
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were similar in magnitude to those for laminar free convection
from a horizontal plate (with the gravitational acceleration C.,, = 0.2 (C.,,t, - C.) (3.2)
replaced by • 2 b). from which it follows that
Although elliptic solvers have proved effective for source-sink
flows, there is no published evidence, at the time of writing, of - (3.3)
their successful use in computing accurately the Nusselt 0.8 A, + 0.2 Ar,(.3
numbers for the axial-throughflow case.
3.2 Rotor-stator systems For axial-clearance seals, his model showed reasonable

agreement with the measurements of Daniels et al (39) and those

Millward and Robinson (29) made heat transfer and windage of Chew et al (41).
measurements for an air-cooled disc, with and without boltheads
attached to it, for rotational Reynolds numbers up to Re$ = 1.7 x For the external-flow-dominated regime, Phadke and Owen (37)

107. The boltheads increased both the windage torque and the used a simple one-dimensional model to show that

local heat transfer rates compared with a plane disc. However,
for reasons the authors could not explain, the use of a bolt cover C.... = CCdG, Re, ý4Cp__ (3.4)
could actually reduce the windage torque compared with a plane
disc. Daniels et al (30) made windage measurements up to Re$ = where c is an empirical constant, CQ the discharge coefficient for
1.6 x 107 and found, like Zimmermann etal (31), the extra the seal, and G,, Rez and Cp are defined by equations (1.3),
torque depended on the number, location and shape of the (1.6) and (1.10); Cp.nrr is based on the maximum
boltheads on the disc. circumferential pressure difference in the external flow.

Bunker et al (32,33) used a transient thermochromic liquid- Hamabe and Ishida (45) extended the above model to calculate
crystal technique to measure Nusselt numbers on an air-cooled the sealing effectiveness for the external-flow-dominated regime.
acrylic disc up to Reb = 5 x 105. Air was injected by a nozzle Cw,,nj was calculated from equation (3.4) using measured
located either at the centre of the disc or at one of three other values of the circumferential pressure distribution in the external
radial locations; for large values of the gap ratio, G, the overall flow and integrating this distribution to evaluate c. The values of
heat transfer was maximized by injecting the air at the centre; for 0 calculated in this way were in good agreement with
small G, it was maximized by injecting at one of the other concentration measurements made in the wheel-space.
locations.

There is no published evidence that elliptic solvers have been
Staub (34) used a steady-state liquid-crystal technique to used successfully to tackle the ingress problem. Like the heated
measure Nusselt numbers, in a model of a turbine wheel-space, rotating cavity with an axial throughflow, the problem provides
for Reo up to 9 x 106. As well as supplying coolant (either a challenge for the CFD practitioner.
Freon or air) though an inner seal, fluid was also injected
through pre-swirl nozzles in the stator. He found that there is a 4. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS FOR CONTRA-
"rotation-dominated regime", where Nu increases as Reb ROTATING-DISC MEASUREMENTS

increases, and a "flow-dominated regime", where Re$ has little 4.1 Rotating-disc rig
effect on the heat transfer. The transition between the two
regimes occurs when Cw = Cw.fd (see equation (1.13)). Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of the rotating-disc rig used

for the measurements described below. Each disc, which is 762
The "ingress-problem" mentioned in Section 1 has aroused mm diameter, can be rotated up to 4000 rev/min by means of a
considerable interest in the past few years (refs. 35-45). For the variable-speed electric motor, and the speed was measured to an
case where there is an external axial flow of fluid, representing accuracy of_+l rev/min. The upstream disc and shrouds were
the mainstream flow in a gas turbine, there is a "rotation- made from transparent polycarbonate, which limited the speed to
dominated regime" and an "external-flow-dominated regime". In 1500 rev/min. Each shroud was mounted on silicon-foam
the former regime, the pressure inside the wheel-space rubber, of 12 mm radial thickness, which made the effective
decreases, and ingress correspondingly increases, with outer radius of the cavity (measured to the inner surface of the
increasing rotational speed; this is caused by the rotating core of shrouds) b = 391 mm. The axial spacing between the two discs
fluid, between the boundary layers on the rotor and stator, was s = 47 mm, and the axial clearance between the stationary
creating a large radial pressure gradient in the wheel-space. In shrouds was s. I lmm; the latter clearance tended to increase
the latter regime, circumferential pressure variations in the with increasing rotational speed, and the estimated value for the
external flow can allow the external flow to enter the wheel- tests described below is around 4 mm.
space through the peripheral seals in regions of high external
pressure and leave in regions of low pressure; under these Downstreamn disc
conditions, the rotational speed has little effect on ingress. Receiving optics

For the rotation-dominated regime, Phadke and Owen (35) Travefrtable Heater

obtained correlations of Cw,,,,n with the shroud-clearance ratio, Transmvitting optics
G., and the rotational Reynolds number, Re , for a number of
different seal geometries. They concluded that certain types of S
radial-clearance seals were superior to axial-clearance ones.

Daniels er al (39) made concentration measurements inside the Air in--,,. t . .

wheel-space to quantify the nondimensional ingress, Cwjm. Stationary tut
Using the definitions given in equations 1.7 and 1.12, they Seat
showed that the sealing effectiveness, 0, can be approximated Rotating tube
by

0 = 1-e-A" (3.1)

where a is a constant that depends on the seal geometry. Motor Shrouds

Chew (40) used the integral technique to estimate Cw.min, or
XTmin, and proposed that, for Cw < Cw,,mm, Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of contra - rotating - disc rig
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The upstream disc, which could be rotated in either direction, 5. FLOW BETWEEN CONTRA-ROTATING DISCS
was mounted on a hollow shaft through which air could be
supplied to the system by means of a centrifugal compressor. 5. I Numerical solutions
The air entered the cavity, at a radius of a = 50 mm, through a
rotating, cylindrical, porous surface; the latter was made from The multigrid elliptic solver described by Wilson et al (13) was
two gauze tubes, each attached to one of the discs. The used for the computations described below, and the basic
downstream disc, which was made from steel, was instrumented equations and the k-e turbulence model are listed in the
with fluxmeters and thermocouples, the signals being taken out Append The turbulence model ae lted inte

viaslirins t a ompterconroled ataacqisiionsysem. Appndix. The turbulence model was not completely integrated
via sliprings to a computer-controlled data-acquisition system. into the muhigrid scheme: the k-e equations were solved only
This disc could be heated to around 100°C by stationary radiant on the finest grid, and restricted values and defects were not
electric heaters. updated on the coarser grids. Only one i860 processor of the
The tests described below were conducted under isothermal Meiko 16-node computing surface used by Wilson et al was
Theditests dethnosuperpscribe b low were ondemployed for the computations described here.
conditions with no superposed flow of air.

Advantage was taken of the geometrical symmetry about the
4.2 Optical instrumentation midplane, z = l/2s. Computations were carried out only for o 5

z l/2s, and the computed velocities were "reflected" about the
Velocity measurements were made using a single-component midplane to enable comparisons with experimental data for 0 S z
laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) system. The system comprised •s. A 65 x 113 (axial x radial) nonuniform grid was used: grid
a 4W Spectra Physics 164A argon-ion laser, TSI transmitting -<as. a 65 employed tonun i ne grid wacing
optics, frequency shift and receiving optics, and a TSI IFA-750 expansion factors were employed to ensure fine grid spacing
signal processor. The optics were mounted on an x-y traversing near the diw and shroud (and, for laminar flow, near the
table in an off-axis back-scatter configuration, as shown in Fig. midplane). For turbulent flow, there were several grid nodes in
5. The laser was connected to the transmitting optics by a fibre- the viscous sublayer on the disc. Morse (5) suggests that a value
optic cable, and the wavelength and power at the probe volume of y+ <0.5 for the first node near the wall should ensure
were 514.5 nm and 200 MW respectively, A Bragg-cell acousto- snsible grid-independence of the computed moment
optic modulator provided a frequency shift of 40 MHz, and this coefficients; this condition was applied to the computations

was 'down-mixed' to produce a frequency shift in the range 2 discussed below. The convergence for the numerical solution

KHz to 10 Maz. The beam spacing was 50emm. and a as based on the normalized root-mean-square (RMS) change

converging lens of 120 mm focal length produced a probe per iteration for each of the computed variables; a normalized

volume of 0.34 mm length, 34 gm diameter and a fringe spacing RNIS change of 10 4 was used as the criterion. For turbulent
o 9flow, using a 3-level multigrid. the typical computing time on a

of 1.39 gam. single i860 processor was around one hour.

The IFA-750 processor is a "burst correlator" capable of Fig. 6 shows the computed velocity profiles for laminar flow at
measuring Doppler signals up to 90 MHz with signal-to-noise ReF 2.3 x 105 and G = cm . 12 This reveals the flow structure
ratios (SNR) as low as -5dB. It was used in conjunction with a R 2
Viglen II PC to provide a computer-controlled system of predicted by Batchelor (46) from consideration of the solutions
measurement. As soon as the Doppler signal had been validated for laminar flow between infinite rotating discs. He deduced that

by the processor, the PC controlled the movement of the x-y there should be radially outward flow in thin boundary layers on

table, positioning the optical probe volume in its next location. It the discs and radially inward flow in a thin shear layer in the

was possible to achieve an entire axial distribution of either the midplane; contra-rotating cores of fluid occur between the shear

radial or the tangential component of velocity without user ;ayer and the boundary layers. and fluid moves axially across the

control. It was necessary, however, to rotate the transmission core from the shear layer to be entrained by the boundary layers.

optics manually through 900 to obtain the second component. r V./O

The optical axis was normal to the polycarbonate disc, and the 1
probe volume could be located with an axial uncertainty of 0. 13 at- X=OA5 .0I

mm by using a "target" on the stationary steel disc. It should be t
pointed out, however, that neither disc was flat : the steel disc aa- a,,n -
had a "run-out" of around ±0.25 mm and the polycarbonate disc 03 W 0
+1.1 mm. Despite this, it was possible to obtain velocity -a- -o-0.z-
measurements as close as 0.5 mm from the polycarbonate disc, I

but flare from the steel disc meant that under some conditions it -U]
was not possible to get closer than 1.5 mm. The spectral
distribution of the Doppler frequency produced by the IFA-750
processor meant that the presence of the disc could be readily 0.2 in
detected as a second peak in the distribution; this could be
filtered out to remove the disc contribution from the signal, and al- as- K-*
it was therefore possible to obtain measurements close to the
polycarbonate disc despite the large run-out. It was also possible a•a "
to obtain signals when the probe volume was actually inside the 0 D a0
polycarbonate disc : this was used to validate the measured -.a -0.5

tangential component of velocity which, at the disc surface, was
within 0.5% of the independently-measured angular speed of the -0o
disc.

For the tests described below, the air inside the cavity was
"seeded" with oil particles, of around I Vitt diameter, produced Fig. 6 Computed laminar velocity profiles between
from a Dantec particle generator. The particles were released into contra-rotating discs: G = 0.12, Re0 = 2.3 x 105
the air surrounding the disc, and sufficient numbers were
ingested into the wheel-space, through the clearance between the Stewartson (47) came to different conclusions and maintained
shrouds, to produce satisfactory Doppler signals. For the radial that, although boundary layers would form on the discs, there
component of velocity, however, it could take up to one minute would be neither a shear layer nor contra-rotating cores.
to obtain the 2000 samples necessary to achieve a validated
measurement. The so-called Batchelor-Stewartson controversy has been the

subject of many studies, and the interested reader is referred to
the comprehensive review of Zanbergen and Dijkstra (48) for
further details. Suffice it to say here that there are multiple
soluitions for the infinite-disc troblem, of which Batchelor's and
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Stewartson's are but two possibilities. For finite geometries, These observations lead to the following conclusions.
however, there is usually only one solution : for the
computations shown in Fig. 6, Batchelor-type flow occurs. (i) There is no evidence of laminar flow in the core even at

local rotational Reynolds numbers as low as x2Re, = 8.28 x
The fact that a flow can be computed does not, of course, mean l.(as rotational spes o f aRo 60

that it can exist in the real world. Fig. 6 shows that there are 10. (Measurements made at rotational speeds of around 60
many points of inflexion in the velocity profiles, particularly in rev/min have found no evidence of laminar flow in the core at
the shear layer, and these are associated with instability. Not local Reynolds numbers as low as x 2Re6 = 2.2 x 104.) This is
shown in Fig. 6 are the thin boundary layers on the shrouds in attributed to the inherent instability of Batchelor-type flow.
which two contra-rotating flows move axially towards each
other to meet in the midplane. Whilst the computations ensure (ii) The boundary layers on the discs remain laminar until at
that this flow remains laminar, nature does not. This is least x2Reo = 1.1 x 105. Transition starts before x 2Re0 = 1.47
discussed below. x 105, and the flow becomes fully turbulent before 1.66 x 105.

5.2 Comparison between computed and V,
measured results

Figs. 7 and 8 show the computed and measured velocities, from ['u i ,,
x = 0.6 to 0.85, for G = 0.12 and Ret = 2.3 x 105 and 1.25 x &I
106 respectively. Referring to Fig. 7, the following observations
can be made. u. -,

i) Neither the measurements nor the computed turbulent 'I"
velocities show the Batchelor-type flow structure displayed by _'.
the computed laminar results. Instead of the thin shear layer and U1 2
the two contra-rotating cores, radial inflow occurs inside a large | Si 148
central core that extends between the boundary layers on the as. Pa
discs and in which the tangential velocity is relatively small.

(ii) For x = 0.6 and 0.7, there is good agreement between the

computed laminar radial velocities and the measured values in In
the boundary layers on the discs; for x = 0.85. there is good
agreement between the computed turbulent radial and tangential
velocities and the measured values.V, X-jr VUJ•

S-.-SAS

.UIU

W' 14514 S

.-0 ZA

ij Fig 8. Comparison between computed and measured
•J -•0-, •velocity profiles between contra-rotating discs:.G = 0. 12, Re In= 1.25x 106.

=•- u=,• •turbulent computations;
• :"•... .o experimental measurements.

iutI II k (Fo the fre ds/,serfa, a lwusal eoe.,1 -/÷/ ii

4 unstable around x2Re = 2 x 105 and transition to turbulence is

_U -~ usually complete by 3 x 105. A highly polished disc can delay

I• :, advance it.) For the contra-rotating discs, the high turbulence

Al. as P level in the flow entrained by the discs from the central core is

........ presumed to be responsible for the early transition. The
turbulence model exhibits "premature transition" : computed-. transition on the discs starts before xReo = 3.8 x 104.

141. 145 2/

421 I= Fig. 8 shows that for Reo = 1.25 x 106 there is generally good

'J ,tzreemnent betveen the computed turbulent velocities and the
measured values. Even at x = 0.6, where x2Reu = 4.5 x 105,

Fig 7 Comparison between computed and measured the flow is completely turbulent.
velocity profiles between contra-rotating discs:
G=0.12. Re0=2.3xl05" 6. CONCLUSIONS

-- lamninar computations; For the computation of axisymmetric flow and heat transfer in
turbulent computations; rotating-disc systems, elliptic solvers. parabolic solvers and

0 experimental measurements. inteaal methods all have a part to play. For boundary-layer-
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dominated flows, all three techniques can be used, and simple 8. Pincombe, J.R. Optical measurements of the flow inside a
mixing-length models are often adequate for computing turbulent rotating cylinder. D.Phil. thesis, University of Sussex,
flows. Two (nonaxisymmetric) problems of practical importance 1983.
that have yet to be predicted accurately by elliptic solvers (or by
other methods) are the heated rotating cavity with an axial 9. Lapworth, B.L. and Chew, J.W. 1990 A numerical
throughflow and the ingress problem for a rotor-stator system. study of the influence of disc geometry on the flow and
With increasing use of multigrid methods and parallel heat transfer in a rotating cavity. 35th ASME International
computers, it is likely that both these and other nonaxisymmetric Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition,
problems will be solved in the coming years. Brussels, 90-GT-136, 1983.

A multigrid elliptic solver, using a low-Reynolds-number k-E 10. lacovides, H. and Theofanopoulos. Turbulence modelling
model for turbulent flow, and LDA measurements have been of axisvmmnetric flow inside rotating cavities. Int.J.Heat
used to give new insight into the axisymmetric flow between Fluid Flow, vol. 12, pp 2-11, 1991.
contra-rotating discs. The laminar computations show Batchelor-
type flow with radial outflow confined to thin boundary layers 11. Lonsdale, G. Solution of a rotating Navier-Stokes
on the discs and inflow in a thin shear layer in the midplane; problem by a nonlinear multigrid algorthm.J Comp.
between the two boundary layers and the shear layers are cores Phys., vol 74, pp 177-190, 1988.
of contra-rotating fluid. Although there is experimental evidence
for laminar boundary-layer flow on the discs (at local rotational 12. Vaughan, C.M., Gilham, S. and Chew, SW. Numerical
Reynolds numbers up to at least x2 Reb = 1. 1 x 105), no solutions of rotating disc flows using a non-linear
evidence has been found for the shear layer and contra-rotating multigrid algorithm. Proc. 6th Int. Conf. Num.
cores (even for Reynolds numbers as low as x2Reo = 2.2 x Meth.Lam.Turb.Flow., Swansea, pp 66-73 (Pineridge
104). The velocity measurements, and the turbulent Press), 1989.
computations, show that radial inflow occurs inside a single
central core that extends between the two boundary layers and in 13. Wilson, M., Kilic, M. and Owen, J.M. Computation of
which the tangential velocity is relatively small. Although the flow in rotating disc systems. ICHMT Int. Symp. on Heat
turbulence model predicts premature transition from laminar to Transfer in Turbomachinery, Athens, 1992.
turbulent flow in the boundary layers. the fully turbulent
computations (for x2Re:_ Ž4.5 x l0) are in good agreement t4. Ong, C.L. and Owen, J.M. Boundar'y-layer flows incompthations (ere veoiti 45x10)rotating cavities. 1. Turbomachinery, vol 111, ppwith the measured velocities. 341-348, 1989.

Future work on contra-rotating discs will include the effects of 15. Ong, C.L. and Owen, J.M. Prediction of heat transfer in a
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f ( = [1 - exp(-A.Re)]'(l + -)

Table A. 1 Re, = OlvR

and

( Fs F, So Rev = k-2Y/V
For the computations presented in this paper,

vs 
2
peff - A PeIl -- (p + 2pk) A,= 0.029

a s( 3A ,= 2 5

+ 1r (,Pqj and f. was never allowed to exceed unity (some velocity
profiles were computed on a single-grid code using Morse's

v) version of f,; these showed little difference from the results
-3&z presented here).

V, I) a- The approximations for the Reynolds stresses pv~v, appear-

a, 3) ing in the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for axisym-

--(2ue/ -- IA)r, metric flow are given in Table B.2.

+& 
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APPENDIX B:
LOW-REYNOLDS-NUMBER k - p(VT,)2 

-pk - 21,t' pv1, = -(- +
TURBULENCE MODEL

The terms given in Table B.1 are based on the model used 2

by Morse(refs 4-6), in which. D, E and F are extra terms p(v')2 = jpk - 21t %, pv' = -8-

added to the high-Reynolds-number form of the model, to I

represent near-wall behaviour. The production rate P of
turbulent kinetic energy (k) is given by:

P cA[2 ((8.)2 +(-8- )2 + (!r)2)

+(-8 + a)2 + (a)2 + (r-(t)) 2 I

The empirical coefficients appearing in the model are given
by:

C, 0.09; Ca, = 1.44;
C= 1.92 - 0.43ezp(-Re,/36);

•-=1.0; o=-1.22

The turbulent viscosity includes a near-wall damping func-
tion f,, where

At- Cjfpk2/c

The version of f. used by Morse for single-grid codes was
found by the present authors to give convergence'difficulties
in the multigrid code. The problem was overcome by using a
version of f, employed by Lam and Bremhorst (ref.49) where
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: D.J. Way, Defense Research Agency, Pyestock

How do you see our production capabiiities advancing in the next ten years?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

If the use of CFD methods in the design of internal air systems is to increase over the next
decade then it will be necessary to provide reliable experimental data for the validation of
the CFD codes. The rotating-disc research at the University of Bath is contributing to this
area and, as long as funding continues from industry and government agencies, the next
decade should see a significant advance in this area. However, one of the many
unfortunate effects of the present recession is to reduce the investment in research, and
without a crystal ball it is impossible to say what effect this will have on future progress.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: J.W. Chew, Rolls Royce

A difficulty in deciding which low-Reynolds-number k-F model to use across a range of
different rotating disc flows is that different near-wall damping functions are used in the
various papers on this subject. Do you intend to repeat earlier comparisons with data
using your recommended treatment?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
We have used variants of the Morse model and the Launder-Sharma model for rotating-
disc computations. As shown in this paper, the Morse model works well, but the Launder-
Sharma model is easier to implement in multigrid solvers and it gives better results for
transition flows between contra-rotating discs. Mr. Kilic is currently computing the
results for contra-rotating discs using the Launder-Sharma model.
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Heat Transfer and Leakage in High-Speed
Rotating Stepped Labyrinth Seals

W. Waschka, S. Wittig, S. Kim and Th. Scherer

Lehrstuhl und Institut fulr Thermische Stromungsmaschinen
Universitit Karlsruhe (T.H.)

Kaiserstr.12, W-7500 Karlsruhe (Germany)

ABSTRACT a W heat transfer coefficent

A new experimental and numerical research program was i - isentropic coefficent
conducted to determine the effects of rotation on the leak- , w thermal conductivity
age loss and the heat transfer coefficients of compressible A Z dynamic viscosityms

flows in modern high performance labyrinth seals. In this k density
study, the interest is focused on divergent shaped stepped

labyrinth seals. That type of labyrinth seal is the last one Subscripts:
within a row of different labyrinth seals, investigated at max maximum value
the University of Karlsruhe: straight-through, staggered meas measured value
labyrinth seals and convergent shaped stepped labyrinth num numerical value
seals have been the other geometries. ref reference value
For heat transfer and leakage loss measurements our high s refering to the flowtemperature test facility was used, providing realistic con- t turbulent

ditions of gas temperatures, pressure ratios as well as a value of wall
wide range of axial and peripheral Reynolds numbers . In w with o wato
addition, numerical codes have been verified by experimen- 0 wethlng chamber
tally obtained data. Heat transfer coefficients for the stator 0 settling chamberand the rotor are derived utilizing the well-known standard o eidtesa

k-e model and the Stanton-analogy. INTRODUCTION
The following report will discuss first some new rotational
effects, which are significant for the divergent shaped seal. Despite their unavoidable leakage, labyrinth seals remain

In addition, these results will be compared with those ob- the widely used sealing elements in turbo engines. Es-
tained from our other seal geometries studied. pecially in modern aero engines, which are operating at

extremely high gas temperatures and rotational speeds,

NOMENCLATURE labyrinth seals are often the only chance to provide the
A rn2 flow area, A = 21rrlfs farequired reliability. Of course, in some few applications,
CD discharge coefficent labyrinth seals could have been substituted by contact
a ds mass averaged axial velocity seals, such as brush seals or carbon seals, which provide a

smaller leakage rate. However, that substitution was lim-

cp h specific heat capacity ited to more moderate conditions, i.e. related to bearing
e - constant value chambers or to small shaft radii.

k !_ turbulent kinetic energy To restrict the undesired leakage to a minimum, labyrinth
rn mass flow rate seals have to work at very small running clearances. As
n 1 rotational speed a consequence, thermal delatations can strongly effect the

Nu Nusselt number, Nu = aj_ leakage characteristic of the seal. The thermal load of the
W s isi, seal as well as of important engine parts, which are in direct

heat flux contact to the seal, is another designers problem. To pro-
p constant value vide high efficiency and sufficient reliability of the whole en-"p pressure gine, therefore detailed informations of the leakage flow and

Pr - Prandtl number the heat transfer from the hot gas to the labyrinth compo-
R &g specific gas constant nents are an utmost premise. Although a lot of experimen-

r m radius tally and numerically obtained data on the leakage charac-
Re.. axial Reynolds number teristic and the heat transfer are available (Sheinin (1961),

Re Shvets (1963), Kapinos and Gura (1970, 1973), Metzger

Re. rot. Reynolds number and Bunker (1985), Wittig et al. (1985, 87, 89)), it has to
Re. = '"- be recognised that most studies do not consider rotational

A•rs,) effects. Moreover, the majority of the limited number of
s m gap- width data are confined on the leakage problem. Thus, infor-
T K temperature mations on rotational effects, which might influence both,
u - circumferential velocity heat transfer and leakage rate, are not commonplace. Of
U+ dimensionless velocity course, in many previous applications of labyrinth seals the
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Fig. 1: Test Section for Divergent Stepped Labyrinth Seal

shaft speeds were small compared to the axial flow veloc- Mini
ity and thus could have been neglected, tested by several g w h 4
authors (i.e. Yamada (1962), Stocker (1978)). But this gap- width 0.4 - 0.6
no more true for current applications, where the tip of the fin height 9.5

fins often reaches supersonic velocities and the flow rate step height 3.7

could have been decreased by smaller clearences and im- pitch 28.0

proved seal design. As a consequence, in many cases the fin radius 125.0

peripheral velocity of the seal exceeds the axial velocity of Tab. 1: Geometrical data
the flow.
At the University of Karlsruhe a research program has A conventional rotor support was chosen to avoid eccentric-
been conducted, focusing onto the rotational effects. The ities of the heavy rotor. Profiled struts, which support the
present report is an extension of our previous puplica- frontbearing, provide undisturbed flow conditions at the
tions (see Waschka et al. (1989, 1991)), dealing with entrance of the seal. A labyrinth seal between the bearing
straight-through, staggered and convergent shaped stepped support and the rotor reduces the pre- swirl, induced by
labyrinth seals. In this study, main interest is directed onto the rotating front disk of the rotor. This is necessary, as
the rotational effects on the heat transfer and the leakage the amount of the pre- swirl has a dominant effect on the
in divergent shaped labyrinth seals. To provide a general heat transfer at the entry of the labyrinth seal (Wittig et
understanding the following discussion will include results al., 1990).
of the other geometries, studied in our test rig, as well. For the determination of the heat transfer coefficients, a

steady state method has been chosen, which requires a
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND cooling of the labyrinth components. Thus real engine con-
INSTRUMENTATION ditions are provided. Whilst cold air is used as cooling fluid

The new test section for the stepped labyrinth seal (Fig. for the rotor, the stator is water cooled. However, smooth
1) is similar to our earlier test sections, where straight gas temperature profiles across the gap and the cavities
through and staggered labyrinth seals have been studied are ensured by keeping the rotor and stator wall temper-
(Waschka et al., 1990, 1991), therefore only short descrip- atures at equal temperature levels, preheating the cooling
tion will be included here. It consists of an inner rotating water. In addition, the air cooling system of the rotor is
part with five fins and a stationary outer part. Geometri- combined with a thrust balance to minimise the axial load
cal quantities are given in Tab. 1. To avoid a buckling of of the bearings.
the rotor, which would be very critical for the later analy- Air for the test section is supplied by a compressor (Fig.
sis of the leakage rates and the heat transfer, the two seal 2) with a pressure ratio of 4.0 and a maximum mass flow
supporters are kept flexible. The rotor is driven by an elec- of 0.5 kg/s. The mass flow rate is determined by one of
trical motor (max. 3000 rpm) in connection with a flat belt three orifice meters, applicable to the appropriate measure-
drive (transmission 1:7). ment range and connected to a precision water pressure

gauge. Further downstream, a 150 kW electrical heater
provides maximum gas temperature of 400 *C. Before en-
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Fig. 2: Test Facility

tering the test section, temperature and velocity profiles a rotational Reynolds number were found to be the char-
are smoothened in a specially designed plenum chamber. acteristic dimensionless parameters. These dimensionless

Instrumentation numbers as e defined as follows:

For the analysis of the labyrinth seal losses, a dimensionless Rer ag is m i tdischarge coefficient is used, which is defined as: a ti le om A relo

cD = "--- (1) and o ,/2 .2srildeal Re. = -(6)

where R(iis determined as the mass flow through an reorm
ideal nozzle, with identical cross-sectional flow area as in The reference cross-sectional area is calculated by A,.
the gap of the labyrinth seal and overall pressure ratio. 2 •lor l ri.,- a, which is based on the radius of the third
rhid..1 is calculated in the usual way fin (ri,.,.f ). For an accurate analysis, the determination of

the actual gap- width is one of the most critical elements,
Qideal " Po •A as centrifugal growth and thermal expansions reach under

(2) certain conditions 50% of the original clearance. Therefore,
To, sa specially designed clefranceometer was used as described

with by Waschka et and (1990). Above the finc one of the ca-
pacitive cleqirance gauges is mounted in the stator. Two

. Ine of tmpeu a additional capacitive clearanceometers are located at the
trance./ o e yh•• a pe I wstet and the last fin to determin e fecentricty of the

b i (t - i o ao te m rotor. To reduce the rotor eccentricity and displacement
to a minimum (e=5 /um) high precision spindle bearings

for subcritical pressure ratios. For supercritical pressure with an extremely small bearing play sire used.

troughs labyrinthosealstheaqial Rol nhemaxumbvler and instruThe local heat transfer coefficient is derived from

with the local heat flux do• = -A . V.- Tj..j determined
To suppress cooling effects while calculating discharge co- from the two dimensional temperature distribution in the
efficients for flows with heat transfer (which could lead to stator and the rotor. For the calculation of the tempera-
discharge coefficients bigger than 1), choice of correct tem- ture distribution a finite element program has been used,
perature in eq. 2 is important to avoid misunderstand. which requires the wall temperatures T., at each boundary
ing results. Instead of using the temperature at the en- knot of the finite element mesh. Therefore, local measured
trance of the labyrinth a mean temperature 11, was taken values are interpolated by rational spline functions. All
by considering temperature distribution along the com- surface temperatures and gas temperatures Ts were mea-
plete seal. To describe substantial properties of the flow sured by NiCr-Ni thermocouples. In Fig. 3, the principle
through labyrinth seals, the axial Reynolds number and instrumentation in one cross-sectional area is shown. The
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27 thermocouples of the rotor are integrated into the ro- it accounts for the elliptic character of the flow. All three
tating part of the telemetrical system, which includes time velocity components are solved as well as the energy equa-
multiplexer, amplifier, temperature compensation and fre- tion. In order to calculate the pressure distribution of

quency modulation of the signals. Total uncertainty of the flow field, the well-known SIMPLEC algorithm (van

the calibrated system is less than 1 K. Due to the lim- Doormal and Raithby, 1984) is adopted and has been ex-

ited number of available channels, the fins are not instru- tended by us to compute various flow problems (Wittig,

mented. But the heat flux is determined at the root of Bauer, Noll, 1987). Turbulence is considered by the stan-

the fins. Thus the calculated heat transfer coefficients for dard k - e- model and heat transfer is calculated using the

the regions of the fins are equivalent with fin heat transfer wall function, which is given by Pun and Spalding (1976).

coefficients. c.• 25 k0oT(
To provide information regarding rotational symetrically q = Prt(u+ + P)cpp(T, - T.) (9)
boundary conditions, the stator was instrumented with
thermocouples, pressure tabs and capacitive and mechani- with
cal clearanceometers in three different cross-sections. The P . 9.0(Pr Pr )-0.25 (10)
gas temperatures were also recorded at three different Prt Pr
cross-sectional positions in the plenum chamber, in the cen- For the solution of time-averaged Navier Stokes equations
ter of each cavity and at the exit of the seal. and the energy equation, two different schemes are em-
In addition, mean heat transfer coefficients were calculated ployed: First predictions have been made with a semi
by averaging the local values. To describe the influence of implicit procedure (SIP, Stone 1968). That method has
rotation on the heat transfer, Nusselt numbers are used for been extended by a conjugate gradient method (CG) re-
the rotor as well as for the stator: cently, which has reduced the required CPU time to about

8 minutes on an IBM 3090 computer. For the calculation

Nu = (8) a grid of 140 . 95 lines was chosen. Further refinements
A0(10) were tested. However, although the local solution of the

velocity field was improved, they do not affect either the
Further information is obtained by measuring the static global discharge coefficients nor the Nusselt numbers.
pressures in the plenum chamber, the cavities and a half Several differencing schemes has been tested as well. How-
pitch downstream the last fin. All pressure tabs are linked ever, calculations of the flow through labyrinth seals are
via a scanivalve with pressure gauge (max. 5 bar). In addi- quite difficult to perform, because of the relatively high ra-
tion, a precision water pressure gauge was used in the case tios of fin height to gap- width. Only the stable upwind
of small pressure differences across the seal. All pressure, scheme provides a stable solution.
temperature and capacitive signals as well as the rotational To verify our experiments the measured wall temperature
speed are recorded by a data acquisition system. distribution at the cold sides of the seal components and

the inlet gas temperature have been used.
NUMERICAL CODE

Our numerical code has been developed during the past DISCUSSION
years at our Institute and has been already described in an The present study is an extension of our earlier work on
earlier report (Waschka et al., 1991, Scherer et al.,1992). non-rotating scaled up (2-A) labyrinth seals. Pressure dis-
Based on a quasi three-dimensional finite volume method, tributions, friction factors as well as scaling effects are dis-
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cussed elsewhere by Wittig et al. (1982 and 1987a,b). In
this report focus is directed especially towards the influence
of rotational speeds. notor

S123.8 F Cperipheral velocity6Kin [rn/si

L L

-. ______ _____ . ~ L .Fig. 5a: Circumferential Velocity

In Fig. 6 the predicted distribution of the turbulent kinetic
Fig. 4: Rotational effects energy k for 15.000 rpm is compared to that without rota-

tion. High differences occur along the wall and in the shear

If one seal element is rotating, there are several rota- layers between the recirculation zones, with a higher pro-
tional effects, which can influence the leakage rate and the duction rate of turbulence at maximum rotational speed.
heat transfer, summarized in the diagrammatic sketch of a Therefore, it is to conclude, that the flow resistance in-
straight-through labyrinth (Fig. 4). One effect is indicated creases. However, that augmentation of k can not directly
by mark (1): Due to centrifugal forces the shearlayer shifts be contributed to a reduction of the leakage rate, because
radially outward, thus reducing the effective gap- width, some portion of the dissipated power is replaced by energy
An additional decrease of the effective gap- width is to be transfer from the rotating wall to the fluid. Nevertheless,
expexted in the near region of the tip of the fins (2), as the the static temperature of the flow can drastically increase
main flow there is partially removed by an centrifugal force in downstream direction by that power dissipation as has
driven outflow from the chamber. Moreover, even the quasi been discussed by McGreeban et al. (1989) and Waschka
two-dimensional flow field in the co-axial cross sectional et al. (1991), affecting via smaller fluid density the leakage
area can significantly change. So, it is well-known, that rate as well. The amount of temperature rise is depen-
in the chamber of straight-through labyrinth seals a sec- dent on the pre- swirl at the entrance of the seal, the heat
ond vortex can establish (3), whereas in divergent shaped transfer from the gas to the labyrinth components and the
stepped seals the main flow is deflected to the bottom of geometry of the seal itself. For our experiments, the static
the cavity (Fig. 5b). Another effect, which is due to an temperature T1 was little affected, with an maximal rise
additional peripheral velocity component, is a drastical in- of the static temperature across the seal measured to be
crease of the shear stresses (Fig. 4, (4),(5)), which leads to 3.4 K, at highest rotational speeds of 8000 rpm and overall
higher rates of turbulent kinetic energy respectively their labyrinth pressure ratio of 1.8. Despite a longer residence
dissipation. time of the flow within the seal, the temperature rise was

smaller at low pressure ratios (ir = 1.01, AT - 1.6°C), be-

rpm = 100

.......ii.

rpm = 15.000

Fig. 5b: Velocity Vectors (Axial and Radial Component)
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Fig. 6: Turbulent Kinetic Energy - Influence of Rotation

cause the dissipated power was reduced by the heat trans- pressure ratio of 1.8 the relative effect was smaller than
fer to the walls. Since the temperature rise has been only 1%. Nevertheless, for general application of the discharge
very small, the discharge coefficients were calculated by coefficients, this effect has been taken into account, uti-
labyrinth-averaged gas temperature T, only, as introduced lizing the net pressure drop ApI = Aptot - Ap, for the
in eq.2. However, for many technical applications the pe- calculation of the ideal mass flow ratio via eq.2.
ripheral velocity of the seal is higher than tested under Although the principle of these effects is known, only very
prevailing conditions and the power dissipation is of con- few data are available for their quantification, especially for
siderable relevance, as is shown in a seperate report by the heat transfer . In Fig. 7 the net-discharge coefficients
Scherer, Waschka and Wittig (1992). are plotted as a function of the axial Reynolds number for
Especially for radial or half-radial seals, such as stepped different rotational speeds. Especially at small Reynolds
labyrinth seals, an additional pressure drop across the seal, numbers, a large decrease of the discharge coefficients with
originated by centrifugal forces, must be considered by the increasing rotational speeds becomes evident. A closer ex-
designer too. Dependent on the main flow direction, that amination of the effect reveals the ratio of peripheral to
effect can lead either to an significant decrease (convergent axial Reynolds number as dominant parameter. That is
shape) or an increase (divergent shape) of the leakage rate. illustrated by Fig. 8, where the rotation dependent change
Since the amount of that effect strongly depends on the seal of the same discharge coefficients as shown in Fig. 7 is plot-
geometry either (i.e seal radius at entrance and exit), for ted as a function of the velocity ratio u,/c... This ratio
general comparability of different seal geometries an isola- can be seen as a measure of the ratio of circumferential to
tion of this additional pressure drop across the seal App is axial momentum of the flow. Obviously, the distribution
required. Therefore, App was calculated by an integration of the data as well as the onset of the rotational effect is
of the determining equation characterized by that velocity ratio. Same distribution is

found for both gap- witdh of 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm. This re-
dp = W2 3. po. r' • dre (11) sult agrees very well with our previously obtained data for

convergent shaped seal, with extremely small differences in
with the index s refering to the flow. The densities were de- the amount of that decrease only.
termined by measuring the temperature and pressure dis- The improving of our numerical program and the verifica-
tribution, while the angular velocity of the flow w, is based tion of the experiment has been another goal of our study.
on numerical data. However, frequently the flow field is not For comparisons, both experimentally and numerically ob-
known in detail. In this case, good results for the pressure tained data, indicated by the line, are plotted in Fig. 8.
correction will be achieved, if an averaged peripheral ve- An excellent agreement confirms that even the turbulence
locity of the flow as fs, = 0.4 • u. is assumed. A strong of labyrinth seal flow is non-isotropic, the k - e model pro-
effect was evident especially for the small overall pressure vides extremely reasonable results.
ratio of 1.01. At 10.000 rpm Ap, reaches about 75% of the
total pressure drop across the seal, whereas at the total
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Fig. 7: Discharge Coefficients - Influence of Rotation

Heat transfer measurements were performed in addition to a limitation given by the telemetric system. However, heat
the flow measurements discussed. Gas temperatures at seal input to the rotor via the fins is considered by locating
inlet of 350°C have been provided and wall temperatures thermo-couples very close to the bottom of the fins.
were kept at 35°C for the cold side of the stator and 60°C Fig. 9 reveals an increase of the local heat transfer coef-
for the rotor side. In Fig. 9 the distribution of the heat ficients towards higher rotational speeds, with a slightly
transfer coefficients for the stator and the rotor is shown higher relative augmentation at the entrance, and a nearly
for a pressure ratio of 1.8 and rotational speeds, varying constant amount downstream of the second fin; similar for
from 0 to 8000 rpm. Two parallel lines indicate the posi- the stator and for the rotor. The stronger effect at the
tion of the steps, whereas single lines mark the positions of entrance region of the seal is due to the very high accel-
the fins. It has to be mentioned, that the fins itself are not eration of the flow in circumferential direction. Since the
instrumented with thermoelement couples, which is due to acceleration length also depends on the pre- swirl, identical

inlet conditions were ensured, using profiled struts for the

S pressure ratio i pressure ratio

s.: 0.40 mm (= 1.01 sN= 0.60 mm (D= 1.01
&: 1.02 &: 1.02

1 0 1.06 0 =: 1.06

- Experiment += 1.11 += 1.11
ZX= 1.32 Xf= 1.32
* = 1.90 *= 1.90

° i
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diverfent

10"2 1"' 100 10' 101 to" t0" to to' 110
U./¢= LUw/CM,

Fig. 8: Discharge Coefficients - Influence of Velocity Ratio
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reduction of the pre- swirl, heat transfer rates, in convergent shaped seal highest heat
It has been already mentioned, that although the geome- transfer rates occur at the forward step and the bottom of
try of divergent and convergent shaped stepped labyrinth the cavity (Waschka et al., 1991), whilst in the divergent
seals are in principle identical, opposite flow directions shaped seal a maximum is revealed at the fins.
lead to completely different velocity fields, which conse- Another difference becomes evident, if the shaft is rotat-
quently does affect the heat transfer from the hot gas to ing. Whilst in convergent shaped stepped seals rotation
the labyrinth components as well. Fig. 5b presents a does not qualitatively affect the two-dimensional co-axial
plot of the quasi two-dimensional flow field in a co-axial velocity field and only leads to an increase of the vortex
cross-sectional area at 15.000 rpm. Detailed information streught of the two counterrotating vortices, for divergent
on the peripheral velocity component within the cavity is shaped seals the situation is considerable different. Here,
given in Fig. 5a. In contrary to divergent shaped seal, in the near region of the rotating fins the fluid is radially
where the main flow seperates at the backward step and driven outward, because of the centrifugal forces. Thus, to
impinges further downstream onto the fin, in convergent satisfy continuity, the main flow, which originally impinges
shaped stepped seals the main flow direction is diverted by on somewhere close to the midst of the fin, is suet to the
the steps of the stator towards the bottom of the cham- bottom of chamber, as shown in Fig. 5b. However, a com-
ber. Since impingement is commonly related with high parison of the influence of rotation on the global Nusselt

Experiment Prediction s = 0.40 mm
Re.. : Re.,

- 322 300 _____, _

J 678 1100 All
0 1080 51 00

C4 5022 I

Stator Rotor

Fig........ .. 10...... t. umbe.. -Infle. of. R . = 0.4 Im m .....

tg,/C,, U"/CM

Fig. 10: Nusselt Numbers -- Influence of Rotation, a = 0.4 mmr
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Fig. 11: Nusselt Numbers - Influence of Rotation, a = 0.6 mm

numbers (Fig. 10;11) reveals only slight differences be- flight conditions, where small Reynolds numbers occur, ro-

tween both stepped seals. Correlations of Nusselt numbers tation can lead to a significant improvement of the leakage

for no rotation Nu. have been presented by (Wittig et al. behaviour but also to a critical augmentation of the Nus-

(1987)): 
selt numbers. Excellent agreement between experiments

Nu. = 0.747. Re. 3
0 -' • (t/s)-

0 "5  (12) and predictions were found.
Future work is directed towards a detailled study regarding

for the stator and the influence of pre- swirl on leakage rates, heat transfer

and power dissipation in typical labyrinth seals.

Nu. = 1.673- Re.°0 '• (t/s)-4'T' (13)
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: C. Hah, NASA Lewis Research Center

What is the Mach number range of the flow?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The maximum Mach number was very close to unity. However, at these high Mach
numbers the velocity ratio was far below unity so no effect of rotation was found on either

the leakage or heat transfer. It is no problem, however, to predict the flow and the heat
transfer at this rotational speed as shown in the presentation.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: C. Hah, NASA Lewis Research Center

What was the boundary conditions at inflow and outflow for the numerical analysis?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The outflow conditions for the numerical calculations were parabolic outflow conditions
(von Neumann condition). The flow inlet conditions were preswirl ratios of 0.5
(tangential velocity of the fin divided by the axial velocity of the flow at the entrance of the
seal). In general, the preswirl ratio has a strong effect on the heat transfer rates at the
inlet region of rotor and states. For comparison reasons, the boundary condition was
chosen in accordance to the experimental boundary conditions. In addition, I think that
for most engine applications we will find a preswirl ratio of 0.5 as well.
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Fluid Flow and Heat Transfer in the Entrance Region of an Annulus
Between Independently Rotating Tubes with a Turbulent Axial Flow

Hi. Pfitzer, T. Rothe and H. Beer
Institut for Technische Thermodynamik

"Technische Universitat Darmstadt
PetersenstraBe 30
6100 Darmstadt

Germany

SUMMARY r radial coordinate
Experimental and numerical investigations of turbulent r1  radius of inner tube
flow and heat transfer have been performed in the r, radius of outer tube
entrance region of a concentric annulus between rm radius of annular center line r. = (rl+r 2) 2
independently rotating tubes. The horizontally mounted s gap width (s = r, - r,)
test section has an electrically heated outer wall and an t rms temperature fluctuation
adiabatic inner wall. The mean heat transfer rate in the T time mean temperature
hydrodynamic and thermal entrance region as well as the Ta Taylor number
local Nusselt number at the axial position z/db = 60, Vr, v,, vZ rms velocity fluctuations in r,(p,z-direction
which is the end of the rotating annular channel, were turbulent heat flux
determined experimentally. Hotwire- and thermocouple- 7v- kinematic Reynolds stress
probes allowed for measurement of velocity and VY, V.,, V, time mean velocity in r. p,z-direction
temperature distributions at the end of the annulus. V, mean axial velocity over annular cross section
Numerical predictions, applying a k-e eddy viscosity / axial coordinate
model with a modification by the flux Richardson number,
are compared with the experimental results. [he ;reek Symols
comparison shows that general effects of the rotation can a heat transfer coefficient
be predicted quite well with the aid of a simple turbulence e dissipation rate of turbulent energy
model. Due to stabilizing or destabilizing effects of (e = v Xj. di/j )
centrifugal forces in the fluid and due to the additional C modified dissipation rate (eq. 14)
shear stress, the rotation of the inner and the outer tube e dimensionless temperature (eq. 4)
influences remarkably fluid flow and heat transfer in the K radius ratio (K = r, / r2)
annulus. X thermal conductivity

P dynamic viscosity
LIST OF SYMBOLS v kinematic viscosity

p density
Nomenclature T shear stress
e specific heat at const. pressure (P tangential coordinate
d, hydraulic diameter (db = 2 r2(l-K))
k turbulent kinetic energy (k = ½v"1. ) Subscripts and Superscripts
L length of rotating test section b bulk
N, rotation rate of inner tube (N, = V,1 / V•) I inner wall
N2  rotation rate of outer tube (N2 = V92 / Vi) 2 outer wall
Nu, local Nusselt number 0 at z=0
Nu. mean Nusselt number kr critical
p time mean static pressure m mean
Pr Prandtl number t turbulent

heat flux density at outer wall w wall
Re, flow-rate Reynolds number (Re, = Vz dn/v) - dimensionless
Re,, rotational Reynolds number at inner tube

(Re,, = V,1 db/v) 1. INTRODUCTION
Re, 2  rotational Reynolds number at outer tube In rotating machinery, e.g. electrical and turbomachinery,

(Re, 2 = V, 2 db /v) chemical mixing and separation devices etc., rotating fluids
Rir flux Richardson number (eq. 15) are of importance. Therefore, fluid flow and heat transfer
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in rotating channels have gained increased interest since transfer to a fluid flowing inside the annular gap. Fluid
many years. flow and heat transfer were studied experimentally and

numerically in the hydrodynamic and thermal entrance
Taylor (Ref. 1) investigated the stability of the flow region. The effects of centrifugal forces, due to tube
between two concentric rotating cylinders. He found rotation, are visualized by velocity, temperature and
regular toroidal vortices in the annular gap for rotational Nusselt number distributions. To our knowledge these are
speeds of the inner cylinder above a critical value. These the first investigations performed in an annulus between
socatled Taylor vortices develop because of an instability co-rotating and counter-rotating tubes with turbulent axial
of the laminar flow due to a strong decrease of centrifugal flow.
forces with increasing radius. In a closed annular gap with
no axial throughflow and with a rotating inner tube, 2. EXPERIMENTS
Taylor vortices will arise at Taylor numbers l'akr z 41.2. A schematic outline of the horizontally mounted

V1 (r2 - rd) experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The rotating
Ta = V and heated test section has a length of L/dh = 60.94,

"v• •.r with a radius ratio r, /r2 = 0.8575 and an outer tube i. d.

of D = 180 mm. The outer tube is heated electrically with
a thin heating foil by means of a slip ring arrangement.

With the aid of a bifurcation analysis for Re, - 0, The inner tube is made of synthetic, low conductivity
Chandrasekhar (Ref. 2) found a stabilizing effect by an material to obtain adiabatic conditions and is coated with
imposed axial flow. For small flow-rate Reynolds numbers a very thin tin foil to minimize heat radiation.
Re,, the critical Taylor number increases according to

Tab,(ReZ) = Ta%(Re = 0) + 26.5 P2 (2) In order to measure the axial development of the wall
temperatures, both tubes are instrumented with
thermocouples. The thermoelectric voltages were

The combined axial and rotational flow in an annulus with transmitted from the inner rotating tube to the stationary
a rotating inner cylinder was studied experimentally by instrumentation with the aid of slip rings and from the
Kaye and Elgar (Ref. 3). For flow-rate Reynolds numbers outer rotating tube by a telemetric device.
Re. < 2000, four flow regimes were detected in the
annular gap At the end of the heated and rotating section a cylindrical

laminar flow three-hole aerodynamic probe as well as a hotwire probe
laminar flow with Taylor vortices could be inserted into the annular gap through small holes
turbulent flow and traversed in radial direction, in order to obtain axial
turbulent flow with Taylor vortices, and tangential velocity profiles. Step motors rotate the

probe automatically against the main flow direction of the
The changes in the structure of the vortices with fluid. Temperature profiles could be detected by a
increasing axial velocity were investigated by Gu and traversable thermocouple probe on the other side of the
Fahidy (Ref. 4) by visualization. At small axial flows the annular gap at the end of the rotating test section.
individual Taylor cells get inclined and partial overlapping
begins to appear. With further increase in the axial flow Air is supplied by a centrifugal blower which is arranged
rate, the cell structure degenerates progressively to a at the end of the test rig to avoid heating of the air
disorderly pattern. At high axial flow rates the Taylor cells outside the test section. The inlet consists of an air filter,
are hardly detectable and the complete degeneration of honeycombs and two wire mesh screens. The inlet section
Taylor vortices is assumed. has a non-rotating length of six hydraulic diameters

(d, = 2(r 2 - rj)) with the same radius ratio as the rotating
Kuzay (Ref. 5) experimentally studied the turbulent flow test section. Behind the heated test section a mixing
and heat transfer in a concentric annulus between a chamber for measuring the exit bulk temperature, a
stationary and uniformly heated outer tube and a rotating downstream nonrotating pipe, a Venturi nozzle for
adiabatic inner tube. The rotation rate N, = V, 1 /VZ was measuring the flow rate and the centrifugal blower are
varied up to 2.8 in the flow-rate Reynolds number range arranged. Rotation of both tubes was accomplished by
1.5,104~ < Re! < 6.5104. Imposing a rotation to the means of two variable speed d.c. motors and pulley drives.
axial flow, he found that the wall temperature of the The drive mechanisms provided continuous variation of
outer tube diminished and the radial temperature profiles the rotational speed from 50 to 2000 r.p.m..
at the end of the heated annular gap, with a length of 36
hydraulic diameters, appreciably flattened. With increasing The flow-rate Reynolds number Re, was varied in the
rotation, the inner boundary temperature rises while the range 3000 ! Re, = V1 d, /v ,: 30000 up to rotational
outer wall temperature drops sharply. Therefore, the Reynolds numbers Re,, = V,, dh /V ! 20000 at the
N,:sselt number of a mixed-mode flow increases with inner tube and Re, 2 = V, 2 d,, /v e 30000 at the outer
increasing rotational velocity of the inner tube. tube. Heat transfer coefficients and Nusselt numbers were

determined from measurements of the inlet and outlet air
This paper describes the effect of independently rotating temperatures, the wall temperatures of the outer heated
inner and outer tube of a concentric annulus on the tube and the mass flow. The local Nusselt number is
velocity and temperature distribution and on the heat
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Fig. 1: Experimental apparatus

based on the local difference between wall temperature of the mean temperature difference determined by
and fluid bulk temperature. With a uniform outer heat numerical integration of the local temperature differences
flux density ,,, the local Nusselt number can be over the length of the rotating test section.
expressed as:

ad 3. EXPERIMENTAL HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS
Nu. (3) In the experimental investigations of heat transfer in the

" (Tw - Tb) A' hydrodynamic and thermal entrance region, a significant

influence of rotation on beat transfer and fluid flow was
After introducing the dimensionless temperature observed.

T.T (4 In Figs. 2 - 5 the measured mean Nusselt numbers, Nu.,

4.. dý at different flow-rate Reynolds numbers are plotted as
;L "functions of the two rotation rates N, and N2 . In this

the local Nusselt number Nu, can be calculated from the presentation Nu. has been divided by the Nusselt number
helocal differene nbetwee can the dime nlatess wa Num.o , measured for the non-rotating annulus. With

local difference between the dimensionless wall stationary outer tube (N2 = 0) and increasing N1 , a
temperature and the fluid bulk temperature. remarkable rise in the Nusselt number can be observed.

Nu, = 1 (5) An additional counter-rotating outer tube (N2 < 0) again
'a. -O-b leads to a small increase of the Nusselt number. On the

other hand the heat transfer rates decrease down to their"T'he fluid bulk temperature in an annulus with uniformly mnmm ntecs fc-oaigtbs( 2 >0,we

heated outer wall and adiabatic inner wall, increases minimum, in the are sof co-rotating tubes (N2 > 0), when

linearly as a function of the dimensionless axial coordinate the tubes have nearly the same number of revoluthion e In
2 = z/dhthe region 0.6 < N, / N2 < 0.9 a small decrease of the

2 = z/dh .Nusselt number can be detected. A sole rotation of the

4 1 (6) outer tube has only an unimportant influence on the beat

Re. Pr (1 +x) transfer rate in the range of Reynolds numbers under

The mean Nusselt number Nu, is calculated with the aid consideration.
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Rez=3000

4.z

Nu

N 2 N,

Fig. 3: Three-dimensional representation of the measured mean Nusselt numbers Nu, as a function of N, and N2 at
Re, = 3000 .

Rez=1000

Nu-

NuFig. 3: Three-dimensional representation of the measured mean Nusselt numbers Nu. as a function of N1 and N2 at
Re2 = 5000.

Re,= 10000

Nuo

Fig. 4: Three-dimensional representation of the measured mean Nusselt numbers Nu. as a function of N, and N2 at
Re, = 10000 .
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Rez=20000

Its
N u , l
N u,.,I

NZ N •

Fig. 5: Three-dimensional representation of the measured mean Nusselt numbers Nu. as a function of N, and N7 at
Re, = 20000 .

At high flow-rate Reynolds numbers, Re. = 30000,
measurements could be made only for rotation rates a (prV2)+ ..- (prVatV)= ( 8)p
N < I. In this case no significant changes in heat transfer az at a s ar, (8)
were determined. - p a(rv-)

-r a-- - oS
Co-rotating or counter-rotating tubes have a very different -r

influence on heat transfer in an annular gap, as revealed
above. Heat transfer will decrease with radially growing a a a
tangential velocity and small differences between the -(Pr 2 V1V (Pr 2 

V'V - ~ ar V)
rotational speeds of the two tubes. In contrast to this, the az art r ) at ar (9)
heat transfer rates rise with radially decreasing tangential _ r -

velocity and very different rotational speeds of the tubes. 2 i rV, - r v 2r 2 v1v,

This behavior can be explained by the different effects of

a stabilizing or destabilizing distribution of centrifugal
forces in the fluid, caused by the radially growing or
diminishing tangential velocity on the one hand and an = 2 (10)
increasing shear stress, due to a growing difference at r
between both rotational speeds on the other hand. In the
case of counter-rotating tubes both turbulence intensifying
effects of a radially decreasing tangential velocity near the
inner wall and a large difference in rotational speeds p c a (rV.T) + - (rV,T)] - -L IT )
superimpose. In an annulus with co-rotating tubes the at at at (11)
turbulence suppression by a stabilizing centrifugal force a
distribution and small differences between the rotational - - (r p c, 7)
speeds causes a small decrease in Nusselt number.

Finally, it should be pointed out that all experimental The correlations of velocity fluctuations in eq. (8) and (9)
results have been gained for a radius ratio which are the Reynolds stresses and the correlation of
r, / r, = 0.8575. velocity fluctuation and temperature fluctuation in

eq. (11) which is the turbulent heat flux, are evaluated
4. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS with a modified k-c eddy-viscosity model.
4.1 Conservation Equations
The calculation is based on the time-averaged boundary 4.2 Turbulence Model
layer type conservation equations of mass, momentum and The turbulence model applied to the present calculations
energy in an axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system. is the k-c two equation model for near-wall flows accor-
The basic equations for an incompressible fluid with ding to Launder and Sharma (Ref. 7), modified by the
constant fluid properties are: Richardson number as proposed by Rodi (Ref. 8). The

a (kinetic energy of turbulence k and its dissipation rate c
- (prV) .(prV,) = 0 (7) are calculated from the following transport equations:az at
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a a ( ~\ak1 Gk1.0,0 1.3.
(prVk) + (prVk) The influence of the flux Richardson number on the

IZ ar ar a. ar (12] dissipation rate e in equation (13) is adjusted by the
(12) constant C.3 which was determined according to

aVA * experiments by Pfitzer (Ref. 6):
rp, -J-r r - 2 -r pe

ar rrar) R - 0 c,3 = 0.9

Rif> 0 C, =2.7
- (prY.e) + a (prV, e)= - V r . " - The Reynolds shear stress terms p-v- and p-ý"v. in eqs.az ar ar 0 . ar (8) and (9) are modelled by the aid of the turbulent

E ')21 (13) viscosity and the velocity gradients as
+ C~t(I ÷C,3Ri1) rp1.5.1(• + (r a(V) 1  (3 8V1  20C.( C.R)r, (20)k ( Vr( r- P vrvz = PIt ar

r22

2a (' 2
2  

2 a (V.Y- (21)
Ecr~ + 2rvp i I-I. r! - -v, p r --CArP- I ak r ar , r )) r

The turbulent heat flux in r-direction can be expressed aswith

2)_,, = - " (22)
e = e - 2v (14) Pr, ar1 ar)

with the turbulent Prandtl number Pr, . Kays and
the modified dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy Crawford (Ref. 9) proposed the following distribution for
and the turbulent Prandtl number in a wall-bounded shear

2V a (V flow.

Pjf +r r (1)(23+ t )rC( v, ( (V, t'~ 2Pr. 9Pr,. ILat~~~ ~ ( ayT1-ep ,PrP' (3
The flux Richardson number, defined by equation (15), 1 - Ixp C .__! Pr Pr.t
describes the effect of streamline curvature on turbulence.
The streamline curvature will diminish turbulent transport with Pr = 0.71, Pr.. = 0.65 and C = 0.1 used in this
in flows in which the angular momentum of the flow analysis.
increases with radius and will augment it in the opposite The local and the mean Nusselt number are calculated
case. [he turbulent dynamic viscosity p, is determined according to the definition in section 2.
from the relation which assumes an isotropic eddy
viscosity. 4.3 Boundary Conditions

k2 ( The parabolic nature of the boundary-layer equations
P C, f P ( requires that boundary conditions be provided on three

sides of the solution domain. In addition to initial
The wall functions f7, and s proposed by Launder and conditions for the momentum, turbulence and energy
Sharma (Ref. 7), are defined as follows: equations, the heat fluxes at the surfaces of both tubes

are prescribed and the zero slip condition holds.- 3.4 a

f" = exp (17) r =r: V, =0 , V, =V0,, VT0, - =0,

r=r5: V,=0, V, =V V, 0,

f2 =I - 0.3 exp (- Re,2) (18) k - 0, 0 ar A

with k2  
z =0: p=Po , V, =0, V =V,(r), T=To

vt (19) k = k(r). e = c(r)

Most empirical constants in eqs. (12), (13) and (16) are For simplification the inlet profile of the dependent
those which are normally adopted in the k-e model and variables V, , k and e are determined refering to a fully
are listed as follows: C,, = 0.09, CI, = 1.44, C, 2 = 1.92, developed turbulent flow in an annulus without rotation.
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The tangential velocity V, at the inlet section is set to
zero, except at the tube walls.

The above-mentioned differential equations are solved 2.0-

numerically, applying a finite-volume method with 150 - Nt = 1 o
grid points, located in the radial direction at nonuniform --- Nt = 2
intervals. Theory Experiment

S. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 1 .5-1 ReZ = 10000
In the experimental and numerical investigations of heat V
transfer in the hydrodynamic and thermal entrance region,
a significant influence of rotation on heat transfer and V

fluid flow was observed. The radial distribution of the 1.0, ••
fluid velocity and the temperature were measured at the
end of the test section (z7db = 60) and calculated for the .
same position. The special case, the inner tube rotating -' A"'' A
and the outer tube at rest, shall be presented first.

0.5-4
5.1 Rotation of the Inner Tube 1\

For mere inner tube rotation, the measured velocity and 0

temperature distributions are plotted in Figs. 6 - 8. They
are compared with numerical results, calculated with the
aid of the above-mentioned theoretical model. 0.0 - ' _ I .... _ ....

0.90 0.95 1 .00

At the entry of the annulus an additional shear stress r 0

occurs in order to accelerate the fluid in tangential r2
direction, due to the rotating inner wall. This causes an
additional production of turbulent kinetic energy, Fig. 7: Tangential velocity distribution in an annulus
enhanced by the radially decreasing angular momentum with a rotating inner tube and a stationary outer
which destabilizes the flow. tube.

With increasing rotation rate N, , the velocity profiles in
axial and tangential direction approach a more turbulent

0.08-
N1 =0 a

S- Nt  2

1.0- 6, 0.06- Theory Experiment

Z Rez = 10000

0.04--

0.5- Rez = 10000 ,,

Theory Experiment 0.02 A

N1 =0 o

NN 1 = 1 -

0.0 1 1 1 .0.00
0.90 0.95 1.00 0.90 0.95 1.00r" r

r2  r2
Fig. 6: Axial velocity distribution in an annulus with a Fig. 8: Temperature distribution in an annulus with a

rotating inner tube and a stationary outer tube. rotating inner tube and a stationary outer tube.
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Nuz -
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0 - ' I------
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Fig. 9: Development of the local Nusselt number in an annulus with a rotating inner tube and a stationary outer tube.

120- Nj=0, N2 = 0 o

" - N1 =1, N?=-I o Rez = 10000
100- Nt =2, N2  -2 A

"Theory Experiment

80-
Nuz ,a

6 0 - - , -

40- "0 13 [1u
0- -•--0 ..-----------• . . . . . 0 ---- 0~ ---- e ---- 0 _11

20 
-

60

0 10 20 30 40 Z 50 60

Fig. 10: Development of the local Nusselt number in an annulus with counter-rotating tubes.

shape which corresponds to increasing turbulent inner wall with a slope more gentle than in the non-

fluctuations in the fluid. The profiles get flattened in the rotating case.

core, whereas, an increase of the velocity gradients at
both walls can be observed. It should be pointed out that The development of the local Nusselt number Nu, in axial

the tangential velocity profile (Fig. 7) has not attained its direction is depicted in Fig. 9 . With uniform heating at

fully developed shape at the axial position z/dh 60. In the outer wall, the Nusselt number decreases throughout

this case the tangential velocity at the centerline of the the length of the first ten hydraulic diameters, because of

gap would be half the rotational speed of the inner tube, an increasing thermal boundary-layer thickness. As soon

as calculated by Pfitzer (Ref. 6). as the angular momentum reaches the outer wall, the heat

transfer intensifies and especially for N = 2 , the Nusselt

The radial temperature distributions, with the number increases remarkably.
temperature normalized according to equation (4), change
in the same way and get appreciably flattened by rotation. 5.2 Counter-rotatlng Tubes

The outer wall temperature drops sharply with inner tube For counter-rotating tubes, the effects of the rotation rates

rotation and the profile continues towards the adiabatic N, and N2 on the axial and tangential velocity distribution
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0.08- 0 .08- Nt=0, N2 = 0 o

- N1 =1. N2 =-1 3

-- N, =2, N2 =-2 &
1.0- 0.06- Theory Experiment

- Rez 10000

0.04-

0.5- Rez = 10000

,-6 1
-0

Theory Experiment 0.02- - /

N, =0, N2 = 0 a

N1 =1, N2 = -1 0

N, =2, N2 = -2 a
0.0 .. . 0.00-

0.90 0.95 1.00 0.90 0.95 1.00r r"

r2  r
Fig. 11: Axial velocity distribution in an annulus with Fig. 13: Temperature distribution in an annulus with

counter-rotating tubes. counter-rotating tubes.

and on the temperature profile are depicted in

2.0- 
Figs. 11 - 13.

- N= 1, N2 = 01 In this case an additional shear stress c,, is induced by
N1 =2, N2 = -2 A the rotation of the inner and the outer tube, enhancing

Theory Experiment the turbulent fluctuations from both sides of the gap.
1  -MBesides that, the developing tangential velocity profile

\ Rez = 10000 causes a stabilizing distribution of centrifugal forces
V9 \ (Rif > 0) in the outer half of the gap, and a destabilizing
Vz -" '4distribution (Rif < 0) in the inner half. Both phenomena

are superimposed, whereby the turbulence suppressing

0.0 effect of the positiv Richardson number in the outer half
of the gap is of less influence than the turbulence
enhancing shear stress Tr.

As for mere inner tube rotation, the velocity profiles in
-1.0- ,axial direction (Fig. 11) attain a more turbulent shape

with increasing rotation rates N, and N2 which
corresponds to increasing turbulent fluctuations in the
fluid. In Fig. 12 the experimental results of the tangential
velocity are in close agreement with the theory. The

-2.0 - analysis makes also evident that in this case the fluid flow
0.90 0.95 1.00 is fully developed at z/dh a 60 .r

"r2  Concerning the radial temperature distribution in Fig. 13,
the same effects as for a sole rotation of the inner tube

Fig. 12: Tangential velocity distribution in an annulus can be observed even more pronounced. The curves are
with counter-rotating tubes. alinged in an orderly manner in passing from the uniform

heat flux outer boundary to the adiabatic inner boundary.
At the outer wall a large temperature decrease can be
detected. With increasing rotation in the opposite
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direction, the inner boundary temperature increases and 2. Chandrasekhar, S., "The Stability of Spiral Flow
the temperature at the outer wall decreases. Between Rotating Cylinders", Proc. Roy. Society

London, A 265, 1961, pp 188-196.
The development of the local Nusselt number Nu, for
counter-rotating tubes is plotted in Fig. 10. A comparison 3. Kaye, J. and Elgar, E.C., "Modes of Adiabatic and
with Fig. 9 for mere inner tube rotation reveals that the Diabatic Fluid Flow in an Annulus with an Inner
influence of turbulence intensification on heat transfer Rotating Cylinder", Journal of Heat Transfer, 80,
sets in closer to the entry with an additional outer tube 1958, pp 753-765.
rotation. Furthermore, a larger increase of the local
Nusselt number Nu. can be observed for counter-rotating 4. Gu, Z.H. and Fahidy, T.Z., "Visualization of Flow
tubes. Patterns in Axial Flow Between Horizontal Coaxial

Rotating Cylinders", The Canadian Journal of
5.3. Influence of radius ratio Chemical Engineering, 63, 1985, pp 14-21.
All experimental and theoretical results in this analysis
have been gained for a radius ratio r1 / r2 = 0.8575 . 5. Kuzay, T.M., "Turbulent Heat and Momentum

Transfer Studies", Ph.D. Thesis, University of
Pfitzer and Beer (Ref. 10) studied the influence of the Minnesota, 1973
radius ratio on heat transfer with the aid of a theoretical
model for fully developed flow. Their investigation leads 6. Pfitzer, H., "Konvektiver Wirmetransport im axial
to the following conclusion. In a narrow annulus and for durchstr~mten Ringspalt zwischen rotierenden
specified rotation rates, the gradient of the circumferential Ilohlwellen", Doctoral Thesis, Technische
velocity is larger than in a wide annulus. The larger shear tlochschule Darmstadt, 1991
stress r,, in the fluid leads to an excitement of
turbulence and, therefore, to an increase in heat transfer. 7. Launder, B.E. and Sharma, B.I., "Application of the
On the other hand, the laminarizing effect of the Energy-Dissipation Model of Turbulence to the
distribution of the stabilizing centrifugal forces, expressed Calculation of Flow Near a Spinning Disc", Letters
by the Richardson number, gains influence in a wide in Heat and Mass Transfer, 1, 1974, pp 131-138.
annulus.

8. Rodi, W., "Influence of Buoyancy and Rotation on
6. CONCLUSIONS Equations for the Turbulent Length Scale", 2nd Int.
In turbulent annular flow, inner and outer tube rotation Symp. on Turbulent Shear Flows, London, 1979,
produce significant effects on the velocity and pp 10.37-10.42.
temperature fields as well as on heat transfer rate. These
effects were studied experimentally and numerically in the 9. Kays, W.M. and Crawford, M.E., "Convective Heat
hydrodynamic and thermal entrance region of a concentric and Mass Transfer", New York, McGraw-Hill Book
annulus between independently rotating tubes. In the Company, 1980 (ISBN 0 07 033457 9)
theoretical study a modified k-c Turbulence model was
applied, taking into account the influence, of streamline 10. Pfitzer, H. and Beer, H., "Heat Transfer in an
curvature on turbulence. Annulus Between Independently Rotating Tubes

with a Turbulent Axial Flow", Int. Journ. of Heat
The investigations reveal a clear enhancement of the and Mass Transfer, 35, 1992, pp 623-633.
Nusselt number with increasing rotation of the inner tube.
An additional counter-rotating outer tube leads to a
further small 'ncrease in heat transfer. On the other hand
the Nusselt number decreases with co-rotating tubes down
to its minimum, when the outer tube rotates a little faster
than the inner tube. The mere rotation of the outer tube,
with the inner tube being at rest, has only an unimportant
influence on heat transfer for the radius ratio
r, / r? = 0.8575 .

Finally, it has to be pointed out that Taylor vortices could
not be detected using the hotwire probe in the range of
parameters under consideration.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: W. Waschka, BMW Rolls Royce

What were the tangential to axial velocity ratios at the inlet of the annulus? That ratio
strongly influences the heat transfer rates and the laminar/turbulent transition at the
very entrance of the annulus.

AUTHORS REPLY:
As stated in the paper, the tangential velocity for all cases was equal to zero at the inlet of
the test section.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

For which Reynolds number does transition occur?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Transition from laminar to turbulent flow depends upon flow Reynolds number Rez and
rotation rates Ni and N2. This investigation was restricted to turbulent flow. For the case
of a rotating inner tube, the transition region was investigated experimentally by Kaye
and Elgar (Ref. 3).

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

Which inlet boundary conditions did you use for k and E?
AUTHORS REPLY:

As stated in the paper, the inlet profiles of Vz, k and E were determined using the results
for a fully developed turbulent flow in a non-rotating annulus.

QUESTION 4:
DISCUSSOR: J.W. Chew, Rolls Royce

Your comparison between experimental and computational results shows some good
agreement. To what extent is this dependent on the choice of the Richardson number
multiplying factor Ce3 in the turbulence model?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Assuming CE3 = 0 leads to a maximum deviation of about three percent from the
calculations shown in the paper. This statement is restricted to the radius ratio under
consideration. In a narrow gap, where fluid flow is dominated by shear stresses the
influence of CE3 will be even smaller, whereas in wide gap the radial distribution of
centrifugal forces is of importance and therefore the value of Ce3 will have a significant
influence on calculated results in this case.
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The Effect of Main Stream Flow Angle on Flame Tube Film Cooling

H. Klinger, D. K. Hennecke
Technical University Darmstadt

Petersenstr. 30. 6100 Darmstadt, Germany

SUM MARY I INTRODUCTION
Generally film cooling configurations are positioned such Today's advanced gas turbines still have great potentials for
that they are oriented perpendicular to the main stream improvement by a further increase in turbine entry tempe-
flow direction. However in many cases, in particular corn- ratures along with higher compressor pressure ratios. The
bustor applications, different flow angles may occur. Then, resulting higher temperature level in the combustor mixing
due to the interaction between the main stream and the zone requires a more intensive wall cooling. The cooling
cooling film, a complex three-dimensional flow field with a task is further complicated because of the higher cooling
vortex is formed. An experimental study was done to study air temperature owing to the increased pressure ratio and
the basic effects. The cooling configuration was a vertical the resulting lower cooling potential. The necessary impro-
slot which could be turned by up to about 60 degrees from vement of the cooling effectiveness of pure film cooling is
the position perpendicular to the main stream. Velocity hardly achievable in light of today's already high standard
distributions were measured and the adiabatic film cooling [1. 2]. However, the cooling potential of the coolant can
effectiveness was determined using the liquid crystal tech- be better utilized by first using it for convective cooling
nique. The results show that, along lines parallel to the of the combustor wall and then ejecting it as cooling film
slot. the film cooling effectiveness varies strongly, even with [3. 4]. This combined cooling concept may be realized, for
small slot turning angles. This would lead to hot and cold instance, using square or triangular metal or ceramic sur-
spots in a combustor application. A simple semi-empirical face elements that are impingement cooled on their back
correlation for the average cooling effectiveness is derived sides. The coolant is then ducted through slots between
using the main stream velocity component perpendicular the elements and ejected into the combustor such that it
to the slot. forms cooling films. In this way, intersecting film cooling

slots are formed that, depending on combustor geometry
LIST OF SYMBOLS and swirl. are oriented towards the main stream flow direc-

tion under various angles. Thus, the usual perpendicular
aB, a2 , a3, b c constants orientation of the film cooling slot configuration resulting

B specificheatesatsctons t pin a two-dimensional flow field does not occur. Rather, a
Sspecific heat at constant pressure three-dimensional flow field with swirls transporting hot gas

fH, g) function of towards the wall resulting in hot regions may be expected.
Ht height of test section

I intensity The present basic study investigates the dependence of the
i graylevel adiabatic film cooling effectiveness
L length of test section
M mass flux ratio T -T,
n frequency =T - T'

p. q columns, rows on the angle a of a single slot configuration (Fig. 1) and on
Re. Reynolds number based on slot width the main stream to coolant mass flux ratio defined by
S threshold value

s slot width = p, . (2)
T temperature p,,,U,.sino
Tu intensity of turbulence
U, V x- and y-velocity components
x. y, z co-ordinates /

Sslot angle relative to main stream flow U__...
ý3 bblowing angle/- - - -f-l-'i/-/

6 boundary-layer thickness
q film cooling effectiveness - - /
J =(T-Tm)/
A1 heat conductivity -. . .

V streamline angle
p density

1P reattachment angle V.
Subscripts Figure l- Slot geometry
aw adiabatic wall
m main stream Fur a better understanding of the basic phenomena, expe-
r recirculation riments were done on a simplified enlarged model with the
s slot stream main stream unheated. In all cases the slot was perpendi-
11 relative to flow angle cular to the surface, i. e. 0 = 90'.
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77-/7 •! , _ •/by-pass •-

flow meter heater radial blower
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Figure 2: Experimental apparatus

2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS :1 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The experiments were done in the new combustor film- Flow velocities were measured with five-hole probes and the

cooling rig (Fig. 2). It is an Eiffel type wind tunnel with a turbulence level with hot-wire probes. The traversing of the

measuring section with height H = 300 mam. width B = 360 probes and the data acquisition was done by computer con-

mm and length L = 1500 nmm. The inlet section with flow trol.
straighteners and contraction was designed carefully resul-
ting in a very uniform velocity distribution and a low tur- The surface temperature distribution behind the slot was
bulence level of Tu,, <0.2%. The main flow velocity can determined by the well-known liquid crystal method [5, 6.
be varied continuously up to V, = 100 ni/s correspondinp 71. ('ertain clholesterine liquid crystals have a temperature
to Re,- = 2.25 10' based on the hydraulic diameter. After dependent selective reflection of light. Thus. isotherms oir a
passing the test section, the main stream flows through a surface coated with liquid crystals appear as lines of equal

diffuser, a blower and then into the ambient, color. The coating of lhe encapsulated crystals used is thin
enough so that it has negligible influence on the heat trans-

The film cooling slot was placed in a disk that fornis part of fer. Thrermocouples mounted flish ini the surface provided
the tunnel floor (Fig. 3). The disk can be rotated, thus the additional temperature data for accuracy control and ca-
angle o of the slot relative to the main flow direction nay libration. BY selecting liquid crystals with a color range
be changed continuously between c = 90' and 30'. For adjusted to tire test conditions and varying the filin tem-
experimental ease, tihe main stream to coolant temperature perature, extremely high resohlitions of surface temperature
ratio was not intended to be simulated arid the (orlait. distribution ray Ibe achieved.
rather than the main stream, was heated. typically iyv :10
to 100 ('. The "coolant" flows through a blower. an orilice For the data acquisition. an image processing system was
flow meter, through a settling chamber with flow straigh- used [8. 91. A video camera miounted on top of the test sec-
teners and then into tlie firn slot. There tle turbulence tion views onto the liquid crystal coated surface. Its analog
level is Tu, < 0.6% and the maxinnrm velocity 160 fi/s signal is then fed into a personal computer with a ai analog-
(Re, = 4.37.105) at a = 90" and 115 ni/s ( Re, = 31.11tO lI digital converter. A real time digitizer (PC Vision Plus/
at a = 30" . The slot has movable sidewalls that can be Imaging Technology) with ('CIR-Standard with a scanning
adjusted such that for every angle a tie slot extends otrly frequency of 10 Mllz and a pixel grid of 1024x 5 12 with S
from one tunnel side wall to tIre other and tire filhn flows bits each was used. The A/D-elecironic-card has a proces-
perpendicularly into tire riain stream. (owvers ofi lii Ir sides sor that allows ehlllriarv ineirory operationrs in real-time.
of the tmunel ensure that there is no leakage of coolant. The Further analyses. e. g. the processing of the pixel fields. are
side walls and tire top wall of the test section were made of done oil the processor of tire personal computer. With the
perspex to facilitate flow visualization antI optical ireasu- present system, tre degree of discretization of a complete
rements. The bottoin wall including the disk were made of picture is 262,14I. picture points. i. e. for the evaluation of
20 mm thick Pertinax with heavy insulation oil the outside a color line a square matrix of 512 lines and 512 columns
to ensure near-adiabatic conditions, with 256 steps of gray are readily available for tihe numerical

analysis. With a test section width of :160 amm. there is a
resolution of about 1.5 picture points/inm. The evaluation

1 F-7' -i of the picture quality for tIre required preprocessing and

ahadjustment of hardware is done with the intensity profile.
-; Fig. 4 shows a s,'ctionn through a typical gray level distri-

.bution of a black and white picture. In this example the

- liquid crystal tranisition shows a dlist inict signal peak which
differs clearly from the background noise.

For the identification of the calibrated edge of tIre color line.

• slo a threshold value method was ,used. Because there are pic-liudc.sa otn; tures of different quality, it is necessary, in view of the large

number of experiments. to read the respective intensities
5-hole probe C(CD-camera automatically. For this purpose, tire frequency histogram is

smoothed by averaging (Fig. 5a). The second peak as ta-
Figure 3: Test section ken from the smoothed histogram represents all graylevels
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as well as the noise contribution to the image signal, the
resolution may be in error by tip to 6 pixels, corresponding
to about :3 mm. The temperature is determined with an
accuracy of about ±0.4 K.

4 RESULTS AND DISCU[SSION
Experiments were dlone for the following values of M and a:

(k M If M V M
90.0- 0.50 0.74 0.85 0.99 1.50 2.53
.142.5 *1.01 1 .51 2.49
75.0" 0.49 0.75 0.85 0.98 1.47 2.49
60.0" 0.50 0.74 0.86 1.00 1.45 2.49
45.00 0.51 0.74 0.84 1.03 1.46 2.48

30. 50 0.76 0.86 0.99 1.49 2.50

pixel 512 Detailed results will be presented only for a few test points

Figure 4: Distribution of intensity but they serve as examples illustrating the tendencies ob-
served in all tests [10].

of the transition line. Consequently a respective value as
threshold can be determined by the signal flank according A physically correct interpretation of the measured film coo-
to the calibration. The high gradient of the peak on the ling effectiveness distributions for various values of a is que-
downstream side leads to a weak minimum in the graylevel stionable without the knowledge of the flow field. Therefore.
frequency directly in front of the signal maximum, the. velocity distributions were measured first.

After differentiating according to 4.1 Flow Field

dif - 0 + The flow field was determined for all test conditions with
-- =d"' 1- = 0 25 .11 > 1.0 using a five-hole probe [II] traversed in the three
di i - ý - io) coordinate directions through the whole test section.

the threshold value .1, can be determined by analysing the __5_ _
above mentioned minimum in Fig. 5b. ./H a:

0..5 03.0 z/B -o

y/H T:

graylevel i 255 graylevel i 255 "0' .. .- - -

Figure 5: a: Smoothed histogram and b: diff. histogram 0.41 .i
with threshold value -.. 'f /
The influence of the high-frequency scatter remaining after 0.21

smoothing is best suppressed when i. roughly corresponds
to the width of the signal peak. Now. all pixels of the ---- " . ' -
original image f(p. q) are set to intensity !1 or 12 depending (1, " -0 - - .whether the values are below or above the threshold value 0,5 0.0 z/B -0.5
S, thus obtaining a new image g(p, q): Figure 6: Flow field just before slot a(top): -=90'.

OPq) 1 ,0 < f(p,q) < .q( b(bottom): a=30° (x/s=-6.4, M=2.5. viewed downstream)

12 ,S < f(p,q) <_ f",,,X

where p and q represent the column and line number. re- In Fig. 6 the velocity components in the y-z-plane of the
spectively. Then ideally, the color change of the calibrated flow field just before the slot is depicted for a = 90 (top)
liquid crystal has the intensity 12 and the background the and for 30 * (bottom). For the perpendicular configuration
intensity 11. By subsequently evaluating the whole contour, (a = 90 * ) only a small deviation from the two-dimensional
the color transition line and, thus. the isotherm is determi- flow is observed as expected (Fig. 6a). However, turning
ned. Due to positioning and focussing errors of the camera the slot by 60 ' (a = :30' ), a strong effect of a may be
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observed (Fig. 6b). Close to the wall, the main stream y/H0.a
approaching the slot with a = 30 * is deflected into the slot oH a
direction. Farther away from the wall, this deflection is
reduced and, finally, reversed forming a large vortex. Ta- 0,3-

king the area-averaged flow angle for the two cases, a net 0.2-

deviation of the flow by 0.34 * and 0.83', respectively, was
obtained substantiating the two- dimensionality in case of 0.,
n = 90 and the accuracy of the measurements. The flow 0.L
deviation near the tunnel floor and farther away compen- 0."
sate, thus satisfying the continuity condition in an incom- -.9- z/B .5

pressible duct flow. y/H b:

Due to the relatively strong momentum of the film normal "
to the main flow direction, flow separation and recirculation • "-" N, ". "

occur. This results in a more intense momentum and heat 0.6 .~\

exchange, reducing more rapidly the cooling effectiveness 1 NN "
than in case of a tangential ejection of cooling air. This 05

Hlow field is characterized by a separation linle at the down- / .i

streamn edge of the slot and a reattachment line. The results N N
show that for smaller mass flux ratios M this reattachment
line is parallel to the slot in the central region, even for S

large turning of the slot. The relative length x.l/s of tile \ "
recirculation zone is a function of mass fl,,x ratio N/ and , _
slot angle a. with .Al = M/sin a as the main correlating . - _
parameter as shown in Fig. 7. The data correlate well with

z/B

1)= 5 (.-) . (5) Figure 8: Flow field behind slot a(top): a=90°, h(bottom):S sin a =30 ° (x/s=74. M=2.5. viewed downstream)

60 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

X.-/S / strong pressure gradients. Due to the finite width of the
• a.75 / channel, the slot has a finite length. The vortex starts at
* a-60 tithe forward slot end, and a vortex sheet rolls up in a cone-

45. * ,•5 shaped manner. The vortex is three-dimensional, which
* 0.30 nmeans that the fluid particles move on spiral paths with in-

Eq. 6 creasing radius. With sufficiently large turning of the slot

3--- •q'and high blowing rate, the vortex is stable increasing li-
0 nearly along the slot. Therefore, there exists a.similarity of
the vortex velocity distributions.

3.7/

flow

0 ------------- secondary separation
0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 slot/

MI sin a

Figure 7: Length of recirculation zone

"The following flow fields, Fig. 8, illustrate the situation
in the plane at a distance x/s = 74 parallel to the slot.
For a = 90 (Fig. 8a) the flow is still essentially two- reattac/etine t
dimensional. These results are in good agreement with ri rachnt line

those of [12, 131. IHowever for a = :30°(Fig. 8b), strong secondary separation
vortices may be observed making the flow very three-dimen-
sional. It should he noted that the large velocity gradients
in the vortex cores could not be resolved accurately with
tie five- hole-probes used. Characteristic for such flows is
the stable structure of the vortex even at great distance be-hind thle slot [14., 15].

Figure 9: Schematic presentation of flow field

Fig.8h displays a second smaller vortex also growing down-
stream like a cone. It is formed by the streamlines origina- The separation line is again the slot trailing edge. As may
ting at the leading edge of the slot. The flow field and the be seen from 4 ig. 8b the flow near the wall separates into
surface streamlines behind an oblique slot are schematically two opposite directions, forming a stagnation line which is a
depicted in Fig. 9. It shows the flow separations caused by reattachment line. The vortex which starts at the upstream
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end the slot increases in the slot direction like a cone, thus the angle ce (Fig. 111b). With increasing turning of the slot
the reattachment line forms an angle a - o with the slot. or with higher blowing rates this 2D 0 -zone becomes smaller
Fig. 10 shows this angle a - p as a function of the slot and the intersection point moves towards the downstream
angle a with the mass flux ratio as parameter. The data slot end, until the cone-shaped three-dimensional vortex co-

points may be correlated by vers the whole channel width (Fig.l I c).

P= a - [(a, + a 2M + a3 M 2)(90 - o)Cec(- ')b ] (6) 4.2 Film Cooling Effectiveness
At first, a comprehensive test program was done measuring

with the film cooling effectiveness for the a = 90 case, i. e. the

two-dimensional situation, in order to establish the measu-
at = -4.25 b = 0.9 ring technique and to permit comparisons with literature.

a2 = 11.5 c = -0.06 Such a comparison with data from [16] to [20] was made

a3 = -2.4 . and a comparison with [17] is shown in Fig. 12. Very good

50s, agreement may be observed, proving the applicability of the.
I * M - 2.6 new test facility and the measuring technique.
-I * 1.0. 1.0

40! V M.o.55• i ;
40 M 0.O.5 77 z/3= -0.25

* M.0.o , /0 Z/B=0
-- 0Eq.6 0.8 . z/B=0.25

30 - 0o Sebon

20 g
00.

S '• " "••• • 0.24.
101

0 15 30 45 60 75 90*

Figure 10: Reattachment angle of vortex flow 0.L
0 20 i•0 60 xs8

The data and Eq.(6) indicate that the flow field reacts al-

ready to a relatively small turning of the slot with the for- Figure 12: Film cooling effectiveness for normal main

mation of a vortex having a steep reattachment angle. stream direction - Comparison with measurements from Se-
ban et al. [17] (a=90 . M=0.5)

The separation bubble has a recirculation length that corre-
sponds to the blowing rate. Under the influence of the main In Fig. 13 measured isotherms are presented for a mass
stream, the slot inclination results in cross flow that trans- ftux ratio 11 = 0.5 and slot angles n = 90 *: 60 *; 45': and

ports the mass required to support the recirculation zone. :30 ° . These plots are representative for the whole parameter
Then the parallel and the inclined reattachment lines inter- variation. While Fig. 1Ha shows a nearly two-dimensional
sect as sketched schematically in Fig. 11. Apparently, with situation, Fig. 131) (slot turned by 30' ) displays an unsym-
low blowing rates or small slot angles the mass flow induced metric distribution of the isotherms indicating a remarkable
by the cross velocity components is not sufficient to feed a influence of slot angle already at relatively small slot tur-
steadily growing vortex. Then the reattachment parallel to ning, Fig. 13c and 13d. It can also be seen clearly that the
the slot occurs. For this zone the symbol 2D. is chosen, isotherms in the 2D.-zone run parallel to the slot, especi-
because relative to the slot the flow is essentially two- di- ally in the region close to the slot. The intersection of the
mensional but turned relative to the main flow direction by reattachment line known from the measured flow field (Eq.

5) and the vortex recirculation line obtained from Eq. 6
a: i b: c: m muarks off the 2D,-zone at the upstream end of the slot. On

- , the right hand side, there is another characteristic point

on the reattachment line marking the second limit of the
2D,-reeireulation zone, thus establishing the width of this

, zone which exists even at the large slot turning. So the filn
cooling experiments support the 2D.-behavior as observed

2D-recirc in the flow field investigation.

, 1 2With increasing distance from the slot. the direction of the
flow film cooling air looses its influence on the flow field and

i I, the isolines turn towards the direction normal to the main
flow. Owing to the change of flow direction that the main

Figure 11: Sketch of reattachment lines flow forces on the cooling flow. a stronger mixing results
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than in the case of tangential injection. Closer to the slot, The results for all slot angles a may be correlated if M in
the flow separation with recirculation, leads to ingestion of Eq.7 is replaced by M. = M/sina, Fig.16, with the full
main stream flow resulting in a marked reduction of cooling line according to
potential with increasing blowing rate. xsin0 5 a1o.os

The film cooling effectiveness for a = 90 is shown in Fig.14 I 2.02( M x~s>20. (8)

as function of x along with an empirical correlation 1.0

= 20 >a=90° M=0.5;0.75;1.0;1.51= 2.02 (M0.5_)o.s x/s > 20 . (7) , a=75 . . . .
(Mos) '0.8 .* a=60

100 °
21 * Eq. 8

0.6

5 * 0.4 L-

0.2

2 M=0.75 0 20 40 60 80 100 120

• M=I.0 X sin0"SM M=1.5 M-

- Eq. 7 Figure 16: Film cooling effectiveness in the 2D.-region

10 - 1 1 , , , , (z, , B, i J)

10 x 1 02 This correlation essentially represents the efficiency beha-

M---Zs vior in the 2D.-region. In addition to that the results indi-
Figure 14: Film cooling effectiveness - Influence of mass cate that the increase of qi at the upstream slot end and the
flux ratio (a=90 , z/B=0) decrease of 7) at the downstream slot end nearly compensate.

It should be noted that the correlation could be achieved It may be speculated that the end effects are strongly in-
with M"5 , rather than Al that is usually taken. fluenced by the windtunnel side wall boundary layers. In

order to investigate this effect, a configuration was built
Besides the 2D.-recirculation zones, Fig.13 shows a distinct consisting of two slots meeting at 90" as shown in Fig.17.
zone on the left and another one on the right hand surface This represents the single slot configuration with a = 45*
region. On the left side higher values of effectiveness occur with the left side wall boundary layer. By turning this con-
because cooling air is transported to this region as is indi- figuration by 180, the situation sketched at the right in
cated in Fig.9. In contrast the right side is characterized by Fig.17 is obtained simulating the downstream end of the
a sharp drop in effectiveness. There. film cooling flow is di- single slot, again the tunnel side wall replaced by a sym-
rected away from the wall giving the main stream a chance metry plane. A remarkable agreement with Fig.13c may
to flow towards the surface resulting in a low effectiveness. he observed indicating that the side walls act essentially
This is further shown in Fig.15 for a = 45 where the va- as symmetry planes and the side wall boundary layers have
riation of r with distance x from the slot for various lateral only a minor influence on the flow field and on the variation
positions z is plotted. The low i9 near the downstream end of tj resulting from the turning of the slot. This is suppor-
of the slot may be noted, ted by a comparison between the measured effectiveness

17 1 a z/B--0.4 and that computed with Eq.8 (Fig.18).
• /B--0,2z/B=-O 5 NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

SZ/B6o0.1 The experiments were complimented by numerical calcula-
•z/B-0.2 tions using the finite element computer code FIDAP [21].

06. /-Turbulence was described by the standard k-e-model. The
constants are taken from 122]. A three-dimensional grid

04I with 52,117 unevenly distributed elements was set up. In
order to reduce the relative residuals to less than 1/1000
up to 250 iterations were done requiring 62.5 hours of CPU

02_ time on the IBM RS 6000-550 computer and using 60 Mbyte
core memory. A result is shown in the center of Fig.17. The

&0 j general Y7-distribution observed in the experiments is well re-
0 50 100 I 0 produced, especially the formation of the 2D.-region. Ho-

x/s wever, the effects near the symmetry planes appear to be

Figure 15: Film cooling effectiveness in characteristic regi- overestimated, probably due to limitations of the turbu-
ons (a=45", M=0.5) lence model used, considering the strong vortices in these
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o R14 0.30539 S13 0.28554

-0.5 00.5 -R16 0.27706
z/B R18 0.24950

R20 0.22725Figure 17: <- and >-slot configuration io=45 ) R22 0.18722

regions. This is also demonstrated in Fig. 18 where very
good agreement between the numerical calculation and Eq.8 with d = 7 - T,,-. The boundary conditions are at y = 0
may be seen for z/1B = ±0.25, i. e. in the 2D,-region. while V = V = 0. dd/Oy = 0 (adiabatic wall) and at y =
the curves for z/B = 0 display a larger disagreement with V = U_,,, V = 0. d = 0. With relatively small temperature
the corresponding curves in Fig.18. differences l)etween main stream and film, J. T, - T,,,
1.0 z/B=-0.25 (-Meas. the integral form of the energy equation is

z/B=OSz/B=0.25 (Id ,v = pA,- , (10)
Sz/B=O )-Meas.

0.8 z/B=-0.25 (-Cclc. or. dividing by p,,I,,,
*Z/B=0 '( f

Sz/8=0.25 " , dy
S6 Eq. 8 , p ), .

litrodlicing y/!. the film cooling effectiveness can be obtai-

tied as

The integral in this equation can be evaluated using the ex-
0.2 -perimental data. It is nearly constant and is approximately

Ecl. 8 0.5. So for the following basic considerations it was set
f' pI I, T - T_ ),I 1 (3

0.0 ' 1--• -L., - (l.6 2
0 20 40 60 80 1I00 0~ T,,-,, ~(3

X/s Then the boundary layer growth 6 as a function of blowing

Figure 18: Filn cooling effectiveness (<- and >- rate is evaluated. It turns out that the data of four different
configuration) - Measurements and numerical results blowing rates correlate well with

6 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS b = 0s (14)
For the region downstream of the reattachment line, a boun- '1 =( )
dary layer flow may be assumed. Then, with further simpli- as is shown in Fig.19.
fications, the energy equation for the case of a perpendicular
slot (a = 90) may be written as Introducing Eq.14 into Eq,12 yields

at) Ot) ).2t9 .,sPU 1 +pV- = -- A , (9) = 2.0(L .)=20(m•. ) 0 . (15)
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16• flow which results in a strong reduction of cooling
6 -effectiveness. In a practical application hot and cold

M spots would result.

121 _Taking the average along lines perpendicular to the
main stream direction, the increased and decreased
effectiveness values nearly compensate. The average
values could be well correlated, using the main stream
velocity component perpendicular to the slot.

* The boundary layers on the side walls of the test sec-
SM-O.75 tion have a minor influence. Thus, the side walls have

_ M_1.0 the effect of symmetry planes.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: G. Andrews, University of Leeds

Is the geometry you have looked at unique to the ceramic tile wall construction you have
mentioned? In a can or an annular combustor the cooling film slot is continuous around
the combustor, normally at 900 to the axis. The flow may be at an angle to this due to swirl,
but there can be no start or end point to the interaction circulation zone. Also, a more
severe problem is where the angle of flow is not parallel to the wall, but is inclined toward
the wall. This often occurs in combustors and can completely destroy the film cooling.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The complexity of flame tube surfaces requires small, triangular metallic or ceramic tile
elements. The slots therefore are no longer perpendicular to the main stream direction.
Such a situation can be seen in the figure below. Our basic studies focus only on a single
slot geometry inclined with different angles to the main stream. Therefore a start and an
end point occur at the side walls. The results with the <- and the >- configuration have
shown further that there is no measurable effect of the side wall boundary layers. In
addition to these configurations, the test section is prepared to investigate the film cooling
effectiveness and the flow field behind an intersection point of two or more meeting slots.
The latter configuration will be close to the one produced by the heat shield elements
shown in the figure.

0 0 0
000

00 0
o 000

0 0 0___

Ceramic tile technology to insulate complex combustor surfaces

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: J. Chew, Rolls Royce

Your experiment has some relevance to the turbine rim sealing problem where flow is
ejected through the seal into the mainstream which has a tangential velocity component.
Are you able to deduce discharge coefficients from your measurements?
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AUTHOR'S REPLY:
- ~real

It is possible to evaluate an average discharge coefficient CD = . according to thems,real

static pressure taps and the pitot probes along the slot nozzle in combination with the mass
flow we obtained for each test point. For example for a mass flow rate of M = 2.5 we have a
nearly constant value of CD :

a 900 750 600 450 300

CD 0.875 0.900 0.899 0.909 0.900

with insreal obtained by an orifice flow meter and ins,real = psvsAnozzle, vs = P-P)-
p
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IMPINGEMENT/EFFUSION COOLING

G.E. Andrews, A.M. A) Dabagh, A.A. Asere, F. Bazdidi-Tehrani, M.C. Mkpadi and A. Nazari

Department of Fuel and Energy
The University of Leeds
LEEDS, LS2 9JT, UK

ABSTRACT Tz Predicted impingement gap temperature, K

Impingement/effusion cooling offers one of the most effective Tw Mean wall temperature, K.
ways of cooling gas turbine combustor walls and turbine
blades. The design principles are reviewed and cooling X Hole Pitch, m.
effectiveness data presented for a range of typical geometries
with holes at 90 degrees to the surface. The main variable 1. INTRODUCTION
studied was the number of impingement/effusion holes.
Comparison was made with the effusion cooling effectiveness. Full coverage discrete hole film cooling, which is usually
Optimum configurations were demonstrated with a 0.7 overall referred to as effusion cooling, offers a relatively simple
cooling effectiveness at a mass flow per unit surface area of technique for the efficient cooling of gas turbine combustor
0.2 kg/sm2 bar. This was equivalent to 10% of the combustor and turbine blade walls. Many gas turbine combustors use
air flow for a typical gas turbine combustor. Data is also effusion cooling for the cooling of local hot spots on the wall,
presented for the overall wall heat transfer coefficient. The where a locally high coolant flow rate for the hot spot area is
mechanism of the enhanced heat transfer within the used. The present work is concerned with the cooling of the
impingement/effusion double skin wall was investigated using whole combustor surface area using this method of film
a CFD code. This predicted the complex aerodynamics in the cooling with a much lower proportion of the combustor air
impingement gap and also gave good agreement with the flow for cooling than is used for conventional film cooling
measured overall heat transfer data. techniques. Large reductions in the proportion of film cooling

air flow are required for future lean burning low NOx
NOMENCLATURE combustor designs (8). These low NOx combustor designs

require the maximum possible air flow in the primary zone
Ah Total hole internal surface area, m2 and a dilution zone will still be required for pattern factor

optimisation, consequently it is the film cooling air flow that
Ax Total hole approach surface area, Eq.9, m2 . has to be drastically reduced.

Cp Specific heat of the wall material. Although good film cooling can be achieved by suitable full
coverage effusion cooling designs (1-4) the internal wall heat

D Hole internal diameter, m. transfer is relatively low. The addition of impingement
cooling through a double skin wall construction, as shown in

G Coolant mass flow per unit wall area Ax at Fig.1, increases the internal wall cooling whilst maintaining
atmospheric pressure, kg/sm2  the good film cooling characteristics of the effusion wall

(5,6), this results in very high overall cooling effectiveness
h Convective heat transfer coefficient, W/m-K. characteristics. The same configuration can be used in turbine

blades with the air feed to arrays of discrete film cooling jets
hu Impingement and effusion hole inlet combined heat coming through an impingement insert. The main design

transfer coefficient, W/M2 K. difference is the relative pressure loss between the
impingement and effusion surfaces and hence the relative hole

Hcf Film heat transfer coefficient. W/m 2K. sizes. For combustor applications the main pressure loss can
be arranged to be at the impingement surface for maximum

k Thermal conductivity of the coolant, W/mK. impingement heat transfer. The effusion surface than has a
low pressure loss which gives low effusion hole blowing rates

L Hole length, m. and hence good film cooling characteristics. However, for the
turbine blade application there is the complication of the large

in Mass of the test plate heat transfer section, kg. static pressure gradients around the blade surface. The
pressure difference across the effusion holes is then significant

I Blowing rate = effusion hole/hot gas cross flow and a large pressure loss at the impingement hole may not be
density times velocity ratio possible. In this situation equal impingement and effusion

flow areas may be necessary. The impingement/effusion
N Number of holes per unit surface area, Ax, M-2 . aerodynamics and internal heat transfer are investigated in the

present work for a situation of equal impingement and
Nu Nusselt number based on h and the hole diameter D, effusion hole sizes and number. In associated work the

hD/k. authors have investigated the influence of the relative number
of holes between the impingement and effusion surfaces.

Pr Prandtl number. Impingement and effusion holes at 90 degrees to the surface
are used throughout this work.

Re Hole Reynolds number based on D and the coolant

velocity in the hole. Hollworth et al (9,10) for an X/D of 10 and
effusion/impingement jet area ratio of 3.07 found an increase

Tpl Effusion wall temperature, K. of 30% in the heat transfer due to the addition of effusion
holes offset from the impingement holes. Andrews et al (5)

Tim Impingement wall temperature, K. found similar increases with values of 30% for an X/D of 10
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with an effusion/impingement jet area ratio of 5.6 and 45% computation, which started upstream of the impingement
for an area ratio of 2.4. The double skin construction of holes so as to model the flow contraction on entry to the
impingement/effusion cooling, shown in Fig.1, permits the impingement holes.
separate optimisation of the impingement and effusion hole
geometries. The authors have previously shown that the The predictions were carried out for an impingement and
maximum effusion cooling effectiveness in combustor effusion X/D of 5 and a Z/D of unity and the results are
configurations occurs for a large number of effusion holes shown in Figs.3-7. Figs. 3 and 4 show the 3D aerodynamics
with a low design pressure loss, or large hole size (2-4). in the impingement gap. There was a strong recirculation in
However, impingement heat transfer is not sensitive to the the gap with a reverse jet flow on the centreline of the
number of holes used (1i) but increases with reduction in hole impingement jet arrays offset from the effusion holes. This
size and pressure loss. These conflicting optimisation criteria reverse flow is shown in Fig.3 to extend from the vertical
can be accommodated if different impingement and effusion plane 8 to IQ and was only absent just in line with the
hole designs are used. The thermal separation of the two effusion hole. Previous 2D predictions of the aerodynamics
surfaces also minimises the wall thermal stresses, which is a had a reverse flow jet opposite the effusion jet (6). There was
major advantage of the technique over alternative efficient a further reverse flow jet midway between the effusion holes
internal wall cooling designs such as Llamilloy or Transply and the impingement holes, as shown at plane 4 in Fig.3. The
(3). impingement gap was thus filled with two triangular shaped

recirculation zones of complex aerodynamics.
Design considerations for the combustor wall applications of
effusion and impingement cooling have been presented by the The flow very close to the effusion surface is shown in Fig.4
authors (1,12). Transpiration wall cooling offers the optimum together with several horizontal planes in the impingement
wall cooling performance with the minimum air requirements. gap. The central region of the gap was predominantly a dead
Andrews and Asere (13) and Andrews et al (3) have shown zone in the centre of the large recirculation zones. The highest
for a transpiration cooled wall that at low coolant flow rates velocities were on the effusion surface around the
both the film and internal wall cooling were important, but impingement point and around the entrance to the effusion
that at high coolant flow rates the film cooling was dominant, hole. There was also a flow in the opposite direction on the
Thus, the optimum design of effusion cooling at low coolant impingement wall surface, this is also shown in Fig.3. These
flow rates must also maximize both the film and internal wall high velocity flows on the two surfaces give rise to high heat
cooling components of the overall heat transfer. it is this transfer coefficients. The gap recirculation also gives rise to
region of low coolant flow rate that was of interest in the convective heating of the impingement wall surface so that
present work and the maximisation of the film and the this wall will adopt a temperature higher than the coolant
impingement heat transfer was the design goal. temperature but lower than the effusion wall. This heating of

the impingement wall has been reported previously by the
The bulk of the literature on discrete hole film cooling has authors (6,7), it is also a feature of impingement heat transfer.
been directed at obtaining adiabatic cooling effectiveness data For geometries with smaller impingement holes than effusion
and the many variables have been correlated by L'Ecuyer and holes, as in the geometries discussed later, this gap
Soechting (14). Often large scale test systems are used with recirculation is stronger and the heat transfer to both surfaces
rather limited ranges of geometries (15). Much less is enhanced.
information is available on the film heat transfer coefficient
and it is often assumed that simple flat plate convective heat The predicted effusion surface heat transfer coefficient
transfer coefficients would apply. It has been shown by Hey distribution is shown in Fig.5. The highest heat transfer was
and Lampart (16) that this is not valid for single rows of holes in line with the impingement jet, as expected. The enhanced
and by the authors for arrays of holes (2,3). heat transfer due to the flow acceleration into the effusion

hole is also demonstrated in Fig.5, although it occupies only aIn spite of this large research effort on film cooling, there has relatively small proportion of the surface area. The peak
been little comparable effort on the convective heat transfer effusion hole enhanced heat transfer was approximately 60%
from the wall to the film cooling air as it passes through the of the peak impingement heat transfer. For the opposite
wall (17). The best way of enhancing this heat transfer is surface the heat transfer predictions are shown in Fig.6. The
considered to be the addition of impingement cooling, but is dominated by two peaks in the heat transfer due to the
there have been few investigations of combined reverse flow jets discussed above. The peak heat transfer
impingement/effusion cooling. The present work concentrates coefficient on this surface was approximately 50% of that on
on the geometrical design aspects and is part of a large the impingement surface. The influence of the two triangular
research programme directed at the identification of the recirculation zones is clearly shown with a low heat transfer atoptimum impingement and effusion geometries. the null point between the two zones. Heat transfer

measurements on this surface have confirmed the highThe effusion cooling is strongly influenced by the number of convective heat transfer coefficients.
effusion holes (4) and by the hole size or pressure loss for a
fixed number of holes (2,3). In the present work data is The variation of the heat transfer coefficient along the
presented for low pressure loss effusion designs on the impingement surface on the effusion wall is shown in Fig.7.
influence of the number of holes, using equal numbers of This also shows a comparison with the local heat transfer
impingement and effusion holes. The aerodynamics in the coefficient measurements of Hollworth et al (9,10) and goodimpingement gap in the presence of effusion holes are agreement is shown along the centreline through the
complex and result in recirculation between the jets with impingement jet, between the two effusion jets. Some localheating of the impingement wall (6,7). These aerodynamics heat transfer coefficient measurements were also made using
are investigated using 3D CFD predictions. the experimental arrangement outlined below. These

measurement are in good agreement with those of Hollworth
et al (9, 10) and with the present CFD predictions.2. IMPINGEMENT/EFFUSION INTERNAL WALL

AERODYNAMICS AND HEAT TRANSFER 3. DETERMINATION OF THE IMPINGEMENT AND
EFFUSION SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER.

The impingement/effusion aerodynamics in the gap between

the two surfaces were investigated using 3D CFD using the 3.1 Experimental Equipment
FLUENT CFD code. The impingement/effusion hole
configuration with the area of CFD computation marked is A large scale test rig was used which had a hollow effusion
shown in Fig. I. The aerodynamics were identical for all the wall through which heated air flowed. Above and below thisother elements and the computational element was chosen so effusion wall was mounted impingement jet plates. Theas to minimise the computation time. The computational grid hollow effusion wall was instrumented with thermocouplesis shown in Fig.2 and the planes for which data is presented and a transient cooling technique was used to determine thein detail are shown. 20,000 nodes were used in the heat transfer coefficient. The hollow effusion wall consists of
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a pin-fin array, with the pins made of the effusion hole tubes. Table I Impingement/Effusion Geometries
This same test rig has been used to determine the pin-fin heat
transfer coefficients (18) and the same techniques were used Wall N D X X/D L 152 square test
in the present work. m-2  mm mm mm mm surface array

The thin walled effusion surface and high heat transfer EFFUSION
coefficients allowed low Biot number transient cooling 1 26910 1.31 6.1 4.7 6.35 25 x 25
techniques to be used. The thermocouples on the impingement V 9688 2.24 10.2 4.6 6.51 15 x 15
jet approach surface, the effusion jet tube wall surface E 4306 3.27 15.2 4.7 6.35 10 x 10

and the discharge surface allowed these three surface heat IMPINGEMENT Z Z/D
transfer coefficients to be determined. The outlet surface in 1 26910 0.64 6.1 9.6 6.35 3.2 5.0
the presence of a discharge impingement wall creates the same U 9688 1.00 10.2 10.2 3.32 4.5 4.5
reverse flow aerodynamics as for the impingement jets. Thus 4 4306 1.41 15..2 10.8 6.35 6.4 4.5
for geometries with the same impingement and effusion holes
these effusion outlet surface heat transfer measurements are
the same as the reverse flow surface heat transfer coefficients. Z/D was not influencing the results. However, impingement

heat transfer is not sensitive to this gap, if 2<Z/D<6 for
3.2 Results. impingement/effusion geometries (11) and in the internal wall

heat transfer work this gap was constant at 10mm. This was
The results were in the form of several local heat transfer used because in associated work the variation of the number
coefficient measurements, some of which are shown in Fig.7. of impingement holes was studied and the hole sizes were
These were surface area averaged and these average results larger than in the present work and this gap was required to
are shown in Fig.8 for the impingement surface or effusion jet keep all the geometries within the above range of ZID. Also a
inlet surface. These measurements are the combined influence 10mm gap is typical of combustor wall cooling practical
of the impingement heat transfer and of the effusion hole geometries. For gas turbine blade cooling applications a 3mm
approach heat transfer. The only previous measurements for gap has been used, as generally larger values of N and hence
this situation are those of Hollworth et al (9,10) and Fig.7 smaller impingement hole sizes are used.
shows good agreement with the present results. Fig.8 shows
that the impingement heat transfer had only a small influence The influence of the number of impingement and effusion
of the impingement jet open area ratio, Af, for Af from 5.5- holes on the internal wall heat transfer is shown in Fig. 11 as
8.6%. For higher Af there was a reduction in the heat heat transfer coefficient as a function of G. The equivalent
transfer. Nusselt/Reynolds number correlation is. shown in Fig.12.

"There was very little influence of the number of holes on the
Fig.9 compares the impingement surface, internal effusion internal wall heat transfer, as found for the impingement heat
hole and reverse flow surface heat transfer coefficients. The transfer alone (11). For the effusion cooling surface alone
internal hole heat transfer is significant due to the turbulence there was an influence of the number of holes (20) due to the
created by the flow separation at the inlet, shown in Fig,3. greater number of hole inlet surfaces with enhanced heat
The authors have previously extensively investigated the transfer. However, for IMPINGEMENT/EFFUSION
effusion hole heat transfer (19) using a solid wall test configurations the dominance of the impingement heat transfer
geometry that resulted in the measurement of the combined eliminates any influence of the number of holes. The
influence of the approach flow and internal wall heat transfer. consequence of this is that the number of holes can be
The present measurements allow the separate determination of determined from the optimum film cooling geometry, as
the short hole internal heat transfer coefficient. The reverse investigated below. Also, it is likely that a reduced number of
flow heat transfer, with a surface distribution shown in Fig. impingement holes could be used relative to the effusion holes
6, is strongly influenced by Z/D as the surface velocities are and this has been examined by the authors. A reduced number
increased at low Z/D. For a low Z/D Fig. 10 shows that the of impingement holes reduced the manufacturing costs as
reverse flow surface heat transfer was as high as the these holes are relatively small compared with the effusion
impingement heat transfer. However, at Z/D greater than holes if the same number of holes is used.
unity the reverse flow heat transfer was reduced by 40-50%
below that of the impingement surface, as shown in Fig.9. 5. COOLING EFFECTIVENESS

4. OVERALL IMPINGEMENT/EFFUSION WALL HEAT 5.1 Experimental Techniques
TRANSFER

The cooling effectiveness was determined by placing the
The authors have previously developed a transient cooling 152mm square test walls with its plenum chamber air feed
technique that determined the combined influence of the into the wall of a 152mm by 76mm duct through which
impingement jet, effusion hole inlet and internal heat transfer propane/air combustion product gases at 750K flowed at 25
on the effusion wall heat transfer coefficient (5,6). The m/s. Cold 300K film cooling air was used giving a practical
experimental technique has been described previously (5,6) coolant to crossflow density ratio of 2.5. This test facility has
and consisted of electrically heating the solid metal test been described in detail in the authors previous papers (1-4).
geometries and then removing the heat and determining the The duct wall was air externally air cooled and the duct wall
rate of temperature fall due to the impingement/effusion heat temperature was set equal to that of the centre of the test
transfer. From the cooling time constant the surface averaged section so as to minimise radiation interchange with the walls.
heat transfer coefficient was determined. This technique has A heat balance correction to the wall temperatures was used to
been applied to the three impingement/effusion geometries, account for surface emissivity differences and test wall
shown in Table I, for which cooling effectiveness data is temperature differences away from the centreline. For the
presented below. This wall heat transfer data is used in a heat 750K test temperature these corrections were small (<5%),
balance programme (2) to compute the film heat transfer except at very low coolant flow rates.
coefficient from the measured cooling effectiveness and the
results of these film heat transfer computations are described The test wall were all instrumented with at least 5
later, thermocouples on the centreline in the direction of the

crossflow. These were mounted on the centreline between theAll the impingement effusion geometries in the present work rows of effusion holes and thus measured the hottest wall
had equal numbers of impingement and effusion holes in temperature at the furthest position from the effusion hole
square arrays offset half a pitch from each other, as shown in outlets. They were spaced at 25mm intervals in the axial
Fig. 1. Thus the walls in Table I were combined with the crossflow direction and enabled the axial development in the
impingement and effusion surfaces of the same number of cooling effectiveness to be determined. By using the same
holes. The impingement gap, Z, was varied, in the film thermocouple positions on all the test walls the cooling
cooling studies, to keep the Z/D constant so that a variation in effectiveness at the same axial positions could be determined.
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In the present work with different numbers of holes, the loss is sufficient to ensure a uniform coolant distribution
number of upstream holes would be different at each axial between the effusion holes, as it was in this work. Thus the
position. The cooling effectiveness was defined as the gas to axial variation in the overall cooling effectiveness was due to
wall temperature difference divided by the gas to coolant the development of the film cooling effectiveness. The coolant
temperature difference. film grows with axial distance and provides increasing cool

flow insulation from the mainstream gases with distance, this
Boundary layer temperature profiles were also determined at has been shown by the boundary layer temperature traverses
the 37, 76 and 113mm axial positions. The film temperature (14).
immediately below the wall was determined in these traverses
and this was used as equivalent to the adiabatic wall The measured wall overall heat transfer coefficients (19,20)
temperature and used to determine the adiabatic or film have been used in a heat balance computer programme to
cooling effectiveness. This temperature was also determined calculate the film heat transfer coefficient from the overall
on the centre of the effusion holes and was a worst case cooing effectiveness data. The results as a function of G are
position rather than a locally averaged measurement. shown in Fig. 16 for the three test geometries. For a plane
Comparison of these adiabatic and overall cooling wall the wall heat transfer coefficient has been determined as
effectiveness measurement gave an indication of the relative 100 W/m 2 K at the present hot gas test flow conditions. The
importance of the internal wall and film cooling -in the overall results show a very strong influence of the number of effusion
wall cooling process. holes on the film heat transfer coefficient. A large number of

effusion holes for the same X/D caused a reduction in the film

5.2 Effusion Cooling heat transfer coefficient. this was also related to the increase
in the adiabatic cooling effectiveness discussed above. The

The overall and adiabatic film cooling effectiveness for the decreased hole size as the number of holes is increased for the
effusion walls alone at the 127mm axial position are shown as same total hole area or X/D reduces the coolant jet
a function of the blowing rate, M, and the coolant mass flow penetration into the crossflow as this "s a linear function of the
rate per surface area in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. The hole diameter (2-4). Thus the coolant flow will be closer to
change in the number of holes was at constant X/D and this the wall and there will be reduced mixing with the hot
resulted in no change in the blowing rate for the same mass crossflow gases.
flow rate. The adiabatic cooling effectiveness results show
two regions, one at low blowing rates and low G where the Fig.16 shows that for the 9688 and 26910 m-2 effusion walls
number of holes does not influence the cooling effectiveness the film heat transfer coefficient decreased as G was
and one at higher blowing rates and G where increasing the increased. This is a characteristic of porous or transpiration
number of holes improves the adiabatic cooling effectiveness cooled walls (3) and indicates that near ideal film cooling has
significantly. The change between these two region was at a been achieved. The strong increase of the film heat trarsfer
blowing rate of approximately 0.5 and a G of 0.2 kg/sm-, coefficient with G for the 4306 M-2 design is due to the strong

stirring of the film by the large diameter coolant jets. At low
These two regions correspond to attached and detached film values of G this design has attached jets and a similar film
cooling jets. If the effusion jets are turned by the crossfilow heat transfer coefficient to the other designs. This is also
and remain attached to the surface then optimum film cooling shown in Fig. 17 where the axial variation of the film cooling
occurs. However, for 90 degree holes the jets are easily effectiveness is shown for a G of 0.17 kg/sm 2 . This also
detached as the coolant flow increases and set up a stirred film shows the axial reduction in the film heat transfer coefficient
boundary layer (1-4). However, the extra film cooling mass from the plane wall value as the film cooling boundary layer
flow still produces an increase in the adiabatic film cooling develops.
effectiveness. The reason for the increase in the adiabatic
cooling effectiveness with increasing number of effusion holes 5.3 Combined Impingement/Effusion Cooling
is that the holes are smaller and the jet penetration is lower
and hence the boundary layer is less stirred by the jets. These The combined impingement/effusion walls investigated are
has also been shown for effusion holes with a higher X/D (4), shown in Table 1. They all had an impingement X/D of 10-I1
designed for single skin wall cooling applications. The jet and an effusion X/D of 4.7. The same number of holes and
stirring increases as the number of holes is reduced and the hole pitch was used for the two surfaces so that the main
4306 m- 2 design has very little improvement in the adiabatic design difference was the hole diameter. The differences in
cooling effectiveness with G once jet separation has occurred. hole diameter and in X/D causes a major difference in the

pressure loss across the two surfaces. It may be shown (12)
Comparison of the overall and adiabatic cooling effectiveness that the pressure loss is proportional to X/D to the power 4 at
results in Figs. 13 and 14 shows that the overall cooling a constant mass flow. Thus the present X/D ratio between the
effectiveness has the greatest difference from the adiabatic at two surfaces of 2.2 gave a pressure loss ratio of
low M and G. In this region, which is the design goal of the approximately 25. Thus if the impingement wall was operated
present work the internal wall heat transfer is very important, at a combustor wall pressure loss of 3 % then the effusion wall
accounting for approximately 50% of the overall cooling would only have a pressure loss of 0.12%. It is these very
effectiveness. At higher coolant mass flow rates the film low effusion wall pressure losses than give the enhanced
cooling dominates the overall cooling. The importance of the cooling effectiveness relative to our previous work with
internal wall cooling at low G means that the addition of effusion walls of X/D of approximately 10.5 (4).
impingement cooling may have its greatest impact in this
region. Fig. 14 shows that for the largest number of holes a The adiabatic cooling effectiveness are not influence by the
cooling effectiveness of 0.7 was achieved at a G of 0.2 presence of the impingement wall and hence only the overall
kg/sm2 , which was the design goal in this work. However, cooling effectiveness are presented for the
effusion walls with an X/D of 4.7 have much too low a impingement/effusion double skin walls. The axial variation
pressure loss to be used on their own in combustor walls and of the overall cooling effectiveness for the three geometries
need an upstream restrictor to control the coolant flow total investigated at a G of 0.37 kg/sm2 are shown in Fig. 18. Also
pressure loss. It is sensible to use an impingement wall for the effusion results alone for N=9688 M-2 are shown for
this purpose and also to further enhance the cooling comparison. All three geometries had a high cooling
effectiveness. effectiveness with 0.7 achieved at the leading edge and over

0.8 at the 127mm position. The increase relative to the
The above results were for the 127mm axial position. The effusion alone results was of the order of 0.1 cooling
axial variation in the adiabatic and overall cooling effectiveness due to the addition of the impingement heat
effectiveness is shown for all three test geometries in Fig.15 transfer. The impingement cooling had a relatively greater
for a G of 0.17 kg/sm 2 . The axial variation in cooling influence at the leading edge, where the film cooling was not
effectiveness was similar for the overall and adiabatic cooling fully developed.
effectiveness. There is no reason for there to be an axial
variation in the wall heat transfer, provided the wall pressure
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The overall cooling effectiveness as a function of G at the 6. CONCLUSIONS
127mm axial position for the three impingement/effusion
geometries are shown in Fig. 19. The results for the 9688 m-2  6.1 Impingement/effusion cooling with offset impingement
effusion wall alone results are also shown for comparison, and effusion holes produces complex aerodynamics in the
Very high cooling effectiveness at low G values are shown in impingement gap with two opposed triangular shaped
Fig. 19. For a G of 0.2 kg/sm2 , which will give full coverage recirculation zones between the impingement and effusion
combustor wall cooling using approximately 10% of the holes. The CFD work predicted the general features of this
combustor total air flow, a cooling effectiveness above 0.7 for flow well and gave good agreement with the measured
all three designs has been demonstrated with 0.75 achieved impingement heat transfer coefficient.
for the highest number of holes. For practical combustor
primary zone operating conditions a 0.1 change in overall 6.2 The recirculation in the impingement gap heats the
cooling effectiveness represents approximately 150C in metal impingement jet wall and this process must be taken into
temperature. Hence the near 0.1 improvement in cooling account if the coolant temperature changes and the internal
effectiveness due to the addition of impingement cooling is wall overall heat transfer are to be correctly predicted.
very significant.

6.3 There was no significant influence of the number of
At low coolant flow rates the influence of the number of holes impingement/effusion jets on the overall internal wall heat
is small. The difference between 9688 and 26910 holes/M2 is transfer.
small for G from 0.1 - 0.6. Hence, the practical optimum
number of holes is 9688/M2 as further increases do not 6.4 There was a very significant influence of the number of
provide any significant benefit and the additional effusion jets on the film cooling and the film heat transfer
manufacturing cost are large. The improvement in cooling coefficient. This was due to the increase in hole diameter as
effectiveness relative to the effusion results is greater the the number of jets was reduced and the associated increase in
lower the number of effusion holes used. Comparison of Figs. the jet penetration into the hot crossflow. Near ideal
14 and 19 shows at all G a much smaller influence of the transpiration film cooling was achieved for the highest
number of holes for the impingement/effusion designs than number of effusion holes investigated.
for the effusion wall alone. Part of the reason for this is that
the internal gap aerodynamics discussed above act to make the 6.5 The addition of impingement cooling to the effusion
surface heat transfer more uniform. Thus for the same surface cooling with X/D of 10.5/4.7 gave on average a 0.1
area increasing the number of the impingement jets does not improvement in the overall cooling effectiveness. All three
create a major improvement in the proportion of the surface at designs met the design criteria of a 0.7 cooling effectiveness
the highest heat transfer rates and so there is little at a G of 0.2 kg/m 2 . This is equivalent to cooling the whole
improvement in the impingement heat transfer with the surface area of a combustor using only 10% of the total air
number of holes. However. the effusion cooling effectiveness flow. For the largest number of holes investigated a 0.7
is influence by the number of holes and hence as the number cooling effectiveness was achieved with half of this coolant
of holes is reduced the wall increases in temperature for the flow.
same coolant mass flow. The greater coolant to wall
temperature difference than increases the heat removed by the 6.6 The number of impingement/effusion holes had a lower
impingement cooling. Hence the wall temperature change due influence on the overall cooling effectiveness than was the
to impingement cooling becomes greater for low numbers of case for the effusion wall alone. The impingement cooling had
holes. For full coverage combustor cooling the minimisation its greatest effect for the worst effusion design with the lowest
of the number of holes is a major design factor that affects the number of holes.
cost. Fig. 19 shows that adequate impingement/effusion
The aerodynamics of the impingement gap shown in Figs. 3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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EVALUATION OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL FLUX MODELS FOR RADIATIVE
TRANSFER IN CYLINDRICAL COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

Nevin Seluk
Department of Chemical Engineering

Middle East Technical University
Ankara 06531, TOrklye

SUMMARY field. It utilizes the simplest and least accurate representation
of the angular variation of intensity, that is, either plane

Four flux-type models for radiative heat transfer in cylindrical parallel radiation in each spacial coordinate direction or an
configurations were applied to the prediction of radiative flux isotropic radiation field [3,9]. Two differential equations are
density and source term of a cylindrical enclosure problem then produced from first principles for each coordinate
based on data reported previously on a pilot-scale direction separately by carrying out radiative energy
experimental combustor with steep temperature gradients. balances for the forward and backward directions, ignoring
The models, which are Scl',ster-Hamaker type four-flux variations in the other coordinate directions. That is, in
model derived by Lockwood and Spalding, two Schuster- deriving each pair of equations, it is implicitly assumed that
Schwarzschild type four-flux models derived by Siddall and the situation under consideration is that of one dimensional
Selquk and Richter and Quack and spherical harmonics variation in the coordinate direction considered, rather than the
approximation, were evaluated from the viewpoint of true multi-dimensional variation which the approximate
predictive accuracy by comparing their predictions with exact equations are intended to model. Lockwood and Spalding
solutions produced previously. The comparisons showed also suggest that the multiplying coefficient appearing in their
that spherical harmonics approximation produces more radiative energy balances should take values of Ka and 2Ka
accurate results than the other models with respect to the corresponding to the cases of parallel and isotropic emitted
radiative energy source term and that the four-flux models of radiation respectively.
Lockwood and Spalding and Siddalll and Selquk for isotropic
radiation field are more accurate with respect to the prediction The second radiation model is a Schuster-Schwarzschild

,' of radiative flux density to the side wa!l. type four-flux model derived by Siddall and Selquk [4]. The
model is derived by consideration of the axi-symmetrical

LIST OF SYMBOLS radiation field in a grey non-scattering medium in which
significant radiative transfer occurs in either the radial or axial

Ka volumetric absorption coefficient of the direction. Assuming that the transfer in the radial direction is
medium [m-1] negligible, a two-flux representation of the radiation is

obtained by integrating the equation of radiative transfer at a

q component of radiative flux density vector point over two hemispheres whose diametric plane is
normal to the axis of symmetry, utilizing the assumption that

[Wm 2] the intensity of radiation is uniform but different over each
hemisphere. A similar Schuster-Schwarzschild [10] type

Q source term for radiative energy [Wm-3] treatment of the corresponding axi-symmetrical field in which
transfer in the axial direction may be neglected produces

R,F,Z coordinate directions another pair of two-flux equations, when the intensity of
radiation in the diametric plane is assumed to be the

Superscripts arithmetic mean of the uniform but different intensities in the
- dimensionless two hemispheres. These two pairs of two-flux equations

represent an axi-symmetrical radiative field with significant
1. INTRODUCTION transfer in both the radial and axial directions. Multiplying

coefficient appearing in the radiative energy balances take
In a previous paper (1], the accuracy of several flux-type the values of Ka and 2 Ka for the cases of parallel and
models for three-dimensional radiative heat transfer have isotropic emitted radiation respectively.
been assessed by applying these radiation models to the
prediction of distributions of radiative flux density and The third radiation model is a Schuster-Schwarszchild type
radiative energy source term of a rectangular enclosure four-flux model produced by Richter and Quack [51. In this
problem and by comparing their predictions with exact model, the total solid angle surrounding a point is divided
solutions produced earlier by the same author [2]. The into four smaller solid angles-two of which are cones of half
problem was based on data taken from a large-scale
experimental furnace with steep temperature gradients angle, 450, in the forward and backward axial directions and
typical of operating furnaces. the remaining two for all other forward and backward radial

directons-in each of which intensity is assumed to be uniform.
A significant number of industrial furnaces and combustors Integration of the equation of radiant energy transfer for each
are cylindrical in shape. Therefore, it is considered necessary smaller solid angle, in turn, produces four differential
to evaluate the flux-type models produced earlier uations in the unknown intensities.
cylindrical furnaces [3-6] by applying them to the prediction
of radiative flux density and source term distributions of a The final radiation model is the spherical harmonics
cylindrical enclosure problem based on data reported approximation derived for an axisymmetrical radiation field
previously on a pilot-scale experimental furnace M7] and by [6]. In this model the angular variation of intensity at a point is
comparing their predictions with exact values reported expressed by a series of spherical harmonics. By using the
previously [81. P1 approximation (in which the senes is truncated after the

first four terms) and the equation of radiative transfer, the
The first radiation model is a Schuster-Hamaker type four- axisymmetncal radiation field within a grey, non-scattering
flux model for axi-symmetrical radiation field derived by medium is represented by three partial differential equations
Lockwood and Spalding (3]. The model Is an extension of in the total incident flux density and the net radiant flux
Schuster-Hamaker formulation to an ax-symmetrical radiation densities in the positive coordinate directions.
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All these models had previously been employed as part of (e) Richter and Quack's four-flux model-Model 5;
complete prediction procedures and predicted temperature
and radiative heat flux distributions have been compared (f) Seluk and Siddall's spherical harmonics model-
with experimentally determined data [3-6,9,11,12]. Model6
However, it has been found impossible to decide whether
discrepancies between the predictions and measurements The predictions of these models have been compared with
are attributable directly to the flux model employed or to the exact solutions reported previously in the literature [8].
inaccuracies in the submodels used for the prediction of flow,
reaction etc. In the discussion that follows, all physical quantities are

expressed in dimensionless forms which are obtained by
The use of exact solutions for testing purposes provides a dividing them by the shortest dimension of the enclosure or
means for assessing the accuracy of predictions of these by the maximum emissive power of the gas, depending on
radiation models in isolation from the models of flow and the quantity.
reaction. Therefore, the accuracy of each of these radiations
models had been tested by applying them to the prediction 4.1. Source Term Distributions
of distributions of radiative flux density and radiative energy
source term of a cylindrical enclosure problem and by Figure 1 shows the comparison between flux model
comparing its predictions with exact solutions reported predictions of the dimensionless source term and the exact
previously [13,14]. values for points (R = 0.25, r = 0, Z). These grid points

represent the points at the centre of the row of control
In this paper, evaluations of these models for radiative volumes nearest to the furnace axis. It can be seen that the
transfer in cylindrical enclosures are reviewed from the points exact source term distribution follows the physically
of view of both accuracy and computational economy. expected trend, rising steeply from the burner wall onwards,

going through a maximum and decreasing continuously
2. THE TEST PROBLEM towards the exit. The maximum of the source term

distribution occurs at the same location as the maximum of
The flux-type models considered have been tested by the temperature distribution. It can also be noted that the
making predictions for a black-walled enclosure problem for trend of the distributions predicted by the flux models is the
which exact solutions have been produced previously (8]. same as that of the exact distribution and that the
The enclosure problem is based on data reported by Wu distributions are over predicted by Models 2,4, and 6 and
and Fricker (7] on a pilot-scale experimental furnace with underpredicted by Models 1,3 and 5.
steep temperature gradients typically encountered in
industrial furnaos. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison between the exact values

of the dimensionless source term and the distributions
The experimental furnace under consideration is a vertical predicted by the flux models for grid points ( R =0 75. T = 0,
cylinder fired from the bottom end wall with natural gas and z). These grid points represent the medium points nearer to
operates under atmospheric pressure. The side walls are the side wall. It can be seen that good agreement is
water cooled. A detailed description of the data obtained obtained and that the source term distributions for these grid
from the experimental furnace and used as input data for points show smaller variation along the length of the furnace
flux-type models can be found elsewhere 183. than those for other medium grid points. This is consistent

with the uniform temperature distribution in the medium near
3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE the wall of the enclosure.

The partial differential equations representing the radiation A condensed comparison of the flux model predictions of
models under consideration have been re-cast into finite the dimensmionless source term values is contained in Table
difference forms by using the control volume approach. As 1. Two values are given for each model; the maximum point
the variation of gas and wall temperatures is axi-symmetrical, percentage error and the average absolute percentage error
the enclosure has been subdivided into 2x20 control both of which give mreasures of the accuracy of predicted
volumes in the r-and z-directions, respectively. A medium source terms.
grid point lies at the geometrical centre of each control
volume and a surface grid point lies in the centre of each As can be seen from Table 1, Model 6 produces more
control volume face in contact with the walls of the enclosure, accurate results than the Other models.
Hence the total number of medium and surface grid points
are 2x20 and (2x2+20), respectively. The resulting sets of Table 1. Comparison of flux model predictions of
simultaneous algebraic equations nave then been solved dimensionless source terms
by the iterative procedure developed by Peaceman and
Rachford [15] for numerical solution of the algebraic
equations with a coefficient matrix of the tridiagonal type. This Flux model Maximum Average absolute
procedure can be described as 'forward elimination followed percentage error percentage error
by backward substitution'.

4. EVALUATION OF THE FLUX MODEL Model 1 44.98 23.38
PREDICTIONS Model 2 -52.40 24.16

Model 3 48.84 22.67
Point values of the dimensionless radiative energy source Model 4 -79.54 28.34
term and flux density for 2x20 medium grid points have Model 5 74.44 18.68
been produced using: Model 6 -11.33 9.04

(a) Lookwood and Spalding's four-flux model for plane
parallel radiation-Model 1; 4.2. Flux Density Distributions

(b) Lokwood and Spalding's four flux model for isotropic Figure 3 illustrates the companson between the point values
radiaton-Model 2; of the dimensionelss flux density to the side wall in the

positive r-direction predicted by the flux models and exact
(c) Siddall and Selquk's four-flux model for plane parallel solutions for surface grid points. It can be seen that Models 2
radiation-Model 3; and 4 produce fairly good agreement and that Models 1,3, 5

and 6 underestimate the flux densities to the wall over the
(d) Siddall and Selquk's four-flux model for isotropic whole length of the enclosure.
radiation-Model 4;
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Figure 1. Comparison between the exact values and flux model predictions of dimensionless radiative
energy source terms along (A = 0 25, r 0. Z).
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Figure 2. Comparison between the exact values and flux model predictions of dimensionless radiative
energy source terms along (A = 0 75. r = 0. 2).
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FIgure 3. Comparison between the exact values and flux model predictions of dimensionless flux densities
to the side walls.

A condensed comparison of the flux model predictions of almost equal for each model, implying that each model
the dimensionelss flux densities is contained in Table 2. As produces consistent results, although different from the exact
can be seen from Table 2, the level of agreement values.
decreases in the following order: Model 2, Model 4, Model
6, Model 5, Model 3, and Model 1. Table 3. Comparison of flux model predictions of the

percentage errors in generated ano removed
Table 2. Comparison of flux model predictions of radiative energy

dimensionless flux densities to ft side wall

Flux model Percentage error in Percentage error in
Flux model Maximum Average absolute generation removal

percentage error percentage error

Model 1 21.46 21.46
Model 1 69.20 44.24 Model 2 -25.27 -25.27
Model 2 43.97 5.34 Model 3 21.17 21.17
Model 3 70.11 43.54 Model 4 -26.18 -26.18
Model 4 46.86 7.63 Model 5 15.97 15.97
Model 5 59.37 27.07 Model 6 -10.06 -10.06
Model 6 28.10 24.15

5. CONCLUSIONS
To provide a global check on the accuracy of the flux model
predictions, the total rate of removal of radiative energy Four flux-type models for cylindrical enclosures filled with an
through the wall and the total rate of generation of radiative absorbing-emitting medium of constant properties have
energy within the enclosed medium were calculated and been applied to the prediction of distributions of the
compared with the exact values. Table 3 shows the errors in radiative flux density and the energy source term of a black-
generated and removed radiative energy produced by the walled enclosure problem. The problem is based on data
flux model predictions. It can be seen that the percentage reported previously and a pilot-scale experimentlI furn.ac
errors in generated and removed radiative energy are with steep temperature gradients typically encountered in
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industrial furnaces. The accuracy of the models have been 11. Patankar, S.V. and Spalding, D.B., "Simultaneous
tested by comparing their predictions with exact solutions Predictions of Flow Pattern and Radiation for Three-
reported earlier in the literature. On the basis of comparisons dimensional Flames, in Heat Transfer in Flames
the following conclusions have been reached. (Edited by N.H.Afgan and J.M Beer), Scripta,

Washington, DC, 1974, pp.73-94.
(1) The spherical harmonic model of Selquk and Siddall
proves to be a satisfactory method, previding a better 12. Selquk, N, Siddall, R.G. and Beer, J.M., "A
agreement in radiative energy source term distributions than Comparison of Mathematical Models of the Radiative
in the flux density distnbutions. Behaviour of a Large-scale Expenmental Furnace",

Proc. 16th Int. Symp. of Combustion, The Combustion
(2) The four-flux model of Richter and Quack is a reasonably Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1977, pp. 53-61.
satisfactory method of predicting both the radiative energy
source term and flux density distributions. 13. Selquk, N., "Evaluation of Flux Models for Radiative

Transfer in Cylindrical Furnaces", Int. J. Heat Mass
(3) The four-flux models of Lockwood and Spalding and Transfer, 32, 1989, pp. 620-624.
Siddall and Selquk for an isotropic radiation field provide a
useful method for predicting the flux density distributions at 14. Selquk, N., "Evaluabon of Spherical Harmonics
the walls of the enclosure. However, with regard to the Approximation for Radiative Transfer in Cylindrical
distribution of the radiative energy source term, a relatively Fu iaces, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, 33, 1990, pp.
poor agreement is obtained. 579-581.

(4) The four-flux methods of Lockwood and Spalding and 15. Peaceman, D.W. and Rachford, H H, "The Numerical
Siddall and Selquk for plane parallel radiation are not found Solution of Parabolic and Elliptic Differential Equations",
satisfactory. J. Soc. Ind. Appl. Math., 3, 1955, pp. 1-28.

(5) Predictive ability of each model relative to the exact
solutions are expected to remain the same for non-black
walled enclosures although the order of magnitude of the
accuracies might change.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: G. Andrews, University of Leeds

Which is the most efficient radiation model to incorporate in CFD codes for gas turbine
combustion applications, where there is no net heat loss due to radiation? Radiation heats
the combustor walls which, in turn, transfer heat to the coolant which, in turn, is injected
back into the combustion gas. Thus radiation can change combustion temperature
profiles and hence NOx, but how accurate does it need to be for adequate predictions? I
understand that some of the more accurate radiation models cause large increases in
CFD computation time.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
As I have mentioned in my presentation, flux-type radiation models are the most
economic methods as far as the computation time is concerned. Among the flux models
that I have tested, P1-spherical-harmonic models produce the best agreement with exact
solution relative to the radiative energy source term. For gas turbine combustors where
temperature distribution prediction is important, I would recommend the use of the P1-
approximation in CFD, as temperature distribution is proportional to the source term
distribution. Its advantages are computational economy and good accuracy with respect
to the source term.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: Y.A. Gogus, Havacilik Muh Bol

Would you please tell me the relative position for the origin of the z axis.
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

For calculation purposes, the origin was taken to be the midpoint of the the axis of
symmetry.

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

What does the test furnace look like?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The furnace is a cylindrical combustion chamber 0.9m in diameter, 5m in height. It is a
vertical chamber fired with natural gas from the bottom end wall. The sidewalls are
water-cooled. For these calculations, the swirl number was zero.

QUESTION 4
DISCUSSOR: H. Weyer, ABB

Your paper deals with gas-solid wall interaction. What assumption did you make about
the gas phase, i.e., gas composition, emissivity and absorption of gas components and
soot?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Because the radiation has been treated in isolation from the flow and reaction, we only
need a radiative boundary condition, and this stems from the assumption that the inner
wall is black. As far as the gas composition is concerned it is typical and has C02 and
H20 vapour in it. The absorbing-emitting characteristics are calculated accordingly.
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CALCULI D'ECOULEMENTS TURBULENTS REACTIFS DAMS LES FOYERS AERONAUTIOUES

P. CAILLAU, F. DUPOIRIEUX

ONERA
29, avenue de la Division Leclerc

92322 CHATILLON Cedex - France

SOMNIAIRE C, taux de production moyen de l'esp~ce

Cet article d~cnit les progr~s que nous avons taux de production moyen de I'enthalpie
accomplis r~cermnent dans la moddlisation de la
combustion turbulente pour les applications a la propulsion. 6: symbolc de Kronecker
Nous rappelons bri~vement les dquations moyenndes des
6coulements turbulents rdactifs, puis prdsentons le mod~le f, tenseur moyen des contraintes visqucuses
Probabiliste EUldrien Lagrangien PEUL destind: au calcul
des termes sources moyens des esp~ces et de l'enthalpie. La Lvitesse moycnne de diffusion laminaire de l'esp~ce
possibilit6 de prise en compte par ce mod~le de
mdcanismes rdactionnels A plusieurs esp~ces est appliqu~e ~ vitesse moyennc de diffusion laminaire de la
ai la prddiction des polluants et en particulier au calcul diu chaleur
NO thermique. En vue d'obtenir la meilleure prediction
possible de la composition chimique et de la temperature, d nergie cin~tique de la turbulence
trois mdcanismes globaux d'oxydation du mdthane sont
successivement coupids au mod~e PEUL et leurs r~sultats E taux de dissipation de k
comparts. Deux applications sont ensuite 6tudi~es.

V temps caractdristique de 1'6chclle moyenne de
La premi~re application concerne une flamme turbulence rr - klE

prdmdIang&e stabilis6e par un ecoulement de gaz chauds.
Les rdsultats de calcul sont compards aux rdsultats CY taux de dissipation des fluctuations d'esp~ces
exp~rimentaux obtenus A I'ONERA et pr~sentent un accord
convenable, en particulier en ce qui concerne les profils de r~v temps caractdristique turbulent relatif aux dchanges
NO thermique. La seconde concerne une portion de des esp~ces
chambre adronautique annulaire. La comparaison des taux
de production moyens obtenus avec un mod~le de Tre temps caract~ristique d'6change du mod~le JEM
combustion turbulente A chimie rapide et avec le mod~e
PEUL met en dvidence, dans cc cas, l'int~rdt de ne pas D coefficient de diffusion laminaire
faire l'hypoth~se de chimie rapide.

chaleur de formation de l'esp~ee
LISTE DES SYMBOLES

INTRODUMTON
richesse

Nous pr~sentons, dans cet article, une version du
P pression mod~le de combustion turbulente PEUL (Probabiliste

Eul~rien Lagrangien) sur laquelle plusicurs mdcanismes
T: tempdrattire simplifies d'oxydation du mdthane ý 1, 2 et 4 dtapes ont &6t

implant~s et compards. Le mecanisme de production des
P densit6 oxydes d'azote dans les gaz brOlds dit "mdcanisme du NO

thermique" a liii aussi 6t pris en compte et ]'influence des
h enthalpie schdmas d'oxydation du mdthane sur la vitesse de

production de NO a 6t 6tudi&e.
* moyennc de Favre de la variable (V

Les calculs ainsi r~alis~s ont 6t compar6s aux
0" fluctuations de la variable 0P, 0b - ci) + 0"mesures effectudes dans un canal rectangulaire

bidimensionnel ou une flamme air-mdthane est stabilis&e
moyenne statistique classique de la variable 0 par un jet de gaz chauds.

u composante du vecteur vitesse A partir du maine inodae de combustion turbulente.
des calculs ont &6 mends dans une chambre de combustion

)a viscositt turbulente a~ronautique tridimensionnelle.

Y, fraction massique de l'espace
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MODELISATION DE LA COMBUSTION turbulente [11.
TURBULENTE u.-+df,+2 k6,+26,,dV

L~a turbulence est caract~ris~e par des fluctuations de t( & aX4- 3 ' 3 ax
vitesse et des variables d'6tat (P, p, T, h). Les 6quations k2
classiques de Navier-Stokes pour les grandeurs avec /0, - Pc,, 7
instantandes (quantitd de mouvement, densitd, enthalpie)
ne n~cessitent aucune hypoth~se suppldmentaire pour ou Mt, est la viscosit6 turbulente.
d~crire un dcoulement turbulent. Toutefois, A grand nombre
de Reynolds, le calcul des structures turbulentes, n~cessite k est 1'6nergie cin6tique de la turbulence et e son taiix
des pas en temps et en espace extremement petits, et tie de dissipation. Tous deux sont calculds A l'aide d'une
peut donc atre effectu6 que pour des configurations 6quation de bilan.
simples, compte tenu de la puissance actuelle des
ordinateurs. La resolution des 6quations de bilan eul6riennes

moyenn~es est effectude par le code 3D DIAMANT,
Afin d iviter cette limitation, nous avons utilisd d~veloppd A I'ONERA [2].

l'approche classique qui consiste A r~soudre les ýquatiorn
de bilan de la moyenne des grandeurs dtudi~es. Chaque La technique de discrdtisation utilisie est de type
grandeur 4V peut alors 8tre ddcompos6e en une composante volumes finis. L'int6gration des dquations est effectu6e par
moyenne cj, (ii s'agit ici de la moyenne de Favre) et une une m~thode implicite A directions altern~es.
composante fluctuante aldatoire 0 "

Cette technique consiste A int~grer successivement les
Les 6quatiorn moyenn~es que nous cherchons A dquations dans les 3 directions de I'espace. Elle a pour

r~soudre sont les suivantes principal avantage de rdduire consid~rablement le temps de
calcul et le stockage mdmoire n~cessaire par rapport A une

-Conservation de la masse m~thode o6i l'int~gration implicite serait effectu~e darn les
3 directions simultandment.

d;5d -0 Les termes de production movens d'esp~ces et
at x.d'enthalpie Vd, et (t) sont donnds par le mod~le de

combustion turbulente PEUL proprement dit.
*Conservation de la guantit6 de mouvement

a a, PRINCIPE DU MODELE PEUL

La mod~le PEUL dit "espace physique". consiste A
suivre dans l'espace (U, Y,, h, X' t), un grand nombre de

est le tenseur moyen des contraintes visqueuses. particules fluides dont la situation evolue sous contrainte de
6 , est le symbole de Kronecker (=lI si a =#, =0Osi c•t3d) 2 types d'6quations

Conservation de la masse des esptces chimigues 1- - U Li,

a- oi. O U est la vitesse instantan~e de la particule fluide, qui
- ;5~' u0 , co est ddcompos~e en une partie moyenne donn~e par le

at dx.calcul eul~rien moyen, et une partie fluctuante aldatoire,
tir~e au sort suivant une procddure d~crite par

oiz 7 est la vitesse moyenne de diffusion laminaire et ORMLANCEY dans [3].
le I taux de production chiniique moyen de d

1'esp~ce i. 2- ýý 1-Y w

-Conservation de 1'enthalpieA 
-

-tph5 + -L(w.h+J. + A , +pw di76.g ptia x. at ~ La mod~Iisation du terme d6hneaux eis
dchelles entre Ia particule et son environnement, de type

oili ?. est la vitesse moyenne laminaire de diffusion de ~ ~ est due A AUBRY et VILLERMAUX [4].
Ia chaieur.

Cette moddlisation remplace le terme de diffusion de
5 termes inconnus apparaissent: t'quation lagrangienne d'A6volution de Y, darn la particule:

-les flux turbulents U,, ~ ~ J Y

-les termes de production moyens d'esp~ces et d'enthalpie &i ax. axe;
61, 1 A

Las flux turbulents sont donnds par le modtle oiý D est Ie coefficient de diffusion mol6culaire de I'especc
classique de turbulence k-e & concept de viscosit6 i.
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On montre facilement (51 que r, , le temps i umdl ... INMiWSATION
caractdristique, peut s'6crire sous la forme w UP oieBU

Lhr. dx" a ,& n r0I
dos pWWct

o~i e, est le taux: de dissipation des fluctuations d'esp~ces. doaodudeIL-. TP

Yi(P) PNbmf ITERATION
Le temps caractdristique d'dchange r, ou le taux de J, (p)IP

dissipation des fluctuations d'esp~ces E, apparaissent,
comine le souligne BORGHI [6], dans de nombreuxI
mod~les de combustion turbulente, qu'il s'agisse des Waidiuz.bn meyon
mod~Ies A concept de flammelette, A transport de PDF ou dodWespboc:61
Ai PDF prdsum&e. Sa mod~lisation prdcise constitue un
point delicat de la moddlisation de la combustion
turbulente.

Une hypoth~se classique consiste A supposer que ir, Figure I
est directement proportionnel ýi iv - Aft , le temps
caractdristique de H'chelle moyenne de la turbulence. seul le terme moyen prenant en compte l'influence de la

turbulence necessite une mod~lisation), l'influence de la
BEGUIER, DEKEYSER et LAUNDER [71 tint fait turbulence sur la combustion etant prise en compte d'une

une etude bibliographique des experiences permettant part au niveau du temps caracteristique d'6change r- ,
d'estimer le rapport R - TYv/ t et ont conclu que R d'autre part, par la composante fluctuante stochastique de

6tait compris entre 1.04 et 1,22. Ia vitesse des particules.

C'est cette hvpoth~se que nous avons faite en prenanit Formation du mono?ýde d'azote NO

ret - 0.25k/ce Le NO produit dans les chambres de combustion
Les termes sources que nous souhaitons calculer soot provient soit de l'azote de l'air, soit de l'azote present darts

ensuite simplement d~finis dans une maille I.J.K donnee. les combustibles impurs.
comme la movenne statistique ponddree par le temps de
sejour dans la maille, des contributions de chaque particule Nous allons ici nous interesser aux deux principaux
la traversant mecanismes de formation du NO a partir du N2 de l'air

.v , (0)A! - ie m~canisme du NO thermique.
., I /'/? le mecanisme du Prompt NO.

M~canisme du NO thermigue

11 consiste en une oxydation lente de N2 par les
(Id N est le nombre de particules avant traverse la maille radicaux 0 et OH- presents dans les gaz .brfilds.
IJ.K et P' est le nombre de pas'de temps mis par la ZELDOVICH [10) propose le schema cindtique suivant
particule I pour traverser Ia maille l.J,K.0+N2O+N

Les termes sources moyens ainsi calcuI~s sont ensuite N +02 ~± NO+ 0
"injectds" dans les equations eul~riennes au niveau de et (N + OH-~NO + H-)
chaque maille, puis de nouvelles particules sont lancdes, de
nouveaux taux moyens calculds, et ainsi de suite jusqu'a La troisi~me reaction ne joue un r6le significatif que
convergence du calcul. pour les richesses proches de 1.

La procddure employee est rdsumde sur la figure I1. Les radicaux 0 sont dornnds en supposant la reaction
0, -~20 ý 1'6quilibre.

Le premier champ euldrien doit ýtre calculd a l'aide
d'un mod~le de combustion turbulente simple (Eddy Break Ce m~canisme ne joue un r6le important que si les
Up [8], CRAMER [9]) afin d'initialiser Ia procedure radicaux 0 sont presents en quantitý suffisante dans les gaz
iterative. br-31s, c'est-,A-dire si la temperature est 6Iev~e

(T > 1800 K) et si les produits brfilds contiennent de
PRISE EN COMPTE DE LA CINETIQUE CHIMIQUE I'oxyg~ne, donc si le m~Iange est pauvre. ou tr~s peu riche

(OH joue alors un rOle). En pratique, au delbt de richesse
La prise en compte de cindtiqucs chimiques 1,10, le m~canisme du NO thermique n'intervient plus.

relativement complexes ne pose pas d'autre prohkme que
celui du temps de calcul, puisque Ia vitesse de rdaction Dans ces conditions, le m~canisme du NO thermique
intervient sous forme instantan~e dans 1'6quation de bilan joue un r6le prdponddrant si, compte tenu de la lenteur de
lagrangienne (les vitesses instantandes sont bien connues. son m~canisme de formation, Ie temps de sdjour des gaz

br~l&s dans Ia chambre est important.
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L'importance respective des 2 mdcanismes est mise en 4- Un mecanisme conduisant A NO A partir de N20, dont
6vidence sur la figure 2, prdsentant les mesures de le r~le est mineur A basse pression (0,1 --- >1I atm) et
FENIMORE [III sur un brilleur A flamnme plate dont l'importance croit si P augmente.

[NO] ppm Nous retiendrons finalement que pour un regime de
- 15 = .05 =230 Kcombustion pauvre, si le temps de s~jour des gaz brfil~s150 1.0 T=200 Kdans la chambre n'est pas trop court, le m~canisme du NO

0 thermique contribue majoritairement bt la quantitd totale de
NO form6. Par contre, au deli de la richesse 1,1, ii ne joue

0 plus aucun r6le et tout le NO produit l'est par le

100 - 0m~canisme du Prompt NO.

Compte tenu du regime de combustion pauvre des 2
configurations que nous avons 6tudides dans cet article,

9,0.97 T=2163 K nous nous sommes exciusivement int6ress~s au m~canisme
du NO thermique. Toutefois, une extension au calcul partiel

50 p 0.80 T=2112 K du Prompt NO avec le m~canisme de ZELDOVICH
associ6 A l'hypoth~se de superdquilibre peut 6tre envisagde

--- i =-~ 1.10 AL court terme, alors que ]a prise en compte des mdcanismes
T= ,2127 K de FENIMORE ou du m6canisme no 4 (NIO), faisant tous

I deux intervenir des radicaux n~cessitant une cindtique
0 10 20 d~taillde d'oxydation du combustible, n'est pas envisageable

temps (millisecondes) pour une raison evidente de temps de calcul.

Figure 2 Le mecanisme de ZELDOVICH de production du
NO a 6t6 associ6 a plusieurs mecanismes simplifl~s

L'ordonnee A l'origine des courbes de mesure d'oxvdation du methane, afin de tester l'influence de
correspond au mecanisme du Prompt NO forme diffirents parametres.
brusquement dans la flamnme. Au delb, il s'agit du NO
thermique. On sait que le mecanisme de ZELDOVICH est

essentiellement contr6ld par sa premi~re reaction, dont Ia
La vitesse de formation du NO thermique croit vitesse depend beaucoup de la concentration de radicaux 0,

sensiblement avec la richesse pour atteindre un maximum or cette derni~re depend elle-m~me fortement de ]a
A richesse 1,05, puis ddcroit et s'annule finalement A temperature. On peut donc s'attendre A ce que le
richesse 1,10. m~canisme de ZELDOVICH soit sensible A celle-ci.

Sachant que la temperature est contr6lde par le m~camtsme
Mkapnisme du PROMPT NO d'oxydation du combustible, et en particulier par la prise en

compte d'6quilibres tels que CO ý'CO2, H2I ;; H20, ii est
Le NO form6 rapidement dans [a flamme peut ýtre int~ressant de comparer diff~rents mdcanismes prenant en

attrihu6 A plusieurs mecanismes qui contribuent tous, dans compte ou non ces diff~rents dquilibres.
des proportions variables, au niveau total de NO formt
dans la flamme. DRAKE et BUNT [121, qui etudient la M~canismes d'oxvdation du combustible
formation du NO dans les flamnmes laminaires
pr~m~langdes air-methane A l'aide d'un schema cindtique I- Schema a I 6tape
ddtaiIl6 A 212 reactions. recensent 4 principaux mecanismes CH4 + 202 ;) C-O, + 2H,O
conduisant A la formation de NO dans le front de tiamnme:

proposd par CAThONNET et al [13], WESTBROOK et
I- Le m~canisme de ZELDOVICH associd A 1'6quilibre DRYER [14], ne prenant en compte ni I'dquilibre entre CO

02 1- 20 qui conduit principalement A la formation et CO2, ni 1'6quilibre entre H2 et H,O.
du NO thermique dans les gaz brfil~s.

2- Schdma A 2 6tapes
2- Le m~canisme de ZELDOVICH associd (pour le calcdil CH4 + 3/2 0,2- CO +- 21-120

de 0 et OH) au "superequilibre de 0' qui consiste A CO + 1/2 0, ZZ CO,
supposer que les 4 reactions suivantes sont A l'dquilibre:

propos6 par WESTB3ROOK et DRYER [14] et prenant en
H + 0, OH+ 0 compte U'quilibre entre CO et CO,.
0 + H, ~ OH + H

H~2 + OH H20 + H 3- Schema A 4 dtapes

COOH-~CO+HCH + 2H +H 20 -~CO + 4H,
3- Le m~canisme de FENIMORE [11]: CO + HI0 I CO2 + H2

H +H +M H,+
CH, +N, - HCN +NH 0 2 +3 H2 2~ 2H2 -+2H

CH +N2 - HCN +N
puis HCN + 0 .---- HCO + N propos6 par PETERS [15] et prenant en compte les

CN + 0 ;-ý CO +. N 6quilibres entre CO et CO,, et entre H2 et H20, ainsi que
N + O1 - NO + 0 les radicaux H.
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En raison de la prise en compte des radicaux H dont consiste A rendre implicites uniquement les termes
les temps caractdristiques de formation sont trA-s courts, ce consommant 1'esp~ce
sch6ma n6cessite un nombre d'itdrations beaucoup plus
important que les deux pr&cddents (de 50 A 100 fois plus), On d6compose ow en (0+ production
ce qui s'av~re p~nalisant au niveau du tenmps de calcul. et L0 consomination

puis on dcrit : (o V+I +)N + N I

Integration des 6quations lag=- O otintfineset

Rappelons que les dquations lagrangiennes que nous +N07 - t
devons int~grer sont de la forme :N I t

Pour les isp~ces: +Y W, Y

~b Ta qui assure que Yjt4` demneure positif et different de 0.

I E(CH4.02 ,C0 2,CO,H2 ,H,NO Comparaison des sch~mas cindtigues A I'&uilibre chinlioue

En fait 3 des n esp~ces sont calcul6es A partir des bilans
d'atomes C, H et 0. Les 3 schtmas cind-tiques d'oxydation du methane

pr~sent~s plus haut ont 6t implantes dans les 6quations
Pour l'enthalpie totale : h, = Y, Lft + Q,-) lagrangiennes d~crites au paragraphe pr6c~dent et int~grds

+ /i1 pendant un temps suffisamnient grand pour que I'quilibre

dh, -h, - h, chimique soit atteint. Les compositions chimiques obtenues
Lf T_ et les temperatures associ~es sont pr~senttes dans le

1k ~tableau 1. Ils sont compares aux rdsultats obtenus avec un
Les dquations lagrangiennes pour les esp~ces s'av~rent code de calcul sp~cifique des 6quilibres chimiques prenant

particu~irement d~licates bA intdgrer en raison du en compte plusieurs centaines d'esp~ces. Ces resultats nous
comportement tr~s raide des termes sources (t, . Une donnent une indication sur la precision du calcul du NO
technique d'intdgration implicite s'impose. Cependant, la formd que l'on va obtenir, puisque ce dernier se cree
technique classique qui consiste A lin~ariser les lorsque les reactions chimiques d'oxvdation du combustible

termes sources (01 + ý ýŽL(Y\. - sot jqiibe
-' , On constate que Ie schema A 1 etape provoque une

s'est av~rde incapable d'emp~cher l'annulation de la surestimation de T de l'ordre de 40 K A richesse 0,8 et de
fraction massique des espkces qui tendent vers 0 (comme pr~s de 180 K A richesse 1, faute de prise en compte de CO
CH4 ou 02) et les instabilit~s numdriques qui en d~coulent. et dans une moindre mesure de H 2 et H.

La technique d'intdgration implicite utilisde a &6 La prediction de T est bien meilleure avec les
choisie afin d'6iter cet inconvdnient majeur. Son principe sch~mas A 2 et 4 6tapes a richesse 0,8 (momns de 10 K),

TableiauI: Comparaison des compositions chimiques obtenues A l'dquilibre avec les 3
cindtiques globales d'oxydation du methane AL 1, 2 et 4 6tapes. ainsi qu'avec
un logiciel spdcifique de calcul d'6quilibres.

RICHESSE 0, 8

CH. 0, 0 CO, HO, CO H H, T
.10 x 10 000 .10 x IOD x 1 00

I tbps IW~ 4.49 3, 12.1 9.91 2 235

2 Etape 100' 4.74 3.13 11.4 9.91 4.45 2 204

4 itq=u 10" 4,70 13,01 111.5 9.76 3.89 2.18. 10" 1.59. 10' 2200

CW.cu 1 0 4,19 12.8 11.,9 9,83 2.24 15.8.10" 6.3. 101' 2-193

RICHESSE 1.0

CHI' 02 0 CO, H,O CO H H, T
1x10000 z 100 2 :1000

100

I dup~e I Or 5,64. 10Or 0,386 I5.3 12,3 2 544

2 dtape 10'o 5, 17. 10"r 4,71 13.6 12.3 9.05 ____ ___ 2485

4 E tap ss 2 .10 r " 1 .0 5 .10 r' 4 .1 13 .1 1 1.9 1 2 .0 4 3 ,4 5 . 1 0"' 4 ,2 3 . 10 ' 2 4 3 3

Cilu I 9,03.10"l 3,72 12,6 1.8 I5." 3.92. 10"3 4,54.10' 2 368
UidqIbts

- -.-........
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mais se degrade A richesse 1 respectivement 110 K phdnom~nes nont W pris en compte dans la simulation
d'erreur et 80 K d'erreur. numdrique.

On voit donc que les sch~mas A 2 et 4 dtapes sont Les profils de methane (figure 6) calculds et mesurds
appropri~s au caicul du NO thermnique, sachant par ailleurs sont tr~s proches. Par contre, on constate figure 7, que les
que le premier prdsente une bien plus grande simplicitd profils mayens de CO calculds ne sont que qualitativement
d'intdgration. repr~sentatifs des profils mesures. Ce calcul relativement

grossier de CO suffit cependant A donner une rneilleure
CALCUL D'UNE FLAMME PREMELANGEE AIR- indication de la tempdrature, ce qui est favorable au calcul
METHANE STABILISEE PAR FLAMME PILOTE des oxydes d'azote.

Le mod~le est testd dans le cas d'une flamnme Figure 8, on compare le niveau de NO thermique
bidimensionnelle prem~langde turbulente a grande vitesse, calcuId au niveau total mesur6 par MOREAU [16]. On
stabilisde par une flamtme pilote. Le dispositif expdrimenta1 constate que le NO thermique calculd est bien forni6 en
est repr~sentý sur la figure 3. 11 a itA_ ddvelopp6 par aval de la zone moyenne de reaction oii la temperature est
MOREAU [16] A I'ONERA en 1977. Sa section est carrde 6levde et les moldcules de 0, fortement dissoci~es en
de 100 mm sur 100 mm. La flamnme pilote est obtenue par radicaux 0.
la combustion d'un prdm~lange stoechiom~trique air-
methane. La vitesse et la temperature sont respectivement L~e niveau maximal de NO calcul6 est de l'ordre de 65
55 rn/s et 600 K pour les gaz frais et 110 rn/s et 2200 K parties par million (ppm), alors que les mesures donnent
dans les gaz brfil~s. L'intensit6 de turbulence est environ de 50 ppm. On constate un relativement bon accord tant
10 % et peut atre modifide en introduisant diffdrents types qualitatif que quantitatif entre mesures et calculs.
de grilles dans Ie courant amont. CALCULS DANS UNE CHAMBRE AE=RONAUTIQUE

Les calculs ont W effectu~s A richesse 0.8 pour ANNULAIRE
laquelle la mnajorit6 des r~sultats experimentaux sont La seconde chambre de combustion 6tudide est une
fournis. partie d'une chambre annulaire. Une section de cette

chambre est repr~sent~e sur la figure 9. Le maillage
Gaz frais ...........V-77-A comporte 58 x 22 x 29 mailles respectivement dans les
CH, + air front de directions 1, J et K.
V =0 K5 flam Nous avons considerd une injection air-methane et

V 7,55 m 7 non air-kerosene comme dans la realit6, essentieflement en

Gaz brfilds :raison de la plus large gamme et de la meilleure
T = 2200 K X connnaissance de cinetiques pour le methane. Ce
V = 110 rn/S prdmdlange air-methane riche (q = 1.93) A 770 K et 15 bar

entre par un injecteur tourbillonnaire dans le "bol"
Figure 3 Tepr~sent6 sur Ia figure 9 A environ 140 rn/s. A 1'entr~e de

la chambre proprement dite. ]a vitesse est de l'ordre de
40 m/s.

Les vitesses calcul~es sont compar~es aux profils
exp~rimentaux obtenus par v~locimdtrie Doppler Laser par De P'air A 770 K et 15 bar est inject6 sous forme de 9
MOREAU et al [18]. Les profils de CH,, CO, NO sont films para~lllement aux parois, afin de refroidir ces
obtenus par preI~vement par sonde et chromnatographie derni~res. Ces films sont representes Fl A F9 sur la figure
pour les deux premiers et chimi-dluminescence pour IleQ
dernier (Moreau [16]). Les profils de tempdrature sont
obtenus par Diffusion Raman Anti-Stokes Coh6rente Enfin, une s~rie de trous primaires et de trous de
(DRASC) [ 17]. dilution permettent ]'injection d'air A 770 K et 15 bar. L'air

de dilution est destin6 A refroidir les gaz brfilds afin de
On compare figure 4, les profils de vitesse moyenne permettre I'arriv~e A basse tempdrature (1400,1600 K) sur

calculds p- ' le code DIAMANT et les mesures de les aubes de turbine en aval de Ia chambre et A r~duire
MOREAU [18]. On constate un relativement bon accord I'dmission des oxydes d'azote.
entre simulation et expdrience. L'erreur la plus importante
est d'environ 10 m/s pour x =122 mm. La simulation num~rique a 6t r~alis&e avec le code

DIAMANT associ6 au mod~Ie de combustion turbulente
Figures 5, 6 et 7 on compare des resultats lagrangiens CRAMER [9] pour le calcul du champ de vitesse. de

moyensLcalcul similare au calcul du taux de reaction concentration et de temperature initial. 30 000 particules
moyen to, ) aux valeurs mesurdes, respectivement pour Ia fluides ont ýt inject~es dans les diverses entrdes de Ia
tempdrature, le rapport de la concentration de CH, sur chambre, cc qui a permis le calcul du taux de reaction
celle de N2. et le rapport de Ia concentration de CO sur lagrangien moyen. ainsi que celui du champ moyen de NO.
celle de N,.

Le champ de vitesse calculd est reprdsent6 figure 10
En ce qui concerne la tempdrature, on constate que suivant les plans 1 =6 et J = 12. On observe nettement

Ia valeur maximale calcul~e est environ supdrieure de dans Ie plan I = 6 Ie mouvement du fluide dO A l'injecteur
150 K A la valeur mesur~e. Une bonne partie de cet 6cart tourbillonnaire. Dants Ie plan J = 12, on constate Ia
doit etre due, d'unc part aux pertcs au niveau des parois formation de zones de recirculations en fond de chaxnbre.
non adiabatiques do montagc expdrimental, d'autre part aux ainsi que l'injcction par les trous primaires sup6ricurs ct
pertes par rayonnement. Ni l'un ni l'autrc de ces infdrieurs.
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On compare figure I1 Icl taux de reaction moyen "wi' Le code DIAMANT dont les rdsultats ont dit6 pr6sent~s
obtenu avec le modele CRAMER et avec le modile PEUL. dans cet article a 6td ddvelopp6 dans le cadre de
Le modele CRAMER est un modele de combustion l'opdration A3C [19].
turbulente qui, au meme titre que le modelt Eddy Break Up
fait l'hypothise que la chimie est tres rapide et quc la -Nous remercions la Direction de la Recherche de
reaction est contr~l~e par le melange. donc par [a RENAULT d'avoir particip6 au financement de cette
turbulence. Ceci se traduit par le fait que la combustion etude.
commence inmimdiatement a l'injection dans le bol avec le
modile CRAMER alors qu'avec le modile PEUL. on
constate que la riaction demarre un pcu plus loin, at Ia sortie
du bol. respectant ainsi in certain d~iai d'allumage
caracteristique de Ia reaction chimique considerie.
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- Simulation

-Resultats exporimentaux
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Figure 4: Comparaison entre les profils de vitesse calculds et experimentaux obtenus
par Anrmom6trie Laser Doppler [17]
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Fig••e 5 Comparaison entre les profils de tempdrature calcul6s et mesur6s par
DRASC (MAGRE [17])
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- Calculs
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Figure 6 Comparaison entre les profils de CH 4 calculds et mesures
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Figure 7 : Comparaison entre les profils de CO calcul6s et mesurds
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_ Calcul
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Figure 8 Comparaison entre les isolignes de NO calcuk~es et mesur~es
(MOREAU [16])
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FigfuLL.I Vecteurs vitesse calcul6s par simulation numdrique avec DIAMANT
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: N. Sel~uk, Middle Eastern Technical University

I have not seen any temperature profiles for the two problems you have calculated. NOx
formation is strongly dependent on temperature and the temperature distribution is
strongly affected by thermal radiation at the high temperatures that you are considering.
Don't you think your NOx estimation would be better if you incorporated thermal
radiation with your predictions?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
"In parallel to the work presented here we have made some calculation of radiative
transfer within the combustor and we have checked that the divergence of the radiative
flux is negligible compared to heat release of the reaction. Therefore the temperature field
should not be significantly influenced by the radiative transfer especially in the reaction
zone where the prompt NO is supposed to be produced. These calculations did not take soot
into account. The soot level is considered to be very low.
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AERO-THERMAL DESIGN OF A COOLED TRANSONIC NGV
AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

S.Colantuoni, A. Colella, L. Di Nola, D. Carbone, D. Marotta
ALFA ROMEO AVIO Societa' Aeromotoristica per Azioni

Research & Development
80038 Pomigliano d'Arco (NAPOLI) - ITALY

SUMMARY NGV Nozzle Guide Vane
Nu Nusselt number

The aerothermal design process applied to a o throat
Nozzle Guide Vane of a gas-generator axial-flow OTDF overall temperature distribution factor
turbine for a compact advanced technology core P pressure
engine is described. Pr Prandtl number pCp/k

The principal characteristics of the NGV are: PS pressure side
Re Reynolds number pUmC/pi

Overall Tip Radius, mm 108.8 RTDF Radial temperature distribution factor
Blade height , mm 19.7 CET Combustor exit temperature
Blade aspect ratio 0.53 S impingement holes spacing
Solidity 1.37 s curvilinear coordinate from stagnation point
Mean Exit isentropic Mach Number, 0.95 SS suction side
Inlet Temperature, K 1450 St Stanton number

T temperature
The NGV is cooled by a combination of different TE trailing edge

solutions, like impingement cooling and film-cooling TIT turbine inlet temperature
on the front side, and forced convection on the rear Tu freestream turbulence
side, followed by a cooling ejection at pressure side U velocity
near the trailing edge. W mass flow rate

Representative results of the computational x coordinate along axial chord
fluid-dynamics and of the thermal analysis of the xc coordinate along blade chord
NGV blade, together with some experimental data y coordinate in tangential direction
obtained from component test rig and engine Z impingement holes to cooled wall distance
demonstrator are presented and discussed. Cc film cooling hole axis angle

[3 flow angle in blade-to-blade plane
LIST OF SYMBOLS AH change in stagnation enthalpy

7 specific heat ratio
C blade chord p density
Cp specific heat at constant pressure for air Kinetic Loss Coefficient
D internal leading edge diameter
d coolant hole diameter Subscripts
FEM Finite Element Method
F/C film cooling c coolant flow condition
g pitch 0 total condition
H blade height I upstream condition
h convective heat transfer coeff. q/(To-Tw) 2 downstream condition
HTC heat transfer coefficient ax along the axial chord
k thermal conductivity freestream flow condition
L coolant duct length g gas
I flat plate length o without coolant injection
LE leading edge is isentropic condition
M Mach number r recovery
m local blowing rate pcUc/p*,Uo w condition at the wall
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1 INTRODUCTION Aerodynamic tests on blade mid section have been
performed on solid vane at design point as well as

A technological research program has been off-design conditions in terms of Mach number,
planned in 1987 at ARA-R&D to implement design Reynolds number and inlet turbulence level.
methodology in the critical field of aerothermo- On the other hand the performances of the film
mechanics of HP turbine stages having high working cooling have been measured at different blowing rates
temperature (1450 - 1800 K). The future advanced and temperature ratios. In orderto provide the thermal
technology is characterized by a compact geometry design validation on the engine demonstrator, it was
with severe design constraints and targets, like blade required to have a comprehensive knowledge of blade
life goals and high aerodynamic performances metal temperatures. The thermal indicator paints (TIP)
achieved in the transonic range. Complex cooling method, that can provide pictorial evidence of peak
system is required despite continuous improvements temperatures and isothermal distributions on the NGV
in materials properties. An increasing difficulty is due blades, has been chosen.
to cooling effectiveness that must be achieved with The design is described along with discussion of
vanes of small dimension. the results.

The first phase of this research project was to
design and develop a gas generator turbine stage with 2 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
the maximum possible inlet temperature without rotor
blade cooling. 2.1 Turbine design conditions

The cooled NGV aerodynamic design of a turbine The project goal is to design a new single stage
working at high temperature required a system of HP unshrouded turbine with uprating requirements of
computational tools in order to define the correct TIT (from actual 1250 to 1450 K) that fits in to
geometry of the blade. On the other hand an existing engine hardware. Although the rotor blade
important task was the experimental validation of the can be uncooled (single crystal alloy) the NGV must
design methodology, so that recently developed be adequately cooled.
experimental techniques have been applied to verify The turbine design conditions are based on
the flow modeling and the computational approach driving a single stage centrifugal compressor at given
used (see fig 1). speed :

inlet total pressure 681 Kpa
inlet total temperature 1450 K

&NOUN wn Winlet mass flow 2.82 kg/s
rotational speed 38100 RPM
power 825 kW

1. b. ON= lug moft WA-# : In order to meet target performances and life
Wk W BOOM requirements, with geometrical and manufacturing

rift - w-..- •constraints, including cost considerations, an iterative
and interactive procedure has been adopted, to design
the basic blade profiles. Then flow analysis has been

------2s. o-B 0 few= , performed on the final blade annular cascade by 3D
S0"11" 91" ft"Mt Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers.

2.2 Mean line and through-flow analysis
IN-. CE 5ý 080,• :The mean line design required a parametric study

• m-6. by"7 fixing some geometry parameters due to mechanical
constrains (hub radius), varying tip radius and NGV
TE angle, in order to optimize the performances.

M nWm nWZ am"m emus= Analysis study has been carried out to select blade
velocity triangles. The through-flow calculation gives
the following performances of turbine stage:
total-to-total pressure ratio 2.45
total efficiency 86.30 %

Fig 1 - Flow-chart of design validation specific work , Ah 290.8 kJ/kg
flow factor, Ca/U 0.605

An experimental program on the different aspects mean loading factor , A/U 2  1.865
of the aerothermal design has been planned. work capacity , Ah/T 0.201 kJ/kgK
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To get a better work distribution along the blade span The blade coordinates ame computed starting from
the forced vortex design has been selected, imposing a prescribed velocity distribution, that must satisfy
a constant meridional velocity gradient. aerodynamic requirement as well as mechanical and
The flowpath of the turbine stage is presented in fig.2. manufacturing constrains for cooled blade, than the
The NGV exit Mach numbers are slightly supersonic flow have been analyzed by 2D Euler solver and the
(1.08 at the hub , 0.95 at the mid and 0.90 at the tip) 2D boundary layer was also evaluated. In the final
and flow deviation is almost constant. step 3D flow field analysis has been performed. For

the aerodynamic design of the blade profiles, the
following criteria has been used: an uniform loading
distribution along the chord, with the maximum more
near the TE, avoiding velocity peaks on the SS and

tip reducing as far as possible the diffusion on the SS
after the shock. The geometry of three blade sections
have been defined (hub, mid and tip) (fig. 4). The

•hub mid section cascade (fig. 5) has the following
geometrical characteristics:

Dhu OP radius 99.44 mm
NOV BUT1 178.2 221.4 pitch , g 27.29 mm

N•OV M 178.2 217.8 axial chord length, Cax 23.18 mm
chord length, C 37.15 mm

irot BUIZT 177.1 217.8 throat width, o 8.06 mm

20R103 W 171.A 217.8 pitch/chord ratio, g/o 0.73
TE thickness/throat, te/o 8.06 %

,A TE thickness, te 0.65 mm
TE thickness/chord , te/C 1.75 %

Fig 2 - Meridional view of turbine flow-path Stagger angle 50.03 deg
Gauging angle, arcos(o/g) 72.8 deg

2.3 Detailed blade profile design
The exit design flow conditions are:

The blade profiles (hub, mid, tip) have been exit flow angle, N 71.0 deg
designed with an interactive code,based on an indirect isentropic exit Mach number,MK,, 0.95
method, a procedure is described in the flow-chart of exit Reynolds number (chord), Re2., 5.5x10'
fig 3. The NGV blade number is 23 and the aspect ratio

HIC=0.53 based on mean true chord.

ný am2!Lujhub

Fig 3 - Rlow-chart of design procedure Fig 4 - NGV Blade sections
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The cascade flowfields have been analyzed with a The blade-to-blade iso-Mach lines at the mid
2D time marching Euler code based on finite area section is presented in fig. 7.
approach [1].

The type H computational mesh size is 69x15. The
convergence is checked on the evaluation of the exit
flow angle. It is satisfactory to have maximum
fluctuation less than 0.1 deg. The isentropic Mach
number distribution vs the axial coordinate is showed
in fig. 6. There is a gradual acceleration at SS up to
max value of 1.1 at 72 % of the axial chord, followed
by a weak oblique shock with AMach=0.05, than an
oblique shock decelerate the flow to 0.98. Regular
acceleration at PS is detected. The computed exit flow
angle is 71.5.

Fig 7 - 2D Euler analysis: iso-Mach lines at the mid
section . AM=0.05 Range=(0.05,1.2).

2.4 Euler 3D analysis

Fig 5 - Cascade geometry at mid bl. 4e height

The final 3D geometry of the blade was obtained

.4 -by stacking the blade sections such that the TE was
straight (no tilt) and radial (no lean) in the meridional
and axial views, respectively.

The analysis has been performed on the solid
_.0 blade with a code based on time marching technique

and finite volume discretization procedure [2]. The
computational domain (H-mesh) used had a size of
71x21x21 with constant inlet boandary conditions.

___ The pressure ratio at the hub exit was chosen to
obtain a mid span outlet M. - 0.95.

0.4 The MK,, distributions results relative to hub, mid
and tip section are presented in fig. 8. There is at mid

0.2 section more evident deceleration behind the shock
with respect to the 2D calculation (fig. 6).

Let's note also that the maximum SS surface

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Mach number at the hub does not exceed 1.3.

The computed flow angle and Mach number at

_/_ _ _ mid section are respectively equal to 70.9 and 0.95.

Fig 6 - Blade isentropic Mach Number (Euler 2D)
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In the following some results of a steady state 3D
.... viscous analysis are reported. The analysis solves the

So'" ?, Navier-Stokes equations written in a Cartesian (x,y,z)
coordinate system. The multistage Runge-Kutta
scheme is used to advance the flow equations in time

MC from an initial guess to a steady state. The turbulent
- •,viscosity is computed using an adaptation of the

0.' fBaldwin-Lomax turbulence model to three-
Sdimensional flows. The local time-stepping, residual

smoothing and multigrid are used to accelerate
convergence.

0.4 The three-dimensional grid was obtained by means
of two-dimensional C-shaped grids (fig.10)

0. - interpolated linearly from hub to the tip of the blade.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/CAX

Fig 8 - Blade mach number distribution (Euler 3D)

In the fig.9 there are the 3D Euler analysis results
in terms of average flow deviations and Isentropic
Mach number distribution at the NGV exit along the
blade span at about x/Cax=0.26 behind the TE.

- 72.0

1.1 ,t 71.5

MACH

1.0__ 71.0 4

-- ------ ----
SI

0.9 170,5 ×•

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Fig 10 - Viscous analysis computational mesh view

% SPAN The calculation has been performed using 176

points around the blade, 32 blade-to-blade and 48 in
Fig 9 - Flow parameters at exit of blade (Euler 3D) radial direction . The initial grid spa.ing is about

0.03 % of the chord at the blade and 0.06 % of the
blade height either at the hub and tip.

The analysis has been performed at the design
2.5 3D viscous analysis conditions with the inlet total temperature distribution

of the fig. 11. A convergent solution with a total grid
At the time of the NGV aerodesign the viscous point of 270000 needs about 400 cycles of multigrid.

solver was not available, therefore this analysis has Computational results relative to blade-to-blade
been done later, when the manufacturing process was iso-Mach at mid section the fig. 12.
in progress.
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3 THERMAL DESIGN

!.0 3.1 Design Requirements

. Current materials cannot be exposed to
o.e •temperatures above 1250 K without a dramatic

Z decrease in life. Blades must be cooled if significantly
_ higher turbine inlet temperature are desired. As the

U) .6 cooling scheme becomes more complex, a better
understanding of the internal pressure and beat

0.4 transfer coefficient distributions is necessary to be
able to predict the hot section metal temperature
accurately. In our case the freestream temperature is

0.2 above this limit so the nozzle must be cooled.
The design target gas temperature distribution at the

"• HUI NGV inlet has a RTDF=0.10 and an OTDF=0.21,
0.0 with an average TIT=1450 K. The average profile

0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 (fig. 11) has a peak temperature of 1549 K and a

T/Taverage "worst" profile has a peak of 1645 K.
The design requirement of the cooling system is

based on blade max metal temperature of 1050 *C
with minimum cooling flow.

Fig 11 - 3D viscous analysis : inlet total temperature The cooling system definition for the NGV

profile thermal design followed an integrated approach
between the coolant flow path definition inside the
blade, the evaluation of external and internal
heat-transfer coefficients, the impact of the coolant
flow on the aerodynamic performance of the blade
row, and the 2D thermal analysis. As final result the
metal temperatures distribution by a Finite Element
Method (FEM) model has been estimated.

3.2 Internal coolant passage design

The design of the cooling passages is constrained by
the following considerations:

- Stator blade internal heat transfer,
- Cooling flow pressure losses;
- Compatibility with fabrication methods.

The last one is the most restrictive of the three
constraints and is so limiting that the design process,
to a high degree, revolves around the limits placed on
cooling passage geometry.
Fabrication constraints that limit the allowable core

passage geometries are, generally, based on previous
casting experience. These constraints are:

- minimum core cross-sectional area ;
- minimum length of unsupported core section

Fig 12 - 3D viscous analysis : isomach lines at the (dependent on thickness of section);

mid section. AM-0.05 ; Range = (0.05,1.2)

Of course heat transfer considerations call for a
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complete coverage of the stator blade surface by convection, is discharged in the freestream from four
adequate internal convective coefficients obtained via slots on the pressure side near the trailing edge, thus
appropriate combinations of flow velocity, passage film cooling this edge.
width, and wall surface roughness treatment. From Design of the detailed area distribution and
this point of view it is necessary to take into account branching coolant flow circuitry has been
that coolant flow pressure loss is limited by available accomplished using an internal coolant flow model.
cooling air pressure from compressor bleed and the The method utilizes flow modeling within the stator
position along the stator blade surface, at which the blade passages via discreet elements that include
cooling air is discharged. Mutual satisfaction of these frictional and bend losses, branching losses, restriction
considerations results in a successful design. and expansion losses. The coolant passage wall
The design process consisted of selecting cooling temperature distribution and coolant inlet condition

concepts, compatibly with the established constraints, are a required input. Thus an interactive process
examining the ability of each to perform the required between this code and the heat conduction code must
cooling and choosing the final conceptual scheme. be used since the wall temperature distribution is not
Figure 13 shows the resulting concept used for the known a priori. Fig. 14 shows the internal coolant
detailed design effort. flow distribution (the 1.8% of the inlet mass flow

turbine in the forward duct and the 2.5% in the
rearward duct for full NGV blade).

S• \\' \

Fig 13 - NGV blade cooling flow scheme

The cooling air goes into the stator blade at the tip
section and flows within the blade through two
parallel cooling ducts.

In the forward duct the cooling air flows from the
tip to hub blade direction, cooling the internal surface
of the stator blade by impingement and the external
surface by film cooling. The impingement cooling is Fig 14 - Internal cooling system
realized by a perforated sheet inserted into the cavity
(fig.14). After the impingement cooling the air
discharges in the freestream at leading edge, pressure 3.3 Film-cooling design
and suction regions from six rows of holes. When the
cooling air flows from holes forms, on the stator Film cooling has been selected as the best method
blade surface, a protective cooling film that reduce to cool the critical leading edge (LE) region (in the
the surface heat flux. stagnation point, in fact, the hot gas heat transfer

In the rearward duct the surface of the stator blade coefficient is very high up to about 3000 WW/2(K).
is cooled with combined mechanism of convective This method, combined with impingement cooling on
and film cooling at trailing edge. In fact the air that the internal surface, permits a good cooling of the LB.
flows in the duct cooling the internal surface by The cooling air, after the impingement cooling, is
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discharged in the hot gas boundary layer by three change at every node against a preselected criteria.
rows of holes (also a convection cooling through the In order to define both Mid-section 2D and 3D
holes is obtained in this way). The amount of the NGV geometrical models, was used PATRAN-2 as
coolant and the geometrical characteristics of the rows preprocessor code.
(hole diameter, pitch to diameter ratio, number of For the Mid section 2D finite elements model,
holes for row and number of rows) have been defined QUAD4 conduction surface elements have been used.
to get a blowing ratio close to "1", in order to obtain On the line of the QUAD4 elements, exposed to the
a good cooling effectiveness without excessive usage hot gas or cooling air, HBDY elements (LINE type)
of cooling air. As shows fig.14, the film cooling has have been used, for the convective heat exchange.
also been used on the suction side (two rows of holes) The model is shown in fig 15.
and pressure side (one row). Sizing film cooling
holes requires the knowledge of the discharge
coefficient that has been initially estimated and then
updated, based on experimental tests. In the Table I
geometrical characteristics of the film cooling holes
are reported.

Table I

Rxowl d S/ a

3 ]23 0.25j 3.]F50

___ 24 68]_P 15

The geometry of the thin trailinm edge region
precludes adequate cooling by internal convection Fig 15 - 2D FEM model
alone, so the film cooling method, from four slots
near this region, is used. The main characteristics of The NGV solid model that includes the hollow blade
slots are with the hub and tip platforms, is shown in fig. 16.

Number of slots 4
Radial Length (mm) 3
Width (mm) 0.68
Distance from TE (% chord) 26.5

3.4 Nastran finite element method, element models
and geometry related assumptions

The Nastran thermal analyzer code approximates
the integrations of the 3D conduction equation for the
finite element by a matrix form equation which
relates, in stead-, -state condition, the temperature T
at any point in the finite model of the structure,
thermal conductivity, and heat flow due to the
convection from the surfaces and the conduction
within the structure. For the steady-state nins, the
code verifies convergence of the solution after each
iteration by comparing the maximum temperature Fig 16 - 3D Solid Model
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For the 3D finite elements model, HEXA and Goldtsein [5] relationship for tangential injection from
PENTA conduction solid element have been applied. slot (Appendix A).
On the surfaces of the HEXA elements where
convective heat transfer (with hot gas or air cooling)
are present, HBDY elements (AREA4 and AREA3
types) have been overlaid. To simulate the
geometrical presence of film cooling holes and the
convective heat transfer through the holes, FTUBE 4 Pressure-Side Suction-Side
elements have been used. The solid model is
composed by:

Grid Point 5005
Solid Element (HEXA) 2996
Solid Element (PENTA) 6
HBDY Boundary element (AREA4) 3503 2

HBDY Boundary element (AREA3) 8
HBDY Boundary element (FTUBE): 66 1

3.5 Mid Section blade thermal analysis 0

The model under consideration is the mid section -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.s 1.0
of the stator blade. The equation governing steady S/Ste
state conduction is of the elliptic form. Therefore,
heat transfer coefficients (HTCs) and relative total Fig 17 - Heat transfer coefficients
temperature boundary conditions are required on the
external and internal surfaces cooling air passages.

Boundary conditions were specified according to - Impinizement cooling in the forward duct: The HTC
different regions of heat transfer on the internal and has been calculated by the Kercher-Tabakoff [6]
external surfaces, relationship for impingement realized through a
- Convection forced on leading edgie, suction and square array of circular holes:
pressure hot gas sides: HTCs on this surfaces in
presence of film cooling have been initially estimated, Nud = p, 9P2 (Red)k(Pr)IV (Z/d)"'
than updated based on experimental tests performed
at Von Karman Institute [3]. The measurement were where the coefficients are presented in Appendix A.
performed in the short duration isentropic light piston
compression tube facility with the platinum thin-film Impingtement coolingi on the internal LE surface:
gauge technique. Fig. 17 show the heat transfer The HTC on the internal I.e. surface has been
coefficients distributions for a nominal test condition calculated by the Chupp [7] relationships for
(M--0.98, Re2=5.5xlW0, Toc/To-ff0.4). The total impingement realized through a row of circular holes
temperature boundary condition is the hot gas total on a concave semicilinder surface:
temperature Too.1450K.
- Film cooling on trailing edge: The experimental Nud(0) = 0.493 (Red)O'(Pr)1/3(d/S)°"
configuration of the blade model tested did not have expl-0.85 (d/S) (d/D)PA(Z/d))
film cooling at trailing edge, therefore a theoretical
approach has been used in this case. The HTC has for the Nusselt number in the stagnation point, and:
been calculated by a modified version of two-
dimensional finite difference boundary layer code Nud = 0.706 (Red)Y7(Pr)'r"(d/S)fs(d/D)'
STAN5 (4], without film cooling, and the total exp{-1.27 (d/Sf)°(d/D)1 a(Z/d)}
temperature boundary condition is the wall adiabatic
temperature calculated from the "film effectiveness for the average Nusselt number.
T1]

- Convection cooling in the rearward duct, holes and
Taw - To- - 11 (Toe,-Toc) slots: In this passages the HTC is calculated by a

turbulent flow in a short tube correlation [8]:where the film effectiveness is calculated by the
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Nud = 0.023 (Red)°'(Pr)13( l+(d/L)07) 3.6 NGV 3D model thermal analysis

The preliminary value of the cooling air total The model under consideration is the 3D model of
temperature Tco was 575 K. the stator blade (fig. 16). As before the heat transfer

The analysis is non-linear steady-state type, that coefficients (HTCs) and relative total temperature
means the thermal conductivity is temperature boundary conditions are required on the external and
function. The final results for the Mid section stator internal surfaces of the cooling air passages.
blade analysis are presented in fig. 18. The HTCs on internal coolant passages and

external surfaces were calculated as before, taking
into account cooling air temperature increase, due to
the heat transfer between the hot stator surfaces and
the cooling air, that flows from tip to hub direction.
Gas side HTCs have been considered constant along
the blade span. Some other parts on which the

41ý0 ý1boundary conditions were imposed are:
I flX • - Stator blade to blade inner and outer platforms, hot

ias surfaces The heat transfer coefficients are taken
to be the mean of the suction and pressure surface

A values at the Hub and Tip sections.
X

- Inner and outer platforms hot gas surfaces upstream
and downstream of the NGV : On hot surfaces, the

I QAB 145, K use of twice HTC calculated by the correlation for a
turbulent flow in a pipe, produce a realistic value. The
hot gas total temperature has been assumed uniform.

Inner and outer platforms cold surfaces: Over the

I .X $ 879 C ' outer shroud cold surface, for HTC calculation were
used the expression for average value of a turbulent
boundary layer on a flat plate:

Nul = 0.036 (Rel)'s(Pr)V3

Over the inner shroud cold surface the HTC for
annular duct forced convection correlation has been
used. The cooling air temperatures have been

Fig 18 - Results of 2D thermal analysis estimated for the forward vane 625 K, the rearward
vane 605 K, across the cooling holes 800 K.

Two calculations have been performed, one
The aT between the iso-temperature is 250C. The relative to the "average" vane (Tgas,ave= 1460 K,

maximum temperature (- 8790C) occurs at the trading Tpeak= 1549 K) and one for the "hottest" vane
edge, where the protection by film cooling, on the (Tgas,ave= 1542 K, Tpeak= 1645 K).
pressure side, is opposed from high heat flux on the The thermal maps of the blade are presented in
suction side (here, in fact, the boundary layer is figg. 19, 20. From the isothermal lines it is evident
turbulent so the HTC are greater than laminar and that the blade has a PS hotter than SS and the hottest
transitional b.l. ones) and the protective film cooling regions are at TE and LE. Max metal temperatures
on the suction side itself, realized from rows SS I and are at TE 976 OC and at LE 955 OC in the case of
SS2, is, by this time, vanished. In the forward part of average vane. More critical, but in any case below
the stator blade, the combined mechanism of target limits, are the max values for the hotter vane,
impingement, film cooling and convection cooling where at TE the temperature is 1033 OC and 1012 0C
(through film cooling holes) results very efficient, in at the LE.
fact the maximum temperature, occurs in the In correspondence to the SS rows there are lowest
stagnation point, is about 750 0C. temperatures around 700 OC, due to convection

cooling through the holes.
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Fig 19- Results of 3D thermal analysis - Design target - Average Vane
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Fi 20 - Result of 3D thermal analysis - Design Target - Hottest Vane
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4 AERODYNAMIC NGV TEST VERIFICATION flow angle ± 0.5 deg.
ON CASCADE RIG

4.2 Test conditions
4.1 The facility, the model and the measurement
techniques The test program was built up by varying the

freestream conditions according to the following
The experimental investigation was carried out in values :Mach 0.8 + 1.2, Reynolds 0.4x10P + 1.0xl0'"

the Von Karman Institute light piston compression Turbulence 1 % +6 %.
tube facility [3]. The freestream gas conditions can be The freestream temperature was selected to be
varied between 300 and 600 K and 0.5 and 7 bar. The 362K for the Reynolds tests (5.5x10S). For this test
typical test duration is about 400...500 ms. condition 3 values of the coolant to freestream

The measurements presented were performed temperature ratio were considered as well as 5 to 7
along a film cooled NGV mid section, mounted in values of the blowing rate. All these tests were
linear cascade configuration. The model was scaled performed independently for the leading edge suction
by an factor of 2. This cascade consisted of 5 blades side and pressure side cooling configurations.
(fig.21) with the central one instrumented either for
static pressure measurements (blade velocity 4.3 Blade velocity distribution
distribution) or for beat flux measurements (blade
convective heat transfer distribution). Blade isentropic Mach number distributions were

The heat transfer measurements are obtained via a obtained from local static pressure measurements,
transient technique using thin film gauges installed on referred to the upstream total pressure. The blade used
a glass ceramic blade. for this purpose is equipped with 27 static pressure

tappings.
The blade velocity distributions were performed

with the downstream dump tank open to atmosphere,
in this way, the value of the downstream Reynolds
number was not controlled. Anyway, the influence of
this parameter on the velocity distribution presented

under the form of a Mach number evolution is know
to be small.

In the fig.22 the Isentropic Mach number in function
"of a coordinate (Xc) measured along the chord of
profile for the condition M2.K.,0.95 is presented. The
irregularities along the suction side are due to the
local variation of the curvature of the profile.

1.2
0

Fig 21- Cascade Model.e 08s

0.6The coolant flow was supplied by a regenerative 0.6 0 16

type cryogenic beat exchanger allowing the simulation 0
of different coolant to freestream temperature ratios. 0.4 _

It is important to mention that only the blade used 0
for beat flux measurements was film cooled. The 0.2 > 0 - 0
velocity distributions were obtained along a smooth, 0 1
uncooled profile. 0.0 0

The uncertainty on pressure measurements was of 0.0 0.6 0.8 1.0
the order of ± 0.5 %, on temperature measurements of 0.0 0.2 0.4 XC/C
the order of ± 1.5 K, on the heat transfer coefficient Xc/ _

of the order of ± 5%, on the integrated loss
coefficient of the order of ± 0.2 points and on the exit Fig 22 - Experimental isentropic Mach Number
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4.4 Blade heat transfer distribution side and pressure side.
For each case the heat transfer coefficient "h" is

The blade used for heat flux measurements was compared to the heat transfer coefficient "ho"
made of Macor glass ceramic and instrumented by obtained without any film cooling. The results are
means of 45 platinum thin filn gauges. obtained at three different coolant to freestream

In order to identify the effects of Mach number temperature ratios varying the coolant mass flow
and Reynolds number as well as of freestream (blowing ratio). The fig.24 shows the Who ratio
turbulence intensity on the convective beat transfer relative to the nominal condition. The film cooling on
distribution along the profile, a first series of heat flux the LE and PS seems to be effective, while the
measurements were performed without any film benefit on the SS is limited to the region immediately
cooling, downstream the holes; further downstream the laminar

In the fig.23 the beat transfer coefficient to turbulent B.L. transition causes an HTC increase.
distributions for M_=I.O are presented. The effects of"2.0
turbulence level (1% and 6%) and Reynolds number
(0.55x10' and 1.OxIO6) are clearly evident. At Re of 1.8 Pressure-Side Sueion-Side
0.S5xlO' the effect of turbulence increases HTC but 1.6
not the boundary layer state. At Tu of 6% the 1.4

increase of Re appears that the boundary layer
remains in a laminar state up to the rear par of the 12

suction side and that transition occurs more or less at 1.0
location of the suction side velocity peak. Along the ,,
pressure side, the boundary layer is in a transitional 0.,
state. We can observe the small disturbs on the 0.8

__________________0.41.4 PS-F.C. ss-F.C.

0.2

1.2 Pressure-Side Suction-Side o.0_. . . . . . . .

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
1.0 s/st

112=1.0

• 10.0P=l Fig 24 - Heat transfer coefficients with film cooling
-��o nTot6

0.8 1 In fig.25 the discharge coefficient evolution vs to

coolant static to freestream total pressure ratio is0.41 ,q •. given.

0. r:Re2=5 .5£,5 Tu=6%/ .8
"0.2 ... :-:- .... - Leading-edge

0.0 Tu_ --I_ -%_ 0.7

-1.0 -0.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Suction-Side

s/st 0.0

Fig 23 - Heat transfer coefficients for the uncooled 0.5 Side
blade

0.41

boundary layer status due to the film cooling holes
presence to low Reynolds numbers. With additional
test performed for downstream Reynolds number
value of l.Oxl0' was observed that film cooling 021
boles is sufficient to trigger the transition of the 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
boundary layer. Pc/PO.

The beat transfer coefficient distributions film
cooling were conducted independently for the three Fig 25 - Discharge coefficient through the film
different cooling configurations: leading edge, suction cooling holes
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4.5 Cascade performances governing equations is solved by an explicit finite
volume approach with the time integration performed

This testing was carried out using 5 aluminium by a three stage Runge-Kutta algorithm [10].
profiles none of the blade were equipped with film It can be seen that close agreement is obtained on
cooling holes. the pressure side and suction side.

Wall static pressure tappings were installed In fig.27 is reported the comparison between the
downstream of the cascade, in a plane parallel to the experimental HTCs and that ones calculated by a
trailing edge plane and located at X/Cax =1.415 modified version of the STAN5 code [4], at the
downstream. They covered a distance a little more condition M2=0.98, Re2=i5.5xl0s, Tu=6%.
than 2 pitches to verify the downstream periodicity of 1._

the flow and to determine the exit Mach number to 1.4

the cascade. The downstream loss coefficient
evolution as well as the exit flow angle were obtained 1.2 0 Eip.-data

by means of a fast traversing mechanism, transporting 1.0 sT5-Coe

a Pitot probe over 2 pitches [9].
The test was built up by varying the following O,

freestream conditions : To = 400 K, M2.1, = 0.7 to
1.12, Re,,.= 5x105 to lxl0W, Tu = 0.8 %.

At the design point (M2,., = 0.95) the measured

flow deviation is 71.0 deg and kinetic loss coefficient
'___0.026. 0.4 1 3

4.6 Comparison with numerical predictions 0.20

The predicted Isentropic Mach number distribution 0.01
around the solid blade at design point has been 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

compared with the experimental one in fig.26. S/St

1.4
_._ _ Fig 27 - Blade SS heat transfer coefficient.

1.2 Experimental-theoretical comparison.

1.0 _ _ In the Fig. 28 is shown the comparison from
NS code and measurements in terms of flow deviation

____ ____ ____and kinetic loss coefficient.

C1 EXP.ANG
S2DNSANG
0 EXPLOSS040---0 2DNS.OSS2

. 74 12

0.2 U)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 o
Xe/C z,

x

Fig 26 - Experimental blade isentropic Mach number 0

distribution compared with 2D NS calculation (Solid
Blade). M2is=0.95, Reis=5.5xl05  6? _ 0

0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
The theoretical values have been obtained by 2D EXIT Mis

Navier Stokes code. The method uses a conservative
formulation of the Reynolds-averaged 2D Fig 28 - Flow deviation and kinetic loss coefficient.
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The Baldwin- Comparison from NS code calculations and
Lomax turbulence model is adopted. The system of measurements. (Solid Blade)
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A good agreement is observed on the general ZrO2+Y+Cc applied with plasma spray), in order to
trends. The increase of exit flow angle up to design avoid excessive liner metal temperature. Moreover,
M, = 0.95 is followed by a decrease more marked the fuel system uses the original 9 T-vaporizers and
for MKj > 1.05. The value are overpredicted (in the 3 sprayers at same time, by which it is possible to
particular at lower MK.. Losses trend is correctly inject the required value of the fuel at design
predicted with the increase above design K,.. A condition.
satisfactory correspondence between experimental
numerical values is observed although calculations are 5.2 NGV demonstrator hardware
based on fully turbulent flow over the blade surface.

The mechanical design of the NGV is showed in
fig.30. The annular cascade is an integral casting ring

5 THERMAL NGV TEST VERIFICATION ON (INCO 713 LC) that is connected on the hub platform
ENGINE DEMONSTRATOR by bolts to the compressor diffuser plate. The shroud

platform is brazed to a ring shaped to get the convex
An extensive experimental program actually is in wall of the 180 degree bend of the combustor. The

progress on an engine demonstrator to verify the shroud platform has two row of holes by which the
aerothermal and mechanical behavior of the full HP cooling air fill the front and rear cavity of the blade.
turbine stage. In particular, focusing on the NGV The rows of film cooling holes on the blades have
aerothermal design validation phase, the main results, been realized by EDM technique. The hardware tested
up now available, are described, has same differences respect to the design values, the

axial position of the hole rows on the SS surfaces for
5.1 Engine demonstrator machining reasons have been realized 2 mm far away

the design value, and the film cooling row holes at PS
The demonstrator has been derived from an covers only 70% of blade height starting from the

existing single-shaft turboprop engine of 600 SHP (SL upper platform.
ISA condition). The manufacturing process of the sheet metal

The lay-out of the engine demonstrator is presented insert to provide impingement cooling reveals some
in fig.29. The power section has a high-technology, difficulties so that the first prototype hardware had
single-stage centrifugal compressor dimensionated discrepancies respect to the design intent in terms of
with a single-stage axial flow turbine to minimize the hole diameter, number of holes and spatial position.
overall diameter of the power section. The combustor
design is of the reverse annular flow type and fits 5.3 Measurement techniques
compactly around the exhaust duct.

An exhaust cone has been dimensionated to set The engine has been instrumented with
adequate value of the backpressure at the turbine thermocouples and total/static pressure devices at the
stage exit. compressor inlet/exit planes, to evaluate temperature

The combustor has been derived from the existing and pressure ratio, and at the turbine exit plane to
one designed for 1250 K TET, which main fuel measure exit gas temperature (n' 18 shielded
injector system has 9 T-shape vaporizers. There is thermocouples) and total pressure (3 rakes, each with
also the fuel pilot system of 3 sprayers (torches) to 3 probes). The engine inlet mass flow has been
start-up the engine, derived from static pressure measurements at the

Since the design test conditions for the HP turbine air-intake inlet plane by using a calibration curve.
is 1450 K TET, more fuel flow must be burned into The accuracy of the measurements is * 2*C for the
the existing combustor and consequently the thermal temperature, ±0.5 g/s for fuel flow, ± 1 kW for the
loading is higher on the liner. Power and ± 1% for the mass flow.

The optimization of the combustor system it was A survey on the NGV metal temperature has been
necessary to achieve good performances in terms of obtained applying thermal indicator paints (TIP). By
pressure losses, combustion efficiency, liner fife and this technique in a simple and effective way it is
OTDF/RTDF requirements, and so the redesign that possible to obtain permanent visual records of peak
satisfy the geometrical restrains and mechanical temperature variation over the surfaces of the
interfaces of the original engine has been done. component.
However, in the initial phase of the experimental The type developed by ROLLS-ROYCE, adopted
program a preliminary version of the combustor has by ARA Experimental Center since many years have
been used, simply derived from the original high degree of accuracy and reliability (+/- 15 0C) at
configuration by an application of a thermal barrier 1150 OC. They have the ability to survive in very
coating (Bound coat NiCoCrAIYo and top coat hostile environments and work up to 1150 *C [11].
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Fig 29 - Engine Demonstrator Layout
The type applied on the NGV blade and platforms

is the multichange type RR-TP6. This is a bound
mixture of pigments which are chosen to exhibit
distinct and irreversible color changes on exposure to
elevated temperatures over the range from 520*C to
11500C. The paint temperature change with
temperature is given in table II for a 5 minute
calibration. Each color band has been allocated a code
letter to represent the results.

TABLE H

COLOR FROM TO LETTER CODE

BLUE <520

PALE BLUE GRAY 520 780 N

DARK BLUE GREY 780 960 T

BLUE 960 1040 P

MIDNIGHT BLUR 1040 1100 a

MATT BLACK 1100 1120 M

BLACK GLAZE 1120 1150

DARK BLUR GLA&Z >1150 R.

5.4 Engine test procedure

The demonstrator engine has been tested at ARA
Fig 30- Turbine Stage Experimental center using test cell na 2. Engine

power was absorbed in a water brake dynamometer.
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Engine testing was carried out in two steps. The temperature region is in the middle height of the
aim of the first one was to check the performances of blade, where in the case of average vane the
the demonstrator, reaching the design conditions in temperature is between 960 OC and 1040 QC.
terms of corrected speed (38100 rpm at ISA SL It is clearly evident that on both blades the PS
conditions), and fuel flow in order up to get TET surface is hotter than SS. Film cooling seems to be
design point target (1450 deg K). Since a direct effective on the suction side, where the isothermal
measurement of turbine inlet temperature was not lines corresponding to temperature 780 OC are
possible, the measured data have been processed observed in the midspan zone on the blade. On the
using the "Power" method, i.e. from the power pressure side the film cooling is less effective in the
balance given by turbine, the one absorbed by the front part of the blade.
compressor and the one measured at the dynamometer
(taking into account the mechanical losses due to the
gear-box). 5.6 Discussion on the results and comparison with

The following thermodynamic test conditions have predictions
been evaluated near the design point :

A comparison between experimental results (figg.
Corrected Engine inlet mass flow 2.62 kg/s 33,34) and theoretical ones has been done. First of all
Corrected shaft power 225 HP a direct comparison with the thermal behavior
Compressor pressure ratio (T-S) 6.67 predicted for the original NGV design it is possible
Exhaust gas temperature 1118 K (see figg.35,36). It must be remarked that these
Turbine inlet gas temperature 1448 K predictions are based on the target radial inlet gas

temperature, and thermal gas loading around the blade
Taking into account uncertainty of the is a replication of radial profile at NGV inlet.

measurements, the average value of the TIT has been Metal temperatures on the experimental NOV
estimated with a precision of +/- 10 K. hardware are generally greater respect to the
The second test has been performed with same predictions at LE, and at front part of the blade. A

hardware. The TIP has been applied to the surfaces of quite strong radial temperature variation is observed
the NGV by spray gun. on the experimental hardware respect to the predicted

The following procedure has been adopted: results.
a) engine start-up, acceleration from idle-speed to A main responsible for that behavior is due to the
100% design speed, progressive loading by combustor performance. In fact the combustor
increasing fuel-flow at constant speed to reach configuration used in the first test of the engine
required TIT, to set thermodynamic engine demonstrator is non-optimized to satisfy the target
condition at the design point; RTDF and OTDF. The prediction of the CET
b) Five minutes of stable conditions at design distribution, recently obtained from the solution of the
point (TIT = 1450 K); 3D combustor reactive flow on a 1200 combustor
c) Rapid shut-down of the engine, sector including 3 vaporizers an 1 fuel sprayer,

reveals highly distorted gas temperature in
correspondence to the NGV inlet plane as it is

5.5 Thermal Indicator Paint Results showed in fig.37. The predicted OTDF is 0.31

respect to the target value of 0.21 for which the NOV
An overview of the results relative to a NOV sector cooling system has been designed. So that the NOV

of 1200 is presented in the photographs of the fig.31 has been exposed in the first demonstrator test to
(looking from NOV inlet) and in fig.32 (looking from thermal conditions more severe than the ones for
NOV outlet). It is evident the hot spot generated by which has been designed, as is showed in fig.38.
the fuel sprayer. Consequently two more NOV thermal simulations

Looking into details to the metal temperature have been developed, using radial temperature profiles
distribution on each blade, two different situations can obtained fromcombustor calculations relative to the
be distinguished : the blade situated on the main so called "tested hardware". Also in this case there is
average gas temperature (fig.33) and the blade in the assumption that gas temperature radial profile
correspondence to the gas hot spot (fig.34). On the around the blade is constant from LE to TE. The
LE in the first case several isolines are detected and results are showed in figg. 39,40.
the one at maximum temperature is 1100 -C. Since From the comparison between figg. 33,34 vs fig
the greater is not visible, the peak metal temperature 39,40 it is still evident that thermal behavior of NOV
is between 100 0C and 1 20*C on the average vane. experimental hardware is different respect to

Regarding the thermal situation at TE, the max predictions. Such differences are mainly due to 3
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factors: value is between 1100 and 1120 OC. A quite good
* tested hardware differences between original prediction is found on the SS. At PS the temperatures
design and manufacturing vanes; are underestimated close to the FC and overestimated
. gas temperature loading around the blade due far away form FC in the mid span of the blade. In the
to secondary flows; TE region thermal level is correctly simulated.
* heat transfer coefficients distribution on the It must be remarked that the correlations applied
hot side and as well as on the cold air side. to evaluate HTC for the impingement cooling system

To have an idea on the importance of the NGV have been used at their limit of validity range, and
hardware differences between the original design and this can explain thermal differences in the front part
the real prototype tested on the demonstrator a final of the vane.
simulation has been performed taking into account In the rear part of the blade the velocity
some of the aspects mentioned before. distributions around the blade between hub, mid and

Difficulties arose during the fabrication of the tip, and the secondary flow effect on the HTC, are
sheet metal insert to realize the impingement cooling mainly responsible for the difference in the thermal
for the first NGV prototype, force into a direction to behavior founded in the SS hub and tip region.
a less efficient cooling system. By an estimation
done a-posteriori the penalty of the HTC values on Conclusion Remarks
the internal side is -30 % around the PS and SS and The aerothermal design of a low-aspect-ratio
-50% at LE. transonic, cooled nozzle guide vane for an advanced

On the other hand based on the inspection reports, compact high temperature gas generator turbine stage
the film cooling rows has been realized with holes is described.
diameter less than the design values. Due to others The cooling system include impingement, forced
manufacturing difficulties to realize F/C rows on the convection and film cooling devices.
PS as well as on the SS, the number of the holes has Aerodynamic cascade test on the scaled model
been reduced by 15 %. In conclusion for this first (2:1) of mid span blade section have been performed
NGV prototype tested on the demonstrator, less to verify overall performances in terms of blade
cooling air was available through the front part of the velocity distributions, flow deviation and pressure
blade and the cooling system was less efficient loss.
respect to the design intent. Heat transfer coefficients have been measured in

The simulation of the NGV experimental hardware absence and presence of film cooling on LE, SS and
can be done taking into account more sophisticated PS at different Reynolds, Mach number and
flow modeling around the blade. In fact the predicted turbulence level. These results contribute to update
hot gas flow condition, got from combustor CFD the predictions of the thermal behavior of the NGV
solution, can by used as an input for the NS solver of blade in the engine conditions. On the other hand the
the 3D flow in the NGV annular cascade. In this validation of CFD tools for aerodynamic design has
case the solver doesn't take into account the cooling been performed.
flow, nevertheless the simulation can predict the flow Thermal test results on the engine demonstrator,
behavior, i.e. the redistribution of the gas temperature obtained on NGV hardware, have been obtained by
through the cascade due to secondary flows (see TIP technique.
fig.41). The first NGV prototype experienced metal

The new thermal loading has been applied on the temperature at LE greater than predicted (1150 0C),

same NGV's FEM model, to get a more appropriate because of manufacturing inconsistency respect to the
thermal prediction. Results of thermal numerical design and thermal loading heavier than design target.
simulation are showed in fig.42 for the average vane. The lesson learned from this experience regards

It is clearly evident the effect of impingement two critical aspects of the thermal design:
cooling reduced performance on the metal - design sensitivity to the manufacturing
temperatures around the blade LE, comparing fig 42 tolerances on small vane dimensions;
respect to fig 39 for the same inlet gas thermal - accuracy of HTC predictions for impingement
loading LE region is hotter and peak temperature cooling.
increase from 974 0C to 1105 11C. Work is in progress to extende of the validity

It is interesting to observe the satisfactory level of range of the correlations and to simulate the 3D
simulation of the NGV experimental thermal viscous flows through the annulus cascade in order to
behavior, comparing fig 42 respect to fig 33. evaluate HTC distribution.

Isothermal lines B, C, D are present in the
simulation like in the experimental results. LE
predicted temperature is 1105 0C, where experimental
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Fig 31 TP resuls.lo.....from.....nle

Fig 312- TIP results looking from NGV outlet.
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EXPERIMENTAL RE$ULTS - AVERAGE VANE
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Fig 33 - Engine Demonstrator TIP test : results of average vane
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Fig 34 - Engine Demomsrator TIP test : results of Hottest vane
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CET DESIGN TARGET - AVERAGE VANE
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Fig 35- Results of 3D thermal analysis-Design target Average Vane

CET DESIGN TARGET - HOTEST VANL
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Fig 36 - Results of 3D thermal analysis - Design target Hottest Vane
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Fig 37 - Engine Demonstrator Tested Hardware CET predictions. AT=I00, Range=(1100+1700 K)
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FIg 38 - CET radial profiles comparison
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CET TESTED HAIWWARE - AVERAGE VANE
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Fig 39 - Results of 3D) thermal analysis - CET Tested Hardware Average Vane
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Fig 40 - Results of 3D thermal analysis - Tested Hardware Hottest Vane
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S~1570l

PS SS

Fig 41-Gas temperature around the blade obtained by 3D Navier-Stokes analysis. AT=20 Range--(1250K, 1570K)
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Fig 42 - Results of 3D thermal analysis - NGV Prototype Average Vane
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Summary: t pitch of blade row
T temperature

Air ejection for film-cooling affects the aerodynamic behav- Tu turbulence intensity
ior of the blading by the mixing of the coolant with the u circumferential coordinate
mainstream as well as by the interaction between the jet w velocity
and the boundary layer. x,y,z profile coordinates, bitangential

J3 flow angle
The main objective of this investigation is to receive more Y slot angle
information on the flow field in the leading edge region. r circulation
The focus is the aerodynamic behavior of ejection in the A difference
stagnation region. , loss coefficient

K ratio of specific heats
A Navier-Stokes code was used to evaluate the flow field p density
considering the ejection.The calculated results are com-
pared with experimental investigations. Cold gas experi- Indices:
ments were conducted in a cascade wind tunnel on three I cascade inlet
large scaled turbine blades with slotted leading edges. The 2 cascade outlet
mass flux ratio was varied from 0.0 to 2.5 to simulate film- c cooling air
cooling effects. A high resolution of the flow field, especially DS pressure side
close to the wall (nearest distance: 50 microns) was is isentropic
achieved by Liser-2-Focus measurements. The pressure dis- k tank
tributions on the blade surface and in the wake were meas- kin kinetic
ured in order to determine the overall behavior of the s stagger
blades quantitatively while oil flow patterns and Schlieren SS suction side
pictures provide qualitative results. t total

th theoretic
The experimental results show, that the strong pressure
gradient near the stagnation point affects the velocity distri-
bution of the jets. This non-uniformity produces additional 1. Introduction
aerodynamic losses. To take these effects into account for
:he Navier-Stokes calculation a multi-block grid was used to The best way to minimize pollution is to minimize the spe-
model the flowfield in the ejection holes and in the main- cific fuel consumption of a gas turbine. This leads to a de-
stream. Thus the experimental and numerical results show a mand for a rise of the thermal efficiency. It can be achieved
good agreement. by increasing the turbine entry temperature (TET). The

maximum TET is limited by the capability of materials to
List of symbols withstand high gas temperatures. Currently filmcooling is

widely used to maintain blade and vane temperatures at ac-
b slot width ceptable temperatures. However, the filmcooling influences
em distance for wake traverse measurements the aerodynamic loss behaviour of the turbine stage and this
h blade height = span in turn affects the thermal efficiency of the gas turbine.
I chord length Especially in the stagnation region, where the cooling air
mh mass flow has a velocity component against the mainstream, because
M blowing ratio - (pcwc)/(plwl) of the relatively high momentum, additional aerodynamic
Ma Mach number losses occur.
p pressure
P power Only a few studies on the effect of coolant ejection in the
Re Reynolds number vicinity of the leading edge (L.E.) on the aerodynamic
s surface coordinate losses of film cooled turbine blades are available in the lit-
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erature. This study shows a very detailed investigation of the To achieve a constant inlet area pressure distribution, ad-
increased losses due to coolant ejection in the L.E. region, justable guide vanes are mounted at the cascade end. Thus
which is described in more detail in Beeck (1992) [1] an equal flow field coud be assumed for all three blades

(Fi(g. 2). The centre blade was equipped with tappings in the
The purpose of this study is to get a closer look in the aero- midspan region of the blade. It also had a removable lead-
dynamic behaviour of the flowfield around a film cooled ing edge for a study of different nose geometries and cool-
turbine blade especially in the stagnation region and in the ing configurations, which will not be discussed here.
vicinity of the jet location. variable

The experimental results of this cold air study of a 2D-Cas- guide vanes
cade are compared to numerical results of a 2D-Navier-
Stokes calculation.

2. Experimental Setup

The high pressure turbine cascade was designed for two di-
mensional turning of 104.70 for an isentropic Mach number inlet flow ,

of Ma2th = 0.95. The Reynolds number was Re2th =total '
6.95blae The cascade consists of three large scaled turbine pressure
blades 1).

Table I gives the aerodynamic and geometric data. rotationally adaustable
platform

Mal = 0.37 1 = 251) 0m
Ma2 = 0.95 tA = 0.714 oelqht 391rnm window
Re1 = 3.7.105 bs = 730
Re2 = 6.95'105 s/ISS = 0.02 Fig. 'rest section
fll = 1330 S/IDS = 0.03
P2 = 28.07 PSS = 0.01018 Glass windows were installed in the tront part of the side

=I7S = 755 walls of the cascade for Schlieren observations and laser
h = 300 mm anemometry. The cooling air supply wa, fitted in the rear-part of the side walls. Thc leading edge region was fitted

Table I Design Data of the 'urbine Cascade with slots in spanwise direction close to the stagnation line
as a 2D model of ejection holes.

/ 2 8.3* t'he experiments were carried out in the high speed cascade
/i -wind tunnel of the University of the Armed Forces Munich

X_ Q"&/• .). This facility operates continuously and allows the
independent variation of Mach number and Reynolds num-
ber by changing the pressure level of the surrounding tank
(Scholz et al. (1959), Sturm et al. (1985), [2,3]) A turbu-

" / lcnce grid was installed upstream of the cascade in order to
produce a design turbulence level of about 8% (Kiock et al.

133.0" (1985) [4]).

73.0" ' ,f• The mainstream air has a total temperature of 313 K, while

the cooling air temperature was about 30 K lower. The cool-
14 ing air is delivered from a separate screw compresser. The

o 0 mass flow rate was measured by an orifice plate (DIN). The
- uniform cooling air distribution over the three blades was

controlled by adjustable resistance in the cooling air entryof each blade via total pressure tappings within the hollow

70.0• blades.. 238.o. .//. -

/-* / The loss coefficients of the cooling air slots were deter-
. .. mined by measuring the velocity profile at the slot outlet

- with laser anemometry and the comparison with the theo-
retical average velocity.

For wake traverse measurements, a wedge probe was used
-,7(Scholz (1956), RWmer et al. (1988), 15,6]) at 32% of the

chord axially downstream of the trailing edge plane. From
Fig.1 High pressure turbine cascade the surface pressure distribution, the surface Mach number
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UniBw Munchen I High-Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel 1985
Institut fur Strahlantrleb !

test section data: supp'ly units: wind tunnel data:

Mach number 02 Ma ,t o05 evacuating unit P, -30 kW -AC electrc motor P. 1300kW
.Reynoldsnumber 02 10

6
mS' Re/I 5 t6.0.t1

6
nm P2 20kW .aaat compuresaor 6stage"

degee o turbudence, 04%l Tu, S7.5% boundary layer suction P - 155kW aowrate V - 30 m
3
/s

upstream flow angle 25" 5, 155. (cerntnrugal compressor) total pressure rato •(Pn/p5 ),, - 2.14
blade herght 305mm additional arr supply P - 1000 kW number Of revOlutons: n. -63M0 min"

* test section heinqt 235 mm 510 mm (screw crrmpreseor) tank pressure pm - 004 t 2 bar

upstream now path turlence wan bypass hyrual compressor
E lneroaw cCw Coooer

Fi.3High speed cascade wind tunnel

distribuiton was evaluated with the assumption of constant 4. Experimental Results
total pressure.

The aerodynamic bchavour of the cascade with simulated
The flow field around the leading edge region was leading edge film cooling is discussed on the basis of LTV
measured in detail by use of an Laser Transit Velocimeter vector field and flow line plots and surface Mach number(Schodl (1974), [7]). This measuring technique is non distributions.
intrusive and allows measurements verya close to the wall
(about 50 microns) as well as in regions with .large velocity

gradients i.e. in the jet boundary, near the stagnation point
or in the region between reverse flow and main stream. laser

*l window
Due to the small probe volume (0.17x0.2x0.008 mm 3) a " window

very high resolution of the flow field within the jets, the
stagnation area, the boundary layer, and even in recircula-
tion regions could be achieved.

recircu

Schlieren observations helped to determine the path of the lotion
cooling air with different blowing ratios. The number of
LTV measuring points could thus be concentrated at inter-
esting parts of the flow field.

The surface flow on the blade and the endwalls was ob-
served by means of oil flow patterns. The mentioned meas-
uring techniques together gave a good overview on the ae- -
rodynamic behaviour of the film cooled turbine cascade m=0.47
(Beeck (1992), [1]).

3. Test Program

The LTV, Schlieren (S) and oil flow (OF) experiments were
carried out at three different blowing ratios and without
blowing as reference. The cascade inlet values instead of the
outlet values were fixed at the design point, because the
L.E. was the investigated region. Pressure distribution (PD)
and wake traverse (WT) measurements were conducted at suction
higher Mach numbers as well. Table 2 gives the combina- side

tion of the experimental data.

S4 Flow fiel in the leading edge region at M-0.47
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/ " /7//•

,, / 1

/, /

F Zoomed view of the flow field at M =0.47 FiZ7 Zoomed view of the flow field at M = 1.14

LTV Results with the small blowing ratio M 0.47 are
shown in Fie. 4. The frame represents the glass window tor

Ma1  Ma2  Re2th M PD/WT LTV/S/OF laser measurements. The vectors are starting at the small
0.407 0.712 610000 0 X X dots. Pay attention to the boundary layer profiles with a
0.380 0.665 586000 0.47 XX XX nearest wall distance of about 50 microns. Even the small
0.378 0.671 591000 0.76 X X blowinig ratio leads to diversion towards the mainstream, so
0.379 0.694 610000 1.14 XX XX a small stationary recirculation area (dottet region) could be
0.425 0.934 691000 0.47 X measured behind the pressure side slot. An important result
0.418 0.923 687000 0.76 X of this high resolution field measurement are the deformed
0.396 0.901 695000 1.14 X velocity profiles of the jets. This is due to the very strong
X: accomplished XX: discussed herein pressure gradient in the vicinity of the stagnation point. The

inboard jet boundary feels a higher back pressure than the
Table 2 Test Program outboard jet boundary, because the mainstream is deflected

at the stagnation point and then decelerates again as it
meets the jet. So the static pressure is increased compared
without blowing. On the other hand, the static pressure de-

"laser creases in the recirculation area in dependance of its exten-
W--.. window sion and thus the outboard jet boundary is exposed to a

lower back pressure. The jet orifice with blowing feels a
higher pressure gradient than without. A closer look to this
"phenomena is given in Fii. 5.

recircu- The higher blowing ratio M = 1.14 lFi•.6) leads to a bigger
"l-ation recirculation flow field behind the pressure side slot (dottet

area). The reason is the stronger jet penetration due to the
augmented jet momentum. The detailed LTV measure-
ments within the jets show a similar behaviour concerning
the deformed velocity distributions right at the slot outlets.
Behind the suction side slot also a small recirculation ap-

/ /..pears. This is shown enlarged in Fin. 7. The aerodynamic
losses increase by the recirculation areas as clearly can be

.M= 1.14 seen in flow line pictures (Fig. 8). Tve loss producing
"fields appear in the surface Mach number distribution as
well, because of the diminished blade load which is propor-

I- . tional to the area between the pressure side Mach number
distribution and the suction side Mach number distribution
at same x/ location. This is represented in Fin. as an in-
"crease of local surface Mach number between s/I = -0.07
and s/I = -0.6 with higher blowing ratios.

"The loss coefficients are determined with inclusion of the
suction coolant energy in the inlet plane (Kiock et al. (1985), [8]).
" side Here is assumed, that the total temperature of mainstream,

coolant and mixed out flow are appro)xmately equal. The
kinetic energy loss coefficient ýkin is defined:Fin. 6 Flow field in the leading edge region at M = 1.14
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Fig. 10Loss coefficient vs. blowing ratio

-- losses occur because of the deformed jet velocity distribu-
tion which introduces additive rotational flow. The acceler-

ated flow in the turbine augments the stresses in this shear
/ .... layer and the shear layers of the jet boundaries. These re-

// suits clearly show, that blowing with high momentum or
"/ with a strong velocity component against the incoming flow

/ is to be avoided. Even in modem turbine cooling design
often a high cooling jet momentum is provided to ensure a
proper convective heat transfer within the blowing holes.
The cooling holes are often angled in spanwise direction to

minimize the counter flow component of the jets. However
the above mentioned high momentum and the strong pres-
sure gradient in the LE. region raises the aerodynamic

i.8Flow lines at M=0.47 (top) and M=1.14 (bottom) losses. The principal mechanism which happens to the jet in
such a configuration is shown in fiEg. 11. Keep in mind, that

The total pressure of the jets Ptci is evaluated by means of all occuring velocity gradients introduce loss producing rota-
the velocity distribution of the jets at the outlets, the static tional flow.
pressure evaluated from the pressure distribution for the jet
location and the total temperature which is measured within
the blade plenum. The average value of the LTV measured 5. Numerical Method
velocity vectors is mass weighted. Thus losses within the

plenum and within the slots are not includet in the kinetic The numerical method used here is described in detail in

energy loss coefficient. Fig. 10 shows the loss coefficient vs. Benz et al. (1992), Noll (1992), Noll et al. (1992), [8,9,10],

blowing ratio. The aerodynamic losses increase with the here only a brief overview is given.
blowing ratio because of the increase of the jet momentum
component against the mainstram direction. Additional The numerical code can be used to solve the two- and three-

dimensional Navier-Stokes-
1.40 U M Ma= Re, I'', '' i ' ' ' I '''i''' - transport equations in abo-

Is -_0.00 0.375 0.737 5.2-10' dy-fitted curvilinear coordi-
1.20 - 1.14 0.379 0.694 S.9.106 nate system. For turbulent

A 0.76 0.378 0.671 5.7.10' flow calculations the Rey-
v.00 0.47 0.380 0.665 5.710P - nolds-averaged equations are

solved. The turbulence model
0.80 "used here is the well known

k-e-model in the standard
0.60' form with the wall-function

approach.

By the finite volume discreti-
0.20 zation method the differen-

e suctkn swe tial equation is transformed
0.00" into an algebraic equation.

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 -0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 The convective terms are dis-

FiE. 9 Surface Mach number distribution S/I cretized by the Monotonized-
Linear-Upwind-scheme
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(MLU) (Noll (1992), [10)). For the solution of the system -------r------
of the finite difference equations the generalized conjugate /
gradient (CG) iterative procedure, decribed in detail by
Noll et al. (1992) [11], was employed. Various SIMPLE-
like velocity-pressure coupling methods are available. In the
present study the one step corrector-predictor SIMPLEC- /
algorithm (Doormal et al. (1984), Doormal et al. (1987),
[12,13]) for compressible flows is used. To prevent decoup-
ling of the velocity and pressure field on co-located grids a
flux-correction method similar to the method proposed by
Rhie and Chow (1983) [14] is incorporated.

In the code a multiblock technique is applied which allows - -. ---- ........
one to subdivide a complex computational domain into
simple blocks. This domain-decomposition or grid-attaching F Flow line pattern at M= 1.14 (calculated)
method, which can be incorporated relativly simple in every
CFD-code, is discussed in detail by Benz et al. (1992) [91. small region exists near the wall, where the mainstream by-
For the present study the computational domain includes passes the cooling film and mixes into the recirculation
the film cooling slots. The reason is that for low-mass-flux- zone. The thickness of the recirculation regions normal to
ratios the velocity profile at the slot exit is not known a pri- surface are larger in the measurement due to 3D effects as
ori. Inside the slot a realistic guess of the boundary condi- well. The agreement is better at the high blowing ratio of
tion for the prediction is relatively simple. M=1.14 (fig. 14, fig. 8, bottom). The calculated flowlines

show recirculation regions at the pressure side slot as well as
T'hereforc a single O-grid around the blade with two at-
tached H-grids for the discretization of the film cooling slots
is used (Eic.j2). The O-grid is generated by solving the
Poisson-equations, while the generation of the two H-grids . . .

is done by a simple algebraic method. The three grids coin- X
prise approximatly 10000 points, while the number of the " -_--
gridpoints of the O-grids is 211x42. In Fig. 12 the fine dis- -

cretization of the leading edge is seen.
Local recirculation

5.1 Boundary conditions

At the turbine blade inlet a constant velocity of 130 m/s was
specified. The static pressure was set to 18650 Pa. In the .
predictions the inlet Mach-number was 0.37 for all calcula- '
tion in contrast to the experiments were the inlet Mach- , x;
number differs for the different mass-flux-ratios. In the slots
a uniform velocity profile according to the mass-flux-ratio - --
M=1.14 and M=0.47 was specified. The turbulence inten- -
sity was assumed to be 5 % at the turbine inlet and at the
inlet of the slots.

6. Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Data

Flowline patterns at the small blowing ratio show less dis-
turbance of the L.E. flow field in the calculated case (fig.
13). This is due to the difference of the two dimensional cal-
culation and three dimensional effects, which occure even
in a two dimensional cascade (see fig. 8 top). The slots do
not extend the entire span to the sidewalls. Therefore a ..

oil deposit

I/ ,/ / -- ,,

..o .n pattn .. .4 Vector plot at M=0.47 calculated (top) andFie. 13 Flow line pattern at M =0.47 (calculated) measured (bottom)
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Velocity [mis]

L 210
K 200

S190
I 180
H 170
G 160
F 150

-.. .......... ----------- .... -E 140
o 130
C 120
B 110
A 100
9 90
8 80
7 70

5 50
4 40
3 30
2 20
1 10

_L6 lsolines of the velocity field at M=0.47 calculated (top) and measured (bottom)

at the suction side slot. The extension of these regions in calculations show that for a good agreement between nu-
flowline direction is quite well calculated. The LTV meas- merical and measured results it is necessary to take the
urements (fiý.15, bottom) show a very interesting result. At flowfield within the blowing holes into account. It is simply
the small blowing ratio a significant deflection of the jets at achieved by the multi block method. This is due to the in-
the inner rim of the blowing holes occurs. A small rccir- fluence of the pressure gradient in the leading edge region,
culation zone within the holes, influenced by the pressure which affects the outcoming flow deep inside the holes.
distribution at the blade surface is assumed to he the cause
for the jet deflection. This leads to the demand to calculate Mhe following conclusions are drawn from these results.
the flow within the holes to take the occuring effects into First, the blowing against the mainstream and in the region
account. The comparison of the vector plots (fig. 15) as well of very large pressure gradients (i~e. near the leading edge)
as isolines of the velocity (fEg.) show the good agreement is to be avoided. Second, numerical calculations need in the
between calculation and measurement. This shows the leading edge region to consider the inner part of the blow-
necessity of a calculation within the slots with help of the ing holes.
mentioned multi block technique. Note the velocity profiles
within the slots, especially in the vicinity of the pressure side
slot, which results in a realistic (i.e. measured) flow pat

tern. Benz et al. (1992) [9] showed that a small recirculation S. Acknowledgements
zone exists in the hole on the upstream side. This can also
be seen with oil flow visualisation, as a small oil The work reported in this paper was supported within re-
concentration occured at the same region. (see fig. 15, search programs of the German Bundesministerium der
bottom). Verteidigung. The authors greatly acknowledge the permis-

sion to publish the results.
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Discussion
QUESTION 1:

DISCUSSOR: Y. Gogus, Havacilik Muh Bol
The large body forces caused by high revolutions and large temperature differences will
cause the injected cooling air to move towards the tip. Have you checked order of
magnitude of this effect?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
No. We used a two-dimensional cascade for the tests and the calculations, so no
influence of rotation can be evaluated.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: P. Harasgama, ABB

Can the Navier-Stokes code also be used for the three-dimensional flow?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Yes. It is a three-dimensional code, but our experience indicates that it is necessary to use
halfa million points to predict the flow from holes. This takes about 10 hours on a vector
computer.
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On the Development of a film cooling layer

F. L6pez Pena
T. Arts

von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics
Chaussed de Waterloo, 72

B-1640 Rhode Saint Gen~se
Belgium

SUMMARY perimental, computational and theoretical studies. Despite
The aim of this work is to experimentally investigate dif- the similarities between the flow fields in all mentioned
ferent aerodynamic aspects of the flow field generated when cases, the variation of some parameters may drastically
a single jet or a row of jets are ejected into a mainstream, change the character of this type of flows. This is, for
The similarity parameters are taken such as to match those instance, the case of the injection through an orifice in a
of the three-dimensional film cooling. The objective of the wall versus the injection through a long pipe. In the former
investigation is to deepen the understanding of the complex case the presence of the wall and the interaction between
phenomena associated with these flows, and to provide a the injected flow and the incoming boundary layer strongly
comprehensible and detailed data base for validation of characterize the flow while in the latter case both influences
numerical codes. To be able to obtain high resolution simply do not exist. The existence or not of strong com-
measurements, the study is made on large scale models. pressibility effects or even shock waves may also change
The scale enlargement obliges to use moderate velocities, the flow configuration. Therefore. the geometry and the
so that the Reynolds number can be kept within realistic flow parameters of any experimental study concerning this
limits and the similarity preserved. The use of low air type of flow must be chosen in agreement with the case
speeds prevents the analysis of compressibility effects in under investigation. Since this experimental work is con-
this study. This restriction is not as severe as one can think ceived as a film cooling study. only this type of flow
because, according to the related bibliography, these effects configuration will be considered here.
start to be noticeable at Mach numbers higher than 0.8, Thermodynamic considerations about the Joule/Brayton
while the designers avoid to inject the coolant in the vicinity cycle clearly show how gas turbine efficiency and specific
of shock waves to avoid boundary layer separation. power increase for higher flow temperatures after combus-

The study is made on three different models installed in a tion. Any increase in efficiency is directly translated into
low speed wind tunnel. A first model consists of a flat a reduction on fuel consumption. Increasing the specific
plate with a single inclined circular hole. The isolated power, or the thrust, allows the reduction of the machine
jet/mainstream interaction is investigated by means of this size and weight, which are very important factors in aero-
first test plate. The other two models present the same space applications. Improvements on blade cooling and
configuration as the first but having now a row of holes high temperature materials are therefore the two major tools
with different pitch to diameter ratios in each case. These given to the designer to improve the performances of gas
models are useful to understand the interaction between turbines. Thermal barrier coatings, single crystals and ce-
jets and to analyze the formation and development of the ramics are some of the improvements on materials tech-
coolant layer. nology recently applied to turbine blades. For a given

material, the working temperature of a blade is usually
LIST OF SYMBOLS limited by life time considerations. Once this limiting par-
C Constant ameter has been fixed, the mainstream temperature can be
D Injection hole diameter augmented only by improving the blade cooling procedure.
I Momentum flux ratio (piv i2/p,.v, 2) The idea of film cooling was initially developed in the
p Pitch (of a row of holes) early forties as a anti-icing system for airplane wings by
R Density ratio (polp-) ejecting hot air through slots. Very quickly, research was
R Denscity ratio (pip.) focused on turbine blade cooling; it is in this field that the
V Velcity ratio (vi/v..) largest efforts have been made. Studies on blade cooling

Subscripts. and particularly on film cooling are widespread in the

i At the injection literature. Unfortunately, most of these investigations are

90 At the freestream only devoted to the analysis of heat transfer phenomena.

The very first approach to blade film cooling was to eject
1 INTRODUCTION the fresh air out of the blade through slots. This provides
The flow generated by a jet emerging into a stream of a a two dimensional cold layer giving a very high protection.
fluid of similar density is important in a wide range of Two serious drawbacks limit however the use of this method
cases of technological interest, such as VSTOL aircraft in blade cooling. Firstly, he use of longitudinal slots along
aerodynamics during take-off or landing, the mixing process the blade strongly reduces its mechanical strength. Second-
taking place in combustors, the dispersal of pollutants in ly, the high thermal efficiency of this method produces a
the environment, or the film cooling of gas turbine blades large temperature difference between the two sides of the
and combustion chambers. These applications among some slot, leading to an intense thermal stress, just where the
others made this type of flows the subject of many ex- mechanical weakness is located. These constraints impose
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rather severe limitations to the practical application of such Goldstein [3]. This type of film cooling is, by far, more
a system in blade cooling. It is most usually restricted to efficient than the discrete hole coolant ejection (three
the trailing edge area. This method is also commonly used dimensional in nature) and also much easier to analyze and
in combustion chambers, afterburners, and for end wall to describe. However, with the possible exception of the
film cooling. In all three cases the structural material is trailing edge region, slots are rarely used on turbine blades
not strained as much as in the blades. due to the mechanical and thermal stress limitations already

The solution commonly adopted to overcome the above mentioned in the introduction. On the blade surface, theseThe oluioncommnlyadoted o oercme te aove slots are replaced by rows of discrete holes. The generated
mentioned drawbacks has been to replace the slots by rows slot field by r ee dimensoles nThe fnrated

of discrete holes. The flow field generated under these flow field then definitely three dimensional until far away

circumstances is not any more two dimensional but three from the holes. Studies of a jet ejected normal to the wall

dimensional until far away from the holes. The mainstream were made by Bergeles. et al [4) and Andreopoulos and

flow bends each jet; this produces a pair of counter rotating Rodi [5]. The last authors give a very good description of

vortices which, when the jet separates from the wall, turbulence characteristics and flow topology. Two different

modifies its cross sectional shape in a kidney-like form. mass flux regimes are shown. At low injection rates, the

Each jet interacts with the wall, with the neighbouring jets. momentum of the injected flow is not important enough

and with the main stream and its boundary layer. The flow to break into the main stream, and the injected flow remains

topology corresponding to an inclined jet as well as the attached to the wall. If the injection rate is increased, a jet

cold layer formation is shown in Figure 1. In any case. the penetrating into the mainstream forms. When the jet sep-

flowfield becomes much more complex than it is for a two arates from the wall, its trajectory is bent by the interaction
with the mainstream. This bending produces a pair of

dimensional configuration. The aerodynamic properties of contra- rotating vortices inside the jet which modify the
the flow now depend upon many different parameters. some jet cross sectional shape to a kidney-like form.
of which are listed in Table I. Aerodynamic aspects related
to the jet-mainstream interaction and the coolant layer Some other investigations (e.g. Bergeles. et al. [6]) deal
formation are not yet completely understood. In particular. with single inclined jets. They show that. like normal jets,
the influence of the jet-mainstream density ratio on these the jet remains attached to the wall at small mass flux ratio
phenomena has not been deeply studied yet. values. Above a given value of the mass flux ratio, the jet

detaches from the wall locally and re-attaches further down-As indicated in Table 1. there are a number of parameters stream. In contrast with the normal jet considered in Ref.affecting film cooling aerodynamics. It is unfortunately not j4], this type of ejection produces almost no changes in

possible to analyze all of them. The mainstream Reynolds the flow-field upstream of the ejection hole. A sketch of

number and the thickness of the upstream boundary layer the flow topology for a single inclined jet was given by

are selected according to actual turbine blade operating Kruse [71. The latter also describes how the interaction

conditions, and are kept constant. The incoming boundary between different jets coming from a row of holes decreases
layer is laminar. In a real turbine blade it can be both, bewndifrtjtscmgfomaowfhlsdcesstheir penetration into the free-stream, and how the generated
laminar or turbulent. but the incoming laminar boundary vortices develop into a layer of contra-rotating parallel
layer case has been less studied than the turbulent one. vortices into the film generated downstream of the emission
The jet is kept turbulent, this being the usual case in a holes (fig. 1). This layer of vortices is also described by
turbine blade. Coolant mass flux and density ratios are Liess 18].
varied and , therefore, considered as parameters. It is par-
ticularly desired to analyze in the present study the effects 2.2 Theoretical studies
of density difference between coolant and mainstream. To Some semi-analytical models have been developed to ana-
obtain density ratios similar to those existing in a real case, lyze the vortex pair structure and its behaviour and to
mixtures of air with a heavy gas have been considered. predict the jet trajectory. Earlier models. e.g. Durando [91,The use of hot wire anem ometers is prevented when gas aei v si n w i e so a;t e r h rf r pmixtresarein ue. herfore a wo imenionl Lser are inviscid and two dimensional; they are therefore ap-
mixtures are in use. Therefore, a two dimensional Laser plicable only in the far field. The model of Fearn andDoppler Velocimeter is used. Weston [ 101 assumes the vortices to be locally two dimen-

The test conditions employed in the present investigation sional and to have a Gaussian distribution of vorticity; it
are sumarized in Table 2. The set of selected parameters uses empirical information to obtain the jet trajectory. Le
is large enough to provide a better understanding of the Grives 11] uses this model in combination with a jet
jet/mainstream interaction. The measurements are arranged penetration model that reduces the amount of empirical
in a set of graphs providing a data base which can be used data required. However, a pressure-drag empirical coeffi-
to look into the particulars of the flow field or for validation cient is used to evaluate the jet trajectory. The rate of
of numerical codes. At design, the temperature of the blade entrainment is also predicted in this model.
material must be estimated. The accurate prediction of the The goal of most of the existing models is to predict. as
metal temperature depends on a correct estimation of the te al o ostiof the et mode is tred t
external and the internal heat transfer coefficients. This accurately as possible, the jet trajectory and the entrainmentestimation relies on ," merical cndes solving the flowfield rate. The use of tuneable empirical coefficients is the in-

strument generally used to reach this goal. As a result.upon the surface. ThL codes require detailed experimental frequently, the achievement of better predictions does not
measurements to be ,a.iidated and also to verify the cor- feqently the achie vement in toe notrectness of the used turbulence models. necessarily come from the improvement in the under-

standing of the phenomena. On the contrary, few works

2 LITERATURE SURVEY seek to deepen this understanding. Needham. et al (12, 131
and Coelho & Hunt 1141 come back to the analysis of the

2.1 General description of the phenomenon. inviscid flows, in an attempt to determine if an inviscid
mechanism exists for the deflection of a jet in cross flow.

Early investigations on film cooling, e.g. Ktppers t w ], and In the study of Needham, the jet is considered to emerge
Asne & Esgacd l2i, were mostly devoted to the two-dimen- from a pipe inclined to the main flow while in the case of
sional film cooling, produced by ejection through slots. A Coelho & Hunt the jet is considered to emerge normallyvery good literature survey on this topic was presented by to a plane wall. A small disturbances treatment of an
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inviscid three dimensional vortex sheet model is applied, jets. This study was made on a flat plate with a single row
An inviscid mechanism for the deflection of the jet is found of holes inclined at 35 degrees. A Laser Doppler Veloc-
in this way. Such a mechanism exists only when the cross imeter system was used to measure two components of the
flow has a velocity component in the jet direction. There- velocity.
fore. in the case of a jet normal to the cross flow, there
is no inviscid mechanism for the jet deflection. These works 3 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS.
also show that the jet-crossflow interaction already begins
in the interior of the injection pipe. The correct shape and 3.1 The Facility.
the entrainment of the jet cannot possibly be predicted by The VKI Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel (LTI) has been
inviscid models. In the model of Coelho & Hunt [ 14] these selected to perform the present experimental investigation.
jet features are restored at the expense of the model sim- A schematic view of the facility is presented in Figure 2.
plicity by introducing an entraining vortex sheet. It is an aspirating open type wind tunnel made of wood.

Higuera & Martinez Sanchez [1151 model the initial bending A 10:1 two dimensional contraction is followed by the test
section. a 2D diffuser, two settling chambers, and a cen-of turbulent or laminar jets into cross flows without the tifuga 2D diven by settlingvchaberspeed DCuse of any empirical parameter. They use Landau's self- trifugal blower driven by a 20 KW variable speed DC

usemlar solany firical poinmter sorey of mo ntaum s ( selor motor. The 0.35 m X 0.8 m test section has transparent
similar solution for a point source of momentum (Batchelor walls, and is 2 m long. A flat plate model, described in
[ 16]) and. after expanding the solution in series, they in- the next section, is mounted 5 cm above the bottom wall,
troduce the effect of the cross flow as a perturbation. The leaving a useful section of about 0.28 m X 0.8 m. The
turbulent viscosity is assumed to be constant in this model. upper wall is adjustable, allowing the regulation of the

All of the above mentioned models are valid only for jets pressure gradients along the test section. This wall is
which are much stronger than the cross flow. In the opposite equiped with several slits allowing to introduce probes for
case, weak injection into a strong cross flow. it is possible temperature, pressure, and hot wire measurements. The
to use the boundary layer equations and introduce the maximum air velocity is approximately 20 m/s with a
injection as a perturbation. This approach does not consider turbulence intensity of the order of 0.4% in the mainstream.
the strong crossflow-injection interaction taking place in-
side the injection pipe in such cases. In the case of film 3.2 The model.
cooling and in any other case where the jet-to-mainstream A test plate has been designed, built, instrumented and
velocity ratio is of order unity, no simplification can be installed in the facility. It consists of four parts assembled
applied. In such cases the full three-dimensional form of between two T-shaped aluminium beams. The lead part of
the Navier Stokes equations must be solved, at least in the the test plate presents the cross sectional shape of a Clark-V
vicinity of the injection site. Such a procedure should rely profile. This profile is of a laminar type with very smooth
on numerical calculations involving strong computer re- pressure gradients along both the pressure and suction sides.
quirements. Its pressure side is put on the upper (measurement) side

of the model because it has a flat part allowing a continuous
2.3 Experimental Studies. connection with the main test plate. This system guarantees
Most of the experimental studies related with film cooling the growth of a laminar boundary layer if the stagnation
are related to the heat transfer analysis. Aerodynamic in- point is well positioned at the front of the profile nose. To
vestigations directly related with the film cooling process check the stagnation point position. the leading edge is
rarely appear in the technical literature. Only flow visuali- instrumented with static pressure tappings around its mid
zations and partial aerodynamic measurements are often section perimeter.
used as illustrations for experimental studies on heat trans- The jets are produced by injecting the secondary flowfer.Thjesaepouebyijtighesodayfw

through holes made in an insert placed in the central part
The published experimental works on the aerodynamics of of the model. Three different inserts are available. All of
jets emerging from a wall into a cross flow are, so far, them have the same external dimensions and sectional
mainly devoted to the case of injection normal to the cross shape. One is equipped with a single inclined injection
flow. An early example is the article by Keffer and Baines hole whereas the two others have a row of seven injection
[171, where the presence of the pair of contra-rotating holes with two different pitch to diameter ratios. The first
vortices is already reported. Kamotani and Greber [ 181 not piece is used to perform a series of experiments dealing
only confirm the existence of the vortex pair, but also with a single inclined air jet blowing into the freestream.
report that these vortices can dominate the flow-field far These tests provide information about the near field char-
downstream. Andreopoulos and Rodi [51 made a detailed acter of a cooling jet. The two other pieces are used to
turbulence study and an aerodynamic description of a jet investigate the phenomena associated with the recovery
normal to a wall. They used a triple hot-wire probe to region and the interaction between jets coming from a row
collect their data. Andreopoulos [19] studied the structure of holes. The use of two different pitch to diameter ratios
and mixing of normal jets by means of spectral analysis, allows to examine the influence of this parameter upon the
flow visualization and conditional-sampling techniques. coolant film behaviour.
Crab, et al [20] also conducted an aerodynamic research
programme with a normal jet. 3.3 The secondary flow supply.

To reproduce the jet to mainstream density ratios taking
Aerodynamic studies on inclined jets appear less often than place in real turbine blades, not only jets of air are used,
those on normal jets, and few of them attempt to measure but also mixtures of air with a heavier gas. The gas selected
turbulent characteristics. Yoshida and Goldstein 221d , as for this purpose is SF6. This is a non toxic, non flammable,
well as Kadotani and Goldstein v22), measured the mean and non corrosive gas commonly use as dielectric in high
and RMS longitudinal and transverse velocity components voltage transformers, it does not smell, and its price isat one streamwise position. Jubran and Brown 123] also about twice the price of Freon. Freon was rejected as a
performed some measurements of turbulence intensity with- working gas for environmental reasons.
in this type of jet. Pietrzyk, et al (24] recently conducted
a detailed aerodynamic measurement program on inclined
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A schematic of the secondary flow supply is shown in of a single jet of air of mass flux ratio equal to 2 at 5
Figure 3. Two valves are used to regulate the air and the diameters downstream of the injection site. Only the half
heavy gas supplies. Each valve is mounted in series with jet where measurements have been performed is repre-
a heat exchanger and a flowmeter. The heat exchangers sented. The first graph in the figure displays the isolines
were introduced in the circuit to damp the drop in tern- corresponding to the velocity component in the mainstream
perature caused by the expansion of the air or the SF&. direction. These velocity isolines present the kidney shape
Downstream of the flowmeters, the air and foreign gas are characteristic of this type of flows. The next two graphs
mixed in a single pipe connected to an ejection box just represent the velocity components normal to the main-
below the model. For each tested geometry a different stream. The vortical motion of the flow can be appreciated
ejection box is used. When Laser Doppler Velocimetry is in these two graphs. The three components of the normal
used, seeding is added just upstream of the ejection box. shear stresses are represented next. All three ranged around

the same values, but their actual distribution changes from
3.4 The Laser Doppler Anemometer. one to another. They have been combined to obtain the
A two-component fiber optic Laser Doppler Anemometer turbulence level distribution represented in the next graph.
system, provided by DANTEC has been used. The first The remaining graphs represent two of the three shear
element of the optical measurement chain is a 4 W Ar-I Reynolds stress. The error on velocities and normal Rey-
Laser operated in multi-mode colour and mounted on an nolds stresses is estimated to be less than 5%, while the
optical bench. The Laser beam is sent to a Transmitter error on the shear Reynolds stresses can go up to 20%.
Unit mounted on the same optical bench. The Transmitter All the information used for the discussion in the next
includes a 40 MHz frequency shifter and four fiber man- sections has been extracted from the aforementioned data-
ipulators. Then, the light is sent to a two-component emit- base. Additionally, cross planes taken at different locations
ing-receiving probe. Two photomultipliers with a colour for the same flow conditions have been grouped together
separator receive the signal from the probe through a single to obtain 3D representations of the overall flowfield. This
fibre cable. To be able to measure a 3D flow field with a is the case of Figure 6 which represents the velocity dis-
2 component probe, all points are measured twice: once tribution generated by a single jet of air with mass flux
from one side of the test section, and once again placing ratio (M) equal to 2. It shows an overall view of the jet
the optical probe downstream of the measured point. There- features, such as the evolution to its characteristic kidney
fore, two different sets of traversing mechanism are used. shape, and the migration of the maximum of velocity from
This solution prohibits the measurement of one of the shear the meridional plane to the vortex core. The streamlines
Reynolds stresses. of the averaged flow are plotted in Figure 7. These stream-

lines provide a good view of the behaviour of the mean
The Doppler signals are processed by two DANTECors t flow, but the reader must be aware that they may not
Spectrum Analyzers (BSA). These BSA processors do not correspond to any instantaneous picture of the real flow
work directly on the Doppler signal but on its power field.
spectrum after performing a Fast Fourier Transform of the
signal. Both BSA's are computer controlled via an IEEE- 4.2 The jet trajectory
488 interface. A DANTEC software package is used for The jet trajectory.dataacqisiion.andto ontrl ad st-upthesysem. There is not a unique way to define the jet trajectory. In
data acquisition, and to control and set-up the system. general, the jet trajectory can be described as the line in
Two different seeding systems are in use simultaneously. space defined by the position taken by a given point char-
one for the mainstream and the other for the injection. The acterizing each jet cross section. As there is more than one
mainstream is seeded by using condensation of propylene characteristic point in a given cross section, it is possible
glycol. The jets are seeded by using an incense burner to define more than one jet trajectory. In the present work
constructed as a cyclone. Both seeding systems produce a four points are used to characterize each jet cross section:
similar particle size distribution, with 95% of the particles the point of zero transverse velocity, and the three points
having diameters of less than one micron. corresponding to the maximum normal Reynolds stresses

in each direction. The point of maximum velocity is not
4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS used because it would not make sense in all cases having

velocity ratios less than unity.
4.1 The Jet characteristics. Figure 8 shows. for the cases under study, the jet trajectory
LDV measurements have been performed in series of ver- based on the point having zero transverse velocity. Each
tical traverses contained in planes perpendicular to the graph in this figure displays, in its upper part, the projection
freestream direction. These planes are located in the posi- of the trajectory on the vertical meridional plane and, in
tions downstream of the injection position indicated in its lower part, the projection of the trajectory on the hori-
Table 3. The test conditions specified in Table 4 have been zontal plane. The trajectories represented in this figure
used for the case of a single jet. When injecting through approximately correspond with the core of one of the vor-
a row of holes, only the first six conditions in this table tices generated in the jet. In fact, the vortex core corresponds
have been used. Hence, the test cases in which a large ticespgent in the je nofact, the vot crecorrespond
amount of SF 6 would be exhausted in the laboratory have to a point in the plane normal to the jet trajectory having
been advoided. The combination of the cases in Table 3 zero transverse velocity. In general the angle between thiswiththecondtios i Tabe 4resuts n 8 tes plnes later plane and the y-z plane is small. However, this corre-
with the conditions in Table 4 results in 82 test planes spondence weakens close to the injection site because.
where measurements were performed. All these measure- there, the y-z plane is far from being normal to the jet
ments have been summarized in a graphical data base where trajectory. This fact partially explains the trend of the contra
one page is used for each measurement plane. Each one rotating vortex pair to get closer together at the initial
of these pages displays nine graphs with isolines core- stages of the trajectories displayed in this figure. Never-
sponding to: the three velocity components, the three nor- theless, a second reason exists for this initial trend of the
mal Reynolds stresses, the turbulence level, and two shear jet trajectory: the ground effect. This can be easily explained
Reynolds stresses. The used reference coordinate system by looking at the simplified scheme of the vortex pair
is represented in Figure 4. An example of the data base displayed in Figure 7. In this scheme the ground has been
sheets is presented in Figure 5. It shows the cross section
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replaced by a mirror image of the vortex pair. For each difference is that the turbulence intensity inside the jet
vortex, its mirror image pushes it towards its partner, while appears to have lower values, and does not extend as high
each one pushes the other up. Further downstream the as the single jet case. Additionally, the lateral turbulent
distance between the vortices becomes small in comparison spot characteristic of the low momentum case has a higher
to the distance to their mirror images. Thus, the mirror turbulence level, and appears to be shared by two conse-
images almost compensate each other effect and the flow cutive jets.
field becomes dominated by the interaction between the
two vortices. As it was observed by Durando [9] and 5 CONCLUSIONS
analytically proven by Broadwell and Breidenthal [25], the The flowfield generated when an inclined turbulent jet is
distance between two contra-rotating vortices moving in a injected into a laminar cross-flow has been experimentally
freestream grows as: investigated by means of an LDV system. A single jet and

d a C * x1/3 two different rows of jets have been separately studied.

were, for given flow cnd , C Air and a mixture of gases producing density ratios of 1.5
and 2 have been used for injection. All the data have been

By looking at the case of a row of jets represented in processed and arranged into a graphical data base. From
Figure 8, it can be seen that the trend towards separation this data base information is taken about some general
disappears after a while and the vortices begin to move features of the jet, as the velocity evolution or the jet
parallel to each other, although they conserve a vertical trajectory. The vortex pair generated within a single jet
motion. The trajectories in the vertical plane show to be appears to have a trend towards separation some diameters
lower than in the case of a single jet. This effect is produced after the injection location. The interaction between the
by the interaction between the jets in the row. In fact, for jets in a row with pitch to diameter ratio equal to 3 is
a given vortex, its partner pushes it up while the closest found to start between 5 and 10 diameters downstream of
vortex of the next jet pushes it down. Therefore, the lifting the injection site, and further downstream when a row of
effect induced in the vortex pair is diminished, pitch to diameter ratio equal to 5 is studied. This interaction

Figures 10. 11, and 12 represents the trajectory in a vertical between jets lowers the height of the jet penetration, and
plane of the point having maximum normal Reynolds makes the vortex core trajectory parallel to the meridional
stresses in x. y, and z directions respectively. With the plane. The momentum flux ratio is found to characterize

exception of the low injection rate cases, the maximum the interaction between the jet and the incoming boundary
Reynolds stress in the y direction is reached closer to the layer. When the momentum flux ratio is lower than 1 the
wall than the maximum in the other two directions. This jet penetration is small, and the jet is essentially confined

means that the flow close to the wall is dominated by within the boundary layer. The interaction generated in

lateral oscillations, while in the jet itself the oscillations such conditions, produces a spreading of turbulence in the

are mainly up-down and back-forth, boundary layer. and a turbulent spot is generated beside
the jet itself. By increasing the mass flux ratio, the lateral

4.3'Te momentum flux ratio effect. spreading of turbulence disappears when the momentumT strikingfeatture, o d i erateo el d flux ratio gets larger than 1. When injecting through a rowA striking feature, observed in the generated graphical data of holes, the turbulent spot is shared by two consecutive

base. is the correlation between the lateral spreading of jes the turbulent ot injectwo oles i

turbulence and the momentum flux ratio (I). This can be j further downstream of the injection holes.
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FLOW-FIELD PARAMETERS GEOMETRICAL PARAMETER Freestream Velocity (VQ, 5 rn/s
Injection Angle (p) 350

-8lvVin Ratio - H~ole inclination and Shave Injection Hole Diameter (D) 12 mm
*Morneflsrm Flux Ratio Distribution of Rlows Icmn onayLyrTikes() 8m
-Upstreamn Boundary Layer CraueIcmn onayLyrTikes 8m

*Freestreamn and Jet Turbulen~ce Sufc Room Pitch to Diameter Ratio (p/D) 3A5
-Pressure Gradients 1. O~ctiot Duct LS1o Mass Flux Ratio (M) 0.5 ... 2.4
-Re, Ma & PrNrim Dens"t Ratio JFl) 1.0,1.5,2.0

Table 1 Parameters atfecting film cooling Table 2 Present test conditions
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Fig. 1 A single jet and a row of jets into a crossflow [7.

Fig. 2 The LT1 wind tunnel.
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Fig. 6 Velocity distribution in a jet of air (M =2.0) Fig. 7 Streamlines in a single jet of air (M =2.0)
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Fig. 10 Single Jet of Air Single Jet of Gas Mixture
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DISCUSSOR: N. Hay, University of Nottingham
There must be a good reason why you used a length-to-diameter ratio for the hole of about
one. A larger ratio would have been a lot better for two reasons: firstly, the flow in the hole
would have been fully developed, and secondly, from the point of view of modelling this
would have decoupled the region upstream of the hole from that downstream. As the rig is
designed, one would have to model the plenum chamber, the hole and the jet and crossflow
to get a true representation.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
I agree with the comment. The choice of this model was, among other factors, dictated by
the availability of existing hardware. On the other hand, the plenum could be considered
as boundary condition for the jet flow.
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MODELISATION D'UN ECOULEMENT TURBULENT EN PRESENCE DE JETS
PARIETAUX DISCRETS DE REFROIDISSEMENT

I.M. Maurice, F. Leboeuf, P. Kulisa
Laboratoire de Mdcanique des Fluides et d'Acoustique

URA CNRS 263
Ecoic Centraic de Lyon

36 avenue Guy de Collongue,
BP 163,

69131 Ecully Cedex, France.

1. RESUME specific effects of the discrete jets are taking into
Les tempA-atures de plus en plus dlev~es atteintes dans account in the model.
les premiers diages de turbine ndcessitent un Comparisons with experimental results are given in
refroidissement efficace des aubages. Le rcfroidisscment the case of a row of jets, as injected through a
par film d'air a prouvd sa capacitd A protcdgcr la paroi dc turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate, near the
1'dcoulement amont chaud. Toutefois, ii perturbe injection orifice.
fortement les caractdistiques adrodynamiques de
lMcoulement. En consiequence, l'objectif des 2. INTRODUCTION
conshructeurs est de rdatiser le meilleur comprom is Le ref roidissement par film des aubes de turbine est un
entre les peries adrodynamiques et les contraintes rndcanisme tr~s cmployd pour augmenter les
thermiques. performances des turbines ii gaz, afin de prdserver les
Une moddlisation bidimensionnelle adrothcrriquc de parois du fluide chaud issu de la chambre de
l'dcoulement visqueux refroidi par jets discrets et bas&e combustion. Du fluide "froid" peut 6tre ainsi prdlev6
sur Ie concept de couche limite, a dttd ddveloppde ii dans le compresseur pour 8tre rdincroduit dans la
l'Ecole Centraie de Lyon. Dans un premier temps, un turbine. Dans ce travail, nous considdrons uniquement
modtle de fermeture turbulcnte utilisant une longucur le refroidissementk l aide de jets discrets, qui sont
de melange a di implantd. Un modale k-c 5t bas introduits dans I'dcoulement principal entre les
nombre de Reynolds est ici prdscntd. Une technique de aubages. La prioritd affich6e par les constructeurs; est
moyenne en espace dans la direction transversale Ai en gdndral d'assurer une durde de vie suffisante des
I'd&oulement principal permet de conserver un caract~rc turbines, cc qui implique une bonne protection
bidimensionnel au probl~me. Par suite, les dquations therm ique des parois. Cependant, la complexitd des
de transport des grandeurs turbulentes contiennent des phdnom~nes physiques observds A proximitd des zones
termes-source qui traduisent Ia prdsence des jets. d'injection, ainsi que 1'emploi de methodes de
Des comparaisons avec des rdsultats expdrimentaux prddiction thermique imparfaites, conduit en gendral A
sont prdsentes dans le cas d'une rangd5c de jets un sur-dimensionnement des ddbits d'injection. HI en
introduits dans une couche limite turbulente se rdsulte une pdrnalisation du compresseur, qui foumnit du
daveloppant sur une plaque plane, 5~ proximitd de fluide ý haute pression non valoris6 dans la chambre de
l'orifice d'injection. combustion: par ailleurs, Ia ma!trise de l'aspect

cindmatique des phdnom~nes d'injection est encore
SUMMARY imparfaite, ce qui agit sur Ic rendement des turbines.
The high temperature level reached in the first turbine
stages requires efficient blade cooling. Film cooling La physique des phdnom~nes est tr~s complexe.
has proved its ability to protect the wall from the hot Fortement accdldrd et ddvid par les aubes, la structure
upstream flow. However, the jets strongly disturb the de I'dcoulement entre les aubes de turbine est fortement
aerodynamic flow characteristics. As a consequence, tridimensionnelle, suite au ddveloppement de
the main objective of the designers is to get the best nombreux tourbillons (Escande, 1991). La transition
compromise between thermal strains and aerodynamic entre les rcdgimes laminaire et turbulent est trts dtalee
losses. sur la paroi des aubes; cdle est influencde A la fois par
A two-dimensional viscous flow model, with discrete des mdcanismes lids A la paroi (ondes de Tolimien-
jets and based on a boundary layer concept, was Schlichting, tourbillons de Gortler, forts gradients de
developed at Ecole Centrale de Lyon. The turbulence tempdrature, ddcollement local),et par M'coulement
closure was first performed by a mixing length model, extdrieur 5i la couche visqueuse paridtale (sillages issus
A low Reynolds number version of a k-E model is des aubes A l'amont, turbulence de lecoulement
presented here. We use a space averaging method in the extdrieur). Introduit dans lecoulement principal entre
transverse direction; thereby the two-dimensional Ics aubes, le jet a un comportement trts complexe,
character Of the computation is preserved, while the domind par de nombreuses structures tourbillonnaires.
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Pour la zone situde loin de l'orifice d'injection, if Des mesurcs de quantiLds: turbulentes dans le jet
existe deux tourbillons contra-rotatifs, nomm6s ici Lridimensionnel ont dttd rdalisdes par Moussa, Trischka
Ql, et qui conf~renL au jet une forme classiquc en et Eskinazi (1977), Crab, Durao et Whitelaw (1981),
"haricot". Ces deux tourbillons apparaisscnt en Androopoulos et Rodi,(1984), Charbonnier (1992)
particulier pour des jets issus d'un Lube ddbouchant pour un jet isold; de fortes valeurs des contraintes oft
dans un dcoulemenL transversal, A mame tempdrature et 60~ mesurdes stir la face avaf du jet, eL A proximitd
masse volumique (Foam et Westonjl 974); leur origino irmmddiatc de ]a paroi. Dans le cas de rangdes do jets,
est lide aux couches visquousos se d6veloppant stir les Yavuzkurt, Moffat et Kays (198 1), Pietrzyk, Bogard,
parois intdrioures du tube, dont [a vorticitd est et Crawford (1989), Vuillcrme et alii,(1992) ont
rdorienLde lors de la ddflexion du jet par l'doulement montrd ]a forte influence du jet sur fes grandeurs
transversal . Ces tourbillons apparaissenh dans le tube turbulentes dans la couche limite de paroi.
d'injection lui-mdme, car l'&oulement y est ddjit d6vid
par Mcoulement transversal se dadveloppant au niveau Les contraintes imposdes sur un calcul du
de l'orifice (Sykes, Lewelfen et Parker, 1986, Pinho refroidissoment par film dans des aubos de turbines
Brasil, 1992). Pour des nombres de Reynolds assez sont tr~s fortes. Afin d'assuror une protection
faibles, la pdriphdrie du jet est influencdc par des thermique suffisante, le constructeur doit employer
enroulements toriques 02, rencontrds dgalement dans souvent plusietirs rangdes do jets discrets par canal; un
le cas de jots libres, mais ici ditformds par l'&oulement nombre d'orificos percds sur los aubes, de Vordre do la
transversal (Figure 2, Bousgarbi~s, Brizzi, Foucault, centaine est donc courant-, ifs sont rdpartis A Ia fois stir
1991). Un jet d~bouchant aui niveau d'une pao sur les aubes ou Ics plate-formes (Bry, 1989). La
faquof Ic se ddveloppo tin dcoulement visquoux du type &~termination des flux de chafeur aux parois n6cessite
d'une couche limite, est influencd par des structures une grande precision de la part du calcul cdu champ
tourbillonnaires suppldmcntaires. Une description cinematique. Etant donnit Ia taille des structures
assez prdcise de la topologie it Ia paroi de l'&oulerncml tourbillonnaires en prdsence, l'emploi do maillage Lres
a dtd proposde par Charbonnier. (1992). tUne paire de fin est necossairo (Calatano, Chang. Mathis, 1989);
tourbillons en fer it chevaf 023, induit par Ic par adlfeurs, if necst pas dvident que J'utilisation do
ralentissoment do Ia couche limite transvorsale sou lois de parois soit possible clans los zones d'injoctions,
l'influonce du jot, s'enroule autour do celui-ci: ICe je a &nt dornndes les recireulations locales de fluides qui
donc ici un r6le de blocage do INcoulernent transversal, pcrturbcnt I&quilibre local des transferts turbulenLs
clans lequel if so comporte, au momns pour sa fac (White, 1980). Pour ces raisons, f'usage do codes
amont, comme un corps solide souple (M~oussa, rcsolvant los dquations do Navier-Stokes: sous une
Trischka et Eskinazi,1977). Ces deux tourbillons 01 forme tradimensionnellceost encore restreinte au
toumnent en sens opposds par rapport a ccux Q1 W~s Iraiteanent sinuluand d'un nombro limitd de jets. Les
aux couches visquouses crdes clans Ie tube d'injection. conc lusions apportdes par ces calculs montrent quo la
Pour do faibles valeurs du nombre de Reynolds. Ics prldiction de l'&oulement clans Ia zone aval dujet est

dcuxbranhes v torbilon o forit ceval ~ flrtearacnt aimnIiorade par lutifisation do conditions aux
pou raonthesorjidetlaa du jet(ouurbillnenfr hea 3 hianites approprieos au nivcau do f'orifice (Khan, Mc
Borriztis F eoualt 191) EnfInIa du aet Bosavafdujz st Guirk, Whitelaw, 1982). La plupart.des: autoursBrizi, oucalt,199). Efin la aceava du et st e anploient des mod&los do turbulence avoc: dquations dosi~ge d'enroulements tourbiffonnaires U4 qui sent Uis transport do N~ncrgie cindtique turbulente k et du taux
it loxistence do zones d'accumulation do fluide crnrc les de dissipation turbulente e, notons quo Ince et
doux points soflos S I et S2: alimentds en grandc partic Leschziner (1990), et Demuren (1990) ont employd des
par la coucho x'isqueusc transversalc. ifs sont asparc'- &utlaLOnIs de transport de tension de Reynolds, sur des
par le jet lui-mdme et tournient dans Ic rnanc senS LJUe niaillagies cepcndant trop grossiors pour captor touto Ia
f0l (Andreopoulos et Rodi, 1984; Andreopoulos. 198X5- physique des ph~nomdncs.
Fric et Roshko, 1989; Charbonnier et Leblanc, 1990;
Pinho Brasil, 1992); if ost done tr~s possible que 105 Entro ces calculs tridirnonsionnels et l'utilisation do
mouvemonts tourbillonnaires Q f et 04 soient relations analytiques pormottant do prddire lc flux do
conjointoment rosponsables do li indcanique du jet a chalour on prdsence d'injections multiples, if oxiste des
uno certaines distance it Iaval do f'oriface d'injoction. moddlcs bidimensionnols adaptds au traitmemnt do
Toys ces: mdcanismes supposont un dcoulcment dans rangces de jets et basads, plus ou momns oxplicitement,
lequol la masse volumnique varie peti. Dans tine turbine sur tine hypothbes do rnoyonnc spatialo solon la
refroidic, loexistence do forts gradients do tcanp~rature direction do la rangcde do jets (Herring, 1975). Cos
ontre les jets, Ia paroi et l'dcoulement cxidricur, ainsi inod&fcs difl~rent d'une part par le traitcmont do
quo do fortes variations do prossion statique lides aux 1l6coulcmcnt transversal, on gdndraI basad sur un modtfe
courbures locales des L'ajoctoiros fluides, vont &tre do couche limite, et sur Ia priso on compte des
rosponsablos do variations importantes do la inasse informations liados aux jots. Honring (1975), Kulisa,
vol umiquc. 11 doit en rdsultcr dos sources do Lebocufot Porrin, (199 1) ont utilisd uno mdthode
tourballons 05 lids aux interactions ontro los gradients intdgralc do calcul du jet. Miller et Crawford
do pression et do masse volumniquc, alors quo toys les (1984),Yavuzkurt, Moffat et Kays (1980) ont utilisd
mdcanismes 0 1 Qt 4 no sont quo des reorientations un modblc d'injoction qui respocte ossontioflemont Ia
do la vorticitd existanto dans le jot ou la couche ianmae conservation do la masse, ct utilise tine version do la
amont. longucur do indlange, corrigde des rffcts du jot.

Schonung et Rodi (1987) ont utilisd un moddle
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d'injection-dispersion qui relie, 5 1'aide d'une dquation a conduit, pour le calcul de l'coulement transversal au
de transport, le flux de chaleur et la quanbtd de jet, a opter pour un mod~le de couche limite; la
mouvement. Lectalonnage de cette Mdthode a cdtC rdalisd stabilitd de cc calcul est assurde grAce A un couplage
5 ['aide d'un grand nombre de calculs tridimensionnels fort avec IMcoulement non visqueux extdrieur A la
de jets (Demuren, 1983); les rdsultats sont assez zone paridtale (Kulisa, Lebocuf, Klinger et Berniard,
approcheds ii proximitd immediate de l'orifice 1992). Le calcul de jet tridimensionnel est base sur une
d'injection. Des modtles de turbulence du type k-E ont formne intdgrale des equations de Navier-Stokes
did emplayds par Scho5nung et Rodi (1987), Tafti et parabolis'5e seion la trajectoire du jet. La fermeture du
Yavuzkurt (1989) avec: des rdsultats amdliords par mod~e est assurde grAce 5 1'emploi de lois analytiques,
rapport A l'utilisation d'une longuour de mdlange. ct au calcul des composantes de vitesse induites par des

singularitds tourbillonnaires emportees par le jet
Nous ne discuterons pas ici do la validitd du inod~lc ai (Lebocuf, Huang, Kulisa, Pcrrin, 1991). Une moyunne
deux &luations de transport de k et E dans le cadre d'un de INcoulement est alors rdalisde selon la direction
dcoulement general en turbine, dans la mesuro oil paraflie Li la rangde de jets (Kulisa,-Leboeuf, Perrin,
seules les applications sur des plaques planes seront 199 1). Dans le cadre de ce travail, nous prdsentons
considdrdes ici. 11 convient cependant de rappcler que cc lucilisation d'un mod~le de turbulence A bas nombre de
modele prddit difficilement les ecoulements prdsentant Reynolds avec: deux dquations de transport de k et F;
de fortes contraintes normales, tels les effets de les mod~es de Nagano et Tagawa (1990) et Michelassi
courbure:, do m~me, ii doit 8tre au momns adaptd pour et Shih (1991) oft dtd testds.
un traitement de la transition entre les rdgimes
larninaire et turbulent. L'objectif essentiel de cette Des rdsultats seront prdsentds pour deux cas de couches
etude est Ia prediction des flux de chaleur aux parois; lirnites turbulentes qui se ddveloppent sur une plaque
compto tonu de la forte influence de l'aspect plane, en prdsence d'injections paridtales (Vuillerme,
cindmatique du problme sur ['aspect therm ique, il Foucault, Dorignac, Deniboire et Bousgabi-Ws, 1992).
semble essentiel d'opter pour un mod~le ai bas nombre
de Reyr. ilds, qui dvito l'utilisation de lois de parois 3. NIODELES DE CALCUL
trop approximatives dans lc cadre d'injections fortes.
En effet d'apres Launder, (1988), il nest pas ais6 de 3.1 Moyennes spatiales et moyenne
ddfinir Ia frontire entre la sous-couche visqucuse ct [a turbulente
zone extdrieure dans les dcoulement complexes; en Les diverses dquations de transport sont tout d'abord
outre, la zone Iogarithmique n'existe pas dans les zones inoycnndes statistiquement au sens turbulent. Nous
decollees. Un mod~e Ai bas nombre de Reynolds doit noterons indiff~remment Z ou u la valeur moyenne au
respecter le comportement de chacun des termes des sens turbulent de la variable u, et u' sa fluctuation au
dquations do transport des grandeurs turbulentes ii sens turbulent. Puis les dquations sont moyennees
proximite de la paroi, grace 5 des fonctions spatialeinent scion Ia direction z de la rangde de jets,
d'amortissement adaptdes; de tels mod~es ont etd supposde ici perpendiculaire Li Ia direction x do
dd~vloppi.s pour des parois dtanches par Nagano Ct l6couleinent transversal ii l'infini amont. La moyenne
Tagawa, (1990), Shih et Mansour, (1990). 11 est
dgaiement essentiel quo Ia condition Li ]a limite spatiale scra notde u, et sa fluctuation spatiale (du).
paridtale sur E traduise INquilibre entre le taux do Dans tout cc qui suit, il faut en outro noter que toute
dissipation de k et sa diffusion par effet visqucux ii Ia Ics moyennes spatiales ou turbulentes sont ponddrdes
paroi (Lam et Bremhorst, 1981). 11 importe enfin do par la masse volumnique p, hormis les moyennes de p
pouvoir calculer des zones dc~colldes sans probkmes et de la pression statique P. Par exemple pour Ia
numdriques; il semble quo Ie mod~ce de Michelassi et vitesse u, nous aurons pour Ia moyenne spatiale seion
Shih (1991) facilite ce traitement car Ia distance Li Ia z, sur une distance G:
paroi est exprimde directement en fonction de l'chel le, +
de longucur turbulente, plut6t qu'en terme do Li vitesse F ud
de frottement Ai la paroi Ur~. Ces artifices paridtaux ne J pd
sont pas cependant suffisants pour garantir une validitd -

compl~te des modeles k-c danis le cas d'injections u= - , u= U+du
parietales. II est bien connu en effet que I'hypothMse de fZ+G
Boussinesq est dejA mise en d~faut dans Ie cas d'un jet pd
libre; en outre, une forte d~formation est mal traduite d
par ce modele. z (1)

3.2 Equations du champ moyen pour la
L'approche choisie dans cette etude suppose l'emploi couche limite
d'un maillage tr~s fin dans Ia direction normale Li Ia Le rep~cr utlisd (x,y,z) est precisd sur Ia figure 1. Les
paroi, avec comme objectif ultime la prddiction prdcise 6quations qui gouvernent le champ transversal, au sens
des flux de chaleur. Par contro, nous acceptons une des moyennes turbulentes et spatiales, sont celles de Ia
certaine imprecision sur la prdvision de Ia distribution couche limite; cites sont donniecs ci-dessous, en tenant
paridtale du flux, en particulier dans Ia direction do la compto d'une pdriodicite scion z, sur une distance G
rangde de jets. Enfin, le calcul doit Utre utilisd dans Ic sdparant deux orifices d'injection:
cadre de dessin de machine, ce qui impose des temps dc
calculs raisonnables. Le respect de ces contraintos nous
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a -a ' 2)' f

axPU+ Ty-pv=O 8= (P~~'e -Pu) dy (6)

0

-au -au -- Ces deficits de masse sont introduits A la paroi clans
Pu -+ pv - 2K~pu v = 'dcoulement non visqueux; ils induisent des courbures

ax Ty des lignes de courant, qui s'accompagnent de variation
de la pression statique Pe seion y, donit seule la valeur

aT -TXy a - a (3) l a paroi est ici prise en compte. Les conditions Sarrit
-- + - -d(pu)du - -d(pv)dudclcoueetnniquxrstninhgesas

ax ay ax aytout le calcul, il est dquivalent de d~terminer Pe ou tie.

La correction de tie sous l'effet des injection de debit Sq
( est donnde par l'dluation de Poincard. Apr~s quelques

calculs intermddiaires, ii vient (Kulisa. Leboeuf,
au av 2au av -Klinger, Bernard, 1992):

x, '" ~a3 axa~ (4 d
-T+5-,-- ý-+T- (4 p uv x1  dy-

I 1 dx
8u~)=-- -- dx (7)

-aHt -affj- itJ P (x-xM)

ax a5- P Y (7) est appelde dquation d'interaction. Notons que cette
_______relation dient compte dgalcment d'injection rdelle de

a - - a a idecl par le terme (pv)y0o. Ccaec technique a quciqucs

T'y- qy - p (v Ht) -- d(pu~d 1 -- (p) dH T avantages. Tout d'abord, elke relic la correction de
cy ax t dp' H itesse 6ue ati point M situJ ýi la paroi, A la ndpartition

qy est le flux de chaleur clans la direction y. Les de d~ficit dc masse 6q, en amont et en aval, restituant
- - -ainsi l'effet ciliptiquc. En outire, la forme simple de

inconnues sontut, v, Ht. La masse voltrimque Cst lNquation (7) lui permet d'6trc rdsolue simultandmenL
calculde a partir de la loi des gaz parfaits. La pression avec Ics dquations de la couche limite (1) A (5). Ccci
statique est supposde constante scion y. Qtioiqtic cettc conf~re tine excellente stabilitd aui calcul, sans
hypofthse soit classique clans tin mod&lc de couche utiulisation de relaxation, et en dvitant tin coi~t de calcul
limite, Ia prdsence de valetirs dlevdes de la composante excessif, qtii serait lide ý la rdsolution des dquations
v, aui voisinage de l'injection, infirme cettc hypo~th~sc: compl~tes de l'dcotilement non visqtieux.
atissi, le prdsent calctil doit &tre vu comme tine
premiere dtape uniquement. 3.3 Le modele de jet tridimensionnel
Qtioiqtie la prcssion siatiquc P soit identil'icc avec sa
valcur Pe clans la zone non visqucuse en dehors de la Le mod~1e de jet tnidimensionncl a dtcd ddcrit par
couche panidtale, cette valcur n'est pas imposde clans Ie Kulisa. Leboetif, Klinger, Bernard, (1992), et Lebocuf,
calcul, comme dans tin mode direct. Au contraire, Pe Huang, Kulisa, Perrin, (1991), pour une utilisation
est obtenue A l'aide d'une dqtiation qui traduit le simplihidc clans tin dcotlement extdrieur uniforme.
couplage fort entre l'dcotilcment non VisqeuctX Cxternec Nous redonnons ici les dldments essentiels du modele,
et la cotiche visquetise rcfroidic A Ia paroi. Lcs sans prdciser cependant en cdctail les adaptations
principaics caractcdrisfiqties de ce couplage sont ndccssaires du caictil de jet clans un environnement de
rappeldes ici. couche limnite en paroi. Pour tin dcotilement
Afin de stabiliser le calcul de couche limite, ii est stationnaire, les dquations de conservation de masse,
ndcessaire de rcdintroduire tin effet elliptique a proxirnite qiandtit de mouvelnent ct dnergic sont dcrites clans un
de Ia paroi, qtii a dtd perdu suite iý lypoth~sc de rep~re curviligne orthogonal (s, n, b), lid A Ia
parabolisation. Dans cc but on rdsotit tine dquation qui trajectoire du jet; cette ligne particuui~rc est ddfinie ici
simule Ia rcdaction de I'dcoulement non visqucux comme lc lieu du maximum de l'exc~s de vitesse vs
externe 5i Ia prdsence de Ia couche de paroi. Nous clans Ic jet, par rapport A I'dcoulement transversal au
titilisons tine technique de superposition de domnaines. jet. Une hypoth~sc de parabolisation est ensuite
en cc sens que le marne domaine est titilisd pour les utilisde scion s; en consequence, le gradient de pression
calculs des dcotilcments visquetix et non visquctix; en scion s est imposd par Mccoulement trainsversal aui jet
constdqtince, l'cotilement non-visquetix ii Ia paroi cst En utilisant Ia r~gle limite de Leibnitz pour
totalement fictif. Les deux dcotilernen 6changcnt dc transformer tin bilan rdalisd sir tine trariche dejccde
linformation A Ia paroi; ccci maintien tin caract~re longucur ds, ces dquations sont intdgr6es sur une
stiberitique ati couplage, qui se comporte comme tin section transversalc a du jet.
dcoulcment subsoniquc, quel que soit Ic nombre de
Mach de lcoulement non visquetix externe. Cette formulation intdgrale a deux conscdqtences. Elie
L'interaction visquetise-non visqucuse est basde stir change la nature des dquations pr~cddentes, qui de
l'utilisation du d6ficit de masse 8q, entre Ics deux paraboliqucs deviennent hyperboliques. Le processus de
dcoulements, ddfinis par: moyenne ainsi introduit n~cessite l'utilisation de

fernettires particuli&cs, en particulier stir Ia fronti~re
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du jet. Nous les rappelons ici. 11 existe une zone r[7+7
potentielle A proximitd de lorifice, dans laquelle la =-(t.D+ v
vitesse du jet reste conscante. La section transversale UV V-vt2 L I je +y a 9
du jet. dans le plan (n,b), a une formne elliptique dont lejt~~Y~ 9
rapport des axes vanie lin~airement, depuis l'orifice , OuvT,2D est la valeur donnde par un modtle adaptd A
jusqu'A une valeur fixde entre 2 et 4, A la fin de la zone un calcul de couche limite bidimensionnelle. Dans le
potentielle. L'entrainement de fluide de lNcoulement mod~le de Kulisa (1991), Ia part du jet est donnid par
trans. ý rsal dans le jet a deux origines: un effet de 2 i
diffusion turbulente E 1, sim uId comme dans un jet vt 12 = II 'ývna d=o
mono-dimensionnel, et un effet tridimensionnel E2 Smaxj
approchd par un apport de masse sur la face aval du jet. a(10)
Cet apport de masse est traduit par un puits siLud sur la y est la fonction de Van Driest. qui perrnet dle
face aval du jet. Danis le cadre d'une approximation disrbe ,jtsrl eto r s n osat
localement potentielle, ii est alors possible de relier ]a itennibumperV, detsu Iaele stionta, aest unacnslejt netA
trainde de pression AFp induite par le champ de vitesse tenat compte des vitesse as le~rl asI jet par rapotV
lit au puits, A la valcur de l'entrainement E2. La I'coulement transversal. Notons que v tjct est une
trainde de pression est finalement d6terminde ý l'aide grandeur tnidimensionnelle qui est moyenn~e scion z.
d'un coefficient de trainde CD dont la valeur thdorique
pour un jet de section circulare est 2; cette valcur eSt Cette d6mnarc he est cependant tr~s restrictive, car cule ne
utilis&e dans tous les caiculs. Un mod~le simpiifid de dient pas eompte d'une influence directe du jet sur la
force de frottement est utilisd avee un coefficient de valcur bidimensionnelle moyenne v t(2D). En outre,
frottement constant. Des lois analytiques d~crivant les la relation (9) ignore les variations ( du et dv) du
rdpartitions de la composante de vitesse vs et de la champ de vitesse scion z; en effet la moyennc spatiale
tempdrature d'arr~t Tt sur a sont employees. Les de la relation locale de Boussinesq donne:
composantes dc vitesse scion n et b sont ddduites de
singularitds tourbillonnaires localisdes sun la lace aval a- - a 7 a
du jet; Icur intensitd est d6duite d'une dquation de U, V Y
transport de la composante Us du vecteur tourbillon.
intdgrde sur les deux demi-ellipses incluses dans a. (ac(u) ad(v))
Les inconnues du syst~me d'dluafions pr&~dent sont - ~t(-ýYay a'i (11)
I'exc~.s de vitesse maximum dans le jet Avs~max, la Le modble que nous decrivons ici est basd sur les
surface de la section transversale a, langle 0~n forme qdin etasotd degecntqetruet
entre les directions s et x, et 1'exc6s de la tempdraturc equtin de tranxd isipart d nrion int turbulente .Lsfrs
maximum dans le jet ATt,max; clans la zone locale de estu dedisiations s tcrbcn tee esfre

potentielie, Avs,max est remplacee par le rapport
entre Ia surface du noyau potentiel eta(. Dk a .. týa

+ u -+ E + [I= 0

3.4 Equations du modele de turbulence Dt axjyOk axjJ .'- (12)

Scul l'aspect cindmatique du modele dc turbulence scra Dr a) [ ( V 1 + a
uraitd ici. La fermeture turbulente du probkme revient Dt xj aIX
ýi determiner la composante de cisaillement du tenseun }

de Reynolds moyennde scion z, qui appanait clans (3), -2

et que nous rappelons ici: E Dui

z+G + C f, k jjTj+Cc 2 k-= (13)
- uV I. ( U u

ui~ vt = J puv+ I+ - S8kJ 8 (14)

Dans un cas g~ndral, la valeur donn&e par (8) est tr~s Vt =C C 1  (15)E
diffdrente de celle trouvde clans une couche limite
bidimensionnelle, dtant donndc la prdscnce d'une Deux mod~ls ai bas nombre de Reynolds ont W
information propre au jet sous lVint6grale. testt~s, Le mod~Ie de Nagano et Tagawa, (1990), s'6crit:
Pour moddliscr cette tension de Reynolds moyennde Ok 1.4,.0 = 1.3, C CI = 1.45, C -2 1.9, C = 0.09
scion z, certains auteurs ont corrigd la viscositd . RQ
turbulente de la couche limite par un effet de jet " .
(Miller, Crawford , 1984; Kulisa, Lebocuf, Perrin, fl 1 , =If 2 = -03 fE=.
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22

kt -- d +T u
n== y a* a -

Nous utilisons dgalement le mod~ile de Michelassi ct +s--- - -
Shih (1991), qui ne depend pas explicitement de la aXj a E aJ
distance y+; cette caractdristique est importante pour le
txaitement particulier dc l'orifice d'in iccijon.(
Ok=IE - d k.3. a 1.3. C 1.45. C =2.0. Cý = 0.09 a dvta a tade

RI f k2 T=i __Y E__- xjCfl 1=,f-2 = I1- 0.22 ex _- -cxp(.]FR,) xioai r XJo J

-3 36 025 - 7
f=-exp (- 0.4 10 exp [1.2 RL* IE f adu aui a dui?

exp(.0.4 10 -3Ed)u X -E duij axj d aýx 'ij

a 0.004 t ak 2

17 T. * E=- vvt(17) E dk dE

L k1  vc2fE +
R= = k k (21)

4, E II Les tcrmes sources Sk et SF reprdsentent la
Lors de l'utilisation pratique dc ces mod&ics, flous contribution des jets sur le champ turbulent moyen.
utiliserons une hypomhsc de parabolisation,
camactdristique d'une couche limite; Ics tcrmes de 4. NIETHODE N UMERIQUE
diffusion contenant des ddrivdes scion x scront donc
dliminds. Les dquations prdccdcntes ont dtd rdsolues A IPaide d'un
Ces equations de transport de grandeurs turbulcntcs schdina dc diffdrences finies de Keller pour les
(12) et (13) sont ensuite moyenndcs scion z, scion une 6quations parabolisdes; l'quation (7) est 6crite Ala
dt.,,.trche similaire Ai celle employde pour obtenir Ics paroi, et est rdsolue en mn~mc temps que Ics dquaiions
dquations (2) A (5). Apr~s calcul, nous obtenons: de la couche limite (Kulisa, Lebocuf Klinger, Bernard,

1992). Les dquations de transport des grandeurs
D k V Uiturbulentcs ont dtd rdsolues de mani~e d~couplee, une

vk a a+ ii +f=S ois calculd le champ de vitesse mayen, suite A Ia
DL ax GkJaxj (1)solution des dquations (2) ai (7) et du modele de jet

tLridiinensionnel. La valcur de vt obitnue A I'aide de k
____ ( _____ - t E n'a pas dtd rdintroduite dans Ics dluations de Ia

a dv1 a dk . dui couchc limite (2) Ai (5). Pour les rdsultats prdsentds
-k 7 u k - ~ iu ) dans cc papier, le champ de vitesse moyen est donc

P (a) (b(C) de longucur de mdlange de Cebeci-Smith. L'emploi
((b) d'une mdthode de marchc de l'aront vers l'aval se

(1) raduit par des coiits de calcul particuli~rement faibles,[F ~ 1 1qui permet son utlisation sur une station de travail. En
De ac V ta £outre, le couplage des 6quations de la couche limite

V+-xiax avec Ia simulation de l'coulcment non-visqueux,axj~j £ Jdonnde par M'quation (7), se traduiL par une excellente

-2 stabilitd du code.

£ U, 5. VALIDATIONS DU MODELE+ C lf ii-+ 2' ~ E=S
5k T (20) Des rdsultaLS sont prdsentds pour deux cas de couches

limites turbulentes qui se ddveloppent sur une plaque
plane, en presence d'injections discittes (Vuillerme,

--e -.-. du dEJ Foucault, Dorignac, Deniboire et Bousgarbibs, 1992).
- axj Les conditions d'injections sont les suivantes;:
P diam~te des tubes d'injection D-- 0.005 m, distance,
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entre tubes G=0.0 15 m, dpaisseur de la couchc limite aval de lorifice (x=+ I D), sont sous-estimds par le
en amont de l'injection 8 =0.0 10 M, vitCessecxtdricure calcul.

l a couche limite Ue= 30 m/s, taux d'injCction Uj/ Uc 11 sembic que le calcul ne reproduise pas du tout
=2/3 et 5/3; angle d'injection 450, tcmporaturc des jets I'ailure de l'volution de Ia tension turbulente A la paroi
=340

0K, temprature du fluide transversal =301'K, sous l'cffct du jet; cc comportement est
temprature de la paroi loin des ijectio~ns =3 100K. particuliremcnit flagrant en x=+2D, pour laquelle le
Seule Ics r6sultats cindmatiques seront analysds ici. calcul inverse compI~tcment lNvolution de la tension

de Reynolds At la paroi, alors que la prediction A
Un exemple de variations scion la direction y normaic l'extdrieur de la couche est eornxt~e.
5 la paroi et dans le plan de symditrie z=0, de la Plusicurs hypofthses peuvent Wte dmises pour
composani u de la vitesse, est donnde dans la figure 3 cxpliqucr ce phdnom~ne:
pour les deux taux d'injection UJ/ Ue = 2/3 et 5/3; ces a) Tout d'abord, lc r6le do mod~Ie de Boussinesq dans
rdsoh~ats sont prdscntds apr~s un calcul de couchc lecealcul doit Wte soulignd; l'utilisation de celui-ci
limite et de jet, sans tenir compte du mod~le de enip~che de ddierminer Ie pie positif de tension pros de
turbulence k-c. Nous remarquons que Ia perturbation la paroi; on comportement similaire a di observd par
introdoite par Ic jet 5 taux d'injection tdlevd est tr~s Pinho Brasil (1992), ýi laide doun code rdsolvant les
forte. iýquations de Navier-Stokes tridimensionnelles, mais en

utilisant on mod~le de turbulence du type k-c avec lois
Le test do mod~le de turbulence k-c- sans termes-source (IC parois.
e st tout d'abord rdalisd dans le plan dc. syrk tr ic z=O, b) I I fI'Ut n1oter que notre mod~e ignore compldtement
qoi se rapproche lc plus d'une configuration Ios structures tourbillonnaires, appelds L22. 03, ct f4
bidimensionnelle, et en utilisant lcs rdsultats au d&but de cc texte, et qui sont fides A Ia vorticitd
iridimensionnels non moyennds do calcul du calcuf de propre de Ia couche limite de paroi. 11 serait intdressant
couche limite et de jet. Les deux mod~ls ý bas nombre de quanitil ier lcs diverses grandeurs turbulentes lides A
dc Reynolds dc Nagano et Tagawa (1990) et Michekissi ces structures: cependant. notons que les rdsultats de
et Shih (1991) ont ýt utilis~s. Pour le premier. Ics Pinho Brasil (1992) qoi pr~sentent les tourbillons Q2,
fonctions d'amortissement ne sont pas utilis~es (tans ne montrent pas claireinent on exc~s de k dans ces
l'orifice d'injeetion puisquc Ie paramn~re y+ ne'st pas Affles.
defini. Les figures 4 et 5 prdsentent fes rdsultats pour c) Enfin. rappelons tIUC noire calcul ne tient pas
fes taux d'injection 2/3 et 5/3 respectivement, dans fes coinpte de la d~flexion do jet dans Ic tube d'injection
sections de mesures x=- I D,- 0.513, OD, +0.5D, + I D, Iui-mcine. qoi est trcs importante pour les faibles taux
+2D. Laxe do jet est situ6 ý, x=0; lorilice d'injection d'injection (Bergelks et a], 1976): ccci conduit a de
s'dten~d de x=-0.5D 5t x=+-O.5D. D'une mani~re Iortes augmentations do taux dc turbulence pr~s de Ia
gdndralc, le mod~le de Michelassi ct Shih dlonne de paroi (Berge Is et al, 1976); cependant, les expdriences
mcilleurs rdsultats; Ic modee dc Nagano et Taigawa a ncn~es avec on conduit d'injection court (Vd!5 3.5),
en effet tendance ýi surestimer les variations de la telfes (foe cellcs o-ait~cs ici, pcuvcnL Urc influencdes
tension de Reynolds proximitd (IC Ia paroi. Cc par on d~co~lcinent ai lcntrdc do conduit, cc qui modifie
comportement est lid ~ l'utilisation de l'6helfe locale fortemenrt fes structures turbulentes issues de l'orifice
de turbulence L-k1'5/E dans fes fonctions (Pietrzyk. Bogard. Crawford. 1989). 11 existe done one
d'amortissement do mod&1c de Michelassi ct Shih, certaine impr~cision concernant les informations
alors que ces dcrni~res sont supprimdes au niveau de torbulernes issues deIC orifice. en particulier Wie A
lorifice pour le mod~lc de Nagano et Tagawa. La 1existence possible d'une zone potenticlle dans le jet,
diffdrence entre les deux mod~es devient cependant tfoi doit nrdoirc Ie niveao de turbulence dans le jet

-(Charbonnier,1992), 00 d'une zone de mdlange
ndgligcable pour y>0.003 m. Quoiqoe Ia vitesse oU soil turbulent initroduite par on d~collcment dans lc conduit,
assez bien prddite, mdme dans Ia zone d'injection (jui pourrait accroitre fe niveau de turbulence d&s
(figure 3), en paurculier pour la localisation du Forifice.
maximum de vitesse scion y, iI existe un net (Iccalage d) Finafement, des phdnom~ncs instationnaires plus ou
sur Ia position do maximum de la tension de Reynolds momns pdriodiques existent peut-fte dans ces mesures
entre les valcurs prddites et mesurdcs (x=-O.5D ýi et qui pourraient expliquer en partic Ics fortes valeurs
+0.5D); ii est probable que l'hypoth~sc de Boussinesq dIe tensions mcsurdes ii Ia paroi;, de tels phdnom~nes
ne soil pas acceptable dans cette zone. A l'aval (IC la out di obscrvds par Charbonnier (1992) pour on jet
zone d'injeetion (xŽý+0.005 mn), l'accord ernie normal ý Ia paroi. et on taux d'injection de 0.56, suite
prddictions et mesures est nettement plus satisfaisant. ýi lintroduction dc fluide extdrieur dans la zone ainont
Des comparaisons similaires sont donindcs dans les de ['orifice, qui indoit on battement de Ia frontitre
figures 5 pour Ic taux d'injection 5/3. Deux pics de externe do jet, inais aussi au coinportement do sillage
tensions de Reynolds apparaissent sur ces figures poor ~I aval.
xŽ0O m; ces deux pies s'dloigncnt de la paroi pour les
sections aval. Alors que Ie pie situd dans Ia zone Les calcols moyenns scion z sont prdsentdcs sur les
cxtemce dc Ia couche limite peut ftrc approchd par fe figures 6 et 7, pour les deux taux d'injection 2/3 et 5/3
calcul, Ic pic situd 5i proximitd de Ia paroi est respectivement, en utilisant cette fois-ci les champs de
totalement ignord. Enfin les valeurs expdrimentafes vitesse en moycnine d'espace. Les gmandeurs moyenn~cs
tr~s dc~Ivdcs pour les tensions, en particulier sor Ia faice scion z ont des dvolutions beaucoup plus lisses que

celles prdsentdcs en z=0 sor Ics figures 4 et 5. Les
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r~sultats obtenus sans termes-source turbulent du jet dtude, ainsi que des discussions fructueuses qwi oat
Sk ou SE sont peu dloign6s; de ceux obtcnus clans une, permis d'amdliorer ce modble. Le travail de doctorat de
couche limite bidimensionnelle. Les terfnes-source de J.M. Maurice est financ6 A l'aide d'une convention
jet ont dtd introduits dans le calcul; seuls le terme (c) Cifre SNECMA, n0 429-89. Les rdsultats
de Sk (dquation 19) et la forme compldte de I'quation expdrimentaux ant Wt obtenus au CEAT de Poitiers,
I1I ont Wt utilisds; le terme SE a dt ignord compte avec un financement DRET.
tenu du degrd d'appwoximation du modde de turbulence
employd pour le calcul de jet. Nous cnstatons un Reffrences
nette amrilioration de la prediction en tenant compte
des termes-source de jet. Une analyse ddiailldc de I . Andreopotilos J., Rodi W. .1984,
l'importance des termes des dquations (19) et (2 1) restc "Experimental Investigation of Jets in a
cependant A mener pour confirmer ces premiers Crossflow", J. Fluid Mech., 138, pp. 93-127.
rdsultats. 2. Andreopoulos J., 1985, "On the structure of

jets in a crossflow", J. Fluid Mech., 17,
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Figure 6. Calculs moyennds seion z de u'v .Taux
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

What is the difference between your work and the work of Sch6nung and Rodi?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

There are three differences. First, our formulation, based on Herring's space averaged
method, gives us all the source-terms in Navier-Stokes and k-e equations. Secondly, the
turbulence model takes into account the specific turbulent scales of the jet in the k-e
equations. The third difference is that our computational domain covers the injection
region.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

What happens if the jet passes through the boundary layer as for higher blowing rates and
blowing angles?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
For the case with a blowing ratio of five-thirds, the jet does penetrate into the outer part of
the boundary layer. Our model accounts for this by considering source terms in the
inviscid flow.

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: F. Baron, EDF/DER Dept. Machines

Which of the two low-Reynolds-number models do you prefer?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

It is very difficult to draw a conclusion at this time. The two models differ primarily in
their damping functions. The Nagano-Tagawa model explicitly involves the distance
from the wall which is a problem above a hole. Here, we used a high-Reynolds-number
model instead. For the Michelassi-Shih model, even though the local length scales and
damping functions are used, the coarse grid yields questionable results. Therefore, we
can't tell which model is best and presently keep both for our use.
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Coupling of 3D-Navier-Stokes External Flow
Calculations and Internal 3D-Heat Conduction

Calculations for Cooled Turbine Blades

A. Heselhaus
D.T. Vogel
H. Krain

DLR, Institut fuir Antriebstechnik
Linder H1he, D-5000 K6ln 90

1 Abstract
The problem of cooled gas turbine blades is theoretically Subscripts
investigated. The presented code solves the 3D-Reynolds 1 center of cell next to the wall
averaged-Navier-Stokes equations for the external passage a ambient
flow and the 3D-heat conduction equation for the interior c cooling fluid
of the blade. Both calculation schemes are coupled without f friction
any modelling of the heat transfer boundary conditions at i,j local node number
the blade surface. in inlet
In this paper calculations are presented for a thin hollow I based on the axial chord lengthcool- n normal direction
flat plate and a typical guide vane blade with a simple cool- n total
ing channel configuration. Both geometries are cooled by w wall
prescribing fixed heat transfer boundary conditions at the x, y, z in direction of cartesian coordiantes
inner boundaries. z, p, r in direction of cylindrical coordiantes
Additionally numerical results are compared to analytical
data. The agreement is quite satisfactory.

3 Introduction
2 List of symbols The requirement for lower specific fuel consumuption or
A cell face surface higher thrust to weight ratios in modern jet engine de-
Sspecific heat sign generally results in higher turbine inlet temperatures.
b dissipation Nowadays turbine inlet temperatures up to 1750 K and even
e energy more are realized, whereas the blade temperatures are lim-
f load vector ited to a maximum value of approximately 1150 K. This
K stiffness matrix necessitates an effective turbine blade cooling.

n number of flow-solver timesteps per coupling step Designing a new blade cooling configuration, the design
N shape function engineers have to take care that the maximum material
Nu Nusselt number temperatures and stresses inside the blade are sufficiently
Pr Prandtl number small. Therefore temperature-field calculations have to be
p ressure performed which are usually based on heat transfer bound-
Sheat flux density ary conditions obtained by experiments or boundary layer
r radius calculations.
Re Reynolds number Deriving blade surface-heat transfer coefficients from exper-
T temperature iments requires test blades and a suitable testrig. Generally,
t time
u velocity time consuming and expensive runs have to be performed to
V finite volume measure the local heat transfer coefficients for different hot
z, y, z cartesian coordinates gas inlet conditions.
z, W, r cylindrical coordinates When deriving the heat transfer coefficients from bound-
y distance from wall ary layer calculations 3D-effects of the real gas flow are not
a heat transfer coefficient taken into account. The necessary pressure- or velocity-

residual distribution along the surface is usually taken from experi-
r boundary with spec. heat transf. coeff. ments or CFD-calculations.
.1 thermal conductivityviscosity

V Nabla perator Meanwhile there are several publications on 3D-heat trans-
fl integration domain fer calculations with fixed thermal boundary conditions,
w rotational speed [1], [4], [9[. A thermal coupling between flow and struc-
'I weighting factor ture is performed only by a few authors (101, [131, [14J, [151.
p density Most of this work is based on a 2D-approach [10], [13], [15].
r shear stress Vogel [141 at first coupled a 3D-finite volume Navier-Stokes
a dimensionless temperature code with a 3D-finite volume heat conduction program. Re-

(, ?, C local FEM-coordinates solving of cooling channels was difficult because therefore

Superscripts a complex multiblocking inside the blade would have been

e element necessary. Blade cooling was here simulated by prescribing
T transposed constant hub and tip temperatures.
V volumetric
+ wall coordinate
• virtual
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In the here presented paper a steady state 3D-Navier-Stokes 4.1 Finite Element Program
flow solver is coupled with a steady state 3D-finite element T
heat conduction solver. The finite element approach for cal- he used program is based on the Finite Elment Analysis
culating the blade temperature distribution offers excellent Program FEAP written by R.L. Taylor and extended by

possibilities to resolve complex cooling channel geometries. J.M. Bettencourt, [3]. The program was extended in such

The wanted temperature distribution inside the blade re- a way that it can be used as a subroutine and that the

suits directly from the passage flow calculation thermally boundary conditions can be set when the routine is called.

coupled with the blade-heat conduction calculation. Ther- Although the program is able to calculate with temperature-

mal boundary conditions have to be specified at the end- dependant heat conductivities the heat conductivity was set

walls and at the cooling channel surfaces. No further ther- constant to save computing time.

mal boundary conditions are necessary. Heat transfer co- Isoparametric, 20-node 3D-heat conduction elements were

efficients at the outer blade surface are here obtained as a used to build the blade-mesh, Fig. 2. Geometry and Tem-

result of the calculition, perature distribution inside those elements are described in

Furthermore this method offers the possibility to take care local coordinates , 77 and C, which vary between -I and +1.
The six limiting surfaces are defined by ý = ±-1, 71 = ± 1 and

of the thermal interactions between flow and blade when The tingrsure a nd by r s1 i cooadcalclatng te hat luxe ino th blde.= •1. The temperature and the related spatial coordi-calculating the heat fluxes into the blade. n t s a ed fn d b
All coupling-calculations were performed in 3D with nates are defined by
Reynolds-numbers of 10', so that the flow was treated as 25
laminar and the currently implemented Baldwin-Lomax tur- T = TN, (0
bulence model was not used. The calculation of the temper-
ature gradients at the wall were made without using any
model.

20 ~,v (0
2t)

4 Program Description where the iT are the temperatures and the N, are the co-

To compute the hot gas flow through a turbine stator or ordinates of the element nodes. N, are the shape functions,

rotor a 5-block finite volume Navier Stokes flow solver was which define the influence of temperature and coordinate

developed (FLOWNS, Fig. 1). The flow solver is also able of each of the 20 nodes on the point ý = i in which

to compute heat transfer problems by simultaneously solv- temperature and coordinates are to be calculated. These

ing the energy equation, shape functions are of the serendipity type and are defined

"The computation of the temperature distribution inside the for the 8 corner nodes bv
blade is performed with a finite element code (BLADFE,
Fig. 1), offering the possibility to model complex shapes of +, (C, =(1 - )(1 q,7r)(1 ÷ (.,( - 7777 ± ,* - 2)

internal cooling channels. 1, i, = and ,=±1,
A third program (COUP, Fig. 1) controls the correct ther-
mal coupling at the common boundaries of the two different for nodes 9, 11, 13, 15 by
and completely independent grids.
The three programs were combined to a program system, V, (• I(1 -)(1 - q, 77)(1 + (,)
where each program acts as a single processor with well
defined functions. Every n time steps of the flow solver
COUP calls the finite element solver and returns the new for nodes 10, 12. 11, 16 by
wall temperatures back to the flow solver, Fig. 1. This cycle
is repeated until a choosen maximum number of coupling ., (• '(1 -)(1 +,)(1 - (,)
steps is performed. The value of n can be freely choosen by V1 W +

the user.

and for nodes 17. 18, 19. 20 by

, ( ()-- - 2)(l .,)(1 1+ 7,17)

COUP , ,1, = q .

EVERY n
TIME-STEPS/% 9 .,

FLOWNS BLADFE -o 5

-F -.FLOW INTERIOR 1
ISOLVER-I COOLING-1

i BOUNDARY sBOUNDARY
CONITONS CONDITIONS7

Figure 1: Program-system scheme Figure 2: Isoparamnteric 20-node finite element, J17)
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Generally, the nonlinear heat conduction equation 4.2 Navier-Stokes Solver
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (eq. 4) areTAVT (;) -t- 4" = 0 () numerically solved using a finite volume technique with a cell

is to be solved. Because solving a discretised differential centred difference approximation to represent the convection
equation never leads to the exact solution, eq. 1 becomes and diffusion terms in space and a three step Runge-Kutta

algorithm for the time discretization. Stability is gained
VTAVT (i) + = (i) by using a residual averaging method which can be run ei-

ther implicit, or if the user wishes, explicit. The maximal
FEAP uses the method of weighted residuals for the solu- timesteps which lead to a stationary solution are calculated
tion. The basic principle of this method is that the residuals from the CFL-criteria [11].
c (i) multiplied with a weighting factor 41 (;) and integrated The algebraic Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model (21 cou-
over the whole computing domain must become zero: pled with the Cebecci-Smith model [6] to account for the

VT freestrearn pressure gradient is used to calculate the turbu-
AVT (Z) + 'P) 4 (Z) dil = 0 lent viscosity of the Boussinesq theorem [5). The turbulent

Prandtl number used for the modelling of the turbulent heat
The weighting functions are chosen to be the same as the fluxes is found from an expression given by Kays and Moffat
shape functions. This is Galerkins principle: r8] and [14]. Furthermore it is possible to run the code with

and without a wallfunction in the laminar and turbulent
'P, (£) = N, (i) case.

The governing equations in conservative form are
Adding the boundary conditions and discretizing by ele-
ments leads to the equation system.VEL ~~S, f Q dv fiI- i = f +/dAf§id (4)

(KIT' - f-) = 0

where Q is the vector of the conservative variables, i.e. den-
with sity, momentum density and total energy density. /t repre-

sents the flux vector, D the diffusion vector, S the source

vector and fthe unit vector.
f,= f4.y' -f V aT, dl r (2)

F = - ],•'df .-• ].V ,csT,,dF (3) pu, uu

1 = purr and A u4,rul
i,j = 1,...,2 0. Pu, u•i

pe (e -r-p)ss
NEL is the number of Elements. K is the element stiffness and

matrix, T is the solution vector, which contains the tem-
peratures at all element nodes and f the load vector of the ( 0 0equation system containing the boundary conditions. 12 is r /

the computational domain and r is that part of its boundary D = -. -- pI and S -2wru,

on which convective-type boundary conditions are specified. I, - p u, 2 /r + rw + 2,
When calculating the element matrices, equations 2 and 3 0 I _ 2 0
are transformed into local coordinates ý, q and C. The inte-
gration is carried out by Gauss-Legendre integration, which The stress tensor 7 is given by Newton's law and the heat
is exact and easy to perform. The value which is to be inte- flux i is expressed by Fourier's law:
grated is taken at exactly defined Gauss-points inside the el-
ement and multiplied with special Gauss-weighting factors. = -A!radT (5)
The products are summed up and devided by the element
volume, which is easily determined in local coordinates. The Due to the central differencing scheme in the spatial dis-

result is a very good approximation of the exakt integral cretization odd-even point decoupling will occur and lead to

value, saw tooth waves or wiggles. This difficulty is resolved by
adding a certain amount of artificial dissipation to the NS-

The calculations presented here were performed with three model to prevent wiggles and to permit shock capture. The
Gauss points per edge (Fig. 5), which is a good compromise artificial dissipation values are additionally stored upon the
between resulting accuracy and necessary computing time. viscous values (D) of each equation (with exception of the
To minimize the amount of required storage the bandwidth dissipation quantity of the continuity equation).
of matrix K was reduced by renumbering the nodes of the Eq. 4 can be written in semidiscrete approximation as:
produced FEM-grids with the Reverse Cuthill-McKee algo-
rithm. Basic principle of the Cuthill-McKee algorithm is to dQ
achieve minimum differences between the nodenumbers of d-t ) (6)
each element. Inverting the new numbering can reduce the
bandwidth further more, [12]. Eq. 6 respresents an ordiniry system of linear differential
Further details on the applied skyline technique used to equations. This system is solved by the second order explicit
store matrix K and the applied equation solver are given three-stage Runge-Kutta scheme [11]:
in ref. [171.
FEAP results are compared with analytical solutions for a
hollow cylinder in ref. [3]. The agreement between calcula- (o)
tion and theory is found to be very good. 0) = (•o + (

0(2) = (o) + At[(1 - 4)F(Q
1 ')) (-

ý(:I) _- O(i) + Ati(I - 0)F(Q
101

) + Of(OP)
ý(n+,) = () (7)
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4.2.1 Modelling of the wall temperature gradient All calculations discussed in this paper are carried out for
on coarse grids small Reynolds numbers, i.e. Re < 100000 (based on the

Heat transfer calculations on coarse grids can only be per- axial chord length). That means that the flow is laminar.
formeat byans delling thcwallts temperate grids ien t ony if p The 3D-Navier-Stokes code is completely vectorized for theformed by modelling the wall temperature gradient, or, if

use on vector computers. Quick information about the bladethe Reynolds analogy is used, by modelling the wall shear to blade flowfield and the required Reynolds number for the
stress. direct heat transfer calculation were obtained with a 2D-The Reynolds analogy implies that under certain flow con- FMG-Multigrid code written in C-language, which is able to
ditions the dimensionless temperature- and velocity-profiles run on every computer, even on a PC with enough extended
are identical. Therefore the wall-temperature gradient can memory (RDP = 4.5 - 10-" on PC 486 33Mhz). The
be calculated from the velocity profile. When using the a u lt h vh
Reynolds analogy, the modelling of the velocity profile near 2D-version is also an useful tool for the eevelopement of the

the wall is generally done with the help of a laminar or tur- 3D-code.
bulent wall function. The velocity in the near wall grid cell
is influenced by the variation of the skin friction factor cf.
For laminar flows cf is exactly determined by: 4.3 Coupling Procedure

Neglecting radiation, the heat flux density leaving the flow
c= = 0.332Re- (8) area at the blade surface is equal to the Fourier-heat flux
2 density

For turbulent flows cf reads as:

1 2fh,,d = -Afl,,,d d = T) Al ,dA- n , Fig. 4. (11)

(-) (9)uA This assumption can be made because the flow velocity in

u, is calculated from the logarithmic law of the wall. the near wall region is sufficiently small to be neglected.
Although the code is equipped with the feature to perform When performing a coupling step the temperature calcula-
heat transfer calculations using the Reynolds-analogy, it was tion inside the blade is made with fixed boundary conditions
not used for the presented calculations. a, and T, at the cooling channel surfaces and variable a" and

T, at the flow surface, where
4.2.2 Numerical approach
As mentioned earlier, the system of equations (eq..n) is nu- (12)
merically solved by using the finite volume method with An

(second order) central differences for the convective and dif- T., Ti. (13)

fusive terms. The code uses structured multi block meshes. With the resulting wall temperatures this leads to a Newto-
For turbomachinery geometries a mesh configuration using nian heat flux density into the blade of
a five block system consisting of one '0' and four 'If'-meshes
delivers a good resolution of the leading and trailing edge ,bla, c='(T,- 1,,.). (14)
of the blade (Fig. 3). Furthermore the '0'-mesh around
the blade allows a constant orthogonal distance of the first Inserting eqns. 12 and 13 in eq. 14 and comparing with eq. 11
streamwise (0-) gridline. This detail is important for the shows that the wall heat flux balance
heat transfer calculation.
The heat transfer coefficient is defined as:

q~d =a'(•"- T,,.) = • (T, 7',,.) = ftb,,d (15)

An
a -Al- d -y,(10) is automatically satisfied.

7",,. - T,, The advantage compared to calculating with real heat trans-

T. should be the temperature at the edge of the thermal fer coefficients is that T,,. in eq. 14 does not have to be known
boundary layer. Due to the difficulty to find this edge 7T, when the coupling step is performed. The determination of

is set equal to Tt,,, i.e. a is defined with the known total T., would require an iterative procedure within each coupling
temperature at turbine inlet, step, which is time consuming especially for blade materials
On in eq. 10 can simply be discretized by An, with with low thermal conductivity, 15
An = 1y,. V,, is the normal distance of the first ý-gridline
from t6e wall.

S-FLOW

periodic boundary

H-mesh Fi• O-meshH'ehld I H-eh o• T,

-- mesh Blade-
e l msh surface

e

H-mesh

periodic boundary
Figure 4: Coupling-principle. FE = finite element,

Figure 3: Symbolic block mesh configuration FV = finite volume
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The coupling procedure starts when the first n Navier The next n Navier Stokes steps are calculated and the cou-
Stokes-time steps are finished, where n is a value which can pling procedure starts again, until a chosen maximum num-be choosen by the user. The coupling is performed on plane ber of couplings has been performed.
grids which are generated by unwrapping both the finite ele- The convergence of the blade's surface temperature can be
ment (FE)- and the finite volume (FV)-surface. The corner- controlled after each coupling step in terms of its averagepoints of the FV-coupling grid in fig. 5 are the centerpoints value and location and quantity of the maximum tempera-
of the FV-blade surface cells, because this is the location ture difference to the prior coupling step.
where the temperature is calculated.
The boundary conditions (eqns. 12 and 13) have to be spec-
ified for every surface-Gauss point of all surface-FE. There-
fore for every surface-Gauss point the corresponding FV-cell .is searched, see Fig. 5. The values of A)fIN., An and T, are
taken at the four cornerpoints of the corresponding cell and
are bilinearily interpolated .

7/I

• /• •L / ///.Figure 6: Interpolation of T., for an FMcell (FE -,FV)

(FV - FE) 5 Results

Calculations were made on two different geometries. The
With the obtained boundary conditions a FEM-caiculation first was a flat hollow plate cooled on its internal boundary
is performed and the resulting new wall temperatures T. are (Figs. 7 and 8), the second was a typical guide vane blade
returned to the flow solver. cooled by 27 cylindrical cooling channels, Figs. 11 and 12.The back-interpolation of the Tf at each Fcornerpoint is

done on the FE-grid in the same way as described above. In case I the flow calculation was performed on the 5-blockThefore the FE interpolation grio d is fr by taking the grid shown in Fig. 7. The 3D-grid was generated by stacking
temperatures at the eight surface nodes and at the point the hub-grid shown in Fig. 7 in radial direction. Fig. 8 shows(i = 0,er 0) 'in of tres newhe element surface, see both the FE- and the FV-grid at the leading edge of the
Fig. 6. plate.

Figure 7: Hub section of the 5-block FV-grid for the flat
plate calculation

Fiue7,u etono h -lc V-rdfrtefa
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Further downstream the theoretical boundary layer thick-
ness becomes equal to that one of the plate with finite thick-

FV-grid ness and the values compare very well.
The resulting temperature distribution in the plate's leading
edge is shown in Fig. 10.

C-oding channel F d
250

NRe=lO'

200 Pr=0.72

Figure 8: FV- and FE-grid at the leading edge of the 150

hollow flat plate

Setting the internal heat transfer coefficient to a compar- 100 • ".L.*A.3.32 PI R',..` V.

atively high value resulted in a nearly constant outer wall I •
temperature close to the inner ambient temperature. There-
fore the calculated Nu-numbers

a4 . . .. . .-0 5 0 0 *1 Os i...

(as. from eq. 10) could be compared with the anlytical val- 0r . "suside" suctionssd? .0

ues, which are given for a flat plate of thickness zero, con- -0 s -oýso 0.25 000 0.25 o.5 o0 1 00

stant wall temperature and full cooling length by Eckert [7':

I 0Figure 9: Nu-number of the flat plateNu = 0.332 Yz ýRe (7)

Both curves are plotted in Fig. 9.
The difference between the calculated and the analytical Outer surface
curve in the region close to the leading edge is believed to- . -
be due to the influence of the plate's finite thickness.____________--_--
The boundary layer of an infintesimal thick plate immedi- ,. Inner surface
ately downstream its leading edge would be very thin, caus- 1)9 Coing channel 0,=o.952
ing strong velocity gradients. Using the Reynolds-analogy, 4.463 0.953
this leads to very high Nusselt numbers.
When calculating the hollow flat plate with finite thickness. 0.956
the curvature-change between the plate's leading edge and
its straight section nearly leads to a flow-separation at the
beginning of the straight section. This results in a thick Figure 10: Distribution of dimensionless temperature
boundary layer and small velocity-gradients in the whole 0 - in the leading edge region of the
downstream region; the Nusselt numbers are smaller than hollow flat plate
in the theoretical case.
Because this phenomenon is not taken into account in eq. 17,
the calculated curve in Fig. 9 may represent the heat trans- For case I1 the FV- and the FE-grid are shown in Fig. 11.
fer distribution of a realistic flat plate with finite thickness A simple cooling geometry was used and discretized as in-
better than the analytical curve. dicated in Fig. 12. Again, the internal thermal boundary

conditions were set constant. The cooling temperature was
choosen to be close to the free stream temperature to keep
temperature gradients small, as recommended in ref. [4].
However, the influence of the temperature gradient on the
resulting heat transfer coefficient was not studied in this
work.

Figure 11: FE- and FV-grid of the calculated cooled
guide vane blade
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Figure 12: Cross section of FE- and FV-grid at the lead-
ing edge of the guide vane blade

Fig. 13 shows the resulting temperature distribution inside
•- the blade. The used cooling geometry just leads to small

/-" differences between the temperature distributions of the sev-
/ eral cross sections.

The distribution of the wall temperatures and the resulting
\X, \ heat transfer coefficients at the blade surface are plotted in

"'�• Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. The influence of the passage vortex
transporting hot fluid from the adiabatic hub and tip to the
suction surface can be seen in the regions of higher temper-

T'Y-' ature and heat transfer coefficient compared to midspan.

ell •Tip section

0.....30." 0.930

0.89 0

0.930- • j .. -

Hub section
'•-••%.\0.920

Figure 13: Distribution of dimensionless temperature

0 = T inside the blade

0.938

0.906 )7ý 0.930 '

0.928 f.\('0.928

0.916 u0 3 - [ / •_ l~lt0.926 0.916

0.895 0.893 Hub
TE Suction side LE Pressure side TE

Figure 14: Distribution of dimensionless temperature
8 at the unwrapped blade surface
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74.7 59.4

40.5

"•2 25.2 
Tip

13.9

21.5 32.8

V25.21

I 32.8
67.1 -

29.1 Hub

TE Suction side LE Pressure side TE

Figure 15: Distribution of Nu-number at the unwrapped
blade surface

Fig. 16 shows the heat transfer coefficient at midspan, corn- The y+-values calculated by
pared with the anlytical values calculated with eq. 17.
Strictly speaking, eq. 17 is valid only for zero-curvature ge- 1+ _
ometries and zero-pressure gradients. Although these condi- , Y
tions are usually not fullfilled for turbine flows, eq. 17 can be
used to obtain an estimate of tendencies and of the level the differed for the calculation of the flat plate between 0.07 and
Nusselt-numbers should be. The differences at the suction 0.56 with an average value of 0.21 and for the guide vane
side are believed to be due to the strong curvature of the blade between 0.07 and 0.84 with an average value of 0.43.
blade surface and the strong acceleration of the flow, which The Reynolds number based on axial chord length was in
causes the analytical values to be predicted too high. both cases 10'.
At the pressure side curvature and acceleration are smaller All calculations were performed on an IBM RS-6000 Work-
than at the suction side and this leads to a good agreement station with 128 MB RAM and 25 MFLOPS (nominal). The
between analytical and calculated values, computing time per timestep was 35 seconds for the guide

vane blade and 40 seconds for the flat plate. These values are
averaged and proportional include the computational time

750 of thi heat conduction calculation. The calculations were
carried out with 10 Navier-Stokes timesteps per coupling-

Nu, step. No difference was found to the results of runs per-
Re=1o' formed with one coupling step per Navier-Stokes-timestep.
Pr=0.72 For both cases the presented results were obtained after 4000

timesteps; the guide vane blade calculation converged by an
100 iorder of 2.5 and the flat plate by an order of 3.

- Nllml. :tk 0,332 Pf" R.', YX

50. 6 Conclusions

The thermal coupling of a 3D-flow solver and a 3D-heat
conduction solver was sucessfully performed. The resulting
heat transfer coefficients compare satisfactory with analyti-

pressure side suction side cal data. A full thermal interaction between flow and blade0 can be realized and influences of the 3D-flow on the temper-
.0s 0.0 0.5 ,.0 ature distribution can be detected.

si! In this paper calculations were carried out for laminar flows
Figure 16: Nu-number of the guide vane blade at with Reynols numbers of 10'. For this case the prediction

midspan of the blade temperature distribution was possible without
modelling the heat transfer conditions at the blade surface.
Aspects of future-work will be the implementation of a two-

All these calculations are made determining the wall tern- equation turbulence model and a laminar/turbulent tran-
perature gradients directly from the computational grid, see sition model. Furtheron the flow solver is planned to be
chapter 4.3. No model was used to obtain or to modify these extended to also calculate external flows and to run on any
gradients. number of blocks.

The influence of higher Reynolds numbers and realistic tem-
The finite volume grid for the flat plate calculation consisted perature gradients on heat transfer has to be investigated.
of 132864 cells and the corresponding finite element grid of The resulting heat transfer coefficients of the guide vane
544 elements with 3536 nodes. For the flow calculation of blade are planned to be compared with experimental data
the guide vane blade a finite volume grid of 118944 cells was that are now under preparation.
used and the blade was discretised by 2024 elements with Additionally, a coupling with an internal flow-solver for sim-
10831 nodes. pie cooling geometries is planned.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: J. Salva Monfort, Escuela Tecnica Superior de Ingenieros Aeronauticos

What boundary conditions have you used?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

We used the standard boundary conditions. At the inlet we prescribed the total pressure,

total temperature and flow angle. At the outlet we prescribed the static pressure.
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COOLING PREDICTIONS IN TURBOFAN ENGINE COMPONENTS
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SUDIKARY T 2 = cooling injection temperature.

x = distance from the point of injection.
The aim of this work is to show how the Ac= correcting factor due to spectral
metal temperature measured in a convergent- overlapping.
divergent nozzle and in a turbine exhaust c = inner face wall emissivity.
diffuser of a turbofan engine, can be A
predicted with reasonable approximation c gas emissivity = c02Pc02+ cH2 oPH2 o-
using the data available in the open
literature. It is shown how the simplified i = film cooling effectiveness
fluid dynamic equations with the U = gas dynamic viscosity
appropriate experimental correlation allow e = angle from stagnation point in profile
the prediction of these results in other leading edge.
flight conditions than those tested. p = density

p•,,,*= density and viscosity at a
LIST OF SYMBOLS temperature T*

= Stefan-Boltzman constant.
C = specific heat at main stream

temperature. = non dimensional distance
temperature. _ ___ __Cp2 specific heat at cooling flow R -0.'25
temperature. 

]Dh= Hydraulic diameter M.S

d = local curvature diameter Subscripts
h = convective heat flux coefficient
K = thermal conductivity coefficient g = gas
L = inner blade passage length w = wall

M =blowing factor 2V2 1,2 = cold gas injection

PW VW I INTRODUCTION
NU= Nusselt numberNu The modern engine solid surfaces exposed to
P r= Prandtl number internal flow need improved thermal

q = heat flux protection because high temperature cycles
Re 2 = Reynolds number for the cooling are used to increase performance. During

the past decades, different cooling methods
P2 V2 . S have been used to reduce the metal

parameters - temperature, therefore minimizing the
W2  required amount of cooling air.

R exs,d= Reynolds number based on xsd. The simplest way to cool surfaces is by
convective cooling. In this process, heat

s = cooling slot height. flows by conduction from exposed metal

surfaces to un-exposed ones, which are
Tg= absolute gas temperature. cooled by air flowing usually parallel to

it. Convective cooling is used whenever low
T = recovery temperature = T+0,9[T-T] levels of cooling effectiveness are

r I WO- required. This limitation exists due to the
Tw= actual wall temperature fact that the air supply is somehow
T = adiabatic wall temperature limited. On the other hand, highaw effectiveness levels tend to increase

TT, = static and stagnation temperature thermal stress problems (1-3].
A special type of convective cooling is byof the main stream. means of impingement. It is used whenever

[T 0,72[T T large heat transfer coefficients are needed
Law-T on the un-exposed surfaces (4-8]. Another
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method to obtain high heat transfer X
coefficients is to place fins or ribs
normal to the coolant flow path (9].

When higher levels of cooling effectiveness
are required it is necessary to use more
sophisticated alternatives. The most common
method is to insert a secondary fluid into T,
the boundary layer on the surface which is
to be protected. There are different means
of injecting this fluid such as ablation, Fig.l. Single slot film cooling
transpiration and film cooling. In ablation configuration.
cooling, a heat shield ablates and
secondary fluids enter the boundary layer
[10] In transpiration cooling the coolant The convective coefficient h is calculated
enters the boundary layer through a porous independently from the adiabatic wall
material (11-13]. Both methods are used to temperature T
protect the region where coolants are SW

added. Unfortunately the application of
these systems is difficult because ablation This magnitude is related to the concept of
has a limited time span and porous effectiveness of the film cooling, figure
materials are not strong enough to be used 1:
in engines. The basic mechanism of film Tr T aw
cooling is the introduction of a secondary T T _ T
fluid at several locations along a surface r 2
to protect that surface not only in the
injection area but also in the downstream The correlation found more suitable for the
region (12-14]. flow conditions and geometry is the model

of Kutatelache & Leanter, in reference (14]
Thermal studies on aircraft engines, because the flow can be considered
particularly modern ones with large flight twodimensional and compressible and the
envelopes, require a great amount of difference of temperature between the wall
testing and instrumentation. Designers have and the main stream is important.
different tools for obtaining engine
component temperature predictions. These The effectiveness is given from this
tools can be classified as: 1) theoretical, reference by the expression:
2) experimental and 3) numerical methods.
Theoretical analysis is usually aimed at 1
finding parameters to describe the t= C
temperature of an adiabatic wall downstream I F 33 (4
of the coolant injection (15]. Real and C L 3 + p)02
three-dimensional effects are studied on
test rigs with controlled conditions When the cooling injection is made by two
(16-18]. Predictive numerical calculations consecutive slots, the total effectiveness
are being widely used nowadays for can be treated as the combination of two
different cooling applications and cooling layers where the external
configurations, because they help to speed temperature for the inner flow is the
up the design and to reduce the number of "adiabatic wall temperature" for the
experiments (19-20]. external one (21), figure 2.
In this paper a method to predict full T -
scale engine temperatures is described. Tawl
This method combines the fluid dynamic T. - TI
equations with semi-empirical data obtained
from the open literature. Taw - Taw2
The result is an easy to use procedure. 12 =Tav. - T2

2. NOZZLE COOLING PREDICTION

The prediction of the petal temperature of and the total effectiveness is:

a convergent-divergent nozzle has been T, - T aw2performed through a computer code that uses T - T 71, + 72 (i -
correlation models available in the open 2
literature with actual data obtained from a
test program that includes a reduced scale
hot test, a full scale rig test and a DVE
(Design Verification Engine) program. 7..

T2 2
The film cooling produced when the relative T, .. ...
cold layer is injected at the beginning of -- w
the convergent petal of the nozzle, T.
produces a reduction in the metal
temperature along the petal.

The heat transfer rate is modelled by: To

q - A.h [T,, - Tw] Fig.2. Double slot film cooling
configuration.
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1. SUMMARY detailed analysis of the effects of such cooling meth-
This paper describes the numerical simulation of tran- ods upon the aerodynamic performance and cooling
sonic flows through film-cooled turbine cascades. The effectiveness is therefore very useful for aerodynamic
modelization of coolant injection has been imple- designers.
mented in a computational code which solves either Modern computer codes for turbulent flow analysis are
the laminar or the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes thus required to simulate very localized details of the
equations in cascades. Turbulence effects are ac- flow. Several factors have helped to reach this goal,
counted for by means of the eddy viscosity concept. such as the availability of turbulence models of rather
Two turbulence models have been implemented in the general validity, fast numerical algorithms, and com-
code. The first is the Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model puters allowing to obtain fine grid solutions at a rea-
and the second is the two-equation k-w model pro- sonable cost and in a reasonable time. However, much
posed by Wilcox. Both models have been coupled with work is still to be done both to compare the analysis
a Navier-Stokes solver in a simple, robust and efficient methods among them and to assess the computed pre-
way. The numerical solution of both the flow and the dictions with respect to the experimental data.
turbulence model equations is based on a cell centred
finite volume scheme and on an explicit Runge-Kutta In this work we have developed a Navier-Stokes solver
method for time integration, that can simulate the coolant ejection through holes

or slots and that uses optionally one of two types
The code has been applied to compute the transonic of turbulence models. The first model considered is
flow in a cascade of nozzle guide vanes (NGVs) devel- the Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model, Ref. [1], which is
oped by Alfa Romeo Avio S.p.A.. The computations probably the most widely used algebraic model, and
have been performed both for a cascade of "solid" vane the second is the two-equation k-w model proposed by
profiles and for a cascade of "cutted" vane profiles that Wilcox, Ref. [2], which has several physical and nu-
allow coolant flow ejection through a slot on the pres- merical interesting features. For comparison purposes
sure side near the trailing edge. The NGV cascade is we have used the same explicit Navier-Stokes solver in
still under testing and at present only the experimen- conjunction with the two above mentioned turbulence
tal data for the "solid" NGV cascade are available for models. The developed code has been applied to the
code validation. challenging problem of coolant ejection through a slot

The computational results presented in the paper placed on a step of the blade pressure side near the
show that the proposed coupling of the k-w model trailing edge. In order to obtain an extensive com-
with the explicit Navier-Stokes solver does not seem parison of the two turbulence models, the computa-
to suffer from the stiffness problems often character- tions have been perrformed both on the "solid" blade
izing other two-equation turbulence models. (i.e. the original blade profile without the step for the

coolant ejection) and on the "cutted" blade. For the
2. INTRODUCTION "cutted" blade we considered both the case of no fluid
To increase the performance of advanced gas turbines injection and that of 4% of fluid injection.
it is necessary to rise the turbine inlet gas tempera-
ture. Available materials can withstand such high en-
try temperatures only if some cooling technique such
as convection, impingement or film cooling is used. A
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3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NU- where the mean strain-rate Sij is
MERICAL SOLUTION

3.1 Governing Equations Si =(
The governing equations are the Favre mass-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations. The averaging process gen- The Boussinesq hypothesis assumes that the Reynolds
erates the Reynolds stresses as additional unknowns in stress tensor is proportional to the mean strain-rate
the equations of conservation of momentum and en- tensor, that is
ergy. By making the Boussinesq approximation that r
the Reynolds stress tensor is proportional to the mean rj = 2pt S, - - j - 2pk (9)
strain-rate tensor and by using a simple algebraic tur- L 3 O& I 3
bulence model, the averaged equations of motion look The total heat flux vector is given by
exactly as the laminar equations, except for the molec-
ular viscosity and heat conduction coefficients that are (p p, +(h
expressed as sum of a laminar and a "turbulent" part. qj = - 0 + ) z. (10)
On the other hand, by using the two-equation k-w
model and still retaining the Boussinesq hypothesis, where Pr and Prt are the laminar and turbulent
the complete set of equations of motion and of the Prandti numbers and have been assumed equal to 0.72
turbulence model read as: and to 0.9, respectively. The values of the closure co-

ap a eeficients fl, 'y, y*, o0, o,* that appear in the equa-
- + -- (Puj) 0 (1) tions have been established by Wilcox, Ref. [2], and
N z are given by:

Puj+) + (2) =3/40, )3 = 9/100, 7 = 5/9, -y = 1,at (j ) Oxz- (2 o"=1/2, o0.=1/2 (11)

) a a As almost all two-equation turbulence models, also
-(pE) + = - [u) 'ij - qj] the k-w model includes an evolution equation for theat aturbulent kinetic energy. The other equation of the

SI + 0.") AOk] (3) model can be interpreted as the evolution equation
+ozja L azjJ for the ratio of the turbulence dissipation rate c to

the turbulent mixing energy k. A distinctive feature
Sui of the k-w model is that it does not require damping

(Pk) + (pujk) = ri- L_ -,a*pwk functions in the viscous sublayer and that the equa-axt a - 0x tions are less stiff near the wall; this is very useful
+(P + 0 a"'Pt).57_ (4) because it is possible to extend the model down to the

-t)a,] wall without introducing wall functions that could be
questionable for general flows and without suffering

W oui too much from the stability problems typical of other
(pW) + .O(pujw) = xrij - #PW2 models near the wall.

+-•'- (P + apt) (5) 3.2 Numerical Solution
o I Ox, I We use a finite volume discretization, whereby the

where t is time, zx position vector, ui velocity vector, computational domain is partitioned into quadrilat-
p density,p pressure, p and p, molecular and eddy eral cells and the integral form of Eqs. (1)-(5) is ap-
viscosity coefficients, -ij the sum of the viscous and plied to each cell. By taking advantage of the diver-
Reynolds stress tensors, and qj the sum of the viscous gence theorem the volume integral of spatial deriva-
and turbulent heat flux vectors. The quantities E = tives reduces to the surface integral of fluxes, which
e + ujuj/2 + k and H = h + uju,/2 + k are total need to be evaluated at cell interfaces. The convec-
internal energy and enthalpy, respectively; e and h tive fluxes in Eqs. (1)-(3) are evaluated at each face
denote internal energy and enthalpy, and h = e + as the arithmetic mean of the fluxes in the cells which

p /p. The turbulent mixing energy k and the specific share that face. This is equivalent to a centred dis-
dissipation rate w define the eddy viscosity coefficient: cretization of first order derivatives that can decou-

ple the solution and induces oscillations near shock
P= Lk (6) waves and stagnation points; following Jameson's ap-

w proach, Ref. [4], we add a controlled amount of artifi-
The total stress tensor is given by cial dissipation given by a blend of second and fourth

order spatial differences of conservative variables: in

=2A I u 6, + this work particular attention was devoted to limit2 S - ,i. +Tt, (7) the amount of added artificial viscosity in order to
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do not alter the computed total pressure losses. The inetic average of the variables in the cells surrounding
main advantage of Jameson's approach is that it is that grid point.
very efficient, especially if one uses the convergence The time integration of the discretized form of
acceleration techniques that have been proposed in Eqs. (1)-(5) is performed by an explicit multistage
the literature. The convective fluxes in Eqs. (4),(5) Runge-Kutta algorithm; in this work we used both
are evaluated by an upwind method belonging to the the three and the five stage schemes with the coeffi-
class of the so-called projection-evolution methods or cients advised by Jameson, Ref. [5]. The convergence
higher order Godunov methods. In this class of meth- toward steady state is improved by using the local
ods the numerical approximation of the variables in- time step to advance the solution of Eqs. (1)-(5) and
side each computational cell is reconstructed to the the variable coefficients implicit residual smoothing,
desired order of accuracy by using the average values described in Refs. [6],[7], for Eqs. (1)-(3). The source
of the variables in that cell and in the neighbouring terms in Eqs. (4),(5) are evaluated implicitly at the
ones; considering, for example, the one-dimensional beginning of the multistage algorithm. As a result of
case we can obtain values of the variable w at i ± 1/2 these implementations solutions can be marched with
by means of the equation a local CFL number up to 3 for the three stage scheme

( I TO + and up to 6 for the five stage scheme. Each computa-
= - -A- + ±-- (12) tion takes about 4000 Runge-Kutta multistage cycles

4 to reduce the RMS of the density time derivative of
where A+ - wi+1 - wi, A- =wi - wi-1 and V, and about four orders of magnitude; the convergence of
40 control, respectively, the accuracy and the degree of the k-w model is checked looking at the maximum
upwinding of the reconstruction. When using higher modulus and at the RMS of the eddy viscosity time
order reconstruction (0 = 1) some monotonicity con- derivative. Marching with the k-w model the code re-
straint is needed in order to avoid spourious minima quires 30% more CPU time per cycle than with the
and maxima in the reconstructed solution. After the algebraic model. In all the computations with the k-w
reconstruction process has been completed, we can use model we start the turbulent solution from the lam-
one of the so called Riemann solvers that can be found inar one, this being not necessarily well converged.
in the literature in order to introduce a proper up- The k field is initialized to its freestream value and
winding in the evaluation of the numerical flux from the initial w distribution is computed from Eq. (6),
the couple of variable values that have been recon- assuming the eddy viscosity distribution equal to the
structed at cell interfaces. The results presented in laminar one. In our experience this crude initializa-
this work have been obtained by using a simple con- tion has always been sufficient to start the turbulent
stant reconstruction in the k and w equations and the computations without compromising the stability of
local Lax-Friedrichs numerical flux, that is: the coupled solution.

fi+= [f (w+) + f (w-) - A (w+ - W-)] + 3.3 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for the Navier-Stokes solver

(13) are rather standard. The flow variables at the inflow,
A = max (IA+, IA I) assumed subsonic, are computed by using the set val-

where A is the maximum absolute eigenvalue of the Ja- ues of total enthalpy, entropy, and flow direction and
cobian matrices of f (w+) and f (w-); on account of the extrapolated Riemann invariant associated with
the weak coupling between Eqs. (4),(5) and Eqs. (1)- the characteristic running from inside the domain.
(3) for A we simply use the convective velocity. It is At the outflow the static pressure, corresponding to
worth mentioning that the outlined procedure could the prescribed outlet Mach number, is set; the effects
also be applied to evaluate the convective fluxes in of spourious reflections from the downstream bound-
Eqs. (1)-(3), and in fact many existing upwind meth- ary are reduced by placing the outlet boundary at a
ods use this approach. However, in this work we distance from the trailing edge greater than one ax-
wanted to examine the effects of changing only the ial chord. The numerical boundary conditions are
turbulence model in a code based on the well known computed by extrapolating from the interior the char-
Jameson's approach. acteristic variables of the flow, assumed locally one-

To compute the surface integral of diffusive fluxes one dimensional in the axial direction.
needs to know the derivatives of velocity components, At solid walls the velocity is zero and, by neglecting
temperature, k and w at cell faces; a mean value of the pressure gradient in the normal direction, the pres-
these derivatives is obtained by applying the diver- sure is set equal to that of the first cell adjacent to the
gence theorem to an auxiliary control volume placed surface; moreover adiabatic wall condition is assumed.
around each face and having the vertices at the cell The solid wall boundary conditions have been modi-
centres of the cells sharing that face and at the end fled in the cells interested by coolant injection; in these
points of the face. By doing so one needs the variables cells the boundary condition treatment is exactly the
at grid points and these are obtained by a simple arith- same as for an inflow boundary. Hence, the mass flow
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rate of injected fluid is not given directly but results 4.1 NGV Cascade: "solid" blades
from the computation; to obtain a specified value of Fig. 1 shows the C-type computational grid which
mass flow rate the entropy must be properly adjusted. consists of 320 x 48 with 208 cells on the blade and

Periodicity conditions are enforced along the periodic 56 cells along each side of the wake. The rather gen-

boundaries, erous number of cells along the wake was chosen in
order to reduce the numerical diffusion downstream

When using the k-w model, boundary conditions must of the trailing edge. The grid cells are properly clus-
be provided at inflow and solid wall boundaries; at tered near the blade surface and the wake cut and the
the outflow k and w are freely convected out. In distance of the cell centres nearest to the wall varies
the present computations, at the inflow boundary k between 6. 10'- and 2. 10- times the blade chord;
is evaluated from the given inlet turbulence intensity the resulting non-dimensional distance y+ varies be-
and w is computed by assuming tLe eddy viscosity co- tween 0.4 and 1.3. Particular attention was devoted
efficient equal to the laminar one. At solid walls k to obtain a smoothly varying grid in order to preserve
is zero and w is computed by following the approach the numerical accuracy of the scheme.
suggested by Wilcox in Ref. [3]. In this paper Wilcox
describes a procedure that assigns to w at a perfectly Fig. 2 displays the comparison between experimentalsmooth surface a value sufficiently high to guarantee and computed isentropic Mach number distributions
that the surface is hydraulically smooth. The pre- on the blade surface: the predictions from the twoscribed value of w can be deduced from the relation turbulence models are quite similar and both displaya significant discrepancy with respect to the experi-

> 100u-- (14) mental data in the recompression zone on the suction- V surface. In this case the discrepancy is neither due

to the poor behaviour of turbulence models in thewhere uT is the friction velocity and g is the kinematic shock-boundary layer interaction nor to pressure re-viscosity. This relation is more general than the orig- flections from the downstream boundary. Instead it

inal analytical formula, Ref. [21, because it does not mustt ben ascri d the po cedure usd In ste e r
must be ascribed to the procedure used in the exper-

make any reference to geometrical quantities such as iments to set the downstream pressure, that causes a
the distance from the wall and can be easily applied spourious influence on the suction side blade pressure
also in three-dimensional geometries, distribution. This is clearly confirmed by the results

displayed in Fig. 3, obtained by halving the distance4. APPLICATION TO A NOV CASCADE of thle downstream boundary from the trailing edge.

The code has been applied to compute the transonic

flow trough a NGV cascade for an outlet isentropic The Mach contours for the two turbulence models,
Mach number M2,, = 1.07 and a Reynolds num- shown in Figg. 4,5, display appreciable differences
ber based on the outlet isentropic conditions Re2 i, ` only in the wake downstream of the trailing edge: it is
0.55. 106. In all the computations the inlet boundary likely that in this region the k-w model does a better
value for k was deduced from the experimental value job in predicting the wake diffusion.
of the inlet turbulence intensity equal to 4%; the inlet Much more evident is the difference of the eddy vis-
boundary value of w was computed by assuming the cosity fields predicted by the Baldwin-Lomax and k-
inlet eddy viscosity coefficient equal to the laminar .1 models. From the contour plots of the ratio pt/pl,
one. In the following we present the results of the com- Figg. 4,5, it appears that the algebraic model predicts
puted flow through a cascade of "solid" blades (i.e. the an eddy viscosity distribution less smooth than the k-
original blades without the step for the coolant ejec- , model; moreover, the u, distribution in the wake
tion) and through a cascade of "cutted" blades with seems badly captured by the Baldwin-Lomax model.
coolant mass flow rate equal to 0% and 4% of the inlet As an example of the near-wall resolution used in the
mass flow rate. In the computations with coolant ejec- computations, Fig. 6 compares the predicted near-
tion the inlet total temperature of the coolant is set to wall velocity profiles with the law of the wall (with
its design value (0.39 times the total temperature at constants equal to 0.41 and 5.1 for the logarithmic
cascade inlet) and the entropy is adjusted in order to part) on the rear part of the blade suction side. The
obtain the required coolant mass flow rate; on account two velocity profiles are quite similar (this is true all
of the great difference between total temperatures, the along the blade) and the mesh is fine enough to prop-
coolant density is much higher than that of the main erly resolve the laminar sublayer and the logarithmic
stream. At present we can compare experimental and part of the inner portion of the turbulent boundary
computational results only for the cascade of "solid" layer.
blades; the computational results for the cascade of Looking at the overall results, reported in Table 1,
"cutted" blades with and without coolant ejection will concerning the mixed out kinetic energy loss coeffi-
serve to show and to discuss the different predictions cient and exit flow angle we can see that both the k-
of the two turbulence models. w and the Baldwin-Lomax predictions are sufficiently

close to the experimental data. It is worth to men-
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tion that using the grid having the distance from the sidering that w lowers in presence of fluid injection,
downstream boundary to the trailing edge halved, the we tried a boundary value of w given by w = 2u2/v.

predicted loss coefficient is .0394 for the k-w and .0409 Obviously, this choice lead to computed eddy viscosity
for the Baldwin-Lomax model. The mixed-out flow coefficients much higher than in the previous case.
angle is -71.7 degrees for both models. Besides the usual plots of Figg. 15-17, in this case

4.2 NGV Cascade: "cutted" blades it is interesting to look at the detail of the coolant

The computational grid, shown in Fig. 7, has the ejection region, Figg. 20,21. We can observe that
same num bertiofncel s ofi, thewn previous c ase the the eddy viscosity distributions from the two models
samer nmbesh reof n c eld o theprevios ca nt thejec- are totally different, and even considering the k-w re-
greater mesh resolution required in the coolant sults obtained with the second choice for the w inlet
tion zone results in a slightly different distribution of boundary value (not reported here), the k-w model
grid points, predicts a much lower level of pt. As a consequence,

Looking at the computational results with 0% coolant the density distribution (hence the temperature dis-
mass flow rate, Figg. 8-10, we can make almost the tribution) predicted by the Baldwin-Lomax model is
same considerations of the previous case about the much more diffused and this should be very important
different results of the two turbulence models. In par- for the cooling effectiveness predicted by the two mod-
ticular we can notice the exceedingly high eddy vis- els and not considered in the present work. As for the
cosities and the higher global loss coefficient predicted case with 0% coolant mass flow rate, we can observe
by the Baldwin-Lomax model. Figg. 13,14 show a large disagreements in the velocity and temperature
more detailed comparison of density and pg/p con- profiles in the step region, as shown in Figg. 18,19.
tours in the step region. It appears clearly that the In this case detailed experimental data should be very
algebraic model predicts an eddy viscosity distribu- helpful in providing guidance for the evaluation of the
tion much more random and much higher than the k- two turbulence models.
w model. As a consequence, the density distribution
is more spreaded in the Baldwin-Lomax prediction. 5. CONCLUSIONS
The different eddy viscosity field, product of the two A Navier-Stokes code with an algebraic and a two-
models, is also rensponsible for the large difference in equation turbulence model has been developed and
velocity and temperature profiles in the recirculation used to predict the flow in a transonic film-cooled
region, see Figg. 11,12. Looking at these results, we NGV cascade.
feel that the Baldwin-Lomax model, as crude as it
stands, is not well suited for this complex flow situa- ecpling of e to-equatpon mel wihtetion and probably needs some ad hoc modifications in explicit Navier-Stokes solver has proven very success-
the outer layer formulation. ful and not much affected by the stiffness problems ofother two-equation turbulence models.
The case with 4% coolant mass flow rate required to
set the k and w inlet values of the injected fluid; lack- The application of the code to the difficult problemigthe experimental data, we tried a couple of choices: of coolant ejection through a slot has pointed out re-
ing te experset al do t he ale of che markable differences in the flow predicted by the two
in one case we set k and w equal to the values at the models in the coolant ejection region; this should be
cascade inlet and in the other case we set the same extremely important in predicting the film cooling ef-
value of k and a much lower value of w. In the sec- fectiveness.
ond case the choice of w was guided by the following
reasoning. In Ref. [2] Wilcox suggests a boundary In the next future we will perform a careful valida-
condition for w that takes into account surface mass tion of the code predictions with avaliable data of film
injection into a boundary layer; the proposed formula cooled turbine blades.
is
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Figure 4: Mach and pt/p plot contours, Baldwin- Figure 5: Mach and p,/ip plot contours, k-w model,
Lomax model, "solid" blades "solid" blades
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Loss Flow Angle
Cascade rioo exp B-L k-w exp B-L k-w
"Solid" - .0460 .0509 .0466 70.70 71.48 71.55

"Cutted" 0% - .0575 .0506 - 71.56 71.62
"Cutted" 4% - .0608 .0551 - 71.52 71.51

Table 1: Mixed-out loss and flow angle, NM2i, = 1.07

-__ law of the wall
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o algebraic model
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Figure 6: Boundary layer at x/c = 0.80

Figure 7: Computational grid, "cutted" blades
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Figure 8: Mach and jus/p plot contours, Baldwin- Figure 9: Mach and p,/P plot contours, k-W model,
Lomax model, "cutted" blades, reoci = 0% "cutted" blades, rh.. = 0%
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Figure 15: Mach and pt/p plot contours, Baldwin- Figure 16: Mach and pt/p plot contours, k-w model,
Lomax model, "cutted" blades, m�e0i = 4% "cutted" blades, � = 4%
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: P. Harasgama, ABB

You use an adiabatic wall for your calculations. Can you implement different wall
boundary conditions in order to predict heat transfer?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The code is already suited to impose a temperature distribution at wall and hence predict
the heat transfer.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: P. Harasgama, ABB

Table 1 shows that the loss predicted by the algebraic model is higher than that by the k-o
model. However, Figure 6 shows that u+ vs y+ is almost the same. Could you explain
why the predicted losses are quite different?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The largest difference between the predictions is only in the rear part of the blade near the
trailing edge. This is probably caused by the very different behavior of the two models in
the wake regions.

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: 0. Oymak, Middle East Technical University

As can be seen from the governing equations, there is a time dependency. I would like to
ask two questions What are the initial conditions for k and w, and what are the boundary
conditions on 0).

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
For steady flow, if the method is correct, the solution is unique. Therefore, the initial
conditions are not important. At the inlet, k is prescribed according to the inlet turbulence
intensity. In addition, c is deduced by setting the eddy viscosity equal to the laminar
value of viscosity.

QUESTION 4:
DISCUSSOR: K. Broichhausen, MTU

Near the trailing edge region of the "cutted" blades you have a strongly skewed grid
coupled with large gradients in the boundary conditions. Do you think, as shown
yesterday in the paper by A. Beeck, that the results with the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model are improved if the ejection hole is also modeled?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
To my experience the skewedness of the grid does not matter and this can be easily
checked. With our boundary conditions one takes the pressure (and hence velocity)
variations into account along a line at the exit. If the boundary layer flux inside the
channel is adequately resolved, one may impose the conditions inside simply by
extending the grid inside.
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QUESTION 5:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

Which boundary conditions did you apply for the jet, especially for k? How did you model
the eddy viscosity in the jet region using the Baldwin-Lomax model?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Lacking any experimental information, k and &o were set equal to the freestream values.
Other choices were tested (up to 12% turbulence intensity) but the related differences in the
computed solution are much less significant than those due to the turbulence model itself.

QUESTION 6:
DISCUSSOR: C. Hah, NASA Lewis

The numerical results show that the wake does not decay enough even after interaction
with the trailing edge shock. Could you comment about this?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The trailing edge shocks are in this case quite weak so have little effect on the decay.
Wakes are not correctly simulated by any eddy-viscosity model.

QUESTION 7:
DISCUSSOR: E. Benz, University of Karlsruhe

Have you already, or is it planned to test the code by comparing it with simple test cases
(e.g., backward facing step, tangential film-cooling experiments) where a lot of
experimental and numerical results are available?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
In the near future it is planned to test both models, including a version of the k-e model,
for the backward facing step.
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Navier-Stokes Analysis of Three-Dimensional Flow

and Heat Transfer inside Turbine Blade Rows

C. Hah

NASA Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio

U.S.A.

SUMMARY these optimization procedures based on steady flow cal-
culations work relatively well for most turbine designs,
unsteady flow and heat transfer analysis might be nec-
essary when unsteady loading and local heat transfer in-

This study presents a numerical method for solving formation is required.
the three-dimensional, Navier-Stokes equations for un- Recently, various unsteady flow analysis methods have
steady, viscous flow and heat transfer through multiple been developed for the simulation of multiple blade row
turbomachinery blade rows. The method solves the fully interactions ( for example. Clien [1988]. Erdos et al. [1977],
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with an im- Giles [1988]. Jorgenson and (hinia 1[989], Rai [1987],
plicit scheme which is based on a control volume ap- Rao and Delaney 119901. etc. ). However, most un-
proach. A two-equation turbulence model with a low steady flow analysis for turboniachinery blade rows are
Reynolds number modification is employed in the present conducted with two-dimensional or quasi three-dimensional
study. A third-order accurate upwinding scheme is used configurations because of the extremely high cost of three-
to approximate convection terms while a second order ac- dimensional analysis.
curate central difference scheme is used for the discretiza- In this study, a three-dimensional. viscous, and un-
tion of viscous terms. A second-order accurate scheme is steady flow and heat transfer calculation procedure for
employed for the temporal discretization. multiple blade rows is developed and applied to anal-

The numerical method is applied to study the un- ize the flow field of the first stage turbine of the High
steady flow and heat transfer field of the High Pressure Pressure Fuel side Turbo-Pump ( IIPFTP ) of the Space
Fuel side Turbo-Pump ( IIPFTP ) of the Space Shuttle Shuttle Main Engine ( SSME ). The numerical proce-
Main Engine ( SSME ). The stage calculation is per- (lure is the direct extension to unsteady flow calculation
formed by coupling the stator and the rotor flow fields of a steady Navier-Stokes code which has been tested and
at each time step through an over-laid grid. Numerical applied for a wide range of turbomachinery flows ( Hah
results for the complete geometry with the vane trail- [1983, 19871, Ilah and \VWtnerstrom [1990.0], Copenhaver
ing edge cutback are presented and compared with the et al. [1992] ).
available experimental data. Although several unsteady How and heat transfer stud-

ies for the current SSME flow field have been reported

previously ( for example. Chen [1988], Griffin and Mc-
('onnaughy (1989]. etc. ). the full three-dimensional ge-
ometrv with the vane trailing edge cutback ( figure 1

INTRODUCTION has not yet been studied. The numerical results are com-
pared with the currently available measured data on the
time-averaged and time-dependent flow and heat transfer
qItantiti es.

Advanced design in rocket propulsion requires increased

durability and performance of turbomachinery compo-
nents. To achieve these very aggressive design goals,
accurate prediction of the aero- and thermal- loading
and the characteristics of flow unsteadiness and three-
dimensional effects is essential. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Significant developments in numerical methods for
the analysis of turbomachinery flows have been made over
the last decade ( Davis et al. [1987), Dawes [1986]. Den-
ton [1986], Giles [1988], llah [1986], Nloore and Moore
[1985], Rao and Delaney [19901 etc. ). Three-dimensional The following Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes eqta-
steady flow calculations based on the Reynolds-averaged tions are solved for the current problem.
Navier-Stokes equation are now relatively well established
and routinely used to optimize blading and flow-path
contours. At the present time. design optimization of
multiple blade rows is performed by running isolated blade Op 0(
calculations or a simple steady state multiple-blade-rows at +x =
calculation ( Copenhaver et al. [1992]. Dawes [1991],
Denton and Singh (1979]. Ni [19891. etc. ) Although



NUMERICAL METHODO(pU,) 0 Op
(9(i + .-(pU,Uj) + 2 pEukjUk = -T

0 [ i Wo, a , 2 8u k ", I

+x-+ - 3 -x f Pui'&] + F, (2) The unsteady flow effects on the current turbine stage
k 0are due to the interactions of the potential flow fields and

the stator wake with the rotor flow field. Consequently,

)(pe) 0 0 L ' T - 0 any instantaneous flow variable can be split into three

-t~pU ae) = r+ ', components: the time-averaged components, the peri-

0 [ (¢0I2', O 2,)U odic fluctuation due to the motion of the rotor relative
+- U, , - , ' : to the stator frame, and the turbulent fluctuation. The

-. , .k sum of the first two parts is the phase-averaged value

p = pRT (4) which is a function of time and space. The present study

aims to numerically solve for this ensemble-averaged flow
where , , = mean velocity, u, a fluctation velociyt field. The effects of the turbulent fluctuation are included

total energy, Q!, = angular velocity, through the turbulence model. The turbulence is repre-

P•P . + sented through the ensemble-averaged turbulence kinetic

energy and the turbulence dissipation rate. These two

and 
turbulence variables are obtained by solving unsteady

1= CT + semi-empirical transport equations.
The ensemble-averaged flow variables in the current

unsteady flow field can be efficiently obtained by coupling

the time-dependent stator flow with the time-dependent

It is well known that neither the convenit onal nN- rotor flow. Flierefore. two flow fields are solved with

ing length type turbulence model nor any standard two- coupled timne-dependent interface boundary conditions.

equtionen type turbulence moddescribes .t stialidtce tw- .- s shown in tihe computational grid ( figure 2). an in-
equaion s'p turulece mdelterface is used to transmit flow conititions between two

properly in the region behind a shock wave or in t lie sep-

arated Dow regions. Several recent studies indicat that zones. A sliding over-laid grid is used for the present
signflowt iprgonverencal b iesvied icae that application. A three-dimensional aleady Navier-Stokes

significant improvement can be achieved wlt'n the stal- code which has been successfully tested for a wide range
(lard two-equation model is modified to inclttde the low oftrmahnrflw Ha 0S.97)iseedd

Reynolds number effects. For the current study', a stall-

dard two-equation model is modified to include the louy to execute time accurate calculation. During the develop-

Reynolds nuimber effects following the studies of Chien ment, it was found that high-order discretization schemes

R1982). The following additional trantiport euatons ate are necessary for both the space and the time discretiza-

solved for the turbulent shear stresses, tion to avoid excessive numerical dissipation. For the
time-dependent terms, an implicit second-order scheme
is used.

oh pk) ± (pU,k) a 0 f isu k 2p'U. 21 k
Ot + O.r, Or,, [ a Ox,j p 2-'-7 f~ý) t O x , T r P-o ( 1 .5 0 "' -' 2 o "' , 0 .5 o ", ' )

(5) at At ;o -- o 05''
where n - I . ii. + f (ettote- ttue' levels antd .At tihe tlitte

Olp.•l O(pU,c.) _ 0 FY~ ii -- •--t,: : tp

Ox, ~ ~ C OxL~Or1~ ill' step.

Pe 2't.a.y~ For unsteady flow calculations. the size of the time

-(C -t- 1 (6) step is primarily determined by the requirement for phys-
-k ical accuracy. however, the time step is also restricted by

where the numerical stability. For the current implicit time in-

tegration approach, a sub-ileration is performed at each

P rf = P + CM(k /e)[1 - CXp(-C 3u.I/v)] time step. The number of sub-iterations is determined

and by the size of the time step and is typically eight to ten

f = 1 0.4 k, /6,) for the present application.

-1.8 At each time step, the governing equations are solved

No attempt was made to optimize constants of the tur- with an implicit relaxation method using a fully conser-

bulence modeling equations for this study. Therefore, vative control volume approaclh. A third-order accurate

standard values of various c rnts of the turbulence interpolation scheme is used for the discretization of the

model are used: the values at convection terms and central dilferencing is used for the

diffusion terms. The method is of second-order accit-

K. = 0.09. Ci = 1.35, C - ,.au = 1.0. racy with smoothly varying grids. For convenience, the

l=,3. 3 = 0.00115. ' C, 0.5 governing equations are transforntd to generalized coor-

dinates as follows,
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I 0 1 0 1 characteristics of the turbine stage with the correct sta-

"--(Gio) + - 2 ) + ._((60) tor geometry which has a significant trailing edge cut-
back. Therefore, the numerical procedure was applied to

7 Dýot + 7D•, o -- DDo + a single blade passage for each blade row, with the ro-

tor scaled to the stator pitch. The scaling of the rotor

1 0 [ 1 s F.,, 1 1 for the single passage calculation was done such that the

JOt"1 D1 -• 1 pitch-to-chord ratio remained unchanged. Six computa-

I0 _ _ ]tional nodes are used to describe the tip clearance of the

-j L D,.ýot LIDc,,i + 1D, -- S', 7) rotor ( 0.019 inches ). The steady multi-blade-row solu-
tion was performed first, and this solution was used as

wihere , is the diffusion coefficient. G, is a. velocity Com- an initial condition for the unsteady calculation. Eight

ponent along the transformed coordinates (ý,r, 0'1. and cycles of the blade pass were typically required to obtain

S, consists of additional body force terms and pressure periodicity of the solution. The current computational

terms. A 3-point central difference approxiiiation is used grid was generated to give an orthogonal grid near the

for all the diffusion terms and a modified quadratic up- leading edge and near the blade surface where the most

winding scheme is used for convection terms, important flow phenomena occur. With this grid, spa-

Because the coefficients of the finite difference eqiia- tial periodicity at the periodic surfaces is not enforced

tion (7) are based on the values at the previous step. the for the grid. so the physical periodicity condition is han-

resulting pUi does not satisfy mass conservatiom. Two died inside the code using an interpolation function. The

corr-LtiO'l steps are needed to satisfy t lie mass cunserva- grid consists of 50 nodes in the blade-to-blade direction.
lion at each iteration. 35 nodes in the spanwise direction, and 204 nodes in the

streamwise direction. The standard boundary conditions
The two correction steps are as follows: for the three-dimensional blade row calculation ( Hall

-Kani 
\Vennerstrom 11990" 1 are applied for the stage inlet

and exit. A\pproximately five t'ray YIP single processor
(PT' hours are required to advance the solution for each

((L',)'+' - (pU,)'" = A;' ) -!? L' cycle.

For eqs. (8) and (9), the mass conservation condition is RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
imposed as

"A,(pUX = A.,(pU.'" = ,m ," = U Il

By combining eq. (10) with eqs. (8) and (9),l Poisssoi-
type equations are obtained for (/)" - P'") and (P*.- The current numerical method has been applied to

P-) and the value of (pU),+'i Pl+' is calculated with studv the time-depenident flow and heat transfer field

the corrected pressure. With the correction step in c(qs. of the first turbine stage of the hligh Pressure Fuel-side

fS-(10). density is handled rather implicitly arid ', T'urbo-Pump of the Space Shuth t l Main Engine. The
and P are updated. A single implicit step is used to main objective of the current study v is to investigate the

calculate k,.-, and e with the corrected values of p1)', anil effect of the trailing edge cutback of the stator on the

p. aero- and heat-load of the stage. I'he results for the flow
field are presented first. lI'he rsults for tile heat transfer

The first stage turbine of the Hligh Pressure Fuel side analvsis are presenthd iin Tie second ipart of this section.
Turbo-Pump ( IPHTP ) of the Space Shuttle Main En-
gine ( SSME ) consists of 41 stator vanes and 63 rotor
blades. To obtain a solution with all of the unsteady in- STEADY AND UNSTEADY FLOW FIELD
formation, the entire flow passage should be calculated.

This is not a practical option at the moment because
of the required computer resources. Alternatively, two
stator passage and three rotor passages can be calcu- Calculated time-averaged static pressure distributions

lated with a time-lagged boundary condition treatment at 10 percent. 50 percent. and 90 percent span of the
to account for the uneven number of blades ( Erdos et blades are compared wit h t lie measured time-mean static

al. [1977] ). However, this approach also requires Iarge pressure (list ribution on the stator ( Susan et al. [1991] )
arnountý of computer memory. Previous studies in tmo- in figure 3. The calculated pressure field agrees well with
dimension showed that the overall aerodynamic charac- the mneastured time-mean pressure field. For the current

teristics are predicted very well with a oiue-to-otue flow SSME turbine stage, f le pressire drop across each blade

passage with a rescaled rotor. The inaii objective of row is relatively siiall compared to some highly loaded

the current study is to predict the uisteady aerodynamic turbine stages. Therefore. the unsteady envelope of the
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static pressure distribution on thle stator blade surface for the present flow which has veryl low incoming turbu-

is quite small. Previously reported numerical results for lence intensity. Thle measured Stanton numbers at the

the stator, which did not model the trailing edge cutback. 90 percent span are much lower than those at the mid-

showed almost uniform pressure profiles along the radial span. The numerical solution does not predict this large

direction. However, the present results indicate that thle variation in the spanwise direction. Further study is nec-

lift forces on the blade change near the hub section clue to essary to verify both the experimental and the numerical

the trailing edge cutback. 'The calcuilated static pressure results.

distribution on the rotor blade surface at five different Comparisons between the calculated and the mea-

times during one cycle of the blade passage are shown in sured heat transfer at 10. 50. antI 90 percent span of

figure 4. The blade'loading seems to be fluctuating more the rotor are shown in figure 11. The calculated val-

in the tip region than in the hub region because of the ties are obtained by rilue-averaging instantaneous values

blade interaction, from the present unsteady solution. Figure 11 indicates

The calculated Mach number contours across the blade that the overall agreemenlt is reasonably good especially

passage at two different timies are given in figure .5. -Changes onl the pressure side of tile blade. Oti thle suction side.

in the rotor flow field when the rotor moves through the agreement is good at~ mill-span and 90 percent span.

the stator wakes are shown in figure 5. Due to the t _ip Hlowever, the numerical analysis does ilot predict lower

clearance flow and the endwall boundary layers, three- heat transfer immediately\ after the leading edge. Over-

dlimensional effects are significant in the endwall regions. all, the agreement seemns bet ter for tfite rotor than for the

At the 90 percent span of thle blade, the unsteady effect., stator. This might be due to the nature of the current
are more pronounced thain at other radial locations. Al- turbulence model.
though the overall effects of the btlade interactions ( bo1 th
the potential and the wake interactions ) are relativelY
small. Ite influlen ce of ft( hestat or flow field oi l fi( wtl

flow fieldl is still evident in tfagtire .5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
C'alculated velocity vectors near tile blade surface at a

given tme are shown ill figitie 6t. Small thbree-dimenlsional

effects dute to thle cutback ill thft statotr lre( shiown ill ithe

st ator flow field. For t he rot or flow field. t v pi cal rai a~ls Tilhe u nsteadyv thtret- dimnio t tn al flow and heat t rans-

inwa rd anidi oilticsrti Iliii tmtovements5 are Ill served nvt a I fir ficid inside the firts si aae turiirdne of thle II ighI Pressure

the suiction and pressurie surfaces of the blade. \clocitv Fuel-side Turbo Pump of the Space Shtuttle Main Engine

vectors near tilie itl) uf the rotor btlade are shown in tieý- has beeni nitnicrically ltutild with Iil( 1 eynolds-averaged

tire 7. The format ion of th tI tip-lies ranrce vortex ttear till'- Navier-Stokes equ at ion,. 'll(- tilttiril-al scheme is based

sliction side of thle biladei is nearly- jllist rated it t his fiz oil a fiill] contservattive (1111 lof volumne apptroach. A third-

lire. Ilowever. This vo1ltN vein sl''IlS ativii v weak as shtowti otrder accurate space discit-iti11oil atid a second-order ac-

in figiure 8 - tirate tittle ilisitet ilt tio arie applfied.1 to avoid excessive

The ralctilate-f flow aiigle, at tilie roto~r itnlet and flt-~ niumeric-al dissipiationt wit Ii a litmited computational grid.

rotor exit are giveni itt figure, 9 for diafferetit five differentt A t55'l-equtliotin trlmllfii'ili llodlle i0 used for turbulence

times diiring one cyclec of' te hIlatfe pa ssa ge. H ie an glfes closi ire. The t111ilit lt Cii esi Its aqiree well withI life cuir-

shown itt fignre 9 ate tiniss-avlritgetl vailues acrotss fil, renlt Ily available ttl('i'lte't dlta for diel flow field. For tilie

pitch-wise direction. .\gaiii. relativcl 'v smnall chtaniiges ilheat t ransafer filhd . thle overla I t rendt is reasonably wrellI cal-

the flow an gles diitiin tie(li c it I ate calcuitlat etd. Cli at ed. Ihoirevet. sit iIi callt dii alzrittevit is are observed
near tile hilb tcg~ioit. l1ittheii . indv is IlecessarY to verifi'
bothI tile experiimlentai an~d ihe uttiniviical results tnear thle

HET RASFR IEDettdwafl of tilie st see. Fihi iir developmtenut of t ransit ion
HEATTRANFERFIEL itodeling is essential fot iitptoverd heat transfer predic-

lion espec is ll for fltie lo tor. Stimie thIiree-d imenisional

Figure 10. shtows a coruparisot, 1t tween tilie calcit- flow and hteat t rantsfer jf~ctý die ito tilie trailing edge

fated and the measured heat transfer coefficient of the cutback- of the stator at*( also obiserved iii the numerical
staor.'Th exermenal ataarefo th lo i~ynods soliution. TFie Cnitreilt numlierinal approach seemis quite
statr. he epermeital ataarefor It lo l~c'noilsefficient itt ternts of cotiftimter resotire requirements for

number case ( Dunn and Kim [1991] ). The Stantton nmin-th ieaynk-so'ilmuip bderwneac
her is defined with the stage itilet density aitd the stage tin.Fntlrvlii-illadapiaino hstp
inlet total velocity. The overall trend in thet di stributino tiol Fto rtie Iterse-i fit-atheoilloda i-ilitat sio of t initypb'ae
of the blade surface Stantion tuimiber is reasonably wel f ~l tow til lienhaner flttindlctial-attfvis ofn'l -ld
calculated. Ilowever, signuificantt disagreements fietweetipyis f1111isaefo

the data and thle calciulatioin are observed tiear te tcnld pyis
wall region. On the ftiesstle side, thle numerical attalvsis

tunderpredicts tie teat t lalsf -er. Oti the suict iont snrface. REFERENCES
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Fig. S. Calculated Mach number contours.
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Fig. 6. Velocity vectors near blade surface.
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Fig. 7. Velocity vectors near tip.
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Fig. 8. Particle traces near the suction side of the tip.

00

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0
SPAN SPAN

Fig. 9a. Unsteady flow angles at the rotor inlet. Fig. 9b. Unsteady flow angles at the rotor exit.
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Fig. lOa. Comparison of stator heat transfer at 10 % span. Fig. Ila. Comparison of rotor heat transfer at 10 % span.
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Fig. 10b. Comparison of stator heat transfer at 50 % span. Fig. I lb. Comparison of rotor heat transfer at 50 % span.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

Which boundary conditions did you apply for the unsteady calculations at the inlet and
outlet?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
Total temperature and total pressure were specified at the inlet of the stage along with flow
angles at the inlet. At the exit, the static pressure is specified. All the boundary conditions
were handled using a non-reflecting treatment.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

Is it only possible to calculate stator and rotor with the same pitch?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

We can calculate any combination of blade numbers in the rotor and the stator with the
time-stored boundary condition treatment.

QUESTION 3:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

What about the time step size of you calculations relative to steady state calculations?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

We are using sub-iteration at each time-step. Therefore, there is no numerical restriction
on time-step. Usually it takes about 7-8 blade passes to reach a converged unsteady
solution.

QUESTION 4:
DISCUSSOR: J.W. Chew, Rolls Royce

Have you compared your unsteady calculation with steady flow models?
AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Yes. The time-averaged results from the unsteady solution are different from the pure
steady solution. We have seen differences both in secondary flow structure and local heat
transfer coefficients.
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COOLING PREDICTIONS IN TURBOFAN ENGINE COMPONENTS

A. MATESANZ, H. REBOLO, A. VIEDMA & M. RODRIGUEZ

SENER Ingenierfa y Sistemas. S.A.
Parque Tecnoldgico de Madrid

28760 Tres Cantos, Madrid, Spain

(1) Also in Universidad Polit4cnica de Madrid
School of Aeronautical Engineering,

Pl. Cardenal Cisneros 3, 28040 Madrid, Spain

SUMMARY T2 = cooling injection temperature.

x = distance from the point of injection.
The aim of this work is to show how the Ac= correcting factor due to spectral
metal temperature measured in a convergent- overlapping.
divergent nozzle and in a turbine exhaust c = inner face wall emissivity.
diffuser of a turbofan engine, can be g
predicted with reasonable approximation Cg= gas emissivity = Cc02Pc02+ cH2 OPH2 o-c
using the data available in the open
literature. It is shown how the simplified n = film cooling effectiveness
fluid dynamic equations with the gas dynamic viscosity
appropriate experimental correlation allow e = angle from stagnation point in profile
the prediction of these results in other leading edge.
flight conditions than those tested. p = density

p"),.= density and viscosity at a
LIST OF SYMBOLS temperature T*

S= Stefan-Boltzman constant.
C = specific heat at main stream a

temperature. = non dimensional distance
Cp2= specific heat at cooling flow -0,25

temperature. , [ R,2 2-
Dh= Hydraulic diameter M.S [ p.

d = local curvature diameter Subscripts
h = convective heat flux coefficient
K = thermal conductivity coefficient g = gas
L = inner blade passage length w = wall

M =blowing factor P2 V2 1,2 = cold gas injection

PW VW i INTRODUCTION
Nu= Nusselt number The modern engine solid surfaces exposed to
Pr= Prandtl number internal flow need improved thermal
q = heat flux protection because high temperature cycles
Re 2 = Reynolds number for the cooling are used to increase performance. During

the past decades, different cooling methods
P2 V2 . S have been used to reduce the metal

parameters 2temperature, therefore minimizing the
U2  required amount of cooling air.

R xS,d= Reynolds number based on xsd. The simplest way to cool surfaces is by
convective cooling. In this process, heat

s = cooling slot height. flows by conduction from exposed metal
surfaces to un-exposed ones, whic'z are

T,= absolute gas temperature. cooled by air flowing usually parallel to
it. Convective cooling is used whenever low

T = recovery temperature = T++O,9rT-T levels of cooling effectiveness are
r ele.Owj] required. This limitation exists due to the

TW= actual wall temperature fact that the air supply is somehow
Taw = adiabatic wall temperature limited. On the other hand, high

effectiveness levels tend to increase
TOT = static and stagnation temperature thermal stress problems [1-3].

A special type of convective cooling is by
of the main stream, means of impingement. It is used whenever

TM OT. FT 0,]2 large heat transfer coefficients are needed
T 0 av %] on the un-exposed surfaces (4-8]. Another
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method to obtain high heat transfer X
coefficients is to place fins or ribs
normal to the coolant flow path [9].

When higher levels of cooling effectiveness
are required it is necessary to use more "
sophisticated alternatives. The most common T.
method is to insert a secondary fluid into T0
the boundary layer on the surface which is
to be protected. There are different means
of injecting this fluid such as ablation, Fig.l. Single slot film cooling
transpiration and film cooling. In ablation configuration.
cooling, a heat shield ablates and
secondary fluids enter the boundary layer
[10] In transpiration cooling the coolant The convective coefficient h is calculated
enters the boundary layer through a porous independently from the adiabatic wall
material [11-13). Both methods are used to temperature Taw.
protect the region where coolants are
added. Unfortunately the application of
these systems is difficult because ablation This magnitude is related to the concept of
has a limited time span and porous effectiveness of the film cooling, figure
materials are not strong enough to be used 1:
in engines. The basic mechanism of film Tr T aw
cooling is the introduction of a secondary Tr T
fluid at several locations along a surface 2

to protect that surface not only in the
injection area but also in the downstream The correlation found more suitable for the
region a12-14]. flow conditions and geometry is the modelof Kutatelache & Leanter, in reference (14]

Thermal studies on aircraft engines, because the flow can be considered
particularly modern ones with large flight twodimensional and compressible and the
envelopes, require a great amount of difference of temperature between the wall
testing and instrumentation. Designers have and the main stream is important.
different tools for obtaining engine
component temperature predictions. These The effectiveness is given from this
tools can be classified as: 1) theoretical, reference by the expression:
2) experimental and 3) numerical methods.
Theoretical analysis is usually aimed at
finding parameters to describe the =temperature of an adiabatic wall downstream + [ (40 + *)
of the coolant injection (15]. Real and + p2
three-dimensional effects are studied on p2
test rigs with controlled conditions When the cooling injection is made by two
[16-18). Predictive numerical calculations consecutive slots, the total effectiveness
are being widely used nowadays for can be treated as the combination of two
different cooling applications and cooling layers where the external
configurations, because they help to speed temperature for the inner flow is the
up the design and to reduce the number of "adiabatic wall temperature" for the
experiments (19-20]. external one [21], figure 2.
In this paper a method to predict full T -
scale engine temperatures is described. Tawl
This method combines the fluid dynamic =T - TI
equations with semi-empirical data obtained
from the open literature. TawI- Taw2
The result is an easy to use procedure. 72 =Tawl - T2

2. NOZZLE COOLING PREDICTION

The prediction of the petal temperature of and the total effectiveness is:

a convergent-divergent nozzle has been Tw - T a 2
performed through a computer code that uses = T - T + n2 (1 -
correlation models available in the open 2
literature with actual data obtained from a
test program that includes a reduced scale
hot test, a full scale rig test and a DVE
(Design Verification Engine) program. T, ...

2

The film cooling produced when the relative T,
cold layer is injected at the beginning of _Ta
the convergent petal of the nozzle, Tw
produces a reduction in the metal To

temperature along the petal.

The heat transfer rate is modelled by: TO

q - A.h [Taw - Tw] Fig.2. Double slot film cooling
configuration.
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The convective coefficient h is obtained Tw/Tref
from semiempirical correlation for film
cooling with a high velocity compressible 2.20
boundary layer. s

As the blowing factor M < 2 the correlation
used is the one proposed by Lefebre (22].

K2

x S 0,01 m hr = 2uK 1.80

0,7
Nux = 0,057 R ex

R P2 V 2 .X

ex= 2 1.40

x > 0.01 m hy = Ux 2

N =0,0256 es H.S 1.0e

0 0.4 0.8 1.2

R = V RelatiVe X Dositiones U2  Fig.4. Comparison of predicted temperatures
and fixed condi nozzle test results.

The wall temperature of the petal is

obtained for an equilibrium model where the
convective and radiative heat transfer Tw/Tref
with the cavity between the nozzle petals
and the fairing flap, and the conduction
along the petal are modeled in the
classical way. 2.6

It may be of interest to note that the
radiative heat transfer with the hot gas of
the main flow is modeled as (15 & 23).

q 1 ' 1,5(2,5 2,5) 2.2-

A 2 a +C )J Cg Tg (Tg' T

3. NOESLE THERNRL TESTS

The model resulting from this information 1.8
gave good results for wall temperature Prcted
estimation always with a conservative + Teouple
margin that the test in the scale model
helped to reduce (figure 3). The full scale
results with fixed convergent-divergent 1.4.
nozzle tested in a hot rig showed very good
agreement between the predictions and the 0 0.4 0.8 1.2
actual values from the thermocouples and Relative X position
thermal paints. (see figures 4 and 5). Fig.5. Thermal points, predicted

2.00 - temperature and thermocouples values in
fixed condi nozzle.

1.80
When the true variable convergent-divergent
nozzle was tested in the Design

1.60 " + Verification Engine (DVE) the differences
between the prediction and the measurement
in the beginning of the divergent petal

1.40 were important. But if a cooling ingestion
+ through the gap in the throat is

Cat~ considered, this disagreement disappears
1.20 -and the model appears to be consistent and

to give accurate temperature predictions.
(Figure 6).

1.000 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0:8 4. * ZAUST DIfFUSER COOLING CIRCUIT

Rab XPOS~n The cooling circuit of the exhaust diffuser

Fig.3. Initial prediction and scaled hot has been designed with a method that
test results along nozzle petal. modelise the more relevant fluid factors
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Tw/Tref which receives strong radiative heat flux
from the afterburner. The dominant feature

2.4 in this part of the cooling circuit is the
2.4! combination of cross-flow and impingement

cooling. The radial geometry simplifies the
W/o -Inct iecta mathematical model which follows the scheme

of (26].

* The calculation of the flow through the

0 holes in each station is also modified to
I0 allow for the cross flow. Correlation from

(27] is used to take this effect into
wits• ?i~ct l o account. The convective heat coefficient

I Ieproduced by the impingement is modelled
I following (4 & 28].

To reproduce this correlation here is
beyond our limits, so our advice is to
consult the original papers.

e- r.P'rde s Wall temperature is obtained by a thermal
* Therii•ecouoIes balance between external and internal

radiative heat flux and the impingement as
already commented. Upon the reheat luminous1.2• flame emissivity and radiative terms of

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 this equilibrium are modelled after

Relative X position references [3 & 15).

Fig.6. Predicted and measured temperatures The flow behavior inside the lateral double
with and without throat cold air injection, wall is calculated in a similar way with

the simplification that no impingement
effect is present.

around the circuit and use the available
data in the open literature. This The mass flow and thermal predictions are
prediction method includes theoretical performed jointly in an iterative mode. It
analysis and semienpirical correlations starts with a hypothetical mass flow at the
coupled to numerical simulation wherever beginning of the circuit. Its' purpose
further refinement is required. A more being to match the pressure, at the exit
detailed description of this design method located downstream of the cascade, obtained
has been given elsewhere [24]. Therefore by the program with the actual value.
here we will only comment at the asoects
related to the general objectives of this
paper.

The geometry of the cooling circuit can be V
seen in figure 7, the fixed blade diffuser 1
cascade has an inner passage with cooling
capillaries in the trailing edge. The
thermal analysis of the blades requires a
detailed numerical process with NASTRAN
code for the solid pieces and CFD code for
the convective heat transfer in the blade
boundary layer. But for the purpose of the
circuit flow prediction a simpler model is
used estimating the internal friction
coefficient using (25] and the inner heat
flux with the expression from (2].

Nu = " - -36 Re ' P

V

The mean blade temperature is fixed by a
heat equilibrium analysis where the
external heat transfer is modelled in the Fig.7. Exhaust diffuser cooling circuit.
leading edge with the correlation

Nu=1.14 Re 11 [ ,41 -!I-J 5. EXHAUST DIFFUSER TEMPERATURE ASSESSMENT

Calibration tests were carried out to check
and in the rest of the blade surface with the mass flow predicted through the cooling
the standard Nusselt value for turbulent circuit. It was performed in a rig that
boundary layer. reproduces the geometry and flow

conditions, and is divided into two phases
The remaining heated flow which reaches the to obtain separately the mass flow through
plenum is forced to cross the perforated out both capillary trailing edge tubes and
wall to impinge onto the rear wall. This is discharge exit downstream blade trailing
needed to enhance the cooling of this wall edge.
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Figures (8 and 9) show the comparison
4.4- between experiments and theoretical

predictions for the capillary tubes and the
7 1 total cooling mass flow.

4.0 
z W

The engine validation tests were performed
- to assess the pressure and temperature

3.6-1 predictions. We will focus on the cone,

U9 lateral and rear walls where no further
calculation was performed. The figures

0 3.2-, (10,11 and 12) show the comparison of
a!_______ predicted and measured temperature in the

¶ range of compressor speed, while figure

2.8 [13] shows the relative error for both.8~ temperature and pressure in several circuit
locations.

2.4

I .1 1.3 1.5 1.7 0.901
PRESSUIRE RA 770 0nez

Fig.8. Results of calibration test mass 0.80____
f low through capillary cooling tubes in the 0.0-
blade trailing edge.

4.8 __________________ _ 0. 702

4.4 0.60-.

4.0
S ~0.0 so -

3.6240 60 8010

3. Fig.ll. Comparison between predicted and
experimental values of temperature at the

2.8 --. ICat periphery of the diffuser rear wall.

2.4
1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 0.901,

PRESSURERA4 770

Fig.9. Results of calibration test. Total Caclae
cooling mass flow in exhaust diffuser 0.80-1
cooling circuit.

0.70,

1.00 1 .

-L~nmwikI0. 60¶

0.00)-oj ~ M

/~u~ 0.50

I,40 60 80 1 0
070~1 RW LP cai-ipwsa Spee (V

Fig.12. Comparison between predicted and

I I experimental values of temperature at an
0.60 intermediate section of the lateral wall.

0.50 f 6. CONCLUSIONS
40 60 80100

fta"LP a"Pl" S (WThe comparison between predicted and actual
test results of calibration rigs and engine

Fig.10. Comparison between predicted and test beds shows that for design purposes
experimental values of temperature at the the accuracy obtained is enough and no
center of the diffuser rear wall. other complicated method is needed.
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Discussion

QUESTION 1:
DISCUSSOR: J. Salva Monfort, Escuela Tecnica Superior de Ingenieros Aeronauticos

Can you explain in more detail how you have calculated the cooling flux through the
capillary tubes in the trailing edges of the blades?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The flow through the cooling capillary tubes in the trailing edge of the blades is calculated
using the same turbulent one-dimensional equations as for the main passages of the
blade. Some problems of choking due to the high heat transfer can arise. In this case, it is
necessary to detect the Mach number increase and to reduce the mass flow for that
capillary tube accordingly.

QUESTION 2:
DISCUSSOR: D.T. Vogel, DLR

You used many of empirical constants in your calculations. Are these constants related
to your special problem, or is it possible to calculate other cooling configurations'?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
The correlations used are all chosen from open literature taking into account the
geometry and dimensionless parameters of the problem. Please refer to the original
paper to find out if it can be applied to other configurations.
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